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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION. 

ee fifth edition has been brought up to the standard 
of the recently published Commentary on the First 

Epistle to the Corinthians. The whole work has been, in 

consequence, again carefully revised, both in regard of the 

Text and of the notes. Additions, suggested by the labours 

of those who have followed me in the interpretation of these 
Epistles, have been made to the notes wherever amplification 
seemed to be called for, or reconsideration required. Still 

the original character and structure of the work has been 

carefully maintained. It remains a critical and grammatical 
Commentary, with just so much of the exegetical and his- 

torical element as is absolutely required by the student for a 
due perception of the mind of the inspired Original. The 

Text will be found to present a few distinct changes. These 

are, in all cases, due to that greatly improved knowledge of 
the critical value of our materials, which the conscientious 

labours of recent editors of the Text have freely supplied to 

us. Former principles remain substantially the same; but 
the manner in which they have been applied has been modi- 

fied by fuller knowledge. 
The Translations of the three Epistles are republished 

with the addition of references to the Revised Version. 
The corrections in the Translation are very few, and almost 

entirely confined to those passages in which changes 
of reading in the original Text necessitated changes in 

the Translation. 

GLOUCESTER, 

May, 1888, 





PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

‘ee present volume forms the fourth portion of my Com- 
mentary on St Paul’s Epistles, and contains an exposition 

of the important Epistles to the Philippians and Colossians, 
and of the graceful and touching Epistle to Philemon. 

The notes will be found to reflect the same critical and 
grammatical characteristics, and to recognise the same princi- 
ples of interpretation, as those which I endeavoured to follow 
in the earlier portions of this work, on which the experiences 
slowly and laboriously acquired during this undertaking have 
taught me year by year more confidently to rely. There is 
however a slight amount of additional matter which it is 
perhaps desirable briefly to specify. 

In the first place, I have been enabled to carry out more 
fully and completely a system of reference to the great Ver- 
sions of antiquity, and have spared no pains to approach a 
little more nearly to those fresh and clear, yet somewhat 
remote well-heads of Christian interpretation. In the notes 
on the Pastoral Epistles it was my endeavour to place before 
the reader, in all more important passages, the interpretations 
adopted by the Syriac, Old Latin’, and Gothic Versions. To 
these in the present volume I have added references to the 
Coptic (Memphitic) and Ethiopic Versions; to the former as 
found in the convenient and accessible edition of Botticher, 
to the latter as found in Walton’s Polyglott, but more espe- 
cially and exclusively to the excellent edition of the Ethiopic 
New Testament by the late Mr Pell Platt, published by the 
Bible Society in 1830. These have been honestly and labo- 
riously compared with the original; but, as in the preface to 
the Pastoral Epistles, so here again will I earnestly remind 

1 [have now adopted thisterm,feel- ‘vetus Itala’ really belonged to a 
ing convinced that the term ‘Italic’ Recension and not to an independent 
is likely to mislead. The latterIre- Version. In the present Epistles I 

tained in the previous Epistles as have derived the Old Latin from the 

sanctioned by common usage; I was _ Version of the Codex Claromontanus. 
however fully aware that the term 

E, b 



vi PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

the reader that though I have laboured unflinchingly, and 

have spared no pains faithfully to elicit the exact opinion of 

these ancient translators, I still am painfully conscious how 

very limited is my present knowledge, and how many must 

needs be my errors and misconceptions in languages where 

literary help is scanty, and in applications of them where I 

find myself at present unaided and alone. Poor however 

and insufficient as my contributions are, I still deem 1t neces- 

sary to offer them; for I have been not a little startled to find 

that even critical editors of the stamp of Tischendorf* have 
apparently not acquired even a rudimentary knowledge of 

several of the leading Versions which they conspicuously 

quote: nay more, that in many instances they have positively 
misrepresented the very readings which have been followed, 
and have allowed themselves to be misled by Latin transla- 
tions, which, as my notes will passingly testify, are often 
sadly and even perversely incorrect. I fear indeed that I 
am bound to say that on the Latin translations attached to 
the now antiquated edition of the Coptic New Testament by 
Wilkins, from which Tischendorf appears to have derived his 
readings, little reliance can be placed; and on that attached 
to the Ethiopic Version in Walton’s Polyglott even less, be- 
cause not only as a translation is it Inexact, but as a repre- 
sentative of the Ethiopic Version worse than useless, as the 
text was derived from the valueless Roman edition of 1548, 
which in its transfer to the Polyglott was recruited with a 
fresh stock of inaccuracies. 

It is fair to say that in this latter Version Tischendorf ap- 
pears to have also used the amended translation of Bode, but 
even thus he is only able to place before the reader results 
derived from an approximately accurate translation of a care- 
less reprint of a poor original; and thus to give only inade- 
quately and inaccurately the testimony of the ancient Ethi- 
opic Church. The really good and valuable edition of Pell 
Platt has lain unnoticed and unused, because it has not the 
convenient appendage of a Latin translation. The same 
remark applies to the edition of the Coptic Version by 
Schwartze and Botticher, which, though differing consider- 
ably less from that of Wilkins than the Ethiopic of Platt 
from the Ethiopic of the Polyglott, is similarly devoid of a 
Latin translation, and in consequence has I fear received 
proportionately little attention. 

1 The fourth volume of the new and what pains he has taken to secure 
edition of Horne’s Introductionshows an accurate knowledge of Versions in 
how conscientiously our countryman languages with which he himself did 
Dr Tregelles has acted in this respect, not happen to be acquainted, 
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Under these circumstances, when our knowledge even of 
the true readings of these two Versions is still so very limited, 
I do not shrink from offering my scanty contributions, which, 
though intentionally exegetical in character, may be found to 
some extent useful even to a critical editor. Gladly, most 
gladly, should I welcome other labourers into the same field, 
nor can I point out to students in these somewhat intractable 
languages a more really useful undertaking than a correct 
Latin translation of Platt’s Ethiopic Version, and a similar 
translation of the portions of the Coptic New Testament pub- 
lished by Schwartze and his less competent successor. 

I will here add, for the sake of those who may feel at- 
tracted towards these fields of labour, a few bibliographical 
notices, and a few records of my own limited experiences, as 
these may be of some passing aid to novices, and may serve 
as temporary finger-posts over tracts where the paths are not 
well-trodden, and the travellers but few. 

In Coptic, I have used with great advantage the grammar 
of Archdeacon Tattam, and the lexicon of the same learned 
Editor. The more recent lexicon of Peyron has, I believe, 
secured a greater reputation, and as a philological work seems 
deservedly to rank higher, but after using both, I have found 
that of Tattam more generally useful, and more practically 
available for elementary reading, and for arriving at the cur- 
rent meaning of words. The very valuable Coptic grammar 
of Schwartze cannot be dispensed with by any student who 
desires to penetrate into the philological recesses of that sin- 
gular language, but as a grammar to be put into the hands 
of a beginner it is of more than doubtful value. 

In Ethiopic, the old grammar of Ludolph still maintains 
its ground, The author was a perfect Ethiopic enthusiast, 
and has zealously striven, by the most minute grammatical 
subdivisions, to leave no peculiarities in the Ethiopic language 
unnoticed and unexplained: the student however must not 
fail to exercise his judgment in a first reading, and be careful 
to confine himself to the general principles of the language, 
without embarrassing himself too much with the many ex- 
ceptional characteristics which this difficult’ language pre- 
sents. These leading principles, especially in the second edi- 
tion, are sufficiently well-defined, and will easily be extracted 
by any reader of moderate sagacity and grammatical experi- 
ence. The recent Ethiopic grammar of Dillmann has passed 

1 This epithet must be considered difficulties. The Arabic scholar would 
as used subjectively. Tome,whoam very likely entirely reverse my judg- 
unfortunately unacquainted withAra- ment. 
bic, this language has presented many 

b2 



viii PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION. 

through my hands, but my acquaintance with it is far too 

limited for me to pronounce on it any opinion. As far as I 

could judge, it seems to be very similar to that of Schwartze 

in Coptic, and only calculated for the more mature and scien- 
tific student. With regard to lexicons, there is, I believe, no 

better one than that of Ludolph (2nd ed.). That of Castell, 
alluded to in the preface to the Pastoral Epistles, I have 
since found to be decidedly inferior. 

I do venture then to express a humble hope, that even 
with no better literary appliances than these earnest men 
and thoughtful scholars may be induced to investigate pa- 
tiently and carefully the interpretations of these ancient wit- 
nesses of the truth. Surely the opinion of men who lived in 
such early ages of the Church as those to which the chief 
ancient Versions may all be referred cannot be deemed un- 
worthy of attention. Surely a Version like the Old Syriac, 
parts of which might almost have been in the hands of the 
last of the Apostles, a venerable monument of nearly equal 
antiquity like the Old Latin, a Version so generally accurate 

-as that of Ulfilas’, a Version so distinctive as that of the 
Coptic, and so laborious as Platt’s Ethiopic’, cannot safely be 
disregarded in the exposition of a Divine Revelation, where 
antiquity has a just and reasonable claim on our attention, 
and where novelty and private interpretation can never be 
indulged in without some degree of uncertainty and peril. 

With these three earthly aids, first, an accurate knowledge 
of Hellenic Greek ; secondly, the Greek commentators, and 
thirdly, the five or six principal ancient Versions, we may 
(with humble prayer for the illuminating grace of the Eternal 
Spirit) address ourselves to the task of a critical exposition of 
the Covenant of Mercy; we may trust that, though often 
with clouded and holden eyes, we may yet be permitted to 
see and to recognise some sure and certain outlines of Divine 
Truth: but without any of these, or with one, or even two, to 
the exclusion of what remains, dare we hope that our inter- 
pretations will always be found free from uncertainties and 
inconsistencies, and will never exhibit the tinges of individual 
opinion, and the often estimable, but ever precarious subjec- 
tivity of religious predilections ? 

1 Some tinges of Arianism have 
been detected in this Version, e.g. 
Phil. ii. 6, ‘ni vulva rahnida visan 
sik galetko [surely not a correct trans- 
lation of ica] guba,’ but are not suffi- 
ciently strong to detract seriously 
from the general faithfulness of the 
Version. 

? T regret that I cannot in any way 
agree with my valued acquaintance 
Dr Tregelles in his judgment on the 
Ethiopic Version: in St Paul’s Epi- 
stles I have found it anything but 
‘the dreary paraphrase’ which he 
terms it in his remarks in Horne, 
Introduction, Vol, rv. p. 319. 
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I fear indeed that these remarks are but little in unison 
with popular views and popular aspirations; I fear that the 
patient labour necessary to perform faithfully the duty of an 
interpreter is unwelcome to many of the forward spirits of 
our own times. To be referred to Greek Fathers, when sua- 
sive annotations of a supposed freer spirit and a more flexible 
theology claim from us a hearing,—to be bidden to toil on 
amid ancient Versions, when a rough and ready scholarship is 
vaunting its own independence and sufficiency,—to weigh in 
the balance, to mark and to record the verging scale while 
religious prejudice is ever struggling to kick the beam, all this 
seems savourless, unnecessary, and impracticable. I fear such 
is the prevailing spirit of our own times; yet, amid all, I 
seem to myself to descry a spirit of graver research winning 
its way among us, a more determined allegiance to the truth, 
a greater tendency to snap the chains of sectarian bondage ; 
and it is to those who feel themselves animated by this spirit, 
who are quickened by the desire at every cost to search out 
and to proclaim the truth, who think that there is no sacrifice 
too great, no labour too relentless, in the exposition of the 
word of God,—to them and to such as them I would fain 
with all humility commend the imperfect and initial efforts 
to elicit the testimony of the Ancient Versions which these 
pages contain, and it is from them that I hopefully look for 
corrections of the errors and inaccuracies into which my in- 
experience will I fear be often found to have betrayed me. 

Another addition which I have striven to make, and 
which the profound importance of the subject has seemed to 
require, consists in the introduction of a few doctrinal com- 
ments upon the passages in these Epistles which relate to our 
Saviour’s divinity—and this I trust no one will deem super- 
erogatory. The strongly developed tendencies of our own 
times towards humanitarian conceptions of the nature and 
work of our divine Master,—tendencies often associated with 
great depth of feeling and tenderness of sympathy,—seem 
now to demand the serious attention of every thoughtful 
man. The signs of the times are very noticeable. The di- 
vinity of the Eternal Son is not now so much assailed by 
avowed heretical teaching, as diluted by more plausible, per- 
haps even more excusable, but certainly no less destructive 
and pernicious developments of human error. The turmoil 
of Arian and semi-Arian strife has comparatively ceased, to 
be succeeded however by a more delusive calm, and a more 

dangerous and enervating repose. In the popular theology 
of the present day the Eternal Son is presented to us under 

aspects by no means calculated to rouse any active hostility 
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or provoke any earnest antagonism. All is suasive and se- 

ductive: our Lord is claimed as united to us by human affi- 

nities of touching yet precarious application ; He is the prince 

of sufferers, the champion of dependence and depression, the 

representative of contested principles of social union ; His 

Crucifixion becomes the apotheosis of self-denial, the Atone- 

ment the master work of a pure and sublimated sympathy,— 

principles and aspects all the more dangerous from involving 

admixtures of partial truth, the more harmful from their 

seeming harmlessness. It is against this more specious and 

subtle form of error that we have now to contend ; it is this 

plausible and versatile, theosophy that seeks to ensnare us by 
its appeal to our better feelings and warmer sympathies, that 
seems to edify while it perverts, that attracts while it ruins, 
that it is now the duty of every true servant of Jesus Christ 
to seek to expose and to countervail. And this can be done 
in no way more charitably, yet more effectually, than by sim- 
ply setting forth with all sincerity, faithfulness, and truth, 
those portions of the word of life which declare the true na- 
ture of the Eternal Son in language that no exegetical artifice 
can successfully explain away, and against which Arian, semi- 
Arian, Deist, and Pantheist, have beaten out their strength 
in vain. 

' Under these feelings then, in the important doctrinal 
passages in these Epistles which relate to our Lord’s divinity 
I have spared no pains in the endeavour candidly and truth- 
fully to state the meaning of every word, and to put before 
the younger reader, in the form of synopsis or quotation, the 
great dogmatical principles and deductions which the early 
Greek and Latin Fathers, and more especially our own 
Divines of the seventeenth and early part of the eighteenth 
century, have unfolded with such meek learning, such per- 
spicuity, and such truth. I need scarcely remark that here 
I have had to rely solely on my own reading; for in the 
works of the best German commentators sound dogmatical 
theology will I fear too often be sought for in vain, and even 
in the more recent productions of our own country sub- 
jective explanation and an inexact and somewhat diffluent 
theology have been allowed to displace the more accurate 
and profound deductions of an earlier day. On this portion 
of my labours more than on any other may the Father of 
Lights be pleased to vouchsafe His blessing, and to overrule 
these efforts to issues beyond their own proper efficacy, and 
to uses which my earnest aspirations, but not my sense of 
their realization, have presumed to contemplate. 

A few additions will be found in what may be termed 
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the philological portion of this Commentary. Wherever the 
derivation of a word has seemed obscure, and an exact 
knowledge of its fundamental meaning has seemed of im- 
portance to the passage, I have noted in brackets its pro- 
bable philological affinities, and stated, with all possible 
brevity, the opinions of modern investigators in this recently 
explored domain of literature. Gladly would I have found 
this done to my hand in the current lexicons of England or 
Germany, as it would have saved me not only much labour, 
but many unwelcome interruptions; but upon the philology 
of modern lexicons I regret to say very little reliance can be 
placed. Even in the otherwise admirable lexicon of Rost 
and Palm, which, I may here remark, is now brought to a 
completion, it is vexatious to observe how much philology 
has been neglected by its compilers, and how uncertain and 
precarious are the derivations of all the more difficult words. 

With regard to references to former notes, which, now 
that my work has extended to eight Epistles, have neces- 
sarily become somewhat numerous, I have endeavoured to 
observe the following rule. Where the reference has ap- 
peared of less moment, I have contented myself with a 
simple allusion to the former note. Where the reference has 
seemed of greater moment, and the note referred to contains 
any critical or grammatical investigations, I have generally 
endeavoured to embody briefly in the note before the reader 
the principles previously discussed, leaving the fuller detail 
to be sought for in the note referred to. My desire is thus 
to make each portion of this work as much as possible an 
independent whole, and while avoiding repetition, still to 
obviate, as far as is compatible with the nature of a conti- 
nuous work, the necessity of the purchase or perusal of fore- 
‘going portions. 

A few concluding words on the Translation, I have 
more than once had my attention called to passages in for- 
mer commentaries, where the translation in the notes has 
not appeared in perfect unison with that in the Revised 
Version. In most instances these seeming discrepancies 
have arisen from the fact that the fixed principles on which 
I venture to revise the Authorised Version do not always 
admit of an exact identity of language in the Version and in 
the note. In a word, the translation in the note presents 
what has been considered the most exact rendering of the 
words taken per se; the Revised Version preserves that 
rendering as far as is compatible with the lew operis, the 
context, the idioms of our language, or lastly, that grave 
and archaic tone of our admirable Version which, even in a 
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revised form of it designed only for the closet, it seemed a 
kind of sacrilege to displace for the possibly more precise, yet 
often really less expressive phraseology of modern diction. 
Needlessly to divorce the original and that Version with 
which our ears are so familiar, and often our highest asso- 
ciations and purest sympathies so intimately bound, is an 
ill-considered course, which more than anything else may 
tend to foster an unyoked spirit of Scriptural study and 
translation, alike unfilial and presumptuous, and to which a 
modern reviser may hereafter bitterly repent having lent his 
example or his contributions. 

I desire in the last place to record a few of my many 
obligations. These however are somewhat less than in ear- 
lier portions of this work, as the great and unintermitting 
labour expended in the examination of the ancient Versions, 
especially the Coptic and Ethiopic, has left me little time, 
and perhaps I might say little need, for consulting commen- 
taries of a secondary character. These it is not necessary to 
specify, but the student who may miss their names on my 
present pages will I truly believe have gained far more 
from the ancient Versions that have been adduced, than lost 
by the writers that have been left unnoticed. 

Of the larger commentaries, I have carefully and thought- 
fully perused the excellent commentary of my friend Dean 
Alford. From it I have not derived much directly, as I 
deemed it best, for the cause of that truth which we both 
humbly strive to advance, to consult for myself the original 
authorities and various exegetical subsidies that were alike 
accessible to us both, that so my adhesion to the opinions of 
my able predecessor, or my departure from them, might be 
the result of my own deliberate investigations. At the 
same time I have been particularly benefited by the ad- 
mirable perspicuity of his notes, and have felt rejoiced when 
our opinions coincide, and unfeignedly sorry when I have 
a myself compelled to take a contrary or antagonistic 
side. 

To the commentaries of De Wette and Meyer, but espe- 
cially to those of the latter, I am, as heretofore, greatly 
indebted for grammatical and exegetical details, but in the 
dogmatical portions I have neither sought for nor derived 
any assistance whatever. To German commentaries the 
faithful and candid expositor of Scripture is under great 
obligations, but for theology he must turn to the great doc- 
trinal treatises of the Divines of our own country. 

Of separate commentaries on the Philippians, the learned 
and laborious production of Van Hengel has been on many 
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occasions extremely useful from its affluence of grammatical 
examples; but it is rather deficient in that brevity and per- 
spicuity of critical discussion which is nowhere more indis- 
pensable than in the aggregation of parallel passages, and 
the comparison of supposed, but perhaps illusory similarities 
of structure. 

The commentary of Wiesinger is thoughtful and sensible, 
and not unfrequently distinguished by a sound and persua- 
sive exegesis. Those of Rilliet and Hélemann, but especially 
the former, deserve consideration, but have been still so far 
superseded by more modern expositions, that it will in all 
cases be advisable for the student to read them with some 
degree of caution and suspended judgment. 

Of commentaries on the Colossians, I must first specify 
the learned and exhaustive work of Bishop Davenant, which 
has certainly not received that attention from modern ex- 
positors which it so fully deserves. Its usefulness is some- 
what interfered with by the scholastic form in which the 
notes are drawn up, nor is it free from the tinge of theolo- 
gical prejudice, but there is a thoroughness and completeness 
of exegetical investigation which renders it an exposition 
which no student of this profound Epistle will be wise to 
overlook. 

Of modern commentaries, that of Huther will well repay 
the trouble of perusal, but both this work and that of Bahr 
have been so thoroughly examined by De Wette and Meyer, 
and in many passages so incorporated into their writings, 
that a separate study of them is rendered somewhat less 
necessary. They will however always be referred to with 
advantage, but should not be used without due consideration 
of the opinions of their successors, and of the various recti- 
fications which a more accurate scholarship has occasionally 
been found to suggest. 

The commentary of Professor Eadie has been of occa- 
sional service to me; but, as in the commentary on the 
Ephesians, so here also I fear I am compelled in candour to 
say that the grammatical comments do not always appear to 
be quite exact, nor are the doctrinal passages always discussed 
with that calm precision and dignified simplicity of language 
which these subjects seem to require and suggest; still most 
of the exegetical portion is extremely good, nor will any 

reader rise from the study of this learned, earnest, and not 

unfrequently eloquent volume, unimproved either in head or 

in heart. 
Notices of the other and larger commentaries on the New 

Testament, or on St Paul’s Epistles, to which I have been in 
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the habit of referring, will be found in the prefaces to the 
preceding portions of this work. 

It now only remains for me to commit this volume to the 
reader, with the earnest prayer to Almighty God that He 
who has so mercifully sustained me with health and strength 
during the anxieties of continued research, and the pressure 
of protracted labour, may be pleased to grant that this re- 
search may not prove wholly fruitless, this labour not utterly 
vain. 

TPIAZ, MONA, ’EAEHZON. 

CAMBRIDGE, 

October 20, 1857. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

HIS fervent, affectionate, and, in parts, pathetic Epistle was 

written by the Apostle to his liberal and warmhearted con- 

verts in the Roman colony of Philippi towards the close of his 

Jirst captivity at Rome (see Introd. to 1 Tim.), and at a time when, 

as it would seem, his imprisonment was of a closer and harsher 

character, and his earthly prospects were, though not by any means 

without hope (ch. i. 25, 26, ii, 24), yet in many respects more 

cheerless and depressing than when he wrote to the Colossians 

and Philemon, and to the Ephesians (ch, i. 20 sq., ii. 17, 28; see 

notes on Eph. vi. 21, and Introd. to Col.). It has thus been sup- 
posed with some probability to have been written after the death 

of the Pretorian Prefect (Burrus) to whom it has been thought 

the Apostle was at first entrusted, and by whom, as we may per- 

haps infer from Acts xxviii. 16, he had been treated with leniency 

and consideration. 

As the death of Burrus took place in a.p. 62 (Clinton, Fastt 

Rom. Vol. 1. p. 44), and as there are some expressions in the 

Epistle that seem distinctly to imply that the captivity had been 

of some duration (ch. i. 13 sq., comp. ii. 26), we may fix the date 

of the Epistle towards the close of, or more probably about the 

middle of A.D. 63, and may thus place it as the last in order of the 

four Epistles written during the first captivity at Rome: see 

Davidson, Introd. Vol. 11. p. 373. This however is not the opinion 

of Bp Lightfoot, who, in a dissertation specially devoted to the 

question of the order of the Epistles of the Captivity (Introd. to 
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Ep. to Phil. pp. 3o-—40), has decided in favour of placing this 

Epistle first. The question is argued with great impartiality and 

close consideration of the arguments commonly relied on for the 

earlier date. Still the reasoning does not carry with it conviction. 

The arguments usually relied on for the later date, viz. the pro- 

gress of the Roman Church, the absence of the names of St Luke 

and Aristarchus (Col. iv. 10, 14, Philem. 24), the implied journeys 

between Rome and Philippi, and the probability of a more oppres- 

sive severity in the Apostle’s confinement after the death of 

Burrus,—are all shown to be less conclusive than they may have 

been usually deemed to be, but they are by no means disposed of. 

To most minds, as the Bishop’s own reasoning seems to admit, 

they still seem to retain a large residue of validity. This residue 

might of course be still further reduced by strong positive argu- 

ments. But of the two arguments, the relation of the Epistle to 

the earlier group of Epistles, and the tenor of the Epistles to the 

Colossians and Ephesians, the first seems alone to have real weight, 

the resemblance of this Epistle to the Epistle to the Romans be- 

ing certainly not inconsiderable. The second argument, founded 

on the apparent relations between the subjects of the Epistles to 

the Colossians and Ephesians and the subjects of the Pastoral 

Epistles, is not convincing. The general characteristics of the 

Church in a Roman colony like Philippi would seem to call for 

such a very different tenor of letter to that of the letters addressed 

to the Asiatic Churches, that we may just as naturally conceive 

the former letter to have been written after the two latter, as we 

may conceive it to have been written before. Where the subject 

matter would thus almost certainly be different, arguments derived 

from any supposed sequence or evolution in the Apostle’s teaching 

cannot but be deemed precarious. We thus retain the prevalent 

opinion that this Epistle is Jas¢ in the order of the Epistles of the 

Captivity. 

The circumstances that gave rise to the Epistle appear to have 

been simply the fact of Epaphroditus having come from the 

Church of Philippi with contributions to alleviate the necessities 

of the captive Apostle,—contributions which, as we learn from 

the Epistle itself (ch. iv. 15, 16; comp. 2 Cor. xi. g), this liberal 

Church had promptly sent on other and earlier occasions. Moved 

by this fresh proof of love evinced by his dearly-beloved Philip- 

pians,—his ‘joy and crown’ as he affectionately terms them 
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(ch. iv. 1), the Apostle avails himself of the return of Epaphrodi- 

tus, who now after a dangerous illness (ch. ii. 27) was on his way 

back to Philippi, to send to that Church and its chief officers 
(ch. i, 1; see notes im loc.), by the hand of their own messenger, 

his warm and affectionate thanks, mingled with personal notices 

relative to his own state, earnest commendations, pointed but 

kindly warnings, and varied expressions of consolation and en- 

couragement. No Epistle written by the inspired Apostle is 

pervaded with a loftier tone of cheering exhortation (see notes on 

ch. iii. 1); in none is the pressing forward for ‘the prize of the 

high calling of God in Christ Jesus’ set forth in language of 

greater animation, in none is imitation of his own love of his 

Master urged upon his converts in strains of holier incentive 

(comp. ch. iii. 1721). The supposition that there were definite 

parties and factions in the Church of Philippi, and that the 

Epistle was designed to expose their errors and especially those of 

the Judaists, does not seem tenable. It is clear that Judaizing 

teachers had intruded into the Church of Philippi (ch. iii. 2), but 

it seems also clear that their teaching had at present met with but 

little reception. 

The contents of the Epistle are thus very diversified. After 

a brief introduction (ch. i. 111), in which thanksgiving for the 

state of the Philippian converts and prayer for them are blended 

together (ver. 311), the Apostle alludes to his personal circum- 

stances, his sufferings and their results, his feelings and his hopes 

(ch. i. 12—26). He then passes to exhortation and doctrine (ch. i. 

274—ii. 18), the exhortations referring to life and practice (ch, i. 

27—30), unity and humility (ch. ii, r—11), salvation and a blame- 

less course of life (ver. 12—18). The Apostle then alludes to in- 

tended movements and plans (ch. ii. 19 —30), including the mission 

of Timothy (ver. 19—24), and the mission of Epaphroditus (ver. 

25—30). Solemn warnings then follow;—against Judaism and 

all trust in the flesh (ch. iii. 1—16), against earthliness and sensu- 

ality (ver. 1724), concluding with the exhortation to stand fast 

(ch. iv. 1). The Epistle closes with exhortations to individuals 

(ver. 2, 3), and to the Church at large (ver. 4—9), with expres- 

sions of gratitude for the contributions (ver. 10—20), salutations 

(ver. 21, 22), and benediction (ver. 23). 

The genuineness and authenticity of the Epistle are very 

convincingly demonstrated by external testimony (Polycarp, ad 
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Philipp. § 3, Ireneus, Her. rv. 18. 4, ed. Mass., Clem.-Alex. 

Pedag. 1. p. 129, ed. Pott., Tertull. de Resurr. Carn. § 23), and 

even more so by the individuality of tone and language. Doubts 

have been urged by a few modern writers, but they have been 

justly pronounced by all competent critics as not calling for any 

serious attention: see Bp Lightfoot, Introduction pp. 74 sqq. 

The same may be said of the doubts as to the unity of the 

Epistle: see Davidson, Znérod. Vol. 1. p. 387 sq. 
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Apostolic address and 
Salutation. 

AYAOS cai TincOcos doddat Xpr- L 
no? a a ro 

arod “Inco racw trois aylos év 

1. Xpicrod ’1nc0t] So Lachm. (with marg.), Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. 

and Hort, on very clearly preponderating authority: Rec., "Inco? Xpiorod. 

Inrropucrory (ch. i. r—rr). 
Cuap. I. I—2. Opening address. 

1. IIatdos kal Tipoeos] Timothy is 
here associated with the Apostle (as in 
2 Cor. i. 1, Col. i. 1, 1 and 2 Thess. i. 
1, Philem, 1),being known to, and pro- 

bably esteemed by the Philippians 

(Grot.), whom he had already visited, 

apparently twice, dnce in company 

with St Paul (Acts xvi. 1, 12), and 

once alone, or accompanied by Eras- 

tus (Acts xix. 22, comp. xx. 4). The 
association seems similar to that 

with Sosthenes in 1 Cor. i. 1; Timo- 

thy being neither the joint author 
of the Epistle (Menoch.), nor the 
‘comprobator’ of its contents (Zanch.; 
comp. notes on Gal. i. 2), nor again 

the mere transcriber of it (comp. 

Rom. xvi. 22), but simply the ‘socius 

salutationis,’ Est. Two verses below 

the Apostle proceeds in his own per- 

son, and in ch. ii. 19, when Timothy 
reappears, he speaks of him simply in 
third person. It may be re- 

marked that it is only in this Ep., 1 
and 2 Thess. ,and, as we might expect, 
Philem., that St Paul omits his official 

designation, dmréarodos...d1a “Ino. Xp. 

(Gal. i. 1), or dardarudos Xp. Ino. (re- 
maining Epp. except Rom.). This 

seems due, not to ‘modestia’ in the 

i. BZ 

choice of a title common to himself 

‘and Timothy (Grot.), for see 1 and 2 
Cor. i. 1, Col. i. 1, but simply to the 

terms of affection and familiarity on 
which he stood with the churches 
both of Thessalonica (1 Thess. ii. 19, 
20, iii. 6—10) and Philippi: he was 
their Apostle, and he knew from their 

acts (Phil. iv. 14 sq.) and their wishes 
(t Thess. iii, 6) that they regarded 

him as such. On the modes of salu- 
tation adopted by St Paul, see Riick- 

ert on Gal. i. 1, and comp. notes on 

Eph. i. 1, and on Col. i. 1. 

SodAor X. *1.] bond-servants of Christ 
Jesus; ‘servi proprie erant qui toti 

obstricti erant Domino inperpetuum,’ 

Zanch, ap. Pol. Syn.; so Rom. i. 1, 

and sim. Tit. i. 1; comp. Gal. i. 10, 

and also James i. 1, 2 Pet. i. 1, Jude 

1. The interpretation of Fritzsche 

(Rom. i. 1), ‘Jesu Christi cultor,’ scil, 

‘homo Christianus,’ is tenable (comp. 
‘Dan. iii. 26), but, like so many of that 

commentator’s interpretations, hope- 

lessly frigid; comp. Gal. i. 10, where 

to translate Xp. doidos ovk dv juny 

“non essem homo Christianus’ is to 

impair all the vigour of the passage. 

The term is used in its ethical, rather 

than mere historical sense, ‘an Apo- 

stle,’ dc. (see Meyer on Gal. l.c.), and 

B 
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Xpicrg “Inoob rois odow év Didirras cv emtexorots 

the gen. is strongly possessive: they 

belonged to Christ as to a master, 

comp. 1 ‘Cor. vii. 22: His they were; 

yea, His very marks they bore on 

their bodies; comp. Gal. vi. 17, and 
see notes in loc. The formula do0- 
os Ocos (comp. MM} *J2Y Ps. cxiii. 
1, al.) is naturally more general; 

So0\0s Xpicrod somewhat more per- 
sonal and special: comp. notes on 

Tit. i. 1. Tao 
rots dylous K.T..] to all the Saints, 
&c., ‘to all that form part of the 
visible and spiritual community at 
Philippi;’ dyco. being used in these 
salutationsin its most inclusive sense: 
see notes on Eph.i.1. Though dios 
in addresses of this kind does not ne- 
cessarily imply any special degree of 
moral perfection, being applied by the 

Apostle to all his converts, except the 
Galatians and Thessal. (dylos in 1 
Thess. v. 27 being more than doubtful), 
yet still the remark of Olsh. (on Rom. 
i. 7) is probably true, that it always 
hints at the idea of a higher moral 
life imparted by Christ. This in the 
present case is made still more appa- 

rent by the addition év Xpior@: it 
was ‘in Him’ (& not being for dd, 
Est., Rheinw.),in union with Him and 

Him alone, that the dyorns was true 
and real; ol yap év Xp. Ino. dy.oe dvrws 
elatv, Theoph.: comp. Koch on 1 
Thess.i. 1, p. 59. The inclusive rdv- 

Tes, repeated several times in this Ep., 
ch. i. 4, 7, 8, 25, ii. 17, 26, well ex- 
presses the warmth and expansive- 
ness of the Apostle’s love. 

@ulrrows] Philippi, now Filibah or 

Filibejih (or, according to some wri- 
ters, an uninhabited site near Bereket- 

li) and anciently Kpyvides (not Adros, 

Van Heng. after Appian, Bell. Civ. 

iv. 106, which was the ancient name 
of its port Neapolis), was raised to a 

position of importance by Philip of 

Macedon about z.c. 356, and called 

after his name. In later times it was 
memorable as overlooking the scene 
of the battle between Antony and 

Octavius against Brutus and Cassius, 

when the cause of the republic was 

finally lost (B.c. 42; Merivale, Hist. 

Vol. 111. p. 208): soon afterwards it 

became a Roman colony (Colonia Au- 
gusta Julia Philippensis) and received 

the ‘Jus Italicum.’ It was however 

still more memorable as being the first 

city in our continent of Europe in 

which the Gospel was preached, Acts 

xvi. 9,12. A few ruins are said still 
to remain; see Forbiger, Alt. Geogr. 

Vol. 111. p. 1070, and the article by 
the sameauthor in Pauly, Encycl. Vol. 

v.p.1477; comp. also Leake,N. Greece, 

Vol. m1. p. 216. oty émirk. 
kal Siax.] together with the bishops 

and deacons ; not merely ‘in company 

with’ (uerd), but ‘together with’ 

(‘ana cum,’ Beza), —speciallyincluded 

in the same friendly greeting ; comp. 

notes on Eph. vi. 23. Various reasons 

have been assigned why special men- 

tion is made of these church-officers. 

The two most plausible are, (a) be- 
cause there were tendencies to division 

and disunion even among the Philip- 

pians, which rendered a notice of 
formally constituted church-officers 

not unsuitable (Wiesinger, al.); (b) 

because the éziox. and d:dx. had natu- 

rally been the principal instruments 

in collecting thealms(Chrys.,Theoph., 

and recently Mey., Bisping). The 
latter seems most probable; at any 

rate the late date of the Ep. is not 

enough to account for the addition 

(Alf.), nor does the position of the 

clause warrant any contrast with ‘ the 

hierarchical views’ (ib.) of the Apost. 

Ff. (now by no means critically cer- 
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T thank my God with 
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Evxyapicrd +H Oem pov ert racy 3 
resent fellowship in the Gospel, and my love makes me 

yonfident for the future. May ye abound yet more and more. 

tain), for comp. [Ignat.] Philad. In- 

trod.:—the shepherds are naturally 
mentioned after the sheep. On the 
meaning of the title of office, éricxo- 

mos, here appy. perfectly interchange- 
able with the title of age and dignity, 
mpecBurepos (Acts xx. 17, 28, 1 Pet. 
v. 1), see notes on 1 Tim. iii. 1, and 

the detached note of Bp Lightfoot, 
Comment. p. 95. On didkovos, see 

notes on1 Tim. iii. 8. The reading 
owemxéros (B°2D3K; many mss.) for 
ov émox., retained and noticed by 
Chrys, , seems meaningless and inde- 
fensible, and arose probably from 
the epistolary style of later times; 

comp. Chrys. in loc. 
2. xapts dpty «.7.A.] On the spiri- 

tual significance of this blended form 
of Occidental and Oriental salutation, 

see notes on Gal. i. 3, and on Eph. i. 

2: see also Koch on 1 Thess. p. 60, 

and the interesting treatise of Otto, 

Jahrb. fiir Deutsche Theol. (for 1867), 
Vol. xu. p. 678 sqq. The formula is 

substantially the same in all St Paul’s 

Epp. except in Col. i. 2, and 1 Thess. 
i. 1, where the reading is uncertain. 
In the former, xai Kup. "Inc. Xp. may 
be an insertion, and in the latter 

(the Apostle’s earliest Epistle) it is 
doubtful whether the simple xdpis 

kat elpivy, without any further addi- 

tion, is not the more probable read- 

ing. kal Kvuplov] Scil. 

kat dard Kuplov x.7.A. The Socinian 
interpr. xal (arpds) Kuplov, found 
also in Erasm. on Rom. i. 7, is 
rendered highly improbable by the 
use of Geod marpds without juav in 

a Tim. i. 2, Tit. i. 4, most probably 

in x1 Tim, i, 2, and possibly in 2 
Thess, i. 2: comp. 1 Thess. iii. rr, 2 

Thess. ii. 16. 

3—11. Thanksgiving for their 

spiritual state, and prayer for them. 

3. Evxapiord 7 Oecd «.7.A.] Aclosely 
similar form of commencement occurs 
in Rom. i. 9, 1 Cor. i. 4, Philem. 4; 
compare also Eph. i. 16, Col. i. 3, 
1 Thess. i. 2, Indeed in all his Epp. 

to churches, with the single and sad 

exception of that to the Galatians, the 
Apostle either returns thanks to God 
or blesses Him for the spiritual state 
of his converts; toro dé moet éx 

TOO ToAAG avrois cuvedéva. ayabd, 

Chrys. The present use of edyapioreiv 

(‘quod pro gratias agere ante Poly- 

bium usurpavit nemo,’ Lobeck) iscon- 
demned by the Atticists; see Lobeck, 
Phryn. p. 18, Thom. M. p. 913 (ed. 
Bern.), Herodian, p. 400 (ed. Koch), 

but consider Demosth, de Cor. p. 257. 
Pollux (Onom. v. 141) admits it for 

bddvae xd pw, but condemns it for eldé- 

va xapu; see however Boeckh, Corp. 
Inser. Vol. 1. p. 521, and notes on 

Col. i. 12. 7G Ocd pov] 

So Rom. i. 8; comp. Acts xxvii. 23, 
of elul, @ kal AaTpedw. ‘ Significat 
Paulus quanta fiducia vero Deo adhx- 

reat. Sunt enim qui sentiunt Deum 

misericordem quidem esse per Chris- 
tum sanctis hominibus nescio qui- 
bus, non autem sentiunt Deum ipsis 

esse misericordem,’ Calv, él 

adoy tf K-T.A.] on the whole of my 
remembrance of you, not ‘every re- 

membrance,’ Auth, (but not the older 

English Vv.),—a translation incom- 
patible with the use of the art.; comp, 

Winer, Gr. § 18. 4. The prep. ém 
with the dat. (which we can hardly 
say ‘answers to the same prep. with 

a gen, in Rom. i. 9, Eph. i. 16,’ Alf.) 

B2 
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is not here temporal (Heb. ix. 26), 
bods Suav dvapuvycd, Chrys., Winer, 

Gr. § 48. c,—a meaning favoured 
by the incorrect interpr. of racy 77 

pv., but semilocal, and correctly ex- 

presses the idea of close and complete 

connexion, ‘my giving thanks is 

based upon my remembrance of you,’ 

‘remembrance and gratitude are 

bound up together’ (comp. Isaiah 
xxvi. 8, LXX), the primary idea 
being, not addition (Alf.), but super- 
position, Donalds. Cratyl. § 172, 

Gram. § 483: see notes on ch. iii. 9, 
and on Eph. ii. 20. In Rom. i. 9, 
and Eph. i. 16 (see notes), where ém 

is used with the gen, in a very similar 

sentence, a certain amount of tem- 

poral force seems fairly recognisable. 

‘The causal meaning, ‘ de eo quod vos 

mei recordamini,’ Homberg, Michael., 

al. (comp. 1 Cor, i. 4), according to 

which iuay is a gen. subjecti, is exe- 

getically untenable, as ver. 5 gives the 

reason for the evyap., and specifies 
something which far more naturally 

elicited it. prea tpav] 
remembrance of you, 1 Thess. iii, 6, 

2 Tim. i. 3; not ‘commemorationem 
vestri’ (Van Hengel),—a meaning 

which, as Meyer rightly observes, it 

only receives when associated with 
moveioGar; comp. Rom. i. g, Eph. i. 
16, 1 Thess. i. z, Philem. 4. 

4. TavTOTE—TroLovpevos] Participial 
sentence defining and explaining more 
fully when the edxapiord x.7.d. takes 
place, viz. on every occasion that he 

‘prayed for them: the evyapiorla was 
based on and inseparable from the 

pvela, and this thankful remembrance 
ever found an utterance in every 
prayer. JIdvrore is clearly not to be 
joined with evyapiord (Wiesing.),—a 

construction which interferes with the 
studied and affectionate cumulation 

mdvrore, wéoy, Tavrwv (comp. 2 Cor. 

ix. 8), in the participial clause; see 

Col. i. 3, where it also seems best 
(contr. Meyer, De W.; see notes) to 

join the adverb with the participle. 
It may be remarked that no inference 

can be drawn from the position of 

mavrore (a favourite word with the 
Apostle), it being as often used by 

him after, as before the verb with 

which it is connected: in the other 

writers of the N. T. (except John viii. 
29, where it is emphatic) it precedes 

the verb. On the emphatic repeti- 

tion, wavrore, rdoyn, mavtTwy, see the 

copious list of exx. in Lobeck, Pa- 

ralip. p. 51 sq. tmp wavrev 
tpav] These words may be connected 

either (a) with ri dénow rovovpevos, 

Calv., De W., Alf., al., or (b) with 

denoe. pov, Auth, and all Engl. Vv., 

Meyer, al. Both are grammatically 

tenable; the omission of the article 

before brép ravrwy justifying (a), and 

being according to rule in (b); see 

notes on Eph. i. 15, and Winer, Gr. 

§ 20. 4. The latter however seems 

much more simple and natural; the 

mavrore is defined by rdon Sefer, 
and rdcy 6. again is limited by umép 
mw, vpov, while the art. attached to 

dénow (Alf. seems here to argue 

against himself; comp. with Meyer) 
refers it back to the déyors thus pre- 
viously limited: so most of the an- 

cient Vv., Syr., Clarom., Vulg., Copt. 

The connexion advocated by Est., al., 

edxap....Urép mévT. Ju., though else- 
where adopted by St Paul (Eph. i. 
16, comp. Rom. i. 8, 1 Thess. i. 2, 

2 Thess. i. 3), seems here very unsa- - 
-tisfactory. On the meaning of dénots, 

‘petition ’ (a special form of rpocev- 
xn), see notes on 1 Tim. ii. 1. 

perd xapds] These words serve to 
depict the feeling he bore to his chil- 
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5. THs mpwdrys] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on pre- 

ponderating authority: Rec., and former edd. of this Commentary, rpdrys. 

dren in the faith at Philippi; he 
prays for them alway, yea, and he 
prays with joy; dunvexas vuay meuvy- 

Mévos Ouundlas amdons éumlurdapae, 

Theodoret. 

-5. éml rq Kow. Spdv) for your 
fellowship; érit correctly marking 

the cause for which the Apostle re- 

turned thanks, 1 Cor. i. 4, 2 Cor. ix. 

15; see Winer, Gr. § 48. ¢, p. 351. 
This clause is most naturally con- 
nected with edyap. (Beng., al., and 

appy. Greek commentt.) not with ri 

béno. owt. (Van Heng., De W.; 

comp. Green, Gr. p. 292), as there 
would otherwise be no specific state- 
ment of what was the subject of the 

Apostile’s evxapicria. De Wette urges 

as an objection the use of edyap. én 
in two different senses in ver. 3 and 

5, but this may be diluted by observ- 

ing that the first él is not (as with 
De W.) temporal, but semilocal (ethico- 
local), defining the subject on which 

the thanks rest, and with which they 
are closely united, the diff. between 

which and the present simply ethical 
use is but slight. Thus then ver. 4 
marks the object on which the evyap. 
rests, ver. 5 defines when it takes 

place, ver. 6 why it takes place. Such 
slightly varied and delicate uses of 

prepp. are certainly far from being 

unusual in the style of St Paul. 

kowovlq...els Td edayy.] fellowship 
toward the Gospel; not ‘in the Gos- 

pel,’ Syr., Vulg. (but not Clarom.), 

Auth,, but ‘in reference to,’ or per- 

haps morestrictly ‘toward’ (Hamm.), 
the els marking the object toward 
which the xowwvia was directed 

(Winer, Gr. § 49. a),—the fellowship 

of faith and love which they evinced 
toward the gospel, primarily and 

generally in their concordant action 
in the furtherance of it, and secon- 
darily and specially in their contri- 
bution and assistance to St Paul. 
So in effect Chrys., dpa 7d ouvapyri- 
NapBaver Oar kowuvla éoriv els Td edvary- 

yédov, except that he too much limits 

the cuvayriAapB. to the particular as- 

sistance rendered to the Apostle (so 
Theoph., Bisping), which rather ap- 

pears involved in than directly con- 

veyed by the expression. On the other 

hand, the absence of the article be- 

fore eis 76 evayy., which confessedly 

involves the close connexion of kow. 

and els 76 evaryy. (Winer, Gr. § 20. 2; 

comp. ch. iv. 1g), coupled with the 
exegetical consideration,—that in an 

Ep. which elsewhere so especially 

commemorates the liberality of the 

Philippians (ch. iv. 10, 15, 16) such 
an allusion at the outset would be 

both natural and probable (comp. De 

W.),—renders it difficult to restrict 
xowwvla, with Mey. and Alf., to ‘una- 

nimous action’ (Alf.), ‘bon accord’ 
(Rilliet), and not to include that par- 

ticular manifestation of it which so 

esp. marked the liberal and warm- 

hearted Christians of Philippi; comp. 
Wiesing. in loc.,and Neand. Phil. p. 

25. Kowwvla is thus absolute (Acts 
ii. 42, Gal. ii. 9, al.) and abstract, 
—‘ fellowship,’ not ‘contribution’ 
(Bisp.), a translation which is defen- 
sible (see Fritz. Rom. xv. 26, Vol. 11. 

p. 287), but which would mar the 
studiedly general character of the 

expression. The interpr. of Theod. 
(not Chryz.), al., according to which 
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els 7d evayy. is a periphrasis for a 
gen. (Kowwviav 6¢ Tob evayy. Thy wlorw 

éxdXeoe), is grammatically untenable; 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 30. 3. 5, P- 174- 

dd tHS mpdrnys ipépas] from the first 
day in which it was preached among 

them (dq’ of érwredcare, Theoph.), 

Acts xvi. 13 sq., comp. Col. i. 6. 

This clause, which obviously seems 

to be closely united with the pre- 

ceding words, is connected by Lachm. 

(ed. stereot., but altered in largered.) 
and Meyer with memoOas «.7.., ON 

account of the absence of the article. 
This is hypercriticism, if not error ; 

dno Tis mpwrns K.7.d. is a subordinate 
temporal definition so closely joined 

with the cowwrla, as both naturally 
and logically to dispense with the 

article. The insertion of the article 

would give the fact of the duration 

of the xowwvla a far greater promi- 

nence than the Apostle seems to have 

intended, and indeed would suggest 
two moments of thought,—‘ commu- 

nionem, eamque a prima die,’ &c.; 
comp. Winer, G7. § 20. 2, and notes 

on 2 Tim. i. 13, Even independently 
of these grammatical objections, the 

use of rézov@a, which De Wette and 

Van Heng. remark is usually placed 

by St Paul first in the sentence (ch. 
ii. 24, Rom. ii. 19, 2 Cor. ii. 3, Gal. 
v. 10, 2 Thess. iii. 4, Philem. 21), 

would certainly seem to suggest for 

the part. a more prominent position 

in the sentence. The connexion with 

evxap. (icum., Beza, Beng.) seems 
equally untenable and unsatisfactory; 

such a temporal limitation could not 

suitably be so distant from its finite 

verb, nor would dd mparys x... be 
in harmony with the pres. edyap., or 

the prior temporal clause wdvrore 

«.7.r.3 comp. De Wette in loc. 

6. meroOds atts rovro] being 

confident of this very thing, viz. that 

He, who déc., comp. Col. iv. 8; not 

‘confident as I am,’ Alf., but with 
the faint causal force so often couched 
in the participle, ‘ seeing I am conf.;’ 
‘hee fiducia nervus est gratiarum 
actionis,’ Beng. This clause is thus, 

grammatically considered, the causal 
member of the sentence (Donalds. Gr. 

§ 615) appended to evyapiore x.7.X., 

standing in parallelism to the tem- 

poral member, rdvrore—rrorovpevos, 

and certainly requires no supple- 
mentary xal (Tynd., Cov., éc., Flatt, 
al.), nor any assumption of an asyn- 

deton (Van Heng.). The accus. atro 
Todro is not governed by emrodds 
(Raphel, Wolf), but is appended to it 
as specially marking the ‘ content 

and compass of the action’ (Madvig, 
Synt. § 27. a), or, more exactly, ‘ the 
object in reference to which the action 
extends’ (Kriiger, Sprachl. § 46. 4. 
1 8q.), which again is more fully de- 

fined by the following ér «.7.d.; 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 23. 5, where 

several exx. of this construction are 

cited. It is mainly confined to St 
John and St Paul, and serves to di- 

rect the attention somewhat specially 

to what follows; comp. Ellendt, Lex. 

Soph. Vol. 1. p. 461. 

6 évapkdpevos] He who began; ob- 
viously God: see ch. ii, 13, and 
comp, 1 Sam. iii. 12, dptouar, cal éme- 

Tedkéow; not ‘each better one of the 

Philippians’ (Wakef. Sylv. Crit. Vol. 
II. p. 98),—an interpr. to which the 

following épyov dya@sy (see below) 
need in no way compel us. The 

verb évdpx. occurs again in connexion 
with érireX. in Gal. iii. 3, and the 

compound mpoevdpy. in 2 Cor. viii. 6 
(where B reads évdpy.). The com- 
pound verb does not appear to mark 

the ‘vim divinam hominum in ani- 
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mis agentem,’ Van Heng. (for see 
Gal. I.c., and comp. Polyb. Hist. v. 
1, 3, 5), but perhaps only differs from 

dpxecOa: in this, that it represents 

the action of the verb as more di- 
rectly concentrated on the object, 

whether (as here) expressed; or un- 

derstood; see Rost u. Palm, Lez. 

8.v. év, B, Vol. 1. p. gr2. 

év dpiv] in you, sc. ‘in animis ves- 
tris,” comp. 1 Cor. xii. 6; not 

‘among you,’ Hamm., which would 
scarcely be in harmony with tzrép 
Tavrwv bua, ver. 7. The commence- 

ment of the good work was not 

limited to instances among the Phi- 

lippian Christians, but was spoken 

generally in reference to all. 

épyov dyadsv] « good work,—not 
‘the good work,’ Luth.; not else- 
where used in ref. to God (yet comp. 
John x. 32), but only in ref. to man; 

comp. Acts ix. 36, Rom. ii. 7, 2 Cor. 
ix. 8, Eph. ii. 10, Col. i. 10, Heb. 

xiii. 21, al. Still there is no impro- 

priety in the present use; the épyov 
dyadov, though here stated indefi- 
nitely, does not appear to refer sub- 

jectively to the good works (Syr.; ra 

karopO0wuara, Chrys.), the gpyor ris 
mlorews (1 Thess. i. 3) of the Philip- 
pians generally (Reuss, Théol. Chrét. 

Vol. 1. p. 172), but rather objectively 

to the particular cowwvla eis evayy. 
previously specified: God had vouch- 
sated unto them, among other bless- 
ings, that of an open hand and heart 
(ratrnv tuiv Swpnoduevos TH wpobv- 

piav, Theod.); this blessing He will 

continue. This declaration however 
is expressed in a general form; comp. 
Rom. ii. 7. émuredéret] will 
accomplish, will perfect it, not merely 

‘will perform it,’ Auth., but ‘ will 
bring it to a complete and perfect 
end,’ ‘explebit,’ Syr.; see notes on 

EJ A ’ , la 

ayabov émiredéra ayxpis 

Gal. iii. 3. With regard to the dog- 
matical application of the words, 
which, owing to their probable spe- 
cific reference, cannot safely be press- 

ed, it seems enough to say with 

Theoph., ard rav maped@bvrwv xal 
mepl Tay pevovrwy oroxdgerar: the in- 
ference is justly drawn, that God who 
has thus far blessed them with His 

grace will also bless them with the 

gift of perseverance; comp. 1 Cor. i. 
8; ‘Gottes Art ist es ja nicht, etwas 
halb zu thun,’ Neand. The charge 
of semi-Pelagianism brought against 

Chrysostom in loc. has been satisfac- 

torily disproved by Justiniani, who 
thus perspicuously sums up that great 

commentator’s doctrinal statements; 

‘vult Chrysostomus Deum et incipere 
et perficere: illud excitantis, hoc ad- 

juvantis est gratie; illa liberi arbitrii 

conatum prevertit, hee comitatur.’ 

On the doctrine of Perseverance ge- 

nerally, see the clear statements of 
Ebrard, Christliche Dogmatik, § 513, 

514, Vol. 11. pp. 534—549. The con- 
clusions arrived at are thus stated; 

‘Perseverantia est effectus sanctifica- 

tionis. Sanctificatio est conditio per- 
severantie. Datur apostasia regeni- 

torum, nempe si in sanctificatione 

inertes sunt,’ p. 548; comp. also some 
admirable comments of Jackson, 

Creed, X. 37. 4 8d. 

dxprs rpépas “Ino. Xp.] unio, or up 
to, the day of Jesus Christ, scil. dype 

THs mwapovolas rob Kuplov, Theoph. 

That'St Paul in these words ‘assumes 
the nearness of the coming of the 
Lord’ (Alf.) cannot be positively as- 

serted. It is certainly evasive to 
refer this to future generations (rots 
é& tudy, Theoph.), but it may be 

fairly said that St Paul is here using 

language which has not so much a 
mere historical, as a general and prac- 
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tical reference: the day of Christ, 
whether far off or near, is the decisive 

day to each individual; it is practi- 

cally coincident with the day of his 

death, and becomes, when addressed 

tothe individual, an exaltation and 

amplification of that term. Death in- 

deed, as has been well remarked by 

Bishop Reynolds, is dwelt upon but 

little in the N.T., it is to the resur- 

rection and to the day of Christ that 

the eyes of the believer are directed ; 

‘semper ad beatam resurrectionem, 

tanquam ad scopum, referendi sunt 

oculi,’ Caly. To maintain then that 

this is not the sense in which the 

Apostle wrote the words (Alf.) seems 

here unduly and indemonstrably ex- 

clusive. See notes on 1 Tim. vi. 14, 

and compare (with caution) Usteri, 
Lehrb. 1. 2. 4.3, p. 3268q. On dxpe 
and péxpt, see notes on 2 Tim. ii. 9. 

The reading Iyc. Xp. is doubtful; the 

addition of & to AFGK; al., may 

perhaps warrant our retention (with 
Rec. ,Rev., Westc. and Hort,—but with 

marg.) of the above order. 

4. Kabds K.7.A.] even as: expla- 
natory statement of the reason why 

such a confidence is justly felt; comp. . 

1 Cor. i. 6, Eph. i. 4. On the nature 

of this particle, see notes on Gal. 

iii. 6, and on Eph, l. c. 

Slkavov] right, meet, scil. ‘secun- 

dum legem caritatis,’ Van Hengel; 

it is in accordance with the genuine 
nature of my love (1 Cor. xiii. 7) to 
entertain such a confident hope: 

comp. Acts iv. 19, Eph. vi. 1, 2 Pet. 

i. 13. Alford (with Meyer and De W.) 
remarks that the two classical con- 
structions are Slay dorw éue rodro 
gp. (Herod. 1. 39), and Slxasds elue 
totro gp. (Herod. 1. 32). The last 

construction is the most idiomatic 

(comp. Kriiger, Sprachl. § 55. 3- 10), 

and perhaps the most usual in the 

best Greek, but there is nothing un- 

classical in the present usage; comp. 

Plato, Republ. x. p. 334 © dlkasov 

rére Tovrots Tovs mTovypods wopenreiv. 

rotTo dpovetv] to think this, Auth., 

‘hoe sentire,’ Vulg., Syr.; i.e. to en- 

tertain this confidence: ‘@poveiv hic 

non dicitur de animi affectu sed de 

mentis judicio,’ Beza; comp. Gal. v. 

10. To refer rodro to the prayer in 

ver. 4, ‘hoc curare pro vobis,’ Wolf 

(comp. Conyb.), or to the expectation 

in ver. 6, ‘hoc omnibus vobis ap- 

petere, scil. omni cura et precibus’ 

(Van Heng.), is unsatisfactory, and 

is certainly not required by v7ép, 

which occurs several times in the 

N.T. (2 Cor. i. 6, 8; 2 Thess. ji. 1, 

al.) in w sense but little different 

from that of wept; see Winer, Gr. 
§ 47. 1. The probable distinction,— 

‘rept solam mentis circumspectio- 

nem, vzép simul animi propensionem 

significat? (Weber, Demosth. p. 130), 
is perfectly recognisable in the pre- 

sent case, but cannot be expressed 

without a periphrasis, e.g. ‘to enter- 

tain this favourable opinion about 

you,’ ‘ut ita de vobis sentiam et 

confidam,’ Est. On the uses of irép 

and epi, see notes on Gal. i. 4, and 

on ¢povety, see Beck, Seelenl, 111. 19, p. 

61 sq. Sid 7d txerv «.7.A.] because 

I have you in my heart, ‘quod in 

corde meo positi estis’ Syr.; not ‘be- 

cause you have me,’ Rosenm., Conyb.: 

the Apostle is throughout clearly the 

subject and agent (comp, ver. 8); the 
depth of his love warrants the fulness 

of his confidence. In all cases the 

context, not the mere position of the 

accusatives, will be the surest guide; 

comp. John i. 49: see also Winer, 
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7. &v TH drodoyla] So [Lachm.], Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, 

on preponderating authority: Rec. omits év. 

Gr. § 44.6. The translation of Beza, 
‘in animo tenere’=‘ quasi insculptum 
habere memorie’” (daBecrov wepipépw 
THY pynunv, Theod.; see esp. Justin 

in loc.), is opposed both to the similar 
affectionate expressions, 2 Cor. iii. 2, 
vii. 3, and to the prevailing use of 

Kapdia (comp. Beck, Bibl. Seelenl. 

IIL 24, p. 89 sq., notes on ch, iv. 7, 

and on 1 Tim. i. 5) in the N.T. It is 

the fervent love of the Apostle that 
is expressed; and in this his re- 

membrance of them is necessarily in- 

volved; comp. Chrys. in loc. 

& te Tots Seopois k.7.A.] It is doubt- 
ful whether these words are to be 

connected with the preceding dia ro 
éxew x.7.4. (Chrys., Theoph.), or 

with the succeeding cuvrowwvots jou 

«.7.A. (Calvin, Auth., Lachm., Tisch.). 

Neander and the majority of modern 

commentators adopt the former; the 

latter however seems more simple 

and natural. The Apostle had his 

confidence because he cherished them 

in his heart; and he cherished them 

because their liberality showed that 

whether in his sufferings (decpois) 
which they alleviated, or in his exer- 

tions for the Gospel (rj dod. Kai 
BeB.) with which they sympathised, 

they all were bound up with him in 

the strictest spiritual fellowship. On 

te...xal, which here serve to unite 

two otherwise separate and distinct 

notions, slightly enhancing the latter, 

see Hartung, Partik. Vol. 1. p. 98, 

and comp. notes on 1 Tim. iv. 10. 

év rH daroAoyla K.7.A.] in my defence 
of and confirmation of the Gospel. 

These words have been somewhat per- 

versely interpreted. ‘Amodoyia and 

BeBalwors are certainly not synony- 
mous (Rheinw.),—nor do they form 

an hendiadys, sc. dod. els Bef. 

(Heinr.; comp. Syr., ‘defensione que 

est in veritatem [confirmationem] 

evangelii’),—nor can 7TH dod. be 
dissociated from rod evayy. (Chrys.)}, 
both being under the vinculum of a 

common article (Green, Gr. p. 211), 
—nor finally does it seem necessary 

to restrict the clause to the judicial 
process which resulted in the A- 

postle’s imprisonment (Van Heng.). 

It seems more natural to give both 

words their widest reference; to un- 

derstand by dmodoyig St Paul’s de- 

fence of the Gospel, whether before 

his heathen judges (comp. 2 Tim. iv. 

16) or his Jewish opponents (comp. 

Phil. i. 16, rz), and by BeBawoe his 
confirmation and establishment of 

its truth [Heb. vi. 16],—not by his 

sufferings (Chrys., Theod.), but by 

his teaching and preaching among 

his own followers and those who 

resorted to him (comp. Acts xxviii. 

23, 30); see the good note of Wiese- 

ler, Chronol. p. 429, 430- 

ovvKoiyovots K.7.A.] secing that both 

in my defence of, and, &e. ye are all 

partakers with me of my grace; ‘ut 

qui omnes mecum consortes estis 
gratie,’ Schmid; comp. Hamm., and 

Scholef. Hints, p. 104. The preceding 
Juas, further characterised as é re— 
cuvxow., is rhetorically repeated (see 
Bernhardy, Synt. vi. 4, p. 275 8d.) to 

support wdyras; the whole clause 

serving to explain the reason for the 

éyew ev 7H Kapdla. It is doubtful 

whether pou is to be connected (a) 

with ris xdptros (comp. Clarom., 
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8. ydp nov] So [Lachm.], Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on pre- 

ponderating authority: Ree. [and so former edd. of this Commentary} adds 

éoriy. 

ponderating authority, 

Vulg.), the pronoun being placed out 

of its order (Winer, Gr. § 22. 7. 

note 1, p. 140) to mark the reference 
of the prep. in cuvcow., or (b) with 

cuvKowwvols as a second genitive (Syr., 
Copt.). As ovvxow. is found in the 
N.T. both with persons (1 Cor. ix. 23) 
and things (Rom. xi. 17), the context 

alone must decide; this, in conse- 

quence of the meaning assigned be- 

low to ydpis, seems in favour of (b); 

comp. ch, ii. 30: so Hammond, De 

Wette. 
tis xapttos] The reference of this 
subst. has been differently explained: 

the Greek commentators refer it 

more specifically ‘to the grace of 

suffering,’ comp. ver. 29; Rosenm., 

al., to the ‘munus apostolicum,’ 

sceil. ‘ye are all assistants to me in 

my duty,’ Storr, Peile; others again 

to the ‘evangelii donatio,’ comp. Van 

Heng.; others to grace in its widest 

acceptation, Eph. ii. 8, Col. i. 6 (De 

W., Alf.). Of these the first is too 
restrictive, the others, esp. the last, 

too vague. The art. seems to mark 

the xépis as that vouchsafed in both 
the cases previously contemplated, 

sufferings for (ver. 29), and exertions 
in behalf of the Gospel. The trans- 

lation ‘gaudii,’ Clarom., Vulg., Am- 

brst., al., is apparently due to the 

reading yapas, though no MSS. have 

been adduced in which that variation 
is found. 

8. pdptus ydp K.7.A.] For God is 
my witness; earnest confirmation of 

the foregoing verse, more especially 

of did 7d exew we ev TH Kapdla Vuas. 

Xpiorod Inoot] So all the above-cited edd., on very clearly pre- 

Chrys. well says, obx ws driarovpevos 

pdprupa Kade? rov Oedv, AAN x modA7s 

biabécews. The same solemn form 

of words (but with éorlv) occurs Rom. 
ig: comp. 2 Cor. i. 23, 1 Thess. ii. 

5, 10. 
ds émuro0a] how I long after; comp. 
ch, ii. 26, Rom. i. tr, 2 Cor. ix. 14, 1 

Thess, iii: 6,2 Tim. i. 4. The force 
of ért in this compound does not 
mark intension (‘vehementer desi- 
dero,’ Van Heng.; ‘expetam,’ Beza), 

but, as in éwvOuuety and similar words, 

the direction of the 160s; see notes 

on 2 Tim. i. 4, and Fritz. Rom. i. 9, 

Vol. 1. p. 31. Again, it seems quite 

unnecessary with Van Heng. to re- 

strict the 60s to ‘vestre consuetu- 

dinis desiderium ;’ the longing and 

yearning of the Apostle was for 

something more than mere earthly 

reunion, it was for their eternal 

welfare and blessedness, and the re- 

alization, in its highest form, of the 

xaps of which they were now ovy- 
xowwvol. The context seems clearly 

to decide that ds here, and probably 

also in Rom. i, 9, is not ‘quod’ 

(Rosenm., De W.) but ‘quomodo’ 

(Syr.,Copt.), scil. ‘quantopere,’ ‘quam 

propense,’ Corn. a Lap.; compare 
Chrys., od duvardv elreiy mas ém- 

T00W. 

év owAdyxvos X. *I.] This forci- 
ble expression must not be under- 

stood merely as qualitative,—‘op- 

ponit Christi viscera carnali affectui,’ 

Calv., but as semilocal, ‘in the bowels 
of Christ,’ in the bowels of Him with 

whom the Apostle’s very being was 
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so united (Gal. ii. 20), that Christ’s 
heart had, as it were, become his, 

and beat in his bosom: comp. Meyer 

in loc., who has well maintained this 

more deep and spiritual interpreta- 
tion. ’Ev thus retains its natural 

and usual force (contr. Rilliet), and 
the gen. is not the gen. auctoris or 

originis (Hartung, Casus, p. 17), as 

appy. Chrys., omdayxva yap arn [h 

ovyyévera 4 Kara Xp.] juiv xaplterae, 

but simply possessive. We can hardly 

term this use of omAdyxva (DOM) 
completely Hebraistic, as u similar 

use is sufficiently common in classical 

Greek (see exx. in Rost u. Palm, Lez. 

s. v., Vol. 1. p. 1504); the verb 

omdayxvlgoua however, and the ad- 
jectives rodvorAayxvos and evarhay- 

xvos (when not in its medical sense, 

Hippocer. p. 89), are Hellenistic, while, 

on the contrary, the subst. evorday- 

xvia occurs in Eurip. Rhes. 192. For 

a list of Hebraisms of the N.T. 

judiciously classified, see Winer, Gr. 

§ 3, where will be found a very full 
discussion of the whole subject. 

9. Kat rotro mpoo.] Et hoc pre- 
cor, but not ‘propterea precor,’ as 

Wolf, 2: the cai with its simple copu- 

lative force introduces the Apostle’s 
prayer (ver. 9—11) alluded to in verse 
4, while the ro@ro prepares the reader 

for the statement of its contents, ‘and 

this which follows is what I pray.’ 
The «at (as Meyer observes) thus 

coalesces more with rofro than mpoc- 
edxopar; Not Kal mpoo. Tobro, but xal 

rodro mpoc. To connect the clause 
closely with what precedes (Rilliet) 
destroys all the force of ver. 8. 
va] the particle has here what has 
been called its secondary telic force 

(see notes on Eph. i. 17); i.e. it does 

not directly indicate the purpose of 

the prayer, but blends with it also 

its subject and purport: Theodorus in 

loc. paraphrases it by a simple infin, 
It may be again remarked that this 
secondary and blended use (esp. after 

verbs of prayer), though not recog- 

nized by Meyer and Fritzsche, cannot 
be safely denied in the N. T.: there 

are numerous passages (setting aside 
the disputed use after a prophecy) in 
which the full telic force (‘in order 

that’) cannot be sustained in transla- 
tion without artifice or circumlocu- 

tion; e.g. comp. Meyer on John xv. 8. 

We may observe further, that this 
use of fva is not confined to the N. 

T.: it was certainly common in Hel- 

lenistic Greek (see exx. in Winer, Gr. 
§ 44. 8), and in modern Greek, under 
the form va with the subj., it lapses 

(after a large class of verbs) into a 

mere periphrasis of the infinitive; 
see Corpe, Granum. pp. 129, 130. 

q dyary tpov] your love, not ‘to- 
ward the Apostle’ (Chrys.),—which 
had been so abundantly shown as to 

leave a prayer for its increase almost 
unnecessary ; nor again ‘toward God’ 

(Just.), nor even ‘towards one ano- 
ther,’ Meyer, Alf. (Theodorus unites 

the two: comp. Wiesing.), both of 

which seem unnecessarily restrictive, 

It is rather ‘towards all’ (comp. De 

W.),—a love which, already shown 

in and forming an element of their 

xowwvla, ver. 4 (not identical with it, 
Alf.), the Apostle prays may still 

more and more increase, not so much 

per se, as in the special elements of 
knowledge and moral perception. Ex- 
amples of the very intelligible wadAov 

kal &ddov will be found in Kypke, 

Obs. Vol. 11. p. 307+ 
mepiooedy) év K.T.A.] may abound in 
knowledge and all (every form of) per- 
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ception,not ‘in all kn.and perception,’ 

Luther, -an attraction for which there 

seems to be no authority. The exact 

force of éy is somewhat doubtful; it 

can scarcely (a) approximate in mean- 

ing to perd, Chrys. (who however fluc- 

tuates between this prep. and éé), 

Corn. a Lap., al.; for this use, though 

grammatically defensible (comp. exx. 
in Green, Gr. p. 289), is not exegeti- 

cally satisfactory, as ver. 10 shows 

that it is not to dydmy together with 

érlyv. and alc@., but to érlyy. and 

aic@. more especially, as insphering 

and defining that love, that attention 

is directed ; nor (b) does it exactly de- 
note the manner of the increase (De 

W.), as this again seems to give too 

little prominence to érlyv. and aicd.; 

nor (c) is év here instrumental, Flatt, 
Heinr.,—as love could hardly be said 

to increase by the agency of know- 

ledge. The prep. is thus not simply 

equivalent to werd, xard, or dud (much 

less to els, comp. Winer, Gr. § 50. 5, 

p- 370), but with its usual force marks 
the sphere, elements, or particulars, in 

which the increase was to take place; 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 48. a. 3, p. 345. It 
_was not for an increase of their love 

absolutely that the Apostle prayed, 

for love might become the sport of 
every impulse (comp. Wiesing.), but it 

was for its increase in the important 

particulars, a sound knowledge of the 

truth and a right spiritual perception, 

of both of which it was to have still 
more and more. Ilepocedvew is thus 

not absolute, but closely in union with 

év and its dat., and may be considered 
generally and practically as identical 

with abundare and an abl., the sub- 

stantives defining the elements and 
items in which the increase isrealized; 
comp. 2 Cor. viii. 7, Col. ii. 7, al. 

Lachm. (Treg. marg. Westc. and 

Hort, marg.) reads repiscedoy with 
BDE; al., but as DE adopt the aor. 
in ver. 26 without critical support, 

their reading is here suspicious. 

émyvaoe...atcbyjoe] These two sub- 
stantives may be thus distinguished ; 

ériywo.s, ‘accurata cognitio’ (see 
notes on Eph. i. 17), denotes a sound 
knowledge of theoretical and prac- 

tical truth (Mey.), ri mpoojxovoay 

yaocw tay els daperiy ouvrewbvTwv, 

Theodorus. AloOyous, ‘sensus’(Vulg., 

Clarom.), is more generic, but here, 

as the context implies, must be lim- 

ited to right spiritual discernment 
(‘intelligentia spiritus,’ Syr.),—a sen- 

sitively correct moral perception (vé- 

nows, Hesych.) of the true nature, good 

or bad, of each circumstance, case, or 

object, which experience may pre- 

sent; comp. Prov. i. 4, where it is in 
connexion with éyyoa, and Exod, 

xxviii. 3, where it is joined with oo- 
gla. It only occurs here in the N. 

T.; the instrumental derivative ai- 

aOnripiov (‘organ of feeling,’ dic.) is 

found in Heb. v. 14; comp. Jer. iv. 

19. The adj. racy is not intensive 

(‘plena et solida,’ Calv.), but, as ap- 

parently always in St Paul’s Epp., 

extensive, ‘every form of;’ comp. 

notes on Eph. i. 8. 

to. els 7d Soxusdtew «.t.d.] for 
you to prove things that are excellent ; 

purpose of the qepico. év émuyv. Kal 

alc@. (not result,—a meaning gram- 

matically admissible, but here in- 

applicable; comp. Winer, Gr. § 44. 
6, note), to which the further and 
final purpose wa re x.7.d. is append- 

ed in the next clause. The words dox. 

7a dad. both here and Rom. ii. 18 
may correctly receive two, if not three 
different interpretations, varying with 

the meanings given to diapéporra, and 

the shade of meaning assigned to do- 
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kudgew. Thus they may imply either 
(a) to prove (distinguish between) 

things that are different, i.e. to discri- 

minate (Soxudtew Kal duaxplvew, Ar- 
rian, Epict. 1. 20),whether simply 
between what is right and wrong 
(Theoph. on Rom. ii. 18, De W.), or 

between different degrees of good and 
their contraries (eiSévac riva pev kadd, 
tiva 6¢ Kpeirrova, rlva && wavrdract 

Stagopdy wpds AAdXnAa exovra, Theod.); 
so Beza, Van Heng., Alf., al.; (b,) 
to approve things that are excellent, 

Auth., ‘ut probetis potiora,’ Vulg., 

7a Siaépovra being used in the same 
sense as in Matth. x. 31, xii. 12, Luke 
xii, 7, 24, 1 Cor. xv. 41, Gal. iv. x 

(Mey. adds Xen. Hier. 1. 3, ra duad., 

Dio Cass. xutv. 25), and Soxindgev in 

its derivative sense, comp. Rom. xiv. 

22, 1 Cor. xvi. 3, and exx. in Rost u. 

Palm, Lea.s.v.; so Mey., al.; or lastly 

(0,) to prove, bring to the test, things 

that are excellent, Syr. [ut discernatis 

prestantia], Ath. [ut perpendatis que 

prestant], the primary meaning of Sox. 

being a little more exactly preserved ; 

see Rom. xii.2, Eph.v.10. Exegeti- 
cal considerations must alone decide; 

these seem slightly in favour of the 
meaning of diapepovra (‘prestabilia, 
in bonis optima,’ Beng.) adopted in 
(b,) and (,),—the prayer for the in- 
crease of love being more naturally 
realized in proving or approving what 

is excellent, what is really worthy of 
love, than in merely discriminating be- 

tween what is different. Between (b,) 

and (b,) the preceding alc@joe and 
the prevailing lexical meaning of dox. 
decide us in favour of the latter; so 

Theoph. (76 cupdépov Soxiudou Kat 
érvypOvat tlvas perv x ph prrelv Kal ri- 

vas wy), and appy. Chrys., Beng. (‘ex- 
plorare et amplecti’), al., who appear 

correctly to hold to the more exact 

meaning of Soxiudfew: comp. notes on 

Liph. v. 10. elAukptvets] 
pure, 2 Pet. iii. 1; comp. 1 Cor. v. 

8, 2 Cor. i. 12, ii. 17. The derivation 

of this adj., though it is a word not 
uncommon either in earlier or later 

Greek, is somewhat doubtful. The 

most probable is that adopted by 
Stallbaum (Plato, Phad. p. 77 4), who 
derives it from ¢fAos [he must mean 
ethn] and xpivw, with reference to a 
root eAey. As however the primary 
meaning of this root is not quite cer- 

tain, eldvxp. may refer either to ‘what 
is parcelled off by itself’ (gregatim), 

with reference to eAy (see esp. Butt- 
mann, Lewil. § 44, and comp. Rost u. 
Palm, Lew, s. v.), or more probably 

‘volubili agitatione secretum,’ with 

ref, to the meaning volvere, which has 

recently been indicated as the primary 
meaning of eldelv; see esp. Philol. 

Museum, Vol.t. p. 405 sq., and comp. 

Trench, Synon. Part 11. § 35. Soappy. 

Hesych., elAcxpuvés* 7d xadapdr kal dus- 

yés érépov; see Plutarch, Quest. Rom. 

§ 26, elduxpwes kal dpuuyés; ib. Is. et 
Osir. § 54, kaBapds od’ eiArkpuy}s, and 

esp. § 61, where 7a efAuxpiv and 7a 

puxrd are opposed to each other ; comp. 

also Max. Tyr. Diss. 31. The more 
usual but less probable derivation is 

from etn, ‘splendor’ [‘Ea-, cogn. with 

sEA,’ Benfey, Wurzellex. Vol. 1. p. 

460], in which case the rough breath- 
ing would be more suitable; comp. 

Schneider on Plato, Rep. 1. p. 123. 
Several exx. of the use of eiAcxp. will 

be found in Loesner, Obs. p. 350, 

Kypke, Obs. Vol. 1 p. 308, and 

Elsner, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 10, of which the 

most pertinent are those cited above. 

ampockotot] without offence, stum- 
bling; ‘inoffenso cursu,’ Beza; intran- 

sitively as in Acts xxiv. 16, Hesych. 

doxavdddorov; comp. Suicer, Thesaur. 
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TI mewAnpwomevor KapTrov Stcatordyys tov dia “Inoot Xpt- 

orou, eis ddkav Kai eratvov Oecoi. 

11. xaprov du. rdv] So Lachm, (placing, however, rdv in brackets), 
Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on very greatly preponderating 

authority: Rec., caprav dix. rdv. 

8.v. Vol. 1. p. 495. Chrys. and others 
give an active meaning, asin 1 Cor. «. 

32, ‘giving no offence,’ efAcxp. marking 

their relation to God, dmpécx. their 
relation to men, Thishardly accords 

with the context, in which their in- 

ward state and relations to God form 

the sole subject of the prayer. It will 

be best then, in spite of 1 Cor. l.c., to 

maintain the intrans. meaning; so 

appy. Vulg., Syr., Copt.; but this is 
a case in which the Vv. scarcely give 

a definite opinion. els 7]pépav 
Xp.] against the day of Christ; ‘in 
diem Christi,’ Vulg., scil. wa rére ev- 

peO Fre xadapol, Chrys. ;—not ‘till the 
day of Chr.,’ Auth. (comp. Beza), 

which would rather have been ex- 

pressed by dypis 7muépas, as in ver. 6. 

‘The preposition has here not its tem- 

poral, but its ethical force; comp. ch. 

ii, 16, Gal. iii. 23, Eph. iv. 30, and 
notes on 2 Tim. i. 12. On the ex- 

pression *u¢épa Xp. see the notes on 
ver. 6. 

II. temAnpopévor «.7.A.] being 
filled with the fruit of righteousness ; 

modal clause defining more fully 
eidixp. kal drpéok., and specifying not 

only on the negative but also on the 

positive side the fullest and com- 

pletest Christian development. The 
accus. xaprév is that ‘of the re- 

moter object,’ marking that in which 

the action of the verb has its realiza- 
tion; 20 Col. i. 9, rAnpwOfre riy ért- 

yworw Tob Gedjparos ad’to; comp. 

Hartung, Casus, p. 62 sq. and notes 

on 1 Tim. vi. 5, where this construc- 

tion is discussed. If we compare Rom. 

XV. 14, TemAnpwyevor dons ydcews, 
we may recognize the primary dis. 

tinction between the cases : the gen., 

the ‘whence-case,’ marks the absolute 

material out of which the fulness was 

realized (comp. Kriiger, Sprachl. § 47. 
16); the accus., the ‘ whither-case,’ 

the object towards which and along 

which the action tended, and, as it 

were, in the domain of which the ful- 

ness was evinced ; see Scheuerlein, 

Synt. § 9. 1, p. 63. The gen, dixaco- 

ativns is the gen. originis, that from 

which the caprés emanates (Hartung, 

Casus, p. 63), or perhaps more strictly 

that of theoriginating cause (Scheuerl. 
Synt.§ 17. 1, Pp. 125),—a kaprés which 

is the production of dixacoodvn; comp. 

Gal: v. 22, Eph. v. 9, James iii. 18, 

and on the meaning of xapmés, notes 
on Gal. Le. 

With regard to the strict meaning of 

Sixacoodvy it maybe briefly remarked 
that we must in all cases be guided 

by the context: here verse ro and 

the apparent emphasis on xaprév 

point to dix. as a moral habitus (comp. 
Chrys.), as in Rom. vi. 13, Eph. v. 9, 
al.,—not ‘justification’ proper (Ril- 

liet), but the righteousness which re- 
sults from it and is evinced in good 
works; so Caly., Mey., De W. On the 

distinction between the ‘righteous- 
ness of sanctification’ and the ‘right- 
eousness of justification,’ see esp. the 
admirable sermon of Hooker, § 6, Vol. 
1m. p. 611 (ed. Keble), and on the 
doctrine of justification generally, the 
short but comprehensive treatise of 
Waterland, Works, Vol. vr. pp. I—38. 

tov 8a “I. X. serves to specify the 
kaprév as coming only and solely 

through Christ; comp.notes on 2 Tim. 

i.13. Thisfruit is acommunication of 
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Tiwwocretv 8& tuds BovAonat, adedol, O71 Ta KaT 12 
Know that my suffer- 
ings have furthered 
the Gospel, for Christ is preached by all. 

Loe! aa 9 i) a ° , 
eue waddov eg TpoKoTHY TOU evayyeAtov 

I indeed would 
fain depart to Christ, bub for your sake I shall remain. 

the life of Christ to His own (Wie- 
sing.); it results from ‘the pure grace 

of Christ our Lord whereby we were in 

Him [by the working of the Spirit He 

sent] made to do those good works 
that God had appointed for us to walk 

in,’ King Edw. VI. Catech., cited by 

Waterl. Justif. Vol. vi. p..31. els 
So—av kal er. Oeod] to the glory and 
praise of God; the glory and praise 

of God is the ‘finis primarius’ of the 
TwerdnpacOa. Hence ‘ad gloriam,’ 
Beza, is more exact than ‘in gloriam,’ 

Vulg., Clarom.; see notes on Eph.i.6. 

Aédéa is here, as Meyer pertinently re- 
marks, the ‘majesty’ of God per se, émat- 

vos the ‘ praise and glorification’ of the 
same; comp. Eph.i.6, 12, 14, 1Pet.i. 7. 

PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
(ch. i. 12—26). 

12—26. The Apostle’s sufferings and 

their results ; his feelings and hopes. 
Twoorev 8€ «.7..] Now I would 

have you know; the transitional sé 
(Hartung, Partik. 6é, 2, 3, Vol. 1. 

p. 165) introduces the fresh subject 
of the Apostle’s present condition at 

Rome, his hopes and fears; comp. 
Rom. i. 13, 1 Cor, xii. 1, 1 Thess. iv. 

13, al, It seems rather far-fetched 

in Meyer, followed by Alf., to refer 
ywaok. to év érvyy, above, ‘and as 
part of this knowledge I would have 
you know,’ d&c. There seems to be no 

peculiar emphasis in ywwoxev; the 

order is the natural one (comp. Jude 

5) when BovAoua: is unemphatic; con- 
trast 1 Tim. ii. 8, v. 14, al. Though 

few minor points deserve more atten- 

tion in the study of the N.T. than the 
collocation of words, we must still be 

careful not to overpress collocations 

which arise not so much from design 

as from a natural and instinctive 

rhythm ;.comp. 2 Cor. i. 8., 

Ta Kar’ nd] my circumstances, ‘re- 
rum mearum conditio,’ Wolf; comp. 

Eph, vi. 21, Col. iv. 7, Tobit x. 8, 

and see illustrations in Elsner, Obs. 

Vol. 11, p. 234, Wetst. in Eph. lc. 

In such cases xara is local, and 

marks, as it were, an extension along 
an object; comp. Acts xxvi. 3, and 

see Winer, Gr. § 49. d. In late 

writers, card with a personal pro- 
noun becomes almost equivalent to 

a possess, pronoun, and with a subst. 

almost equiv. to a simple gen. ; comp. 

2 Mace. xv. 37. 

paddAov] rather; not ‘maxime’ or 

‘excellenter’ (comp. Beza), but 

‘potius,’ rather than what might 

have been expected, —viz. hindrance : 

see Winer, Gr. § 35. 4, where this 

use of the comparative is well illus- 

trated. Tpokoryy] advance, 
furtherance; a substantive of later 

Greek condemned by the Atticists, see 

notes on 1 Tim, iv. 15, and comp. 

Triller on Thom. M. s. v. p. 741 (ed. 

Bern.), who, though perhaps justly 
pleading for the wordas anintelligible 

and even elegant form, is unable to 
cite any instance of its use in any 
early writer, Attic or otherwise. 
Numerous exx., esp. out of Plutarch, 

are cited by Wetst. in loc. 

edyAv0ev] have fallen out, Auth.; 

comp. Wisdom xv. s, els Sve.dos epxe- 
rat. Further but doubtful exx, are 

cited by Raphel, Annot. Vol. 1. p. 
499; at any rate from them take out 

Mark v. 26, Acts xix. 27 (cited even 
by Meyer), in which éGciy certainly 

implies nothing more than simple 
(ethical) motion. Alford adduces He- 
rod. I. 120, és doBevés épxerat, which 

seems fully in point, 
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13 €AnAvOer, Ware ToUs Seruots mov avepous ev Xpiore 

yevécOa ev dk TH Tpattwpiy Kat Tois Nowrois Tac, 

13. dore tots Sep. k.7.A.] 50 

that my bonds have become manifest in 

Christ ; illustrations of the above- 

mentioned mpoxor}; first beneficial 
result of his imprisonment: ‘duos 

nune singillatim Apostolus fortune 

suze adverse memorat effectus,’ Van 

Heng. The order of the words seems 

clearly to imply that év Xp. must be 

joined,—not with decpovs, Auth., al., 

scil, ‘ad provehendum Christi ho- 

norem,’ Calv., but with @avepods, on 

which perhaps there is a slight em- 

phasis; the deauot were not xpumrol, 

but gavepot; nor gdavepol only, but 

pavepol év Xp., ‘manifesta in Christo,’ 
Clarom., manifest—not ‘through 

Christ,’ Theoph., Gicum., but ‘in 

Christ,’ manifestly borne in fellow- 

ship with Him, and in His service. On 

this important qualitative formula, 

which must never be vaguely ex- 

plained away, see notes on Gal, ii. 
17, and for a brief explanation of its 
general force, comp. Hooker, Serm. 

ut. Vol, 11. p. 763 (ed. Keble). The va- 

riation dav. yeréoO. (Chrys. adds rovs) 

év Xp. with DEFG; Aug., Boern., 

Vulg., al., shows perhaps that some 

difficulty has been felt in the con- 

nexion. év SAw TH par. ] in 
the whole Pretorium. The meaning 

of mpa:rwproy in this passage has been 

abundantly discussed. Taken per se, 
the adjectival subst. Pretorium has 

apparently the following meanings : 

(a) ‘the general’s tent,’ sc. ‘tentorium 

or tabernaculum’ (Livy, vi. 12), and 
derivatively ‘the council of war’ held 

there (Livy, xxv1. 15); (b) the ‘palace 

of a provincial governor’ (Cicero, Verr. 

Iv. 28; comp. Matth. xxvii. 27, Mark 

xv. 16, al.), se. ‘domicilium,’ and 

‘thence derivatively, (a) ‘the palace 

of a king’ (Juv. x. 161; comp. Acts 

xxiii. 35), and even (8) ‘the mansion 
of a private individual’ (comp. Suet. 
Octav. 72); lastly (c) ‘the body guard 
of the emperor’ (Tacit. Hist. 1v. 46); 
and thence not improbably (d) ‘the 

guard-house or barracks where they 
were stationed ;’ comp. Scheller, Lez. 

s. v., from which this abstract has 

been compiled. In the present pas- 

sage Chrys. and the patristic exposi- 

tors all adopt (b, a) and refer the term 
to ‘the emperor’s palace’ (ra Bact- 

deca), but since the time of Perizonius 

(de Pret. et Pretorio, Franeq. 1687) 
nearlyall modern commentatorsadopt 

(d), and refer mpa:r. to the ‘castrum 

Pretorianorum’ built and fortified by 

Sejanus, not far from the ‘Porta 
Viminalis;’ comp. Suet. Tiber. 37, 

Tacit. Ann. tv. 2, Dio Cass, Lym. 19. 
The patristic interpretation, on ac- 

count of the lax use of Pretorium, 

seems fairly defensible: as however 

there is no proof that the imperial 

palace at Rome was ever so called, 

it seems more probable that the Apo- 

stle is here referring to the ‘castrum 

Pretorianorum,’—not merely to the 

smaller portion of it attached to the 

palace of Nero (Wieseler, Chronol. p. 

403, followed by Howson [Vol. 11. p. 
510, ed. 2], and Alf. in loc.), but-as 
6A and the subsequent generic rois 
Aourots waow seem to imply,—to the 
whole camp of the Pretorians, whether 

inside or outside the city,—in which 

general designation it is not improba- 

ble that the ofxta Katoapos (ch. iv. 22) 
may be included: see notes in loc. 

Bp Lightfoot (Comment. pp. 99— 
104) urges with considerable plausi- 
bility that the word here refers to 
the Pratorian guards rather than to 
the Pretorian camp. It is difficult, 
however, to think that a word which 
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\ ‘ , ~ a Kat Tous TAelovas trav adekpav ev Kupiw weroiOoras 14 

Tois dexmois mou Tepisaot épus ToAMGay dpoBus Tov Ad- 

certainly does, in another sense, im- 
ply locality, has here wholly lost all 

trace of it; and this the use of the 

preposition with the word (rather 
than a simple dative) seems, to some 
extent, to confirm. The argu- 

ments based on this passage by Baur 

(der Apost. Paul. p. 469 sq.) against 

the genuineness of this Ep. must be 

pronounced very hopeless and un- 

convincing. kal Tots Aourots 

macw] and to all the rest, beside 

the Preetorian camp, ‘reliquis omni- 

bus Rome versantibus,’ comp. Ne- 

ander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 317 

(Bohn): not ‘the rest of the Pre- 
torians’ (Wieseler, Chronol. p. 457), & 
meaning too limited, nor ‘hominibus 

exteris (gentilibus) quibuscunque,’ 

Van Heng., a meaning which oi 

Aourol certainly does not necessarily ~ 

bear. Aith., Auth., and appy. Vulg., 

refer rots Nourots to locality, ‘in other 

places’ (év ry wé\ec wdoy, Chrys.), 
the dative being under the vinculum 

of év: this is grammatically possible, 

but, as dourds is not elsewhere ap- 

plied to places in the N. T., not very 

probable; comp. 2 Cor. xiii. z. 

14. Kal Tots mAelovas k.T.A.] and 
that the greater part of the brethren: 

second beneficialeffect of the Apostle’s 

imprisonment. The presence of the 

article obviously shows that mdelovas 

must here retain its proper com- 

parative force,—not ‘many,’ Auth., 

‘multitudo,’ Syr., but ‘the greater 

portion,’ ‘the more part,’ as Auth. 

in Acts xix. 32, xxvii. 12, 1 Cor. ix. 19, 

xv. 6. See also 1 Cor. x. 5, 2 Cor. 
ii. 6, iv. 15, ix. z, where both Luther 

and Auth. incorrectly retain the 
positive. éy Kup. tremoud. «.1.X.] 
having in the Lord confidence in my 
bonds: not ‘in regard of my bonds’ 

E. 

(Flatt, Rill.), which vitiates the con- 

struction; the dative not being a dat. 

‘of reference to’ (comp. notes on Gal. 

1, 22), but the usual transmissive 
dat. At first sight it might seem 

more simple and natural, with Syr., 

to connect év Kupiw with déehpur, 

‘brethren united with, in fellowship 

with the Lord,’—a construction ad- 

missible in point of grammar (Winer, 
Gr. § 20. 2), but open to the serious 
objection that though the important 

modal adjunct év Kuplw occurs several 
times in St Paul’s Epp. with sub- 

stantives or quasi-substantives, e.g. 

Rom. xvi. 8, 13, Eph. iv. 1, vi. 21, 

Col. iv. 7, it is never found with 

ddehkpos: Eph. vi. 21, cited in opp. 
by Van Heng., is not in point; see 

Meyer in loc. On the contrary, 
wero. is found similarly joined 

with év Kup. in ch. ii. 24, Gal. v. 10, 

2 Thess. iii. 4, comp. Rom. xiv. 14. 
The objection that in these and simi- 

lar cases merod. stands first in the 

sentence (Alf.) is not here of any 

moment; the emphasis rests on é 

Kuplw, and properly causes its pre- 

cedence: surely it must have been 

‘in the Lord’ and in Him only that 

confidence could have been felt— 

when he to whom it referred was in 

bonds: so rightly Meyer, and very 

decidedly Winer, Gr. § 20. 2. 

mepiocotépws ToApdv] are more a- 
bundantly bold, scil. than when I 

was not in bonds; not ‘are very 

much emboldened,’ Conyb., « need- 

less dilution of the comparative ; 

‘hac freti plus solito audere debe- 

mus, jam in persona fratrum pignus 

victoria nostre habentes,’ Calv. The 

construction adopted by Grot., B.- 
Crus., al., repicc. dpdBus, i.e. dpo- 
Bwrépws, is eminently unsatisfactory ; 

Cc 
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Tiwés wev cat ora pOdvov Kat 
A , 

gpiv, Ties 08 Kal Ot eddoxiay Tov Xpiorov Kypvocovow 

14. dbyov Tod Ocod] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, 

on greatly preponderating authority: Rec. omits roi Geo. It was also 

omitted in former edd, of this Commentary as having the appearance of a 

gloss, a view deriving some support from the existence of the alternative 
reading Kuplov: the great preponderance of authority, however, must be 

regarded as final, 

each verb naturally takes its own 

adverb. With dpdBws dade comp. 
Acts iv. 31, é\ddow rédv Adyov Tod 

cot pera rappnolas. 

15. Tues pév k.7.A.] Some indeed 
even from envy and strife: exceptions 
to the foregoing; ‘this is not the 
case with all; some preach from bad 

motives.’ The previous definition év 

Kup. werod, seems to render it im- 
possible that the rwés uév should be 

comprised in the dded¢oi, ver. 14. 
The mention of ‘speaking the word’ 
brings to the Apostle’s mind all who 

were doing so; he pauses then to 
allude to all, specifying under the 

tues per (obs, not of ev as in ver. 16) 
his Judaizing—not his unbelieving 

(Chrys.)—opponents, while in ries dé 

he reverts to the sounder majority 

mentioned in ver. 14. Kai, with its 
common contrasting force in such 
collocations (see notes on ch, iv. 12; 

comp. Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. p. 636, 
and exx. in Hartung, Partik. Vol. 1. 

pp. 136, 137), marks that there were, 

alas! other motives beside the good 

ones that might be inferred from the 

preceding words. Alford joins kal 

with twes wév, aS Meaning ‘besides 

those mentioned ver. 14.’ This how- 
ever does not seem tenable. 

Sud pOdvov] on account of envy, or 
more idiomatically, ‘from envy,’ ‘for 

envy,’—to gratify that evil feeling; 

so Matth. xxvii. 18, Mark xv. Io, 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 49. c, and notes 

on Gal. iv. 13. Alberti adduces 

somewhat pertinently Philemon [the 
elder, a comic poet, B.c. 330] moA\d 
pe Sidackes apOdvus bic, POdvov; see 
Meineke, Com. F’ragm. Vol. 1v. p. 55. 
It is scarcely necessary to add that 

the transl. ‘amid envy’ (Jowett on 

Gal. iv. 13) is quite untenable: da 
with an accus. in local or quasi-local 

references is purely poetical; comp. 

Bernhardy, Synt. v. 18, p. 236. 

8v evSoxlay] on account of, from, good 
will, ard mpodvulas amaons, Chrys.,— 
towards the Apostle; not towards 

others in respect of their salvation 

(Est.). De Wette objects to this 
meaning of evdoxta as not sufficiently 

confirmed, and adopts the transl. 

‘good pleasure,’ scil. of me and my 

affairs. This seems somewhat hy- 

percritical; surely the opposition 

dia POdvov compared with é d-yamys, 
ver. 16, seems sufficient to warrant 

the current translation; see Fritz, 

Rom. Vol. 11. p. 372, whose note how- 
ever is not in all points perfectly 

exact; comp. notes on Eph. i. 5, and 

the quaint but suggestive comments 

of Andrewes, Serm. xu. Vol. 1. p. 
230 (A.-C. Libr.). The xat refers to 
contrary motives just enunciated ; 

and the party specified under tues 
6é, though practically coincident with 

the heioves, is yet, as De W. rightly 

observes, put under a slightly dif- 
ferent point of view, as forming the 

opposite party to those last mention- 

ed. Thus of those who spake the 
word, twés yév were factious and 
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e A > b] , a 
of pev e& ayarns, eidores Stt eis GoNOYiay TOD evayye- 16 
Alou Kkeimat, of d& & EptOelas Tov Xpiorov catayyéeAAov- 17 

16, 17. of wev é& deydans x.7.A.] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and 

Hort, on very greatly preponderating authority: Rec. inverts the two mem- 

bers, placing of uv é& épifelas x.7.d. first, and of 5¢ é& dyamys K.7.d. 
second. 

envious, tives 6¢ full of good will 

and kindly feeling, and these latter 

were they who constitute the m\elovas 

Tay ddedpuv, ver. 14. 
16. of pay e dydans] those indeed 

that are of love (do so); sc. dvres, 
comp, Rom. ii. 8, Gal. iii. 7. The two 

classes mentioned in the last verse are 

now by of «ev and oi dé a little more 

exactly specified, the order being in- 

verted. Auth., with apparently near- 
ly all the older expositors, makes 

of pév the subject, and refers é& 

dyarns to the supplied clause rdv 
Xp. «yp.: so also Matth., Alf, and 
other modern commentators. This 

is plausible at first sight, but on a 

nearer examination can hardly be 

maintained. For first, é& aydans 
would thus be only a kind of re- 

petition of 5 evdoxlay, as also é& 
ép.d. of dua POdvov; and secondly, the 

force of the causal participial clause 

would be much impaired, for the ob- 

ject of the Apostle is rather to spe- 

cify the motives which caused this 
difference of behaviour in the two 

classes than merely to reiterate the 

nature of it. See esp. De Wette in 

loc., by whom the present interpre- 

tation is ably maintained; so Mey., 
Wies., and (in language perhaps 
too confident) Van Heng.: where 
appy. all the ancient Vv. are on the 

other side, it is not wise to be too 

positive. On the expression of éf 
-dydrns, ‘qui ab amore originem du- 

cunt,’ see notes on Gal. iii. 7, and 

Fritz. Rom, ii. 8, Vol. 1. p. 105. 
@Sdres OTe K.t.A.] as they know that 

In ver. 17 the rdv before Xpicrdv is bracketed by Lachm. and 

I am appointed for the defence of the 

Gospel, i.e. ‘set to defend the Gospel,’ 

Tynd., Cran.; participial clause ex- 

plaining the motive of the behaviour, 

comp. Rom. v. 3, Gal. ii. 16, Eph. vi. 

8, al. They recognise in me the ap- 

pointed defender of the Gospel,—not 

the incapacitated preacher whose po- 

sition claims their help (Est., Fell 2), 

but the energetic Apostle whose ex- 

ample quickens and evokes their co- 

operation. Kefua: has thus a purely 

passive reference, not ‘jaceo in con- 

ditione miserd,’ Van Heng. (a mean- 
ing lexically defensible, see exx. in 

Rost u. Palm, Lez. s. v.), but ‘con- 
stitutus sum,’ Ath., ‘Iam set,’ Auth., 

Oeds pe Kexetpordvnxe, Theod.: so 
Luke ii. 34, 1 Thess. iii. 3. The 
Apostle was in confinement, but not, 

as far as we can gather, either in 

misery or in suffering; comp. Conyb. 

and Hows. St Paul, Vol. 11. p. 515 8q. 
dtodoylay Tod evayy. is referred by 

Chrys., Theoph., and Gicum., to the 

account (rds evddvas) of his ministry, 
which the Apostle would have to 
render up to God, and which the co- 

operation of others might render less 
heavy. This seems artificial: dzo- 

doyia is nowhere used in the N.T. in 

reference to God, and can hardly 
have a different meaning to that 

which it bears in ver. 7; see Wieseler, 
Chronol. p. 430 note. 

17. ob 8& é& épWelas] but they that 

are of party-feeling or dissension ; op- 

posite class to of é& dydmns, ver. 16. 
On the derivation and true meaning 

of épifeta, —not exactly ‘contention,’ 

C2 
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Treg. (Westc. and Hort omit roy in marg.), but has preponderating authority 

in its favour. The reading éyelpew (Rec. éripépew) rests on very greatly pre- 

ponderating authority. 18. Atv 871] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., 

Westc. and Hort, on very clearly preponderating authority: Rec. omits éru. 

Auth. (comp. Vulg., Syr., Copt.), 
followed by many modern commen- 

tators, but ‘intrigue,’ ‘party-spirit’ 

(dvadas kara Thy dryopay mepitovres, 
Theod.), as appy. felt by Clarom., 

which gives ‘dissensio,’ and perhaps 

/&th. ,—see notes on Gal. v. 20. On 

the most suitable rendering, comp. 

notes on Transl. karoy- 
yé\ovow] declare, proclaim ; in effect 

not different from kypiocev, ver. 15 

(karayyéAderat* knptooerat, Hesych.), 

but perhaps presenting a little more 

distinctly the idea of ‘promulgation,’ 

‘making fully known’ (Xen. Anab. 11. 

5. 38, karayy. THY émBovrAyjv); comp. 

1 Cor. ix. 14, Col. i. 28, and Acts xvii. 

3, 23, in which latter book the word 
occurs eleven times. It is peculiar to 

the Acts and St Paul’s Epp. In this 

compound the prep. appears to have 

an intensive force, as in xaradéyeuv, 

karapayeiy x.7.A.; see Rost u. Palm, 

Lex. 8, V. IV. 4. ovx dyvas] 
insincerely, ‘with no pure intention’ 
(ovx eltuxpuads obde OY avrd 76 Tparyya, 

Chrys.): it belongs closely to xarayy., 

and marks the spirit in which they 
performed the xarayyeNla. On the 

meaning of dyvés (‘in quo nihil est 
impuri’), see notes on 1 Tim. v. 22, 

Tittm. Synon. 1. p. 22, and Trench, 

Synon. Part 11. § 38. 

oidpevor K.7.A.] thinking (thus) to 
raise up, &c.; not exactly parallel to 

eldéres, ver. 16, but explanatory of 

ovx dyvas. The verb olecOa seems 
here to convey a faint idea of inten- 

tion, though of an intention which 

was not realized; e.g. Plato, Apol. 

P. 41 D, olduevoe Bamrew (cited by 
De W.): xat Kadds elie 7d oldpevor* 

ov yap obrws ééBawev, Chrys. 
Tots Serpots pov] to my bonds, dat. 
incommodi, Jelf, Gr. § 602. 3; they 
were endeavouring to make a state 

already sufficiently full of trouble yet 
more painful and afflicting. There 

is some little doubt as to the exact 

nature of this 6iyis. Is it outward, 

i.e. dangers from the inflamed hatred 

of heathen enemies (Chrys.), or in- 

ward, i.e. ‘trouble of spirit’ (Alf.)? 

Not the latter, which is not in har- 

mony with the studiedly objective 

deopots, or with the prevailing use of 

OAlyis in the N.T.;—nor yet exactly 
as Chrys., al., which seems too re- 

stricted, if not artificial, but more 

probably ill-treatment at the hands 
of Jews and Judaizing Christians, 

which the false teaching of the oi é 

épielas would be sure to call forth. 
Calvin very prudently observes, ‘ plu- 

rimas occasiones [Apostolo nocendi] 

nobis esse incognitas qui temporum 

circumstantias non tenemus.’ 
18. rl yop] What then? ‘quid 

enim,’ Vulg., or perhaps more ex- 

actly ‘quid ergo;’ not ‘quid igitur,’ 

Beza, which is not commonly thus 

used in independent questions. The 

uses of 7f yap may be approximately 

stated as three; (a) argumentative, 
answering very nearly to the Lat. 

‘quid enim,’ and while confirming 

or explaining the preceding sentence, 

often serving to imply tacitly that an 

opponent has no answer to make; 

see Hand, Tursell. Vol. 1. p. 386. 
It is thus often followed by another 
interrogation; comp. Rom. iii. 3, 

Job xxi. 4; (b) affirmative, answer- 

ing very nearly to ‘profecto’ or the 
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It was also omitted in former edd. of this Commentary on plausible internal 
grounds: the weight of authority, however, is so clear, that we are fully justi- 
fied in retaining both particles. 

occasional ‘quid ni’ of the Latins 
(Hand, Tursell. Vol. rv. p. 186); 

comp. Eurip. Orest. 482, Soph. Gd. 
Col. 542, and see Herm. Viger, No. 

108, and Ellendt, Lex. Soph. Vol. 1. 

P. 537, who however has not suf- 
ficiently discriminated between the 

exx. adduced; (c) rhetorical, as appy. 

here, answering more nearly to ‘ quid 

ergo’ or ‘quid ergo est’ (Hand, 

Tursell. Vol. 1. p. 456), and marking 
commonly either a startled question 

(comp. Gd. Col. 539, 546), or, a8 

here and appy. Job xviii. 4, a brisk 
transition (‘ubi quis cum alacritate 

quadam ad novam sententiam trans- 

greditur,’ Kiihner on Xen. Mem. 11. 6. 

2), and thus perhaps differing from 
the calmer ri of». In every one of 

these cases however the proper force 

of ydp (‘sane pro rebus comparatis’), 

though at each succeeding step be- 

coming more obscure, may still be 
recognised ; here, for example, the 
question amounts to, ‘things being 

then as I have described them, what 

is my state of feeling?’ See Klotz, 

Devar. Vol, 11. p. 247 sq. All sup- 

plements, dcapépe: (Chrys.), jor wéder 
(Theoph.), @jcouev (Van H.), éc., 

are perfectly unnecessary, if not un- 

critical. trv Sr] only that; 
so in Acts xx. 23, the only other 
passage in the N.T. where the two 

particles are thus associated: comp. 
Plato, Phed. p. 57 8B, Theat. p. 183 
A (cited by Bp Lightfoot). The par- 

ticle rAnv, probably connected with 

whéov (Pott, Etym. Forsch. Vol. 1. 
PP. 39, 323), not with wéAas (Hartung, 

Partik. Vol. 11. p. 30), has properly 

a comparative force, especially re- 
cognisable in the disjunctive com- 

parison rdw 7 (see Donalds. Cratyl. 
§ 100), and its use with the gen., e.g. 

Mark xii. 32, Acts viii... This might 
be termed its prepositional use. It 

however soon passed by an intelli- 

gible gradation into an adverbial use, 
and came to imply little more than 

ddd, ‘nevertheless,’ ‘abgesehen da- 

von’ (ch. iii. 16, iv. 14, ¢ Cor. xi. 11, 
Eph. v. 33), with which particle it is 

not unfrequently joined ; see Klotz, 

Devar. Vol. wu. p. 725. 

Tavtl tpdtw] in every way, scil. of 
preaching the Gospel, more exactly 

defined: by e’re...ctre. At first sight 
there might seem some difficulty in 

this lenity of St Paul towards false, 

and perhaps heterodox teachers,— 

men against whom he warns his 

converts with such emphasis in ch. 
iii... The answer seems reasonable, 

that St Paul is here contemplating 
the personal motives rather than 

alluding to the doctrines of the 
preachers; nay more, that perverted 

in many respects as this preaching 

might be, Curist was still its subject, 
and to the large heart of the Apostle 

this was enough; this swallowed up 

every doubt and fear: ‘let then the 

word be preached, and let it be heard; 
be it sincerely, or be it pretensedly, 
so it be done, it is to him [St Paul], 

and should be to us, matter (not 

only of contentment, but also) of 

rejoicing,’ Andrewes, Serm. 1x. Vol. 

v. p. 191 (A.-C. Libr.); see esp. 
Neander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 318 

(Bohn), and comp. Stier, Reden Jesu, 

Vol. 11. p. 29. elte 
mpopdce k.T.A.] whether in pretence 

or in truth; datives expressive of 

the manner, technically called modal 
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19 kal yapyooua oida yap Ott TovTO pot amwoByoerat 

datives ; see Winer, Gr. § 31. 6, and 

especially Jelf, Gr. § 603, by whom 

this use of the dat. is well illustrated; 

compare also Hartung, Casus, p. 69. 

The phraseological annotators, esp. 

Wetst. and Raphel (Vol. 11. p. 500), 
adduce numerous instances of a 

similar opposition between mpdogacts 

and adjnOea or rddnOés; these are 

quite enough, independently of the 

context, to induce us to reject the 

transl. of rpopace adopted by Grot., 

al., ‘occasione,’ i.e. ‘be the good not 

intended but only occasioned by 

them,’ Hammond. On the more 

general meaning of the here more 

limited dA7nGeva, comp. Reuss, Théol. 

Chrét. tv. 16, Vol. 11. p. 169. 
& rottw] therein, ‘in this state of 
things,’ scil. that Christ is preached, 

though from different motives; comp. 

Luke x. 20. This use of év ro’rw 

(nearly=Germ. ‘dartiber’), though 

apparently not very common in the 

best prose, is certainly no Hebraism 

(Rilliet); see Winer, Gr. § 48. a. 

Meyer compares Plato, Republ. x. p. 

603 vu, év rovros 69 Tacw 7 duTov- 

pdvous 7} xalpovras. dAAd Kal 

Xap.] yea, and I shall rejoice; not 
exactly del Umep rovrwy yapioouat, 

Chrys., but, in more strict connexion 
with the following fut., when the 
ano. els cwr. is being realized. The 

punctuation is here not quite certain. 

Lachm., followed by Tisch. and Mey., 

places a full stop before dAdd, and a 

colon after yap., thus connecting 

oiéa yap more immediately with the 
present clause. This seems right in 
principle on grammatical as well as 

exegetical considerations: a colon 

however, as in the text, seems pre- 

ferable to a full stop, for there is a 

kind of sequence in the xalpw and 

xapyocoua which can hardly be com- 

pletely interrupted. De W., Van 

Heng., and others who retain the 
comma (Alf. has a comma in text 

but a colon in transl.) suppose an 
ellipsis of o¥ pédvov before xaipu. 

This is very unsatisfactory. ’AAAd 

xal has here its idiomatic meaning 

‘at etiam,’ the faintly seclusive force 

of d\A\a serving specially to confine 

attention to the new assertion which 

the xal annexes and enhances; see 

Fritz. Rom. vi. 5, Vol. 1. p. 374. It 

may be observed that in these words, 

and also in some uses of the idiom- 

atic dAAG yap, dAXG pév, the primary 
force of dada (‘aliud jam hoe esse 
de quo sumus dicturi,’ Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. 11. p. 2) is so far obscured that 
it does practically little more than 

impart a briskness and emphasis to 

the declaration; see Klotz, l.c. p. 8, 

Hartung, Partik. Vol. um. p. 35. 

Lastly, we should be careful to dis- 

tinguish between the present use of 

avd and its use (a) where a hypo- 
thetical clause precedes, evoking a 

more distinct opposition, e.g. 1 Cor. 

iv. 15, 2 Cor. iv. 16;° (b) where an 
opposition is involved in the terms 

themselves, e.g. Diod. Sic. v. 84 
(Fritz.), év rats vaoos ddd kal Kard 
tiv ‘Aclay; or (c) where dddd oc- 

curs in brisk exhortation, e.g. Soph. 
Philoct. 807, dX’ & réxvov Kai Oapoos 
toxe; in which passage Hermann’s 

proposed emendation 7: @dpaos does 
not seem either plausible or ne- 

cessary. 

19. ofSa ydp] Confirmation of 
the words immediately preceding, the 

yap having its simple argumentative 

force. If with Calv., Bisp., al. this 

clause be referred to ver. 17, ‘ydp 

must have more of an explanatory 
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force (comp. notes on Gal. ii. 6): such 
a ref. however is unduly retrogressive; 

Todro here can only mean the same as 

Tovrw ver. 18,—the more extended 

preaching of the Gospel of Christ: 
The words rofro—owrnplay occur in 

Job xiii. 16, and may have been a 
reminiscence, eis cwrtnplav] 
to salvation. The exact meaning of 

gwrnpla has been very differently ex- 
plained. It has been referred to (a) 

‘salus corporea,’ scil. ‘escape from 
present danger,’ dradhayv, Chrys., 

who however fluctuates; ‘preserva- 

tion in life,’ 73 écov ot5é rw paprd- 
pov, Cicum., and appy. Syr.; (b) 

‘salus spiritualis,’ ‘Seelenheil,’ De 
W., ‘his own fruitfulness for Christ,’ 

Alf.; (c) both united, ‘for good, 
whether of soul (Rom. viii. 28) or of 
body’ (Acts xxvii. 34), Peile, Bloomf,; 

(d) ‘salus sempiterna,’ whether (a) in 
reference to others (Grot., Hamm.), 

or (8) in ref. to himself, ‘suam salu- 
tem veram et perennem,’ Van Heng. 

The last of these meanings alone 

seems to satisfy the future reference 

(d2roB.), and is most in accordance 
with the prevailing meaning of ow- 

tnpla in St Paul’s Epp.: comp. ver. 

28, ch. ii. 12, and els cwr. Rom. i. 

16, 2 Thess. ii. 13. dia 
THs K.7.A.] through your supplication 
and the supply of the Spirit of J. C.; 

the two means by which the cwrnpla 
is to be realized, intercessory suppli- 

cation on the part of man, and sup- 
ply of the Spirit on the part of God. 

Meyer and Alford regard the gen. ém- 

xopyylas as dependent on dud, ‘your 

supply to me (by that prayer) of, dc.,’ 

on the ground that dia 77s, or at least 
7s, would have been inserted. Inde- 

pendently of the very unsatisfactory 

meaning in a dogmatical point of 

view, this is not grammatically ex- 

act. No article is required. Hach 

substantive has its own defining gen., 

and on this account the second may 

dispense with its art.; so Winer, Gr. 

§ 19.5. Meyer is unfortunate in re- 

ferring to Winer in support of his in- 
terpr., as that grammarian expressly 

adopts the more natural construc- 

tion. émixopyylas Tod 
IIv.]. supply of the Spirit. These 
words admit of two interpretations 

according as rof IIv. is considered a 

gen. objecti or subjecti ; comp. Winer, 

Gr. § 30.1. If the former, the mean- 

ing will be ‘the supply which is the 

Spirit,’ the gen. being that of identity 
or apposition (Scheuerl. Synt. § 12. 1, 
p. 82, 83); so Chrys., Theoph., cum. 
If the latter, the meaning will be ‘the 

supply which the Spirit gives,’ the 

gen. being that of the origin or agent 

(Hartung, Casus, p. 17); so Theod., 
De W., Mey. This latter interpr. is 

on the whole to be preferred, as the 

parallelism, ‘the prayers you offer... 

the aid the Spirit supplies,’ is thus 

more exactly retained. Wiesing. and 

Alf. urge Gal. iii. 5, but this can 

hardly be considered sufficiently in 
point to fix the interpretation. Still 

less tenable is the assertion that the 
gen. subjecti would have required the 

order ro6 IIv, ’I. X. ércxop. as in Eph. 

iv. 16 (Alf.); for in the first place exx. 
of the contrary (and indeed usual} or- 
der are most abundant, see Scheuerl. 
Synt. p. 126, Winer, Gr. § 30. 1; and 

in the next place the gen. in Eph. lc. 
is confessedly of a different gram- 

matical class; see notes in loc. The 

Spirit is here termed 7d Iv. "Ine. 
Xp., not merely because Christ gives 

Himself spiritually in and with the 

Holy Ghost (Meyer on Rom. viii. 

9), but because that eternal Spirit 

proceeds from the Son; so Pearson, 
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Creed, Vol. 1. p. 383: in a word the 
gen. is not so much a definitive or 

quasi-possess. gen., as a simple gen. 

originis, Hartung, Casus,p.23. Last- 

ly, on émxopyyla, which perhaps re- 
tains a slight shade of the primary 
meaning of xop7y. in the ampleness 
and liberality which it seems to hint 

at on the part of the gift and giver, 
see notes on Col. ii. 19, and Harless 
on Eph. iv. 16. The ém is direc- 
tive, not intensive; see notes on 

Col, l. ¢. 

20. Katd Try daoKkap. k.T.A.] ac- 
cording to my expectation and hope, 

sc, ‘even as I am hoping and expect- 

ing,’ Syr., ‘sicut speravi et confisus 

sum,’ Ath. The curious word dmroxa- 

padoxta, (Hesych. mpoodoxla, dzexdo- 

x7), only here and Rom. viii. 19 in 

the N. T., is derived from xipa and 
doxéw [possibly allied to a root dic, 

‘monstrare,’ Pott, Etym. Forsch. Vol, 

I. p. 185, 267], and properly denotes 

‘capitis, scil. oculorum animique, ad 

rem ab aliquo loco expectandam at- 

tenta conversio,’ and thence deriva- 

tively ‘patient, persistent, looking for’ 

(Rom. viii. 19), and, with a further 

weakened force, ‘calm expectation,’ 

as in this place; the meaning neces- 

sarily varying with that of the simple 

kapadoxety, which, from the ideas of 
‘attention’ (Eur. Troad. 93) and ‘ob- 

servation’ (Polyb. Hist. xs. 42. 6), 
passes to those of ‘suspense’ (Eur. 
Med. 1117) and simple ‘expectation’ 
(Bur. Iph. Aul. 1433). The prep, 

dr is not properly intensive, as in 

arrobepl{w, dropeddouat, x.r.d. (Tittm. 

Synon. p. 106 sq., and even Meyer on 

Rom. viii. tg), but local: it primarily 

(so to say) localises the capadoxety, by 
marking either (a) the place from 
which the observation is maintained, 

e.g. Joseph. Bell. Jud. m1. 7.26, comp. 

Polyb. Hist. xvit1. 31. 4, or (b) the 
quarter whence the thing or issue is 

looked for, e.g. Polyb. Hist. xvi. 2. 

8,—and comes thence, as in amexéé- 

xouat (Germ. ‘abwarten,’ see notes on 

Gal. v. 5), with a gradual but intelli- 
gible evanescence of the local idea 

(‘quidquid enim expectes alicunde te 

id expectare oportet,’ Fritz.), to imply 

little more than the fixedness, perma- 

nence, and patience (not ‘solicitude,’ 

Tittm.), with which the observation 
is continued, or the expectation enter- 

tained; see Winer, de Verb. Compos. 

Iv. p. 14, and esp. the excellent dis- 

cussion of Fritz. Fritzsch. Opusc. pp. 

150—154. ore év ovdevt 
aicx.] that in nothing I shall be put 

to shame. These words admit of 

various possible interpretations; for 

example (a) 67 may be either rela- 
tival, ‘that,’ rd édmlgew ér, Chrys., 

or argumentative, ‘because,’ appy. 

Vulg., Clarom.; (b) oddevt may be 
either neuter (Syr., Auth., al.), or 

masc. in reference to the preachers 

of the Gospel (Hoelem.); again (c) ai- 

oxw6. may be either passive, ‘con- 

fundar,’ Vulg., or with a middle 

force, ‘pudore confusus ab officio 

deflectam,’ Van Hengel. In this va- 
riety of interpretation we must be 
guided solely by the context: and this 
seems certainly in favour of the above 
translation : for (a) ére far more natu- 
rally follows é\mis as defining the sub- 
ject to which it refers (comp. Rom. 
Vili. 21) than as supplying the reason 
why it is entertained; the latter in- 
terrupts the sequence, vitiates the 
logic, and leaves the object of hope 
undefined. Again (b) ovdevl cannot 
be masc.; for if so, it would have to 
be arbitrarily referred only to the bet- 
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ter class of those mentioned above, 

whereas if neuter it remains perfectly 

general and inclusive, not merely otre 

&v r@ fav obre év 7@ Oaveiv, Theoph.,— 
but, ‘in no respect, in no particular’ 

(comp. ver. 28), thus forming an an- 
tithesis to év doy agp. Lastly, (c) 

alex. cannot logically be taken with 
any middle force; St Paul can scarce- 

ly know that the preaching will turn 

out to his salvation (ver. 19), and yet 
only hope and expect that he shall not 

fall from his duty. What the Apostle 

does hope and expect is, not merely 
6re ob meptécovrat obra, Chrys., dre 

kpeloowv coma Tov Svoxepwv, Theod., 
but more generally, that he shall not 
be brought to a state of shame (2 Cor. 

x. 8, 1 John ii. 28), that he shall not 

be put to shame in the highest duties 

and aims of his life; see De Wette in 

loc., who aptly compares the Hebrew 

Wiad Psalm xxxv. 4, lxx. 2 (LXX, al- 

oxuvOeinoav), and contrasts St Paul’s 

favourite term xavxaoOat. 

GAN ev maoy wapp.] but on the con- 
trary in all boldness; antithesis to 
the foregoing clause introduced with 

the full force of the adversative a\)d. 
Ildcy, as has often been remarked 

(see ver. 9), is not qualitative, ‘une 

pleine liberté,’ Rill., but, as usual, 

quantitative, ‘every form and mani- 
festation of boldness,’ forming an ex- 

act opposition to év ovdevi above. ’Ev 
w. wappynolg is thus not merely ‘in 

all joyfulness’ (Wiesing., comp. Eph. 

iii. 12), and certainly not cadds ga- 
vepws, Cicum. (comp. Syr., ‘revelata 

facie’), but, as the contrast and con- 

text both imply, ‘in omni fiducia,’ 
Vulg., ‘in all boldness of speech and 

action ;’ comp. Eph. vi. 19. 
@s TavroTe Kal viv] Temporal clause, 

following close on the foregoing mo- 

dal predication (comp. Donalds. Gr. 
§ 444). The addition kat vdv gives 
a dignifying and consoling aspect 

to the Apostle’s present condition, 
cheerless as it might seem, and sup- 
plies a retrospective corroboration of 

ver, 12. peyaduvOrjore- 
Ta. «.7.A.] Christ shall be magnified 
in my body; not év éuol, but, in ac- 

cordance with the studiedly passive 

aspect given to the whole declara- 

tion (obscured by Aith.),—év 7G od, 
Hov, ‘in my body;’ ‘my body shall 
be, as it were, the theatre on which 

Christ’s glory shall be displayed,’ 

comp. John xxi. 19, and in illustra. 
tion of this use of é» (‘substratum 

of action’), see notes on Gal. i. 24, 

Winer, Gr. § 48.8, Meyad. is thus 

not ‘shall be enlarged,’ ‘augebitur,’ 

Copt. (comp. Luke i. 58, 2 Cor. x. 

15), with reference to the develop- 
ment and growth of Christ within 

(Rill.; comp. Gal. ii. 20, Rom. viii. 

10), which here would not harmonize 
with the modal év rafé., and still less 
with the local é& cdépu.,—but, as in 

Acts xix. 17, ‘shall be glorified,’ de- 

xOhoerac ds éort, Theod., ‘gloriosior 

apparebit,’ Just., the meaning being 

here appy. a little more forcible than 

‘be praised’ (Alf.; comp. Luke i. 46, 
Acts v. 13), and pointing more to 

the general, than to the merely oral 
spread of the Lord’s glory and king- 

dom among men, etre 

Bid K.t.A.] whether by life or by 
death; two alternatives, suggested 

by and in explanation of the pre- 
ceding €v T@ op. mov: ‘in my body,’ 

—whether that body be preserved 

alive as an earthly instrument of my 
Master’s glory, or be given up to 

martyrdom for His name’s sake: 6:4 
pev fwis, Gre é£eldero" bid Oavarou dé, 
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21 varou. 

ére ob8€ Odvaros erewé pe dpyycacbae 
atrév, Chrys. Well then might the 

Apostle say oldu dri—els owrnplay 
when he could entertain a hope and 

an expectation so unspeakably bless- 
ed. The whole verse, and especially 

this clause, is strongly confirmatory 

of the fuller meaning of cw7npia. 

a1. *Epolydp] Confirmation and 
elucidation of the last clause of ver. 

20. The yap has no reference to any 

omitted clause,—ever a doubtful and 

precarious mode of explaining this 

particle,—but simply confirms the 

preceding assertion by showing the 

real nature of ¢wh and @dvaros accord- 

ing to the Apostle’s present mode of 

regarding them; ‘in my view and de- 
finition of the term, Life is but an- 

other name for Christ,’ Peile. The 

emphatic éuol (‘to me, in my merely 

personal capacity,’ see Wiesing.) is 

thus the pronominal dat. judicii (De 

W.), or perhaps more correctly and 

more comprehensively the dat. of ethi- 

cal relation (comp. Gal. vi. 14); not 

merely ‘in my estimation,’ but ‘in my 

case,’ ‘life in my realization of it,’—a 

dat. which is allied to, and more fully 

developed in, the dative commodi or 

incommodi; see Bernhardy, Synt. 111. 

9, Pp. 83, and esp. Kriiger, Sprachl. § 

48. 6. 1 8q., by whom this use of the 
dative is well illustrated. 

70 {iv Xprords] to live is Christ, i.e. 
living consists only in union with, 

and devotion to Christ; my whole 
being and activities are His; ‘quicquid 

vivo Christum vivo,’ Beng.: see Gal. 

ii. 20, but observe the difference of the 

application; there the reference is to 
faith, here rather to works (De W.), 
the context showing that Xpicrés, be- 

side the idea of union with Him, must 

also involve that of devotion to His 
service. So, perhaps too distinctly, 

WPO> @IAIMIUHZIOY2. 

"Euot yap To Civ Xpirros Kat 

Ath., ‘si vixero, Christo.’ Td (qv is 
clearly the subject (‘vita mea,’ Syr., 

Copt.), the natural life (Beng.) alluded 

to in the preceding, and more specifi- 

cally in the following verse. It can- 
not refer to spiritual life (Rill., comp. 

Chrys., Theoph.), as the antithesis 

{Fv...dro8. is thus obscured, and the 

argument impaired; what {w7 is in 

ver. 20, that must 7d {jv be here. 
Kal 7d dro8. KépS0s] and [simple 
copulative] to die is gain; death is 
gain, as I shall thus enjoy a still 

nearer and more blessed union with 

my Lord; capécrepov arg avvécopat, 

Chrys., Theoph. Képdos belongs only 

to this latter clause, the full meaning 

of which is very easily collected from 

the context; compare verse 23. To 
make Xp. the subject to both members 

of the sentence and 7d gf and 7d 
dro§. accusatives of ‘reference to’ 

(Krtiger, Sprachl. § 46. 4), sc. ‘ut 
[Christus] tam in vitdé quam in morte 
lucrum esse predicetur’ (Calv.; comp. 

Beza), is to mar the perspicuity, and 
to introduce a difficulty in point of 
grammar, as 7d d7ro0. could scarcely 

be ‘in moriendo:’ such accusatives 

commonly point to things or actions 

which may, so to say, be conceived as 

extensible, and over the whole of 

which the predication can range; see 

Scheuerl. Synt. § 9. 3, p. 68, Kriiger, 
Sprachl. § 46. 4.1. Numerous exam- 

ples of similar expressions are cited by 

Weist. in loc., the most pertinent of 
which is Joseph, Bell. vu. 8. 6, cup- 
popa 7d Shv eorw dvOpdmors obyx Bava- 
Tos, a8 it hints at the purely substan- 

tival character of 7d ¢qv and 70 dro- 

Gavety (opp. to Alf.). The practical 

aspects of the subject will be found 

in Heber, Serm. xvi. xvit. 

22. eb 8870 Lav «.7.A.] But if my 
living in the flesh—(if) this is to me the 
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to amoOaveiy Képos. 

(the medium of) fruit from my labour ; 
so Vulg., Clarom., Goth., and (with 

obscured rofro) Syr., Copt.: antithe- 

tical sentence suggested by the re- 

membrance of his callingasan Apostle. 

There are difficulties in this verse in 
the individual expressions, as well as 

in the connexion and sequence of 

thought. We will (1) briefly notice 
the former: (a) e/ is not problematical, 

‘if it chance,’ Tynd., Cov. Test., 

Cran., but as Meyer correctly observes, 

syllogistic, and virtually assertory. (8) 

The addition év capxt does not imply 

any qualitative difference between 7d 
qv here and 76 ¢qv in ver. 21 (Rill.), 
but guards against it being under- 

stood in the higher sense, which the 

preceding 76 dzrof. xépéos (‘to die, i.e. 

to live out of the flesh with Christ, is 

gain’) might otherwise seem natural- 

ly to suggest. (-y) Todro is not a re- 

dundancy ‘per Hebraismum’ (see 

Glasse, Phil. Sacr. p. 738 [219]), but 

is designed to give special prominence 

and emphasis to the idea contained in 
the preceding words; comp. Winer, 

Gr. § 23. 4,p-.144. (6) In xapmds epyou 
the gen. is not w gen. of apposition 

(‘ipsum opus pro fructu habet,’ Beng.), 

nor a gen. objecti (‘ profit for the work,’ 
Rill.), but a simple gen. subjecti [ori- 
ginis], ‘proventus operis,’ De W., 

‘fructus in operibus meis,’ Syr., i.e. 

‘conveys with it, is the condition of, 

fruitfrom apostolical labour,’ the épyov 
referring to the laborious nature of 

the apostolic work (Acts xiii. 2, 1 
Thess. v. 13, 2 Tim, iv. 5); xapropopa 

bddoKxwv kal puri{wy mdvras, Theoph.: 
comp. Raphel, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 622. 
(2) The connexion then seems to be as 

follows: in ver. 21 the Apostle had 

spoken of life and death from a strictly 
personal point of view (éuol); in this 

aspect death was gain. The thought 
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however of his official labours re- 
minds him that his life bears bless- 
ings and fruitfulness to others; so 

he pauses; ‘objecté, spe conversionis 

multorum, heret atquehesitat,’ Just.: 

so in substance Theoph. (who has ex- 
plained this clause briefly and perspi- 

cuously), Chrys., Theod., @cum., and 
after them, with some variations in 

detail, De W., Meyer, and the best 

modern editors. Of the other inter- 
pretations the most plausibleis (a) that 
of Auth., Beng., al., according to 

which rofro «.7.X. forms the apodosis, 

éorl wor being supplied after év capxt, 

‘but if I live in the flesh, this is,’ &c.; 

the least so (b) that of Beza, and the 
Genevan Version (amended by Conyb., 

but satisfactorily answered by Alf.), 

according to which e is ‘whether,’ 
and xaprés épyou=‘opere pretium’ 
(comp. Grot., Hamm., Scholefield, 
Hints, p. 103,—a more than doubtful 
translation), scil. ‘and whether to live 
in the flesh were profitable for me, and 

what,’ &c. The objection to (a) is the 
very harsh and unusual nature of the 

ellipsis; to (b), independently of gram- 

matical objections, the halting and 

inconsequent nature of the argument; 

see Alf. in loc. 

kal ri aiprjoopat K.7.A.] then, or 
why, what I am to choose [observe the 
middle] I know not; apodosis to the 

foregoing. The principal difficulty lies 

in the use of caf. Though no certain 

example of an exactly similar use of 

ei...xal has been adduced from the N. 

T. (2 Cor. ii. 2 [De W.] is not in point, 

the xa! being there used in rapid in- 

terrogation, Hartung, Partik. Vol. 1. 

p. 147), yet the use of xai at the be- 
ginning of the apodosis is so common 
(see Bruder, Cone. s.v. cal, D, Pp. 455) 

as to render such a use after ef by no 

means improbable; see examples in 
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23. owéxoua 5€] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on 

vastly preponderating authority: Rec. ovvéxoua yap. TOAAG yap] So 

Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on preponderating authority : 

Rec. omits yap. 

Hartung, Partik, s.v. kai, 2,6, Vol. 

I. p. 130, and comp, the somewhat 

similar use of ‘atque,’ Hand, Tursell. 

Vol. 1. p. 481 sq. In such cases the 
proper force of «al is not wholly lost. 

Just as in brief logical sentences it 

constantly implies that if one thing be 

true then another will be true also, 

e.g. el pice Kiveirae xdv Bla KuvnOeln, 

kay ef Bia cal pice, Arist. de Anim. 

ch. 3, p. g (ed. Bekk.),—80 here, if life 

certainly subserve to apostolic useful- 

ness, there will also be a difficulty as 

to choice. It is thus unnecessary to 

assume any aposiopesis after the first 

member, scil. ‘non repugno,’ ‘non 

segre fero,’ Miiller, Rill. There is only 

aslight pause, and slight change from 

the expected to a more emphatic se- 

quence, which this semi-ratiocinative 

kal very appropriately introduces, 

On the use of the less exact ri for 

morepov, see Winer, Gr. § 25. 1, and 

on that of the future in a delibera- 

tive clause, Winer, ib. § 41. 4. b. 

The strict alliance between the 

future and the subj. renders such an 

interchange very intelligible. 
ot yvwpl{w] I do not recognise, I do 
not clearly perceive,—an exceptional 

use in the N. T. of yrwp., which is 
nearly always ‘notum facio.’ For 
exx. of the present use, see Ast, Lez. 

Plat. s.v.; comp. Job xxxiv. 25 (LXX), 

iv. 16 (Symm.). 
23. ovvéxopar Sé «.7.d.] yea, I 

am held in a strait by the two; anti- 

thetical explanation of the last mem- 

ber of ver. 22; the faintly oppositive 

dé (not ‘metabatic’ [Mey.] on the one 

hand, nor equiv. to dAAd on the other) 
placing the emphatic ovvéxouat in 
gentle contrast with the preceding ov - 

yrupltw. The reading yap (Rec.) has 
scarcely any critical support, and is 

only a correction of the less under- 

stood dé. On the real difference be- 

tween these two particles in sentences 

like the present, see esp. Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. 1. p. 363. The prep. é« is here 
not used for dé (Bloomf.), nor yet for 
6d (Heinr.,—instrumentality would 
have been expressed by a simple dat., 
e.g. Matth. iv. 24, Luke viii. 37, Acts 
xviii. 5, xxviii. 8), but with its proper 
force points to the origin of the ow- 
ox, the sources out of which it arises ; 

see notes on Gal. ii. 16, where the uses 

of this prep. in N. T. are briefly no- 

ticed. Lastly, the article is not pro- 

spective (comp. Syr.) but retrospective 
(Mey., al.), referring to the two alter- 

natives previously mentioned. This 

is confirmed by the apparent emphasis 
on ovvéx., and the illustrative con- 

nexion with it of the two clauses 

which follow. THy érbu- 
play exev] having my desire; not 

merely ‘a desire,’ Auth., nor ‘the 
desire previously alluded to,’ Hoel.,— 

as no érOuula, strictly speaking, has 
been alluded to,—but ‘the desire which 

I now feel,’ ‘my desire.’ The ém- 
Oupla thus stands absolutely, its direc- 

tion being defined in the words which 

follow. A very eloquent and feeling 

application of this text will be found 

in Manning, Serm. xx. Vol. 11. p. 
370 Sq. es 7d dvadtoat] 

towards departing, ‘turned to de- 
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Noa Kat oly Xpicre@ elvan, 

parture;’ not ‘solvendi’ (rod dvan., 
Origen, in a free citation), not even 

quite ‘to depart,’ Auth., Conyb. 

(comp. Winer, Gr. § 44. 6),—both of 
which would seem to imply the not 
unusual definitive gen. after émd. 
(comp, Thucyd. vit. 84, rod meiv 

ém.), but with the proper force of 

the prep. els, ‘desiderio tendens: ad 

dimissionem ;’ compare Winer, Gr. § 

49. a. The prep. eis is omitted in 
DEFG; Chrys, (comm.), apparent- 

ly by accident, as the construction 

would not thus be made more easy. 

“Avadioa: is not ‘dissolvi,’ Vulg., nor 

even ‘dimitti,’ Syr. (comp. Schoettg. 
in loc.), but perhaps with primary 
reference to breaking up a camp or 

loosing an anchor, ‘migrare,’ Hith. 

(comp. Judith xiii. 1, lian, Var. 

Hist. 1v. 23), and thence, with a 
shade of meaning imparted by the 

context, ‘discedere a vita,’ 4 évretbev 
amad\ay%}, Theod.; comp. notes on 
2 Tim. iv. 6, and see Suicer, Thesaur. 

Vol. 1. p. 286 sq., by whom this word 
is copiously illustrated ; add too Peri- 

zonius, on Ailian, Var. Hist. 1. ¢. 

The transl. adopted by Tertull. ‘re- 

cipi’ has perhaps reference to the ‘re- 

ceptui canere,’ and is thus virtually 
the same; comp. Mill, Prolegom. p. 

LXVII. Kal oby Xp. elvar] 
From the immediate connexion of this 

clause with dyadvoa: dogmatical de- 

ductions have been made in reference 

to the intermediate state; ‘clare os- 

tenditur animas sanctorum ex hac 
vita sine peccato migrantium statim 

post mortem esse cum Christo,’ Est.; 

comp. Cyr.-Alex. cited by Forbes, In- 

struct. x11. 8. 33, Bull, Engl. Works, 

p. 42 (Oxford, 1844), Reuss, Théol. 
Chrét. 1v. 21, Vol. 1. p. 240. With- 
out presuming to make hasty deduc- 
tions from isolated passages, we may 

23. 29 

TOAA® ‘yap “aAXov kpeia- 

safely rest on the broad and sound 
opinion of Bishop Pearson, that life 
eternal may be regarded as initial, 

partial, and perfectional, and that the 
blessed Apostle is now in the fruition 
of that second state, and ‘is with 
Christ who sitteth at the right hand 
of God,’ Creed, Art. x11. Vol. 1 p. 

467, and comp. Clem. Rom. 1 Cor. § 
5, €mopev6n [Ilérpos] els tov dpecd. Té- 

mov THs ddéns, Polyc, ad Phil. § 9, els 

Tov dperhpevov avrots rémov elal Tapa 

7@ Kuplw: see, however, Dorner, Chr. 

Doctr. § 153, Vol. tv. p. 403 8q., 

and comp. Burnet, State of Departed, 

ch. 111. p. 58. For a practical appli- 

cation of the verse, Farindon, Serm. 

uxix. Vol. mi. p. 193 (Tegg). The 

meaning involved in the words ovy 

Xp. eivat, in reference to the soul’s in- 
corporeal state, isexplained profound- 

ly, though perhaps somewhat singu- 

larly, by Hofmann, Schriftb. 11. 2, Vol. 

11. p. 449, ‘selbst kérperlos, wird er 
den Leib, in welchem die Fiille der 

Gottheit wohnt, zu seiner Wohnung 
haben ;’ comp. Delitzsch, Bibl. Psy- 

chol. v1. 6, p. 383 8q. 

TOMAG yap «.7.d.] for it is very far 
better, scil. being with Christ is so 

(for me); explanation of the foregoing 

desire. The comparative strengthened 
by pa&)dov gives a force and energy to 

the assertion that is here very notice- 
able and appropriate; comp. Mark vii. 

36, 2 Cor. vii. 13, and Winer, Gr. § 

35.1, p. 214. The reading is doubt- 
ful: yap is omitted by DEFGKLN'; 

great majority of mss.; Aug., Vulg., 
Syr., and some Ff. (Steph., Griesb. but 
very doubtfully); as however it is 
found in ABCN?; 31. 67**; Copt.; 
Clem., Or.(2), Aug. (often and explicit- 

ly),—as D!FG show in this passage 
marks of incertitude by reading récw 
for roAAg, and lastly, as yap might 
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28. mapayeva] So Lachm., Tisch. Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec. cupmapapevo. 

have been thought to interrupt the 
sequence, we may perhaps acquiesce 
in its insertion, with Lachm., Tisch., 

and even Rec., and Scholz. 

24. TO S& éripévery K.T.A.] yet to 
tarry in my flesh. In the former 

verse the Apostle stated what is xpeto- 

cov for himself, now he turns to 

what is dvayxadrepoy in regard of 
hisconverts. Ae is thus simply ‘ but,’ 

‘yet,’ —scarcely ‘nevertheless,’ Auth., 
which is commonly a more suitable 

translation of d\\d: on the difference 

between these particles (‘ verum... 
sed’), see Klotz, Devar. Vol. m1. pp. 

33, 361. The él in érmu. implies 
rest in a place (comp. notes on Gal. 

i, 18), and hints at a more protracted 
stay; comp. Rom. vi. 1. The next 

words év r7 capxl are, as Meyer cor- 

rectly observes, scarcely quite the 

same as éy capxl in ver. 22; there the 

expression was general, here more 

specific and individualizing; see 

Kriiger, Sprachl. § 50. 2. 3. . ’Ev be- 

fore rq capkl is omitted by ACN; 10 
mss.; Clem., Orig. (Tisch., Rev., 

Westc. and Hort), but is appy. genu- 

ine. dyaykatérepov Sv 
Upds] is more needful on your ac- 

count; not an inexact comparative 

(De W.), nor to be diluted into a 

positive (Vulg., Clarom., comp. Syr.), 

nor with reference to the Apostile’s 

own feelings, scil. ‘quam ut meo de- 

siderio satisfiat,’ Van Heng., Beng., 

—but simply ‘more needful,’ scil. 

than the contrary course, than dva- 

doa x.7.X. The latter course St 
Paul might have thought dvayxaiov on 

his own account, a thing to be prayed 

for and hastened ; his continuance in 

life however was dvayxatérepov on 
account of his converts. The mean- 
ing proposed by Loesn., ‘ prestat,’ 

‘melius est’ (comp. Atth.), has no 

lexical authority, and is not sup- 

ported by the exx. adduced, Obs. 

P- 353- 
25. Kal rovTo meroOds] And 

being persuaded, being sure, of this ; 

seil. that my émriévew év 7H capki is 
more necessary on your account. 
Tlero#ws has thus its natural force 
and construction, and is not to be 

explained away adverbially, wero- 

Obrws Kal ddvardxrws oda, Theoph., 

‘confidenter,’ Syr., Goth., Copt., or 

blended with ofja (Mth.), but is 

to be closely connected with roiro, 

while ofa is joined only with 87; 

‘persuadens mihi vitam meam vobis 
esse [magis] necessariam, scio quod 

Deus me vobis adhuc concedet,’ 

Corn. a Lap. 

ot8a] J know; not with any undue 

emphasis, ‘ prevideo,’ Van Heng., 
for see ch. ii. 17, but simply ‘I know,’ 
se. it is my present feeling and con- 

viction; comp. Acts xx. 25. For 

somewhat analogous uses of oléa, 

see the exx. adduced by Van Heng., 
but observe that even in the strongest 
(Hom. Jl. vt. 447) olda still refers 
more to the persuasions of the 

speaker than to any absolutely pro- 

phetic certitude. Tapa- 
peve] continue here (on earth), ‘ blei- 
ben und dableiben,’ Meyer, who-aptly 
cites Herod. 1, 30, réxva éxyerdueva 
kal dvra Tapapelvavra ; add Plato, 

Phedo, p. 115 D, éwerddv wlw 70 ddp- 
Haxov, obkére duly mapapevd, ib. Crito, 
P. 51D, wapapelyy, opp. to peroieiy 
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a@\Xose. On the reading see critical 

note. mdow dpiv may be the dative 
of interest, ‘to support and comfort 

you’ (Kriiger, Sprachl. § 48. 4), but 

is here far more naturally governed 

by the rapd in the compound ; see 
Plato, Phede, le., Apol. p. 39 EB, 
appy. Protag. p. 335 D, and contrast 

1 Cor. xvi. 6, mpds Umds...rapaperd, 

where the pos gains its force from 
the intended journey to them just 

before mentioned ; here the Apostle 
is mentally present with those he is 

addressing. This is a somewhat more 

common construction than Kriiger 

(Sprachl. § 48. 11. 9) seems inclined 

to admit. 
els THY bwav K.7.r.] for your further- 
ance in, and joy of the faith; not ‘ for 

your furth., and for your joy, éc.,’ 

Van Heng.,—there being here no 

reason whatever to depart from the 

ordinary rule; see Winer, Gr. § 19. 

4. d, and comp. Middleton, Gr. Art. 

p. 368. It is scarcely necessary to 

say that there is not here any kind 
of inversion (‘for your joy and for 

the increase of your faith’) as in 

Syr., nor any disjunction (‘for your 
furth., and for your faith, and for 
your joy’), as in Aith., nor any con- 
junction (‘for the advancement of the 

joy of your f.’), as Mackn.; still the 

relation of the gen. to the two sub- 
stantives seems slightly different; in 
the first case it is a gen. subjecti, 
referable perhaps to the class of the 
possess. gen.; in the latter it is a gen. 

originis, ‘quod ex fide promanat,’ 

Zanch., and belongs to the general 
division of the gen. of ablation; 

comp. Scheuerl. Synt. § 11. 1, p. 79, 
Donalds. Gr. § 448 sq. On xapa, 

comp. Reuss, Théol. Chrét. iv. 18, 

Vol. 11. p. 202, whose definition how- 

ever, ‘cette sérénité de ’ame qui la 

préserve de tout découragement dans 

Vadversité,’ imparts to yapa too pas- 
sive acharacter. Xapdis rather that 
active emanation of love and thank- 
fulness which forms a sort of spi- 

ritual equipoise to elpjvy and vzo- 
porn. 

26. Wa 7d katxnpa K.7.A.] in 
order that your matter of boasting 

may abound in Christ Jesus in me ; 

more specific statement of the pur- 

pose of the Apostle’s continuance 

with his converts; the previous ab- 

stract els ryy vudv mpox. x.7.r. being 

expanded into the more definite and 

concrete wa x.7.A4. These words, 

simple as they seem to be, have not 
been always clearly understood. 

In the first place kavxnpa is not 

the same as xavxnois; not ‘gloriatio 

qua gloriamini,’ Corn. a Lap., but 

‘gloriandi materies’ dam, Jerem, 

xvii. 14), as in Rom. iv. u, 1 Cor. ix. 

15, and appy. everywhere in the 

N. T. (see notes on Gal. vi. 4), this 

‘materies’ being rd éornplyOar év TH 
aiore, Chrys., or generally, their 

possession of the Gospel (Mey.), 

their condition as Christians. Again, 
év Xpior@ is not to be connected 
directly or indirectly with xatynua 
(‘Yoccasion de vous glorifier d’étre 
unis 4 Christ,’ Rill.), but with repuc- 

cevy, the qualitative & Xp. defining, 
agit were, the blessed sphere in which 

the increase takes place, and out of 

which, Christianly speaking, it has 
no existence. Lastly év sol is 

neither=:6v éuod, Heinr., nor ‘ prop- 

ter me,’ Grot., nor even ‘de me,’ 

Beza, but ‘in me,’ Vulg.,—the pre- 
position here marking the substratum 
of the action, the mirror, as it were 

(Zanch.), in which the whole gra- 
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cious procedure was displayed; see 

notes on Gal. i. 24. It is thus not to 
be connected with xavynua directly, 

or as in Chrys. by inversion, iva éxw 
Kavxacba év vuiv wegovws; nor even 

with repioc. alone, but with the com- 
plete idea rd katy. mrepioo. év Xp. 

Thus the whole seems clear: the xav- 

xnua is their condition as Christians; 

év Xp. defines the holiness and purity 

of its increase ; év éuol the seat and 

substratum of the so purified action. 
Sia THs K.T.A.] through my presence 
with you again; these words are to 

be closely connected with éuol, as de- 

fining the exact means by which the 

increase of matter of boasting, thus 

specifically Christian, is to take place 

év éuol. Passages like the present, 

in which different predications are 

grouped closely together, will repay 

careful analysis. Here it will be seen 

that év Xp. is the mystical and gene- 

ric predication of manner, év éuol of 

place, dia 79s map. of special instru- 

mentality, involving also in its sub- 

stantive the predication of time; 

comp. notes on Eph.i.3, and Donalds. 

Gr. § 444. 
EXHORTATION AND DOCTRINE 

(ch. i. 27—ii. 18). 
24—30. LExhortations as to life 

and practice. 27. Mévoy] 
Only: my persuasion then being as I 

have told you, this is the sole thing 
that I specially press upon you, and 

exact from you as indispensable; 

TotTé éort TO fnTovmevov pévor Kal 

ovdév dAdo, Chrys.; compare Gal. ii. 

Io, Vv. 13, in which latter passage, as 

here ‘verborum tanquam agmen ab 

illo ducitur,’ Van Heng. In this one 

requisition many weighty duties are 

Gospel, that whether 
{absent or present I may 

hear good tidings of 
erers for Christ. 

involved. 

Tov edayy. Tod Xp.] the Gospel of 
Christ, i.e. which relates to, which 

tells of Christ ; rod Xp. being the gen. 

objecti, not, as Ath. would seem to 

imply, subjecti, ‘ the Gospel taught by 

Him.’ In such cases the nature of 

the gen. is not perfectly certain, but 

from the analogy supplied by the 

partially similar use of edayy. with 

other genitives, it is more probably 

objecti; see Winer, Gr. § 30. I, p. 

168, but observe that the ref. to Rom. 

i. 3 is of doubtful pertinence. 

modrever Ge] have your conversation, 

behave yourselves, or more exactly 

‘lead your life of (Christian) citizen- 

ship;’ comp. Acts xxiii. 1. It can 
scarcely be doubted that this word, 
occurring only this once in St Paul’s 

Epp., though examples of very si- 
milar exhortations are not wanting 

(Eph. iv. 1, Col. i. 10, 1 Thess. ii. 12) 
has been studiedly used instead of 

the more common wepirarety, to give 

force to the idea of fellow-citizen- 
ship,—not specially and peculiarly 
with Christ (Heinr.), but with one 

another in Him,—joint membership 
in a heavenly roXlrevua, comp. ch. 

iii. 20. Numerous exx. of a similar 

metaphorical use of the word (‘vi- 
vere, non quoad spiritum et animam, 

sed quoad mores,’ Loesn., ‘ad nor- 
mam institutorum in Republic& 

mores viteque rationem componere,’ 

Krebs) will be found in Wetst. in 
loc., Krebs, Obs. p. 245, Loesn. Obs. 

p. 226, and esp. in Suicer, Thesaur. 

Vol. 11. p. 799 sq. 

Wa elre &XOdv «.7.A.] in order that, 

whether having come and seen you or 

else remaining absent, I may hear the 
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ev évl mvetuari, mia uyy cuvabAotvres TH Tiere: TOU 

27. dxovw] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on pre- 
ponderating authority: Rec., and former edd. of this Commentary, dkovow. 

things concerning you. This clause, 
though perfectly intelligible, is appy. 

somewhat inexact in structure. It 

would seem that dxovw really per- 

forms a kind of double office; in the 

one case it stands in antithesis to 
iédy (per orat. variat.); in the second 

place it repeats itself (Van Heng.), 

or suggests some appropriate verb 

(ed¢pdv0w, Chrys., yd, De W.) im- 

mediately before é71: in a word, 

quoad sensum it seems to belong to 

amv, quoad structuram to tva. At- 

tempts have been made to defend 

the construction as it stands, either 
(a) by referring dxovw zeugmatically 

to both clauses, ‘j’apprenne & votre 

sujet que,’ Rill.; or (8) by under- 

standing it to imply ‘hearing from 

themselves’ in reference to the first 

clause, ‘hearing from others’ in the 
second, Mey. This last explanation 

is ingenious, but is appy. precluded 

by the opposition between day tas 

and dkovw Td trepl dua, which seems 

too distinct to have been otherwise 

than specially intended. There must 
be few however who do not prefer the 

warm-hearted incuria of such a bre- 

vity of expression to restorations like 

elre €XOdw Kal lddv, elre dav dxotow 

ra wepl jpav, dxovw Sri x.7-d., or still 

worse, Grav Kal dxovoas Ta T. Up. 

wo 8re Kr... suggested by modern 
commentators. Stu orrere] 
that ye are standing, fuller expansion 

and definition of ra wepl vudy ; the 

explanatory clause being in struc- 

tural dependence upon the principal 

member, according to the ordinary 

and simplest form of attraction ; see 

esp. Winer, Gr. § 66. 5, where this. 

E. 

and other forms of attraction and 
assimilation are perspicuously dis- 

cussed. The present form of attrac- 
tion is especially common after verbs 

of knowledge, perception, dc., e.g. 

Mark xii. 34, Acts iii. 10, 1 Cor. xv. 

3, 1 Thess. ii. 1, al. Urhxev, it may 

be observed, is not per se ‘to stand 

fast,’ Auth., ‘perstare,’ Beza, but 

simply ‘stare,’ Vulg., Syr., Goth., 

the ideas of readiness (comp. Chrys.), 
persistence, &c., being imparted by 

the context; comp. ch. iv. 1, 1 Cor. 

xvi. 13, Gal. v. 1, 1 Thess. iii. 8, 

2 Thess. ii. 15. év évi 
mvedpari] in one spirit ; in one com- 

mon higher principle of our nature. 
The addition mi@ pvyp seems cer- 
tainly to show that wvedua is here 

the human spirit, the higher part of 

our immaterial nature (see Schubert, 

Gesch, der Seele, § 48, Vol. 11. p. 498), 
that in which the agency of the Holy 

Spirit is especially seen and felt. 

This common unity of the spirit is 
however so obviously the effect of the 

inworking of the Holy Spirit, that an 

indirect reference to 7d IIvedua (comp. 
Eph. iv. 4), becomes necessarily in- 

volved. Indeed in most cases in the 
N. T. it may besaid that in the men- 

tion of the human zvetua some refer- 

ence to the eternal Spirit may always 

be recognised; see notes on 2 Tim. i. 

7, and comp. Delitzsch, Bibl. Psychol. 

IV. 5, P- 144 8d. BG Puxy 
K.7.A.] with one soul striving together 

for the faith of the Gospel; making 

your united efforts for the common 

faith from one common centre and 
seat of interests, affections, and ener- 

gies. As the higher rvefua which 

D 
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Kemer, nris éotly avdrois evdekis amwAeias, vmaV oe 

28. éorly airots] So Lachm,, Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

very greatly preponderating authority: Rec., avrots wév éoru. vpav} So 

the above-mentioned edd. on clearly preponderating authority: Rec., vpiv. 

gave direction was to be one and 

common to them all, so was the 

lower Yvx which obeyed those be- 

hests to be one,—one common seat 

of concordant affections and ener- 

gies. The remark of Bengel is true 

and deep ; ‘est interdum inter sanc- 

tos naturalis aliqua antipathia : hee 
vincitur ubi unitas est non solum 

spiritus sed etiam anime.’ On the 

difference between the mvedua, ‘vis 

superior, agens, imperans in homine,’ 

and the yux7, the sphere of the will 

and affections, the centre of the per- 

sonality, see Olshausen, Opuscula, 

Art. vI. p. 145 sq., Beck, Bibl. See- 

lenlehre, 11. 12, 13, Pp. 30 Sq. 

cvvabdovvres must be united with 
jug Yux7y, thus forming a participial, 
and indeed psychological parallel to 

orhx. év évl rv, It is somewhat sin- 

gular that the best ancient Vv. (Syr., 
Vulg., Clarom., Aith., Copt.), with 

Chrys., al., agree in referring m.¢ 
wux7 to orqxere. Such a construction 

however has but little to reeommend 
it in point of grammar, and still less 
in point of psychology: mug puyy 
stands correctly in a prominent 

place after the semi-emphatic éy évi 

mv, (comp. Jelf, Gr. § go2), and 

forms a modal adjunct to the unde- 

fined cuvadotvres, especially signifi- 

cant and appropriate; o7jxew é& 

mvetuart, cuvabdelv TH wuxy. The 

force of the prep. civ has been dit- 

ferently estimated ; it is referred by 

the Greek expositors to the fellow- 

ship of the Philippians (cvpmapadap- 

Bavere dddHdovs, Chrys.); by Meyer 

aud others to fellowship with St 

Paul; the former seems more suit- 

able to the context. T 
lore] for the faith ; dat. commodi: 

not under the regimen of gv», ‘ adju- 
vantes fidem,’ Erasm., ‘striving in 

concert with the faith,’ Lightf.,—a 

personification of rigris of which no 

example has been adduced ;—a dat. 

instrum. (more precisely termed by 

Kriiger a ‘dynamic’ dative, Sprachl. 

§ 48. 15), ‘fide Evang.,’ Calv., ‘per 

fidem Evang.,’ Beza,—this construc- 

tion having previously oceurred in 

the case of wg Wuy7. IIoris here, as 
nearly always in the N. T., has a 

subjective reference: see notes on 

Gal. i, 23. 

28. wrupopevor] being terrified: 
dm. heyéu. in N. T.; properly used 

in reference to scared horses (Diod. 
Sic. Xv1I. 34, mrupduevor Ta xadwd 
Stecelovro), thence generally, though 

often with some tinge of its more 

special meaning, as in Plut. Mor. p. 

800 Cc, pyre Swe pre Pwvy wrupd- 
wevov, and lastly, as here, in a purely 

general sense, e.g. [Plato] Acioch. p. 

370 A, oUK dv wore mrupelys Tov Bdva- 
Tov; compare Hesych. wruperat’ cel- 

era, PoBetrat, gpirre, and Kypke, 

Obs. Vol. 11. p. 312. It is not im- 
probably derived from a root mTY-, 

and allied with rrodw; see Benfey, 

Wurzellex. Vol. 11. p. 100. 

Tav dvriucepeveav] the opposers, your 
adversaries; comp. 1 Cor, xvi. 9, 2 

Thess. ii. 4, 1 Tim. v. 14, Luke xiii, 

17, xxi, 15. Who these were is not 
perfectly certain. The context and 
general use of the word seem both 
to point to open and avowed enemies 
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of Christianity; not Judaists, but 
unbelieving Jews (Usteri, Lehrb. p. 
332, comp. Acts xvii. 5), or, perhaps 
even more probably, Gentiles; comp. 

Acts xvi. 19 sq. Ts 
éorly «.t.d.] the which is to them, 
seeing it is to them; viz. when they 

see, as they cannot fail to do, if they 

will pause to consider, that they 
cannot intimidate you; érav yap of 
Siwkovres THY SwwKopevwy py wepvyé- 

vwvTat, of émiBovevovTes Tv émtBou- 

Aevonévwy, of xparodvres TO Kparov- 

pévev, odk abrédev 2orar Syrov adrois 

8rt darodobvrat, re ovdev loxtoovaw; 

Chrys. The go7ts, as in Eph. iii. 13 
al., has here a faint explanatory 

force (see esp. notes on Gal. iv. 24), 
and is the logical relative, to uy 

mrupby. K.T.A., though grammatically 

connected (by attraction) with the 
predicate évdetis; see exx. of this 

species of attraction in Winer, Gr. 

§ 24. 3; comp. also § 66. 5. 2, and 
Madvig, Synt. § 98. The dative 
avrois is the dat. incomm., or of 

‘interest’ (Kriiger, Sprachl. § 48. 4), 

and is dependent on édecéis, not on 

dmwhelas (Hdlem.)—a needlessly in- 

volved construction, pov 
8 cwrnplas] but of your salvation; 
scil. of final salvation, as opp. to the 
preceding drwiea; ‘ipsos perdet et 
ducet in gehennam, vos autem ducet 
ad salutem et gloriam,’ Corn. a Lap.; 

compare similar antitheses, Rom. ix. 

22 sq., 1 Cor. i. 18, al., and on the 
force of ard\deca, notes on 1 Tim. vi. 

9. kal TovTo k.7.A.] and 

this from God, comp. Eph, ii. 8; i.e. 

not merely ‘vos salutem consecu- 
turos esse,’ Calv., which would ar- 

bitrarily limit rovro to the latter 

member ; nor even ‘illud, adversarios 
quidem perituros, vos vero salutem,’ 

éc., Grot., but, as the consolatory 

nature of the context seems to re- 
quire, with reference to the whole 
preceding (certainly not succeeding, 

Syr., Aith., Clem.-Alex. Strom. rv. 

p. 604, ed. Pott.) declaration, in fact 
to évdeés (Peile, De W., Alf.); ‘et 
hoe sane non augurium humanum 
est, sed divinum,’ Van Heng., and 

similarly Michaelis. Whether it be 

recognised or not as such, there still _ 
is this token of the issue for either 
side, and it is from God; comp. 

Wiesing. in loc, 
29. Srv tpty «7.A.] Reason for 

the declaration immediately preced- 

ing, by an appeal to their own cases: 

not exactly motives to steadfastness 

(De Wette); as, in the first place, 

the exhortation to be steadfast is 
implicit rather than explicit; and, 
secondly, such motives would have 
been more naturally introduced by 
yap. The Apostle says, the edeés 

x7... is verily not a ‘humanum’ 

but a ‘divinum augurium,’ because 

the grace given to you (observe the 

slightly emphatic position, —what- 

ever it may be to others) is such 
that you are thereby enabled not 
only to believe in Christ, but also to 
suffer for Him: the double favour 
you have received affords the surest 
proof of the essentially divine nature 

of the token; see Meyer in loc. 

éxap(oOn] it was freely given; 71d 

mov dvaribels TH Oew, kal xapw elvar 
Aéyww Kal xdpioua Kal Swpedy 7d dc- 

xew rep Xporov, Chrys. The aorist 
is used as referring to the period 
when the initial grace which has 
since wrought in the hearts of the 
Philippians was first given: yaplferac 
would be too present, and indeed 

prospective (comp. Kriiger, Sprachi. 

§ 53. 1), to suit the actual circum- 
stances; Kexdpicrar would express 

D2 
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e 'N a BI ‘ , 5) bs 
umep Xpisrov, ov povovy TO eis avrov TioTevev, AAG 

‘ S A ‘) a , AY aos yom » 
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OLOV ELOETE EV EOL KAL VUV AKOUETE EV EOL. 

II. Ei ris otv rapacdyors ev Xpiore, 
Christ, who humbled Himself unto death, and 
was exalted with every measure of exaltation. 

Be united in spirit ; be 
lowly in heart as was 

30. eldere] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec., 'Sere,—a reading which appears only 

to have arisen from the interchange of e: and ¢ (itacism); see Scrivener, Col- 
lation, &c. 111. 3, p. lxix. 

that the effects of the xdpicpa are 

remaining, which, though probably 

really the case, less perfectly har- 

monizes with the language of implied 

exhortation than the simple reference 
to what they once received, and must 

show that they now possess. The es- 

sential character of the tense (‘quod 
preteriit, sed ita ut non definiatur 

quam late pateat id quod actum est,’ 

Fritz. de Aor. Vi, p. 17 sq.) may 
here be easily traced. 
76 imtp Xpirrod is not ‘in Christi 
negotio,’ Beza (comp. Auth.), but is 

logically dependent on the following 

waoxev, and would have been struc- 
turally associated with it if the 

Apostle had not paused to interpo- 
late a clause (od psvov—vimrép atrov) 
that serves materially to heighten 

the assertion and add to its signifi- 
cance: éxel wey dperrérns elul, évraida 

be dperdérnv éxw Tov Xpicrov, Chrys. 
So expressly Syr., ith., both of 

which suppress in translation the 

prefixed 70 wwrép Xp. 
30. exovres] as you have: further 

specification of the preceding mac- 

xew, with a consolatory turn sug- 

gested by the associated example; 
kal Td wapdderywa €xere. madi adrods 

éralper, Chrys. The structure is ‘ad 
sensum’ rather than ‘ad verbum;’ 

the participle being constructed with 

the vets which is practically in- 

volved in the preceding verse, rather 

than with the iuiv which immediate- 
ly precedes : see esp. Eph. iii. 18, iv. 

2. Such relapses of the participle into 

the nominative are far too common 

to render it necessary for us, with 

Beng., Lachm., al., to enclose #ris— 

airov maoxew in a parenthesis: see 
exx. in Winer, Gr. § 63. 2, Jelf, Gr. 

§ 707. The frequent and almost 
idiomatic occurrence of such anaco- 
lutha seems to be referable to the 
practically weaker force of the ob- 

lique cases of participles, 

olov eiSere év enol] such as you saw 

in me, sc. when I was with you at 
Philippi: comp. Acts xvi. 16 sq.: 
ovx elev axnxéare, GAN eldere’ xal 

yap exe? 7OAnoe év Bilmaits, Chrys. 
In the expression éy éuol the prep. 

marks as it were the substratum of 

the action; see Winer, Gr. § 48. a, 

and comp. notes on Gal. i. 24. There 
is thus no need, with Vulg., Syr., 

Aith., to translate the second év éuol 
‘de me:’ as the Philippians saw the 

dyav when he was present with them, 
so now they hear of it in his Epistle, 

in which he as it were personally 

speaks to them; comp. Meyer in loc, 

Cuap. 11. 1—11. Ezhortation to 

unity, and to humility, after the 

pattern of Christ. 1. Et tus ody] 
If then, &c. The ov, which has 

here its reflexive rather than collective 

force, recalls the readers to the con- 
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et TL mapauvOov ayarns, et ris cowwvia Ivetuaros, 

sideration of what their duty ought 
to be under existing circumstances, 
with a retrospective reference to the 
exhortation in ch. i. 27; ‘revocat ody 
lectorem ad rem presentem, id est, 

que nunc cum maxime agitur, eodem 

prorsus modo quo Latina particula 

igitur,’ Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. p. 717. 

* Beza’s correction of the Vulg. ‘ergo’ 
to ‘igitur’ is therefore judicious. On 
the exact difference between these 

particles, see Hand, Tursell. Vol. 111. 

p. 187. mapakd. év Xp.] 
exhortation in Christ, i.e, exhorta- 

tion specified and characterized by 

being in Him as its sphere and ele- 

ment. This important modal ad- 

junct defines the wapaxdyots as being 

essentially Christian, ‘quam [qualem] 

dat conjunctio cum Christo,’ Wahl; 

it was only ‘in Him’ that its highest 

nature was realisable; comp. notes 

on Eph. iv.t. Tlapdkdnow is ap- 

parently here ‘exhortation’ (comp. 1 
Cor. i. 10, Rom. xii. 8, and Fritz. 

Rom. Vol. 1. p. 32), not ‘consolatio,’ 

Vulg., Syr. (comp. Goth., Copt.), 

which, though lexically tenable (see 

Knapp, Script. Var. Arg. Vol. 1. 

p- 132 sg., and comp. notes on 
1 Thess. v. 11), seems here some- 
what tautologous when rapapidcov so 

immediately follows. The exact 
distinction between the clauses is 

worthy of notice: the first (€v Xp.) 
and third (IIvevu.), as Meyer ob- 
serves, certainly point to the objective 

principles of Christian life, while the 
second (dydays) and fourth (orday- 
xva x. olkr.) point to the subjective 

elements: so also Wiesing., who 

however somewhat unsatisfactorily 

refers the first two members to St 

Paul, the last two to the Philippians. 
Surely the very terms of the ex- 

hortation seem to imply that all 

must be referred to the Philippians. 
It is the hoped-for and indirectly 
assumed existence of these four ele- 

ments among his converts that leads 
the Apostle so pressingly to beseech 

them to fulfil his joy: comp. Chrys., 
who very well illustrates the force 

and meaning of the appeal. 
TrapapiOrov dy.] comfort, or consola- 
tion, of love; ‘solatium caritatis,’ 

Vulg., compare Syr. (‘loquutio in 

cor’), Aith., and appy. Copt.; not 

‘winning persuasion,’ Wiesing.,—a 

meaning which is defensible (comp. 
Plato, Legg. 1x. p. 880 4, mapapvOlots 

evmelOys yiyvecOa), but here appy. 
precluded by the parallelism omhdy- 
xva kal olxr. in the fourth clause. 

The gen. dydmys is the gen. of the 
source or agent, ‘comfort such as 

love supplies;’ see Scheuerl. Synt? 
§ 17, p. 126. kowvayla IIv.] 

fellowship of the Spirit; gen. objectt, 

communion with, participation in, 

the gifts and influence of the Holy 

Spirit; rv peroxny adrov kal rip 

HeTadnpu Kal’ qv dey.agéueba, Theoph. 
on 2 Cor, xiii. 14: so expressly Aith., 

‘particeps fuit in Spiritu;’ comp. 
Chrys. The gen. at first sight might 

seem a gen. subjecti as above,—a 

construction both lexically and gram- 

matically defensible (comp. Fritz. 
Rom. Vol. 111. p. 81, 287), but here 
somewhat at variance with the pre- 

vailing use and reference of xowwvla 

and xowwvds (comp. 1 Cor. i. 9, 2 Pet. 

i. 4) in passages of this doctrinal 

aspect ; see Meyer on 2 Cor. xiii. 14, 

comp. Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. p. 419 

(ed. Burton), and the good sermon 

of Waterland, Works, Vol. v. p. 351. 
The Spirit here is not the human 
spirit, ‘animorum conjunctio,’ Tirin. 
(Pol. Syn.), De W., al., but the per- 
sonal Holy Spirit, as the parallelism 
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2e Tis omdayxva Kal oiktipmol, TAnpwoaTe mou 
, . n 4 a8 >? 

Thy xapav, va ro adto Ppovite, THY avTHY ayaTyD 

1. ef tis omddyxva] So Lachm., Tisch., Lreg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, 

on the singularly preponderating authority of all the uncial MSS., at least 

50 mss., and several Ff. It seems to have arisen from an erroneous (para- 

diplomatic) repetition of the preceding ris, a supposition somewhat confirmed 

by the fact that D4L; 15 mss., read rus for 7x before rapautOcov. The fact 

that all MSS. support so manifest an error need not shake our faith in ‘mere 

MBS. testimony’ (Alf.); it rather seems to hint at the general fidelity of the 

transcribers. They could scarcely have all made the same error; but may 

very probably have studiously perpetuated it on the authority of two or three 

more ancient documents, which may have derived it, in the first instance, 

from the error of the very first writer down of the fervently dictated words. 

At any rate, it would seem that 7:s must go into the text, instead of the rwa 

of former edd. of this Commentary. Even in such « case as this we must 

leave, and not mend, what seems to be the true text. 

to-the first clause, and the recurrence 

of the expression in 2 Cor. xiii. 14, 

seem very distinctly to suggest. So 

A&th, (Pol., but not Platt), which 

expressly inserts dyios. 

ad ms ok. Kr.) if any bowels 

(tender mercies) and compassions,— 
the translation being, in this singular 

instance, in accordance with the 

sense and not the exact words: see 

critical note. By comparing James 

v, 11, and especially Col. iii. 12, 

omhayxva olxripuov, it would seem 

that there is some distinction be- 

tween the two words, and that the 

latter is not a mere explanation of 

the former (Zanch.). That advanced 

by Tittmann (Synon. 1. p. 69) seems 
satisfactory, ‘owA. amorem  vehe- 

mentiorem quemcunque denotat 

(cropynv, comp. Philem. 12); oékr. 

misericordiam proprie denotat, seu 

sensum doloris ex malis seu incom- 

modis aliorum;’ comp. Grot. in 

loc. 

2. mdrnpdocare] fulfil, make com- 
plete; ov« ele movjoaré por, adda 

TAnpwoaTe ToUTETTW Hp~acbe puTEevew 

év éuoi* 75n mor peredwxare 7d elpy- 

veve, Gd’ els Tédos ériOuud édOeiv, 

Chrys. The position of pou before 
xapav does not seem intended to con- 
vey any emphasis ; see the long list 

of similar exx. in Winer, Gr. § 22. 

7, note 1. 

Wa 7d atré «.7.A.] that so ye be 
like-minded. The particle iva does 

not here denote simple purpose 

(Mey.),—a forced and unsatisfactory 

interpretation which ignores the 

usage of later Greek and the analogy 

of the modern vd (see Corpe, Gr. p. 

129 8q.),—but, with a weakened 
force, blends the subject of the en- 

treaty, dc., with the purpose of 

making it: so rightly Chrys., ri Bov- 

revs Wa ce kw divey dradrAdéwper, va 

ool Te Xopnyjowpey ; Oddey ToUTwy Py- 

oly, ANN’ wa duels 7d abTd dpovijre. 

See notes on Eph. i. 17, where this 
and other uses of wa are briefly in- 
vestigated. Van Heng. refers tva to 

an omitted ravrqv, sc. xapay radryy 

ta «.7.X.; this seems very unsatis- 
factory. Td aird dpov. is rightly ex- 

plained by Tittm. (Synon. p. 67) as 
‘eandem sententiam habere, idem 

sentire, velle, et querere,’ while 

the following participial clauses, riyv 

adrhy ay. éx. and cuvry. 7d & ¢gp., 
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3. pybé kard] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec. 7. The internal argument, that 

this zydé is a conformation to the preceding uydév, is not sufficiently strong 

to suggest any modification of the above decision. 

more nearly define its essence and 

characteristics. See Fritz. Rom. 
xii. 16, Vol. mm. p. 87, who how- 
ever does not appear quite exact 

in separating cvvy. from ro év gpov. ; 

see below. 
tiv aitiy ay. éx.] having the same 

love ; closer definition of 76 av7d gpo- 
veiv : orl yap Kal 76 abro ppovety Kal wh 

aydany éxev, Chrys, The true nature 
of such love is well defined by the 

same able commentator as ouolws Kal 

grey Kal giretoOa. On the na- 
ture of Christian love as delineated 

in St Paul’s Epp., the most sum- 

mary and comprehensive definition 

of which is found in ver. 4, see Us- 
teri, Lehrb. mm. 1. 4, p. 242 8q., 

Reuss, Théol. Chrét. 1v. 19, Vol. 11, 
Pp. 203 Sq. civipuxor K.7.d.] 

with accordant souls minding the one 

thing ; second defining clause, and 

parallel to ri abr. dy. éx. Most of 

the ancient Vv. (Syr., Copt., Aith., 
al.), appy. the Greek expositors, and 

several modern commentators, regard 

auvpuxo and 70 éy gp. as separate 
predications ; it seems however best, 

with Mey., to regard them as united, 

the slightly emphatic cvvy. forming 

a quasi-adverbial or secondary predi- 

cation to 76 év gp. There is thus no 
necessity for any artificial distinc- 

tions between 76 a’ré gp. and ré & 
gp. (Tittm. Synon. 1. p. 69), nor for 

the assumption of a studied tauto- 
logy (comp. Chrys.) : civyuxoe serves 

to illustrate the participial clause 

with which it is associated, while rd 

é gp. remands the reader to the ré 

avro op. above, with which it is prac- 

tically synonymous, and of which it 

is possibly a more abstract expres- 

sion; comp. Green, Gram. p. 201. 

Middleton (Gr, Art. p. 368) follow- 
ing Grot. refers this latter clause to 

what follows: this is not satisfac- 

tory, and mars the symmetry of the 

sentence. On the distinction between 

civiuxos and ladyvuxos, see notes on 
ver. 20. 

3. pydty kad ép..] [meditating] 
nothing in the way of dissension, or 

contentiousness ; not moovuvtes, Van 

Heng., Scholef. (Hints, p. 105), or 
still worse zoe?re, Luth., but simply 

gpovotrres, continued from the pre- 
ceding verse; see Winer, Gr. § 

64. 2. The prep. xara primarily de- 
notes the model or rule, and thence, 

as here, by a very intelligible grada- 

tion, the occasion or circumstances in 

accordance with it; see notes on Tit. 

iii. 5, and Winer, Gr. § 49.d. On 
épidela see notes on ch, i. 17, and 
esp. on Gal. v. 20; compare too 

Theoph. in loc., who appears to have 

caught the true force and meaning 

of the word; cmovidou éxw wa wy 

me vixnon 6 detva' Tolro gorw 7H épt- 
Oela. pdt kard Kevo- 
Sofia] nor in the way of vain-glory. 

Kevod., an dz. Aeydu. in the N. T. 

(adj. Gal. v. 26), is sufficiently de- 
fined by Suidas as warala tis rept 

éavrod oinois ; comp. Polyb. Hist. 111. 

81. 9, X. 33. 6. 7] Tate- 
vopporivy] with, under the influence 
of, (due) lowliness; modal dative 

(comp. notes on ch. i.18), or perhaps 
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4. &xacro cxorowvres] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, 

the gcaoro. on slightly, and the cxorodvres on very greatly, preponderating 

authority: Rec., gkasros cxometre. Tregelles and Westc. and Hort place 

kagros in their margins. It is certainly proper to notice that in all other 
cases in the N, T. (Rev. vi. 11 [Rec.] is more than doubtful) éxacros is only 

found in the singular. The second éxacrox (so, all the above-mentioned 

edd.) has still stronger critical support: Rec., éagros. 

more precisely dat. of the subjective 

cause, thus falling under the general 

head of the ‘dynamic’ dative, see 

Kriiger, Sprachl. § 48. 15. 5. On 

this causal dative, which though 

allied to, must not be confounded 
with the instrumental dat. (as appy. 

Mey., Alf.), see Bernhardy, Synt. 111. 

14, p. 101 sq., Scheuerl. Synt. § 22. 

c, p. 181, and Kriiger, l.c. The 

article here prefixed to the abstract 
Tarevopp. may have its collective 

force (Jelf, Gr. § 448) and mark ‘low- 
liness’ in its most abstract form, 

‘the virtue of lowliness’ (Mey., 
comp. Middl. Gr. Art. p. go), but 

more probably only characterizes 

the rarew. as that due and befitting 

lowliness by which each one ought 
to be influenced: comp. Rom. xii. ro 
sq., and Fritz. in loc. On ramewo- 

gpoctvy, ‘the thinking lowly of our- 

selves because we are so,’ and its 

distinction from mpai'rys, see notes 

on Eph. iv. 2, Trench, Synon. § 42, 

and the more spiritually profound 

discussion of Neander, Planting, Vol. 

1. p. 483 sq. (Bohn). 

brepéxovtas éavtdv] superior to your- 
selves; comp. Rom. xii. 10, Eph. v. 

21, 1 Pet. v. 5. The query of Calvin, 

how those who really and obviously 

excel others in certain points can 

conform to this precept, is satisfac- 

torily answered by considering the 

true nature of rarewopp. The ramrea- 
voppwv is one so conscious of his de- 

pendence on God, and of his own 

imperfections and nothingness, that 

his own gifts only remind him that 

others must have gifts also, while his 

sense of his own utter nothingness 

suggests to him that these gifts may 

well be superior to his own, and 

higher in nature and degree: see 

esp. Neander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 

485 (Bohn). 
4+ PP Td éavTdv...ckom.] not re- 

garding, looking to, your own in- 

terests: a warning against a selfish 

regard for themselves, following suit- 

ably on the exhortation to ramrevo- 

ppooctvy. Pride, as Miiller well ob- 

serves, is the most naked form of 

selfishness : see the excellent remarks 

on selfishness as the essence of sin, 

and as specially developing itself in 

pride and hatred, ib. Doctr. of Sin, 
I. 3.1 and 2, esp. Vol. 1. p. 175 sq. 

(Transl.). Zxowely is here scarcely 

different in sense from ¢yrei in ch. 

ii. 21, 1 Cor. x. 24, 33, xiii. 5; comp. 
2 Mace. iv. 5, 76 dé cuudépor...cKo- 

wév. Numerous exx. of similar forms 

of expression will be found in Wetst. 

in loc., the most pertinent of which 

is from a writer whose diction is said 

often to reflect that of St Paul, 

Plotin. Enn. 1. 4.8, 0b 7d éxelvewv éru 
oxoToumévwv, dda TO EauTav. 

GAAd Kal] but also; a somewhat 
weakened form of the adversative 

clause, the xa’ perhaps pointing to 

the thought that it was natural that 
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Totvro ppoveire] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

clearly preponderating external authority, in regard of the absence of a yap 

after rotro, and on greatly preponderating authority, in regard of gpoveire: 

Rec., Tovro yap ppoveloOw. In the former edd. of this Commentary yap was 

retained as slightly more probable, the decision being influenced by internal 
grounds. 

reversal of this opinion. 

a man should look after his own in- 
terests; see Winer, Gr. § 55. 8, 
Fritz, Marc. exe. 11. p. 788. On the 
difference between ovx...dAAd, ov Ld- 

vov...d\\a, and ob pévov...ddda Kal, 

see the acute remarks of Klotz, 

Devar,. Vol. 11. p. 9. It is perhaps 

scarcely necessary to controvert the 

position of Raphel (Obs. Vol. 11. p. 

503) that ra éavrav are ‘sua dona;’ 
such an interpr. is less in harmony 

with the context, and would tend to 

make «al appear redundant. What 

the Apostle condemns is not so much 
a reasonable regard for their own in- 

terests as the selfish exhibition of it; 
comp. Waterl. Serm. v. Vol. 1. p. 

503, Harless, Chr. Eth. § 6. b, p. 38 
(Transl.). 

5. Tovro ppovetre év bpiv] Enter- 
tain this mind in yourselves, se. ‘in 

animis vestris,’ Van H., not ‘intra 

vestrum cetum,’ a construction 

which seems distinctly precluded by 

the following év Xp. Meyer com- 

pares the Homeric évl ¢pect, évi 

dug, thus similarly combined with 
gpovetv, Odys. vi. 313, XIV. 82, al. 
On the meaning of the verse in re- 

ference to the imitation of Christ, 

see Martensen, Chr. Eth. Part 1. 

§ 95, p- 294 8q. (Transl.). 
6 wal év X. *1.] which was also in 

Christ Jesus, sc. éppoveiro or édpo- 

vy0n. The xa is not ‘cum maxime,’ 
Van Heng., but simply correlative, 

indicating the identity of the dispo- 
sition that is to be between the Phi- 

lippians and Christ (Wies.): on the 

Reconsideration of the nature of the external evidence leads to a 

insertion of xal after relative par- 

ticles, and the form of comparison 

it indicates, see Klotz, Devar. Vol. 

1. p, 636. The interpr. of Hofmann 

(Schriftb, Vol. 1. p. 130), according 
to which 6 is to be referred to ¢po- 

veiv, not éppov76n, scil. ‘ welches ein 
gpovety in ihnen selbst nicht ist, ohne 

auch in Christo Jesu’ (compare Gal. 
ii. 20), seems artificial and unsatis- 

factory. 

6. 8s] In this important, and it 
is to be feared much perverted pas- 

sage, nearly every word has formed 

the subject of controversy. In no 
portion of Scripture is it more neces- 

sary to follow the simple and plain 

grammatical meaning of the words. 

The first question is, to what does $s 

refer? To Christ as (a) the Adyos 

doapxos, Christ in His pre-incarnate 
state (Chrys. and majority of Ff.), 
or, as (b) the Adyos évcapxos,—what 
is now usually, but not very rever- 

ently, termed the ‘ historical Christ’ 
(Novatian, De W., al.)? The true 
answer seems to be,—to neither ex- 

clusively, but, as the appropriately 
chosen antecedent (Xp. Inc.) sug- 
gests, and the profound nature of 
the subject requires, to (a) anp (d), 
to the rédeos Tios (Hippolyt. ap. 
Routh, Opuse. Vol. 1. p. 73) in either 

form of His eternal existence; it 

being left to the immediate context 

to define the more immediate refer- 

ence ; comp. Col. i. 13, 15, and see 

Thomasius, Christi Person. Vol. 1. 

p. 136. In the present verse the re- 
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ference seems plainly to (a): for as 
the tertium comparationis is mani- 

festly ramewodppoctvy, so this cannot 

be completely evinced in the case of 

Christ, unless His prior state be put 

in clear contrast with that to which 

He was pleased to condescend ; comp. 

2 Cor. viii. 9, where, while "Inu. Xp. is 
similarly the subject, rAovotos dv can 
scarcely admit any other reference 
than to Christ’s pre-incarnate state; 
so even Usteri, Lehrb. 11. 2. 4, P. 295- 

In verses 8—11 the reference is as 

obviously to (b): the Adyos doapxos, 
which is the more immediate subject 

of verse 6, passes into the Adyos é- 

capxos in ver. 7, and, as the slight 

break in the continuity of the sen- 

tence (xal oxjmare x.7.d.) fittingly 

and significantly indicates, remains 

so to the end of the clause. Other 

opinions, esp, that of Origen, will be 

found in the admirable sermon of 

Waterland (Works, Vol. 1. p. 109), 
in which the whole passage is very 

clearly discussed. See also Pear- 

son, Creed, Art. 1. Vol. 1. p. 155, 
Bull, Prim. Trad. v1. 21, Jackson, 

Creed, Book vim. 1, Thomasius, 

Chr. Pers. Vol. 1. p. 136 sq. Refer- 

ence to the older monographs on 

this subject will be found in Wolf 

in loc., and to the more recent in 

Meyer in loc. év 

Popo Ocot imdpx.] subsisting in 
the form of God, ‘ tirstandend u.s. w.,’ 

Thomasius, J.c., scil. from all eter- 

nity, in reference to His pre-incar- 

nate existence, the participle not 

having so much a causal (‘inas- 
much as he was’) as a concessive 

reference (‘although he was’), ua 
sufficiently common solution of the 

participle; see Donalds. Gr. § 621. 

The use of urdpxwy, not dy, is espe- 
cially noticeable. In the following 

words pop} Ocod there is but little 
difficulty, if we adhere simply and 

honestly to the true lexical meaning 
of nop¢4, and properly attend to the 

subsequent antithesis, With respect 
to popd7y [probably derived from the 

Sanser. Varpas, ‘form,’ comp. Ben- 

fey, Wurzellex. Vol. 11.p. 309], we may 

first observe that it is not perfectly 

identical with gvots or ovcla (Chrys., 

al., Jackson, l.c.), being in fact one 

of its two essential elements (see esp. 
Aristot. de Anima, 1. 1), but desig- 

nates ‘form,’ ‘appearance’ (Aith.), 
‘likeness’ (Syr.), and may be com- 

pared with edxwy, Col. i. 15, and ya- 

paxrnp Tis vmocrdcews, Heb. i. 3; 
comp. Thomasius, l.c., p. 137; and 

see Trench, Synon. Part 1. § 20, 

and esp. the detached note of Bp 

Lightfoot, Comment. pp. 127—133. 

As however both these allied ex- 

pressions stand in connexion with 
a reference to the eternal Son-ship 

(Waterl. l.c.), as wop@y Ocod stands 
in distinct and undeniable antithesis 

to woppiy dovdov (Bull, l.c.), and as 
this latter expression is referred by 

the Apostle himself to the assump- 

tion of human nature, so no candid 

man can doubt that both ante-Nicene 

and post-Nicene writers were right in 

their deduction that poppy) Ocod has 

reference to the divine nature, and 

does express as much as Oeds éx Ocod 
(Hippol. Vol. 1. p. 29, ed. Fabr.) 

and vids Ocod (Dionys, Alex. apud 
Labb. Vol. 1. p. 853), and hence what 

is truly and essentially divine ; see 

esp. Waterl. Serm. v. Vol. um. p. 

103 sq. otx dpmaypov 
«.7.A.] did not deem His being on an 

equality with God a thing to be 

seized on, or to be grasped at. On 

this important clause we must pre- 

mise the following remarks; (1) the 
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slightly emphatic dprayucv is the 
predicate, and ro elvac x.7.d. the im- 
mediate object to yyjoaro, see Winer, 

Gt. § 44. 3; (2) the word dpz., if con- 
sidered apart from the context, does 

not seem merely =dprayypa or aprd- 

ywov (Callimachus, Hymn. Cer. 9), 
but, with the usual force of its ter- 

mination (Donaldson, Cratyl. § 253), 
would seem to denote ‘the act of 
seizing ;’ comp. Plut. (?) de Educ. p. 

120 4, Tov éx Kpyrns kadovmevor ap- 

maypov: (3) toa is used adverbially 
(Winer, Gr. § 27. 3), éxew tows Ocg, 
‘sequaliter Deo esse,’ Thomas. l. c., 
p. 140, but involves nothing in such 

a usage on which any particular 
stress can be laid (‘ spectari tanquam 
Deum,’ Grot.), as the whole force of 

the assertion of equality lies in the 

use of the verb. subst. 7¢ elvac; see 

Pearson, Creed, Vol. 11. p. 88, ed. 
Burton; (4) év uop¢y Oeod vrdpx. and 
70 civac toa Oe@ are virtually, though 
not precisely, identical. Both refer 

to the Divine Nature; the former 

however (perhaps with a momentary 

glance of thought to its dijAla) points 
to it in respect of its form and pre- 

existence ; the latter, with exquisite 

precision, to its state and present 

continuance, referring the reader, as 

it were, to the very moment of the 

tyioaro. On these premises the 
translation would be,—(a) He thought 

the being equal to God no act of 

robbery,—no usurpation of any dig- 

nity which was not His own by right 

of nature (Jackson, Creed, vill. 1); 

‘non rapinam existimavit pariari 

Deo,’ Tertullian, see Waterl. l. c., p. 

107 8q.: so appy. Syr., ‘direptio,’ 

Vulg., ‘rapinam,’ Goth., ‘ vulva,’ and 

perhaps Copt. ‘ hélem’ (but appy. = 

dpraypa Lev. vi. 4), Auth., and many 
of the older commentators. To this 

however the logical consideration 
that a condition cannot properly be 

regarded as an act (comp. Hofmann, 
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Schriftb. Vol. 1. p. 131), and the 

still graver contextual considerations, 

—(a) that the above rendering of 
odx dpm. Hyjc. not only affords no 

exemplification of uh ra éauray cxor. 

(ver. 4) but really implies the very 

reverse ; (8) that the antithesis ody 

tryic....ddra éxév. is thus wholly de- 
stroyed (see below)—present objec- 
tions so serious, and appy. insur- 

mountable, that we seem justified in 

reconsidering (2), and in assigning 

to the rare word dprayyos a mean- 
ing approaching that of the verbal 
in -ros (Hesiod, Op. 318) or the 
subst, in -ua [consider decuds, xpno- 

wes, and permutations of -ya and 

-wos, such as dlwyya, duwypos], so 

that the phrase may be considered 
closely allied to dpraypya yeicbar 

(Heliod. 4th, vii. 20) and the si- 

milar expressions dprayya roveicOa, 

Huseb. Const. 11. 31, dptayua béo0at, 
Euseb. Hist. vitt. 12; comp. dpradéa 

ddois, Pind. Pyth. vit. 65 [94], and 

see esp. Donalds. in loc. The mean- 

ing then will be (b) He did not deem 

the being on an equality with Goda 

thing to be seized on, a state to be 

exclusively (so to speak) clutched at, 

and retained as a prize; the expr. 

obx apm. ivy. being perhaps studiedly 

used rather than ovx yprace (Aith.), 

‘ut sententiam etiam graviorem red- 

deret, et Christum de illo ne cogitasse 

quidem significaret,’ Rabiger, in Tho- 

mas. Chr. Pers. Vol. 11. p. 139: 80 

in effect Theodoret (ov péya rovro 
UréhaBe), and, with some variations 

in detail, Van Heng., De W., Wie- 

sing., and the majority of modern 
commentators, except Meyer and 

Alford, who adopt a quasi-active 

meaning (‘ein Verhaltniss des Beute- 

machens,’ ‘self- enrichment’), but 
somewhat confuse the exegesis. The 

fuller justification of (b) will appear 

in the following note. 
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y. GANG K.7.A.] but emptied Him- 

self; ‘He retained not His equality 

with God, but on the contrary 

emptied Himself, — Himself, with 

slight emphasis, divine as He was 
in nature and prerogatives.’ The 

real difficulties of the passage are 
brought into clear prominence by 

this adversative clause. We have 

here two lines of interpretation, per- 

fectly and plainly distinct. (1) If, 

on the one hand, we adopt (a), the 

first interpr. mentioned under ver. 6, 

then brdpxwy will be causal, ovx apz. 

wy. Will refer to the preceding ac- 

count of Christ’s greatness (Waterl. 

l.c., p. 110), and apr. will more 

nearly preserve its apparent lexical 

meaning, but dAdd will have to be 

regarded as equiv. to dAN Gpws 

(Waterl., p. 108), and the antithesis 
as one between whole members, not, 

as the context seems imperatively 

to demand, between conterminous 

clauses; He thought the being equal 

to God no usurpation; yet He emptied 

Himself; so expressly Waterl., and, 

as far as we can infer from ren- 

derings almost perplexingly literal, 

Auth., and the principal ancient Vv. 

except Ath. (2) If, on the other 

hand, we adopt (b) as above,—then 

umdpx. will be concessive, ox dp7. 
wy. will refer to the consequent ac- 
count of Christ’s humiliation, pre- 

serving an exact parallelism to wi ra 

éavTGv cxom., dpm. will recede further 

from its lexical meaning, but adda 

will retain its usual, proper, and 

logical force after the negative clause 

(‘aliud jam hoc esse de quo sumus 

dicturi,’ Klotz, Devar. Vol. 1. 2), 

and the sentence will be even, con- 

tinuous, and in the fullest harmony 

with the context: He did not deem 

His equality to God u prize to be 

seized, but, &c.; in other words,— 

‘He did not insist on His own eter- 

nal prerogatives, but on the contrary 

humbled Himself to the condition 

and sufferings of mortal man.’ Of 

these two interpr. while (1) preserves 
more nearly the primary lexical mean- 
ing of dprayyds, it so unduly ex- 

pands that of dda, and so completely 

mars the regular antithesis (ovx... 
adda), that we seem bound to adopt 
confidently and unhesitatingly the 

latter interpr.: see esp. Waterl. (l.c., 

p. 110), who while adopting (1) shows 

clearly that (2) is a sound and eatho- 

lic interpretation: comp. Middleton, 

Gr. Art. p. 370, Bp Browne, On the 

Articles, 1. 2, p. 41, neither of whom 

however seems to have felt sufficient- 

ly the lexical difficulty connected 

with dpraypds. All attempts 

to preserve both the exact meaning 

of ap7. and the regular grammatical 

sequence (Meyer, and appy. Alf.), in 

fact to combine (1) and (2), seem 
hopeless: the two translations are 

fundamentally distinct, and most of 

the confused interpretations of this 

passage are owing to this distinction 

and this incompatibility not having 

been seen and recognised. It is fair 

to add that of these attempts the 

most plausible is the assumed co- 

herence of the negative with dpray- 
wéy (=‘non-rapinam’), but to this 
the form and balance of the sen- 

tence,—the appearance of ov with an 

aorist in the first member, followed 
by d\A\a with a responsive aor. in the 

second member,—seem, as before, to 

present a grammatical objection that 

remains in all its fullest validity. 

Lastly, it is not correct to say (De 

W.) that 7d efvar x.7.4. must refer to 

something Christ did not possess: 

surely it is logically accurate to say 
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that Christ did not grasp to Himself, 
and covet to retain, a state that was 

then His own. Even though such 
phrases as Tov Oavarov aprayua Oé- 
mevo. (Huseb, Hist. virr. 12) may be 
found, would it be necessarily in- 
correct to say of a patriot ovx dpmray- 

pa (or dprayusr) wyjoaro Tov Blov 
GAN’ elheTo Tov Odvarov? 
éaurov éxévocrev] emptied Himself, not 
metaphorically, ‘humiliavit,’ Ath., 

but according to the simple and 
lexical meaning of the word (compare 

Xen. Gon. vit. 7, al.), ‘exinanivit,’ 

Vulg., Clarom.; ‘inane reddidit,’ 

Syr.; ‘effluere fecit,’ Copt.; comp. 

‘us-lausida,’ Goth. Of what did He 

empty Himself? Not exactly of the 

poppy Ocod (Mey., Alf.), unless it is 
understood in a sense different to 
that which has inferentially been 

given to it in the preceding clause, 

for, as Waterl. truly says, ‘He had 

the same essential glory, the same 

real dignity He ever had’ (uévwr 6 

qw &aBev 6 ov qv, Chrys.), but, as 

the following clause more expressly 

shows, of that which He had in that 

form (comp. Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. 

p. 188), that Godlike majesty and 

visible glories (comp. Delitzsch, Psy- 
chol. p. 34) which He had from all 

eternity: ryv délay xaraxpipas rH 
dxpay Tamewodpootvyy ethero, Theod. 

The military metaphor which Krebs 
(Obs. p. 329) finds in xevody, and 
even in dpm. yyjo., seems doubtful 
in the highest degree. 

Popdrv SovAov AaPoy] taking, or by 
taking, the form of a servant; the 

action of the aor. part. being syn- 
chronous with that of the finite verb 
(see Bernhardy, Synt. x. 9, p. 383, 

notes on Eph, i. 9), and serving more 

fully to explain it; ‘si queris quo- 

modo Christus seipsum exinanivit? 

respondet Apostolus, servi formam 

accipiens,’ Bull, Prim. Trad. v1. 20. 

The choice of the term Sovdou, as the 

same great writer ably observes, has 

no reference to any servilis conditio 

(‘miseram sortem,’ Heinr.), but is 

suggested only by the preceding an- 

tithesis popp7 Ocov, and marks the 

relation which our Lord assumed to- 

wards God; ‘ad Deum autem com- 

parata creatura omnis servi formam 

habet, Deique ad obedientiam ob- 

stricta tenetur,’ ib. § 20. In the very 

fact that our Lord did become truly 

the servant of God, there lies, as 

Bp Martensen rightly contends, the 

clearest argument for His divinity ; 

see Chr. Eth. Part 1. § 80, p. 263 

(Transl. ). év Spoud pare 

«.7..] being made in the likeness of 

men; modal clause subordinated to 

the preceding :—‘if any man doubt 

how Christ emptied Himself, the 
text will satisfy him, by taking the 
form of a servant; if any still ques- 

tion how He tovk the form of a 

servant, he hath the Apostle’s re- 

solution, by being mude in the like- 
ness of men,’ Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. 

p. 157 (ed. Burton). The expression 

év duo. is very noticeable; Christ, 

though perfect man, was still not a 

mere man, a Wrds dvOpwiros, but was 

6 Adyos cdpé yevduevos; comp. Theoph. 
in loc., and Fritz. Rom. viii. 3, Vol. 

1. p. 97- Lastly, ylvecOar does not 
here imply merely ‘to be born,’ but, 

as the context requires, with a great- 

er latitude of meaning, ‘apparere,’ 

‘in conspectum venire,’ Kiihner on 

Xen. Mem. ut. 3. 6 (Meyer), while é 

is used with a quasi-local force to 

mark the envelope or environment ; 

see Bernhardy, Synt. v. 7, p. 209. 
8. Kal oxrypate K.T.A.] and being 

found in fashion as a man, &e.; 
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dative of reference, Winer, Gr. § 31. 

6, and notes on Gal. i. 22; ov TovTo 

A€ywr, dre y bows peréwecey ovde 
avyxuals tis éyévero, ANNG oXTMaTE 

éyévero, Chrys. This clause is con- 
nected by De W., Meyer, Tisch. (ed. 

2, 8), and others, closely with what 

precedes, a stop being placed after 

dv@pwros, and érarelywoev being left, 

without any connecting particle, to 

commence the next clause: so also 

Copt., Syr., and probably Ath. To 

such w punctuation there are two 

grave objections. On the one hand, 

such an abrupt separation in a group 

of clauses which have a close logical 

and historical coherence is improba- 

ble, and appy. unprecedented (the 
exx. cited by De W., Gal. iii. 13, v. 

25, 2 Cor. v. 21, are not in point): 

on the other, as was hinted above 

on ver, 6, the slight break, combined 

with the somewhat peculiar evpe- 
Oels, harmonizes admirably with the 
change of subject, and indicates the 

transition from the pre-incarnate 

glory to the incarnate humiliation 

and post-incarnate exaltation of the 

Eternal Son: so it would seem ex- 

pressly Chrys. Hom. vir. 4, init. 

Evpedels is thus not for wy, but, as 

always, implies that He was found, 

manifested, acknowledged, to be; 

see notes on Gal. ii. 17, and Winer, 

Gr. § 65. 8. On oxfua, which, as 

its derivation [éxw] clearly hints, is 

not =opvolwua, Heinr., but denotes 

the habitus, ‘outward guise, demean- 

our, and manner of life’ (olkérov 

oxfiua mepiéOnxe, Lucian, Necyom. § 
16, oxfua ppvyavicrfpos AaBuy, Po- 

lyen. Strategem. 1. p. 37 [Wetst.]), 

and its distinction from the more 

‘intrinsic’ and ‘essential popg7,’ see 

Trench, Synon. Part m. § 20, and 

esp. the detached note of Bp Light- 

foot, Comment. pp. 127—133; comp. 

notes on 2 Tim. iii. 3. 
&s dvOpwros] as a man; though a 
perfect man, yet not a mere man; 

juets yap Wux7} kal copa* éxetvos Oeds 

cal yux7 cal oGua, Chrys., who how- 

ever would have expressed himself 

with more psychological exactness 

if for yvx7 he had written in both 

clauses rvedua Kal yux7; comp. Luke 

xxiii. 46, and Delitzsch, Bibl. Psych. 
Vv. 1, p. 283 sq. éramel- 

vooev Eautév] He humbled himself ; 

not éavrov éram., the emphasis rest- 

ing rather on the act, than, as before 

(éaur. éxév.), on the subject. ’Erareiv. 
is clearly not synonymous with éxév. 
(Bheinw.), but refers to the acts of 

condescension and humiliation in 

that human nature which He emptied 
Himself to assume: ‘non solum, 

cum Deus esset, naturam assumpsit 

humanam, verum in ed se vehemen- 

ter humiliavit et dejecit,’ Bull, Prim. 

Trad. vi. 21. On the meaning of 

ramewos [allied with ramys, and not 

improbably derived from a root 

STAD — ‘press,’ ‘tread,’ compare 

Benfey, Wurzellex. Vol. 1. p. 656] 

in Christian writers in contradis- 

tinction to Heathen (by whom it is 

commonly used in a bad sense, e.g. 

Tamewyn Kal dvededepos, Plato, Legg. 

vI. p. 774 ©), see Trench, Synon. 

§ 42. ‘yevopevos K.T.A.] 
by becoming obedient even unto death ; 

modal clause appended to and ex- 

plaining érazrelywoev; the supplemen- 

tary words puéxp: x.7.d. not belonging 

to the finite verb (Beng., Hofm. 

Schriftb. Vol. 1. 1, p. 80), but, as 
the explanatory nature of the par- 

ticipial clause and the even flow of the 

sentence clearly require,—to yevdp. 

vax. The vaaxo} here mentioned 

was not that shown to His earthly 
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Oavarov, Oavarov dé oTavpov. 

parents (Zanch.), or to Jews and 

Romans (Grot.), but, as the follow- 
ing verse seems distinctly to indicate, 

to God; comp. Matth. xxvi. 39, Rom. 

v. 19, Heb. v. 8. The meaning of 
the term cannot fairly be pressed, 

e.g. Urjkovgev ws vids ox ws Soddos, 

Theod., for see Rom. vi. 16, Col. iii. 

22. As the derivation suggests, J77- 

koos and vmaxotev involve the idea 
of ‘dicto obtemperare;’ qrelOecOa is 

rather ‘monita sequi,’ recBapxeiy ‘ co- 

actus obsequi;’ see Tittm. Synon. 1. 

Pp. 193, and notes on Tit. iii, 1. On 

the apparent futility of the distinc- 

tions drawn between puéxp: (here not 
of time but degree) and dxpu, see on 

2 Tim. ii. 9g. Savdrov St orr.] 
yea death on the cross; not only 

death, but a death of suffering, 

shameful and accursed: ofros ydp 

[6 Advaros] wévrwy érovedirTiKwrepos 
elvar €ddxer, ovTos 0 aloxuvns yénwr, 
obros 6 émdparos, Chrys. On the use 
of 6é in repetition, in which how- 

ever the original oppositive force may 

just faintly be traced (‘similis notio 

quodam modo opponitur’), see Klotz, 

Devar.Vol.u. p. 361, Hartung,Partik. 

6é, 2. 7, Vol. 1. p. 168; and on the 

genitive (‘of more remote relation’), 

see exx. in Winer, Gr. § 30. 2. 
9. 816 kal] on which account also; 

‘in consequence of this condescension 

and humiliation on the part of Christ, 

God also, éc.;’ the «cal not being 
merely consecutive (De W., Mey.), 

but standing in connexion with wzep- 
by., and serving to place in gentle 
contrast the consequent exaltation 

with the previous razelywois; see 
Klotz, Devar. Vol. u. p. 655, and 
notes on ch.iv.12. The meaning of 

5d, ‘quo facto’ (comp. Wolf, al.), 
adopted only, it is to be feared, from 
dogmatical reasons, is distinctly un- 

47 
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tenable in grammar, and by no 
means necessary in point of theology; 

‘God,’ as Bishop Andrewes says, ‘not 

only raised Him, but, propter hoc, 

even for that cause exalted Him also 

to live with Him in joy and glory for 

ever,’ Serm. 1. Vol. 11. p. 197, ib. p. 

325: bray Tis capxds émithdByra 6 

Paxdptos IaSdos wdvra Nowrdy Th Ta- 
mewd pera ddelas pOéyyera, Chrys. 

in loc. On the humiliation of the 
Eternal Son see esp. Jackson, Creed, 

VIII. r, 2, and on the nature and 

degree of His exaltation, Andrewes, 

Serm. 1x. Vol. 1. p. 322 sq. (A.-C. 

Libr.). airy dreptipwooev] highly 
exalted Him; ‘multum exaltavit 

eum,’ Syr.; comp. Psalm xevii. 9, 

o¢bdpa brepupsOns trép mdvras Tobs 
Geovs, Dan. iv. 34 (Theod.). The varép 

is not here temporal, nor even local, 

though the reference is obviously to 

the Ascension (Eph. iv. 10) and ele- 

vation at the right hand of God, 
but ethical,—‘ dignitate atque imperio 

supra omnes,’ Zanch., ‘insigniter ex- 
tulit,’ Just.: so Hth., Copt. On St 

Paul’s favourite use of trép and its 
compounds, see notes on Eph. iii. 

20. The exact nature of this exalta- 

tion is well discussed in Waterl. Serm. 

mu. Vol. 11. p. 112: it is to be doubted 
however whether, as Waterl. main- 

tains, the ref. is specially to Christ 

as Son of God, and to ‘an exaltation 

relative to us, by a new and real title, 

viz. that of redemption and salvation ;’ 
so also Jackson, Creed, x1. 3. 4, Bull, 

Prim. Trad. vi. 23. The accordant 

opinion of these great writers claims 
our most serious consideration; still 

as the aor. seems to point to a de- 

finite historical fact,—as in ver. 8 

there is appy. almost a marked tran- 

sition from the pre-incarnate to the 

incarnate Son,—as in ver. ro this 
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9- 76 Svoua] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on clearly 

preponderating authority : Rec. omits the article. It was omitted in former 

edd. of this Commentary, but a more accurate knowledge of the true reading 

of B has led to a change of decision. 

allusion seems still continued in the 

name *Iyjcod,—so here the reference 

is the same; vmepypodcOa déyera, 

cal ws ox exwr, did 7d dvOpwmwov 

povovovxt, Hippol. Fragm. Vol. 11. p. 

29 (ed. Fabr.). The exaltation is 
thus not merely relative but proper; 

an investiture, as the Son of Man, 

with all that full power, glory, and 

dominion, which as God He never 

lacked; see Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. p. 

190 (ed. Burt.). So, distinctly, Chrys., 
Theod., Cyr.-Alex., some of the ante- 

Nicene and appy. the bulk of the 

post-Nicene writers. For the psycho- 

logical considerations dependent on 

this exaltation of the God-man, see 

Delitzsch, Bibl. Psych. v. 1, p. 287. 

éxaploato] freely gave; ch. i. 29. 
There is no reason whatever to de- 

part from the simple and proper 

lexical meaning of the word; ei dé 

réyerar év rdter xapiouaros ro vrép 

mav dvoua déxecOat, els exetvo dndov- 

Ort peta capxos émavadryerat els diep 
qv kal bixa capkds, Cyr.-Alex. Thesaur. 

p. 130. 7d dvopa K.T-A.] the name 
which is above every name; the name, 

which, as the context shows, cannot 

well be any other than that which 

follows; not ‘the Name’ in its Old 

Test. sense (Lightf.), but the name 

given through the angel (Matth. i. 
21, Lukeii. 21), the name ’Iyoois, the 

name of His humiliation, and hence- 

forth that of His exaltation and 

glory; the name with which now 

every highest attribute, grace, power, 

dominion, and xvupiérys (ver. 11), is 

eternally conjoined. There is thus 

no reason whatever for modifying 

the simple meaning of dvoua: both 

here and elsewhere (Mark. vi. 14, 

John xii. 28, Acts iii. 16, Rom. i. 5, 

al.) the idea of ‘dignity’ (Heinr.; 

comp. Lightf.) is derived solely from 

the context; see Van Hengel in loc. 

1o. tva «.7.A.] that in the name 

of Jesus; purpose and intent of the 

exaltation. The words that follow 
are a slightly modified citation of 

Isaiah xlv. 23,—a passage cited more 

precisely in Rom. xiv. ro, 11. There 

the reference is (according to the 

best reading) to God: here the 

application is to the Son. Does not 

such a use of a great and well-known 

- text show how truly, in his inmost 

soul, the Apostle felt that the Son 

was very and eternal God? ’Ey r@ 

évép. is not equivalent to els Td dvoypa 

(Heinr.) as directly specifying that 

to which (Aith.) the adoration is to 
be paid, nor yet to ‘ad nomen,’ Beza 

(comp. Auth.), ‘nuncupato nomine,’ 

Grot.,—a meaning of év dvéu. wholly 

without example in the N.T., but, 

with the full force of the prep., de- 

notes the spiritual sphere, the holy 
element as it were, in which every 

prayer is to be offered and every 

knee to bow; see Eph. v. 20, and 

Harless in loc., who well remarks 

that dvoua x.7.d. does not imply 
simply and per se the personality 

(‘pro persona positum,’ Est.), but 

that personality as revealed to and 

acknowledged by man: comp. also: 

Winer, Gr. § 48, a. aay yovu 
«.7.A.] every knee should bend; ets 
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mpockivycv Sndovort, icum.; genu- 

flexion being the external represen- 

tation of worship and adoration ; see 

Rom. xi. 4, xiv. 11, Eph. iii. 14 and 

notes in loc., Suicer, Thesaur. Vol. 

1. p. 777. The subject to whom the 
adoration is directed can only be, as 
Meyer rightly observes, the principal 

subject of the context, our Lord and 
Master Jesus Christ. Such an ado- 

ration is not however, as Meyer 
goes on to say, merely relative (comp. 

ver. 11, els ddéav Ocod), but, as the 

whole aspects of the passage, its 

clear contrasts, and its concluding 
theme,—the exaltation of the Son,— 

seem all plainly to indicate, positive 

and absolute. By no one has the 
distinction between the relative and 

absolute worship of the Son been 

more clearly enunciated than by Bp 

Bull; ‘si absolute ut Deus spectatur 

peere idem plane divinus cultus quem 
Patri exhibemus omnino debetur. 
Sin Filium intueamur relate qua 
Filius est et ex Deo Patre trahit 
originem, tum rursus certum est cul- 

tum et venerationem omnem quem 

ipsi deferimus ad Patrem redundare,’ 

Fid. Nic. rx. 13,—a section that for 

soundness of divinity and clearness 

of definition deserves attentive pe- 

rusal: see also Waterl. Def. of Quer. 

Xytl. xvii. Vol, 11. p. 421 Sq, 
érovpavlov k.t.A.] of things in heaven 

and things on earth and things under 

the earth; ‘que in ceelis et in terra 

et in abyssis,’ Ath. (Platt); comp. 
Rev. v. 13, and for exx, of a similar 
separation of the nom. from its 
dependent genitives, Winer, Gr. § 30, 
2, The three classes here mentioned 

are to be understood not with any 

ethical reference (kal ol dékacoe [not 
adding kal ol ¢avres, as cited by Mey. 
and Alf.] cai of duaprwdol, Chrys, 2), 

K. 

but simply and plainly, angels and 
archangels in heaven (comp. Eph. i. 

20, Heb. i. 4, 6), men upon earth 

(comp. Plato, Republ. vir. p. 546 a, 
[ib.] A xioch. 368 B), and the departed 

under the earth; érovpavious xahe? Tas 
doparous Suvdues, évyelous dé rods ért 

{Gvras dvOpwrous, Kal KxaraxBovlous 

ros TeOvedras; compare Delitzsch, 
Bibl. Psych. vt. 3, p. 354. The last 
class is referred by Chrys. 1, Theoph., 
and Cicum. to daluoves, but, as 

Meyer well observes, such is by no 

means the locality elsewhere assigned 

to them by the Apostle (comp. Eph. 

vi. 12), nor is the homage of impo- 

tence or subjugated malice (2 Pet. ii. 
4, Jude 6) an idea as suitable to the 
present as to the following clause. 

The other interpretations that have 

been proposed are either purely ar- 

bitrary (Christians, Jews, Heathens), 
or adjusted to dogmatical precon- 

ceptions (caray@.=‘ qui in purgatorio 

sunt,’ Est.) to which the context 
yields no support. It may 

be here briefly remarked that the 
reverential custom of making an 

outward sign of adoration at the 

name of Jesus (Canon 18), though 
certainly not directly deducible from 
this text, may still, as Mede admits, 

be derived from it ‘generali et inde- 

finité consequentija,’ Epist. 71; see 

Bingham, Antiq. Vol. 1x. p. 245 8q., 

Andrewes, Serm. 1x, Vol. 1. p. 334 

sq. (A.-C. Libr.), 
Il. Taea yAaoga] every tongue; 

not metaphorically, wavra ra vn, 
Theod., but simply and literally in 

accordance with, and in expansion 
of, the preceding concrete expression 

wav yovu; ‘the knee is but a dumb 
acknowledgment; but a vocal con- 

fession, that doth utter our mind 

plainly,’ Andrewes, Serm. 1x. Vol. 11, 

E 
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11. é£ouoroynoerat] So Tisch., with appy. preponderating external au- 

thority: Rec., Rev., and (with margins) Lachm., Treg. Weste. and Hort, 

éfopodoynoynrat. Decision is here very difficult. On the one hand, the future 

may be due to a change of vowels: on the other hand the subj. is very pro- 

bably a correction of the anomalous future. On the whole, the preponderance, 

internal and external, seems to be in favour of the text. 

a fut. see Winer, Gr. § 41. b. 1. b. 

Pp. 337, who however, with his charac- 
teristic exhaustion of every possible 
meaning, also notices the former, 

P- 339- eopohoyricrerar] 
openly confess, ‘diserte confiteatur’ 
[confitebitur], Beng.; the prep. not 

merely pointing to ‘exitum vocis ab 

ore,’ Van Hengel (comp. Andrewes, 

l.c.), but, as the occurrence of the 

simple verb in sim. but less em- 

phatic passages (John ix. 22, al.) in- 

directly suggests, the openness and 

completeness of the ouoroyla; comp. 

Acts xix. 18, éfouodoyovmevor Kal dy- 

ayyéddovres Tas mpdtes avrwy, Philo, 

Leg. Alleg. § 26, Vol. 1. p. 60 (ed. 
Mang.), Lucian, Hermot. § 75; and 

see Fritz. on Matth. iii. 6, p. 126, 

who however, on the other hand, 

somewhat over presses the force of 

the compound, ‘lubenter et aperte et 

vehementer confiteri.’ The student 

must always bear in mind the ten- 

dency of later writers to compound 
forms: see Thiersch, de Pent. 11. 1, 

p. 83. 

Kupwos] Predicate put forward with 

especial emphasis; the contrary, as 
Mey. observes, is dvdBeua "Inoois, 

1 Cor. xii, 3. This august title is not 
to be limited; it does not refer to a 

xuptérns merely over rational beings 
(Hoelem.), but assures us that not 

only hath Jesus Christ ‘an absolute, 
supreme, and universal dominion over 
all things, as God,’ but that ‘as the 

Son of Man He is invested with all 

For exx. of va with 

power in heaven and earth; partly 
economical, for the completing our 

redemption,...partly consequent unto 

the union, or due unto the obedience 

of His passion,’ Pearson, Creed, Art. 

. ad fin., Vol. 1. p. 196 (ed. Burton). 
els Séfav «.7.d.] unto the glory of God 
the Father, dependent on é£opodX., 

not on 87 x.7.A.; i.e. the object con- 
templated by the act of confession 
(Mey., De W., Wiesing.), not the sub- 

ject matter of it, Andrewes (/.c.), who 

however notices both. The transla- 
tion of Vulg., ‘in gloria’ (Zith., comp. 

Beng.), is an untenable alteration of 
the more correct ‘in gloriam’ [better 

‘ad gloriam,’ see Hand, Tursell. Vol. 

1. p. 317] of the Old Latin; so cor- 
rectly Syr., Copt. (?). The confession 

of Jesus as Lord of all redounds ‘to 

the glory of the Father, whose Son 
He is; their honour inseparable and 

their glory one,’ Waterl. Vol. 1. p. 
118: épgs wavraxod bray 6 Tids doéd- 
Snrar tov Tlarépa Sofagsuevov’ ottrw 

Bray driudfiyra 6 Cids 6 Tlarhp driud- 

gerai, Chrys.,—true and wise words 

that deserve to be well borne in mind. 
We now pass on to a more easy para- 

graph. 
12—18 Exhortation as to salvation, 

and to a blameless course of life. 

12. "Qore] So then, Consequently ; 
exhortation directly and definitely 
flowing, not from all the previous ad- 

monitions, ch. i. 27 sq. (De W.), but 

more especially from the paragraph 
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Work out your salva- 
tion; be peaceful and 
blameless, and give me 
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immediately preceding, els rofro dgo- 
pavres 7d wapdderyua, Theod. In the 

union of dere with the imper. the 
usual force of the particle (*‘ consecutio 

alicujus rei ex antecedentibus,’ Klotz) 
is somewhat obscured,—the idea of 

real or logical consequence (see notes 

on Gal. ii. 13) merging into that of 
inferential exhortation; ‘rem facien- 

dam certo documento firmat,’ Ellendt, 

Lex, Soph. Vol. 11. p. 1013: see also 
Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. p. 776, and for 

exx., Winer, Gr. § 41. 5.1. In such 

a case the correct translation in 
Latin is not ‘igitur’ (Ellendt, Lex. 
Soph. 8.v. p. 1013), nor even perhaps 

‘proinde,’ Beza (which according to 

Heindorf=‘igitur cum exhortatione 
quadam’), but ‘itaque,’ Vulg., this 

particle being more correctly used of 

conclusions naturally flowing from 

what has preceded (nexus realis), ‘igi- 

tur’ of conclusions that are the result 

of pure reasoning (nexus logicus) ; see 

esp. Hand, Tursell, Vol, 11. p. 187. 
Kads «.7.A.] as ye were always 
obedient: observe the latent paral- 

lelism to yevdu. tarjxoos, ver. 8. But 

to whom was the obedience shown? 

Not, as the context might at first 

sight seem to suggest, ‘mihi,’ Atth., 

Conyb., comp. ‘ mihi ad salutem vos 
hortanti, ipsique Deo,’ Beng., but, as 
the more plausible connexion of uh ws 
x.7.X. With the last clause seems to in- 

dicate,—to the tacit subject of the 

bwaxo} in ver. 8, i.e. ‘to God’ (or 
what is in effect equivalent to it, 

‘Dei preceptis ab Apostolo traditis,’ 
Estius): so Van Heng., Mey., Alf., 

andamong the older expositors, Crell., 

and perhaps Justiniani. On the 

later form xaOws, see notes on Gal. 

iii, 6. Py] Os k.7.A.] not as in 
my presence only, but now much more 

in my absence. These words must 
be connected with the succeeding 

imper. xarepy. (Grot., Lachm.), not 

with the preceding aor. bryx.,—a con- 
struction which would certainly seem 

to require ov (see Winer, Gr. § 55. 1), 
and would tend to obliterate the force 
ofvivy. The ds (though omitted by B; 

a few mss.; Syr., Copt., Hth., al.) is 

certainly genuine, andnotto be passed 
over in translation. The Apostle 
does not content’ himself with the 

simple precept, xarepy. uh év TH map. 
x.T.., but also specifies the feeling 

and spirit with which they were to do 
it; i.e. not with the spirit of men 
who did it when he was present but 

left it undone when he was absent, 

but who even in the latter case did it 

in a yet higher degree; see Meyer in 

loc., who has well explained the force 

of this particle. The slight difficulty 

arises from two oppositions, mdvtore 

...viv, rapougig., drovaig, being blend- 

ed in a single enunciation. 

pera pdBou «.7.d.] with fear and 
trembling, i.e. with anxious solicitude, 
with a distrust of your power ever to 

do enough; see esp, Eph. vi. 5, and 
notes ; comp. also 1 Cor. ii. 3, 2 Cor. 
vii. 15, where the meaning is substan- 
tially the same. The ‘fear’ is thus 
to be referred, not directly to God 

(vopuge wapecrdvat Tov Ocdv, Chrys., 
Waterland, Works, Vol. v. p. 683), 

but only indirectly and inferentially ; 
the ¢dfos arose directly from a sense 
of the greatness of the work and the 

possibility of failure; the rpowos was 

K2 
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13. Ocbs] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very greatly 

preponderating authority; Rec., 6 Océs. 

the anxious solicitude which was na- 

turally associated with it; see Conyb. 
in loc. An implied exhortation to 

humility (Neander, p. 67), or warning 

against false security (Calv.), is not 

required by the context, and is not in 

accordance with what seems to be the 

ordinary meaning of the present form 

of words as used by the Apostle; see 

esp. the good note of Hammond, who 

has well investigated the meaning 
of the expression; comp. Beveridge, 

Serm, xvt, Vol. 1. p. 294, who however 

is here less precise and discriminating. 

tiv éavtov cwrnp.] your own salva- 
tion; the reflexive pronoun being not 

without emphasis, hinting that now 

they were alone, and must act for 

themselves; comp. Beng. Their sal- 

vation was something essentially in- 

dividual, something between each 

man and his God. A reference to the 
example of Christ (‘as He obeyed...so 
do you obey,’ Alf.) seems very doubt- 

ful; the whole exhortation refers to 

that example, but the individual pro- 

noun more naturally points to the 
words which immediately precede it. 

The unsatisfactory interpr. éavrév = 

a&dApdwv (comp. Michaelis) is fairly 
refuted by Van Heng. in loc, 

KarepydterQe] complete, carry owt, 
‘peragite,’ Grot., ‘perficite, perfectum 

reddite,’ Just. 2; comp. Rom. vii. 18, 

Eph. vi. 13 and notes, where the 

meanings of this verb are briefly no- 

ticed. The compound form does not 

imply the orovéy or émiwédeva (Chrys.), 
but the ‘perseverantia’ that was to be 

shown, the intensive xara indicating 
the carrying through of the épyov; see 
Rost u, Palm, Lez. s.v., and s.v. card, 

iv. Vol. 1. p. 1599. On the practical 

4 

aspects of the doctrine, see the good 
sermon by Beveridge, Serm. xv1. Vol. 

I. p. 284 (A.-C. Libr.), Taylor, Life of 

Chr. m1. 13. 16, Sherlock, Serm. xvii. 
Vol. 1. p. 311 (ed. Hughes). 

13. Q@eds ydp «.7.r.] for God is 
He who effectually worketh, &c.: yea 
work and be not disheartened, for 

verily God is He who worketh within 
you. The yap is not argumentative, 
in reference to a suppressed thought, 

wh poBod sre elrov pera PbBov Kal 

tpbuov, Chrys., but explanatory (see 
notes on Gal. ii. 6), in reference to 
the preceding command, obviating 

any objection, by demonstrating the 

vital truth on which it was based, and 
the great principle on which it was 
justifiable: ‘work anxiously, work 

solicitously: verily (‘sane pro rebus 
comparatis,’ Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. p. 

232) God inwardly giveth you the 
ability ;’ comp. Liicke on John iv. 44. 

6 évepyov] He who worketh effectu- 
ally; ‘efficiens,’ ‘sedulam operam 

navans,’ Syr. The full meaning of 

this word so frequently used by St 
Paul must not be obscured; it ap- 

pears in all cases to point not only 

to the inward nature of the working, 

but also to hint at the persistent 

and effective character of it, scil. 
évepyov eivat, ‘vim suam exercere;’ 

comp. Polyb. Hist. 1. 6. 5, xvi. 
14. 18, XxXvII. 1. 11. When then 

Augustine urges in opposition to the 

Pelagian misinterpretation ‘Deus 

facit ut faciamus, prebendo vires effi- 

cacissimas voluntati,’ he would seem 

to be no less verbally exact than 
doctrinally accurate: comp. de Grat. 
et Lib, Arb. 1x, 21, contra Pelag. 1. 

19: 37. Jt may be remarked in 
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passing, that évepyeiy is used several 
times in Polybius, see Schweigh. Lex. 

s.v.; there is however this distinction 

between his use and that of St Paul, 

that by the latter it is never used in 
the passive (see notes on Gal. v. 6), 

and by the former never in themiddle; 

see Fritz. Rom. vii. 5, and for a notice 

of its various constructions, notes on 

Gal. ii. 8, v. 6: see also Suicer, The- 

saur. Vol. 1. p. its. év 
tptv] in you, i.e. in your minds, not 

among you; this being alike precluded 

by the prevailing use of the verb 

(Matth. xiv. 2, 2 Cor. iv. 12, Gal. iii, 
§, Col. i. 29, al.) and the nature of the 

context. kal 7d OéNew K.T.A.] 

both to will and to work effectually, 

as much the one as the other. Ob- 
serve especially the use of the more 
emphatic enumeration xal...cal; the 

6ékew no less than the évepyeiy is a 

direct result of the divine évépyea; 

see Winer, Gr. § 53. 4, notes on 1 

Tim, iv. 10. Of these the first (7d 
6éew) is due to the inworking in- 
fluence of sanctifying grace (Waterl. 

Serm. xxvi. Vol. v. p. 688), or, to 

speak more precisely, of gratia pre- 
veniens, to which the first and feeblest 

stirring of the better will, the first 

motion of the better judgment (2 Cor. 
iii. 5), is alone to be ascribed; comp. 

Andrewes, Serm. Vol. v. p. 303: the 
second (rd évepyeiv) to the gratia co- 

operans, by the assistance of which 

we strive (‘non per vires nativas sed 

dativas’) to perform the will of God ; 

see Ebrard, Christl. Dogm. § 524, 

Vol. m1. p. 566. The language of 
Chrys. in loc, dv Oehjons, TéTe évep- 

ynoe 7d Ov, might thus seem open 
to exception if the OeAjoys is to be 
referred to a ‘dispositio previa;’ this 
however cannot be certainly inferred 
from his context. For the diversities 

of opinion on this text, even among 

Romanists, see the long and perspicu- 

ous note of Justiniani in loc., and for 

the differences among Protestants, 

and the necessary distinction between 
passivity (‘homo convertitur nolens’) 

and receptivity (‘ex nolente fit volens’), 
see Ebrard, Christl. Dogm. § 519— 

522, Vol. 11% p. 558 sq.;.and esp. 

the careful discussion of Dorner, 
Chr. Doctr. § 130, Vol. Iv. p. 164— 
187 (Transl.), It may be re- 

marked that the repetition of the 

word évepyety (preserved correctly by 

Clarom., Copt., but not by Syr., 

Vulg.), rather than xarepydferda, is 

due to the fact that it expresses more 

exactly the inward ability showing it- 

self in action, and is thus more suit- 

able in connexion with 6¢édeav. While 
then this important verse is a con- 
clusive protest against Pelagianism on 

the one hand, its guarded language, 
as well as its intimate connexion with 

ver. 12, shows that it is as conclusive 

on the other against the Dordracene 

doctrines of irrevocable election (cap. 

1.) and all but compelling grace: cap, 

Il. Iv. 12, 16, Reject. err. 8. 
trip rijs ev8ox.] of His good plea- 
sure, i.e. in fulfilment of it, to carry 

it out and satisfy it; 64 rhv dydany, 

bid, Thy dpécxeray adrod, Chrys. The 

prep. vrép here seems to approach in 

meaning xara (Eph, i. 5) or da with 
the accus. (Eph. ii, 4), but may still 

be clearly distinguished from either, 

It does not represent the evdoxia as 
the mere ratio of the action, or the 

mere norma according to which it was 

done, but as the interested cause of it ; 

the commodum of the eddoxla was that 

which the action was designed to sub- 

serve ; comp. Rom. xv. 8, John xi. 4, 

where however the primary meaning 

of trép is less obscured: see Winer, 
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Gr. § 47.1, and comp. Rost u. Palm, 
Lex. s.v. brép, 2, Vol. 31. p. 2067. 

Evdoxia is referred by Syr., Just., 

Green (Gramm, N.T. p. 302), to the 
‘bona voluntas’ of the Philippians; 
this is grammatically plausible, but 

owing to the preceding Oédew (Mey.) 
not exegetically satisfactory. Still 

less probable is the connexion of the 

clause with ver. 14 (Conyb.), which, 
independently of grammatical diffi- 

culties (see Alf.), has the whole con- 

sent of antiquity, Ff. and Vv., op- 

posed to it. On the meaning of ev- 

doxta, seenotes on Eph.i. 5, and comp. 
Andrewes, Serm. xmx Vol. 1. p. 239 

(A.-C. Libr.). 
14. tavra] all things, not ex- 

actly ‘everything you have to do,’ 
or with ref. to ver. 3 (Fell), but, as 
the context and the last of the two 
associated substantives seem to sug- 

gest, ‘everything which stands in 

more immediate connexion with the 

foregoing commands, and in which 

the malice of the devil might more 

especially be displayed :’ see Chrys. 

in loc. yoyyuepav] mur- 

murings; comp. 1 Pet. iv. 9, dvev 

yoyyvouo0: here appy. against God, 

6 yoyywiwr axapiore 7G Oey, Chrys. ; 
not against one another, Wiesing. 

((humilis] ‘placide etiam se geret 

inter homines,’ Calv.),—a command 

which here finds no natural place. 

Alford urges that in every place in 

the N.T. (only 4, and only here in St 
Paul) yoyyvou. refers to murmuring 

againstmen; butof these passages, one 

(John vii. 12) is not applicable, and 
another (1 Pet. iv. 9, comp. De W. in 

loc.) not perfectly certain. That it 

may be applied to God seems demon- 

strable from 1 Cor.x. 10. The forms 
yoyyitw and yoyyuopes [perhaps de- 

rived from Sanscr. gug, ‘to murmur,’ 

Benfey, Wurzeller. Vol. u. p. 62] 
are said to be Ionic, the Attic forms 

being rovOopi{w and rovfopvopes; see 
Lobeck, Phryn. p. 338, comp. Thom. 
M. p. 856 (ed. Bern.). On the al- 
leged but doubtful distinction be- 

tween dvev and xwpls, see notes on 
Eph. ii. 12. Stadroyopav] 
doubtings, ‘hesitationibus,’ Vulg., 

Eth, [dubitatione], Copt. [cogita- 
tionibus],—not ‘ detractationibus,’ 
Clarom., or ‘divisione,’ Syr., a mean- 
ing not found in the N.T., and appy. 

not supported by any good lexical 

authority: see esp. notes on 1 Tim. 

ii. 8, where this word is briefly 

noticed. Alford urges the use of 

Oiaroyifw [read -ifowat] in Mark ix. 

33, 343 but even there the idea is 
‘discussion’ rather than ‘dispute’ or 

‘contention:’ comp, Xen. Mem, m1. 

5.1. 
15. tva..ArA.] Object and aim, 

not ‘incitamentum’ (Van H.), con- 
templated in the foregoing exhorta- 

tion. They were to fulfil everything 

connected with the great command, 
ver. 12 sq., without murmurings and 

doubtings, that they might both out- 
wardly evince (dueumror) and be in- 
wardly characterized by (dxép.) rec- 
titude and holiness, and so become 

examples to an evil world around 

them. When Alf. urges against the 

internal reference of dia. that the 
general object is outward,—blame- 

lessness and good example, he has 

consistently to assign to dxépacoe 
(suitably answering to xwpls dad.) 
an external meaning which it does 

not seem to have (see below): he also 

makes the appositionally stated and 
more indirect object, the good ex- 

ample, primary and direct. The 
reading yévnoOe is not perfectly cer- 
tain; Lachm. (Treg. marg.) reads 7re 
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15. duona] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on clearly 

preponderating external authority: Rec., and former edd. of this commentary, 

dudpnra. There is weight in the observation that dudpyros is the rarer 

form ; but this is not enough to turn the scale. pécov] So all the above- 

mentioned edd., on very greatly preponderating authority: Rec., év uéoy. 

with good authority; but the au- 
thority in favour of the text, com- 
bined with the greater probability of 
correction, seems clearly to prepon- 

derate. dxéparor] pure, 
‘simplices,’ Vulg., Zth., ‘sinceresf{i],’ 

Clarom.; not ‘harmless,’ Auth., Alf., 

—a meaning not recognised by the 

best ancient Vv., and neither in 

harmony with the derivation and 
lexical meaning of the word (6 “7 

Kexpapévos xaxois, dAN ardods Kal 

dmolkiAos, Etym. M.), nor substan- 

tiated by its use in the N.T.: see 
Matth. x. 16, dxépator ws al repiorepal, 
Rom. xvi. 19, dkepatous,..els 7d Kaxdv; 

in the former of which passages it 

stands in a species of antithesis to 
primes, in the latter to copés; comp. 

Suicer, Thesaur. s, v. Vol. 1. p. 154; 

Krebs, Obs. p. 331, and for the dis- 

tinction between dxép., dmdods, and 

dxaxos, Tittm, Synon. 1. p. 27, and 

Trench, Synon. Part 11. § 6. 

réxva, Qeod x.7.A.] children of God 

[by virtue of the vioGecta, Rom. viii. 

15, 23] without blemish, in the midst, 

&e.; not ‘blameless in the midst of,’ 

‘Luth., a position which weakens the 

climactie force of the epithet, and 
obscures the apparent allusion to 
Deut. xxxii. 5, réxva pwpnrd, yeved 
cKodid Kal dteorpaypery : on the mean- 

ing of duwpos, see notes on Eph. i. 4. 

The kindred form dudunros only 

occurs once in the N,T., 2 Pet. iii. 14. 

In meaning it differs but little from 

dpeunros, except as perhaps ap- 

proaching nearer to dyuwyos (Hesych. 

duwpnros’ duwpos), and expressing 

not merely an unblamed (cf. dueyr- 

tos, Xen. Ages. vi. 8), but non- 

blameworthy state; comp. pwpyrds, 
Esch. Sept. 508, and see Titim. 
Synon. 1. p. 29. On the adverbial 

use of wécov, comp, Winer, Gr. § 54. 

6. cwkokiads Kal Serrp.] 
crooked and perverted, in reference 

to their moral obliquity and their 
distorted spiritual growth; comp, 
Deut. xxxii. 5. Zxodeds, allied pro- 

bably to oxédos, oxéAXos, and cxal- 

pew [Pott, Etym. Forsch. Vol. 1. p. 
268, root-form 3K-, ‘progression by 
steps,’ Donalds. Cratyl. § 387, less 

probably Kp-, Sanscr. kri with pre- 

fixed c, Benfey, Wurzell. Vol. 1. p. 

363], occurs elsewhere in the N.T., 
once in a proper sense, Luke iii. 5, 

and twice, as here, in an ethical 

sense, Acts ii. 40, 1 Pet. ii. 18. 
Ateorp. is similarly found in Matth. 
xvii. 17, Luke ix. 41, Acts xx. 30; 
see also exx. from Arrian in Raphel, 
Annot. Vol. 11. p. 309. 
éy ols] among whom,—in reference 
to the persons of whom the yeved 
was composed; comp. Winer, Gr. 

§ 58. 4. b: a similar case occurs 
in Gal. ii, 2. dalver Qe] ye 
appear, are seen, so Syr., not ‘lu- 

cetis,’ Vulg., Clarom., Wordsw., al., 

which would require the active ¢al- 
vere, John i. 5, V. 35, 2 Pet. i. 19, al. 
Alford objects that the act. is not 
used by St Paul: but will this justify 
a departure not only from the simple 
meaning of the word, but from the 
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special use of the middle in connex- 

ion with the appearance or rising of 
the heavenly bodies? see exx. in 
Rost u. Palm, Ler, ». v. 1 1. b. 
The verb is indic. (Vulg., Copt., 

Ath.), not imperat. (Syr., Theoph.): 

Christians not were to be, but now 

actually were as luminaries in a 

dark heathen world; comp. Matth. 
v. 14, Eph. v. 8. 

goorripes év Kéopw] luminaries, 
heavenly lights, in the world; & 

kéop. being joined closely with gwor. 
as its secondary predicate (Vulg. and 

all Vv.), not with galvesbe (De W.), 
which would thus have two prepo- 

sitional adjuncts; see Trench, Synon. 

§ 46. To illustrate the meaning of 

gwor. comp. Rey. xxi. 11, Gen. i. 14, 

16, Ecelus. xliii. 7 (applied to the 
moon), Wisdom xiii. 2; and for the 

different uses of xkécpos, here appy. 

in its ethical sense, see notes on Gal. 

iv. 3. The reference to the use of 
‘torches to guide passengers along 

the dark and narrow streets of ancient 

cities’ (Wordsw.) is ingenious, but 
scarcely in harmony with ¢alvecOe, 

and the tenor of the context. 

16. Adyov K.T.A.] seeing ye hold 
forth (are the ministers of) the word 

of life; further and explanatory de- 
finition of the preceding, the part. 

having a slightly causal force. The 

meaning of ézéx. is somewhat doubt- 

ful. It certainly cannot be for mpoc- 

éxovres, Theod., as this would require 

a dat.; it may however be either 

(a) occupantes (comp. Syr., ‘ut sitis 

illis loco vite’), and thence, with a 

modification of meaning, ‘continen- 

tes,’ Vulg., Clarom., ‘tenentes,’ Copt. 

(4th. paraphrases) ,xaréxovres,Chrys., 
éyovres, Theoph., Gicum.,—a trans- 

lation that has certainly a lexical 

®IAINMHSIOY2. 
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Aoyov Cons émexovres, els 
led a 

Xpiorov, Ste ove eig Kevov 

basis (see. exx. in Rost u. Palm, 
Lex. 8. v.1. b, Vol, 1. p. 1029) and is 
far too hastily condemned by Van 
Heng. and Wies.; (8) pretendentes, 

Beza, Auth., Rev., ‘doctrinam spec- 

tandam prebentes,’ Van Heng., with 

reference to the preceding image. 

Of these interpr., (a) has clearly the 
weight of antiquity on its side; still 
as no exactly opposite example of 
the modified sense ‘continentes’ has 
yet been adduced, and as the mean- 
ing ‘occupantes’ involves an idea 

foreign to the N.T. (comp. Mey.), 

we seem bound to adhere to (§), a 

meaning that is lexically accurate 
and exegetically satisfactory. The 

objection of Meyer is fully answered 

by Alford in loc. The d0o-yos 
fwys is the Gospel, fwys being a 

species of gen. of the content, ryv 

aldvioy mpoteve? wiv, Theod.: comp. 
John vi. 68, and notes on Eph. i, 13. 
els katxnpa enol] to form a ground 
of boasting for me; result, on the 

side of St Paul, of his converts be- 

coming dentro kal dxépacoe: TooadTn 

buoy h dper}, ws wy Uwas cote povor, 

AAG Kal éue Aapempdv trovety, Chrys. ; 

comp. 2 Cor. i. 14. els a]pépav 
Xp.] against the day of Christ; the 
preposition not so much marking 

the epoch to which (#ws), as that for 

which, in reference to which, the 

boasting was to be reserved; comp. 

chap. i. 10, Eph. iv. 30, and notes 

on Gal. iii. 23. On the expression 
nucpa Xp., see notes on ch. i. 6. 

Bpapov...ékomlaca] I ran...I labour- 
ed; aorists, in harmony with the 
retrospective view which the Apostle 

here takes of hig life and ministry. 
The same idea of ministerial activity 

presented in two different forms of 

expression, the one figurative, from 
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the stadium (comp. Gal.‘ii. z, 2 Tim. 
iv. 7), the other more general, in- 
volving the notion of the toil and 
suffering undergone in the cause; see 
notes on 1 Tim. iv. 10. For exx. of 
the adverbial els xevdy, Heb. PrP, 
Job xxxix. 16 (comp. els xaddv, els 

xowov, Bernhardy, Synt. v. 11, p. 

221), see 2 Cor. vi. 1, Gal. ii. 2, 

1 Thess. iii, 5, and Kypke, Obs. Vol. 
1. p. 275. _ 

17. GAAG K.t.A.] Howbeit, if I be 
even poured out; contrary hypothesis 

to that tacitly implied in the pre- 
ceding verse. In no verse in this 
epistle is it more necessary to adhere 

to the exact force of the particles 

and the strict lexical meaning of the 

words. ’AAAd, with its primary and 

proper force (‘aliud jam hoc esse de 

quo sumus dicturi,’ Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. 11. p. 2), has no reference to a 
suppressed thought (ovK éxor. eds xev., 

Rill.), but presents the contrary al- 

ternative to that already implicitly 
expressed. The preceding words els 
kavxnua éuol might seem to imply 
the expectation on the part of the 
Apostle of a living fruition in the 

Christian progress (iva yév. dmemmr.) 

of his converts; the present verse 

shows the Apostle’s joy even in the 

supposition of his death; comp. 
Bisping. Any reference to a place 

80 remote as ch. i. 26 (De W.) is 
wholly inconceivable; and even a 

contrast to an implied hope that the 

Apostle would survive to the juépa 

Xp. (Van Heng.) is improbable, as 

els yp. Xp. is only a subordinate 

thought to the general idea implied 

in els cadxnua éuol. Rec. adopts the 

form dN: the evidence for 4\\4 is 
preponderant. So in ver. 18 6é¢ is to 

be adopted in preference to the 6’ of 
Rec, * el kal must not be 
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confounded with kai ef (Scholef, 
Hints, p. 106), but, in accordance 

with the position of the ascensive 

xal, marks a more probable sup- 

position; the xal in ed xal being re- 

ferred to the consequent words (etsi 

or si etiam), but in xal ef merely to 
the preceding condition (etiam si). 
Contrast Soph. Gd. Rez, 302, ef kal 

BH Brewers povets 8’ suws, with 

isch. Choeph. 298, xel un wéroda, 

Tovpyov or’ épyacréov, and see esp. 

Herm. Viger, No. 307, from which 
these exx. are taken; see also Klotz, 

Devar. Vol. 11. p. 519, Hartung, 

Partik. cal, 3. 3, Vol. i p. 141. 
Thus then in the present case the 
Apostle in no way seeks to limit the 
probability of the supposition; his 

circumstances, though by no means 

without hope (ch. i. 25), were still 

such as seemed to preclude any such 

limitation. It may be remarked how- 

ever that xal ef is very rarely used 
by St Paul; appy. only in 2 Cor. 
xiii. 4 (Rec., Tisch.), but the reading 
can hardly be considered genuine ; 

comp. Gal. i. 8. orévSopar] 
I be poured out; in reference to the 

dangers with which he was environ- 

ed; comp. ch. i, 20. The simple 

form, which must not be confounded 

either with émorévd. (Herod. 11. 39, 

tv. 62, Plut. Popl. § 4, al.), or xara- 

orévé. (Plut. Alex. § 50, ib. Mor. p. 

435 B, p- 437 4), both here and in 

2 Tim. iv. 6, under the image of the 

ritual drink-offering which accom- 

panied the sacrifice (Numb. xv. 5, 
xxviii. 7), alludes to the pouring out 

of his blood (‘libor,’—not ‘immolor,’ 

as Vulg., Syr., Copt.) and the martyr’s 

death by which it might be reserved 
for the Apostle to glorify God; see 

esp. notes on 2 Tim. Ll. c., Suicer 
Thesaur. Vol. 1. p. 993, and the 
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good note of Wordsworth in loc. 
éml rH 9. K.r.A.] in addition to the 
sacrifice and (priestly) service of 
your faith. The exact meaning of 

Ovolg is somewhat doubtful. There 

is certainly no & dia dvoiy (comp. 

Conyb.), but it may be doubted 

whether the use of the single article 

does not so connect duc. and der. 
that both may specify acts of which 
ator. is the common object; see Mey. 

in loc. As however 6vola in St Paul’s 

Epp., and indeed throughout the 

N.T., appy. always means the thing 

sacrificed, not the action of sacrifi- 

cing, we seem bound, with Syr., 

Vulg., Copt. [? for comp. John xvi. 
2], Aith., and thus far Chrys. and 
Theod., to retain the simple mean- 
ing of @vc. and to regard mlorews 

as a common gen. objecti to both, 

standing in a species of appositional 

relation to the former [the faith, not 
the Apostle (Chrys., Theod.), was the 

sacrif.], and of simple relation to the 

latter. The Ovela then is the sa- 
crifice, the Aexr. the act of offering it 

by the Apostle (Bisp.), and the object 
both of one and the other (in slightly 
different relations) the ric7is of the 
Philippians. “Ei will thus be, not 
simply temporal, ‘wihrend,’ Mey., 
nor simply ethical, ‘propter,’ or ‘in 

sacrificium,’ Aith., but will imply 
‘addition,’ ‘accession to’ (Matth. xxv, 

20, Rec., Tisch.), and will point to 

the o7évé. as the concomitant act; 

see esp. Arrian, Alew. vi. 19. 5, omel- 
cas érl Ty Ovaig, cited by Raphel in 

loc.; so Van Heng. and De Wette. 

The local meaning is untenable, as 

with the Jews the libation was 
poured not on (Jahn, Archeol. § 378), 
but around the altar; see Joseph. 

Antiq. m1. 9. 4, and notes on 2 Tim, 

iv. 5. xalpo Kal «.7.A.] I 
rejoice, and jointly rejoice with you 

all; I rejoice, absolutely (not éxt 77 
Ovo. xatp. (Chrys.), i.e. on account 

of my probable oévierGar, and do 

herein participate in rejoicing with 
you all: my joy remains unaltered 

even on a supposition on which it 
might seem less natural, on the 

supposition of my death. Zuvyxalpw 
is not ‘congratulor,’ Vulg.,—a mean- 

ing which the verb appy. may have 

in classical (Asch. de Fals. Leg. p. 

34) as well as post-classical writers 
(Polyb, Hist. xx1x. 7. 4),—but ‘simul 
gaudeo,’ Copt., ‘exulto cum,’ Syr., 
Bth. (?), the meaning which cvyx. 
appears to have always in the N.T., 
to which the following verse offers 

no exegetical obstacle (Mey., Alf.) 

but is rather confirmatory of it. | 

18. 1d 8t avro] yea on the same 
account; not ‘in like manner,’ 

Scholef. Hints, p. 106, but the simple 

pronominal accus. after xyalpw; comp. 
Kriiger, Sprachl. § 46. 5.9. Meyer 

reads airé Tofro, ‘hoc ipsum,’ appy. 
by an oversight, as there is here no 

difference of reading. xalpere 
kal wvyx.] rejoice and jointly rejoice; 
not indic. (Erasm.), but imper., as 

Syr. and all the best Vv. The 
Apostle had previously said that he 

rejoiced not only for himself, but 
associated them with this joy: lest 

they might think that the probable 
martyrdom of their loved Apostle 
was not a subject for ovyxalpev, he 
emphatically repeats in a reciprocal 

form (kat ty.) what he had implied 
in the preceding verse,—that they 

were indeed to rejoice in this seem- 
ingly mournful alternative. 



ITI. 18, 19, 20. 

I hope to send my 
unselfish son in the 
faith, Timothy, and to 
come myself. 

Ay ‘ St am 
Yvous Ta TWEpt ULV. 

INTENDED MOVEMENTS AND PLANS 

(ch, ii. 19—30). 
19—24. Mission of Timothy. 

19. ’EAm({o «rd. YetI hope, &e.; , 
the oppositive dé suggests that the 

orévd. above mentioned was not ne- 
cessarily considered either as certain 
or immediate. This hope was é 

Kvuply, it rested and was centred in 

Him, it arose from no extraneous 

feelings or expectations, and so would 

doubtless be fulfilled, 04/4 dri éfev- 

paptoer wot 6 Oeds Toro, Chrys.; see 

notes on Eph. iv. 17, vi. 1. The 
teading év Xpur@ "Inc. is adopted 
by Lachm. but has no claim to be 
substituted for the reading of the 
text. tpiv] to you, not ‘unto 

you’ in the sense of mpos vuas,—a 
local usage of the dative too broadly 
denied by Alf. (see Winer, Gr. § 31. 5; 

comp. Hartung, Casus, p. 81 sq.), 
nor again the dat. commodi, De W., 

but the dative of the recipients 

(Mey.), falling under the general 

head of what is technically termed 

the transmissive dat.; comp. Jelf, 

Gr. § 587. Kayo edipvxo] 
I also (I the sender, as well as you 
the receivers) may be of good heart. 
Evyovx. is an da. Neyéu. in the N.T., 
but is occasionally found elsewhere, 

comp. Poll. Onom. ut. 28: the subst. 

ebpuxia (Polyb. 1. 57. 2, I. 55. 4, al.) 
and the adv. ebyixws (Polyb. x. 39. 2, 

al., Joseph. Ant. vir. 6. 2) are suf- 

ficiently common. The use of the 
verb in the imperative as a kind of 
epitaph is noticed by Rost u. Palm, 

Lex. 3. v.; Jacobs, Anth. Pal. p. 939. 
20. yap] Reason for sending 

Timothy in preference to any one 
else: TipdGeov méumes; rh Shore; 
Nal, dyoly, obdéva yap x.7.A., Chrys., 
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"EAT 0é ev Kupie ’Incot Tiucbeov 19 
, ¥ Coa ee > 4 3 cal 

TaXews wéuryat upiy, Wa Kayw evbux@ 
707 4 y# J , eo 

ovdeva yap exw iad\puyoy, oaTls 20 

tordypuxov] like minded, i.e. with my- 
Self, duolws éwol xndduevoy buar Kai 

gpovrigovra, Chrys.; comp. Syr., ‘qui 

est sicut animam meam:’ so also 
expressly Copt. Timothy is not here 
contrasted with others (Beza), which 
would interfere with the natural and 

logical reference of the lodrns to the 
subject of the sentence. On the dis- 

tinction between iody. ‘qui eodem 
modo est animatus,’ and otvpuyos, 
‘qui idem sentit, unanimis,’ see 

Tittmann, Synon. 1.p.67. The word 
is an da. Aeyéu. in the N.T., but is 
found occasionally elsewhere, both 

in classical (Ausch. Agam. 1470) and 
post-classical Greek (Psalm lv. 13); 
comp. loo~ixws, Eustath. on Il. x1. 
p. 764. Sots] who; not ‘quippe 
qui,’ but ‘ita comparatus ut,’ Mey., 

‘of that kind who,’ Alf., with refer- 

ence to the zroworys of the antecedent 

(ovdeis ro.odros éorw, Chrys., comp. 

Hartung, Casus, p. 286); the rela- 
tive being here used (to adopt a ter- 

minology previously explained) not 
explicatively, but classifically, or qua- 

litatively ; see notes on Gal. iv. 24, 
and Kriiger, Sprachl. § 51. 8 sq., 
where the distinction between és and 

éorts is briefly but satisfactorily laid 
down. ywolos...pepipvyore] 

will genuinely care for, will have 

true care for; with that genuineness 

of feeling which befits the relation- 
ship between the Apostle and his 
converts; yvyolws, rovrésre TarpiKas; 

comp. 1 Tim. i. z, and see notes in 

loc. Mepimrav is always thus used 

with an accus. of the object by St 

Paul,—contrast Matth. vi. 25 (dat.), 

ch. vi. 28 and Luke x. 41 (with zept), 

Matt. vi. 27 (absolutely),—and agree- 
ably to its probable derivation and 
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21 syne tos ra mept vaioy pepiueoaer et of mavres yap Ta 

2,2, EQuT@Vv Crrotow, ov To "Incov Xpurroi. TH oe 

Ooxtpny auTou yiwocKere, ort ws marl TEKVOV ouv émot 

a1. "Inood Xpicto}] So Lachm., Treg., Rev. (with marg.), on clearly pre- 

ponderating authority: Tisch., Westc. and Hort (with marg.), Xpiorov "Iyoov. 

The reading of Rec. rov Xp. Ine. is only supported by a few mss. 

affinities, pepunpltw, udpuepos [Samser. 

smri,—‘meminisse,’ ‘anxium esse,’ 

Benfey, Wurzellex. Vol. I. p. 32, 

Donalds. Cratyl. § 410], denotes 
anxious thought, solicitude, ‘ita cu- 

rare ut solicitus sis’ (comp. Luke x. 
41), differing in this respect from the 

simpler dpovrifew ; see Tittm. Synon. 

1. p. 187. The future is not ethical, 

but points to the time when Timothy 

should come to them. 

21. ob mavres yap] for they ail, 
i.e. all the rest now with me; not 

‘plerique,’ Wolf, but ‘omnes quos 

nunc habeo mecum,’ Van Heng., the 

article appy. specifying the whole 

number of the others with St Paul 
(cuncti), to whom the single one, 
Timothy, is put in contrast. On this 

use of the art. with mds, see Kriiger, 

Sprachl. § 50. 11. 12, comp. Bern- 

hardy, Synt. v1. 24, p. 320, and Rose, 

in Middl. Art. p. 104 note, to whose 

list of exx. of the art. with ras (plur.), 

when used without a subst., this pas- 

sage may be added. The attempts 

to explain away this declaration are 

very numerous, but all either ar- 

bitrary or ungrammatical; this only 
it seems fair to urge, that the con- 

text does necessarily imply some sort 

of limitation, and does appy. warrant 

our restricting it to all those com- 

panions of St Paul who were available 
for missionary purposes, who had 

undertaken, and were now falling 

back from, the hardships of an Apo- 

stle’s life. Who these were cannot 

be ascertained ; comp. Wiesing. in 

loc. wa Eavtay] their own 
things, not specially riv oixelay ava~ 
mavow kal Td év doparelg eivar, Chrys., 

followed by Theoph. and Cécum., 

with reference to the difficulties and 

perils of the journey, but generally, 

‘sua,’ Clarom., Am., ‘temporalia 

commoda consectantes,’ Anselm, — 

considering their own selfish in- 

terests, and not the glory and honour 

of Christ; comp. ver. 4. 

22. TH 88 Soxyn|v avrot] But 
his tried character; contrast of the 

character of Timothy with that of 
the of rdyres. Aoxiuy, ‘probatio ejus,’ 

Syr., ‘experimentum,’ Vulg., here 

and Rom. v. 4, 2 Cor. ii. 9, ix. 13, by 
a very easy gradation of meaning 

points to the ‘indoles spectata,’ Fritz. 

(Rom. v. 4, Vol. 1. p. 259), ‘indoles,’ 

ith. [simply,—almost as we use 

‘character’], by which Timothy was 

distinguished, and of which the 

Philippians themselves probably had 
personal experience on a former 

visit; comp. Acts xvi. 1—4 with 

ver. 12. The use of doxiu7 in the 

N.T. is confined to St Paul’s Epp.; 

comp. Reuss, Théol. Chrét. Iv. 20, 

Vol. 11. p. 229. 

ywookete] ye know; indic., as Syr., 
Clarom., Copt., Aith., not imper., as 

Vulg., Corn. a Lap.,—a construction 

almost plainly inconsistent with the 

following words, which seem specially 
designed to explain and justify the 
assertion; kal or ody amdws déyw, 
Uuels dno adtrol émloracde ort K.T.X., 
Chrys. ds watpl téxvov] 



TI. 24,23, 

b t 

edovAevoev es TO evayyeov. 

as a child to a father, ‘sicut patri 

filius,’ Vulg., not ‘with a father,’ 

Syr., Auth.; such an omission of the 

preposition in the first member being 

appy. confined to poetry; see Jelf, 
Gr. § 630. 1, 2, Kriiger, Sprachl. § 68. 
g.2. Mey. and Alf. deny unrestrict- 

edly an omission of the prep. in the 
first member, but see Aisch. Suppl. 

311, Eurip. Hel. 863, and Jelf. Gr. 
§ 650. z. The construction affords 
an example of what is termed ‘oratio 

variata:’ the Apostle, feeling that 
é5ovhevcev was scarcely suitable in 

connexion with warp! and réxvor, 
proceeds with the comparison in a 

slightly changed form; édovAevoev,— 

not éuol, as the construction might 

seem to require (Rom. xvi. 18), but 
cv éuol, as the nature of the relation 

suggested; see Winer, Gr. § 63. 1. 

I, DP. 509. eis Td ebaryyétov] 

for the Gospel; not ‘in the Gospel,’ 
Auth., Vulg., Syr., ‘in the doctrine 
of the Gospel,’ th., but ‘in evan- 

gelium,’ Vulg. (Fuld.), i.e. to further 

the cause of the Gospel; the prep. 

els with its usual force denoting the 
object and destination of the action ; 
comp. Luke v. 4, 2 Cor. ii. 12, and 

Winer, Gr. § 49. a. 

23. tovrov piv odv] Him then; 

the yuév being antithetical to dé, ver. 
24, and the retrospective ody continu- 
ing and concluding the subject of 
the mission of Timothy. On this 
force of odv see notes on Gal. ili. 5. 

ds dv dl8e] whensoever I shall have 
seen (the issue of); in effect, ‘so soon 
as I shall have, or have seen,’ &c. 

(drav t8w ev rim eornxa, Chrys.), but 
designedly couched in terms invol- 
ving more of doubt, the particle dv 

being joined with the temporal ws 
to convey the complete uncertainty 

when. the objectively-possible event 
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TovTov pev ouv eAmiGw 23 

specified by the subjunctive will 
actually take place; comp. Jelf, Gr. 

§ 841, Herm. de Partic. dy, 11. 11, p- 

120, and on the temporal use of ws, 
see Klotz, Devar. Vol. . p. 759. 

The remark of Eustath. (p. 1214, 40) 

is very pertinent, dm dé éorl Tis Kal 

Xpovexy wore onuacia, palverar év émt- 

oTOAT TOU Bagiddws AvTioxXov, olor, ws 

dv oty AdBys tiv érvorodyy, obvragov 

Khpvypa tmorjoaca, fyouv jvixa da- 

Bns. He would however have been 
more correct if he had said yvik’ dy, 

see Ellendt, Lex. Sophocl. Vol. 1. 

p- 773. In the compound form a¢ié. 

the prep. is not intensive, ‘see 
clearly’ (Alf.), but local, referring 

however not to the object but to the 

observer, ‘prospicere,’ and perhaps 

may further involve the idea of a 

‘terminus’ looked to, other and in- 

tervening objects not being contem- 

plated; see Jonah iv. 5 (a pertinent 
ex.), Herod. viit. 37 (drwpeov); comp. 

dmobedcOa, drockxoreiv, al., and esp. 

Winer, de Verb. Comp. Iv. p. 11. 

The change from the tenuis to the 

aspirate (with Lachm., Tisch., Treg., 
Westc. and Hort: Rec., Rev., drliw) 

is ascribed by Winer (Gr. § 5. 1. 14) 
to the pronunciation of léeiv with a 

digamma; comp. Acts iv. 29 (Lachm., 
Tisch.), but the reading is doubtful. 
7a awepl eye] the things pertaining to 
me; not identical with 7a kar’ éué 

(ch. i. 12), but with a faint idea of 
motion (occupation about, Acts xix. 

25), in ref. to their issue and develop- 
ment, i.e. how they will turn, what 

issues they will have; motov &e 

rédos, Chrys., éav réA\eov Ad By AUow 
7a dvoxep}, Theod. The form ¢é- 

aurfs, 8¢. THs Wpas, ‘illico,’ ‘e ves- 

tigio’ (wapaurixa, Hesych., evééws, 

Suid.), occurs in Mark vi. 25, Acts 

X. 33, al. 
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24 meurvat, ws av apidw ra mepl éue, ekavrisy wéroba 
Ay > K , oe LY 7 8 , ’ , 
€ ev INupl@ oTl Kal autos TaxEews €Aevo onal. 

25 *Avaykaiov be nyneapny "Exadpo- Epaphroditus, your mes- 
senger, who has been 
grievously sick, and has AY x bd s s. A 4 

(TOV TOV adeAGor Kal cuvepyov Kat cuv= EiCvguely sick, and Has 
I send, that you may , eon Loe ty 

oTPATLWTHV MOV, UKWY oe amooToAoy KQE rejoice. 

24. weroWa...2v Kvupto] I am 
confident in the Lord; the sphere of 

my confidence is in Him; see notes 
on ver. 19, and on Eph. iv. 17, vi. 1. 

kal avrés] I myself also; the xal im- 
plying that besides sending Timothy 

to them the Apostle hoped to come 
in person, The raxéws, as Mey. re- 

marks, must, as in ver. 19, date 

from the present time, the time of 

writing the Epistle. In recurring 

however in ver. 23 to the mission of 
Timothy, he expresses the hope that 
it would be égaur7s, ‘forthwith;’ 

his own visit he had good confidence 

would be raxéws, i.e. no long interval 

after. At the end of the verse mpés 
twas is added by good, but clearly 

insufficient authority. 

253—30. Mission and sickness of 

Epaphroditus. 25. ’Avaykatoy 
8 yyno.] Yet I deemed it necessary ; 
the mission of Timothy and the 

Apostle’s own visit though probable 
were both contingent; he deemed it 

necessary therefore to send (back) 
one on whom he could rely, and in 

whom the Philippians had interest 

and confidence. Wiesinger denies 
any connexion between the sending 
back Epaphr. and the mission of 
Tim.; this however is surely to over- 

look the antithesis suggested by 6é. 

On the use of the epistolary aor. 
(still more expressly ver. 28), see 
Winer, Gr. § 4o. 5. b. 2. 
*Eradpodtrov] Of Epaphroditus be- 

yond this passage nothing is known. 

He has been supposed to be the 

same with Epaphras, Col. i. 7, iv. 12, 
Philem. 23; but this, though ety- 

mologically possible, is certainly not 
historically demonstrable. As the 
name appears to have been not un- 
common (Sueton. Nero, § 49, Joseph. 

contr. Ap. 1. 1, al., see Wetst. in loc.), 

—as Epaphras was a Colossian (Col. 
iv. 12),—and as the alms of the 
European city of Philippi would 

hardly have been committed to the 
member of a church so remote from 

it as the Asiatic Colosse, it seems 

natural to regard them as different 

persons. For the necessarily scanty 

literature on the subject, see Winer, 

RWB. Art. ‘Epaphras,’ Vol. 1. p. 

330. Tov ddedddv k.7.A.] 
Three general but climactic designa- 

tions of the (spiritual) relation in 
which Epaphroditus stood to the 

Apostle, under the vinculum of the 

common article; my brother in the 

faith, fellow-worker in preaching it, 

and fellow-soldier in maintaining and 

defending it; on ovvorpar. comp. 

2 Tim. ii. 3. 
tpov 8é «.7.4.] but your messenger 
and minister to my need; secular and 

administrative relation in which 

Epaph. stood to the Philippians. 
’Améorodov is here used in its simple 
etymological sense, not ‘apostolum,’ 

Vulg., Clarom., ray émriédecav vcr 

éuaemiorevpevov, Theod., Chrys. 2 

(comp. Taylor, Episc. § 4. 3), but, 
as the context seems to require, 

‘legatum,’ Beza, Beng.; comp. 2 Cor. 
viii. 23, and see notes on Gal. i. 1. 
Aeroupyovy (Rom. xiii. 6, xv. 16) is 
used in its general and wider sense 

of ‘minister’ in. ref. to the office 

undertaken by Epaphr., ws ra rag 
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‘AeToupyov THs xpelas pov éurfat mpos Uuas, een 26 
5 A R U ee 39 a , ’ , 
emtmoQav iv TarTas Uuas, Kat adnuovar, Ovort HKOUTATE 
e bs , 

Ott ynaOevncer. 

airav dmrocradévra Kouloavra xp%- 

para, Theod, On the various mean- 

ings of Aer. see Suicer, Thesaur. 8.v. 

Vol. 11. p. 222. The con- 
nexion is not perfectly certain, but 

on the whole it seems most natural 

to connect tua with this as well as 

with the preceding subst., comp. ver. 

30: so Scholef. Hints, p. 106; contr. 

De W. (comp. Aith.), who however 
urges no satisfactory reason for the 

separation. aéupar] It was 
really dvamréuyar, comp. ch. iv. 18; 
if however, as does not seem im- 

probable, Epaphr. was sent to stay 
some little time with the Apostle 

(Beng.), the simple form becomes 

more appropriate: comp. ver. 28, 30. 
26. érady «.t.A.] Reason for the 

dvaryxatoy nynodunv. The conjunction 
éred}, ‘quoniam’ [quom jam], ‘sin- 

temal,’ ‘since’ (sith-then-ce, comp. 

Tooke, Div. of Purley, 1. 8, Vol. 1. p. 

253), differs thus and thus only from 

érel, that it also involves the quasi- 
temporal reference (‘affirmatio rerum 
eventu petita,’ Klotz) which is sup- 

plied to it by 67, and thus expresses a 
thing that at once ensues (temporally 

or causally) on the occurrence or reali- 

zation of another; see Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. 11. p. 548, Hartung, Partik. 5%, 
3. 3, Vol. 1. p. 259. Itis not of fre- 
quent occurrence in the N.T.; it is 
used by St Paul only in 1 Cor. i. 21, 

22, xiv. 16, XV, 21, érurobay 

«.7..] he was longing after you all. 

On this use of the pres. part. with the 
auxiliary verb to denote the duration 

of a state (less commonly in ref. to an 
action), see Winer, Gr. § 45. 5, and 
notes on Gal. i. 23. The construc- 

tion is occasionally found in classical 

Kal yap joOévycey wapatAyatov Oa- 27 

Greek (see exx. in Winer, lc., and 
Jelf, Gr. § 373. 4), but commonly 
with the limitation that the part. ex- 

presses some property inherent in the 

subject. On the (directive) force of ért 

in érurof., see notes on 2 Tim. i. 4. 
After duds, Lachm., Weste. and Hort, 

add léeiv in brackets, on good, but 

not preponderant, authority. 

ASnpovav] in heaviness; see Matth. 
xxvi. 37, Aumefobar kal ddnu., Mark 

Xiv. 33, exOapPetcOa cal dinu, This 

somewhat peculiar verb is explained 
by Buttmann (Lewil. § 6. 13) as pro- 
perly denoting ‘great perplexity 

(Etym. M. advew kal dopeiv, dun- 
xaveiv, Hesych. dywriav) leading to 
trouble and distress of mind,’ and is 

to be referred not to a root dédw 
(Wiesing.), but, as Buttmann plaus- 

ibly shows, to 4, dju0s; comp. ddnueiy, 

and see Eccles. vii. 16, Symm., where 

the LXX. has éxr\ayys. The deriva- 
tion from the older form is main- 
tained by Lobeck, Pathol. pp. 160, 
238, and favoured by Bp Lightfoot 
in loc. How the Philippians heard of 

this, and why Epaphr. was especially 
so grieved, is not explained. 

27. Kal yap 400.) For he really 
was sick; the report you heard was 

true. In this formula the kai is not 
otiose, but either with its conjunctive 
force (comp. notes on ch. iv. 12) an- 

nexes sharply and closely the causal 
member, ‘etenim’ (comp.Soph, Antig. 

330), or with its ascensiveforce throws 
stress on thepredication, ‘nametiam,’ 

as here; see Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. 

p. 642, Hartung, Partik. xal, 3. 1, 

Vol. 1. p. 138. The remark of Har- 

tung seems perfectly just, that there 

is no inner and mutually modifying 
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, b) “ ‘ Ld ° 5S 4 , 
vaTw: GAA 6 Oeds Hrénoev adrdv, ovK avTov dé udvov 

28 GAda kat eud, Wa ay Adayv emt ATHY TXw. aToVALo- 
, 9 o” , oN , : fad 

Tépws ody ereurpa avtor, va iddvres avToy Tad Xapihre 

27. wrénoe atrév] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Westc. and Hort, on very 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec., Rev., avrdv pdénoev. éml AUTyv] 

so all the above-mentioned edd.: Rec., émidvmy. The only difference between 

the two readings is that the accus. conveys the idea of motion in the accumu- 

lation ; comp. Psalm Ixix. 27, Isaiah xxviii. 10, Ezek. vii. 26. 

connexion between the two particles 

(contrast cal dé, notes oni Tim, iii. 10), 

but that their constant association is 

really due to the early position which 
yap regularly assumes in thesentence, 

mapamAijoiov Savdre] like to death. 
There is here neither solecism (Van 

Heng.) nor brachylogy (De W.). Ia- 

pati. is the adverbial neuter (Polyb. 

III. 33. 17, with dat.; rv. 40. 10, ab- 

solutely; comp, Herod. rv. gg), and 
like the more usual form vapam)y- 
olws (Plato, Phedr. p. 255 E) is asso- 

ciated with the regular dative of 

‘likeness or similarity;’ see Kriiger, 

Sprachl. § 48. 13.8, Jelf, Gr. § 594. 2, 

and the numerous exx. in Rost u. 

Palm, Lez. s.v. ‘The gen. (which is 
the reading here of Westc. and Hort, 

on the authority of BN°P; 6 mss.; 

Chrys.) is rare; comp. Plato, Soph. p. 

217 B, Polyb. Hist. 1. 23. 6. 

‘Themeaningis thus in effect the same 

as uéxpt Oavdrov yyyirev, Ver. 30, 7AIj- 
cov adlxero Oavdrov, Galen in Hip- 
pocr. Epid. 1. (cited by Wetst.), but 

the mode of expression is different. 

Meany él Adwny] sorrow coming 
upon sorrow; dy arising from the 

death of Epaphr, in addition to the 

Avy of my own captivity, Bisp. ; not 

as Chrys. rv dad rijs redeurijs éml 79 

bia Thy appworlay yevouevyy adre, for, 

as Mey. justly observes, this would be 
clearly inconsistent with ddvirérepos, 
ver. 28. If the second Avry had 
arisen from the sickness of Epaphr. it 

would haye ceased when he was well 

enough to be sent away, and the 

Apostle in that respect would have 

beennotcomparatively, but positively 

dduros. oxo] The subjunctive 

is here appropriately used after the 

preterite to mark the abiding charac- 

ter the sorrow would have assumed; 

see Winer, Gr. § 41. b. 1, and esp. 

Klotz, Devar, Vol. u. p. 618. This 

remark however must be applied with 

great caution in the N.T., where, as 

in other later writers, the use of the 

opt. is noticeably on the decline ; see 
notes on Gal. iii. 19. 

28. omrovdarorépws] More diligently 
than I should have done if ye had not 
heard of his sickness, and been dis- 

quieted by the tidings. In exx. of 

this nature, which are common both 

to the N.T. and classical Greek, the 

comp. is not used for the positive, 

but is to be explained from the 

context; compare notes on 1 Tim, iii, 

14, 2 Tim. i. 17, and see Winer, Gr. 

§ 35. 4. mad may be 
connected with lédyres (Beza, Auth.), 

but is more naturally referred to xa- 
pire (Luth.), and has much greater 

force in that connexion. It is the 

habit of St Paul to place wadw before 

the verb, wherever the structure of 

the sentence will permit; contrast 2 

Cor. x. 7, Gal. iv. 9, v. 3. The same 
order is regularly adopted by St Mat- 
thew; but St Mark and St John, who 
use the word very frequently, place it 

nearly as often after, as before the 
verb with which it is associated; 
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30. Xpwrod] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., on slightly preponderating 

authority; Weste. and Hort, Kuplov: Rec., and former edd. of this Commen- 

tary, rod Xpiorov. 

comp. the extremely useful work, 

Gersdorf, Beitriige, p. 491 8q. 

ddumdrepos] less sorrowful: the joy 
felt by the Philippians will mitigate 

the sorrow (in his confinement) of the 
sympathizing Apostle; éav duets xal- 

pyre kayo xalpw, Chrys. The word 
advtros is an dar. Aeydu. in the N.T.; 
in classical writers it is occasionally 

foundalso ina transitivesense; comp. 

ddvros oivos, Athen. 1. 29. 
29. mpoodéxer0e K.7.A.] Receive 

him then; in accordance with my in- 

tention in sending him (iva x.7.X., ver. 
28). The ody here perhaps slightly 
differs in meaning from the one im- 

mediately preceding. In ver. 28 it 
is rather more inferential, here it 

relapses to its perhaps more usual 

meaning of ‘continuation and re- 

trospect,’ Donalds. Gr. § 604. On 
the two uses of ody (the collective 
and reflexive), see Klotz, Devar. Vol. 

II. p. 717, compared with Hartung, 

Partik. Vol. 11. p. 9 sq., and on its 

varieties of translation, Rev. Transl. 

of St John, p. x. 

év Kupl] in the Lord, almost, ‘in 
a truly Christian mode of reception,’ 

Christ was to be, as it were, the ele- 

ment in which the action was to be 
performed; comp. notes on ver. 19 
and 24, and the caution given in 

notes on Eph. iv. 1. Tdons 
Xapds] all joy, ‘every form of it,’ 
not ‘summa letitia,’ De W. (on 

James i. 2); see notes on ch. i. 9, 20, 

on Eph. i. 8, and comp. 1 Pet. ii. 1, 
where this extensive force of mas 

seems made clearly apparent by the 

E. 

plural form of the associated abstract 

substantive. 
to.otr. «.7.A.] and such hold in 
honour; ‘such,’ scil. as Epaphrodi- 

tus, who is « sort of specimen of 
the class, On the use of the art. 
with rovovros to denote a known indi- 
vidual or a whole class of such, see 

Kiihner on Xen. Mem, 1. 5. 2, and 
Kriiger, Sprachl. § 50. 4. 6. The 
formula évriwoy éxew, though not 

without parallel in classical Greek, 

e.g. dvrtu. yyetcOa (Plato, Phed. p. 

64 D) woveiy, al., is more usually ex- 

pressed with the adverb, e.g. évrluws 

éyew, dyew, comp. Plato, Republ. vu. 

P. 528 B, VIII. p. 548 A. 

30. 81a 7d tpyov Xp.] on account 
of the work of Christ. All the Greek 
commentators refer these and the 

following words to the danger arising 

from persecution confronted by Epa- 

phroditus at Rome in his endeavour 
to minister to St Paul; elxds ody mav- 

Tos KaTappovnoa Kwdtvou, wore Tpo- 

ehOciv kal danpernocacbas, Chrys, The 

foregoing mention however of his 
sickness, and the subsequent state- 

ment of the object contemplated by 

the rd rapdBoXov of his conduct, seem 
to restrict the reference simply to the 

service undertaken and rendered by 

Epaphroditus to the Apostle, the per- 
formance of which exposed him to 

the danger of all but mortal sickness. 

Td doyov Xp. is thus not 7d evayy., 
Baumg.-Crus. (comp. Rill.), but the 
service which by being rendered im- 

mediately to the Apostle became 
mediately rendered to Christ. 

F 

Kal Tous 
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mapaBoXevodpevos TH oxi, iva avaTAnpwon TO Uma 

voréonua Ths mpds me NerToupyias. 

mapaBorevoduevos] The reading is perhaps slightly doubtful. 
mapaBovrevoapevos with CKLP; most mss.; Chrys., Theod., al. ; 
ing of which would be ‘quum male ¢onsuluisset;’ comp. Copt., 

bouleusthe,’ Syr., ‘et sprevit,’ Goth., 

Rec. reads 

the mean- 

‘para- 

‘ufarmunnonds’ [obliviscens],—all of 

which seem in favour of rapafovd. The form rapafonr. is adopted by Lachm. 
Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very clearly preponderating authority, 

the appy. unique use of the word being also manifestly in favour of the text. 

péxpt Oavdrov] up to death; extent 
of the danger; compare Job xxxiii. 22, 

nyyce...els Odvarov 4 Wuxi avrod, 

Isaiah xxxviii. 1, ¢uadaxloOy...dws 

Oavdrov; and still more expressly, 4 

Mace. 7, uéxpe Oavdrov Tas Bacdvous 
browevdvras, and Polyen. Strategem. 

p. 666 (Wetst.), uéxpe Oavdrou paxoby- 
rat. On the force of uéxps and dxpt, 

see notes on 2 Tim. ii. 9 

TmapaBor. TH Wuxq] having risked, 
hazarded, his life (soul); ‘tradens,’ 

Vulg.; ‘parabolatus de,’ Clarom.; 

‘tradidit,’ ith. The form and mean- 

ing of this word have been well inves- 

tigated by Meyer. It would appear to 

have been formed from the adj. rapd- 

Bodos, ‘venturesome’ (piAoxivduvos kal 
mapaB., Diod. Sic. x1x. 3), like wepze- 
peveoOae (1 Cor. xiii. 4) from réprepos, 
and to belong to a class of words in 

-edw rightly branded by Lobeck as 

‘longe maxima pars invecticia,’ and 

designed to express the meaning of 

the adj. and auxiliary; see Lobeck, 

Phryn. p. 67, 591, and Winer, Gr. § 

16. 1. The meaning will then be 

mapéBonros elvat, and thus really but 
little different from that of mapa- 
Bovd.,—at any rate as the latter is 
explained by Theoph., éwréppupev €aurdv 
7@ Oavdrw. Meyer compares tapa- 

Bidropa TG éuavrod Kedadry, Lobeck, 
Phryn. p. 238. The figurative refer- 

ence to the stake (rapaBdAtov or rapa- 
Boor) which the appellant deposited, 
and if he lost forfeited (Wordsw.), 

is scarcely so probable as the simpler 

explanation adopted above. The 
dative yvy7 is the dative ‘of refer- 
ence,’ and with the true limiting 

character of the case expresses the 

sphere to which the action is confined ; 
see notes on Gal. i. 22, and Winer, 

Gr. § 31. 6. On the relation of the 

yux} to animal life, and its inti- 

mate connexion with the blood, see 
esp. Delitzsch, Bibl. Psychol. 1v. 11, 

: 195 8q., Beck, Bibl. Seelenl. 1. 2, p. 

dvamhnpdoy] he might 
Siu up, supply; comp. Col. i. 24 (avr- 

avary.), and 1 Cor. xvi. 17. The 
primary and proper meaning of this 

compound verb is ‘explere’, ‘totum 

implere’ (1 Thess. ii. 16), and thence 
by an easy gradation of meaning 

‘supplere,’ the dvd denoting the addi- 

tion, or rather making up, of what is 

lacking; comp. Plato, Conviv. p. 

188 B, ef re é&édurrov ody Epyov... 

TANPwTAL. 
dva- 

It is thus never merely 

synonymous with rAnpofv, but has 

regularly « reference more or less 

distinct to a partial rather than an 

entire vacuum. Such exx.as Thucyd. 
Ir 28, 6 Hrwos é&édere...Kal madw 

dver\npwoyn, belong to another use 

of the prep.: see esp. Winer, de 

Verb. Comp. il. p. 11 sq., and notes 

on Gal. vi. 2. 76 Dpav vor. 
K7.A.] your lack, ie. that which 
you lacked, in your service unto me; 

tpav being the gen. of the subject (o 

duets dorepjoare, Theoph.), and so 4 
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Rejoice, brethren; be- 
ware of Judaizers who 
trust in the flesh. I 
haveevery cause to trust 
therein, but value naught save Christ. 
Yet I count not to have obtained. 

kind of gen. possessivus, and trys 
Aecroupy. the gen. of the object in ref. 
to which the torépnua was evinced, 

and so a gen. of what has been 
termed ‘the point of view:’ see 

Scheuerl. Synt. § 17. 2, where these 

double genitives are briefly but clearly 

discussed; comp. also Winer, Gr. § 

30. 3. note 3. There is therefore in 
the words no call to modesty or 

humility (Chrys.) on the ground that 
6 mdvres dgelhere pdvos merolnkev 
(Theod.),—as this would imply a 
virtual connexion of iuay with \e- 

roupylas, but only a gentle and af- 

fectionate notice of the complete 

nature of the services of the emissary. 

All that the Philippians lacked was 

the joy and privilege of a personal 

ministration ; this Epaphr., by execut- 

ing the commission with which hewas 
charged (rijs rpés we Kerr. comp. ver. 
25), supplied,—and to the full. 

It would thus seem probable that the 

illness of Epaphr. was connected, not 

with his journey, but with his anxious 
attendance on the Apostle at Rome. 

See Meyer in loc., who has well ex- 

plained the true meaning of this deli- 
cate and graceful commendation. 

WARNING AGAINST JUDAISM, EARTHLI- 

NESS, AND SENSUALITY (ch. iii, r— 
iv. 1). 

Cuap, 11. 1—16. Warning against 

Judaism, and all trust in the flesh. 

His own case and action. 

1. Td Aourdv] Finally ; preparation 
for, and transition to, the concluding 

portion of the Epistle, again repeated 

yet more specifically ch. iv. 8: comp. 
2 Cor, xiii. 11, 1 Thess. iv. 1, 2 Thess. 

iii. 1, and for the grammatical differ- 
ence between this and the gen. roo Ao- 
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To Aourrov, adeAgot pou, Xalpere ITI. 
3 , BN 98 , € wn 3 4 
ev Kupiy, Ta auTa ypapey ULLLV, EOL 

mov, see notes on Gal. vi.17. Thereis 

perhaps a slight difficulty in the fact 
that subjects previously alluded to are 

again touched on, and that the per- 
sonal relation of the Apostle to the 

Judaists is so fully stated in a con- 

cluding portion of the Epistle. With- 

out having recourse to any arbitrary 

hypotheses (comp. Van Heng.), it 
seems enough to say, first, that the 

exhortations all assume a more gene- 

ric form,—xalpere, as Wiesing. re- 

marks, is the key-note; and secondly, 

as Alf. suggests, that the mention of 

xararouy leads to one of those digres- 

sions, expressively but too familiarly 

termed by Paley ‘going off at a word,’ 

which so noticeably characterize the 
writings of the inspired Apostle: see 
Hor, Paul, ch. vi. § 3. 

xalpere év Kvplw] rejoice in the 
Lord; their joy is to be no joy cara 

tov xécpov, hollow, earthly, and un- 

real, but a rveviariny Ouyndla (Theod.), 

a joy in Him in whom ai dAlwes atrac 
éxovo. xapdvy, Chrys.: comp. ch. i. 

18, 25, and notes. ta atta] 
It is very doubtful to what these 

words refer. Out of the many opi- 
nions that have been advanced, three 

deserve consideration ; (a) that they 
refer to exhortations in a lost Epistle 

(Flatt, Mey.); (8) that they refer to 
oral communications, whether made 

to the Phil. personally (Calv.), or re- 
cently communicated to Timothy and 
Epaphroditus (Wieseler); (c) that 
they refer to the words just preced- 
ing, viz. xalpere év Kuplw (Wiesing., 
Alf.). Of these (a), whatever may be 
said of the general question (see notes 
on Col. iv. 16), must here be pro- 
nounced in a high degree doubtful 
and precarious, and is expressly re- 

F2 
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A a 2 mev ove oxvnpor, duiv dé aaparés. Brérere Tous Kvvas, 

jected by Theodoret: the remark in 

Polye. Phil. § 3, ds kal darwy buiv éypa- 
wev émorodds, seems fairly neutral- 

ized by ‘in principio epistole ejus,’ 

§ 11, see Wies. Chron. p. 460, and 

comp. Wordsw. in loc. The second 

(b) is well defended by Wieseler, J. c., 
but implies an emphasis on ypdgew, 

which neither the language nor the 

order of the words in any way sub- 
stantiates, The last (c) appears on 

the whole least open to objection, as 

xalpew does seem to be the pervading 

thought of the Epistle, ch. i. 4, 18, ii. 

17, iv. r, 4, 10, and to have been the 

more dwelt upon as the actual cir- 

cumstances of the case might have 

very naturally suggested the contrary 

feeling: compare Chrys. Hom. x. 

init., who however refers 7a ai’ra to 

what follows, though admitting the 

appropriate nature of the precept. 

The grammatical objection to the 

plural ra atrd (Van Heng.) is of no 
weight; the plural idiomatically re- 

fers to and generalizes the foregoing 

precept, hinting at the particulars 

which it almost necessarily involves; 

see Jelf, Gr. § 383, Kiihner on Xen. 
Mem. 11. 6. 6, and the exx. collected 

by Stallbaum on Plato, Apol. p. 19 D, 
and Gorg. p. 447 4 It has been 

thought (Bp Lightfoot in loc.) that 

the words refer to dissensions existing 
among the Philippians. That they 

existed, even in this Church, may be 

admitted (comp. ch. ii. 2 sqq., iv. 2), 

but that it was to such extent as to 
explain the present words may be, 
very reasonably, doubted. ékvn- 

pov] grievous, irksome; comp. Soph, 
Gd. Rex, 834, nuly...ravr’ dxvnpd. 

The primary idea of dxvos and éxvmpds 
seems to be that of ‘delay’ or ‘loi- 

tering,’ whether from fear or sloth 

(Matth. xxv. 26, Rom. xii. 11), and 

thence that which is productive of 

such feelings in others, The deri- 
vation is uncertain; perhaps from 

Sanser. vak, with the notion of ‘bend- 

ing,’ ‘stooping,’ or ‘ cowering’ (?), see 
Benfey, Wurzellex. Vol. 11. p. 22. 

dodanés] sure, safe; i.e. in effect, 

as Syr. paraphrases, ‘ propterea quod 

vos commonefaciunt.’ The word is 

pressed both by Wieseler (l.c.) and 
De W., though on different sides, 

and is confessedly somewhat singu- 
larly used. It seems however suit- 
able on the grounds alleged above, 

viz. that the Phil. might have thought 

they had every reason—not yalpew 

but déuyetv. The quasi-causative 

sense is parallel to that in éxvypédv; 
comp. Joseph. Antiq. 111. 2. 1. 

2. Badémere] Look to, observe; 

‘videte,’ Vulg., Goth., Copt., not 

‘beware of,’ Auth., with Syr., this 

being a derived meaning (Winer, Gr. 

§ 32. 1, p. 200): Aith. (Platt) unites 
both. This exhortation not unna- 

turally follows. The remembrance 

of the many things that wrought 
against 7d xalp. év Kup. rises before the 

Apostle; one of the chief among 

which,—perhaps immediately sug- 

gested by the word dogadés,—he 
now enumerates. It was here that a 

od¢ahua was in some degree to be 

feared. tots Kbvas] the 

dogs, not so much, in the classical 

use of the term, in ref. to the impu- 
dence (Poll. Onom. v. 65) or the snarl- 
ing and reviling spirit (Athen. xu. 

§ 93) of those so designated,—as in 
the Jewish use, in ref. to the impure 

(Rev. xxii. 15) and essentially ethnic 
(Matth. xv. 27, comp. Schoettg. Hor. 
Hebr. Vol. 1. p. 1145) and antichris- 

tian character of these spiritual ene- 

mies of the Philippians; aozep of é6- 
vixol kal To} Geod Kal rod Xpicrod qd- 
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3- Geoi] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on greatly 
preponderating authority: Rec., Oc. 

Aérpioe Foav, Chrys. Tots 
kakovs épy.] the evil workers; comp. 
2 Cor. xi. 13, pevdardbcrondor, épydras 
déd\voc ; they were épydra: certainly, 
but the épydtecdac was éml Kang, 
Chrys. The use of the article seems 

to show that there were some whom 
the Apostle especially had in his 
thoughts. Ty KaraToptiy] 
the concision, Auth.; i.e. ‘the con- 
cised’ (‘curti Judwi,’ Hor. Sat. 1. 9. 

70), ‘truncatos in circumcisione,’ 
Hth. (Platt) appy. [but doubtful, as 
the word in the original has also ref. 

to excommunication; comp. Theod.]: 
a studiedly contemptuous paronoma- 

sia, see exx, in Winer, Gr. § 68. 2. 

The Apostle will not say mepiroun, as 
this, though now abrogated in Christ 

(1 Cor. vii. r9, Gal. vi. 15), had still 
its spiritual aspects (ver. 3, Rom. ii. 
29, Col. ii. 11),—but xararopy, a mere 

hand-wrought, outward, mutilation 
(comp. Eph. ii. 11), which these false 
teachers gloried in, and sought to 

enforce on others; oddév dAdo Towodow 

qty odpxa Kxararéuvovow, Chrys. 

The reference to excommunication 
(Theod., Hamm.) seems wholly out 
of place: indeed it is singular that 
such a very intelligible allusion 
should have received so many, and 

some such monstrous interpreta- 

tions, é.g. Baur, Paulus, p. 435. 
3. teets ydp K.7.A.] For we are 

the circumcision; reason for the de- 

signation immediately preceding: ‘I 

say xararouy, for you and I, whether 

circumcised in the body or no, are 

the circumcision, 4 Tepito), in its 

highest, truest, and spiritual sense,— 

the circumcised in heart;’ contrast 

the aS *boy Ezek. xliv. 7, and see 
Deut. x. 16, Rom, ii. 29, and the good 

note of Fritz. in loc. On the spiritual 

aspects of mepirouy, see particularly 

Ebrard, Abendm. § 2, Vol. 1. p. 23 84.5 

Kurtz, Gesch. des Alt. Bund. § 58. 3, 

p. 184 sq., where the subject is well 

discussed. of TIvetpare 

K.T.A.] who by the Spirit of God 
are serving; apposition by means of 

the substantival participle (comp. 

Winer, Gr. § 45. 7), and indirect ep- 
exegesis of the preceding collective 

designation. The sentence might 

have been expressed by means of 
8oou or ofrwes with the indic., but the 

former would have too much limited 

the class, while the latter would have 

seemed too purely explanatory of the 

allusion, and so would have weaken- 

ed the force of the antithesis. The 
dative IIvevu. is not the dat. norme 

(Van Heng., comp. notes on Gal. v. 

16), but, as the context seems to re- 

quire, the dat. instrumenti, or what 

Kriiger perhaps more correctly terms 

the ‘dynamic’ dat. (Sprachl. § 48. 
15), comp. Rom. viii. 14, Gal. v. 5, 
18, al.; the Holy Spirit was the in- 
fluence under which the darpela was 
performed; comp. John iv. 23. The 

absence of the article cannot be press- 

ed: it seems perfectly reasonable to 
consider IIvefua Ocod as a proper 

name, and as having a similar free- 

dom in respect to the article; see 

Fritz. Rom. viii. 4, Vol. 1. p. 105, 
comp. notes on Gal. v. 5. 

Aarpetovres] Absolutely, as Luke ii. 
37, Acts xxvi. 7, Heb. ix. g, a. 2. 
For a sermon on this and the follow- 

ing verses, more however resembling 
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ovres Kat Kavywmevar ev Xptor@ Inood cai ove év capi 

4 wemorOores, kaimep éyw Exwv weToiOnow Kal év capi. 
a A 

eitig Ooxel GAAOs weTotOévar év capki, éyo paddov- 

a commentary, see Augustine, Serm. 

ouxix. Vol. v. p. 95 sq. (ed. Migne), 

kal ov «.7.A.] and not trusting in 
the flesh; opposition to the preceding, 

though still under the vinculum of a 

common article: ‘we boast in Christ 

Jesus,—and in the flesh, the bodily 

and external, far from boasting as 

they did (Gal. vi. 13), we go not so 
far even as to put trust.’ On the 

definite negation implied by ov with 

the part., see Winer, Gr. § 55. 5, 

Green, Gr. p. 120. Zapé does not 

specially and exclusively refer to cir- 

cumcision, but, as the widening na- 

ture of the context seems to suggest, 

to the outward, the earthly, and the 
phenomenal; see Hofmann, Schriftb. 

Vol. 1. p. 541, Miiller, Doctr. of Sin, 

11. z, Vol. 1. p. 353 (Transl.). 

4. Kalrep éyd k.7.d.] although 
myself having, &c.; concessive sen- 

tence introduced by xalmep, qualify- 

ing the assertion which immediately 
precedes; see Donalds. Gr. § 621. 

The construction involves but little 
difficulty. In the preceding nuets and 
ov mwemo.8. the Apostle is himself in- 

cluded: lest this disavowal of wemol@. 
év capxt might on his part be attri- 

buted to the absence or forfeiture of 
claims, rather than to the renuncia- 

tion of them, he passes at once by 

means of éyo to his own case, and 

proceeds as if the foregoing clause 

had been in the singular; ‘I put no 
trust in the flesh, though, as far as 

externals are concerned, I for my 

part have an inalienable and de jure 
right (¢xwv) to do so.’ Thus then 
xalrep has its proper construction 

with the part., and the concessive 
sentence a simple and perspicuous 

relation to the foregoing clause. 

Kalmep, only used in this place by 
St Paul (Heb. v. 8, vii. 5, xii. 17, 2 
Pet. i. 12), has its regular meaning, 
‘even very much’ (see Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. a. p. 723), the wép (wep) giving 
to the simple «ai the idea of ‘ambi- 
tum rei majorem’ (Klotz), or perhaps, 

more probably, the intensive mean- 

ing of ‘through-ness’ or ‘comple- 
tion;’ see Donalds. Cratyl. § 178. 
The meaning ‘though,’ it need scarce- 
ly be said, arises from its combina- 

tion with the participle. aerro(0. 
kal év capkl] confidence even in the 
Jlesh, ‘in it as well as év Xp.,’ the 

force of xal being appy. descensive ; 

see notes on Gal. iii. 4.. There is no 

reason for modifying the meaning of 

this word (‘gloriandi argumentum,’ 

Caly.), or that of the simple pres. 

part. éxwy (‘rem preteritam facit 

presentem,’ Van Heng.): wezol@. is 

simply xavxyyows, mappyola, Chrys., 

and is actually now possessed by the 
Apostle; he still has it, though he 

will not use it ; ‘habens, non utens,’ 
Beng. Soxet is certainly 

not pleonastic (see exx. in Winer, Gr. 
§ 65. 7), but may be either (a) in the 

opinion of others,—‘videtur esse, 

quam vere est dicere mavult,’ Fritz. 

Matth. iii. 9, p. 129, comp. 1 Cor. xi. 
16, where such a meiosis seems 

plausible; or (b) in his own opinion, 
—‘opinionem qua quis sibi placeat,’ 

Van Heng., as 1 Cor. iii. 18, viii. 35 

al., and appy. in the great majority 

ofcasesintheN.T. The latter seems 

best to suit the presumptuous sub- 
jective merolOnois of these Judaists, 

and does not seem at variance (Mey.) 
with éyo uadnov, scil. Sond memoud. ev 

capxl, which follows: so Syr., and 

apparently Copt., Auth. (Platt). 
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TeptTouyn oKTanuepos, ex yevous IoparA, pudjs Benapely, 5 

‘EGpaios e& “EBpaiwv, KaTa vosLov Papicaios, Kata 6 

5+ ‘Weprropy oKrarpepos] eight 
days old when circumcised, lit. in re- 
spect of circumcision, dat. ‘of refer- 

ence,’ Winer, Gr. § 31. 6, notes on 

Gal. i. 22. Ritualistic distinction, 

followed by his prerogatives of birth, 

and (ver. 6) his personal and religious 

characteristics. Circumcision on the 
eighth day (Lev. xii. 3) distinguished 
the native Jew, both from proselyte 

and Ishmaelite, the latter of whom 

was circumcised after the thirteenth 

year, Joseph. Antig. 1. 12. 2. The 

nom. zreptrou}, which is found in 

Steph. 1550, Elz. 1624, 1633, with 
some few mss. and appy. with Chrys., 

Theod., is not correct: the abstract 

weptrouy is suitably used for the con- 
crete in its collective sense (ver. 3), 
but appy. never, as assumed here, for 

a single person, Winer, Gr. § 31. 3: 

so Van Heng., Meyer. 

&« yévous "Iop.] of the race of Israel ; 
gen. of apposition or identity, Scheu- 
erl, § 12. 1, p. 82, 83: first of the 

three climactic distinctions in regard 
to race, tribe, and lineage: ‘in cen- 

sum nune venit splendor natalium,’ 
Van Heng. ’Ex yév. Iop. is exactly 
equivalent to IcpanXlrns in the very 
similar passages, Rom. xi. 1, « Cor. 

xi, 22, and, as the designation "Ic- 

paid suggests (see Harl. on Eph. ii. 
12, Mey. on 2 Cor. l. c.), stands in 
distinction to Idumean, Ishmaelite, 

or ethnic origin in a theocratic point 
of view; comp. also Trench, Synon. 

§ 39. The reper. showed 
that the Apostle was no proselyte; 

the é« yé. ’Iop. that he was ovdé 

mpoondirw yovéwy, Chrys. in loc. 

Meyer and Alf. , following Theodoret, 

refer ’Icp. to the rpéyovorv Jacob, but 

this seems to mar the symmetry of 

the climax and the parallelism with 

Rom. xi, 1 and 2 Cor. xi. 22. 
ovis Beviapelv] of the tribe of Ben- 
jamin; of one of the two most illus- 

trious of the tribes, a true vids ris 

drouxtas (Ezra iv. 1). Some of the 
descendants of the other tribes were 
still existing, and though amalga- 

mated under the common name 

Tovdator, could still prove their de- 
scent; comp. Jost, Gesch. des Isr. 
Volkes, Vol. 1. p. 407 8q., and Winer, 

RWB. Art. ‘Stiémme,’ Vol. 1. p. §15- 

The assertion of Chrys., Wore rod 
Soxuwrépov pépous, Ta yap lepéwy év 
TE KANG Tabrns Hv THS pud7ys, is appy- 

not historically demonstrable. 
‘EBpatos e&‘EBp.] a Hebrew of He- 
brews, a Hebrew of Hebrew parent- 

age and ancestry, a Hebrew of pure 

blood ; els adrhy thy plfav dvédpaper, 

Theod.: comp. Dion.-Hal. m1. p. 163, 
CretOepor e& edevOépwv, Polyb. Hist. 

II. 59.1, €k Tupdvywy mepuxéra, and 

other exx. in Kypke, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 

115. It does not seem proper to 

limit it merely to Hebrew parents on 

both sides (Mey., Alf.). Owing to 
the loss of private records in earlier 

times (comp. Ezra ii. 59, 62), and 

the confusions and troubles in later 

times, there might have been (even 

in spite of the care with which 
private genealogies were kept, Othon. 

Lex. Rabb. p. 76, 262) many a Ben- 

jamite, esp. among those whose 
families had left Palestine, who could 
not prove a pure Hebrew descent. 

Thus the Jew of Tarsus, the Roman 

citizen, familiarly speaking and writ- 

ing Greek, might naturally be desirous 

to vindicate his pure descent, and to 

claim the honourable title of ‘E8patos 
(dvwbev Trav etdoxiuwv "Lovdaluv, 
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6. gHdos] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on greatly 

preponderating authority: Rec., ¢jov. On the presence in the N.T. of this 
and other neuter forms, see Winer, Gr. § 9. 2. rem, 2. 

7. "ANAd] So Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort; Rec., ddX. The particle is 
omitted by Tisch., and placed in brackets by Lachm., but appears to hold its 

place on slightly preponderating authority. 

Chrys.) for himself and his fore- 
fathers; comp. Winer, RWB. Vol. 1. 

P- 472, 475. That ‘EBpatos may also 

have reference to language (Chrys.) 

is far too summarily denied by Meyer 

and Alford; see Trench, Synon. § 39, 

and comp. Bp Lightfoot in loc. That 
it has reference to locality (Palestin- 
ian not Hellenist) is every way doubt- 
ful: the assertion of Jerome, by 

which it is supported, that St Paul 

was born at Gischala in Palestine, 

appears only to be, as that writer 

himself terms it, a ‘fabula;’ see 

Neander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 79 

(Bohn). kard vépov Pap.] 
in respect of the law (of Moses) a 

Pharisee: i.e. in regard of keeping 

or maintaining it, the prep. xara 

being used throughout in its more 

general signification of ‘quod atti- 

net ad;’ comp. Winer, Gr. § 49. d. 

Néuwos is here the ‘Mosaic law:’ 

though it may occasionally have what 
Reuss calls ‘signification économique, 

tout ce qui tient 4 l’ancienne dispen- 

sation’ (Théol. Chrét. 1v. 7, Vol. u. 
p. 66), this would be here out of 
harmony with the following é:caioc. 
h év vouw. The present and two 
following clauses state the theological 

characteristics of the Apostle, ar- 
ranged perhaps climactically,a Phari- 

see, a zealous Pharisee, and a blame- 
less Pharisee; comp. Acts xxii. 3, 

xxvi. 5, Gal. i. 14. 
6. Kard {yAos k.7.A.] in respect 

of zeal—persecuting the Church; 

comp. Gal. i. 13; said here perhaps 
not without a tinge of sad irony: 

even in this respect, this mournful 

exhibition of Judaist zeal, he can, if 

they will, set himself on a level with 

them. If they be Judaists, he was 
more so. The present part. is not 

for the aor. (Grot.), nor used as the 
historical present (Van Heng.), nor 

as a substantive (the exx. referred to 
by Mey. and Alf. being all associated 

with the article), but is used adjec- 
tivally, standing in parallelism to 

the following epithet dueumros, and 

predicatively in relation to a sup- 

pressed verb subst. that pervades the 
clauses; comp. Winer, Gr. § 45. 5. 

The sense is the same, but gram- 
matical propriety seems to require 

the distinction. 
Stkator. thy év vopw] righteousness 
that is in the law; righteousness 

specially so characterized, comp. 
notes on 1 Tim. iii. 13, 2 Tim, i, 13. 
In ver. 9 the same idea is somewhat 

differently expressed : dix. 1) éx vduou 

is righteousness that emanates from 

the law, that results from its com- 

mands when truly followed; dix. 7 
év vou righteousness that resides in 

it, and exists in coincidence with its 

commands. In the one case the law 
is the imaginary origin, in the other 

the imaginary sphere, of the dccaco- 

ctvyn. All limitations of vépos, e.g. 
‘ specialia instituta,’ Grot., ‘traditio- 

nem patrum,’ Vatabl., are completely 

untenable. On this verse, and on 
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8. perv ody] So Lachm., Treg., on slightly preponderating authority : 
Rec., Tisch,, Rev., Westc. and Hort, add ye. 

Justification generally, see August. 

Serm. cuxx. Vol. v. p. 926 sq. (ed. 
Migne). dpewmros] blame- 
less ; ‘proprie est is in quo nihil 

desiderari potest, duwpos in quo nihil 
est quod reprehendas,’ Tittm. Synon. 

p. 29. The dueudia here spoken of, 
in accordance with the clearly exter- 

nal relations previously enumerated, 

must be referred to the outward and 
common judgment of men; ‘vite 

mez rationes ita plane composui ut 

nihil in me quisquam reprehendere 

aut damnare posset,’ Justiniani in 

loc. 

7. Gtwa] the which things; scil. 
the qualities, characteristics, and 

prerogatives, alluded to in the pre- 

ceding clauses, dors being used in 
reference to indefinitely expressed 

antecedents; see note on Gal. iv. 24. 
The general distinction between és 
and 8ors has rarely been stated 

better than by Kriiger; ‘és is purely 
objective, doris generic and qualita- 

tive,’ Sprachl. § 51. 8. 
iv pou képdy] were gains to me; not 
‘in my judgment,’ ‘non vera sed 

opinata lucra,’ Van Heng., wo: being 

thus an ethical dative (Kriiger, 

Sprachl. § 48. 6. 5),—but ‘to me,’ a 
simple dat. commodi; they were really 
gains to St Paul in the state previous 
to his conversion; comp. Schoettg. 

in loc. The plural xépéy is appro- 
priately. used in reference to the 
different forms and characters of 
xépdos involved in the foregoing pre- 

rogatives; xépdos, in fact, considered 

in the plurality of its parts, Jelf, Gr. 

§ 355.1, Kriiger, Sprachl. § 44. 3. 5. 

Meyer compares Herod. 11. 71, wept- 
BardAduevos éwuTG xépdea; add Plato, 
Legg. 1. p. 862 c, BrAaBas kal Képdn. 

Sta tov Xp.] for Christ’s sake, more 
fully explained in ver. 8, 9, and put, 

for the sake probably of emphasis, 
between the verb and its accus. 
Chrys. here not inappropriately re- 
marks, ef da tov Xpicrdv, ob pice 

gpa. Tyqpas...Lyplav] 
I have counted (and they are now to 
me) as loss ; contrast 7yoduat, ver. 8, 

and on the force of the perfect, which 

here marks ‘ actionem que per effec- 

tus suos durat,’ see notes on Eph, ii. 

8. Meyer, followed by Alf., com- 

ments on the use of the sing. fnulav 

as marking ‘one loss in all things’ 

of which the Apostle is here speaking. 
This is possible, but it may be doubt- 

" ed whether the singular is not regu- 

larly used in this formula (comp. 
exx, in Kypke, Vol. 1. p. 315, Elsner, 

Vol. m1. p. 252, and esp. Wetst. in 

loc.), and whether the use of the 
plural would not suggest the inap- 

propriate idea of ‘ punishments,’ a 

prevalent meaning of {nula: see 

Rost u. Palm, Lez. s.v. The form fu. 

is supposed to be connected with 
‘damnum,’ and perhaps to be re- 

ferred to the Sanscr. dam, ‘domitum 

esse,’ Pott, Etym. Forsch, Vol. 1. p. 
261. 

8. dAAd piv ody K.7.A.] nay more; 
‘at sane quidem,’ Winer, Gr. § 53. 

y. In this formula, scarcely accu- 
rately rendered by ‘imo vero,’ Wies- 
ing. (after Winer, ed. 5), or, ‘but 

moreover,’ Alf., each particle has 

its proper force; d\\a contrasts the 
pres. qyoduac with the perf. Aynua, 
vev confirms, while of, with ‘its 

usual retrospective force, collects and 

slightly concludes from what has 

been previously said; see Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. m1. p. 663, and for the use of 
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Xpicrob "Incod rot Kupiouv pou, dv dv ra mavTa €Cn= 

midOnv Kal qyotua oxiBara, ta Xpiorov kepoyow, 

oxiBara] So Lachm., Tisch, Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very clearly 

preponderating authority: Rec. adds elvat. 

ev ody in giving some emphatic 

addition or correction, comp. Donalds. 

Gr. § 567. The continuative force of 
Kev ody, ‘cum quadam conclusionis 

significatione,’ is noticed by Herm. 

Viger, No. 342. kal 7you- 
por] I am also counting; not only 

Fynua but yyodua, the cal, with its 

usual ascensive and indirectly con- 
trasting force, bringing into promi- 

nence the latter verb: it is not with 

St Paul merely a past but also a 

present action. mavra] all, 

—in reference to the preceding driva 

iw «7.d., Silla omnia,’ Syr., Copt.; 
wévra, a8 its position shows, having 
no emphasis, but being used only to 

include ‘ guecungue antea Apostolo 

in lueris posita sunt,’ Van Heng. 

The fuller and regular construction 

fnulav elvoe (comp. Weller, Bemerk. 

zum Gr. Synt. p. 8,—an ingenious 

tract) is here adopted on account of 
the difference in the order of the 

words. Sid. 76 barep. K.7.A.] 
for the excellency of the knowledge of 

Christ Jesus my Lord,—‘ qui mihi 

super omnia est,’ Grot., ‘dominus 

mihi carissimus,’ Van Heng.; comp. 

Est. in loc. The article with the 
neuter adjectival participle seems de- 

signedly used to bring into promi- 

nence the specific characteristic or 

attribute of the yrdous; it was not 
merely da Thy vrepéxovcay yaow, 

but da 7d dep. THs yv., see Bern- 

hardy, Synt. m1. 42. d, p. 156, and 
comp. Jelf, Gr. § 436. 7, who notices 
this use of the neuter part. as being 

very characteristic of Thucydides, 1. 

36, m1. Io, al, This nicety of lan- 

guage was not unobserved by Chrys. 
who adverts to it to show that the 

real difference between the -yvdais 

and the mdyra (involving the vduos) 
with which it was contrasted lay 
solely in the drepoxy of the former; 

did, 7d Uarepéxov, ob Sia 7d dAdOT PLOY’ 
TO yap Uwrepéxov Tod duoyevods tzrep- 

éxe. The deduction however is un- 

necessary, if not untenable. The 

knowledge of Christ admits no homo- 

geneities, and transcends all com- 

parisons. Ta wavee etnp.] 
I suffered the loss of them all; not 

with any middle force, but purely 

passive, the retrospective and inelu- 
sive Ta mdvra (kal Td dda, Kal Te 

mdpovra, Chrys.) being the regular 

accus. of the (so termed) quantitative 

object; comp. Matth. xvi. 26, and 
see Hartung, Casus, p. 46, comp. 

Winer, Gr. § 39.1. The verb is de- 
signedly stronger than the preceding 

qyotpuae Snulay, and its object-accus. 

more comprehensive; both suitably 

enhancing the climactic sequence of 
this noble verse. Kal you- 

par oxiBada] and count them to be 
dung; clearly not a parenthetical 
clause (Van Heng.), but, as the na- 
ture of the verse indicates, joined to, 
and in sentiment advancing further 

than what has last been said. The 
colon, inserted in some edd. (Oxf. 

1836, 1851), is very undesirable; even 
the comma (Mill, Griesb., Lachm., 

Tisch.) can be dispensed with. The 
somewhat curious word oxéBadop ap- 
pears properly to mean ‘dung’ (Syr., 

Clarom., Vulg.), e.g. Alex.-Aphrod. 

Probl. 1. 18, é&aou oxtB. Kat odpov, 
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Kal evpe0a ev QUT@, MN EXwWY Eun Otkatocuvyy Thy ék 9 

voor, GAAa THY d1a TisTews Xpiorov, tiv é« Oeov 

and thus is probably to be connected 

with cx&p (not oxwp), gen. cKxards; 

see Lobeck, Pathol. p. 92, Benfey, 

Wurzellex. Vol. 11. p. 172. The old 
derivation, xvol Bareiy, i.e. kuolBadov 

(Suid., Etym. M.) or és xtvas B., is 
still defended by Pott, Htym. Forsch. 
Vol. 11. p. 295. On the various deri- 
vative meanings, ‘refuse,’ ‘ quisqui- 

lias’ (Goth., Hith.), &c., see Suicer, 

Thesaur. ».v. Vol. 1. p. 978, the 
numerous exx. collected by Wetst. in 
loc., and the smaller collections of 

Kypke, Elsner, and Loesner. 

Wa Xp. kepSyow] that I may gain 
Christ; purpose of the 7y. cxvp, elvat 
antithetically expressed with refer- 

ence to the previous {nusoicOa. Mey. 

and Alf. properly object to the bleak 
interpr. of Grot., ‘Christum, i.e. 

Christi favorem:’ it is curious that 
it should have been adopted by so 

good an expositor as Hammond. 
‘To gain Christ’ is, to use the ex- 

quisite language of Bp Hall, ‘to lay 

fast hold upon Him, to receive Him 
inwardly into our bosoms, and so to 

make Him ours and ourselves His, 

that we may be joined to Him as our 

Head, espoused to Him as our Hus- 
band, incorporated into Him as our 

Nourishment, engrafted in Him as 

our Stock, and laid upon Him as a 

sure Foundation,’ Christ Mystical, 

ch, v1.—a treatise of the loftiest 

spiritual strain. 
g. etpeba ev adrq] be found in 

Him; in Him, as the sphere and 

element of my spiritual being; comp. 

notes on Gal. ii. 17, Eph. ii. 6. Eu- 
peOG must not be regarded as a mere 
periphrasis for the verb subst., ‘ ex- 

istam sive sim,’ Grot. (see contra 
Winer, Gr. § 65, 8), nor as referring 

solely to the judgment of God (Beza), 

nor yet as antithetical to being lost 
(Bp Hall), but simply and plainly to 
the ‘judicium universale’ (Zanch.), 
‘the being and being actually found 
to be & avrg,’ both in the sight of 
God and his fellow-men; see notes 

on Gal. ii. 17. pt ov] 
Dependent on the preceding tva, and 

associated with the preceding evpe0d 

as a predication of manner. Lachm, 

and Lightfoot remove the comma 

after é& air, thus leaving it doubt- 

ful whether uw éxwy may not form 

portion of an objective sentence (Do- 

nalds. Gr. § 584 8q.), ‘be found in 
Him not to have, éc.’—a construc- 

tion that is grammatically defensible 

(comp. Kriiger, Sprachl. § 56. 7. 2), 
but certainly not exegetically satis- 

factory: the force of & air@ would 
thus be wholly obscured; comp. 

Meyer in loc. epijy Sux. «7.4. ] 
my righteousness that is of the law; 

i.e. such righteousness as I strove to 

work out by attempting to obey the 
behests of the law, ri ldlav dixatood- 

vnv, Rom. x. 3. The meaning of 

Sixatoo. is here slightly different in 
its two connexions. With éuhy it 

implies an assumed attribute of the 
Apostle, with é« véuou it implies a 

righteousness reckoned as such owing 

to a fulfilment of the claims of the 
law. On the force of é« in these 
combinations (‘immediate origin,’ 
éc.), see notes on Gal. ii. 16. 

ayy 8a wlor. Xp.] that which is 
through faith in Christ; of which 
faith in Christ is the ‘causa medians,’ 

and which, as the following words 
specify, comes immediately from God 

as its active source and origin; comp. 

Waiterl. on Justif. Vol. vi. p. 4 note, 

Usteri, Lehrb. 11. 1.1, p. 87. On the 

meaning of ricr. Xp. and the dog- 
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matical import of dia mlor., see notes 
on Gal. ii. 16 (comp. notes on Col. ii. 
12), where both expressions are brief- 
ly discussed; and also the short but 

extremely perspicuous remarks of 
Hammond, Pract. Catech. 1. 4, who 

well observes that our ‘faith itself 
cannot be regarded, in the strict sense 

of the term, as a logical instrument 

of our justification, but as a condition 

and moral instrument without which 

we shall not be justified,’ p. 78 (A.-C. 
Libr.); so also with equal perspicuity 

Forbes, Instruct. vim. 23. 22, On 
the true doctrine of justification see 

esp. Hooker, on Justif. § 6 sq., and 

for the opposed tenets of the Ro- 

manists the clear statements of Méh- 
ler, Symbolik, § 15, p. 148 sq., § 22, 

Pp. 215, 216. éml rq whore] 
based on faith; not ‘sub hae condi- 

tione ut habeas fidem,’ Fritz. (Rom. 
Vol. 1. p. 46), but ‘super fide,’ Copt., 

Beng., riorts being the foundation on 

which it firmly and solidly rests. On 

the force of é) with the dative, which, 

roughly speaking, denotes a more 

close, while with the gen. it express- 

es a less close connexion (Kriiger, 
Sprachl. § 68. 41. 1), see notes on ch. 
i. 3, and esp. on Eph. ii. 20. Nume- 

rous exx. of él with both cases (appy. 

interchangeably) will be found in 
[Eratosth.] Catasterismi, ap. Gale, 

Mythol. p. 997-135, but the work is 

of very doubtful date. The 

connexion is not perfectly clear; éi 

Tq wlorec has been joined, (a) with 
the succeeding ro yvOvar, Ath. (Pol., 

but not Platt), Chrys., and, with a 

different. application, Calv., Beng.; 

(b) with the remotely preceding éxwv, 

Meyer; (c) with the immediately pre- 
ceding dixacoodynv, Vulg., Copt., Goth. 

Of these (a) is not tenable; see below 
on verse 10; (b) is improbable and 

harsh, owing to the distance of ém 
7H w. from éxwy; (c) on the other 
hand is grammatically defensible, and 
eminently simple and perspicuous. 

As we may say dixatotcOa. émi rq 

mloret, 80 dixatocdvy éml Ti 7. without 

the art. is permissible, see Winer, 

Gr. § 20. 2, p. 123, and comp. notes 

on Eph. i. 15. 
Io. Tov yovat airév] that I may 

know Him, Auth.; infinitive of de- 

sign dependent on the preceding 

etpe8, not on uh éxwv (Mey.), which 

seems to give an undue prominence 

to the participial clause. The refer- 

ence of rod yvavat (= Wa yr@) to ver. 
8, as Winer, De W., al., seems to 

disturb the easy and natural sequence 
of thought; see Wiesing. in loc. On 

the infin. ‘of design,’ which falls un- 

der the general head of the gen. of 

subjective relation (compare Kriiger, 

‘Sprachl. § 47. 22. 2), and is by no 

means without example in classical 

Greek (Bernhardy, Synt. 1x. 2, p. 357, 
Madvig, Synt. § 170 ¢c), see Winer, 

Gr. § 44. 4, P. 291, where other exx,. 

are noticed and discussed. The 
construction of rod yrévar with ért 
vy wlor., if taken (a) as equivalent 
to wore yravar Sia THs alorews 

(Theod., Chrys.), is opposed to the 
order of words, and to all rules of 

grammatical analysis,—if (b) as a 

definitive gen., ‘so as to know Him’ 

(Calv., Beng.), it is a construction of 
mwiorts not found in the N.T.; see 

Meyer and Alf. The know- 

ledge here mentioned, as Meyer right- 

ly observes, is not merely speculative 

but practical and experimental; see 

esp. Beck, Seelenl. 1. 9, p. 22, comp. 

Andrewes, Serm. Vol. 11. p. 204 (A.-C. 

Libr.). kal tiv Suv. K.7.A.] 

and the power of His resurrection; 

fuller explanation of the preceding 
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10. Kowwvlay] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec., and former edd. of this Commentary, 
Thy Kowwviay. ovppopprtsuevos] So the above-mentioned critical 
edd., on very clearly preponderating authority: Rec., cvxppoppotpevos. 

avrév, under two different aspects, 

the Lord’s resurrection, and the 

Lord’s sufferings. The dv. ris av- 
act. adrod is clearly not ‘ potentia 

qua excitatus fuit,’ Vatabl. (dvacr. 
being a gen. objecti), but ‘ qua justos 

ad immortalitatem revocabit,’ Just., 

—dvacr. being the gen. originis 

(Hartung, Casus, p. 23); ‘a virtue 
or power flowing from Christ’s resur- 

rection, called by the Apostle vis re- 

surrectionis,’ Andrewes, Serm. Vol. 

Ir. p. 204 (A.-C. Libr.) ; comp. Theoph. 

As the resurrection of Christ has at 
least four spiritual efficacies, viz. (a) 
as quickening our souls, Eph. ii. 5; 

(b) as confirming the hope of our 
resurrection, Rom. viii. 11, 1 Cor. xv. 

22; (c) as assuring us of our present 
justification, Rom. iv. 24, 25; (d) as 
securing our final justification, our 
triumph over death, and participa- 

tion in His glory, 2 Cor. iv. 10 8q., 
Col. iii. 4,—the context can alone 
determine the immediate reference. 
Here the general sentiment seems to 

point to (c) or (d), the present verse 
and ver. 11 perhaps more especially 
to thelatter. On the fruits of Christ’s 

resurrection, see Pearson, Creed, Art. 

vy. Vol. 1. p. 313, Usher, Body of Div. 
ch, xv. ad fin., and on our justification 

by Christ’s resurrection compared 
with that by His death, the admir- 
able remarks of Jackson, Creed, x1. 

16. 8. kowovlay «.7.A,] 
fellowship of His sufferings; further 
exemplification of the experimental 
knowledge of Christ, regarded as ob- 
jective and present, suggested by the 

preceding clause, of which the ref. 

was rather subjective and future. It 
is only in a participation in His suf- 

ferings that there can be one in His 

resurrection and glory: ef rolywy ph 

érigrevouev rt gusBaciiedoouev ovK 

dv rocatra kal Ta Toatra émdoyouer, 

Theoph.; comp, Rom. viii. 17, 2 Tim. 

ii. 11. This partnership in Christ’s 

sufferings is outward and actual 

(Chrys., al.), not inward and ethical 

(Zanch.) ; it is a sharing in the suf- 
ferings He suffered, a drinking from 

the cup He dranky comp. 2 Cor. iv. 

10, 1 Pet. iv. 13, notes on z Tim. ii. 

11, and Reuss, Théol. Chrét. 1v. 20, 

Vol. 11. p. 224. TuppopHrfop., 
«.7.A.] being conformed to His death, 

i.e. ‘by being, or while I am being, 

conformed to His death even as I 
now am:’ pres. participle logically 

dependent on the preceding yrdva; 
see notes on Eph. iii. 18,iv.2. This 
conformation then is not ethical, ‘ut 

huic mundo emortuus sim quemad- 

modum Christus mortuus est in 
eruce,’ Van Heng., but, as the con- 

nexion and tenor of the passage re- 

quire, actual, and, as the pres. sug- 

gests, even now more especially going 

on: ‘ut cognoscam communicationem 

passionum ejus, in quam venio, et 

que mihi contigit dum per passiones 

et mortis pericula que pro nomine 
ejus sustineo conformis efficior morti 

ejus,’ Estius. 

11. e& mws] if by any means, ‘si 

quomodo,’ Vulg., Clarom.; an ex- 

pression not so much of doubt as of 

humility, indicating the object con- 
templated in cuppopdit. x.7.d.3 0d 

Oaphd yap, pnoly, obtrw obrws, éramewo- 
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mos KatavTyow eis rHv eLavacracw Thy eK veKxpor. 

11. yy éx vexpay] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

very greatly preponderating authority: Rec., ray vexpav. 

gpévet, Theoph.: see also Neander, 

Phil. p. 43. In this formula, when 

thus associated with verbs denoting 
an action directed to a particular end, 

the idea of an attempt is conveyed 

(‘nixum fidei Pauline,’ Beng.), which 

may or may not be successful; comp. 

Acts xxvii. 12, Rom. i. 10, xi. 14, and 

see Fritz. Rom. xi. 14, Vol. 11. p. 47, 
Hartung, Partik. e, 2. 6, Vol. 11. p. 

206, and for a few exx. of the similar 

use of si in Latin, Madvig, Lat. Gr. 

§ 451. d. kataytTioe els] 
I may attain unto; not indic. future, 
as in Rom. i. 10, and perhaps xi. 14 

(Mey.), but aor. subj. (Alf.), as the 

following words, e«f kal xaraddBw, 

seem to suggest. On the force of el 

with the subj. (‘ubi nihil nisi condi- 
tio ipsa indicetur’), now admitted and 

acknowledged in the best Attic Greek, 

see Herm. de Part. dv, 11. 7, p. 97; 

Klotz, Devar. Vol. 1. p. 499 8q., 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 41. 2. ¢, p. 263. 

The expression xaravray els, ‘ perve- 

nire ad,’ is used in the N.T. in con- 

nexion with places (Acts xvi. 1, xviii. 

19, 24, al.), persons (1 Cor. x. 11, xiv. 

36), and ethical relations (Acts xxvi. 
7, Eph. iv. 13), in which last con- 

nexion it is also found with ém 

several times in Polyb.; e.g. with 

gen., Hist. x1v. 1. 9 (but the reading 

is doubtful), with accus., 11. 11. 4, 
I, gt. 1, xIv. 1.9. The ref. of Van 
Heng. to time, ‘si perveniam ad tem- 

pus hujus eventi,’ is thus wholly un- 

necessary, if indeed it be lexically 

tenable. TH &avdcraciy 
K.7T.A.] the resurrection from the 
dead; i.e., a8 the context suggests, 

the first resurrection (Rev. xx. 5), 
when at the Lord’s coming the dead 

in Him shall rise first (1 Thess, iv, 

16), and the quick be caught up to 
meet Him in the clouds (1 Thess. iv. 
17); comp. Luke xx. 35. The first 

resurrection will include only true 

believers, and will appy. precede the 

second, that of non-believers and 

disbelievers, in point of time; see 

Ebrard, Dogmatik, § 571, and the 

singular but learned work of Bur- 
net, on the Departed, ch. 1x. p. 258 

(Transl.). Any reference here to a 
merely ethical resurrection (Coc- 

ceius) is wholly out of the question. 

The double compound é£avdcracis, 

an dm. Neydu. in N.T. (comp. Polyb. 

Hist. 11. 55. 4), does not appear to 

have any special force (rhyv eédogor, 

Thy & vedéraus eEapow, Theoph.), but 
seems only an instance of the ten- 

dency of later Greek to adopt such 

forms without any increase of mean- 

ing, see Thiersch, de Vers. Alex. 11. 

I, p. 83, and notes on Eph. i, 21: 

comp. Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. p. 

316 (ed. Burt). viv & 
vexp@v] Distinct and slightly empha- 
tic specification of the éfavdor.; see 

notes on 1 Tim. iii. 13, 2 Tim. i. 13, 

where however the first article, as 

being associated with a word of known 

meaning and common occurrence, is 

omitted after the prep. Meyer de- 

fends Rec. ééay. rv vexpdv, on the 

ground that elsewhere St Paul regu- 

larly omits éx; these internal consi- 

derations, however, must yield to 

the very great preponderance of ex- 
ternal authority in favour of the text. 

12—16. 12, Ovx St] (I say) 
not that: not so much in confirma- 
tion of what precedes (Theoph.), as 
to avoid misapprehension, and by his 
own example to confirm his own ex- 

hortations ; comp. ver. 15; ‘nolite, 
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Ovy Sri dn eraBov 7H dy TeTeAelwuat, SioKw dé 12 

inquit, in me falli; plus me ipse novi 
quam vos. Si nescio quid mihi desit, 

nescio quid adsit,’ August. On the 

use of odx dri, scil. odk éo@ 871, in 

limiting a preceding assertion or ob- 

viating a misapprehension, see Har- 
tung, Partik. Vol. 11. p. 154, comp. 

Herm. Viger, No. 253. 

78m eAaBov] I have already attain- 
ed; on the force of the aor. see next 

note. The object of aor is some- 
what doubtful. The two most natural 

supplements are (a) Xpiorév, Theod., 

implied from what precedes ; (6) Bpa- 
Betov, Chrys., reflected from what fol- 

lows. Of these (b) is to be preferred, 

as the dudcw immediately following 
seems to show that the favourite meta- 

phor from the stadium was already oc- 

cupying the Apostle’s thoughts. The 
simple 2\aBov thus precedes, almost 

‘generaliter dictum,’ to be succeeded 

by the more specific caraddBw. On 

the force of 457 and its distinction 

from viv, see notes on 2 Tim. iv. 6. 

tereXclopoar] have been made perfect : 
more exact explanation of the semi- 

metaphorical ¢\afor, and result of it. 

The preceding aor. is thus not to be 

regarded as a perfect, but as repre- 

senting a single action in the past 

(‘ita utnon definiatur quam late pateat 

‘id quod actum est,’ Fritz. de Aoristi 
Vi, p. 17), which the succeeding perf. 
explains and expands ; comp. Winer, 

Gr.§40.5,p.247. That the reference 
of redecodcOa is here ethical, ‘to be 

spiritually perfected,’ notto the games 
(Hamm., Loesner, p. 355), ‘to be 
crowned or receive the reward,’ is 

almost self-evident: comp. Reuss, 

Théol. Chrét, 1v. 16, Vol. 11. p. 182. 
The verb is only used here by St 
Paul (2 Cor. xii. g is more than 

doubtful), though common in Heb, 
and elsewhere in the N.T, The an- 

cient gloss 7 7dy dedtxalwua (FG 

ducaropar, on the reading of G see- 

Tisch. in loc.) inserted after 2\aBov 
in D!FG; Clarom,, Sangerm., Aug., 

Boern.; Iren., al., indirectly shows 

the meaning here ascribed to rere- 
Aelwpae. Sidkw 8] but 
I am pressing onward; not ‘sed 

persequor,’ Beza, but ‘[per]sequor 

autem,’ Vulg., with a more just 

regard to the force of the particle: 

see Hand, Tursell. Vol. 1. p. 559. In 

sentences of this nature, where a 

negative has preceded and the regu- 

lar ddA (sondern) might have been 

expected (comp. Donalds. Cratyl. § 
201), it will nearly always be found 

that the connexion of the two clauses 
is oppositive rather than adversative ; 

i.e. that in the one case (d\\d) the 
preceding negation is brought into 

sharp prominence and contrasted 
with what follows, while in the other 

(6é) the negation is almost left un- 
noticed, and the sentence continued 
with the (so to say) ‘connective op- 

position’ that so regularly character- 

izes the latter particle; see Klotz, 

Devar. Vol. 11. p. 360, and comp. 

Hand, I. ¢, The metaphor 

is obviously taken from the stadium 

(Loesn. Obs. p. 355, émaydvbs elu, 

Theoph.), and the verb diwxw, as in 

the exx. cited by Loesn., and also in 
ver. 14, seems to be here used abso- 
lutely, kara orovdhy éXatvew, Phavor.; 

see exx. in Kypke, Obs. Vol. u1. p. 

317, Butim. Lewil. § 40, p. 232 

(Transl.): so, distinctly, Syr., Copt., 

‘eurro,’ and appy. Chrys., who re- 

gards it as only differing qualitatively 

(uf 8cou révov) from rpéxw; see also 
Theoph. in loc. If duédkw be regarded 
as transitive, the object of dudxw will 

be the same as that of caraddBw, scil. 

the fpaBetov implied in the é¢ 6: 
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ei kal katadaBw ep @ kal kareAnupOyv bro Xpioros. 

12. Xpicrod] Rec., rod Xpiorod Iyoob. The authorities are here some- 

what divided. The roo is rejected by Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. 

and Hort, on very greatly preponderating authority. The Incod is, however, 
retained on good though insufficient authority by Tisch., Rev.: Westc. and 
Hort bracket. 

comp. Aith. (Platt). The former 
construction however seems more 
simple and natural. él kal 

karadkdBo] If I may also lay hold 
on; the xal contrasting xaraddBw 
not with the more remote aov 
(Mey.), but with the immediately 

preceding Sidxw (Alf.): see Ecclus, 

xi. 10, xxvii. 8, comp. Rom. ix. 30, 

Lucian, Hermot. § 77, Cicero, Of. 1. 
31. 110, in all which passages there 

seems a contrast more or less defined 

between the dudxew and xcaraapPd- 
ve, the ‘sequi’ and ‘assequi;’ comp. 

Fritz. Rom. Vol. 1. p. 358. On the 
force of ef kat see notes on ch. ii. 17. 
The reading however in this verse is 

not quite certain, the first xa! being 

omitted by Tisch. with good autho- 

rity (the 2nd xal is also omitted in 
some MSS., but with less probability); 

the critical preponderance is, however, 

clearly in favour of the text. 

Whether caraddBw (‘assequar,’ Rom. 

ix. 30, 1 Cor. ix. 24) is to be taken 
absolutely or transitively will de- 

pend on the meaning assigned to 

é¢ @. ép’ @ kal kated.] that 
for which also I was laid hold on; 

so Syr., ‘id cujus caus&,’ and sim. 
Aith. (Platt),—the only two versions 
that make their view of this passage 
perfectly clear. ’E¢’ ¢ has here re- 

ceived several different interpreta- 

tions. Taken per se it may mean, 

(a) quare, like dv@ dv (Luke xii. 3) at 
the beginning of a sentence; comp. 

Diod. Sic. xrx. 9, é¢’ 6 rdv wav pelfova 

kadofot Tadpov x.7.d.; (8) co quod, 
propterea quod, scil. ért rovrw br1o= 

duére (appy. Rom. v. 12, 2 Cor. v. 4), 

expressed more commonly in the 
plural, é¢ ofs, in classical Greek; see 

Thom. M. p. 400, ed, Bern., and 
Fritz. Rom. Vol. 1. p. 299; (vy) sub 

qua conditione, cujus causa, almost 

‘to which very end,’ Hamm. (see 1 

Thess, iv. 7, Gal. v. 13, and notes, 

also exx. in Lobeck, Phryn. p. 475), 

@ being here regarded as the relative 

to a suppressed antecedent roéro, the 

obj. accus. of karahd Bw: comp. Luke 

v. 25 (é¢ 8). Of these (8) and (y) are 
the only two which here come into 

consideration, The former is adopted 

by the Greek commentators, Beng., 

Meyer, al., and deserves considera- 

tion, but introduces a reason where 

a reason seems hardly appropriate. 

The latter is adopted by Syr., Copt., 

De W., Neand., and appy. the bulk 

of modern expositors, and seems most 

in harmony with the context: the 
Apostle was laid hold on by Christ 
(at his conversion, Horsley, Serm. 

xvul., not necessarily as a fugitive in 

a race, Chrys., Hamm.) with refer- 

ence to that,—to enable him to ob- 

tain that, which he was now striving 
to lay hold of. It may be 

observed lastly that xa does not refer 

to a suppressed éy, nor to Karen. 
(Alf.), but to the preceding relative, 
which it specifies, and tacitly con- 
trasts with other ends which might 
be conceivable; ‘for which too, for 

which very salvation, I was appre- 
hended,’ &c.; comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 12, 

kabes kal éreyrdoOny, and see Klotz, 

Devar. Vol. 11. p. 636. 
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bd , o. 4 ka é 13 ader pol, eyw é€“avTov ov AoyiCouat kareidnpévat: 
ad 0é ‘ A Le , A A ” 

é&v dé, Ta pev omicw eémtdavOavemuevos, Trois Oc ep 

13. ot] So Lachm., Treg., but each with a margin: Rec., Tisch., Rev. 

(with marg.), Weste. and Hort (with margin), ofrw. The external authority 
is very equally balanced, but the probability that the o#mw arose from a 

desire to soften the unqualified negative appears to turn the scale. 

13. @Sedpol] Harnest and empha- 
tic repetition of the preceding state- 
ments, under somewhat hortatory 

aspects, negative and positive: in the 

first portion of the verse the Apostle 

disavows all self-esteem and self- 
confidence,—not perhaps without 

reference to some of his converts 

(raGra mpds rods weyahodppovodvyras éml 

tois 7y KaropOwOeicr Aéye, Theod.) ; 

in the second portion and ver. 14 he 
declares the persistence and energy 
of his onward endeavour; évds clue 

Mévov, Tob Tots gumporbev éeexrelve- 

Oa, Chrys. eyo epavréy 

k.7.4.] I do not esteem mysEur to have 

apprehended: the juxtaposition of 

éyw and the specially added éuavrdy 
(see Winer, Gr. § 44. 3) not only 
mark the selfish element which the 
Apostle disavows (Mey.), but declare 
his own deliberate judgment on 
his own case; comp. Beng. The 
verb Aoylgouae is rather « favourite 

word with St Paul, being used (ex- 
cluding quotations) twenty-nine times 

in his Epp., and thrice only (Mark 
xi. 31 being more than doubtful) in 
the rest of the N. T. 

&y 8€] but one thing I do, se. rod, 
the general verb in the first clause 

being inferred from the special verb 

that follows; see Winer, Gr. § 66. 

1.b. The ellipsis is variously sup- 

plied (‘ novi,’ Syr.; @povrifw or je- 

pywv, Gacum. 25. éorl, Beza; diuwxw, 

Flatt), evaded (Goth.), passed over 

(Zith.), or left nakedly as it stands 
(Vulg., Copt.). The most simple 

E. 

and natural supplement is that 

adopted above, with Theoph., icum., 
and most modern expositors; see 

Jelf, Gr. § 895. c. Meyer strongly 

urges the participial form zo.év, but 

this surely mars the emphasis, and 
obscures the prominent diwxw, to 
which the ellipsis seems intended to 
direct attention. Ta wey 
érlow émd.] forgetting the things 

behind; not the renounced Judaical 

prerogatives, ver. 5 sq. (Vorst.), nor 

the deeds done under their influence, 

but, as the metaphor almost unmis- 

takeably suggests, the portions of his 

Christian course already traversed, 
‘the things attained and left behind,’ 

Fell; é mow, évos ylyvouat pdvov, 

brws del mpoxdmroun* émdavOdvopat 

tay Karopbwudrav Kal adlnue abra 

émlow, kal ov6é péuynuar bws atrav, 

Theoph.; comp. Chrys. The special 

reference of Theod. to of wept roi 
knpvywaros mévo. is unsatisfactory, 

as obscuring the general and practi- 

cal teaching which this vital passage 
conveys; Kal fuels wh bcov qvicapery 

Ths aperfis dvadroyifwueda, AAN B8cov 

queiy elma, Chrys. In the verb 

émhavO. (‘dynamic’ middle,—of the 
inward act [the act. not occurring], 

Scheuerl, Synt. p. 295) the prep. 
seems to mark the application of the 

action to, and perhaps also its ex- 

tension over (accus.) the object, a 
little more forcibly than the simple 

verb (Xn07 mapadotya:, Chrys.) ; comp. 

Rost u. Palm, Lez. s.v. él, C. cc, 

dd. It is occasionally, as here, 

G 
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2 9 A 14 mpocOev érexretvduevos, kata acKomdy didKw els TO 
a cal a , fal an? ms rod 

BpaBeiov rig dvw erycews Tod Oeod ev Xpior@ "Iyoov. 

14. els] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on authority 

s0 criticully preponderant, that the internal arguments founded on the 

comparison of the prepp. (see former edd. of this Commentary) cannot be 

considered sensibly to affect the decision: Rec., érl. 

found with the accus.; the simple 

form always with gen.; comp. Jelf, 

Gr. § 512, Thom. M. p. 348 (ed. 

Bern.). Tots St Eumpoo bev 
érext.] but stretching out after the 
things that are in front: still more 

distinct reference to the image of the 

racer. The ra éumpoofev are the 
Slavdor (to use the language of Chrys.) 
which are yet to be passed over in 

the Christian course, and are the 

successive objects (dat. of direction, 
see Hartung, Casus, p. 83) toward 
which the action of the érexrew. is 

directed: good works done in faith 

are the successive strides ; Andrewes, 

Serm. Vol. ut. p. g5 (A.-C. Libr.). 
In the double compound ézexr. the 

éml marks the direction, éx the pos- 

ture, in which the racer stretches out 

his body towards the objects before 

him; 6 yap émexrewduevos obrés ear 

6 rods wbdas Katto TpéxovTas TH hour@ 

cwpatt mpodaBely orovddfwy, Chrys. 

A very similar use of érexrelvec Oat is 

cited in Steph. Thesaur. s. v., Strabo, 

xvi. p. 800. 

14. kata okordv Sidkw] I press 
forward toward the mark, The pre- 

position xara here marks the direc- 
tion of the diudxew (see Acts viii. 26, 
xvi. 7, and with closer geographical 

ref., ii. 10, xxvii. 12),—a direction 
which, according to the primary 

meaning of the prep. (kata=xe-v-ra), 

is represented as ‘ beginning near us 
and proceeding to a point not neces- 

sarily distant,’ Donalds. Cratyl. § 183. 

On the absolute use of didKw, see on 

ver. 12. els Td BpaBetov 
k.7.A.] unto the prize of the heavenly 

calling; the gen. not being of appo- 

sition (De W.), which would involve 
the untenable assumption that Kdjous 

= ‘superna beatitudo,’ Est., comp. 

De W.,—but a species of the gen. 

possessivus, serving to mark the Spa. 

as that which the dvw xAjots has in 

expectation as its final crown. The 

BpaBe?ov is here, as in 1 Cor. ix. 24, 
not ‘the goal’ but ‘the prize’ (7d 

GOdov éxddecev, Theod.), and is the 

object which the didxev is designed 

to reach and secure),—‘the future 

eternal glory to which God calls us 

by the Gospel of Christ,’ Bull, Serm. 

XIV. p. 268 (Oxf. 1844). The deriva- 
tion is uncertain; perhaps Bpa= po, 
with ref. to the judge sitting forward 
to award the prize, Benfey, Wurzel- 

lex, Vol. 11. p. 106. The xdjous, 
here defined as proceeding from God 

(gen. originis), is still further speci- 

fied as 7 dvw kdjows, the heavenly 

calling (comp. Col. iii. 2, Gal. iv. 26); 
not with any special reference to the 

peculiar appointment of St Paul 

(Mey., Alf.), but, as the latitude of 
the passage seems to require, with 

general reference to its ends and ob- 

jects; it was a «Ajovs éroupdvos (Heb. 

iii. 1), God was its author (1 Thess. 
ii. 12), heaven the object to which it 
conducted, and in reference to which 

it was vouchsafed ; comp. ver. 20. 

év Xp. *Ino. may be connected (a) 
with dusxw, as Chrys., appy. Theoph., 

Gcum., and very emphatically, Mey.; 
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4 a a A 

Ooo: oty rédevor TovTO Ppovamuev- Kal ef Te érépws 15 

or (b) with xdrjous (Copt., Ath.),— 
xadew év Xp., and therefore xdyjous év 
Xp. without the art., being an al- 
lowed formula; see Winer, Gr. § 20. 

z, and notes on Eph. i.15. The latter 
seems most simple, and most coinci- 

dent with St Paul’s use of the for- 
mula. On the dogmatical signifi- 

cance of this verse, as indicating an 
effort on our parts through the assist- 

ance of grace, comp. Reuss, Théol. 

Chrét. 1v. 22, Vol. 11. p. 255. 
15. “Ooo otv] As many then as ; 

the ofv with its usual collective and 

retrospective force gathering into a 

definite exhortation the statements 

made in the three preceding verses : 
comp. Klotz, Devar. Vol. 1. p. 717. 
"Ooo is clearly not synonymous with 

ques ol, Heinr., but is designedly 

used as leaving to each one’s con- 

science whether he were rédeos or 

no. téXevot] perfect ; not 
absolutely, e.g. rerehecwpévor (ver. 12), 
but relatively;—yet not necessarily 

as opposed to vim, ‘in societate 

Christiana cum adultis comparandi,’ 
Van Heng. (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 6, xiv. 

20, where however the reference is 

rather to knowledge), but simply as 
those who had made some advance 
toward the 7rédos of Christian life; 

comp. Wiesing. in loc., where this 
view is elaborately and successfully 

maintained. TovTO dpo- 
vaopev] let us be of this mind, ‘let us 
entertain these views with regard to 

religious practice (Horsley), which I 

follow, and which I am here incul- 

cating.’ Yet what views? Surely 

not merely 7d &re det Tov Briobev ém- 
NavOdverGar, Chrys.; so that rederd- 

rns in its fullest sense is to consist 
in 7d ph voulfew éavriv rédecov elvar 
(comp. Theoph.), but with a more 

inclusive reference to the whole great 

subject which commenced ver. 7, was 

continued to ver. 11, and was speci- 

ally illustrated in ver.12—14. That 
the rofro should refer to what im- 

mediately precedes, to the é 6é of 

ver. 13, seems required by the rules 

of perspicuity,—but that it refers to 

it only in so far as it forms a sort of 

example and special statement of the 

modus agendi, in ref. to ver. 8 sq., 

seems plain from the evident inter- 

connexion of the whole passage. 

kal ef tu K.T.A.] and if in any respect 

ye are differently minded; ‘if you 
entertain, as is certainly supposable 

(et with indic., see Winer, Gr. § 41. 
2, notes on Gal. i. 9), upon any 

point,—not of doctrine or external 
worship (Horsley), but of moral 

practice (ov rept doyudrwr raira elpy- 

Tat ddr& rept Blov TeXec6THT os, Chrys.), 
any different, and so, almost neces- 

sarily, less correct sentiments, even 

this too,—this about which ye are 

thus differently minded, will God 

reveal to you in its true relations,’ 

There is thus no need with Horsley, 

in his able sermon on this passage, 
to give ¢poveire two different refer- 

ences, (a) to religious disposition, 

(b) to opinion; nor is it enough to 
regard érépws as standing merely in 

opp. to ‘sameness and uniformity,’ 

when the context seems so clearly to 

imply an improper and injurious di- 

versity; see exx. of this sense of 

érepos in notes on Gal. i. 6. We may 
observe (with Wiesinger) that the 
Apostle does not say érepov but éré- 
pws; they did not differ in funda- 

mentals, but in the aspects and re- 

lations in which they regarded them 

and carried them out into practice. 

kal todro] even this, ‘this also, as 

G2 
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16. oroxelv] The addition in Rec., cavdm, 7d abrd dpoveiv, which appears, 

with variations both of words and order, in several of the uncial MSS., is 

rejected by Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on clearly 

preponderating authority. It has been defended by Rinck, Matth., and 
Wordsw., but, owing to the suspicious variations in words and order, has 

every appearance of being an explanatory gloss; comp. ch. ii, 
vi. 16. 

well as the other things which God 

has been pleased to reveal;’ the as- 

censive xal contrasting the present 

totro,—the point on which they need 

revelation, not with the preceding 

rodro (Flatt), but with the other 
points (to which ef 7 is the excep- 
tion) concerning which they have 

already received it, and are in accord 

with the Apostle: comp. Hartung, 

Partik. s.v. cal, 2. 8, Vol. 1. p. 135. 
The rofro is somewhat differently 
explained, ‘justitiam esse ex fide,’ 

Vatabl., ‘vos esse deceptos,’ Grot., 

‘quod nos perfecti sentimus,’ Beng. ; 

alii alia. The only natural explana- 

tion seems that adopted above, viz. 

the thing concerning which érépws 
gpovetre (Horsley), i.e. the true re- 

lations of the preceding ri, ‘7i in 

seiner Wahrheit,’ De W.; 6 Oeds tyuiy 

ws d-yvoodaw brodelée 7d S€ov, Theoph. 

atmokadtpe] will reveal, by means 

of the IIveiua codlas kal droxadtwews, 

Eph. i. 173 ov« efmrev évdée, ddd’ dtro- 
kanowet, tva ddf waddov dyvolas elvar 

7d mpayua, Chrys. The future is not 

merely expressive of wish, but of an 

assured and predictive expectation ; 

‘loquitur pro spe quam ex priore 

ipsorum fide conceperat; sic et Gal. 
v. ro,’ Grot.: comp. Winer, Gr. § 

40. 6. 

16. @wAynv] Notwithstanding, ‘be 
that as it may,’ Horsley; ‘in spite 

of there probably being several points 

2, Gal. 

in which you will need droxddvyis.’ 
The practically adversative force of 

wi limits the preceding expression 

of predictive expectation, while its 

intrinsically comparative force serves 

also to contrast the aor. é¢6. with. 

the fut. darox.; see notes on ch. i. 18, 

and Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. p. 724. 

els 6 ehOdoapev] whereto we have 
attained, Matth. xii. 28, Rom. ix. 31, 

al, The primary and classical mean- 
ing of this verb (pre-venire) appears 
to have been almost entirely lost 

sight of in Alexandrian Greek, and 

to have merged in the general mean- 

ing ‘venire,’ and with eis ‘pervenire;’ 

comp. Dan, iv. 19 (Lheod.), 4 peya- 
Awotyn gov éueyardvOn Kal eépbacev 

els Tov ovpavev: see Fritz, Rom. Vol. 

Ir. p. 357- It is doubtful whether 

é¢6dac. denotes advance in moral 
conduct (Chrys., Theoph., Mey.), ad- 
vance in knowledge (De W., Wies- 
ing.), or in both (Alf.); the first 

seems most in accordance with the 

context and with croyeiv, the last 

however is not improbable. Further, 

that 6 does not indicate a point com- 

mon to all, is almost self-evident: it 

is a point in a common line, varying 

in its position according to individual 

progress. This common line (pro- 

duced) the Apostle in the following 

words commands all to pursue, and 

not to diverge from: comp. the illus- 

trative diagram of Meyer in loc, 



III. 16, 

Imitate me and my fol- 
lowers, for many, alas! 
mind earthly things. 
Our country is heaven, 
whence we look for Our 
Lord and our final 
change. 

TO aiTO croixety] walk onward coin- 

cidently with the same, or ‘according 

to the same ;’ dat. norme, comp. Gal. 

vi. 16, T@ kavdye ToUTW oToLxelv, Where 
see note and references. The infini- 

tive is here imperatival, and, in ac- 

cordance with that usage, conveys a 
precise and emphatic command, or 

rather address (Kriiger, Sprachl. § 55. 

1. 8), in the second person singular 

or plural ; see Jelf, Gr. § 671. a, Fritz. 

Rom. Vol. m1. p. 86. Hence the 

hortative transl. in the first person, 

as in Theoph., crocxduey (comp. 
Chrys.), and in all the Vv. except 

Aith. (Platt), seems grammatically 

doubtful; so rightly Mey., Alf., but 

not De W. This is perhaps the only 

certain instance of a pure impera- 

tival inf. in the N.T.; other in- 

stances, ¢.g. Rom. xii. 15, pass more 

into declarations of duty and of what 

ought to be done, and may conse- 

quently be joined with all three 

persons ; see Jelf, Gr. § 671. b, Winer, 

Gr. § 43. 8. 

17—iv. 1. Exhortation to follow 
his example, and to stand fast. 

17. Buvpusntal «.r.d.] Be imitators 
together of me, scil. ‘together with 

all who imitate me ;’ ‘coimitatores,’ 

Clarom., Copt.: continuation of the 

foregoing exhortation with reference 
to the Apostle’s own example, The 
ovy in ouvp. is appy. neither otiose 

on the one hand, as in ovvroNtrat, 

Eph. ii. 19, nor yet on the other 
does it imply so much as ‘omnes 

uno consensu et und mente,’ Calv., 

Alf. ,—a tinge of ethical meaning not 
suggested or required by the context. 

It appears simply to mark the com- 
mon nature of the action in which 

A w. , ( yepee es 
Kkabwe EXETE TUTOV HuUaS, 

17, 48, 85 

Duvuiynrai pou ryiverOe, aderpol, 17 
a 4 al 

Kal oxomeiTe TOUS OUTWS wepiTarovvTas 

moAAot yap 18 

they all were to share; not merely 
‘be imitators’ (1 Cor. iv. 16), but 

‘be a company of such ;’ xadmep év 

Xp kat orparowédw tov xoprydv Kal 

orparyyov dei puopetoOar Tovs dourovs, 

Chrys. kal oKotretre «.7.X.] 
and mark them which are so walking ; 

they were all to imitate the absent 
Apostle and to observe studiously 

those among them who walked after 

his example. Who these were can- 

not be determined: the allusion may 

be to Timothy, Epaphras, and other 

missionaries of the Apostle, but is 
perhaps more naturally referred to 

all those, whether holy men among 

the Philippians, or teachers sent to 

them, who followed the example of 

St Paul; diddone. ws moddovs exer 

To0de Too cKxoTod Kowwvovs, Theod. 

Kabds Exere k.T.A.] as ye have an ex- 
ample in us, ka9ws standing in cor- 

relation to the preceding ofrws, and 

qpas referring to the Apostle: so 

Vulg., Clarom,, and all Vv., Chrys. 
and the Greek expositors, and, it 

may be added, nearly all modern 

commentators. Meyer and Wiesing. 

give xafws an argumentative force, 

‘inasmuch as’ (see notes on Eph, i. 

4), but in so doing seem to impair 
the force, and obscure the perspicuity 

of the passage: see Alf. in loc., who 

has satisfactorily refuted this inter- 

pretation. The use of the plural judas 

does not imply a reference to rods 

otrws mepur, together with St Paul, 
but seems naturally to point either 

to the Apostle and his fellow-workers 

(Van Heng., Alf.), or perhaps, more 

probably, is the Apostle’s designation 

of himself viewed less in his personal 

than his official relations: ‘be all, in 
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19 Aéyw, Tovs €xOpors roo ctTavpoi Tot Xpicrov, dv vo 

matters of practical religion, imita- 

tors of me Paul, and observe those 

who have me their Apostle as their 
ensample ;’ comp. 2 Thess. iii. 7, 9. 

The singular tov yields no support 

to either interpretation; see Bern- 

hardy, Synt. 11. 5, p. 61. 

18. modAol yap] Reason for the 
foregoing exhortation arising from 

the sad nature of the case. Who 

the zo\dol were cannot be exactly 

determined. It seems however clear 

that they are not the same as those 
mentioned in ver.z sq. The latter 

were false teachers, and of Judaical 

tenets; these, on the contrary, were 

not teachers at all, and were of an 

Epicurean bias; they were not how- 

ever Pagans (Rill.), but nominal 

Christians, baptized sinners (Man- 
ning), who disgraced their profession 

by their sensuality; Xpioriaviocpdv 

peév wbroxpwowevor ev tpv@y 6é xal 

dvéoe fGvres, Theoph. after Chrys. 
mepirarovow] are walking, ‘are pur- 

suing their course.’ There is no 

need to supply any qualifying adverb 

(‘aliter,’ Syr.), or to assume any 
pause and change of structure (Rill., 

De W.). The verb itself—though 

commonly associated by St Paul 

with qualifying adverbs or adverbial 

clauses, whether in bonam (Rom, xiii. 
13, Eph. iv. 1) or in malam partem 
(2 Cor. iv. 2, 2 Thess, iii. 6)—is of 
neutral meaning (comp. 1 Thess. iv. 

1), and in its metaphorical use seems 
only to designate a man’s course of 

life in its practical aspects and mant- 

festations; it being left to the con- 

text to decide whether they are bad 

or good, Todas «.7.A.] 

I ofttimes used to mention to you; 

most probably by word of mouth; 

perhaps also in the messages trans- 

mitted to them by his emissaries; 

not by any means necessarily in 

another Epistle(Flatt). The wodd\dns 

(‘many times’) follows the so\)ol 

with a slight rhetorical force, not 

without example in St Paul’s Epp.; 

see Winer, Gr. § 68. 1, and comp. 

the large quantity of exx. collected 

by Lobeck, Paralipom. p. 86, 57. 

Kal KAalwv] even weeping, because 

the evil has so much increased; évrws 

daxpbwy aévor of rpupavres, TO wev Tepi- 
BdAawov, rovrésrt TO cwpa, AuTalvovTes, 

rhs 5é€ peddrovons evOtvas diddvar [pu- 

Xiis?] ovddva movobyrar Néyor, Chrys. 

tots éx@pots Tod cravpod] the (spe- 
cial) enemies of the cross: apposition 

to the preceding relative; comp. Wi- 

ner, Gr. § 59. 7. The article defines 
the class sharply and distinctly, and 

specifies them as enemies kar’ éfox7v. 

They are so specified, not on account 

of their doctrinal errors (SiddoxKovras 

Ore Oixa THs vopukys wodirelas ddvvarov 

Tijs owrnplas tuxeiv, Theod.), but on 

account of their sensuality and their 

practical denial of the great Christian 

principle that oi,..rod Xpurrob ray odp- 
Ka éoTavpwoay oly Tols Tabjuacw Kal 

rais érvOuplas, Gal. v.24. So Chrys., 

Theoph., Gicum., and, with a more 

general reference, [Athan.] de Virgin. 

§ 14. On the practical application 

of the verse, ‘the Cross the measure 

of sin,’ see Manning, Serm. x1. Vol. 

Ill. p. 201 sq., and comp. Bp Hall, 

Serm, xu. Vol. v. p. 172 sq. (Oxf. 

1837). 
19. dv Td téXos drédera] whose 

end is perdition; more specific de- 

scription of their characteristics, and 

the certain and fearful issues that 
await them. Té)os has the article as 

marking the definite and almost ne- 

cessary end of such a course (comp. 
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Téos amwrea, by 6 Qeos 4 KoiNla Kal 4 dd—a ev TH 
~ A , an 

aicxvn avTay, of Ta eriyea povovrtes. 

2 Cor. xi. 15), while dd\ea marks 
that end as no merely temporal one, 

but, as its usage in St Paul’s Epp. 
(ch. i. 28, Rom, ix. 22, 2 Thess. ii. 3, 

1 Tim. vi. 9) seems always to indi- 

cate,—as eternal; comp. Fritz. Rom. 

Vol. 11. p. 338, and contrast Rom. vi. 
22. dv 6 eds 7 Kord,] 

whose God is their belly: comp. 

Rom. xvi. 18, 7@ Kuply yuav Xpore 

od dovrevovow GANG TH éauTay Koudla. 

That this peculiarly characterizes 

these sensualists as Jews (see Theod.), 
and esp. Pharisees (Schoettg. Hor. 

Hebr. Vol. 1. p. 801), does not seem 
tenable; see on ver. 18. Several 

commentators, B.-Crus., Alf. (comp. 

Vulg., Theoph.), regard 7d rédos and 

6 Oeds as predicates; the following 

clause seems to suggest the contrary. 

kal 4 Sd&a K.7.A.] and (whose) glory 
is in their shame, scil. ‘ exists in the 

sphere of it,’ ‘versatur in,’ not ‘be- 
comes their shame,’ Luther; clause 

dependent on the preceding dy. The 
dééa is here, as Meyer rightly sug- 
gests, subjective, what they deemed 

80; aicxvvy, on the contrary, is objec- 

tive, what every moral consideration 

marked to be so. The reference of 

alcxvvn to circumcision (‘quorum 

gloria in pudendis,’ Aug., Pseud.- 

Ambr., Anselm), probably suggested 
by the confusion of those here men- 
tioned with those noticed in ver. 2, 

is alluded to, but rightly rejected by 
Chrys. and Theoph. ot ta 
émly. ppovodvres] who mind earthly 
things: relapse into the nominative 

to give the clause force and emphasis; 

see Bernhardy, Synt. m1. 3, p. 68. 

This can scarcely be called so much a 

participial anacoluthon (see exx. in 

Winer, Gr. § 63. 2), a8 an emphatic 

return to the primary construction, 

iuav yap 20 

Todol yap mepur....ob Ta émlyera ppo- 

vodvres. The word dpovely, as Horsley 
has remarked (on ver. 15), has con- 
siderable amplitude of meaning : here, 
as combined with ra érlyea (contrast 

ver. 20), it seems to denote the con- 
centration of all thought, feeling, and 

interest, in earth and earthliness,— 

70 évrat0a mdvra KexTHoGa, Chrys., 

who gives special examples; comp. 

Alf. in loc. 
20. pov ydp Td Tod, K.7.A.] For 

OUR country, or commonwealth, is in 

heaven; confirmation of the fore- 

going by means of the contrasted 

conduct of St Paul and his followers 

(ver. 17), judy being emphatic, and 

To mod. év ovp. in antithesis to ra 

érly. ppovelv. The word wodtrevpa, 

an dm. Neyéu. in the N.T., has re- 

ceived several different explanations. 

Three deserve consideration ; (a) con- 
versation; ‘conversatio,’ Vulg., ‘opus 

nostrum’, Syr., ‘vita civilis,’ Copt., 

and as far as we can infer, Theod., 

Ccum.,—the meaning being ‘nostra 

quam. hic sequimur vivendi ratio in 

celis est,’ Van Heng., De W.; (8) 
citizenship, ‘municipatus,’ Jerome 

(comp. Tertull. de Cor. Mil. § 13), 
‘jus civitatis nostre,’ Zanch., Luther 

(earlier ed, ),—the meaning being ‘we 

are freedmen of a heavenly city,’ 

Whichcote, Serm. xvi. Vol. 1. p. 
375, and more recently Manning, 

Serm. x. Vol. 111. p. 183; (y) country, 
state, to which we belong as roNirat; 

Sanderson, Serm. xv. Vol. 1. p. 378 
(ed. Jacobs.); see 2 Mace. xii. 7, ra 

*lormray...rodtrevua, Polyb. Hist. i. 

13. 12, TH Todredpara [Tov ‘Pw. x. 

Kapx.], and comp. Eph. ii. 19, ouv- 

moNtrat Ta aylwyv; 80 Theoph. (ri 

mwarplda), Beng., Mey., Alf., and the 
majority of modern commentators. 
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Of these (a) has this advantage, that 
being subjective it presents a more 

exact contrast to ra émly. ppoveiv; 

the meaning however (moNr.=dva- 
orpogy), rests only on the use of the 

verb (comp. Philo, de Confus. § 17, 

xGpov év & wodtrevovra), and is not 

lexically demonstrable. Again in (8) 
the equivalence of wodlrevwa to modt- 

tela (Acts xxii. 28) is equally doubt- 

ful, for the passage adduced from 

Aristot. Pol. 111. 4, does not prove 
that the words are ‘sometimes used 
indifferently’ (Alf.), but indifferently 

only in regard to a particular sense 

(édews Tags) ,—a statement fully con- 

firmed by other passages, Polyb. Hist. 

Iv. 23. 9, al., Joseph. contr. Ap. 11. 
17,—a pertinent example; comp. Be- 

zainloc. We retain then (y), which 
appears to yield a pertinent meaning, 

and was perhaps chosen rather than 
més (Heb. xi. 10), or marpis (Heb. 

xi. 14), a8 representing our heavenly 

home, our‘Iepovoadhy. éroupavios (Heb. 

xii. 22), on the side of its constitution 

and polity; ‘our state, the spiritual 

constitution to which we belong, is 

in heaven ; comp. Gal. iv. 26, Rev. 

xxi. z, 10, Usteri, Lehrb. 1. 1. 2, p. 

182. év otpavots brdpx.] 
existeth in the heavens, ‘constituta 

est,’ Clarom.; see Beng. in loc., who 

rightly calls attention to the strong 

word trdpxe, and comp. Wordsw. 
The various practical aspects of this 

consolatory declaration are ably stated 

by Whichcote, Serm. xvu1., though 

somewhat modified by the interpr. 
assigned to oAlrevya: our home is 

in heaven while we are here below, 

exemplariter, as we make it our copy ; 

Jinaliter,aswecarryitin our thoughts; 

analogice, in regard to the quality of 

our actions; inchoative, according to 

the degree of our present station; in- 

tellectualiter, according to the consti- 

tution of our minds; Vol. 11. p. 375 

sq. € od] from whence, 

‘unde,’ Vulg., ‘exinde,’ Syr.; not éé 

od, seil. wodcr. (Beng.), a construction 
permissible, but not necessary, as é& 

od is purely adverbial; see Winer, 
Gr. § 21. 3. The meaning ‘ex quo 

tempore’ is grammatically correct 

(Kriiger, Sprachl. § 43. 4. 7), but 
obviously pointless and unsatisfac- 

tory. Kal cor. drex8.] we 

also tarry for as Saviour; the kal 
marks the correspondence of the act 

with the previous declaration, swrjjpa 

the capacity in which the Lord was 

tarried for. The pure ethical meaning 

of dmrexd. sc. ‘constanter, patienter, 

expectare’ (Tittm. Synon. 1. p. 106), 
seems here, owing to the preceding 

é€ ov, less distinct than in other pass- 

ages where such local allusions are 

not present, ¢.g. Rom. viii. 19, 23, 
25,1 Cor. i. 7, Gal. v. 5, 1 Pet. iii. 

20, but is perhaps not wholly lost: 

see notes on Gal. v. 5, Winer, de 
Verb. Comp. iv. p. 14, Fritz. Fritesch. 
Opusc. p. 156; comp. also notes on 

droxapadoxta, ch. i. 20. The simple 

form éxdéyec Gar occurs 6 times; comp. 

Soph. Phil. 123, Dion.-Hal. Antig. 

vi. 67. 

21. peraoxnparloe] shall trans- 

form, simply ;—not ‘verkléren wird,’ 

Luth,, Neand., a meaning derived 

only from the context. This peculiar 
exhibition of our Lord’s power at 

His second coming is brought here 

into prominence, to enhance the con- 

demnation of sensuality (ver. 19) and 
to confirm the indirect exhortation to 
a pure though suffering life. Itseems 

wholly unnecessary to restrict this 

merely to the living (Mey.); still less 
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greatly preponderating authority: Rec. 

can we say with Alf. that ‘the words 

assume, as St Paul always does when 

speaking incidentally, the jue?s sur- 

viving to witness the coming of the 

Lord,’ when really every moment of 
a true Christian’s life involves such 

an diexdoxy. On the nature of this 

peracxnuatiopos, which the following 

words define to be strictly in accord- 

ance with that of the Lord’s body,— 

a change from a natural to a spiritual 

body (1 Cor. xv. 44), comp. Burnet, 

State of Dead, ch. vit1.p. 231 (Transl.), 
Cudworth, Intell. Syst. v. 3, Vol. 11. 

p. 310 sq. (Tegg), Delitzsch, Psychol. 
Ill, 1, p. 401 sq., and the comments 

of Wordsw. in loc. 76 COLO 
K.t.A.] the body of our humiliation ; 
not ‘our vile body,’ Auth., a solution 

of the genitive case which, though in 
some cases admissible (Winer, Gr. 
§ 34. 3. b), here obscures the full 

meaning of the words and mars the 

antithesis. The gen. seems here to be 

not so much a gen. of quality as of 

content, and to belong to the general 

category of the gen. materie (Scheu- 
erl. Synt. § 12. 2, p. 83); the ramel- 
vwows was that which the cua con- 

tained and involved, that of which it 

was the receptacle; comp. Bernh. 

Synt. 11. 45, p- 63. It seems unde- 

sirable with Chrys. (comp. Mey., 
Alf.) to refer ramelvwois wholly to the 

sufferings of the body, ‘humil. que 

fit per crucem.’ Though the more 
remote context (comp. ver. 18) shows 

that these must clearly be included, 

the more immediate antithesis 7d 
cpa rhs 6éys seems also to show 

that the ideas of weakness and fleshly 

cvppoppov] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on 
prefixes els 7 -yevéoOar adrd. 

nature (Col. i. 22) must not be ex- 
cluded ; comp. Fritz. Rom. vi. 6, Vol. 

I, p. 382. The distinction between 
Tamelywors and ramrewdrys (Alf.) can- 
not safely be pressed; see Luke i. 48, 
Prov. xvi. 19, al. For exx. 
of a similar connexion of the pronoun 

with the dependent subst., see Green, 

Gr. p. 265. obppopdov 
K.7.A.] (so as to be) conformed to the 
body of His glory; scil. els 7d yevéoOac 

avTd cUuy..,—a gloss which (see above) 

Rec. retains as a portion of the text. 

On this proleptic use of the adjective, 
see Winer, Gr. § 66. 3, Jelf, Gr. § 
439+ 2+ The genitival rela- 

tion rijs 56éys avrod is exactly similar 

to that of rijs raw. ju, ‘the body 
which is the receptacle of His glory, 
in which His glory is manifested.’ 
In respect of this 66£a we are cvpmop- 

pot,—od Kata Thy ToodryTa d\AG Kara 

Tiy wobrnra, Theod. kara 

vy evépy. K.7.A.] according to the 
working of His ability, &c.; comp. 

Eph. i.19. The object of this clause, 

as Calvin rightly remarks, is to re- 

move every possible doubt; ‘infini- 
tam Dei potentiam nobis ponit ob 

oculos, que omnem dubitationem ab- 

sorbeat. Nec potentie tantum memi- 

nit, sed efficacie, que est effectus vel 

potentia in actum se exserens.’ The 
infin. with rot is dependent on the 
preceding subst. as a simple possessive 
gen. (a construction very common in 
the N.T.), and serves here to express, 

perhaps a little more forcibly than 
Sévayis, the enduring nature and lati- 

tude of that power; see exx. in Wi- 

ner, Gr. § 44. 4. kal tror. 
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airg] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., on very greatly preponderating 

authority, as against Rec., duvr@. Weste. and Hort adopt the aspirated form 

atr@. 

avra] even to subdue to Himself; the 
ascensive xal serves to mark the limit- 

less nature of that power: He shall 

not only transform 7d cGua «.7.d., 

but shall also subdue 7a rdyra, all 

existing things, Death not excluded 

(x Cor. xv. 26), to Himself. The 

Kupiérns of the Eternal Son will then 
be complete, supreme, and universal ; 

to be resigned unto the Father (1 

Cor. xv. 28) in so far as it is econo- 

mical, to last for ever and ever in so 

far as it is ‘consequent unto the 

union, or due unto the obedience of 

the passion,’ Pearson, Creed, Art. 11. 

Vol. 1. p. 197 (ed. Burt.). On the 

use of avrg, comp. notes on Eph. 

i, 4. 

CuarTer Iv. 1. “Qere] So then, 
‘ Consequently,’ ‘itaque,’ Vulg.; ‘as 

we have such a heavenly home, and 

tarry for such a salvyation:’ conclud- 

ing exhortation naturally flowing 

from the preceding paragraph, ch. 

iii, 17—21, and continued in the 
same tones of personal entreaty 

(ddeAgol); comp. 1 Cor. xv. 58, where 

the particle similarly refers to what 

has immediately preceded. De Wette 

and Wiesinger refer the particle to 

ch. iii, 2 sq., but thereby deprive the 

exhortation: of much of its natural 
and consecutive force. On the force 
of wore with indic, and inf., see notes 

and reff. on Gal. ii. 13, and with the 

imper., notes on ch, ii. 12. 

dyamyntol Kal émumd0.] beloved and 
longed after,—terms by no means 

synonymous (Heinr.), but marking 
poth the love the Apostle entertained 
for them (emphatically repeated at 
the end of the paragraph) and the 

desire he felt to see them; ‘carissimi 

et desideratissimi,’ Vulg. The word 

émimd0. is an dz. Neyou. in the N.T., 

but is occasionally found elsewhere ; 

Appian, Hisp. § 43, éwvro0%rous Spkous 
(Rost u. Palm, Lez.), Clem.-Rom. 1 

Cor. § 59, Tv etxralay kal émimoOyrny 

jutv elpiynv. On the force of émt, see 

notes on 2 Tim. i. 4. Xapa 
kal orépavds pov] my joy and crown, 

scil. é¢’ ols xapay kal éraswov éxw, Ca- 

merar. See esp. 1 Thess. ii. rg, in 

which the words év rp adrod [Kupiov] 

mapovola limit the reference to the 

Lord’s coming ; here however such a 

reference (Alf., comp. Caly.) is by no 
means necessary: the Philippians 

were a subject of joy and a crown to 

St Paul now, as well as hereafter; 

comp. 1 Cor. ix. z. For exx. of this 

metaphorical use of oréd., see Isaiah 

xxvili, 5, Eeclus. i. 11, xxv. 6, Soph. 

Ajax, 460. ottws] thus,—‘as 
I have exhorted you, and as those are 

acting whose voXlrevya is in heaven.’ 

A reference to their present state (‘sic 
ut ceepistis, state,’ Schmid., Beng.), 

though suggested by Chrys., seems 

out of place in this earnest exhorta- 

tion: 1 Cor. ix. 24, cited by Bengel, 

is not in point. orrykere 

év Kvp.] stand (fast) in the Lord; 
not ‘per Dominum,’ Zanch,, but ‘in 

Domino,—in Him as in the true 

element of their spiritual life; see 
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Let Euodia and Syn- 
tyche be of one mind: 
assist them, for they are 
faithful women. 

2s 2. 91 
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val EPWTW Kal GE, YunoteE ouvGuye, cuvAauGavov avrais, 3 

3. yore ctvivye] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

very greatly preponderating authority: 

1 Thess. iii. 8, and notes on é& Kup. 
on Eph. iv. 17, vi. 1, al. 

ConcLuUDING COUNSELS; EXPRESSIONS 

OF GRATITUDE; SALUTATIONS, AND 

BENEDICTION. 

2,3. Eshortations to Euodia and 

Syntyche. z. Hvodlav a- 
pak.] Special exhortation addressed 
to two women, Euodia and Syntyche ; 

comp. av’rais, ver. 3. The opinion 

of Grot., that they are the names of 

two men (Euodias and Syntyches), is 
untenable; that of Schwegler (Nach- 
apost. Zeit. Vol. u. p. 135), that 
they represent two parties in the 

Church, monstrous. Of the two per- 
sons nothing whatever is known: 

they may have been deaconesses 

(Rom. xvi. 1), but were more pro- 
bably persons of station and influ- 
ence (Chrys., comp. Acts xvii. 12), 
whose dissensions, perhaps in mat- 

ters of religion (rd atré gpov. év Kyup.), 
might have shaken the faith (comp. 

otrws orjxere immediately preceding) 

of some of the Philippian converts. 

Syntyche has a place in the Acta 
Sanct. (July) Vol. v. p. 225. The 
form Evwdlay (Rec.) appears to rest 

on scarcely any authority. 

tmapakado] The repetition of this 

verb is somewhat noticeable: it 
scarcely seems ‘ad vehementiam af- 

fectus significandam,’ Erasm., Mey., 
but rather to mark that they both 

equally needed the exhortation, that 

they were in fact both equally to 

blame. The éy Kup. is of course not 

to be joined with wapax., ‘obtestor 

Rec., obfuye yvjote. 

per Dom.,’ Beza 2, but marks the 

sphere in which the 76 aird gpov. 

(see notes on ch. ii. 2) was to be 
displayed. 

3. val épwrd kal oé] Yea, I be- 
seech even thee. The particle vai (not 
kat, Rec., which has scarcely any cri- 

tical support) has here its usual and . 

proper confirmatory force. It is used 
either (a) in assent to a direct ques- 
tion, Matth. ix. 28, John xi. 27, Rom. 

iii. 29; (b) in assent to an assertion, 

Matth. xv. 27; (c) in graver asser- 

tions as confirmatory of what has 
preceded, Matth. xi. 26, Luke xi. 51, 

xii. 5; (d) in animated addresses as 
corroborating the substance of the 

petition, Philem. 20 (see Mey. in loc.). 
The simple ‘vis obsecrandi,’ = Heb. 

N2 (Grot., Viger, al.), cannot be sub- 

stantiated. For exx. of its use in 

classical Greek, see Viger, Idiom. vit. 

9, P- 424, Rost u. Palm, Lew. s. v. 

Vol. 11. p. 309. On the 
distinction between épwrav (‘ rogare,’ 
—equals) and alrety (‘ petere,’—supe- 

riors), see Trench, Synon. § 40. 

yore oivivye] true yoke-fellow, 

‘dilectissime conjunx,’ Clarom.—a 
transl. that may have early been mis- 

understood. The explanations of 

these words are somewhat numerous. 

Setting aside doubtful or untenable 
conjectures,-—that the person referred 

to is the wife of the Apostle, Clem. 
Alex. Strom. m1. 53 [grammatically 
incorrect (opp. to Alf.), as the doubt- 
ful gender of ctvg. (Hur. Alc. 314, 
342) would certainly cause yryjovs to 

revert to three terminations], the 
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husband or brother of one of the 

women (Chrys., hesitatingly), Timo- 
thy (Est.), Silas (Beng.), Epaphrodi- 

tus, though now with the Apostle 

(Grot., Hamm., Lightf.), Christ (Wie- 

seler, Chronol. p. 458),—two opinions 

deserve consideration ; (a) that ctvgu- 
yos is a proper name (Westc. and 

Hort, marg.), and that yvijov0s is used 

in allusion to the correspondence be- 

tween the name of the man and his 
relation to the Apostle, ‘qui vere, et re 

et nomine, civgvyos es,’ Gom., Meyer ; 

(b) that the chief of the éricxozo: (ch. i. 
1) at Philippi is here referred to. Of 

these (a) harmonizes with themeaning 

of yvjovos (comp. notes on I Tim. i. 2), 

and is slightly favoured by the order 

of the words (Luke i. 3), but is im- 
probable on account of the appy. 

unique occurrence of the name. As 

the only valid objection to (b),— that 

St Paul never elsewhere so designates 

any of his cuvepyoi (Mey.), may be di- 

luted by the fact that the chief Bishop 

of the place stood in a somewhat 

different relation to such associates, 

and as the order is probably due to 

emphasis on yvjove (Winer, Gr. § 59. 
2), the balance seems in favour of 

this latter view: so Luth., De W., 

and appy. the majority of modern 

expositors. ovvAapB. adrais] 
assist them, scil. Euodia and Syn- 

tyche, in endeavouring to bring them 

to a state of dudvora; not ‘those wo- 

men which,’ Auth. and other Engl. 

Vv. (comp. Vulg. ‘illas que’),—an 

inexact translation of airwes (see 

below) which obscures the reference 
of avrais to the preceding substan- 

tives. The middle ovA\auf. occurs 
in a similar construction, Luke v. 7 
(BonOetv D), Ailian, Var. Hist. 11. 4, 

and with a gen. rei, Soph. Philoct. 

282. The active is more usual in 
this sense in classical Greek; see 

exx. in Rost u. Palm, Lez. s. v. 

altives] inasmuch as they, ‘ut que,’ 

Beza, ‘for they,’ Rev.; comp. Scholef. 

Hints, p. 106: a very distinct use of 
the explicative force of doris: see 

notes on Gal. iv. 24. & 
7 ebayy.] The Gospel was the 
sphere in which the labour was ex- 

pended; comp. Reuss, Théol. Chrét, 

1v. 8, Vol. m. p. 81. Meyer very 

appropriately calls attention to the 

fact that women were appy. the first 
in whom the Gospel took root at 

Philippi; Acts xvi. 13, édadoduer rais 

guvedOovcais yuvartty, ‘Women were 

the first fruits of St Paul’s labours 
on the continent of Europe,’ Baum. 
on Acts, l. c.: see Bp Lightfoot, In- 

trod. p. 55 sq. pera kal 
Kyjp. «.7.A.] with both Clement and 
the rest of my fellow-labourers, scil. 

cuvynOrnoav: they were associated 

with Clement and the Apostle’s other 

fellow-labourers at Philippi in some 

efforts to advance the Gospel, perhaps, 

as Beng. suggests, not unattended 

with danger; Acts xvi. 19 sq., comp. 

Phil. i. 28. It is doubtful whether 

the Clement here mentioned is iden- 

tical with the third bishop of Rome, 

or not. On the one hand we have 

the very distinct testimony of Origen, 

im Joann. i. 29, Vol. tv. p. 153 (ed. 
Ben.), Euseb. Hist. Eccl. m1. 4, 15, 

Jerome, de Vir. Ill. xv. Vol. mu. p. 

839 (ed. Vallars.), Epiphanius, Her. 
xxviI. 6, Const. Apost. vit. 46; see 

Hammond, contr. Blond. p. 254, 

Lardner, Credibility, 11. 38. 23. On 

the other hand (a) the notice of 
Clement in Iren. Her. 11. 3. 3, 6 xal 
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Rejoice, show forbear- 
ance; be not anxious, 
but tell your wants to 
God. Practise whatso- 
ever is good. 

éwpaxws Tovs waxaplous’Amoarddous kat 

ouuBeBdykws adrots,—where however 
oupBeBd. (most unnecessarily queried 

by Conyb.) should not be overlooked, 

—contains no allusion to this special 

commendation; and (b) the present 

context seems certainly in favour of 
the supposition that Clement, like 

Euodia and Syntyche and (appy.) 

the cuvepyoi, was a member of the 

Church of Philippi. Still, as it is 

perfectly conceivable that a member 
of the Church of the Roman city of 

Philippi might have become 7 or 8 

years afterwards (Pearson, Minor 

Works, Vol. 11. p. 465) Bp of Rome, 

—as (b) is merely negative, and as 
the early testimony of Origen is posi- 

tive and distinct, there seems, so far, 

no ground for rejecting this ancient 

ecclesiasticaltradition except,—unfor- 
tunately for this identification,—the 

difficulty of date. This has been so 
clearly stated by Bp Lightfoot, in 

his detached note in loc. (Comment. 
p. 168 sq.), that we seem forced to re- 

gard the matter as still doubtful. 

The position of cai between the prep. 

and the noun is somewhat unusual, 

such a collocation being in the N.T. 

appy. confined to yap (John iv. 37), 

ve (Luke xi. 8), 6é (Matth. xi. 12), 

wey (Rom. xi. 22), wév ydp (Acts 
Xxvili. 22), and re (Acts x. 39); comp. 
Matth. Gr. § 595. 3. In the present 

case however the vinculum of the 
prep. extends over the whole clause, 

kal...cal (see notes on 1 Tim. iv. 10) 
being correlative. The exx. cited by 

Alf. (comp. Mey.), in which only a 
single cal occurs, are thus not fully 

in point. dv rd dvop.] 
This appears only to refer to ray 

ouray,—* Clement whom I have 
mentioned by name, and the rest, 

ép@, xaipere. 
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who, though not named by me, never- 

theless have their names in the book 

of life;’ comp. Luke x. 20, Rev. xiii. 
8, xvii. 8, xx. 12, xxi. 27. To supply 

an optative (ely, ‘exstent’), and as- 

sume that the dourol were now dead 
(Beng.), seems unnecessary and un- 

satisfactory. The expression is not 

improbably derived from the Old 

Test.; comp. Exod. xxxii. 32, Psalm 

Ixix. 29, Isaiah iv. 3, Ezek. xiii. 9, 
Dan. xii. 1. 

4—9- LExhortations to the Church 
at large. 4. Kalpere év 
Kuplw mdvrore] Rejoice in the Lord 
alway. The recapitulatory exhorta- 
tions which follow, and which are 

continued up to ver. 10, commence 
with the exhortation, which, as has 

been already remarked (see notes on 

ch. iii. 1), pervades the whole Epistle. 
On the repetition Chrys. well observes 

Tovro Oapatvovrés éote Kal decxvivros 

8re 6 év Oeg [Kupiy] av del xalper’ Kay 
Te ONByTra, Kav orioty waoxy del yal- 

pet 6 Towbros: see the good sermon of 
Beveridge on this text, Serm. cv. Vol. 

v. p. 62 sq. (A.-C. Libr.), and comp. 
August. Serm. cuxxt. Vol. v. p. 933 

(ed. Migne). Tad épa] 
again I will say, not ‘I say,’ Auth., 

as épw seems regularly and correctly 
used throughout the N.T., as a future. 

The traces of a present épéw (Hippoer. 

Precept. p. 64, Epidem. 1. p. 691) 
are few and doubtful; see Buttm. 

Irreg. Verbs, p. 89 (Transl.). It is 

scarcely necessary to do more than 

notice the very improbable construc- 

tion of Beng., by which mdvrore is 

joined with this clause. 
5. TO émekts tpov] your for- 

bearance, Conyb., ‘your moderation 

(Auth,), and readiness to waive all 
rigour and severity :’ comp. Joseph, 
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Arch, vi. 12. 7, émvexeis kal pérpiot, 

and Loesn. Obs. p. 358, where several 
examples are cited of émelkea in 

connexion with rpairys, pikavOpwrla, 
and jyepérys. See notes on 1 Tim. 
iii. 3, and comp. Trench, Synon. § 43. 

On the use of the abstract neuter (7d 
émveckes = émelxera), comp. Jelf, Gr. § 
436. y, and notes on ch. iii. 8; add 

Rom. ii. 4, 1 Cor. i. 25, and Glasse, 

Philol. 11. 1, p. 337. 
yooite macw dvOp.] be known to 
all men; ‘let the goodness of your 

principles in this respect be known 

experimentally by all who have deal- 
ings with you, be they epicurean ene- 

mies of the cross (Chrys., Theoph.), 
or pagan persecutors’ (Theod.). The 

command is wholly unrestricted. 

6 Kupvos éyyis] The Lord (Jesus) is 
near. The exact meaning and con- 

nexion of the words is slightly doubt- 

ful. The regular meaning of Kupwos 

in St Paul’s Epp. (comp. Winer, 

Gr. § 19. 1) and the demonstrable 
temporal meaning of éyyis (Matth. 

xxiv. 32, Rom. xiii. 11, Rev. i. 3) 
seem clearly to refer this not to a 

general readiness to help (Manning, 

Serm. xiu. Vol. mr. p. 241), but 

specially to the Lord’s second ad- 

vent, which the inspired Apostle 

regards as nigh, yet not necessarily 

as immediate, or to happen in his 

own lifetime. That the early Church 

expected a speedy return of Christ,— 

that they thought that He ‘that was 

to come would come and would not 

tarry,’ is not to be denied. The 

general expectation however, found- 

ed on our Master’s own declarations, 

and on the knowledge that the éoya- 
Tar hpépar (James v. 3, 7) and xacpol 

Uorepor were already come, both is 
and ought to be separated from any 

®J AINMHZIOY2. 

Mydev 

Tporevxy kal TH denoet 

6 Kupios éyyis. 

Th 
specific and personal anticipations, 

of which the N.T. presents no cer- 

tain trace. With regard to the con- 

nexion, it may be either minatory 

(Schoettg. Hor. Hebr. Vol. 1. p. 803) 
or encouraging (De W.) with regard 

to what has preceded, or, more pro- 

bably, consolatory with reference to 
what follows (Chrys.), or perhaps 

unites both (Alf.): on the one hand, 
the Lord’s speedy coming as Judge 

adds a stimulus to our exhibition of 
forbearance toward others, comp. 

James v. g; on the other, it swal- 
lows up all unprofitable anxieties. 

6. Mngeiv pepipv.] In nothing be 
anxious, Rey.; ‘entertain no dis- 

quieting anxieties about anything 

earthly,’ Matth. vi. 25. The accus. 
is that of the object whereon the 
Mepyuvay is exercised (Jelf, Gr. § 551), 
and stands in emphatic antithesis to 

the following év wavri. Chrys. and 

Theoph. refer pndév mainly to the 
pressure of calamity or persecution 

(unre THs éxelvwy UBpews, pyre Ths 

vudv OAlpews, Theoph.): it seems 
better to leave it wholly unrestricted. 

The practical applications of the text 

will be found in Beveridge, Serm. 

Vol. v. p. 181 sq. (A.-C. Libr.). 

éy wavr(] in everything, equally un- 

restricted ; not ‘ always,’ Syr., Zith., 

but, ‘in omnibus,’ Copt., ev mavri 

gnot, rovréore mpdyyart, Chrys. The 

translation of Vulg. ‘in omni ora- 

tione’ (so Clarom.), which Mey. and 
after him Alf. defend as meaning ‘in 

omni (re), oratione,’ is certainly rather 

open to suspicion. TH Tpoo- 
euxp «.7.A.] by your prayer and 
your supplication, by the specific 

prayer offered up when the occasion 

may require it ; comp. Middleton, 

Art. V. I. 3, 4, p. 93 (ed. Rose). The 
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repetition of the article gives an em- 

phasis to the words; each noun is 
enunciated independently: see Wi- 
ner, Gr. § 19. 5. The difference be- 

tween the more general mpoc. (pre- 

catio) and the more special déyc. (ro- 
gatio) is stated in notes on Eph, vi. 

18, and on 1 Tim. ii. 1; see also 

Trench, Synon. § 51. 1. 
peta etxap.] with thanksgiving, an 

adjunct to prayer that should never 
be wanting, 1 Thess. v. 17, 18, 1 

Tim. ii. 2; see Beveridge, Serm. cv1t. 

Vol. v. p. 76 sq. (A.-C. Libr.), comp. 

notes on Col. iii.15, Alford remarks 
that the article is omitted ‘ because 
the matters themselves may not be 

recognized as grounds of evyapiorla.’ 

It seems more simple to say that 
evxap., ‘thanksgiving for past bless- 

ings’ (comp. Hofm. Schriftb. Vol. nm. 

2, P. 337), is in its nature more ge- 

neral and comprehensive, mpoc. and 
déno. almost necessarily more limited 

and specific. Hence, though evxap. 

occurs 12 times in St Paul’s Epp., it 
is only twice used with the article, 1 
Cor. xiv. 16, 2 Cor. iv. 15. 
7a aitypara tpdv] your requests ; 
properly, ‘the things requested’ (ver- 

bal in -ua; comp. Buttm. Gr. § 119. 

4), and thence (as the context re- 

quires), with a slight modification of 

meaning, ‘the purport or subjects of 

prayer :’ ‘petitum, materia dejoews,’ 

Beng.; comp. Luke xxiii. 24, 1 John 

y. 15; and see Trench, Synon. § 51. 
There is often, esp. in later Greek, a 

sort of libration of meaning between 

nouns in -ovs and -ya; comp. 2 Tim. 

i. 13, al. Meyer quotes Plato, Rep. 
vil. p. 566 B, where the explanatory 

clause alreiy rov Sfjuov (see Stallb. in 

loc.) seems to show that there is even 

there also some evidence of such an 

XS € ee 2 co na ee , , 
Kal 4 eronvn TOU Ocov yq uTepeXouTa TAaVTa 7 

interchange. mpos Tov Ocdy] 

toward God, i.e. ‘before and unto 

God,’ the prep. denoting the ethical 
direction of the prayer; see Winer, 

Gr. § 49. h. 
7. Kal i edp. tro Ocod] And (so) 

the peace of God, the peace which 

comes from Him and of which He is 

the source and origin; gen. auctoris, 

or rather originis (Hartung, Casus, p. 

17, Scheuerl, Synt. § 17, p. 125), be- 
longing to the general category of the 

gen. of ablation (Donalds. Gr. § 448). 
On the use of the consecutive kal 

(Heb. xii. 19, al.), see Winer, Gr. § 53. 
3. The exact meaning of 7 elpqvn rod 

Geb (see below, ver. g) is somewhat 
doubtful, Three meanings have been 

assigned to elpjvn; (a) ‘concord;’ 
‘studium pacis, unitatis, concordia, 

inter homines atque in ecclesia’ (Pol. 

Syn.), appy. adopted by Theodoret 

(as UraddAjAwy Syrwv Tov Siwypnav 

dvayKaiws atrots thy elp. émnvgaro), 

and strenuously advocated by Meyer 

in loc.; (8) ‘reconciliation’ with God; 

hkaraddayn, 7 ddan Tob Oeod, Chrys. 

1; comp. Rom. v. 1, and Green, Gr. 

p. 262; (y) ‘peace,’ i.e. the deep 
tranquillity of a soul resting wholly 

upon God,—the antithesis to the 
solicitude and anxiety engendered by 
the world and worldliness; comp. 
John xiv. 27; Chrys. z, Beza, Beng., 

al. Of these (a) seems clearly insuf- 
ficient and not in harmony with the 

context; (8) points in the right direc- 
tion, but is unnecessarily restrictive; 

(y) is fully in accordance with the 
context (comp. undév pwepyuy., ver. 6), 

includes (8), and gives a full and 

spiritual meaning: so De W., Wie- 
sing., Alf., and most modern com- 
mentators; comp. notes on Col. iii. 

15. q Umep. Tdvra voov] 
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which over-passeth every understand- 

ing; ‘which transcendeth every ef- 

fort and attempt on the part of the 

understanding to grasp and realize 

it.’ Nos here, as the context sug- 

gests, points to the human mveiua 

‘quatenus cogitat et intelligit’ (Olsh. 

Opusc. p. 156),—a meaning however 

in many, perhaps the majority of 

cases in the N.T., not sufficiently 

comprehensive; see esp. notes on 1 

Tim. vi. 5. It may be observed that 

the term vois is appy. used by the 

sacred writers, not to denote any 

separate essence or quality different 

from the mveiua, but as a manifesta- 

tion or outcoming of the same in 

moral and intellectual action, the 

human vvedua, ‘quatenus cogitat, 

intelligit, et vult,—the exact limits 

of this definition being in all cases 

best fixed by the immediate context: 

see esp. Beck, Seelenl. 11. 18, p. 48 

sq., Delitzsch, Bibl. Psych. tv. 5, p. 

145, and comp. Schubert, Gesch. der 

Seele, Vol. 11. p. 494 8q. On the 
use of the transitive taepéyew with 
an accus. of the object surpassed 

(contrast ch. ii. 3), see Jelf, Gr. § 
504. obs. 2. dpovpyce] 
shall guard, keep; not optative, 

‘custodiat,’ Vulg., Clarom., and in 

effect Chrys. diagvddiere kal dopaXdt- 

cairo, but simply future, as in Goth. 

‘fastaip’ [servabit,—not ‘ servat,’ De 

Gab. ; Goth. pres. commonly supplies 

place of Greek fut.], Copt., al.; the 

event will follow if the exhortation 

pndev x.7.d. is attended to. We can 

scarcely say with Conyb. that ¢poup. 
is literally ‘shall garrison’ (2 Cor. xi. 
32, Thueyd. m1. 17, Plato, Rep. tv. p. 
420 A), aS the idea of ‘ watching over,’ 

‘guarding,’ accords with the deriva- 
tion [¢po=mpo, and Homeric op.-; 

TS Aortdr, adeAdol, daa 

Pott, Et. Forsch, Vol. 1. p. 122], and 

appears in connexion both with per- 

sons and things; Soph. Gd. Rez, 

1479, Eurip. Cycl. 690, Here. Fur. 
399; Hesych. ¢povpet- guddrre. 

The nature of the dpovpyats is more 
nearly defined by év Xp. "Ino. which 

appears to denote, not so much, with 

a semi-local reference (ware mh éxze- 

cetv ado ris mlorews, Chrys.), the 

sphere in which they were to be kept, 

as that in which the action was to 
take place ; see Meyer in loc. 

Tas KapSlas K.T.A.] your hearts and 
your thoughts; ‘corda vestra et cogi- 

tationes vestras,’ Copt., Ath. The 

distinction between these two words 
should not be obscured. Kapdla, 
properly the imaginary seat of the 

yux7, the ‘Lebens-Mitte’ (see Beck, 

Seelenl. 111. 20, p. 63), is used with 
considerable latitude of meaning to 

denote the centre of feeling, willing, 

thinking, and even of moral life (see 

esp. Delitzsch, Bibl. Psych. 1v. 11, p. 

203 8q.), and, to speak roughly, bears 

much the same relation to the pyux}y 
that vots bears to mvevua (see above), 

being in fact the Yvx7 in its practical 

aspects and relations; see Olshaus. 

Opusc. p. 155 sq., and notes on 1 

Tim. i. 5. The vojuara, on the other 

hand, are properly (as here) the pro- 
ducts of spiritual activity, of thinking, 

willing, &c. (2 Cor. ii. rr), and occa- 

sionally and derivatively the imple- 

ments or instruments of the same, 2 

Cor. iii. 14, iv. 4: see Beck, Seelenl. 

I. 19, p- §9, Roos, Psychol. 1v. 26, 
The meaning is thus in effect as 

stated by Alf., ‘your hearts them- 

selves and their fruits; as the con- 

nexion is briefly given by Beng., ‘ cor 
sedes cogitationum.’ On biblical psy- 

chology generally, see the remarks in 
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’ 4 5) A e , e , e , 4 
éoriv adnO7, doa ceuva, doa dikata, doa ayva, boa 

a oe Ja LJ a la x 

mporpirh, boa evppnua, et Tis apery Kal el TIS émratvos, 

pref. to Past. Epist. p. vii. viii., and 
notes on 1 Tim. iii. 16. 

8. To Aourév] Finally; conclud- 
ing recapitulation, in an emphatic 
and comprehensive summary, of the 
chief subjects for preparatory medi- 
tation and (ver. 9) consequent prac- 

tice. The formula is here more de- 
finitely conclusive (wdvra uty elpntac, 
Chrys.) than in ch. iii. 1 (see notes), 

where the nature of the exhortations 

led to a not unnatural digression. It 

thus echoes, yet, owing to the differ- 

ence of the exhortations, does not 

resume (Matth.) the preceding 7d 

The sixfold repetition of ca 

adds much to the vigour and empha- 

sis of the exhortation. 
On the whole verse see thirteen able 
sermons by Whichcote, Works, Vol. 

In p. 368 sq. adyOq] 
true: i.e., as the context requires, 

in their nature and practical applica- 

tions, ‘genere morum,’ Whichcote: 
so Theoph. (comp. Chrys.) dédy67° 

rouréorw evdpera’ 4 yap Kaxla Wevdos; 

comp. Eph. iv. 21. To restrict the 

reference to words (Beng., Bisp.), or 

to doctrine (Hamm.), seems undesir- 
able; the epithets throughout are 

general and inclusive. 

oceuva] seemly, venerable, ‘deserv- 

ing of, and receiving respect,’ Syr., 

“verecunda:’ comp. Hor. Epist. 1. 1. 

11, ‘quid verum atque decens curo 

et rogo.’ The Vulg. ‘ pudica’ is too 

special, the Auth. ‘honest’ scarcely 

exact. As the derivation (céBopac) 
suggests, the adj. primarily marks 

whatever calls for ‘respect’ or ‘vene- 
ration,’ and thence, with a somewhat 

special application, whatever is so 

seemly and grave (8ca & oxjpacw 

kal Adyots, Kal Badlouace Kal rpdteow, 

CGicum.) as always to secure it; see 

E, 

Aourdy, 

Whicheote, p. 399. Td ceurdv, ac- 
cording to this able writer, consists 

in ‘grave behaviour’ and ‘composure 

of spirit,’ and is briefly characterized 
by Calv. as ‘ virtus in hoe sita est ut 

digne vocatione nostra ambulemus 

procul omni profani immunditie;’ 
the concluding clause however is un- 

necessarily restrictive: hence such 

associations ag ceuydv Kal dyov, Pla- 

to, Soph. p. 249 A, mérpia kal ceurd, 

Clem.-Rom. 1 Cor. § 1; comp, notes 

on 1 Tim. ii. 2. Slkara] 

just; in its widest application, ‘que 

talia sunt qualia esse oportet,’ Tittm. 

Synon. p. 19: not exactly ‘just and 

equal,’ Whichcote, but rather ‘just 

and right,’ whether from the propor- 
tions of things or constitutions of 

the law (Whichcote, Vol. rv. p. ro), 
without any reference to others (Col. 
iv. 1): comp. Acts x. 22, Rom. v. 7, 

1 Tim. i. 9. On the distinction be- 
tween dlxacos and the more limited 

dyabds, see Tittm. Synon. p. 19 8q., 
and on that between dik. and 8ovos 

notes on Tit. i. 8. dyvd] 
pure; 2 Cor, vii. 11, 1 Tim. v. 

22: not ‘chaste,’ Grot., Est., al., in 

the more special and limited mean- 

ing of the word. On the use of 

ayvés, and its distinction from dytos 
(with which the Vulg. appears here 

to have interchanged it), see notes 

on 1 Tim. vy. 22, Trench, Synon. § 88, 

and Tittmann, Synon. 1. p. 21 sq, 

Chrys. draws a correct line between 

this and the preceding ceuyds; 7d 

ceuvoy THs ew dort Suvduews, rd de 

a-yvov THs Wuxns. Tporpiy] 

lovely (dr. deydu.), not merely in 
reference to our fellow-men, ‘per 

que sitis amabiles hominibus,’ Est. 
(comp. Ecclus, iv. 7), nor even with 
exclusive reference to God (dep éari 

H 
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fol , 

9 Tavra AoyiCer be: & wat éuabere Kat mapedaBere Kat 

7G Og mpocd., Theod.), but gener- 
ally, whatever both in respect of it- 

self and the disposition of the doer 

(Whichcote) conciliates love, is gene- 

rous and noble. See the good exem- 

plifications of 7d rpoogides in Which- 
cote, Serm. Lxxv. Vol. 1v. p. 88 sq. 

evynpa] of good report; not merely 

‘que bonam famam pariunt’ (Grot., 

Calv.), but, in accordance with the 

more literal meaning of the word, 

‘well-sounding’ (Luth.), ‘of auspi- 

cious nature when spoken of,’ Syr., 

‘laudabilia,’—those ‘great and bright 

truths’ in relation to God, ourselves, 

and our fellow-men, which sound 

well of themselves, and command 

belief and entertainment. Which- 

cote, p. 108 sq. el Tus dpery] 
whatever virtue there be, Scholef. 

Hints, p. 107, or more accurately 

‘there is,’ Alf., it being assumed that 

there is such; see Latham, Engl. 

Lang. § 614 (ed. 3), and comp. 
Wordsw. in loc.: recapitulation of 

the foregoing, with ref. perhaps to 

all the epithets except the last, which 

seems to be generalized by the fol- 
lowing érawos. ’Apern [from a root 

AP- connected with Sanser. uri, ‘ pro- 
tegere,’ Pott, Eiym. Forsch. Vol. 1. p. 

221, Donalds. Crat. § 285] is only 

found elsewhere in the N.T. in 2 

Pet. i. 5, in ref. to man (comp. Wis- 

dom iv. 1), and 1 Pet, ii, 9, 2 Pet. i. 
3, in ref. to God (comp. Hab. iii. 3, 

Isaiah xlii. 8, al.): it designates, as 
Mey. observes, ‘moral excellence in 

feeling and action’ (7 r&v xadav vow- 

foudvey éumepla, Hesych.), and is 

opp. to xaxta, Plato, Rep. 1v. p. 444 

D, 445 ©: see Whichcote, Vol. rv. 

p. 120. erawvos] praise ; not ‘pro 
eo quod est laudabile,’ Calv., or ‘ea 
que laudem apud homines merean- 

tur,’ Est.,—but ‘praise’ in its simple 

sense, which, as Whichcote observes, 

‘regularly follows upon virtue, and 

is a note of it and a piece of the re- 
ward thereof,’ p. 132. The addition 

of éemorhuys after érawv. in DIFG; 

Clarom., Vulg. (not Am.}), al., is 

a somewhat curious, but wholly 

untenable addition. Aoyt- 
teoQe] think on, take account of, not 

however merely ‘bear them in your 
thoughts,’ ‘meditate’ (Alf.), but ‘use 

your faculties upon them,’ ‘horum 

rationem habete,’ Beng.; comp. 1 Cor. 

xiii, 5, and see Whichcote, p. 138. 

9. & Kal] which also: exemplifi- 
cation of the foregoing in the Apostle 

himself; rofro ddacxaNlas aplorys, 7d 

év mdcas Tats mapawéceow éavrov 

mapéxew Tturov, Chrys. The first cal 

is ascensive (‘facit transitionem a 

generalibus [ca] ad Paulina,’ Beng.), 

—not ‘et,’ Vulg. (Syr., Copt. omit), 

but ‘etiam,’ Luth., the other three 

simply copulative, the sentence fall- 

ing into two portions (éud0. kal raped., 

jxove. cal ef.) connected by «al, each 

of which again is similarly inter- 
connected: ‘duo priora verba ad doc- 

trinam pertinent, duo reliqua ad ex- 

emplum,’ Estius; comp. Theod., xal 

bia TOv Adyuv opas edldaka, Kal did 

Tov mpayudrwv wbrédeéa. So also 

Van Heng., Mey., Wiesinger, al. 

TmapeAdBere] received; not howeverin 
a purely passive (Gal. i. 12, 1 Thess. 

ii. 13), but, as the climactic order 

of the words (comp. jxovc. Kal id.) 

seems to suggest, with a somewhat 

active reference (John i. r1, 1 Cor. 
Xv. 1); comp. Dion.-Hal. 1. p. 44, \éyw 

& rapa Tov éyxwplwy mapédaBov (que 
ab incolis percepi), and the somewhat - 

similar dvahaPely év xapdlg, Job xxii. 
22. The distinction of Grot., ‘ éud- 

Gere significat primam institutionem: 

mapeddBere exactiorem doctrinam’ 
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> N AY : 2 ’ a , Vos 
HKOVTATE KQAL ELOETE EV EMOL, TAUTA TpacceTe* Kai Oo 

Beds Tis elpnuns grrat wed var. 

I rejoiced in your re- 
newed aid: yet I am 
content and want not. 
Ye have freely supplied 
my need, and God shall supply yours. 

(éyypdgws, Theoph.,—but qu. read- 
ing), seems lexically doubtful: for 
exx. of rapa, see Kypke, Obs. Vol. 
IL. p. 222. akotvoare does 
not refer to any form of teaching or 

preaching (‘refertur ad familiares 

sermones,’ Grot., Hamm.), but, as 

the division of members noticed above 

seems to require, to the example 

which the Apostle had set them when 

he was with them ;—this they heard 
from others, and further saw for 

themselves. ’Ev éuol thus belongs 

more especially to the two latter 
verbs, the prep. év denoting the 

sphere, and as it were substratum of 

the action ; see notes on Gal. i. 24, 
and Winer, Gr. § 48. a. 
Tatra mpacoere] Parallel to the pre- 
ceding rafra NoylferGe, without how- 
ever suggesting any contrast between 

‘acting’ and ‘thinking;’ doylt. (see 
notes) having u distinctly practical 
reference; see Meyer in loc. 

Kal 6 @eds «.7.A.] and (so) the God 

of peace; comp. ver. 7, where kal 
has a similarly consecutive force, and 

see notes on ver.12. The expression 

6 Oeds ris elp. admits of different ex- 

planations according to the meaning 

assigned to elpjvy, see Reuss, Théol. 

Chrét. tv. 18, Vol. 11. p. 201. Here 

there seems no reason to depart from 

the meaning assigned in ver. 7; the 
gen. being a form of the gen. of con- 

tent, or (which is nearly allied to it) 

of the characterizing attribute; see 

Scheuerl. Synt. § 16. 3, p- 115, and 
comp. Andrewes, Serm. xvitt. Vol. 11. 

p. 84 (A.-C. Libr.). 
1to—20. Rejoicing, and gratitude 

Jor the gift sent by the Church, 

"Exapny de ep Kupio Meyadrus Ore 10 

40n more aveOadere TO Umep wou ppoveiv’ 

10. ’Exdpynv 5€] Now I rejoiced: 
transition to more special matters, 
the 8¢ being peraBarcxéy (Hartung, 

Partik. Vol. 1. p. 165), and marking 

the change to a new subject; ¢lra 
kal wept tov reupbdvrwy wap airdv 
ypdpe: xpnudtwv, Theod. The addi- 

tion év Kuplw serves to define the na- 

ture of the joy; it was neither self- 

ish nor earthly, it was in his Lord 

and without Him was not; see notes 

on ch. iii. 1. 78n ore] 
now at length, ‘tandem aliquando,’ 

Vulg., Rom. i. 10; more fully in 

Aristoph. Ran. 931, 76 wor’ év uaxp@ 

xedvy vuKros,—7on acquiring that 
meaning from its reference to some- 

thing long looked for; see Hartung, 

Partik. 96n, 2. 4, Vol. 1. p. 238, Kiih- 

ner, Gr. § 499. 1, and, on the essen- 

tial meaning of this particle, notes 

ont Cor. vi. 7. De Wette adopts the 

translation ‘jetzt einmal,’ ‘jam ali- 

quando’ (comp. Plato, Symp. p. 216 

E), on the ground that the more usual 

transl. involves a tacit reproach. 

This is not the case. The Apostle, 
as the Philippians well knew, in all 

cases preferred maintaining himself: 

now however his captivity seemed to 

call for their aid; comp. Neand. Phi- 

lipp. p. 25. dveOdAere «.7.A.] 

ye put forth new shoots, flourished 

again, in respect of your solicitude 

for me; ‘refloruistis pro me sentire,’ 

Vulg., and less literally, Syr., ‘ cc:- 

pistis curam habere mei.’ There is 
some little difficulty both in the con- 

struction and the exegesis. The 

verb dvadddXew may be either transt- 
tive (Ezek. xvii. 24, Ecclus. i. 18), or 
intransitive (Psalm xxviii. 7, Wis- 

H 2 
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> a ”~ 11 ep Fat éppoveire, jeatpeicOe dé. ob—~ Ste Kal boré- 
e , 

pnw Aéyer eyo yap euabov ev ois eiul adrapkys etvat. 

dom iv. 4). In the former case the 
construction is plain (ro Umép «.7.X. 
being a simple accus. after the verb), 
but the exegesis unsatisfactory, as the 

dvabdd\Xew would appear dependent 

on the will of the Philipp., which the 

context certainly seems to contradict. 

In the latter, adopted by Vulg., Copt., 

Syr., and the Greek commentators, 

the exegesis is less difficult, but the 

construction somewhat ambiguous. 
Either (a) ro vrép éuod is the accus. 
object. after ppovety, the verb itself 

being somewhat laxly appended to 
dveOdh., Beng., Mey., Alf.; or (b) 76 

barép éuov Ppovety is the accus, of the 

quantitative object (notes on 7a mdv- 

Ta, on Eph. iv. 15) dependent on 

aveOddere, Winer, Gr. § 44. 1, Wie- 

sing., Bisp., and appy. Chrys. and 
Theoph. (who interpolates eis). Of 
these (a) is artificial and contrary to 
the current and sequence of the 

Greek: (6) is simple and intelligible, 

but certainly involves the difficulty 

that the following clause (if we 

retain the proper and obvious 

reference of é’ 6) will in fact be 
édpovetre él TG vrép éuod dpovetv. As 
however this logical difficulty may be 

diluted by observing that gpovety is 
not used exactly in the same sense in 
the two clauses,—7d imép éuod dp. 
in fact coalescing to form a new idea, 

—and as (a) is not only artificial, 
but involves an undue emphasis on 

7d Urép éuod, we somewhat confi- 
dently adopt (b): so Wiesing. and 
Bisping. Lastly, dve@dAere does not 
involve any censure (ért mpdorepov 
bvres dvOnpol éuapdvOnoay, Chrys.): 
the time during which jxapoivro was 
the period of unavoidable torpor ; 
when the suitable time and oppor- 
tunity came dvéOadov, comp. An- 

drewes, Serm. xvitr. Vol. 11. p. 99 
(A.-C. Libr.). The rare 
aor. dvé9. is noticed by Winer, Gr. 
§ 15, Buttm. Jrreg. Verbs, 3. v. Od)- 

dw. ép’ 6] for which, 
‘with a view to which,’ ‘in contem- 

plation of which;’ the éml marking 

the object contemplated: not ‘sicut,’ 
Vulg., Syr., ‘in quo,’ Copt., inter- 

pretations which obscure the proper 

force of the prepositions. On the 

meanings of é¢’ @, see notes on ch. 

iii. 12. kal éppovetre] 
ye were also anxious, careful; imperf., 

marking the continuance of the ac- 

tion, to which the «ai adds a further 

emphasis: ‘your care for mewas of no 

sudden growth, it did not show itself 

just when the need came,—far from 

it, you were also anxious long before 

you dvéfadere. The omission of pév 
after éppov. gives, as Meyer observes, 

a greater vigour to the antithesis; see 

Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. p. 356, comp. 

notes on Gal. ii. 15. akatpeto Oe] 
ye were lacking opportunity ; t.e. ‘it 
was not from any barrenness on your 

part,’ Wordsw. ’Axap. (an dr. Aeyou.) 
is a word of later Greek, the opposite 

of which is evxarpetv (ed oxodrFs Exec)» 
a form equally condemned by the At- 

ticists ; Lobeck, Phryn. p. 125, Thom. 

M. p. 830. Chrysostom refers the 

term specially to the temporal means 

of the Phil., ov« elyere év xepolv, ovdée 
év ddOovla Are, and urges the popular 
use of dxaip. in that sense. It may 
have been so ; it seems however safer 

to preserve the ordinary temporal 

reference; see above. 

II. obx 61] Not that, I do not 
mean that: see notes on ch. iii. 12, 
Winer, Gr. § 64. 6. The Apostle 

does not wish his joy at this 
proof of their sympathy to be mis- 
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ay \ a 73 A , ~ 2 ‘ 
oloa Kat TaTetvougOat, oloa Kat TWéeplagevey ey TWavTt 12 

12. olda cal] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on vastly 

preponderating authority : Rec., olda dé. 

understood as mere satisfaction at 
being relieved from present want or 
pressure, kad? 

torépyoww] in consequence of want, 
‘ propter penuriam,’ Vulg., sim. Syr., 

‘propterea quod defuerit mihi;’ see 

notes on ch. ii. 3, and on Tit. iii. 5, 

where this meaning of xara is briefly 

investigated. Van Heng., to preserve 

the more usual meaning of the prep., 

gives tordpnow a concrete reference, 

‘at more receptum est penurie;’ 

this is artificial and unnecessary. 

The meaning is simply od dia rv 

éujy xpelav, Theod.; ‘ notio secundum 

facile transit in notionem propter,’ 

Kiihner, Xen. Mem. 1. 3. 12. 
éyd ydp ea0ov] for I for my part 
have learned, not ‘learned,’ Alf,, 

which represents the action as too 

remote to suit the English idiom ; 

see notes on 1 Cor, xv. 18. In the 

Greek nothing more is said than that 
the pavOdvew took place after a given 

time (see Donalds. Gr. § 432); whe- 
ther it does or does not last to the 

present time is left unnoticed; see 

esp. Fritz. de Aor. Vi, p. 16 sq. The 
éyw is emphatic, ‘quidquid alii sen- 
tiunt aut cupiunt,’ and guafov, as the 

tenor of the verse seems to indicate, 

refers to a teaching derived, not ‘ di- 

vinitus,’ Beng., but from the practi- 

cal experiences of life ; Saray évavTiwy 

ddedwv, metpay €\aBov ixavyqv, Theod. 

év ols ell] in what state I am; not, 

on the one hand, with reference 

merely to his present state, which is 

too limited,—nor on the other hand, 

with ref. to any possible state, ‘in 

quocunque statu sim,’ Raphel (comp. 

Auth.), which would require dv,—but 
with ref. to the state in which he is 

at the moment under consideration; 

almost ‘in every state that I come 
into.’ The expression éy ofs (no el- 
lipse of xpjuacw, Wolf, al.) is copi- 
ously illustrated by Wetst. in loc.; 

see also Kypke, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 319. 

aitdpkys] content, ‘ut sufficiat mihi 
id quod est mihi,’ Syr. (comp. Heb. 

xiii. 5, dpxovpevor Tots mapodacy), liter- 

ally ‘self-supporting,’ ‘independent,’ 

the opposite being, as Meyer ob- 

serves, mpocdejs ddAwy, Plato, Tim. 

P- 33 D; comp. Arist. Eth. Nic. 1. 5, 

70 Tédevov ayafov avrapxes eivat Soxel: 

see notes on 1 Tim. vi. 6, and Barrow, 

Serm. xxxvi. Vol. 11. p. 404. The 

practical inferences deducible from 
this verse are well stated by Sander- 

son, Serm. v. (ad Aul.); comp. Mar- 

tensen, Chr. Eth. Part 11. § 150, p. 
351 sq. (Transl.). 

12. ofS kal ramew.] I know also 
(how) to be abased: second member 
of the climax (ua@ov x.7.d., ofda 

KT, meuinuar «.7.r.) explaining 

more in detail the preceding éy ois 
elul avrdpx. evar: the Apostle, as 
Andrewes well says, ‘had stayed af- 

fections.’ The first xa! thus serves 
to annex the special instance (razew.) 

to the more general statement (as 

kal py wed., Eph. v. 18, Winer, Gr. 

§ 53. 3), the second appends to ramew. 

its opposite, and is thus copulative 
and indirectly contrasting. The use 

of xal in the N.T., as the Aramaic © 

would have led us @ priori to sup- 

pose, is somewhat varied. Though 

all are really included in the two 
broad distinctions et and etiam (see 
esp. Klotz, Devar. Vol. 1. p. 635), 
we may perhaps conveniently enu- 
merate the following subdivisions. 

Under the first (et) xal appears 

as, (a) simply copulative; (B) ad- 
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‘ , cy o ‘ 
kal év wacw memiyual, Kal xopTaCer Oat Kat mewway, Kat 

, Ve 7 a 
13 TWeplawevely Kal vorepeic Oat. 

junctive, i.e. either when the special 

is annexed to the general as here, 

Mark i. 5, Eph. vi. 19, al., or con- 

versely the general to the special, 

Matth. xxvi. 59; (y) consecutive, 

nearly ‘and so,’ ver. 9, Matth. xxiii. 

32, 1 Thess. iv. 1, comp. James ii. 

23, al. Under the second (etiam) 
kal appears as, (6) ascensive, ‘even,’ 
a@ very common and varied usage 

(comp. notes on Eph. i. 11), or 
conversely, descensive, Gal. iii. 4, 

Eph. v. 12, where see notes; (e) 

explanatory, approaching nearly to 

‘namely,’ ‘thatis to say,’ John i. 16, 
Gal. ii. 20, vi. 16, where see notes; 

({) comparative, especially in double- 

membered clauses, see notes on Eph. 

v. 23; to all which we may perhaps 
add a not uncommon use of xal, 

which may be termed (v) its contrast- 
ing force, as here (24 «al), and more 

strongly, Mark xii. 12, 1 Thess. ii. 

18. In such a case the particle is 

not adversative, as has often been 
asserted, but copulative and con- 
trasting; the opposition arising 

merely from the juxtaposition of 

clauses involving contrasted or dis- 

similar sentiments. These seven 

heads appy. include all the more 
common uses of cal in the N.T.; for 
further exx. see the well arranged list 

in Bruder, Concord. s.v. cal, and the 

much improved notice in the sixth 

ed. of Winer, Gr. § 53. 3. 

mepioocvev] to abound. The oppo- 
sition between rarew. and mepicc. is 

not exactly perfect (contrast Matth. 

xxiii. 12, 2 Cor. xi. 7, and ch. ii. 8, 

9), but still need not involve a depar- 
ture from the lexical meaning of 

either word. The former (razew.) is 
more general (‘to be cast down,’— 

not expressly \wdrrew, Gocum., and 

, ° , ? es 30 é 
TAVTA toXUw ev TM EV U- 

sim. even De W.), but obviously in- 

cludes the idea of the pressure and 
dejection arising from want (comp. 
Aith.); the latter is more specific. 
The paraphrase of Pelagius (cited by 

Mey.) is thus perfectly satisfactory, 
‘ut nec abundantia extollar, nec 
frangar inopid.” év tmrayrl 
kal éy maow] in everything and in 
all things, ‘in omni et in omnibus,’ 

Clarom., Goth., not ‘ubique et in 

omnibus,’ Vulg., Auth.,—an as- 

sumed ellipsis of rérw (Chrys. sup- 
plies xpévm) which cannot be sub- 

‘stantiated any more than that of 
dvOpéros (Beng.) after réow ; comp. 
2 Cor. ix. 8. The expression seems 

designed to be perfectly general and 

inclusive, év avril mpdryu. Kal év 
waot Trois wapeumlrrovor, Phot. ap. 

Gicum. pepdnpar] I have 
been initiated, fully taught, ‘insti- 

tutus sum,’ Vulg., Clarom., Copt.; 

‘exercitatus sum,’ Syr., ‘ assuetus 
sum,’ Aith.;—climactic, see above. 

The word is an dz. deydu. in the 
N.T., and appears used, not in its 
primary sense ‘ discipliné arcana im- 
butus sum,’ Beng. (pvodmevos' uvora- 

ywyovpuevos, Hesych.), but in its deri- 

vative sense ‘I have been fully in- 

structed’ (udyors’ wdOnors, KarjxXnOLSs, 

Hesych.), with perhaps some refer- 
ence to the practical mode in which 

the knowledge was acquired; zeZpay 

andvrwy éyw, Phot. ap. Gicum.; see 

Suicer, Thesaur. s.v. Vol. 1. p. 379 
sq. As pvetoOa is used with an 

accus. of the thing (Plato, Symp. p. 
209 B, and see exx.in Rost u. Palm, 

Lex. s.v.), more rarely with a gen. 
(Heliod. Zthiop. 1. 17, see Lobeck, 

Aglaoph. p. 651 note) or dat. (Lucian, 

Demon. 11), some modern commien- 

tators (Mey., Alf.) join év wayrt «.7.d. 
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13. évdvvapodvrl ye] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 
very clearly preponderating authority: Rec. adds Xporg@. 

with the infinitives yopr. kal mewav. 

This is harsh and somewhat hy- 

percritical; pvetcOa: appears with a 
prep. (card) in 3 Mace. ii. 30, and is 
probably to be joined with év here; 

so Syr., Vulg., Clarom., Goth., and 
appy. Copt., Aith. wewav] 
Later form for revjv, see Winer, 

Gr. § 13. 3, Thom. M. p. 699: ‘vul- 
garis horum verborum scriptura cum 
ingressu Macedonici svi, tenuis sca- 

turiginis instar, hic ibi emicat,’ 

Lobeck, Phryn. p. 61. The verb 
xoprdfw, properly used in ref. to 
animals (Hesiod, Op. 450, Aristoph. 
Pax, 176, Plato, Rep. 1. p. 372 D, 

comp. 1x. p. 586 4), is found always 

in the N.T. (except Rev. xix. 21), 
and very commonly in later writers, 
in simple reference to men. 

13. wavTa texto] I can do all 
things,—not ‘all this,’ Hamm, on 1 

Cor, xiii. 7, ‘omnia memorata,’ Van 

Heng., but ‘all things,’ with the 

most inclusive reference, marking 
the transition from the special to 

the general. Bernard (Serm, Lxxxv.) 

well says ‘nihil omnipotentiam Verbi 
clariorem reddit, quam quod omni- 

potentes facit omnes qui in se [eo] 

sperant;’ see a good sermon on this 

text by Hamm. Serm. xtv. p. 297 

(A.-C. Libr.). Idvra is the accus, of 
the ‘ quantitative’ object after lcxtw 

(Gal. v. 6, James v. 16, Wisdom xvi. 
20), defining the measure and extent 
of the action; see Madvig, Synt. 

§ 27. év TO évbuv. pe] in 
Him that giveth me inward strength ; 

not ‘per eum,’ Beza, but ‘in Him,’ 

in vital and living union with Him 

who is the only source of all spiritual 
Ovvayis; comp. 1 Tim. i. 12, 2 Tim. 

iv. 17, aud Ignat.ad Smyrn. § 4. The 

late form évdvvaydw (see notes on 
1 Tim, i. 12) occurs six times in St 

Paul’s Epp., in Acts ix. 22, and Heb. 
xi. 34 (Rec.), Psalm lii. 9, and ecel. 

writers. The simple form occurs 

Col. i. 11, Heb. xi. 34 (Lachm., 
Tisch.), Psalm Ilxviii. 29, and is 

noticed by Lobeck, Phryn. p. 605 
note. 

14. WA k.t.X.] Notwithstanding 
ye did well; clearly not ‘ye have 

done well,’ Peile,—the event referred 

to belonged definitely to the past. In 
this verse and the following, which 

in fact present the positive side to 

the negative ody 87, ver. 11, the 

Apostle guards against any appear- 

ance of slighting the liberality of his 

converts (Chrys., Calv.), by specify- 
ing what peculiarly evoked his joy,— 

the sympathy of the Philippians, 7d 
owkowwrioal mov TH OAlWer. For the 

explanation of rdjjv, see notes on ch. 

i. 18, iii. 16, and for exx. of the idiom- 

atic ads ér. with a part. (Acts x. 
33), see Elsner, Obs, Vol. 1. p. 257. 
cuvkowwy. K.T.A.] in that ye commu- 

nicated, had fellowship, with my 

affliction, see notes on Eph. v. 11: 

specification of their action viewed in 

its moral aspects; dud» robro Képdos: 

kowwvol yap trav éuav éyéverbe raby- 
udrov, Theod. The action of the 
participle is contemporaneous with 
that of the finite verb (see Bernhardy, 
Synt. X.9, p. 383, notes on Eph. i. 

9, comp. Winer, Gr. § 45. 6. b), and 

specifies the act in which the xadds 

éroujoare was evinced, It is scarcely 

necessary to add that @Alwe is not, 

either here or 2 Cor. viii. 13, ‘ penu- 
rie’ (‘necessity,’ Peile), but simply 

‘tribulationi,’ Vulg.: the gift of the 

Philippians is regarded from a higher 
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point of view, not as mere almsgiving 

but as an act of ministering sym- 

pathy. 

15. ol8are 8 Kal vp.] Moreover 
yourselves also know ; notice of their 

former liberality in the way of gentle 

contrast. Aé here does not merely 

annex an ‘enlargement upon’ the 

preceding verse (Peile, ‘and,’ Scholef. 

Hints, p. 107), but passes to earlier 

acts, which it puts in juxtaposition 

with the present; see notes on Gal. 

iii. 8, and Klotz, Devar. Vol. 1. p. 

356, 362, who has well discussed this 
particle, with the single exception that 

he denies the connexion between it 

and the numeral which seems philo- 

logically certain; Donalds. Cratyl. 

§ 155. The cal suggests a compari- 

son with the Apostle, ‘ye too, as 

well as I;’ comp. notes on ver. 12. 

Puturmyovor] men of Philippi. The 

mention by name is emphatic (comp. 

2 Cor. vi. 11); it does not mark 

merely affection (‘my Philippians,’ 

Bisp.), but specifies them gratefully 

and earnestly, as the well remem- 

bered and acknowledged doers of the 
good deed. Beng. goes rather too 

far when he says, ‘innuit antitheton 

ad ecclesias aliorum oppidorum’; the 

comparison is instituted in what 
follows. év dpxf Tov edayy. ] 
in the beginning of the Gospel, 

i.e. of its being preached among 

those to whom the Apostle is now 

writing; more fully defined and 

explained by the temporal clause 
which follows. Gre ey AOov] 

when I went out, ‘quando profectus 

sum,’ Vulg., scil. at the time that 

event took place. It is doubtful whe- 
ther the Apostle alludes (a) to the 

assistance supplied to him when at 

Corinth, and especially mentioned in 

2 Cor. xi. g; or (b) to that supplied 
previously to, and possibly at, his de- 

parture, Acts xvii. 14, If (a) is 

adopted, then é£4\Gov must be regard- 
ed as having a pluperfect reference 

(Van Heng., De W., see Paley, Hor. 

Paul. § vii. 3),—an interpretation to 
which no serious grammatical objec- 

tion can be urged (Jelf, Gr. § 404, 

Winer, Gr. § 40. 5, see however 

Fritzsche, de Aor. Vi, p. 16), but 

which seems at variance with év dpxf 
Tod evayy., which, as Mey. observes, 
refers the event to the earliest period 

of their connexion with the Apostle. 

It seems safer then to adopt (b); so 

Mey., Alf., and Bisp. 

por...€kowovnoey K.7.A.] communi- 
cated with (‘dealt with,’ Audrewes) me 
in regard of the account (ver. 17) of 

giving and receiving ; eis Néyov not 

being taken in the more lax, yet de- 
fensible sense, ‘ratione habita,’ Van 

Heng. (comp. z Mace. i. 14, Thucyd. 

111. 46), but, as els \dyov below seems 

to suggest, in the stricter meaning, 

‘in ratione dati et accepti,’ Vulg., 

Goth., Copt.; comp. Cicero, Lal. xvi. 

58, ‘ratio acceptorum et datorum.’ 

The exact meaning of the words is 

slightly doubtful. Chrys., Theoph., 

nearly all the earlier, and the great 

majority of recent expositors, refer the 

giving and receiving to each party ; 

épGs wOs éxowwrncay els Ndyov Sbcews 

Tov capkucav Kal Afpews TaV mvevpa- 
rixav, Chrys.; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 11. 
Grotius and others limit the giving to 

the Philippians and the receiving to 

the Apostle; ‘ego sum in vestris ex- 

pensi tabulis, vos in meis accepti.’ 

Meyer (followed by Alf.) extends this 

so far that each party is supposed to 
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open an account with the other, but 
that the debtor side was vacant in 

their account, the creditor in his. 

This last interpr. seems so artificial, 
and the first so fairly analogous with 
the spiritual application in ver. 17, 
that we see no reason for departing 

from theordinaryinterpr.; sorecently 

Wiesing., and Bisping. Exx. of the 
expression Ajyis kal dors are cited by 

Wetst. in loc.; comp. also Schoettg. 

Hor. Hebr. Vol. 1. p. 804. For the 
construction of xowwwveiy, see notes 

on Gal. vi. 6. 

16. 81] because,—argumentative, 

not demonstrative (‘ that,’ Paley, Van 

Heng., Rilliet, al.), the object of this 
verse being to justify the statement 

év dpx7 Tob evaryy. (ver. 15), by noticing 
a very early period when assistance 

was sent to the Apostle from Philippi: 

and not (as Paley) to add a second in- 

stance of the generosity of the Philip- 

pians. Even before he had left Mace- 

donia they had twice ministered to his 

necessity: so Goth. (‘unte’), and per- 

haps Vulg., Clarom., ‘quia:’ the other 
Vv.are ambiguous; Aith.omits. The 

other interpr. of dr: reverses the order 
of time, and disturbs the logical se- 

quence. kal év Oero.] even 

in Thessalonica, not ‘to Thessalonica,’ 

Vulg., Clarom., but, ‘when I was in 

that city.’ There is here no ellipse of 

évrt (Beza), nor a direct instance of 
the prep. of rest in combination with 
a verb of motion (Mey., Alf.), but 
only a case of simple and intelligi- 

ble brachylogy, Winer, Gr. § g0. 4. 

The ascensive «al is referred by the 

early commentators to theimportance 

of Thessalonica; éy ry pyrpordde 

Kabnwevos mapa THs pKpas érpépero 

aédews, Chrys. This is doubtful; it 

seems more naturally ascensive in ref. 

mor eméeurpare. ovx Stt 17 

to time, ‘even at so early a period as 

when I was at Thess.’ (so Alf.); comp. 
Hartung, Partik. cal, 2. 8, Vol. 1. p. 
135. kal dmat Kal Sls] 
both once and twice, 7.e., ‘not once 

only, but twice,’ emphatic: see 1 

Thess. ii. 18, Nehem. xiii. 20, 1 Mace, 

iii, 30, and comp. kal dls kal zpls, 

Herod. 11. 121, 11. 148. Meyer cites 
as the antithesis ot drat ové6e Sls, 

Plato, Clitoph. p. 410B. On kal... 

xal, see notes on. Tim. iv. ro. 

els tTHv xpelav] to supply my need; 
els marking the ethical destination of 
the contribution; so els 7d evayy., 

2 Cor. ii. 12, ‘to preach the Gos- 
pel;’ see exx, in Winer, Gr. § 49. a. 

The article marks the need the 

Apostle then felt, i.e. ‘my need,’ Syr., 
al, Chrysostom calls attention to the 

absence of the pronoun, ov« elme Tas 
éuas [xpelas] dAN ardas, Tod ceuvod 

ériwedduevos: this is inexact, as the 

art. fully performs the function of 

the pron.; Middl. Art. v. 1. 3. 
17. odx Ot] Not that; added 

as in ver. 11, to avoid a misunder- 

standing; see notes on ch. iii. 12: ‘sic 

laudat Philippensium liberalitatem ut 
tamen sinistram cupiditatis immo- 
dice opinionem semper a se rejiciat,’ 

Calvin. émtyto] I seek 

after, not ‘studiose quero,’ Bretsch., 

nor even ‘insuper quero,’ Van Heng., 

who has an elaborate, but not con- 

vincing note on this word: the ézi, 

as in émuroeiv x.7.d., only marks the 
direction of the action, see notes on 

ch. i. 8, and on 2 Tim. i. 4. In this 

-and similar compounds the directive 

force is often so feebly marked that 

the difference between the simple 
and compound word is hardly appre- 

ciable ; comp. Winer, de Verb. Comp. 

1.22. Meyer rightly calls attention 
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to the present, —the ‘allzeitiges Pri- 
sens’ of Kriiger (Sprachl. § 53. 1), a8 
marking the regular and character- 

istic mode of action ; see Bernhardy, 

Synt. X. 1, p. 370, and comp. the 
English present, in which however 

habitude is more strongly marked 

than in the Greek; Latham, Eng. 

Lang. § 507 (ed. 4). 
7d Sdp0] the gift,—not exactly ‘the 

gift which they had [now] sent to 

him,’ Scholef. Hints, p. 108, but ‘the 

gift in the particular case in question’ 

(Mey., Alf.), almost in English idiom 

‘any gift.’ The Copt. [taio] seems to 
convey the idea of a recompense, 

‘honorarium.’ ‘ GdAd émeg.] 
but I do seek, Alf.: the repetition 
of the same verb with dA\d, as in 

Rom. viii. 15, Heb. xii. 18, 22, adds 

force and emphasis to the sentence, 

and makes the primary meaning of 

d\X\G (‘aliud jam hoc esse de quo 

sumus dicturi,’ Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. 

p. 1) still more apparent; compare 

Fritz. Rom. viii. 15. 
Tov Kapmdév K.T.A.] the fruit which 
aboundeth unto your account, tyor, 

ovx éuod, Chrys.; i.e. the future divine 

recompense, which, on every fresh 

proof of their love, is represented as 
being laid up to their account, 6 kapmds 

éxelvors Tixrerat, Chrys. As m\eovdtew 

appears in all other cases in the N.T. 
to stand alone (2 Thess. i. 3 is doubt- 
ful; Alf. cites it here as certain, but 

in his notes in loc. takes it differently), 

Van Heng. and De W. here connect eis 

with émifnro. This seems to be an un- 

necessary refinement; thereis nothing 
in rdcovdf{w to render its connexion 

with eds, as marking the destination of 

the reovacuds, either ungrammatical 
or unnatural: it is joined with é& 

[Plato] Locr. p. 103 4. The use 

of doyos is here the same as in ver. 
15, not ‘habité vestrum ratione,’ Van 

Heng., and certainly not=els ipas 

(Syr., Rill.), but ‘in rationem ves- 

tram,’ Vulg. (Am.), i.e, dropping all 

metaphor, els riv tuerépay cwrnplar, 

Chrys.; compare Calv. in loc. 

18. daréxw 8& mdévra] But I have 
all I need; ‘ though I seek not after 

the gift, I still have all things in 

abundance; your liberality has left me 

to want nothing.’ The 6é¢ thus retains 

its proper oppositive force (not ‘ and 
now,’ Peile), and preserves the anti- 
thesis between the emphatic dréyw 
and the foregoing émifynrd; daréxw 

mwavTa, ovdev emefnrnréov. ’Améxw is 

neither barely ‘habeo,’ Vulg., nor yet 

with any special forensic sense (ac- 

ceptilatio) ‘satis habeo,’ ‘I give you 
my acquittance’ (Hamm. on Mark 
xiv. 413 comp. Chrys. édekev dre 

dperry earl 7d rpayyua), but simply ‘ac- 

ceptum teneo’ (‘accepi,’ Syr., Copt.), 

the prep. dwd apparently having a 

slightly intensive force (‘significat 

actionis quendam, ut ita dicam, de- 

cursum, atque adeo in agendo perse- 
verantiam,’ Winer, Verb. Comp. vi. p. 

7), and marking the completeness and 
definitive nature of the éxew; comp. 

Matth. vi. 2, 5, 16, Luke vi. 24, 
Philem, 15, Arrian, Epict. m1. 24 [p. 

228, ed. Borh.], 7d yap eddauovody | 

dréxew Set wdvra & Oéder, and comp, 
Winer, Gr. § 40. 4. kal 

mepisoetvw] and abound; expansion 

and amplification of the preceding 

dréxw, ‘I have all I want and more 
than all,’ the following rer\jpwyat 

completing the climax; ‘die Hiille 

und Fiille habe ich,’ Meyer. To 
supply xapas after memdjp. (Grot.) 
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19. 7d mdodros] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec., rdv mdobrov. 

is to mar wholly the simplicity and 
climactic force of the sentence. 
SeEdpevos K.7.A.] Temporal clause, 
‘now that I have received,’ Peile, 

‘posteaquam accepi,’ Hrasm,; comp. 

Donalds. Gr. § 573 sq. In the follow- 
ing words there is a slight variation 

of MSS., caused probably by the re- 

currence of rapa: there is however 
no difficulty ; duels Eragdpodirw édu- 

kare, ’Erappddiros éuol, Theod. 

éopav evwSias] a sweet-smelling sa- 
vour; accus. in apposition to the 

preceding 7& map’ judy; see notes on 
Eph. v. z. The reference of Alf. to 
Kiihner, Gr. Vol. 1. p. 146, and the 
exx. cited (Hom. II. xxrv. 735, Eurip. 

Orest. 962) are not quite in point, as 
there is no apposition to the verbal 
action contained in the sentence 
(Jelf, Gr. § 580. 2), but simply to the 
accus. 74 map’ vuwr, which is thus 
further defined and characterized. 

It is doubtful whether edwélas is to 
be considered as a gen. materie 

(Winer, Gr. § 34. 3. b, note, comp, 

Arist. Rhet. 1. 11) or a gen. of the 
characterizing quality (see Scheuerl. 

Synt. § 16. 3, p. 115); the latter is 

perhaps most simple and most in 
harmony with the Hebraistic tinge 
which seems to mark these kinds of 
gen. in the N. T.; comp. Winer, 

Gr. 1. c. (text). Overlay 
«.7.X.] a sacrifice acceptable (and) 
well pleasing to God; not ‘an ac- 

cepted sacr. such as is,’ éc., Peile 

(comp. Syr.); both adjectives as well 

as the preceding domi edwd. (comp. 
Lev. i. 9, 13) standing in connexion 

with 7@ Geg, which thus falls under 

the general head of the dative of ‘in- 
terest ;’ see Kriiger, Sprachl. § 48. 4. 

The good deeds which the Philippians 

did towards the Apostle became, from 

the spirit in which they were done 

(comp. Chrys.),an acceptable sacrifice 
to God Himself. It does not seem 
necessary, with Johnson (Unbl. Sac. 
u. 4, Vol. L p. 436 [A.-C. Libr.], 

comp. Iren. Her. iv. 18, ed. Mass.) 
to conclude that the alms brought by 

Epaphr. had been offered by the 

people at the altar: the sacrifice of 

alms is one of the spiritual and evan- 

gelical sacrifices specially noticed in 

the N. T. eg. Heb. xiii, 16; see the 
comprehensive list in Waterl. Doct. 

of Euch. ch. x11. Vol. rv. p. 730. 

19. 6 8 eds pov] Not without 
emphasis and an expression of hope- 

ful trust, ‘qui meam agit causam,’ 

Van Heng.; see notes on ch, i. 3. 
awAnpsoe K.T.A.] shall fulfil (with 
reciprocating ref, to mem). ver. 18) 
every need of yours ; not in the form 

of a prayer (érevxerat avrois, Chrys.), 

but of hopeful promise, the future 

tAnpdoe being distinctly predictive ; 

comp. Rom. xvi. 20, 2 Cor. xiii, 11, 

2 Tim. iv. 18. It is doubtful whether 
xpelay is to be referred solely to tem- 

poral (Chrys.), or solely to spiritual 
(Theod.) wants. The use of xpelu and 

the preceding allusions are in favour 
of the former; the use of )otros and 

the immediate context of the latter: 

the inclusive form of the expression 

seems to justify our uniting both. 

Kata Td TA. avTov] according to, i.e, 

‘in accordance with the riches He 

has;’ comp. notes on Eph.i.5. The 
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clause involves a shade of modal re- 
ference, and marks ért evkodov avT@ 

kal Suvardv kal raxéws roeiv, Chrys. 

éy 86&y] in glory; not so much an 
instrumental (Mey., Alf.) as a modal 
clause, closely in union with év Xp., 

the former pointing to the manner in 

which God will supply their wants,— 

not however merely ‘magnifice aut 

splendide,’ Calv. (comp. Beng.), but 

with ref. to the element or the attri- 
bute in which the action will be 
evinced,—while év Xp. ’Inc. specifies 

the ever-blessed sphere in which alone 

all is realized ; see notes on Eph. ii. 

y. So appy. Chrys. otrw repiccever 
Uuiv dravra wore ev ddéy abrot exew. 

Grotius and others (comp, th.) con- 
nect év d0& with mdotros; this is 

grammatically admissible,—the ex- 

pression w)ourety & rin (1 Tim. vi. 

18) justifying the omission of the 
article (see notes on Eph. i. 15),—and 

certainly deserves consideration, but 

the remark of Meyer, that rdoitros is 

always used in the N, T. in such 

metaphorical expressions with a gen, 

of the thing (Rom. ii. 4, ix. 23, 
2 Cor. viii. 2, Eph. i. 7, 18, ii. 7, 

iii. 16, Col. i. 27) and that we should 
have expected xara 7d whovros Tis 5. 

avrov, seems to strike the balance in 

favour of mAnp. év 6d&: so appy. 

Syr., but these are cases ‘in which 

the Vv. cannot safely be adduced on 

either side. 
20. TH St Oed k.t.d.] Now to God 

and our Father; anticipatory dox- 

ology called forth by the preceding 

words. On the august title Ocds xal 

marhp, see notes on Gal. i. 4. 

4 86a] Scil. cn, not 2orw; see notes 

2 U e wn e A 

agmaCovrat upag ol OuV 

All here send you 
greeting. 

on Eph, i. 2. The article seems here 
to have its ‘rhetorical’ force (Bern- 

hardy, Synt. vi. 22, p. 315), and to 

mark the dda as that ‘which espe- 

cially and peculiarly belongs to God ;’ 

see notes on Gal. i. 5, where this and 
the following expression, es rods 

aldvas ruv aldvwy, are briefly investi- 
gated. On the two formule aldy ray 
alwvwy, and alaves trav alwywy, see 

Harless on Eph. iii. 21, with however 

the qualifying remarks in notes in 

loc. 

21,22. Salutations, 21. mdyradyv- 
ov] every saint; not ‘omnes sanctos,’ 

Syr., Copt., Aith., but ‘omnem 
sanctum,’ Vulg., Clarom.: it does 

not apply to the whole Church, but, 

as Beng. suggests, individualizes ; 

each one is specially saluted; so 

Wies., Alf. On the term dyos and 
its application in the N.T., see notes 

on Eph. i. 1. It is doubtful whether 

év Xp. is to be joined with deracacde 
(comp. Rom. xvi. 22, 1 Cor. xvi. 19) 
or with G&y:ov (ch. i. 1); the latter is 

adopted by Syr. (plural) and Theod. 
(6 r@ Kuply “Inoot mioredwr); the 

former by Mey. and several modern 

interpreters. As dyios is connected 

in this Ep. with é& Xp. (comp. Rom. 

xvi. 3, 8, 9, 10, 13), and as dora. 

does not appear to be elsewhere 

used with év Xp. or év Xp. "Ine., 
but only with év Kuplw, the latter is 

perhaps slightly the more probable. 
ot abv épol dSeAdol] Those who were 
more immediately in communication 

with the Apostle, suitably and natu- 

rally specified before the inclusive 
mdyres of aytot in the following verse. 
The apparent contradiction between 
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23. Kuplov] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on very 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec. adds judv. Tod mvevuaros] So the 

above-mentioned edd. on greatly preponderating authority: Rec. rdvrwv. 

At the end of the verse Rec., [Lachm.], add’ Ay, with good critical authority. 
It is omitted by Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, with similarly good 

authority. The probability of insertion may perhaps be considered to turn 

the scale: comp. critical note on 1 Cor. xv. 24. 

this and ch. ii. 20 is simply disposed 
of by Chrys., od mapairetrar kal Tov- 

Tous ddedpovs kahely. 

22, pddtrra] especially; they 
were naturally more in contact with 

the Apostle than the other Christians 

in Rome, who were not among hisim- 

mediate associates. The primary force 

of udducra is ‘in the greatest degree,’ 

para being closely connected with 

peydna, see Pott, Htym. Forsch. Vol. 1. 

p. 283. ot & THs 
K. oixlas] those of Cesar’s house- 

hold. These words have received 

various interpretations. It seems 

most natural to regard them as de- 

noting, not on the one hand merely 
‘the Pretorian guards’ (Matth.), nor 

on the other the ‘members of Nero’s 

family,’ comp. 1 Cor. i. 16 [Camer., 

Van Heng., and more recently, and 

it is to be feared with obvious reasons, 

Baur, Apost. Paulus, p. 470, who 
founds on this interpr. an argument 

against the genuineness of the Ep.], 

butsimply the ofxe?or (Theod.), theser- 

vants and retainers belonging to the 

emperor’s household; see Krebs, Obs. 

P. 332, Loesn. Obs. p. 358. It may 

thus seem not improbable that St Paul 

was in confinement in or near to that 

barrack of the Pretorians which was 

attached to the palace of Nero (Conyb. 

and Hows. St Paul, Vol. 11. p. 510, ed. 

2), but it does not necessarily follow 

that wpatrdprov in ch. i. 13 (see notes) 
is to be restricted to that smaller por- 

tion. The barracks within the walls 
were probably in constant communi- 
cation with the camp without, 

23. Benediction. perd rod avevp. 
tp.] with your spirit; the ‘potior 

pars’ of our composite nature, the 

third and highest constituent of 
man: see 2 Tim. iv. 22, Destiny of 
the Creature, p. 115, and notes on 

Gal. vi. 18. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

HE profound and difficult Epistle to the Colossians was written 

by the Apostle during his first captivity at Rome (Acts xxviii. 

16, 30; comp. Introd. to 1 Tim.), and, as far as we can judge 

from some of the expressions in the concluding chapter (ver. 3, 4), 

at a period of that captivity when the Apostle’s anticipations were 

not of so grave a character as they appear to be in the Epistle to 

the Philippians (i. 20, 21, 30, ii. 27; see Introd. to Philipp.), and 

when his restraint was probably less close (comp. Acts xxviii. 16 

sq.) and his treatment more merciful. 

We may thus not improbably place it first in the third of the 

four groups into which St Paul’s Epistles may be conveniently 

divided, viz. the Epistles of the first captivity and conceive it to 

have been written a very short time before the Epistle to the 

Ephesians, and perhaps about the early part of the year a.D. 62. 

It was conveyed to the church of Colosse by Tychicus (ch. iv. 7, 8), 

who had received a similar commission with reference to the con- 

verts at Ephesus (Eph. vi. 21), and it not improbably reached its 

destination before the Epistle to the last-mentioned Church ; 

comp. Meyer, on Eph. p. 17. 

The Epistle seems to have been called forth by the information 

St Paul had received from Epaphras (ch. iv. 12; Philem. 23), who, if 

not the actual founder of the Church of Colosse (Davidson, [ntrod., 

Vol. 1. p. 405, Bp Lightfoot, Comment. p. 29 sqq.), was most 
certainly one of the very earliest preachers of Christ in that city; 

comp. ch. i. 7 and notes in loc. Its object transpires very clearly, 

—an earnest desire on the part of the Apostle to warn the Colos- 

sians against a system of false teaching, partly Oriental and 

theosophistic in its character (ch. ii. 18), and partly Judaical and 

ceremonial (ch. ii. 16), which was tending on the one hand directly 

to obscure the majesty and glory of Christ (comp. ch. i. 15, 

E. I 
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ii. 8 sq.), and on the other to introduce ritualistic observances, 

especially on the side of bodily austerities (ch. ii. r6—23), opposed 

alike to the simplicity and freedom of the Gospel, and to all true 

and vital union with the risen Lord (ch. ii. 20, iii.1), For further 

particulars see Davidson, Zntrod. Vol. 11. p. 407 sqq. (where the 

sects to which these corrupters of the faith have been supposed 

to belong, and the peculiar nature of their tenets, are very care- 

fully discussed), and especially the clear and thorough treatise on 

the Colossian Heresy by Bp Lightfoot, Comment. pp. 73—113: 

comp. also Smith, Diéct. of Bible, Art. ‘Ep. to the Colossians,’ 

Vol. 1. p. 342. 

In reference to the genuineness and authenticity of this Epistle 

it may be said briefly that no doubts have been urged that deserve 

any serious consideration. Even if the external testimonies had 

been less clear and explicit than we find them to be (Irenzus, 

Her, 111. 14. 1, Clem. Alex. Strom. 1. p. 325, ed. Pott., Tertull. 

de Prescr, cap. 7, Origen, contr. Cels. v. 8), the internal arguments, 

derived from the peculiarities of style and expression, must have 

been pronounced by every sagacious critic to be equally conclusive 

and unanswerable. To class an Epistle so marked not only by 

distinctive peculiarities of style, but by the nerve, force, and origi- 

nality of its argument, with the vague productions of later Gnos- 

ticism (Mayerhoff, Baur, al.), is to betray so complete a want of 

critical perception, that we can scarcely wonder that such views 

have been very generally and very summarily rejected; see Meyer, 

Einleitung, p. 7, Davidson, Introd. Vol. u. p. 427 sq. As the 

latter writer very justly observes, the fabrication of such an Epistle 

would be ‘a phenomenon perfectly inexplicable’ (p. 428). 

The contents of the Epistle can be much more easily specified 

than in the case of the preceding Epistle. The style is somewhat 

rugged, but the distribution of subjects is simple. After a brief 

introduction (ch. i. 1—8), the Apostle passes at once to the doc- 

trinal portion, and to the subject of the person of Christ (ch. i. 

g—23). After some comments on his own work (ch. i. 24—1ii. 5), 

he passes to warnings against various errors in the Colossian 

Church (ch. ii. 6—23) and, by a natural sequence, to exhortations 

and precepts (ch. iii. 1—iv. 6). After a few words on personal 

matters (ch. iv. 7—9), he closes with salutations, and an autograph 

valedictiga (ch. iv. 1o—18). 

The similarity between many portions of this Epistle and that 
to the Ephesians has often been noticed, and the claim to priority 
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of composition much debated. With regard to the first point it 

may be again observed (asin Introd. to Eph.) that the two Epistles 

were written closely about the same time, and addressed to two 

Churches sufficiently near to one another to have had many points 

of resemblance, and to have needed very similar forms of exhorta- 

tion, especially in reference to the duties of social and domestic 

life. With regard to the second point it may be enough to say 

that the nature of the contents of the two Epistles seems to har- 

monize best with the opinion that the Epistle to the Colossians 

was first in order, and that the more directly individualizing and 

polemical preceded the more directly systematic and doctrinal ; 

see Davidson, Introd. Vol. 1 p. 346 sq., and compare notes on 

Eph. vi. 21. 

12 





IPOS KOAASSAELS, 

Apostolic address and 
salutation. 

AYAOZ® amderoros Xpiorot Ty I. 

cov dra OeAnuatos Oeotd cat Ti- 

1. Xpicrod ‘Incot] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

very greatly preponderating authority: Rec.,’Iycoi Xpicrod. 

Intropuction (ch. i. 1—8). 

1—8. Opening address. I. a16- 
orodos Xp. Ino.] an Apostle of Christ 
Jesus; the possessive genitive de- 

noting whose minister he was: see 

notes on Eph. i. 1, and for the 
meanings of dmécrodos, here ob- 

viously used in its higher and more 
especial sense, see notes on Gal. i. 

1, and on Eph, iv. 11. The form of 

greeting in this Ep. closely resembles 

that to the Ephesians ; there are how- 
ever, as has been previously observed 

(comp. notes on Eph. i. 1, and see 

Riick. on Gal. i. 1), some differences 
in the addresses of St Paul’s Epp., 

especially in the Apostle’s designation 

of himself, which, though not in all 

cases easy to account for, can hardly 
be deemed accidental. We may clas- 
sify these designations as follows: in 

1 and 2 Thess., simply Ilad\os (see 
below, note on cai Tiu.); in Philemon 

(very appropriately), décuios Xp. “I. ; 
in Phil., doddos Xp. "Ino. (associated 

with Timothy); in Tit., dof\os Ocod 

améor, 6¢’I. X.; in Rom., dofd. I. X. 

KAnros daréor.; in 1 Cor. (kdAnrés dz.), 
2 Cor., Eph., Col., 2 Tim., dador. X. 
I. (or ’I. X., see crit. note on Tit. i. 

1) dia OeAjparos Ocod; in 1 Tim., 
dmoor. X.’I. kar’ émirayhy 0, cwrn- 
pos quay cal X.7I. «.7.A.; and lastly, 

with fullest titular distinction, inGal., 

dardorodos, odk am avOpdrwy ode 50 
dvOpérou x.7.X. An interesting paper 

might be written on these peculiarities 

of designation. Sid OeAtjparos 
@eot] Added probably in thankful 
remembrance of God’s grace, and 

with feelings of implicit obedience 

to His will; see notes on Eph. i. 1. 

kal Tip. 6 ddeAd.] Timothy is simi- 
larly associated with the Apostle in 

his greeting in 2 Cor. i. 1, Philem. 1, 

and even included with him under a 
common appellation in Phil. i. 1: 
so also Sosthenes, 1 Cor. i. 1, comp. 

Gal. i. 2, and see notes in loc. In 

1 and 2 Thess, i. 1, the names of 
Silvanus and Timothy are simply 
joined to that of Paul. It may 
be observed however that in 1 Cor., 

Phil., and Philem., the Apostle pro- 
ceeds in the singular, while here, 

2 Cor. (i, 4, see Meyer), 1 and 2 

Thess., he continues the address in 

the plural; see notes on ver. 3. It 
has been supposed that Timothy was 
also the transcriber of the Epistle 
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% "oOeos 6 adeAdos Tois év Koroccais dylots cai merTois 

2 Kodoocats] So Tisch., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on authority so very 

greatly preponderating that, in spite of the form Kodaccaeis in the title (which 

seems there the best attested reading), we seem bound to adopt this older 
and more correct form in the text: Rec. (Steph. 3), Lachm., Treg., and former 

edd. of this Commentary, Kod\accais. Careful investigation seems now clearly 
to shew that Colosse was the old form, and indeed the only form till a period 
later than that of St Paul: see Bp Lightfoot, Commentary (Introd.), p. 17, 

note. To decide on the proper spelling of the title is perhaps less difficult, as 

the title was probably attached at a later date, and might, not unnaturally, 

present the then current form of spelling. It maybe said too, that correction 

of the title so as to conform with the text would seem so probable, that the 

external authority for the earlier mode of spelling, even if of equal weight 

with that for the later mode, would, on critical grounds, become overbalanced. 

As it is, however, the external authority for Ko\accaels in the title distinctly 
preponderates. Weseem bound therefore, though it is confessedly awkward, 

to retain what thus appears to be the true reading of the title. 

(Steiger, Bisp.; comp. ch. iv. 18): 

this is possible, but nothing more. 

The title 6 déeddds, as in x and 2 

Cor. i. 1, has no special reference to 

official (ovkotv kal dardoronos, Chrys.), 
but simply to Christian brother- 

hood; Timothy was one of ol dded- 

gol, ‘der christliche Mitbruder,’ De 

Wette. 
2. Kodorcats] Colosse or Colass~ 

(see crit. note) was a city of Phrygia, 

on the Lycus (an affluent of the 
Meander), near to, and nearly equi- 

distant from the more modern cities 

of Hierapolis and Laodicea, It was 

anciently a place of considerable im- 
portance (redus weyadn Ppvylys, Herod. 

VII. 30; méds olkouuévy, eddaluwy cat 

meydAn, Ken. Anab. 1. 2. 6), but 
subsequently so declined in compa- 

rison with the commercial city of 

Apamea on one side, and the strong, 
though somewhat shattered city of 
Laodicea on the other (al péyiorac ray 
kara Thy Bpvyiay wodewv), as to be 

classed by Strabo (Geogr. x11. 8. 13, 
ed. Kramer) only among the roNopa- 

ra of Phrygia, though still, from past 

fame, ranked by Pliny (Nat. Hist. v. 

41) among the ‘celeberrima oppida’ 
of that country after Hierapolis, 
Laodicea, and some others; see 

Steiger, Hinl. § 2. p. 17. It after- 

wards rose in importance, and under 

the name of Xdvac (Theoph.) again 
received the titles of edéaluwy and 

peydAn (Nicetas Chon. p. 203, ed. 
Bonn). It has been supposed to 
have occupied exactly the site of 

the modern Chonas or Khonos, but of 

this there now seems to be some 

doubt; see Smith, Dict. Geogr. s. v., 

Conyb. and Hows. St Paul, Vol. 11. 
p. 471 note, Pauly, Real-Encycl. Vol. 

II, p. 518, and the very interesting 
topographical notes of Steiger, Eini. 

pp. I—33- dylous] saints ; 

used substantivally,as appy. in all the 

addresses of St Paul’s Epp., Rom. i. 
4, 1 Cor. i, 1, 2 Cor. i, 1, Eph. i. x, 
Phil. i. 1; so Copt., Mth. (Platt), and 

appy. Chrys. De Wette and others 

connect aylos with déed¢. (Syr., and 
appy. Vulg.), but with considerably 

less plausibility, as in such a case m- 

orots would far more naturally pre- 
cede than follow the more compre- 

hensive dylots. On the meaning of 
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% a ~ a a 

adeAois ev Xpisrp. yxapis vuiv cal efpyvn aro Ocoi 

WATPOS mar. 
We thank God for your 
faith and Jove, and Pre 

as gress in the Gospe. a ae a os , 
preached to youby Epa- Kupiov nuav Incot Xpicrot, wavrore 

Evxapicrotuey to Oe warpi Tob 3 

2. tov] So Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on preponderating 

authority: Rec. [Lachm.], add xat Kuplov Inco Xpiorod. These last words 
were retained in brackets in the last ed. of this Commentary. They cer- 
tainly have good external authority: still the probability of conformation to 

the great majority of the rest of the Apostle’s opening salutations, com- 

bined with the express statement of Origen (see Treg. in loc.), seem 

to justify the omission. 

3. warpt] So Lachm., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on preponderating authority: 

Ree., Tisch., Treg., prefix kai. The probability of an insertion of the familiar 

xat (Eph, i. 3, al.) is certainly not inconsiderable. 

éycos in such addresses, see Davenant 
in loc., Beveridge, Serm. 1. Vol. v1. 

p. 401, and comp. notes on Eph. i. 1. 

morots K.T.A.] faithful brethren in 
Christ; more specific and slightly ex- 

planatory designation of the preceding 

dyw. Ev Xpror@ is in close union 
with dde\gol, and marks the sphere 
and element in which the brother- 
hood existed. The omission of the 

article is perfectly admissible, év Xp. 
being associated with dée\gois so as 

to form, as it were, one composite 

idea; see Winer, Gr. § 20. 2, and 

notes on Eph. i. 15. The insertion 

of the article would throw a greater 

emphasis on éy Xp., ‘iisque in 
Christo,’ than is necessary or in- 

tended; see notes on 1 Tim, iii. 13, 

and on Gal. iii. 26. It may be ob- 

served that in this verse, Rom, i. 

4, Eph. i. 1, and Phil. i, 1, the 

Apostle does not write especially to 
the Church (as in 1 and 2 Cor. i. 1, 

Gal. i. 2 [plural], 1 and 2 Thess. i. 
1), but to the Christians collectively. 
This is perhaps not intentionally 

significant; at any rate it can hardly 

be conceived that he only uses the 

title éxxAnoia to those churches which 

he had himself founded: see Meyer 

in loc. The unusual addition kal 
miorots ddeAgois does, however, appear 

significant: some members of the 
Colossian Church, as Bp Lightfoot 

observes, had certainly become shaken 

in their allegiance. xXdpus 
«.7.A.] On this form, in which the 
Occidental and Oriental modes of 

salutation are blended, see notes on 

1 Cor. i. 3, Gal. i. 3, Eph. i. 2. The 

term xdpis is elaborately explained 
by Davenant; it seems enough to 

say with Waterl. Kuchar. x., that 
xapis ‘in the general signifies favour, 

mercy, indulgence, bounty; in par- 

ticular it signifies a gift, and more 

especially a spiritual gift, and in a 

sense yet more restrained, the gift of 

sanctification, or of such spiritual 

aids as may enable a man both to 

will and do according to what God 
has commanded,’ Works, Vol. tv. p. 

666. 

3. Hdxapirrotpev] We give thanks ; 
i.e. Il and Timothy. In this Ep., as 
in 2 Cor., the singular and plural are 

both used (see ver. 23, 24, 25, 28, 29; 

ii. 1; iv. 3, 4, 13), and sometimes, as 
in ver. 25, 28, 29, iv. 3, 4, even in 

juxtaposition : in all cases the context 
seems fully to account for and justify 
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‘ 5) , ry , eon 
4 Tept Uma TPOTEvyaLevot, akovoavTes THY TITTLY ULOV 

a A ’ a v J s 
év Xpior@ "Incod cai tiv ayamrny qv Exere eis TavTas 

4. tw &ere] So Lachm., Tisch. Treg., Rev., [Weste. and Hort], on 

greatly preponderating authority, as against ryv, Ree. Both forms of 

defining the dydznv are omitted by B,—a reading by no means improbable. 

the appropriateness of the selection; 

see Meyer on 2 Cor.i.4. It is doubt- 

ful whether rdyrore is to be joined 

(a) with the finite verb (1 Cor. i. 4, 

2 Thess. i. 3, comp. Eph. i, 16), or (b) 
with the participle (comp. Rom. i. 9, 

Phil. i. 4): Syr., Aith., and the ma- 
jority of modern commentators adopt 

the former; the Greek expositors and 

appy. Copt. and Vulg. the latter. As 

tept bucy would be a very feeble com- 
mencement to the participial clause, 

and as mpocevxduevor, used absolutely, 

does not appear elsewhere in St 
Paul’s Epp., in combinations like the 

present, (b) is to be preferred: see 

Alf. in loc., who has well defended 

this latter construction. On edyapic- 
Teiv, see notes on ver. 12, and on 

Phil, i. 3. The anarthrous use of 
mwathp is fully admissible; see the 
list in Winer, Gr. § 19, I. 
wep\ tov mpoo.] praying for you. 
The uncial authorities (as in ch. ii. 1) 

are nearly equally divided between 
wept (Rec., Tisch., Rev., Westc. and 

Hort with marg.) and drép (Lachm., 

Treg.): the former on critical grounds 
is to be preferred, though grammati- 

cally considered the difference is 
extremely slight, if indeed appreci- 

able, comp. Fritz. Rom. Vol. x. p. 

25 sq. The utmost perhaps that can 

be said is that vaép seems to direct 
the attention more to the action 
itself, wept more to the object or 
circumstances towards which it is 

directed, or from which it may be 

supposed to emanate: see notes on 

Gal, i. 4. On the primary meaning 

and etymological affinities of zepl, see 

Donalds. Cratyl. § 177, 178. 

4. adkovoavtes] having heard, i.e. 
‘after having heard;’ Syr., ‘a quo 

audivimus,’ Ath. ‘postquam;’ tem- 

poral use of the participle (Donalds, 

Gr. § 575), not causal, ‘quoniam 
audivimus.’ It was not the hearing 

but the substance of what he heard 

that caused the Apostle to give thanks. 
For exx. of the union of two or more 

participles with a single finite verb, 

see Winer, Gr. § 45. 3. It will be 

observed that the three Christian 
graces, mloris, dyamn and édmls, are 
here all specified in association; see 

1 Oor. xiii. 13, 1 Thess. i. 3, v. 8, 

and comp. i Pet. i. 21, 22. 

év Xp. “Ino.] in Christ Jesus,—in 
Him, either as the sphere or as the 

substratum of the mloris, that in 

which the faith centres itself. The 

omission of the article gives a more 

complete unity to the conception, 

‘ Christ-centred faith,’ see notes on 

Eph. i. 15, and comp. Fritz. Rom. 

iii. 25, Vol. 1. p. 195, note. IIta7is, 

as usual, has its subjective meaning ; 
not ‘externam fidei professionem,’ 

nor both this and ‘internam et 

sinceram in corde habitantem fidem’ 

(Davenant), but simply the latter; 
comp. notes on Gal. i. 23. 
qv &xere] Further statement of the 
direction andapplication of the dyd7n. 

The difference between this and riv 

(Rec.) is slight, but appreciable. The 

latter simply appends a second mo- 

ment of thought (‘amorem, eumque 

erga omnes sanctos’), the former 
draws attention to it, and points to 

its persistence, ay émideccvduevor dteré- 
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A ee A iy ’ , a -~ 

Tous adyious dia Thy éAwida Thy aroKEmevny buiv ev ToIs 5 
) a a fad an i a 

oupavois, qv mponkovcaTte ev TH AdYwH THs GAnOelas TOU 

Aovwy, Theod. The reading of Rec. is 
however not critically tenable. 

5. Sid rv eAm(Sa is most naturally 
connected with the preceding relative 
sentence, not with edxap., Davenant, 
Eadie; for, as Meyer justly remarks, 
this preliminary evyapiorla in St 
Paul’s Epp. (Rom. i. 8, 1 Cor. i. 4, 

Eph, i. 15, Phil. i. 5, 1 Thess. i. 3, 2 
Thess. i. 3, 2 Tim, i. 5, Philem. 4) is 
always grounded on the subjective 

state of his converts, dxovcavres k.T.d. 

The love they entertained toward the 
dytoc was evoked and conditioned by 
no thought of any earthly return, 

but by their hope for their picOds in 
heaven; d-yamdré @yot ods aylous, ob 

Sud, Te dvOpwmivov, GANG dia rd edhe 

Ta pé\dovra ayaba, Theoph.; so 
Chrys. and Theodoret. Ty 
Gtrokeevyv «.7.A.] which is laid up 

for you in heaven, ‘propter cceles- 

tem beatitudinem,’ Daven. This de- 

fining clause, as well as the following 

words, seems to show that the éAmis 

must here be regarded, if not as 

purely objective, ‘id quod speratur,’ 

Grot., yet certainly as under ob- 

jective aspects (comp. Rom. viii. 24, 
édmls BAerouévn, and perhaps Heb. vi. 

18), seil. rv edrpericpévqy bply Tov 

otpavav Bactreiay, Theod.; comp. 
notes on Eph. i. 18. It is charac- 
terized as thy diox. x.7.d. partly to 
mark its security (7d dopades darter, 

Chrys.), partly its futurity (see notes 
on 2 Tim. iv. 8),—the dd denoting 
the setting apart by itself for future 
purposes or wants; comp. Joseph. 

Ant. Xv. 9. 1, Kapra@v bo0 dréxewro 

dedaravnuévwy, Xen. Anab. I. 3. 15, 

al Baddavo: Tov gowlkwy...Tois olkérats 

améxewro, and exx. in Kypke, Obs. 
Vol. 11. p. 320. Tponkovoate] 

ye heard before: before when? Not 

before its fulfilment, ‘respectu spei 
que illis de re futuré erat facta,’ 
Wolf,—which would leave the com- 

pound form very unmeaning; nor 

yet specifically, before this Epistle 
was written, ‘ante quam ego scri- 

berem,’ Beng., but simply and gene- 

rally, ‘formerly,’ Steiger, Alf.,—i.e. 

not before any definite epoch (¢.g. 
‘when you received this hope,’ 
Meyer, al.), but merely at some un- 
defined period in the past, ‘prius 
[shorp]audistis,’ Copt.; comp. Herod. 

v. 86, o} mpoaxnkodct Tolar’ APnvatorce 

émimecéeww, VIII. 79, Tpoaxjkoe d€ Bre; 

comp. Plato, Legg. vil. p. 797 A. 
The verb is also found in a purely 
local sense, e.g. Xen. Mem. i1. 4, 7, 

where see Kiihner. év TO 
Adyw THs dANO.] in the word of Truth ; 
not the gen. of quality (‘verissimum,’ 

Grot.), but the gen. of the substance 

or content (Scheuerlein, Synt. § 12. 
I, p. 82), Tis adybelas specifying 

what was the substance and purport 

of its teaching; see notes on Eph. i. 

13. The genitive rob edayyedlou is 
usually taken as the genitive of appo- 
sition to T@ byw THs ddnO. (De W., 

Olsh.); but it seems more simple to 
regard it as a defining genitive allied 

to the genitive possessivus (or con- 

tinentis), which specifies, and, so to 

say, localizesthe general notion of the 
governing substantive,—‘the truth 
which was preached in and was an- 
nounced in the Gospel ;’ comp. notes 

on Eph. i. 13, and see exx. in Winer, 

Gr. § 30.2.8. In Gal. ii. 5, 14, the 
gen. evdayy. is somewhat different, as 

ad7Gea stands prominent and logi- 

cally independent, whereas here it is 

under the regimen of, and serves to 

characterize, a preceding substan- 

tive. 
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‘) , cal , L} e a 4 4 3 A 

6 evayyeNlou, Tov mapdvTos ets Umas KaBws Kat ev TavTt 
n ’ , Sy p) , 

TO KOTKW gor kaptopopoupevov Kat avéavouevoy, 

A A a 7A , = ¥% , 

Kabws kat év duiv, ad hs yuépas yKovcaTe Kat éreyvwre 

6. éorw xaprog.] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, 

on very clearly preponderating authority: Rec. prefixes xal. The 

addition xai avéavduevoy is supported by all the above-mentioned edd. on very 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec. omits. 

6. Tov mapdvtos els tp.] which is 
present with you; more exactly ‘which 

came to and is present with you,’ the 

eis (not év as in the next clause) con- 
veying the idea of the Gospel having 

reached them (Jelf, Gr. § 625), while 
mapovros implies that it abode with 

them ; od rapeyévero, dno, kal dréorn, 

GAN’ Euewe kal €orw éxe?, Chrys. For 
exx. of thisnot very uncommon union 

of verbs of rest with els or mpds (Acts 
xii. 20), see Winer, Gr. § 50. 4. A 
somewhat extreme case occurs in 

Jer. xli. (xlviii.) 7, éopater advrods els 
7 ppéap. Kabds kal «.7.d.] 

evenas also in all the world; mavraxod 

xparei, Chrys.,—a very natural and 

intelligible hyperbole; comp. Rom. 
i. 8, x. 18. Itis obviously not neces- 

sary either to limit xésyos to the 
Roman empire (Michael.), or to under- 

stand it with a literal exactness, 

which at this period could not be 

substantiated ; comp. Orig. in Matth. 

Tract, xxvi1I., and see Justiniani in 

loc. tori Kaptod. kK.T.A.] 
it is bearing fruit and increasing; 

metaphor from trees or arborescent 

plants (Chrys., Just.; comp. Mey.), 

depicting the inward and intensive, 

as well as outward and extensive 

progress of the Gospel. It may be 

observed that the Apostle does not 

merely append a parallel participle 

xapropopoupévov, but by a studied 

change to the finite verb (Eph. i. 20, 
Winer, Gr. § 63. 2. b) throws an 
emphasis on thefact of the xaprogopia, 
while by his use of the periphrastic 

present (not xaprogope?, ‘ fructificat,’ 

Vulg., but ‘est fructificans,’ Clarom.) 

he gives further prominence to the 

idea of its present continuance and 

duration ; see Winer, Gr. § 45. 5. 
The distinction between the two 
verbs has been somewhat differently 

explained: on the whole the Greek 

commentators seem right in refer- 

ring xaprog. to the inner and per- 

sonal, até. to the outward and col- 
lective increase; xaprogopliay roi 

evayy. KéxAnke Thy Tlorw TwY aKnKOO- 

tev Kal Thy émawoupévyy modirelay* 

adtnow 6 Trav morevovTwy Td TAOS, 

Theod.; comp. Acts vi. 7, xii. 24, 
xix. 20. The middle xaprog. is an 

da. Neyou. in the N.T.; it may per- 

haps be an instance of the ‘dynamic’ 
middle (Donalds. Gr. § 432. 2. bb, 

Kriiger, Sprachl. § 52. 8), and may 

mark some intensification of the 

active, ‘fructus suos exserit ;’ comp. 

évepycioba, Gal. v. 6, and notes in 

loc, THV Xapiv ToD Oeor] the 
grace of God, i.e. a8 evinced and 

manifested in the Gospel: ‘amplifi- 
cat hisce verbis efficaciam evangelii... 

. evangelium voluntatem Dei sal- 

vantem ostendit, et nobis gratiam in 

Christo offert,’ Daven.; comp. Tit. 
ii. 11. It is doubtful whether this 

accus. is to be connected (a) with 
both verbs (De W., Lightf.), or (b) 

only with éréyywre (Mey.). The 
grammatical sequence appears to 

suggest the former, and is appy. 

followed by Chrys., dua éd¢tacde, 

dpa @ywre riv xdp. tr. O., but the 
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Thy xapw Tod Oeod ev adnOcig’ xaOws éudOere aro 7 
"A a a2 a é aN eon ca ’ 

mappa Tov ayamnTouv cguvdovAou nuwy, OS EaTLY Tia 

4. Kaus] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on very 
greatly preponderating authority: Rec. adds kal. 

logical connexion certainly the latter; 

for if é dO. were joined with 
jKovoare, Kaus (scil. ev ddnO., see 

below) «.7.A. in ver. 7 would seem 
tautologous. On the whole it seems 

best to adopt (b); so Steiger, Mey., 

al. év dAnPelq] in truth; 
i.e. in no Judaistic or Gnostic form 

of teaching; év dd\79. being (as Kabws, 

ver. 7, seems naturally to suggest) 
an adverbial definition of the manner 
appended to the preceding éréyvwre ; 

comp. Matth. xxii. 16, and see Winer, 
Gr. § st. 1 (comp. § 20. 2), Bern- 

hardy, Synt. v. 8, p. 211. Alford 

objects to the adverbial solution, but 
adopts an interpr., ‘in its truth and 

with true knowledge,’ that does not 
appreciably differ from it. Both 

Chrys. and Theoph. (ovx év \é-yw, obdé 

& dwdry x.7.d.) appear to have given 
to év more of an instrumental force: 

this is not grammatically necessary, 

and has led to the doubtful para- 

phrase, rouvréor. onuelos cal epyos 

mapaddéos, Theoph. 

4. KaQds] even as; not causal 
‘inasmuch as’ (Eph. i. 4), but as 
usual simply modal, referring to the 
preceding éy dAnOela, and thus serv- 
ing formally to ratify the preaching 

of Epaphras: as it was in truth that 
they had known the grace of God, 

so was it in truth that they had 
learnt. it. On the later form Kxa6ds, 

see notes on Gal. ili. 6. 
*Enadpa] A Colossian (ch. iv. 12), 
who appears from this verse to have 
been one of the first, if not the first, 
of the preachers of the Gospel in 
Colosse: he is again mentioned as 
being in prison with St Paul at Rome, 

Philem. 23. Grotius and others con- 

ceive him to have been the Epaphro- 

ditus mentioned in Phil. ii. 25; see 
Thornd. Right of Ch. ch. ut. a, 
Vol. 4. p. 462 (A.-C. Libr.): this sup- 

position however has nothing in its 
favour except the possible identity 
of name; see Winer, RWB. Vol. 1. 
p. 330, notes on Phil. l.c., and Bp 
Lightfoot on Coloss. p. 31 sq. 

The reading xaOws kal éudd. will not 

modify the apparent inference that 
Epaphras was the first preacher at 

Coloss#; this would have been the 

case if the order had been xaéds kat 

dwd "Er. éud6.: see Meyer in loc. 

contrasted with Wiggers, Stud. uw. 

Krit. for 1838, p. 185. For the argu- 
ments that the Apostle himself was 
the founder of this Church, see 

Lardner, Credibility, x1v. Vol. 1. p. 
472 sq.; for replies and counter- 

arguments, Davidson, Introd. Vol. 11. 

Pp. 402 sq. ovySotvAov] 
fellow-servant, i.¢. of our common 

master, Christ: comp. ch. iv. 7. This 
and the further specification in the 
pronominal clause seem designed to 

confirm and enhance the authority 
of Epaphras, 7d déibmicrov évret0ev 
Selxvuce rod dvdpss, Theoph., comp. 

Theod. tmtp jpav] in 
our behalf, i.e. a8 representing us, 

and acting for us (the #uév in this 

case perhaps referring mainly to the 

Apostle: comp. ver. 1), in the minis- 

tration of the Gospel. If tyav be 
adopted (but see critical note), the 
meaning would seem to be, ‘pro 
vestra salute,’ Daven.,—not ‘in your 

place,’ a transl. grammatically (Phi- 
lem, 13, see notes on Gal. iii. 13) but 
not historically permissible, ag this 
would imply that Epaphras had been 
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A aw fal Ss , 

8 Tos UTEp Hua diaxovos To Xprcrod, 6 kat dyddoas 
e a“ ba ba ~ ? , % a, 

nuiv Thy bmav ayamny év IIvevmare. 
‘ a a 94> @ ee F We pray that ye may be 

9 Ata roiro Kal jucis, ap ys nuepas fruitfalin good works, 

7. tpar] The authority in support of this reading certainly cannot be 

pronounced ‘overwhelming’ (Lightf. p. 30 note: perhaps slightly modified, 

p. 317). The fact that the versions are, nearly all, in favour of duav must 

have its due weight. After careful reconsideration of the arguments, external 

and internal, it would seem right to decide in favour of the very clearly 

preponderant testimony of the MSS., and to adopt the reading of the text. 

So Lachm., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort,—but all with margins: Rec., 

Tisch., and former edd. of this Commentary, tuav. 

sent to Rome to minister to the Apo- 

stle (Menoch.),—a supposition which 

certainly needs confirmation. 

8 6 Kal 8yAdoas] who also made 

known ; further and accessory state- 

ment of the acts of Epaphras. The 

quiv here seems to resume its wider 

reference, and to include both the 

Apostle and Timothy; see notes on 

ver, 3. aH bp. dy. év 
TIvevpare] your love in the Spirit; 
not merely love towards the Apostle 
(Theoph., Gicum., and appy. Chrys.), 

but ‘brotherly love’ in its most ge- 

neral meaning, in which that towards 

St Paul was necessarily included; 
‘erga me et omnes Christianos,’ Corn. 

alLap. This love is characterized as 

being ‘in the (Holy) Spirit’ (comp. 

Rom. xiv. 17, xapa év Iv. dryly); it 

was from Him that it arose (comp. 

Rom. xv. 30, aydrn rod Ilv.), and it 
was only in the sphere of His blessed 

influence (surely not év instrumental, 

‘a Sp. div. excitatum,’ Fritz. Rom. 
Vol. 111. p. 203) that it was genuine 
and operative; af ye dAdNat dvoua 

dydans éxovct pdvov, Chrys. Cicu- 

menius suggests the right antithesis 

(od capkichy, GAAG mvevpareKyv), but 

dilutes the force by the adjectival 
solution: the omission of the article 
before év IIv. is perfectly in accord- 
ance with N.T. usage, and preserves 

more complete unity of conception; 

see Winer, Gr.§ 20. 2. On the term 

dydmn, see Reuss, Théol. Chrét. iv. 

19, Vol. 11. p. 203 8q-, the excellent 

article of Cremer, Bibl.-Theol. Wor- 

terb. p. 12 sqq., and Harless, Chr. 

Eth. § 19 6, p. 163 saq. (Transl). 

Tur Person or Curist (ch. i. g—23). 
9—23. Christ the creator and re- 

conciler. 9. Avd rovro] On this ac- 

count; ‘ because, as we hear, ye have 

such faith, and have displayed such 

love;’ KaOdmep év rots dyaow éxelvous 
pddiora Sievyelpomev Tods eyyds dvTas 

Tis vixns’ ow dh kal 6 Ilaidos rodrous 

pddora rapakael Tos TOTACOY KaTWp- 

Qwxéras Chrys.: see esp. Eph. i. 15. 

Thus the ‘ causa impulsiva ’ (Daven.) 

of the Apostle’s prayer is this Chris- 

tian progress on the part of his con- 

verts; the mode of it is warmly ex- 
pressed by the intensive od ravéueda 
k.7.A.3 the subject (blended with the 

purpose of it) by wa rAnpwOijre K.7.d. 

kal pets] we also, ‘Timothy and I 
on our parts;’ gentle contrast be- 
tween the Colossians and their prac- 

tical display of vital religion, and the 

reciprocal prayer of the Apostle and 

his helper. Kat has here its slightly 

contrasting force, and is clearly to be 

joined with quets, not Todro, as De 

W.; see notes on Phil. iv. 12. 

dq’ js «.1.0.] from the day that we 
heard it; incidental definition of the 

time, with reference to dxovcavres, 



I. 8, 9. 

and thankful for re- 
demption in Christ,— 
who is the creator and 
reconciler of all things; 
and who has also recon- 
ciled you, 

TpoTevyoMevor 

125 

L3 ‘ .] ld « A e ~ 

nKkovoamev, ov Ttravoue0a uTEp UpwY 
\ 3 , ev 

Kat altToupevoal lva 

wAnpwOAre Thy ériyvwow Tod Oedry- 
9 na , ‘ A sed 

Matos avTou ev Tacy copia Kat cuvérer Tvevmarixy, 

ver. 4, not dd 7s au. Axovoare, ver. 6 
(Huth.), which may be echoed in the 

present clause, but, from the differ- 

ence of the subjects of the verb, is 

not directly referred to. 
od Twavopela, «.7.A.] See the exactly 
similar affectionate hyperbolein Eph. 
i. 16: od play quépay brepevxdueda, 

ovdé Sto, ov tpets, Chrys. On this 
idiomatic use of the part., which as 

usual points to a state supposed to 

be already in existence, see notes and 

reff. on Eph. i. 16, and for a general 

investigation of the union of the 
part. with the finite verb, see the 
good treatise of Weller, Bemerk. z. 

Gr. Synt. p. 11 sq. kal 
alrotpevor] and making our petition; 

the more special form of the more 
general mpocevy., see Mark xi. 24, 

and Trench, Synon. Part. 1. § 1. 
The present passage seems to confirm 

the view expressed in notes on Eph. 

vi. 18, that mrpocevyy (and mpocetxo- 
po) is not merely prayer for good 

things (comp. Andrewes, Serm. Vol. 
v. p. 358, A.-C, Libr.), but denotes 

prayer in its most general aspects, 

On the exact force of va, which has 

here its secondary telic force, and in 

which the subject of the prayer is 
blended with the purpose of making 
it, see notes on Eph. i. 17. Meyer, 
as usual, too strongly presses the 

latter idea. wiv érlyvaow K.T.A.] 
the full knowledge of His will,—of 
God’s will, the subject of avrod suffi- 
ciently transpiring in wpocevy. x.7.). 
The accus. éwtyv. is that of the re- 

moter, or, as it is sometimes termed, 

the ‘quantitative’ object in which 
the action of the verb has its realiza- 

tion, see Winer, Gr. § 32. 5, and 

notes on Phil. i. 11, where this con- 
struction is discussed. On the mean- 
ing of érlyywow, not barely ‘Kennt- 
niss’ (comp. Riick. on Rom, i. 28, 
Olsh. on Eph. i. 17), but ‘Hrkennt- 

niss,’ ‘ perfecta cognitio,’ Daven., see 

notes on Eph, i. 17, and on 1 Cor. 
xiii. 12, The remark of Alf. (on ver. 

6) is appy. just, that the force of the 

compound can hardly be expressed in 

English, but the distinction between 

yraos and érlyvwois (opp. to Riick. 
on Rom. i. 28, Olsh. on Eph. i. 8) 

seems none the less certain ; see notes 

on 2 Tim. ii. 25 (Transl.). The former, 
as De W. rightly suggests, points to 

a mere unpractical and theoretical, 

the latter to a full and living know- 

ledge; see Wordsw. on ver. ro. 

Tov Qed. avrov] Obviously not with 
any special reference, dia ri rdv Tiov 
éreuyev, but simply and generally, 

His will,—not only in reference to 
‘credenda,’ but also and perhaps 

more particularly (Theod.) to ‘a- 

genda ;” comp. ver. 10, and see Da- 
venant in loc. év TAO Y K.T.A.] 
in all spiritual wisdom and under- 

standing, or perhaps more exactly, 

though less literally, ‘in all wisd. 
and underst. of the Spirit,’ rveuy. 

referring to the Holy Spirit (Ath.- 

Pol.), the true source of the codla 

and otveois, see notes on Eph. i. 3; 
comp. Rom. i. 11, 1 Cor. ii. 13, al. 

Thus then racy (as expressly Syr., 

th. [Platt], Copt.) and rvevparicy 

(comp. Chrys.) refer to both substan- 

tives, the extensive rdcy referring to 
every exhibition. or manifestation of 
the cop. kal avy. (see notes on Eph, 
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a se A , 4 a > 4 ? 
JO WEPlLTAaTya at a&los TOU Kupiou ele TAaTavV apeoKelay, ev 

Lo» 2 ad a a 2 , e 
WavTt EpYp ayabe kapTopopourTes Kat avéavomevot TH 

10. wepirarioa] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, 

on greatly preponderating authority: Rec. adds tpuas. 

i. 8) while mvevyarixy points to the 

characteristics and origin of both. 

The clause is not purely instrumental, 

but represents the mode in which, 

or the concomitant influences under 

which the rAnpwOfvat riv éerlyy. was 

to take place: this codla x. ouv. was 

not to be dvOpwrtvn (1 Cor. ii. 13) or 

capxixy (2 Cor. i, 12), but mvevparicy, 

—inspired by and sent from the 

Holy Spirit; comp. Eph. i. 3, and 

notes, where however the instrum, 

force of év is more distinct. 

With regard to copla and ctvecs, 

both appear to have a practical refer- 

ence (see esp. Daven.); the former 

however is a general term, the latter 

(the opp. of which is dyvoia, Plato, 

Rep. u. p. 376 8B) its more special 

result and application; see Harless 

on Eph. i. 8, and comp. Beck, Seelent, 

II, 19, p. 60. Between civ. and ¢pé- 

vyois (Luke i, 17, Eph, i. 8) the dif- 
ference is very slight; ovveots is 
perhaps more displayed in practi- 
cally embracing a truth (Mark xii. 
33, Eph. iii. 4), @pov. more in bring- 

ing the mind to bear upon it; comp. 

notes on Eph, i. 8, Beck, l.c., p. 61, 

and Bp Lightfoot on this verse. 

10. wepuraryoat K.T.A.)] that ye 
walk worthily of the Lord; purpose 

and object (iva, Theod., comp. The- 

oph.), not result (Steiger, al.) of the 
mrnpwOfvat, specified by the ‘ infin. 

epexegeticus;’ see Winer, Gr. § 44. 
1, Bernhardy, Synt. 1x. p. 365. For 

exx. of délws with the gen., see Eph. 

iv. x, Phil. i. 27, 1 Thess. ii. 12, 

and the exx. collected by Raphel, 

Annot. Vol, 11. p. 527. Lastly, Kuplov 

is not=Oco00 (Theod.), but, as appy. 

always in St Paul’s Epp., refers to 

our Lord; see Winer, Gr. § 19. 1. 
In the Gospels, 2 Pet. and James, 

where it stands alone it commonly 

refers to God, but in 1 Pet. ii. 13 
(the other exx. are quotations) to 
Christ. els macav dpéck.] 
unto all (every form of) pleasing, 
‘in omne quod placet,’ Clarom., i.e. 

‘to please Him in all things,’ wa 
otrw fre dare Oa mdvTwv dpécxew 
7@ Oeg [Kuplw], Theoph. On this 
use of dpécxeca, ‘studium placendi,’ 
Beng. (an da. Aeyou. in the N. T.), 
see Loesner, Obs. p. 361, where there 

will be found several illustrative exx. 

from Philo, the most pertinent of 

which are, de Mund. Opif. § 30, Vol. 

I. p. 35 (ed. Mang.), révra kat éyew 

kal mpdrrev eorovdatey els dpéoxeay 
Tod marpds kal Baccidws, and de 

Sacrif. § 8, Vol. 11. p. 257, dua macav 
lévas Tov els dpécxecay 6duv. On the 
extensive was, see above, and notes 

on Eph. i. 8. év mavrl tpyw 
dy.] in every good work ; sphere in 
which the xaprogopla is manifested. 
This clause is not to be connected 
with the preceding els dpéoxecay, as 
Syr., Chrys., Theoph., but with 
the following xapmrogop., as Vulg., 

Goth., Syr.-Phil., Theod., and the 

majority of modern commentators. 

The construction is thus perfectly 

symmetrical, each participle being 

associated with a modal or instru- 

mental predication. The participles, 

it need scarcely be said, do not be- 

long to rnp. (Beng.),—a construc- 
tion which Schwartz quaintly terms 
a ‘carnificinam,’ but with the infin., 

the participle having relapsed into 
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? ? a a? , ? , , S 
ETLYV Moet TOU Ocoo, é€v Tacy Ouvame Suvamoupevor kata II 

N , w~ an lol + A 

TO Kpatos Tis OdEns avTOU eis TaTaY UromovaY Kai pa- 

Io. TH émeyvwca}] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, 

on very greatly preponderating authority: Rec., els riv érlyvwow. In &*, 

‘many Versions, Chrys., al., év is inserted before ry émiyvicoe, clearly on 
no real evidence, but as in explanation of the ill-understood instrumental 

dative. 

the nom.; see Winer, Gr. § 63. 2, 

and notes on Eph. iii. 18, iv. 2. 

kal atgavopevor K.7.A.] and increas- 
ing by the full knowledge of God. 

The érlyvwos coh was the instru- 
ment by which the growth was in- 

creased. The reading of Rec., els 

Thy érlyv., is not exegetically unten- 

able, as ériyv. may be viewed with a 

kind of reciprocal reference as the 

measure of the moral ators (see 

Mey. in loc. and comp. Eph. iv. 15), 

but the weight of external evidence, 

if not also of internal, is decidedly 
against it; see critical note. 

Il. &y wdoy K.T.r.] being strength- 
ened with all (every form of) strength ; 

third participial clause parallel to 

and in co-ordination with év mavri 
x.7.\. ’Ev here seems purely instru- 

mental (contrast ver. 9), the action 
being considered as involved in the 

means; see Jelf, Gr. § 623. 3: with 
this may be compared the simple 

dat. in Eph. iii. 16, see notes in loc, 
Alford regards év as denoting the 

element, Sdvayus being subjective: 

this is possible; the instrumental 
force however seems clearly recog- 
nized by Theod., 77 Oelg powg xparv- 
véuevor, and appears to be more sim- 
ple and natural. The simple form 
duvayow occurs only here and Heb. 

xi. 34 in the N. T. (see Psalm Ixviii. 
29, Eccles. x. 10, Dan. ix. 27), évdu- 

vauow being the more usual form. 
kata Td Kpdros K..A.] according to 
the power of His glory; not ‘ His 

glorious power,’ Auth., Beza, al., but 

‘the power which is the peculiar 
characteristic of His glory,’ the gen. 

belonging to the category of the gen. 

possessivus ; comp. notes on Eph. i. 6. 

The prep. xara represents, not the 
source (Daven.), nor the motive 

(Steig.), but, as usual, the norma, in 
accordance with which, and in cor- 

respondence with which, the 7d duva- 
wodv would be effected. The power 

which is the attribute of the glory of 

God indicates the measure and de- 

gree in which the Colossians will be 

strengthened ; ody amdus, @nal, duva- 

potcbe, GX’ ws elxds Tods otrws 

ioxup@ Seordrn Sovdevovras, Chrys. 
On the deriv. of kparos, see notes on 
Eph. i. 19, and on the meaning of 
défa as applied to God (the divine 
power and fulness as manifested to 

men) see Cremer, Bibl.-Theol. Wor- 

terb. 8.v. p. 207 8q. eis Tama 
«7.r.] unto all patience and long- 

suffering; i.e. ‘to ensure, to lead 

you into, every form of patience and 
longsuffering,’ ‘ ut procreet in nobis 

[vobis] patientiam,’ éc., Daven.,— 
the prep., as usual, marking the final 

destination of the dvvapyotc@a. The 

distinction between these words is 
not very clear: neither that of Chrys. 
(uaxpoOuula mpds dAXAous, Uropovy 

mpos rovs #éw), nor that quoted but 

not adopted by Daven.,—tou. ad 

ila mala que a Deo infliguntur, 

paxpod. ad illa que ab hominibus in- 

feruntur,—is quite satisfactory, as 

both, on different sides, seem too 

restrictive, Perhaps vrouovh is more 
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nr a Q a 12 kpoOuuiar, wera xapas evxapicrobvres TH Llarpi re 

general, designating that ‘brave pa- 
tience,’—not ‘endurance,’ with which 

the Christian ought to bear all trials, 
whether from God or men, from with- 

in or without (see notes on 2 Tim. ii. 
1o, and on Tit. ii. 2), while uaxpo9. 

points more to forbearance, whether 

towards the sinner (see on Eph. iv. 2), 

the gainsayer, or even the persecutor : 

see on 2 Tim. iii. 10, and Trench, 

Synon. § 53. perd xapds is 
joined by Theodoret, Olsh., De W., 

and others (so also Treg. Rev., 

Westc. and Hort), with the preceding 
clause; so appy. Vulg., Copt., Goth., 

Syr.-Phil., and Ath. Viewed alone, 

this connexion seems very plausible, 

—the voy. and uaxp. are to be asso- 

ciated with joy, the resignation is to 

be genuinely Christian, comp. Daven. 

As however each preceding clause 

commences with a defining preposi- 
tional adjunct, and as both dopuovn 

and paxpod. are perfectly distinct 
and are commonly used, whether in 

juxtaposition (2 Cor. vi. 4, 6, 2 Tim, 
iii. ro) or separately (Rom. v. 3, 

2 Cor. xii. 12, al.; Gal. v.°22, Col. iii. 

12, al.), without any further defini- 

tion, it seems more natural with Syr., 

Chrys., Theoph., Gicum., and re- 

cently Mey. (so also Lachm., Tisch.), 
to connect the defining words with 
evxXapirToorres. 

12. ebx. TO IIarpl] giving thanks 
to the Father, scil. ‘of our Lord 

Jesus Christ ;’ participial clause, ob- 

viously not dependent on ov ravou. 

ver. 9 (Chrys., Theoph.), but co-ordi- 

nate with the preceding clauses. The 

meaning of edxap. is well discussed 

by Boeckh, Corp. Insc. Vol. 1. p.521: 

it is there stated to have four mean. 

ings; (a) Attic, ‘gratificari,’ ydpw 

dddvau; (b) non-Attic, ‘gratias habere 
vel referre,’ but see Demosth. de Cor. 

p. 257. 23 (c)‘gratias agere verbis,’ 
used by Polyb. (xvi. 25. 1, XVIII. 26. 4, 

xxx. 11. 1) and later writers; (d) 

‘ gratias referre simul et agere grati- 

ficando,’ found in certain inscriptions: 
see also notes on Phil. i. 3. TO 
txavécayti K.t.A.] who made us meet 

for the portion of the inheritance of 

the saintsinlight. These words deserve 

some consideration. In the first place 

ixavwcavrs ig not ‘qui dignos fecit,’ 

Vulg., but ‘qui idoneos nosfecit,’ Syr., 
comp, Atth. ; see 2Cor. iii.6, 8s kat ixd- 

vwoev Huds, where the meaning is per- 

fectly clear. Again the part. has not 

here a causal force ‘quippe qui,’ Mey. 

(comp. Theod., dr: cowwwvors drégnve), 

—a meaning which-is precluded by the 

presence of the article (see notes on 

Eph. i. 12), but is distinctly predica- 
tive, and somewhat solemnly descrip- 
tive; mod 7d Bdpos eater, Chrys. 
The principal difficulty however lies 

in the construction, as év r¢ gwrl may 

admit of at least four connexions, 

(a) with ixaydcavri, in an instru- 
mental (Mey.) or semi-modal sense, 
as appy. Chrys., Gicum., Theoph., 

who explain gwrl as=ywdae; (b) 

with ryv pueplda (Beng.), év having a 
local force, and defining the position 
of the pepds; (c) with dylwy, &v gurl 

designating their abode; comp. Grot.; 
lastly and most probably, (a) with 

kAyjpov, or more exactly xAjpov ray 
dylwv, the gen. specifying the pos- 

sessors, and so indirectly the cha- 

racter of the xAfpos, the prepositional 
clause its ‘situm et conditionem,’ 

Corn. a Lap. Of these (a), though 
ably defended by Meyer, is harsh and 
improbable; (b) causes a dislocation 

in the order, unless pep. «.7.d. be all 
taken as one idea (Alf.), in which 
case the omission of the art. is not 
perfectly satisfactory; (c) gives to 
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12, tas] So Rec., Lachm., Treg. (with marg.), Rev. (with marg.), on 

preponderating authority: Tisch., Weste. and Hort (with marg.), duds. 

Tov dylwy an undue prominence, 

comp. Alf.; (d) on the contrary seems 

to give to kAnpou Tay ay. exactly the 
qualifying, or possibly localizing de- 

finition it requires, and preserves w 

good antithesis with é&. rod oxérovs, 
ver. 13, which (a) especially obscures ; 
comp. Acts xxvi. 18. The art. before 

év T@ gwrl is not needed, as Kdnp. 
Tov ay. ev ro d. forms a single idea ; 
see Winer, Gr. § 20. 2. We retain 

then (d) with De W., perhaps Theod., 

and appy. the majority of interpp. 

There remain only a few details for 
consideration. Tov KAypov] 
the inheritance, Acts xxvi. 18; KAjpos 

being properly ‘a lot’ (Matth. xxvii. 
35), thence anything obtained by lot 

(comp. Acts i. 17), and so, with a 
greater latitude, anything assigned 

or apportioned (ré70s, krjua, ovcla 7 

Aaxwos, Suid.), whether officially (1 
Pet. v. 3; ‘cleros appellat particulares 

ecclesias,’ Calv.), or, as here, a pos- 

session and inheritance; compare 

Heb. mdm}. The edjpos év 7G ¢. is 
represented as the joint inheritance 

of the saints, of which each individual 

has his wepl6a. Thederivation is un- 

certain ; perhaps from xAdew, i.e. a 

‘broken-off’ portion (Pott, Etym. 
Forsch. Vol. 1. p. 597), or, less pro- 

bably, from Sanser. &r2, with sense 

of ‘casting, or parting off’ (Benfey, 

Wurzellex. Vol. 11. p, 172). Its more 
specific use in eccl. writers is well 
illustrated by Suicer, Thesaur. s. v. 

Vol, 11. p. 110 sq. év TO hott] 
It is not necessary to refer this spe- 
cifically to the heavenly realm: gs 

marks its characteristics on the side, 

not merely of its glory (Huth., comp. 

E. 

Bp Hall, Invis. World, 1. 5), but, 

as the antithesis suggests, of its es- 
sential purity and perfections; comp. 

1 John i. 5. This blessed inheritance 
may be entered upon in part even 

here on earth. For a good sermon on 

this text, see Beveridge, Serm. 1. 

Vol. vi. p. 399- 

13. 98s épicaro «.t.4.] Apposi- 
tional relative-sentence (Winer, Gr. 
§ 60, 7), introducing a contrasted 
amplification of the preceding clause, 

and preparing for a transition to the 

doctrine of the Person, the glory, and 
the redeeming love of Christ, ver. 

14—20. The special meanings that 

have been assigned to égpicaro (‘ eri- 

puit; plus hoc est quam liberavit; 

..eripiuntur spe inviti,’ Zanch.), 

though in part philologically defen- 

sible (see Buttm. Lewil. s. v. § 53. 1; 

2), cannot be certainly maintained 

in the N.T., where for the most part 

the idea of ‘dragging from a crowd of 

enemies’ (comp. Luke i. 74, 2 Tim. 

iii. 11, iv. 17;—surely not in refer- 
ence to unwilling persons) passes into 

the more generic idea of ‘saving;’ 
see Buttm. J. c. 3. The remark of 
Theoph. is much more in point; ov« 

ele dé eéBadev, add’ éppicaro, Seck- 
vds ore ws alxuddwror éradatrwpov- 
wea. The form épicaro is adopted 
here by Yisch., Treg., Westc. and 

Hort, with good, but appy. not 
preponderant, authority. We retain 
therefore é4pcaro with Rec., Lachm., 
Rev,: see 2 Tim. iii. 11, iv. 17. 
tis eEovelas To oKéT.] the power of 
darkness; the power which is pos- 
sessed and exerted by Darkness,— 
not however used merely subjectively, 

K 
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14. Tv drodiTpwowv] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, 

on vastly preponderating authority: Rec. adds dia rot aluaros adrod. 

THs wAdvys, Chrys. 1, but representing 

evil and sin viewed objectively as the 
antithesis of gus, i.e. To} d:aR6dov 
ths Tupavvl5os, Chrys. z, Theod. 
peréatycev] translated, removed us ; 

redemption in its further and posi- 

tive aspects. The verb clearly in- 
volves a local reference, the removing 
from one place and fixing in another ; 

we were taken out of the realms of 
darkness and transferred to the king- 
dom of light; see Joseph. Antiq. Ix. 
II. 1, Tovs olknropas meréorycev els 

tiv atrov Bacidelay. The further 
idea ‘migrare cogit ex natali solo,’ 

Daven., though theologically true, is 
not necessarily involved in the word. 

eis tiv Baotrclav] The term Bac- 
rela has here a reference neither 
purely metaphorical (e.g. the Church ; 

comp. Huth.), nor ethical and inward 
Olsh.; Luke xvii. 21), nor yet ideal 
and proleptic (Mey.),—but, as the 

image involved in ueréor. suggests, 

semilocal and descriptive. Nor is 

this wholly future; the viol rod gwrés, 

the pure and the holy (comp. Matth. 
vy. 8, Heb. xii. 14), even while tarrying 

in these lower courts, are the subjects 

of that kingdom, the ‘denizens’ of 

that modlrevya (Phil. iii. 20), the 

sharers of that vlo@ecla (Eph. i. 5), 

just as the viol ris daeOelas are even 
here on earth the occupants of the 

realm of darkness and the vassals of 
its koooxpdropes (Eph. vi. 12). A 
long and elaborate treatise on the 
Bacidela, Ocod will be found in Com- 
ment. Theol. Vol. 11. p. 107—173: 

comp. notes and reff. on Gal, v. 21 
and on 1 Cor. iv, 20. THs 
dydans airot] of His love, i.e. who 

is the object of it, whom it embraces. 

This genitive has received different 

explanations; it has been regarded 

as (a) a gen. of the characterizing 

quality (comp. Winer, Gr. § 34. 3. b), 
in which it differs little from dyaqy- 
vos, Matth. iii. 17, Mark xii. 6, al., 

or 7yamnuévos, Eph.i.6, comp. Chrys.; 

(b) a species of gen. originis, dydrn 
being considered more as an essence 

than an attribute; see August. de 
Trin. xv. 19. 37 (cited by Est. and 
Just.), and Olsh. in loc.; (c) the gen. 

of the remoter object (comp. Winer, 

Gr. § 30. 2), ‘the son who has His 

love,’ Steiger, comp, Wordsw.; or 

simply and more probably, (d) the 
gen. subjecti, dydans being classed 

under the general head of the posses- 

sive gen.; comp. Kriiger, Sprachl. 

§ 47.7.7: De W. and Mey. compare 
Gen. xxxv. 18, vids ddUvns nov. It has 

been thought that the title is specially 
selected to imply some reference to the 

vioSecla (Huth.); this is possible, but 

the context and a comparison with 

Eph. i. 6, 7, do not favour the sup- 

position. 

14. év @] in whom; certainly not 

‘by whom,’ but ‘in’ Him as the 

living source of redemption : see notes 
on Eph. i. 7. exopev TH 
aaod.] we are having the redemption, 

not ‘ our redemption,’ Alf., but ‘ the 
red.,’ or with idiomatic omission of 

the art., ‘redemption,’ Auth.,—the 

reference being to redemption from 
the wrath and punitive justice of God 
in its most comprehensive significa- 

tion, whether specially ours or com- 
mon to us and toall mankind. The 

prep. dvd is not intensive (ovx ele 



I. 14, 15. 

dmapTiav 

Avrpwow, AN’ aaror., Wore unde wecety 
dourdv, Chrys.), but, with its usual 

force (‘separationis remotionisque po- 

testas,’ Winer, Verb. Comp. tv. 5), 
points to the punishment and divine 

wrath from which we were redeemed 
in Christ and by His blood. On the 
four degrees of redemption,—viz. (a) 
payment of ransom for all, (b) admis- 

sion into the Church, (c) exemption 

from the tyranny of sin here, and (a) 

exemption from hell and death here- 

after,—see Jackson, Creed, 1x. 5, Vol. 
VIII. p. 218 sq. (Oxf. 1844). For other 

details see notes on Eph.i. 7. Ti 

ddecw Tay dpapr.] the forgiveness of 
our sins ; apposition to the preceding 

TH» aTon., defining more exactly its na- 

ture and significance. On the distine- 
tion between d@eots and mdpeois, see 

Trench, Synon. § 33, and on that 
between duapria and raparrdpara, 
notes on Eph. i. 7, and Trench, Synon. 

§ 66. 
15. 6s éorw «,7.A.] There now 

follows, after a moment’s pause, a 

detailed description of the person of 

Christ, His dignity, and His exalta- 

tion, for which the preceding verse 

and the allusion to Bactdela in ver. 
13 form a suitable preparation. As 
this forms one of the three important 
passages in St Paul’s Epp. (Eph. i. 

20—23, Phil. ii. 6—11) in which the 
doctrine of the person of Christ is 

especially unfolded, both the general 

divisions and the separate details 

willrequire very careful consideration. 

With regard to the former, it seems 

scarcely doubtful that there is a two- 
fold division, and that as in Phil. ii. 
7 kal oxyjpare x.7.d. Seemed to intro- 
duce a new portion of the subject, so 

here the second kal avrds (ver. 18) 
indicates a similar transition; and 

further, that just as in Phil. lc, the 
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first portion related to the Adyos 
doapxos, the latter to the Adyos évcap- 
kos, So here in ver. 15—17 the refer- 
ence is rather to the pre-incarnate 

Son in His relation to God and to 
His own creatures, in ver. 18—20 to 

the incarnate and now glorified Son 
in His relations to His Church: so 

Olsh., hastily condemned by Meyer, 

but, in effect and inferentially, sup- 

ported by the principal Greek and 

majority of Latin Fathers: comp. 

Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. p. 14. See 

contra Hofmann, Schriftb. Vol. 1. 

p. 135, whose opposition however is 
based on the more than doubtful sup- 

position that «al atrés (ver. 17) is 

dependent on the foregoing 6m. “Os 
thus refers to the subject 6 vids ris 
dy. atrod in its widest and most com- 
plex relations, whether as Creator or 

Redeemer, the immediate context 

defining the precise nature of the 
reference: see notes on Phil. ii. 6. 

The present écrv cannot be pressed 

to imply that what is here said refers 

to our Lord in glory after His incar- 

nation, in contradistinction to His 

eternal glory as the Word (Alf.). 

elkdv tot Oeov «.7.A.] the image of 
the invisible God; not ‘an image,’ 

Wakef., or ‘image,’ Alf.,—the article 

is idiomatically omitted after éorw; 
see Middl. Gr, Art, 1. 3.2. With 
this expression comp. 2 Cor. iv. 4, és 

éorw eixuv Tov Ocod, Heb. i, 3, os 

dy dravyacua THs Od€ys kal yapaKxTyp 

Tis VrocTdcews atrod: Christ is the 
original image of God, ‘ bearing His 

figure and resemblance as truly, fully, 

and perfectly, as a son of man has 

all the features, lineaments, and per- 

fections, belonging to the nature of 

man,’ Waterl. Serm. Chr. Div. v. 

Vol. 1. p. 104, see esp. Athan, Nicen. 
Def. § 20. Without overpassing 

K 2 
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the limits of this commentary, we 

may observe that Christian antiquity 

has ever regarded the expression 

‘image of God’ as denoting the 

eternal Son’s perfect equality with 

the Father in respect of His sub- 

stance, nature, and eternity; ‘ per- 

fectee equalitatis significantiam habet 

similitudo,’ Hil. de Syn. § 73, dmap- 

dddaxros elkdw Tod Iarpds tuyxavev 
[on the subsequent Semi-arian use of 
this term, see Oxf. Libr. of Ff. Vol. 

“VIII. p. 35, 106] Kal Tov rpwrorvzrou 

éxrumos xapaxryp, Alex, ap. Theod. 
Hist. Eccl. 1. 4; see Athan. contr. 
Arian. 1. 20, and comp. Dorner, 

Chr. Doctr. § 91, Vol. 111. p. £77 sq. 

(Transl.). The Son is the Father’s 
image in all things save only in being 

the Father, elkav gvotxh kal dmapar- 
Naxros Kard wavra’ duola ty marpl, 

hiv THs dyevyyolas Kal THs marpb- 

tntos, Damase. de Imag. 11. 18; 

comp. Athan. contr. Arian. 1. 21. 
The exact force of the emphatically 
placed 700 dopdrov (‘ who is invisible,’ 

Wordsw.; Winer, Gr. § 20. 1. a) is 

somewhat doubtful. Does it point 
to the primal invisibility of the 

elxwv (Chrys., Orig. ap. Athan. Nic. 

Def. § 27), or, by a tacit antithe- 
sis, to its visibility (Daven., Mey., 

al.; comp, John xiv. 9, 2 Cor. iii. 18)? 
Apparently to the latter: Christ, as 

God and as the original image of 

God, was of course primarily and 

essentially déparos (émet o¥8 dv elxuy 

eln, Chrys.); but as the Son that 

declared the Father (John i. 18), as 

He that was pleased to reveal Him- 

self visibly to, the Saints in the O. T. 

(see esp. Bull, Def. Fid. Nic. 1. 1.1 

sq.), He was dparés, the manifester 
of Him who dwells in ¢a@s dapbovrov 
and whom no man hath seen or can 
see (1 Tim, vi. 16); comp. Beng. 

Whether there is here any approxi- 
mation to views entertained by Philo 
concerning the Adyos (Olsh., Alf, 

see Usteri, Lehrb. 11. 2. 4, p. 293) 
is very doubtful. We must at any 

rate remember that Philo was the 

uninspired exponent of the better 

theosophy of his day, St Paul the in- 

spired Apostle revealing the highest 

and most transcendent mysteries of 

the Divine economy. On the 
meaning of elxwv, and its distinction 

from opolwors, -wua, see Trench, Sy- 

non. § 15. TpwTsToKoS Tdoys 

Krlo.] the firstborn before every crea- 

ture, i.e. ‘ begotten, and that antece- 

dently to everything that was cre- 

ated;’ not ‘all creation,’ Lightf.,— 

a rendering not fully in harmony 

with the meaning of mpwréroxos, 

—and certainly not ‘the whole 

creation,’ Waterl. (Vol. m. p. 57), 
comp. Alf.,—an inexact translation 

which here certainly (contrast notes 
on Eph. ii. 21) there seems no neces- 
sity for maintaining; comp. Middle- 

ton, Gr. Art. p. 373. As ver. 17 
(pd mavTwv) expressly reiterates, our 
Lord is here solemnly defined as rpw- 
roroxos in relation to every created 
thing, animate or inanimate, human 

or superhuman; mpwrdr. Tov Qeoi, 
kal mpd wavrwy Tey Kricparwr, Just. 

Martyr, Dial. §100: see also Cremer, 

Bibl.-Theol. Worterb. 8. v. wpwrdro- 
kos, P. 559, and comp. p. 382, where 

the above rendering of xriois is rightly 

maintained. This notable expression 

has received every variety of expla- 

nation. Grammatically considered, 

THs Krloews may perhaps be the parti- 

tive gen., the possessive gen. (Hof- 
mann, Schriftb. Vol. 1. p. 137), or, 

much more probably, the gen. of the 

point of view, ‘in reference to,’ ‘in 

comparison to’ (Scheuerl. Synt. § 18, 
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I, p- 129), the latent comparative 

force involved in the rpwros render- 

ing this last genitival relation still 

more intelligible and perspicuous ; 
comp. Fritz. Rom. x. 18, Vol. m. 
p- 421. In the first two cases, raca 
«riots oust be considered as equiv. 

to a plural (‘omnium creaturarum,’ 

Syr.), i.e. every form of creation 
(comp. Hofinann, J. c.), the expres- 

sion compared with mpwroroxos Tuy 
vexpav, Rev. i. 5, and (especially in 

the last of these cases) the Arian 
deduction, that Christ is a «riots, 

held to be grammatically possible ; 
see Usteri, Lehrb. 1. 2. 4, and even 

Reuss, Théol. Chrét. 1v. 10, Vol. 11. 

p- 100, both which writers use 

language, which, without the limit- 

ation named by Thorndike (Cov. of 
Grace, 11, 17. 5), must be pronounced 
simply and plainly Arian. In the 

last case, maoa xriois retains its 

proper force, rpwrdroxos its compara- 

tive reference, and the conclusion of 

Athanasius, especially when viewed 
in connexion with the context (é7: 
év air@ éxr., ver. 16), perfectly in- 

evitable; dddos gore rev Kricudrwr, 

kal xTioua perv ovx eott, KTioTHS O€ 

Tay KTioparwr, contr. Arian. 11. 62,— 

a passage of marvellous force and 

perspicuity: see also, both on this 

and ver. 16, Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. 

p. 148. The term mpwrétoxos (obs. 
not mpwrdxricros OY mpwromAacros) 

is studiously used to define our Lord’s 
relation to His creatures and His 

brotherhood with them (comp, Rom. 
viii. 29), and is in this respect dis- 

tinguished from povoyev}s which more 
exactly defines His relation to the 

Father ; wovoyevis wey dia ryv €x arpds 
yérvnow" mpwrorokos 6é dia rHy els Thy 

xtlow ovyxaraBaow [condescension] 

kal tiv Tov mwoddhwv ddeAporolyow, 
Athan. contr. Arian. 01. 62: in a word, 
He was begotten, they were created,— 

the gulf infinite; yet as He stooped to 
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wear their outward form, so He dis- 

dains not to institute, by the mouth 
of His Apostle, a temporal compari- 

son between His own generation 
from eternity and their creation in 
time; see Bull, Def. Fid. Nic. 111. 9. 

9, who however appears to have mis- 

understood the meaning of ovyxara- 
Baois, comp. Newman, in Of, Libr. 

of Ff. Vol. vii. p. 288. Lastly, 

as there seem to be two senses in 

Scripture in which our Lord is first- 

born in respect of every creature, 

viz. in its restoration after the fall 
as well as in its first origin (see 
Athan. ii. 63), we may possibly ad- 

mit, as ver. 18 also partially suggests, 

a secondary and inferential,—cer- 

tainly not a primary (Theod.-Mops. ; 

AMth., ‘supra omnia opera’), nor 
even co-ordinate, reference to pri- 
ority in dignity (mporiunors): see Alf. 

in loc., who however unduly presses 

this reference, and by referring the 

whole to Christ in His now glorified 

state(so Mey.,and Hofmann, Schriftb. 

Vol. 1. p. 135) certainly seems to 
impair the theological force and 

significance of this august passage. 

For further doctrinal comments on 

this passage see the good notes of Bp 

Wordsworth and Bp Lightfoot, in loc. 
16. Orv] because, not ‘for,’ Alf., 

a transl, better reserved for yap,— 
logical elucidation of the preceding 

member : He, in the sphere of whose 

creative power all things were made 
and on whom all things depend, was 

truly the mpwrér. maons kricews, and 
had an eternal priority in time and 
dignity. The objections of Schleier- 

macher (Stud. u. Krit. 1832, p. 502) 
to the logic of this causal explanation 

are unreasonable and pointless, 

éy atta] in Him, as the creative 
centre of all things, the causal ele- 

ment of their existence ; comp. Winer, 

Gr. § 50. 6. The preposition has re- 

ceived several different explanations, 
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16. éy rots ovpavois] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg. Rev., Wesic. and Hort, 
on preponderating authority: Rec., and former edd. of this Commentary, 

Ta év Tots ovpavots. The external evidence very clearly preponderates, but 

the probability of omission owing to the ra in the ravra that precedes must 

certainly be taken into account. The ré& before él ris yijs is omitted by 
Tisch., Treg. (with marg.), Rev., Westec. and Hort, on preponderating 

authority: Rec., [Lachm. ], retain ra. 

three of which deserve consideration: 

év has been referred to Christ as (a) 
the causa instrumentalis (év=6:d), 
creation being conceived as existing 

in the means, Jelf, Gr. § 622. 3; (b) 
the causa exemplaris, the xocmos voy- 

tos being supposed to be included, 

and to have its essentiality (Olsh.) 
in Him as the great exemplar; (c) 
the causa conditionalis, the act of 

creation being supposed to rest in 

Him, and to depend on Him for 

its completion and realization, Of 

these (a) is adopted by the Greek 

commentators, but is open to the 
serious objection that no distinction 
is preserved between é» ai’r@ here 
and 6’ av’rod below, which St Paul’s 

known use of prepp. (see notes on 

Gal, i. 1) would lead us certainly to 
expect. The second (b) is adopted by 
the schoolmen and recently by Olsh., 

Neand., Bisp., but is highly artificial, 

and supported by no analogy of 

Scripture. We therefore adopt (c) 
which is theologically exact and sig- 
nificant, and in which St Paul’s 

peculiar, yet somewhat varied use of 
év Xpior@ with verbs (comp. 2 Cor. 

v.19, Gal. ii. 17, Eph. i. 4, al.) is 
suitably maintained: compare the si- 

milar usage of év, esp. with pronouns, 

to denote the subject in which and on 
which (‘den Haltpunkt’) the action 

depends, e.g. & co mao’ éywye od- 
fouat, Soph. Ajax, 519; see Rost u. 
Palm, Lez. 8. v. év, 2. b, Vol. 1, p. 

s09, Bernhardy, Synt. v. 8. b, p. 210. 

exrloOy] were created, with simple 

physical reference : observe the aorist 
of the past action, as contrasted with 

éxriarat below, in which the duration 

and persistence of the act (‘per 

effectus suos durat,’ see notes on 

Eph, ii. 8) is brought into especial 
prominence ; comp. 1 Cor. xv. 24, 

and Winer, Gr. § 40. 4. The forced 
ethical meaning ‘ were arranged, re- 

constituted ’ (Schleierm.), though lexi- 
cally admissible, is fully disproved 

by Meyer, who observes that xrifw 

always in the N. T. (even in Eph. ii. 

10, 15, iv. 34) implies the bringing 

into existence, spiritually or other- 
wise, of what before was not. For 

an exposition of this important text 

see Conc. Antioch. ap. Routh, Relig. 

Sacr. Vol. 11. p. 468, referred to 
by Wordsw. in loc. Td, 

wdvta] all things that exist—more 
specifically defined, first in regard 
of place, secondly in regard of na- 

ture and essential characteristics. 
On the use of the art. (‘das All’), 

see Winer, Gr. § 18. 8. 

éy tots ovdp. K.7.A.] in the heavens 
and on the earth; appended specifi- 

cation of locality, the heavens and 

the earth including the whole concep- 

tion of space. The following clauses 

specify the two classes of the all 

things thus roughly localised, viz. 

the visible and material, and the in- 

visible and spiritual,—which latter 

class is still further specified by dis- 
junctive enumerations. The reading 

is not perfectly certain : see critical 

note. If the ra be retained, the 
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reference will not be merely to intel- 
ligent beings (Huth.), nor to the ex- 

clusion of things under the earth 

(Phil. ii. ro), but as in Eph. i. 10 
(see notes), with the fullest ampli- 
tude,—‘ all things and beings what- 
soever and wheresoever ;’ ‘ hie dis- 

tributione universam creaturam com- 

plectitur,’ Daven. 70 6pard, 
kal vd ddp.] the things visible and 

the things invisible ; amplification— 

not exclusively of the former (d:dé0- 
Kec capéorepov Tlva Kadet ovpavia etre 
dpara [as sun, moon, and stars] ere 
dépara, Theod.), or exclusively of the 
latter member (dépara rv puxnv dé- 
yu, opard mavras dvOpwrous, Chrys.) 
of the previous clause, but of both, 

‘the visible and invisible world:’ ‘in 

coelo visibilia sunt sol, luna, stelle; 

invisibilia angeli: in terra visibilia 

plante, elementa, animalia; invisi- 

bilia anime humane,’ Daven. ,—un- 

less indeed, as the following enume- 

ration seems to imply, this last class, 

‘anime humane,’ be grouped with 

épard, (Mey.). elte Opdvor 

«.7.X.] whether Thrones, whether Do- 

minions, whether Principalities, whe- 

ther Powers; disjunctive specification 
of the preceding dépara; ‘lest in that 

invisible world, among the many de- 

grees of the celestial hierarchy, any 
order might seem exempted from an 

essential dependence upon Him, he 
nameth those which are of greatest 
eminence, and in them comprehend- 

eth the rest,’ Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. 

p. 148. There seems to be no reason 
for modifying the opinion advanced 

in notes on Eph, i. 21, that four 

orders of heavenly Intelligences are 
here enumerated ; see Reuss, Z'héol. 

Chrét. Iv. 20, Vol. 11. p. 226 sq., and 

the extremely good article in Suicer, 

Thesaur. 8. v. dyyedos, Vol. 1. p. 30 

—48. By comparing this passage 

with Eph. J. c., where the order 
seems descensive, we may possibly 

infer that the dpéyo. (not named else- 
where in N.T., but noticed in Dionys. 

Areop. de Hier., andin Test. x11. Patr. 

p. 532, Fabric.) are the highest order 
of blessed spirits, those sitting round 
the eternal throne of God, xupsirnres 
the fourth, dpyat and éfovala the 

intermediate (Mey.), if indeed, as is 
observed on Eph. l.c., all such dis- 
tinctions are not to be deemed pre- 

carious and presumptuous; comp. 
Bull, Serm. x1. p. 221, and Hof- 

mann, Schriftb. Vol. 1. p. 302. This 

enumeration may have been sug- 

gested by some known theosophistic 

speculations of the Colossians (ch. ii. 

18; see Bp Lightfoot, Commentary 

p. 103, and notes in loc.), but not 
improbably, as appy. in Eph. i. 21, 

was an incidental revelation, which 

the term dépara evoked. That there is 

here any spirit of impatience evinced 
in the enumeration, and that the Apo- 
stle is here simply repeating subjec- 
tive opinions rather than objective 

realities (Bp Lightf.), is by no means 

so certain as it is assumed to be. 

Even if we admit that the Apostle 
used terms which he found current, 

there is nothing in the passage to 
lead us to think that he regarded 
these grades and orders as mere theo- 

sophistic speculations. Why may 
we not believe that he too did 

really regard these blessed beings as 
‘an army, one in order and degree 

above another’ (Hooker, Eccl. Pol. 1, 

4.2), and that this truth was in his 
mind as he was using these words? 

Of the other numerous interpreta- 
tions which these words have received 
(see De Wette in loc.) none seem 
worthy of serious attention. 
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17 Tat, Kal avros éotiv mpo TWayvTwy, Kal Ta TWavTa ev 

Ta wavTa K.T.A.] (yea) all things, 
&c.; solemn recapitulation of the 

foregoing. The most natural punc- 

tuation after éfovcia. seems to be 

neither a period nor a comma, least 

of all a parenthesis (ending with éx- 

«dnolas, ver. 18, Lachm.), but, as in 

Mill, Treg., Rev., al., a colon. 

8’ avrot Kal els airov] through 
Him and for Him; resumption of év 

avrg éxr. with a change both in 

tense and prepositions: there the 

Son was represented as the ‘causa 

conditionalis’ of all things, here as 
the ‘causa medians’ of creation, and 

the ‘ causa finalis’ (Daven.) or ‘finis 
ultimus’ (Calov.) to which it is re- 
ferred. It was to enhance His glory, 
and to be subjected to His dominion 
(comp. Matth. xxviii, 18), that all 
things were created; els avrdv xpé- 

para » wdvTwy wrboTacts...woTe ay 

dwocrac0n Ths avtoO mpovolas dmd- 

wre kal duépOapra:, Chrys. We may 
observe that the mediate creation 
and final destination of the world, 

here referred to the Son, are in Rom. 

xi. 36 referred to the Father. Such 
permutations deserve our serious 

consideration ; if the Son had not 

been God, such an interchange of 

important relations could never have 

been possible: comp. Waterl. Def. 

Qu. x1. Vol. 1. p. 383 sq., Vol. 1m. 

p- 54,56. On the force of the perf. 

éxrisrat, see above; and in answer 

to the attempts to refer this passage 

to any figurative creation, see Pear- 
son, Creed, Vol. 1. p. 149, 150 (ed. 

Burt.). 

17, Kal atrés «.7.A.] and He 

Himself, &c.; contrast between the 

creator and the things created ; adds 

being emphatic, and «al having a 

gentle contrasting force (see notes on 

Phil. iv. 12) by which the tacit anti- 
thesis involved in atrés (‘ipse oppo- 

situm habet alium,’ Herm. Dissert. 

avros, 1) between the things created 

(ra. révra) and Him who created them 
is still more enhanced: they were 
created in time, He their creator is 

and was before all time. It may be 
observed that though airds appears 

both in this and the great majority 
of passages in the N, T. to have its 

proper classical force (‘ut rem ab 

aliis rebus discernendam esse indi- 
cet,’ Herm, Dissert. l.c.), the use of 
the corresponding Aramaic pronoun 

should make us cautious in pressing 
it in every case. The vernacular 
tongue of the writers of the N. T. 

must have produced some effect on 

their diction. torw mpd 
mwdvtwv] is (exists) before all things, 
not ‘all beings’ (‘omnes,’ Vulg., 
Clarom.); the priority is not in rank, 

but, in accordance with the primary 

meaning of mpwrdroxos and the im- 

mediate context,—in time ; rofro Oe@ 

dppofgoy, Chrys. Theodoret with rea- 

son calls attention to the expression 
—not éyévero mpé ravrwv, but ort mpd 

mwavrwy: the Eternal Son is alike 
pre-existent and absolutely existent ; 
contrast John i. 14. ey 
aire cvyérr.] consist in Him, as the 
causal sphere of their continued ex- 

istence : not exactly identical with év 
atr@ above (Mey., Alf.), but, with 

the very slight change which the 

change of verb involves, in more of a 

directly causal reference: Christ was 

the conditional element of their crea- 
tion, the causal element of their per- 

sistence; comp. Heb. i, 3, pépwr re ra 
wdvTa TH pyuare ris Suvduews avrod. 

The declaration, as Waterland ob- 

serves (Serm. on Div. vii. Vol. x1. p. 
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164), is in fact tantamount to ‘in 

Him they live, and move, and have 
their being’ (Acts xvii. 28), which is 
and forms one of the great arguments 
for the omnipresence and the preserv- 

ing and sustaining power of Christ; 

see ib. Def. Qu. xvumr. Vol. 1. p. 430. 
The verb ourcravar is well defined 
by Reiske, Ind. Dem. (quoted by 
Mey.), as ‘corpus unum, integrum, 
perfectum, secum consentiens, esse 

et permanere,’ comp. 2 Pet. iii. 5, 

and [Aristot.] de Mundo, § 6, éx 00d 
Tah wdvTa, Kai Sua Oeov yuiy ouvdory- 

kev; see esp. Krebs, Obs. p. 334, 

and Loesner, Obs. p. 362, by both of 
whom this word is copiously illus- 
trated from Josephus and Philo; 

comp. also Elsner, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 

259. 
18. Kal airos «.7.A.] Transition 

to the second part, in which the rela- 

tion of the incarnate and glorified 
Son to His Church is declared and 
confirmed, not perhaps without some 

reference to the erroneous teaching 

and angel-worship that appy. pre- 
vailed in the Church of Colosse. 

Advrds is thus, as before, emphatic, 

possibly involving an antithesis to 
some falsely imagined xepady or xe- 

gadal of the Church ; ‘ He in whom 

all things consist, He and no other 

than He is the head of the Church,’ 
The emphasis, as Meyer observes, 
rests on xepady rather than éxxryola; 
it was the headship of the Church, 
not its supposed constitution, that 

formed the undercurrent of the er- 
roneous teaching. TOU TOL. 

ais exxd.] of His body, the Church, 
rys éxkdX. being the genitive of iden- 

tity or apposition ; see Winer, Gr. 
§ 59.8, Scheuerl. Synt. § 12. 1, p. 82. 
The Apostle does not say merely ‘ of 
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the Church,’ but ‘of His body, the 

Church,’ to show, —not the piravOpw- 
ala of Christ (Oé\wy juiv olkesdrepov 

Seta aidrov, Chrys.), but the real, 

vital, and essential union which ex- 

ists between the Church and its 
Head: comp. Eph. iv. 15, 16, and 

notes in loc.; see also Rom. xii. 5, 
1 Cor. x. 17, Eph. i. 23, al. 
Ss éori] secing He is; the relative 
having a semi-argumentative force, 

and serving to confirm the previous 

declaration; see Jelf, Gr. § 836. 3. 

We can scarcely say that in such 

sentences ‘és is for dre’ (Jelf, l.c., 
Matth. Gr. § 480. c), but rather that, 

like the more usual goris, the simple 
relatival force passes into the ex- 

planatory, which almost necessarily 

involves some tinge of causal or ar- 

gumentative meaning ; see notes on 

Gal. ii. 4. apxy] the begin- 

ning, not merely in ref. to the fol- 

lowing rwv vexpwev (Mey., Hofmann, 
Schriftb. Vol. 1. 1, p. 241; comp. 
Theod.), nor even to the spiritual 
resurrection (Daven.), both which 
interpretations seem too limited; 

nor yet, with a general and abstract 
reference, the ‘first creative prin- 

ciple’ (Steig., Huth.; comp. Clem.- 

Alex. Strom. Iv. p. 638,6 Oceds dé dvap- 
xos apxn Tav S\wy mavredjs),—but, 

as the more immediate context and 
the reference to our Lord’s Headship 
of His Church seem certainly to sug- 

gest, in ref. to the new creation 
(comp. Calv., Corn. a Lap.: 2 Cor. 

y. 17, Gal. vi. 15), the following mpw- 
Torokos éx Tuy vexpuwy Serving to define 
that relation more closely, and to 
preserve the retrospective allusion to 

mpwrér. in ver. 15: our Lord in His 
glorified humanity is the dpynyds ris 
fwas (Acts iii. 15) to His Church, the 
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beginning, source, and origin, of the 

new and spiritual, even as He was of 

the former and material creation; 

see Olsh. and Bisp. in loc., and 
comp. Usteri, Lehrb. 11. 2. 4, p. 304. 

The plausible reading daapx7, adopt- 

ed by Chrys. and a few mss., is 

a limiting gloss suggested by the 

next clause compared with 1 Cor. xv. 

20, 23. The omission of the art. 
[inserted in B, 47] before dpx7 is due, 

not to the abstract form of the word 
(Olsh.), but simply to the preceding 
verb subst., Middl. Gr. Art. 11. 3. 2. 
mporét. & TaV veKpov] first born 

from among the dead; not exactly 
identical with awpwrér. Trav vexpwv 
Rev. i. 5 (partitive gen.), but with 
the proper force of the preposition, 

‘the first-born, not only of, but out 
of the dead;’ He left their realm 
and came again as with a new beget- 

ting and new birth into life (see esp. 
Andrewes, Serm. Vol. m1. p. 57); he 

was the true drapxn Toy Kexormy- 

évuv, 1 Cor. xv. 20: comp. Hof- 

mann, Schriftb, Vol. m. 1, p. 241. 

Others had been translated, or had 

risen to die again, He had risen with 

glorified humanity to die no more 
(Rom. vi. 9): hence He is ‘ not called 
simply the first that rose, but with a 
note of generation, mpwr. éx Tay vex- 
pwr,’ Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. p. 136 

(ed, Burt.). Wa yévyrar 
«.7.d.] in order that in all things He 

might become (not ‘sit,’ Vulg.) pre- 

eminent, might take the first place, 

‘primas teneat,’ Beza, Daven.; map- 

TaXod Mpwros' dvw mpwros, ev TH EKKAT- 

alg mp&ros, év TH dvacrdce. mpdros, 
Chrys.: divine purpose (wa having 

here its full telic force, comp. notes 

on Eph. i. 17) of His being the apy 
of the new creation, and having the 

priority in the resurrection, —a divine 

purpose already fulfilled in its tem- 

poral, and to be hereafter fulfilled in 
all conceivable relations, when all 

things are put under His feet, and 
‘the kingdom of the world is be- 
come the kingdom of our Lord and 

His Christ’ (Rev. xi. 15). The tense 
yévnra cannot be safely pressed, as 

in the subj. the force of the aor. is 

considerably weakened and modified; 

see Bernhardy, Synt. x. 9, p. 382. 
The verb rpwrevew is an dm. deydu. 
in the N.T., but is not uncommon 

elsewhere ; comp. Zech. iv. 7 (Aquil.), 
Esth. v. 11, 2 Mace. vi. 18, xiii. 15, 

in all which passages an idea of mpo- 

tluyots seems clearly conveyed. This 

however does not require a similar 

meaning to be assigned to mpwrdr. 
(comp. De W., Alf.): mpwrevew was 

to be the result, Christ’s being rpw- 
Térokos K.T.A. was one of the steps 
which led to it: comp. Meyer in loc. 
éy tac] in all things, surely not= 

‘inter omnes,’ Beza,—a restricted 

reference that completely mars the 

majesty of this passage, and contra- 

venes the force of the neuter ra 

mwdavra in the causal sentence which 

follows. Lastly, atrés, as above, 

must not be left unnoticed: ‘si quis 

alius mortem debellasset...tum Chris- 

tus non tenuisset primatum in omni- 

bus,’ Daven. We may observe that 

with this clause the predications re- 

specting Christ seem to reach their 

climax (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 28), and 
thus lead us to admit, if not to ex- 

pect, a modification of subject in the 

causal sentence which follows. 
19. St] because ; confirmation of 

the divine purpose in reference to 
Christ's precedence év racw: He in 

whom the whole wAjpwua (of the 
Oedrys) was pleased to reside, must 

needs have had His precedence in all 
things eternally designed and con- 
templated. év atta] in 
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Him, and in Him specially; con- 

nected with xaroxety, and put for- 
ward in the sentence that it may 

receive its full emphasis. The refer- 
ence, as the context seems to show, 

is now more especially to the incar- 

nate Son. edSdnqoev k.7.A.] 
all the fulness (of the Godhead) was 

pleased to dwell ; ‘in ipso complacuit 
omnis plenitudo inhabitare,’ Clarom. 

The first difficulty in this profound 
verse is to decide on the grammatical 

subject of evidcnoev. This verb, a 

late and probably Macedonian-Greek 

word (Sturz, de Dial. Maced. p. 167), 

has four constructions in the N. T., 
all personal; with é and a dat. 

(Matth. iii. 17, xvii. 5, al.: 2 Thess, 
ii. 12 is very doubtful), with e/s and 
an accus. (2 Pet. i. 17), with a simple 
accus. (Heb, x. 6, 8), with an infin. 
referring to the subject (Rom. xv. 26, 

1 Cor. i. 21, al.,—the principal and 

prevailing use in St Paul’s Epp.); 

see Fritz. Rom. x. 1, Vol. 11. p. 369 
sq., where the uses of evdox. are fully 
investigated. In the present case 
three subjects have been proposed ; 

(a) Xpicrés, the preceding subject, 
Tertull. Mare. v. 19, and recently 
Conyb., and Hofm. Schriftb. Vol. 1. 

I, p- 242, where it is fairly defended ; 
(b) Geds, supplied from the context; 
so, it can scarcely be doubted, Syr., 
Vulg., Goth., Theod., and, by infer- 

ence, Chrys., Theoph., and after them 
the bulk of modern expositors ; (c) 
the expressed subject wav 7d mh7- 
pwua; Clarom., Copt., appy. Aith., 

and recently Peile, and, very de- 

cidedly, Scholef. Hints, p. 108. Of 
these (a) involves indirect opposition 
to strong analogies of Scripture 
(e.g. 2 Cor. v. 19), and, equally with 

(b), a harsh change of subject in the 
transition to the two infinitives; 
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the second (b) is dogmatically correct, 
but involves a very unusual construc- 
tion of evdox. (comp. Polyb. Hist. 1. 
8. 4, VII. 4. 5, 2 Mace. xiv. 35), a 
different subject to carorx. and drox., 
and further an ellipsis of a word, 

which though not without classical 
parallel (see Jelf, Gr. § 373. 3) would 

here, in a passage of such dogmatical 

importance, be in a very high degree 
unnatural and improbable: the third 
(c) is syntactically simple: it is also 
in harmony with St Paul’s regular 

usage of evdoxeiy when associated 
with an infin., and,—what is still 

more important,—both in its causal 
connexion, the nature of the ex- 

pressions, and the order of the words 
(Meyer’s assertion that it would 
have been ri wav 7d mr. evd. K.T.X. 
cannot be maintained; observe also 

the order in + Cor. i. 21, x. 5, Gal. i. 

15), Stands in closest parallel with 

the authoritative interpr. in ch. ii, 

Q; re év avrg Karouel way TO TA, THs 

Gedrnros cwuaTiKes. We seem bound 
then to abide by (c),—possibly the 
interp. of the ancient Latin Church: 
it involves however, as will be seen, 

some grave, though appy. not insu- 

perable difficulties. Tov 
76 TAYpwpa] all the fulness (of the 
Godhead), ‘omnes divine nature 

divitie,’ Fritz. These words have 
been very differently explained. Lexi- 

cally considered, rA7jpwua has three 

possible meanings, one active, (a) im- 
plendi actio, and two passive, (8) id 

quod impletum est, Eph. i. 23 (see 

notes), and the more common (+) id 
quo res impletur, Gal. iv. 4, Eph. iii. 
Ig (see notes on both passages), 

which again often passes into the 

neutral and derivative (y,) afluentia, 
abundantia, mdodros,—especially in 

connexion with abstract genitives, 
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Rom. xv. 29; see Fritz, Rom. xi. 12, 

Vol. 11. p. 469 sq., Hofmann, Schriftb. 

Vol. 11. 1, p. 26. Of these (7), or 

perhaps simply (7), alone is exegeti- 

cally admissible. The real difficulty 
lies in the supplemental gen. Set- 

ting aside all doubtful and arbitrary 

explanations, e.g. éxxAnola (Theod., 

Sever.), ‘fulness of the Gentiles’ 
(Schleierm.), ‘fulness of the uni- 

verse’ (Conyb., Hofm. lL. c., p. 26), we 

have only one authoritative supple- 

ment, ris OedryrTos, either exactly in 

the same sense as in ch. ii. 9, ‘ ple- 
nitudo Deitatis,’ or in the more 

derivative sense, ‘plenitudo gratie 

habitualis’ (comp. Davenant, Mey., 
al.). The latter of these is adopted 
by those who advocate construction 

(b) of evdox., but has this great dis- 

advantage, that it involves two in- 

terpretations of m\jpwua Oeor. (here 
in ref. to ‘divina gratia,’ there to 
‘divina essentia,’ so Mey., Alf., al.), 

whereas on the constr. of evdox. al- 
ready adopted, wAnp. will naturally 
be the same in both. cases, and will 

imply ‘the complete fulness and ex- 
haustless perfection of the Divine 

Essence,’ the ‘ plenitudo Deitatis,’— 

an abstract term of transcendent sig- 

nificance, involving in itself the more 

concrete Ges, which, as will be seen, 

seems probably to be the subject of 

the following participial clause. 

When we consider the context in ch, 

li. 9, there seem grave reasons for 
thinking that St Paul chose this 

august expression with special refer- 

ence to some perverted meaning as- 

signed to it by the false teachers and 
theosophistic speculators at Colosse ; 
see Bp Lightfoot, Commentary, p. 

103, and the detached note on m)7- 
pwpua, p. 323 8qq.: comp, also Thorn- 

dike, Cov, of Grace, . 15. 12. 

karoujoat] to dwell; a term espe- 

cially applied to the indwelling in- 
fluence of the Father (comp. Eph. ii. 

22), the Son (Eph. iii. 17), and the 

Spirit, and both here and in ch. ii. 9 
enhancing the personal relations in- 

volved in the mysterious word md7- 

pupa; éxet Gxnoevy ovk evépyed tis 
add’ ovcla, Theoph. 

20. atrokat. Td wavtTa] to reconcile 
all things; dmoxar. is not ‘prorsus 

reconciliare,’ Mey. (comp. Chrys., 

Kary\rNaryuévot, GANG TeAelws Ede), but, 

with the natural force of 47d in similar 

compounds (dmroxaGiordvew, drevded- 
vew), ‘in pristinam conditionem recon- 
ciliando reducere;’ see Winer, de Verb. 

Comp. tv. p. 7,8. The subject of the 

inf. is of course the same as that of 

Karox., 1.€., grammatically consid- 

ered, the rAvjp. above, but exegetical- 
ly,—as the following a’rdv and other 

scriptural analogies (comp. 2 Cor. v. 

19, Eph. i. 10) seem to suggest, the 

more definite Oeds, involved and in- 

cluded in the mystical and abstract 

designation. The revelation con- 

tained in these words is of the most 

profound nature, and must be inter- 

preted with the utmost caution and 
reverence. Without presuming to 

dilute, or to assign any improper 

‘elasticity’ (Mey.) to the significant 

dmoxar. (@.g. ‘reunionem creatura- 

rum inter se invicem,’ Dalleus), or 

to limit the comprehensive and un- 

restricted r& mdvra (e.g. ‘universam 

Ecclesiam,’ Beza, ‘omnes homines,’ 

Corn. a Lap.), we must guard a- 

gainst the irreverence of far reaching 

speculations on the reconciliation of 
the finite and the infinite (Usteri, 
Lehrb. 11, 1. 1, p. 129, Marheineke, 

Dogm. § 331 sq.), to which this 
mighty declaration has been sup- 

posed to allude, This, and no less 
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than this, it does say,—that the 

eternal and incarnate Son is the 
‘causa medians’ by which the abso- 

lute totality of created things shall 

be restored into its primal harmony 

with its Creator,—a declaration more 

specifically unfolded in the following 

clause: more than this it does not 
say, and where God is silent it is not 
for man to speak. See the sober 
remarks of Hofmann, Schriftb. Vol. 

1. p. 188 sq. The mysterious dva- 

KedadardoacGa, Eph. i. ro (obs. both 
the prep. and the voice), is a more 
general and perhaps more developed, 

while in 2 Cor. v. 19 xécmov Karax- 
Adoowv is a more limited and more 
specific representation of the same 
eternal truth: see Destiny of the 
Creature, p. 86 sq. els airy] 
unto Himself, i.e. to God, couched in 

the foregoing m\jpwua: a ‘pregnans 

constructio,’—the preposition mark- 

ing the reconciled access to (comp. 

Eph. ii. 18), and union with the 

Creator; comp. Winer, Gr. § 66. 2. 

The simple dative (Eph. ii. 16; 
comp. Rom. v. Io, 2 Cor. v. 19, 

al.) expresses the object to whom 
and for whom the action is directed, 

but leaves the further idea conveyed 
by the prep. unnoticed. There is no 

need to read abréy (Griesb., Scholz), 
as the reference to the subject is un- 

emphatic; see notes on Eph, i. 4. 
elpyvorrowjoas] having made peace ; 

i.e. God,—a simple and intelligible 

change of gender suggested by the 

preceding airdv and the personal 

subject involved in the subst. with 
which the part. is grammatically con- 

nected; in fact, ‘a construction mpéds 
7d Swoonpavduevov.” The parallel 

passage Eph. ii. 15, mocdv elpyyny, 
would almost seem to justify a re- 

ference to the Son (Theod., Gicum.) 
by the common participial anacolu- 

thon (Steiger; comp. Winer, Gr. § 

63. 2), but as this would seriously 

dislocate the sentence by separating 

the modal participial clause from 
the finite verb, and would introduce 

confusion among the pronouns, we 

retain the more simple and direct 

construction, Thus then the two 

constructions (b) and (c) noticed in 
ver. 19 ultimately coincide in re- 

ferring ver. 20 to God, not Christ; 

and it is worthy of thought whether 

the ancient Syr. and Clarom. Vv. 

may not, by different grammatical 

‘processes, exhibit a traditional ref. 

of ver. 20 to God, of a very remote, 

and perhaps even authoritative an- 
tiquity. 8d, Tot atp. K.7.A.] 
by the blood of (i.e. shed upon) His 
cross; more specific and circum- 
stantial statement of the ‘causa 

medians’ of the reconciliation, The 

gen. is what is termed of ‘remoter 

reference,’ forming in fact « species 

of breviloquentia: see esp, Winer, 

Gr. § 30. z, where numerous exx, are 
collected. 8 airod] 
by Him; it is scarcely necessary to 

say that 6: avrod does not refer to 
the immediately preceding da roo 

atu., but to the more remote 6.’ avrod 

of which it is a vivid and° emphatic 
repetition. These words are omitted 

by BD!FGL; 1omss.; Vulg. (Lachm., 

Treg.), but the probability that this 

was caused by the desire to facilitate 

the construction is so great, that we 

seem justified in regarding the evi- 

dence for retention as even clearly 
preponderating. elre ta 
éml ris yis K.7.X.] whether the things 
upon the earth or the things in the 

heavens ; disjunctive enumeration of 
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21 Kat pas moré dvras danddotpiwpevous cal éxOpous 

the ‘universitas rerum,’ as in ver. 
16, with this only difference, that the 
order is transposed,—possibly from 

the more close connexion of the 

death of Christ with ra él 7s yiis. 

It is hardly necessary to say that 

the language precludes any idea of 

reconciliation between the occupants 

of earth and heaven (as appy. Cyr.- 

Hieros. Catech. x1v. 3, Chrys. [in 

part], Theod., al.) or, in reference to 

the latter, of any reconciliation of 

only a retrospectively preservative 

nature (Bramhall, Disc. tv. Vol. v. 
p. 148). How the reconciliation of 

Christ affects the spiritual world— 

whether by the annihilation of ‘ posse 

peccare,’ or by the infusion of a more 

perfect knowledge (Eph. iii. 1o), 
or (less probably) some restorative 

application to the fallen spiritual 

world (Orig., Neand. Planting, Vol. 1. 

p- 531),—we know not, and we dare 
not speculate: this however we may 

fearlessly assert, that the efficacy. of 
the sacrifice of the Eternal Son is 
infinite and limitless, that it extends 

to all things in earth and heaven, 

and that it is the blessed medium by 

which peace is wrought between God 

and His creatures, whether angelical, 

human, animate, or inanimate (Rom. 

viii. 19 sq.); see the valuable note of 
Harless on Eph. i. 10, esp. p. 52, Hof- 

mann, Sehriftb. Vol. 1. p. 189, and 

comp. Wordsw. in loc. 

a1. Kat ipas] And you also: new 
clause, to be separated by a period 

(not merely by a comma, Lachm., 

Bisp., Lightf., al.) from ver. 20, 
descriptive of the application of the 
universal reconciliation to the special 

case of the Colossians; comp. ch. ii, 

13, and see notes on Eph. ii. 1, The 
structure involves a slight anacolu- 

thon: the Apostle probably com- 

menced with the intention of placing 

bpas under the immediate regimen of 
amoxaT#rr., but was led by sore 

évras into the contrasted clause vuvi 

6¢ before he inserted the verb; 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 63. 1. The 

reading droxarn\Adyyre adopted by 

Lachm., Mey., Lightf., with B (D'FG; 

Clarom.; Iren., al., have droxara\\a- 

yéres) involvesan equally intelligible, 
though much stronger anacoluthon, 

but has not sufficient external sup- 

port: it is, however, placed in the 

margin by Treg., Rev., Weste. and 

Hort, the probability of a correction to 
amend the grammar being not incon- 

siderable.  dvtasdanddorp.] being 
alienated, being in a state of aliena- 

tion, scil. ‘from God;’ comp. Eph. 

iv. 18. The.part. of the verb subst. 

is used with the perf. part. to express 

yet more forcibly the continuing state 

of the alienation; comp. Winer, Gr. 
§ 45. 5. For illustrations of the 
emphatic word dza\n. (‘abalienati,’ 
Beza), see notes on Eph. ii. 12, where 

the application is more expressly re- 

stricted. Both there and Eph. iv. 18, 

the Ephesians were represented.as a 

portion of heathenism, here the Co- 

lossians are represented as a portion 

of the ‘universitas rerum,’ to whom 

the redeeming power of Christ ex- 

tends. &x Opods k.7.A.] 
enemies in your understanding, &c., 

not passive, ‘regarded as enemies by 

God’ (Mey., who compares Rom. v. 

10), but, as the subjective tinge given 

by the limiting dative and the addi- 
tion év rofs épy. seem to imply, 

active; éxOpol jre, pol, kal ra Tov 

éxOp&v érpdrrere, Chrys. The dative 

diavola is what is termed the dat. of 

reference to (see notes on Gal. i. 22), 

and represents, as it were, the pe- 

culiar spiritual seat of the hostility 
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(comp. notes on Eph. iv. 18), while 
év rots &pyos marks the practical 

sphere and substratum in which the 
éx8pa was evinced; comp. Huther in 
loc. On the meaning of didvora, the 
‘higher intellectual nature’ (d:éfodos 

oyix#, Orig.), especially as shown in 

its practical relations (contrast év- 

vot, Heb. iv. 12), see the good re- 

marks of Beck, Seelenl. 11. 19, b. p. 

58. The position of rots 
wovnpois, not simply éy rots ov. épy., 

serves to give emphasis, and direct 

attention to the real character of 

the éoya; Winer, Gr. § 20. 1. 

vuvi 88 diroKkat.] yet now hath He 
(God, see next note) reconciled: anti- 
thesis to the preceding oré évras 
the oppositive 6é¢ in the apodosis be- 

ing evoked by the latent ‘although’ 

(Donalds. Gr. § 621) involved in the 

participial protasis; comp. Xen. Mem. 

tir. 7. 8, éxelvous...Agdlws xerpovmevos, 

rovros 6& pndéva tpdrov oles Suryce- 

c0a TpocevexOnvat, and see the note 

and reff. of Kihner, also Buttmann, 

Mid. Excurs. xi. p. 148: add Klotz, 
Devar. Vol. 1. p. 374, Hartung, 
Partik, 5é, 5.6, Vol. 1. p, 186. Such 

a construction is not common in 
Attie writers. In this union of the 
emphatic particle of absolutely pre- 

sent time with the aor. (comp. 
Hartung, Partik. Vol. 11. p. 24), the 

aor. is not equiv. to a pres. or perf., 
but marks, with the proper force of 

the tense, that the action followed a 

given event (here, as the context 
suggests, the atoning death of 

Christ), and is now done with; see 

Donalds. Gr. § 433, compared with 
Fritz. de Aor. Vi, p. 6, 17. Meyer 

pertinently compares Plato, Symp. 

P- 193 4, ™pd Tod...8v juev, vel Be 

bid Thy ddtxlay SupxloOnuev vad Tod 

deot. This use of the aorist can- 
not be satisfactorily conveyed in 

English. 

22. &v To odp. K.t.A,] in the body 
of His flesh, i.e., as the language 

and allusion undoubtedly require,— 

the flesh of Christ ; the prep. év point- 

ing to the substratum of the action; 

see notes on Gal. i. 24, and comp. esp. 
Andoe. de Myst. p. 14, 6 wev dyuwv &v 
TO ospart Th éug xabéorncev. It may 

justly be considered somewhat doubt- 

ful whether the subject of the present 

clause and of the verb daroxarj\d\akev 
should be regarded as Christ (Chrys., 

Ccum., al.), or God. In favour of 

the first supposition we have the use 

of cduare (which seems to suggest 

an identity between the subject to 

which the c@ya refers and the subject 

of the verb), perhaps the use of 7a- 
pacriica. (comp. Eph. v. 27, but con- 
trast 2 Cor. iv. 14), and the ready 
connexion of such a purpose with 

the fact specified by doxar. (comp. 

De Wette), and lastly, the semi- 
parallel passage Eph. ii. 13. Still 

the difficulty of a change of subject, 

—the natural transition from the 

more general act on the part of God 

alluded to in ver. 20 to the more 

particular application of the same to 

the Colossians,—the fuller amplifi- 
cation which this verse seems to be 

of the substance of ver. 14,—and the 
similarity between the circumstan- 

tial 60a Tod alu. Tod or. abrod above 

and the circumstantial év 7g cup. 
x.7.». in the present verse, seem to 

supply distinctly preponderant argu- 

ments, and lead us with Bengel, 

Huth., and others, to refer droxar. 

to the subject of ver. 20, i.e. to God. 

Many reasons have been assigned 
why St Paul adds the specifying gen, 
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(substantie, Winer, Gr. § 30. 2. B) Tis 

capxés. Two opinions deserve con- 

sideration; (a) that it was to oppose 

some forms of Docetic error which 

were prevailing at Colossm, Steiger, 

Huth., al.; (b) that it was directed 

against a false spiritualism, which, 

from a mistaken asceticism (ch. ii. 

23), led to grave error with respect 

to the efficacy of Christ’s atonement 
in the flesh; so Mey., followed by 

Alf. As there are no direct, and 

appy. no indirect (contrast Ignat. 

Magnes. § 9, 11, al.) allusions to 

Docetic error traceable in this Ep., 

the opinion (b) is on the whole to be 
preferred. To suppose that these 

words are added to distinguish the 
use of the oda here from the totally 

and obviously different use in ver. 

18 (so Olsh., Lightf.), does not 

seem natural or probable. 

Sid Tod Oav.] by means of His death; 
added to the preceding év T@ ow. to 
express the means by which the re- 
conciliation was so wrought: it was 

by means of death, borne in, and ac- 

complished in that blessed body, that 

reconciliation was brought about; 

compare some valuable remarks in 

Jackson, Creed, vi. 8. 4. Avrod is 

added after avydrov by ANP; 20 mss.; 

Copt., Syr. (both); and is inserted in 

brackets by Lachm. Trapa.- 
oryoat] to present; infin. expressing 

the actual purpose and intent of the 

action expressed in diox.; see Mad- 

vig, Synt. § 148, where this mood is 

extremely well discussed. Had dare 

been inserted, the idea of manner or 

degree would rather have come into 

prominence (Madvig, § 166), and the 
meaning would literally have been 

‘as with the intention of, déc.,’ the 

finite verb being in fact again men- 

tally supplied; see on this point 
Weller, Bemerk. 2. Griech. Synt. p. 
14 (Mein. 1843). Meyer calls atten- 
tion to the tense, but it must be ob- 

served that in the inf. the force of 

the aor., except after verbs declarandi 

vel sentiendi, is commonly obscured 

(Madv. § 172), especially as here in 

an aoristic sequence. On zapaor#j- 

oat, Which certainly conveys no 

sacrificial idea, comp. notes on Eph. 

vy. 27. There the reference is more 
restricted, here more general. 

dyious kal dp. Kal dveyk.] holy and 
blameless and without charge; desig- 

nation of their contemplated state on 

its positive and negative side (Mey.), 

aylovs marking the former, dud. cal 

dveyxd. the latter. Strictly consi- 
dered then, the first and second kai 

are not perfectly co-ordinate and 

similar: they do not connect three 

different ideas (‘erga Deum, respectu 
vestri, respectu proximi,’ Beng.), nor 

simply enumerate three similar ideas 
(Daven.); but, while the first con- 

nects the two members of the latent 

antithesis, the second is, as it were, 

under a vinculum joining the com- 
ponent parts of the second member. 

On the meaning of duwpos (inculpa- 

tus, not immaculatus), see notes on 

Eph, i. 4: it is appy. less strong 

than the following dveykd.; dvéyxn. 
yap rére rbyera, Brav pyde péxpe 

Karayvicews unde wéxpe eyKAjparos f 

7 memparyyévoy juiv, Chrys. Lastly, 

on the distinction between dyéyxdn- 

ros and dverlAnmros (‘in quo nulla 
justa causa sit reprehensionis’), see 

Tittm. Synon. 1. p. 31. 

KaTevitrioy adrod] before Him; God, 
—not Christ (Mey.), a reference 
neither natural nor easily reconcile- 

able with the very similar passage, 
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Eph. i. 4. There may be here a 

faint reference to the ‘day of Christ’s 

appearing,’ Alf., but it does not seem 

perfectly certain from the context. 

With respect to the question whether 

‘sanctitas imputata’ (Huth.), or per- 

haps more probably ‘sanctitas inhe- 
rens’ (Chrys.; comp. notes on Eph. i. 

4), is here alluded to, the remark of 
Davenant seems just,—‘cum dicit ut 

sistat nos sanctos, non wt sisteremus 
nos, manifestum est ipsos reconcilia- 

tos et renatos sanctitatem suam a 

Christo mutuari, sive de actuali, sive 

de inhxrente, sive de imputata lo- 

quimur,’ p. 113 (ed. 3); ‘whensoever 
we have any of these we have all, 

they go together,’ Hooker, Serm. on 

Justif. 11. 21. 

23. elye érup. ry wlore] if at least 
ye continue in the faith; a tropical 

use of émmu. peculiar to St Paul, 

Rom, vi. 1, xi, 22, 23, 1 Tim. iv. 16: 

in Acts xiii. 43 émi. (Rec.) has 

scarcely any critical support. Like 

several compounds of él it has two 

constructions (see Winer, Gr. § 52. 
7), with prepp. wapd, apébs, év (Acts 
xxviii. 14, 1 Cor. xvi. 7, Phil. i. 24), 

and with the simple dative (Rom. Il. 

ec., x Tim. lL. c.) which appy. is 

- semilocal (comp. notes on Gal. v. 1), 
or, perhaps more probably, under the 

influence of the prep. The prep. ézi 

is not per se intensive (Alf.), but 
appears to denote rest at a place, see 

notes on Gal. i. 18. On the mean- 
ing of eye, see notes on Eph. iii. 2, 

and on the distinction between dye 
(si quidem; not ‘si tamen,’ Vulg.) 
and elrep (si omnino), see notes on 
Gal. iii. 4. TeBeped. Kal 
&pator] grounded and firm; specifica- 

tion on the positive side of the mode 

of the émuovy; comp. Eph. iii. 17, 

E. 

épprfwuévor kal TeOeuedtwudevor, and 

1 Cor. xv. 58, édpaior...dueraxlynrot. 

The qualitative termination -atos 

seems to justify the distinction of 
Beng., ‘refeu. affixi fundamento, é5p. 

stabiles, firmi intus.’ That there is 

any reference to the metaphor of a 

temple (Olsh.), seems here very 

doubtful. kal pa} perary. | 
and not being moved away; nearly 

identical with dyeraxlyyro, 1 Cor. 
xv. 88, and representing their fixity 

on its negative side: the change to 

the present pass.—as marking by the 

tense the process that might be going 

on, and by the voice (pass., not act., 

as De W.) that of which they were 

now liable to be the victims,—is 

especially suitable and exact; see 

the suggestive ex. cited by Alf., viz. 

Xen. Rep. Lac. xv. 1, wodcrelas...pe- 

Taxexunpevas Kal ert cal vv weraxtvou- 

pévas. On the wy with perax., which 

in a hypothetical sentence like the 

present is usual and proper, see, if 

necessary, Winer, Gr. § 55. 1. 
tis ed. Tod evayy.] the hope of the 

Gospel, i.e, arising from, evoked by, 

the Gospel, tof edayy. being the gen. 

of the origin or rather the originating 
agent; see Hartung, Casus, p. 17, 

and comp. notes on 1 Thess. i. 6. 

To regard it as a possess. gen. (AIf.) 

gives an unnecessary vagueness to 
the expression. Such genitives as 

those of the origin (Hartung, p. 17), 

originating agent, and perhaps a 

shade stronger, the causa efficiens 

(Scheuerl. Synt. § 17), all belong to 
the general category of the gen. of 

‘ablation’ (Donalds. Gr. § 448, 449): 

the context alone must guide us in 

our choice; comp. notes on 1 Cor. 

xii. 8. "Edis can hardly be here, 

except in a very derivative sense, 

L 
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23. mdoy xrice] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec., doy rp xrice. 

equiv. to 6 Xpiords, Chrys. ; it seems 

only to have its usual subjective 

meaning; comp. notes on Eph. i. 18. 

od Kotcate] which ye heard, scil. 
when it was first preached to you: 

not ‘have heard,’ Auth.,—here cer- 

tainly an unnecessary introduction 

of the auxiliary. This and the two 

following clauses serve to give weight 

to the foregoing wh meraxwovpmevot: 

they had heard the Gospel, the world 

had heard it (rdw atrods péper udp- 
tupas, elra Thy olkoupevyy, Chrys.), 

and he the writer of this Epistle— 
who though probably not their 
founder (see on ver. 7), yet stood in 
close relation to them through Epa- 

phras—was the preacher of it; xal 

robro els TO d&tbmio ov ouvTedel, Chrys. 

The Apostle gives weight to his as- 

sertions by the special mention of his 

name, as in 2 Cor. x. 1, Gal. v. 2, 

Eph. iii. 1, 1 Thess. ii. 18, Philem. 

19. &y racy Krloe] in 
the hearing of every creature; surely 

not ‘in the whole creation,’ Alf., 

Vulg.,—a translation which, even if 

we concede that raéa xrlows may be 
equiv. to ‘every form of creation,’ 
i.e. ‘all creatures’ (Hofm. Schriftb. 
Vol. 1. p. 137), would be needlessly 
inexact. This noble hyperbole only 
states in a slightly different form 

what the Lord had commanded, 

Mark xvi. 15: the inspired Apostle, 

as Olsh, well says, sees the universal 

tendency of Christianity already re- 

alized. The limitation ry brd rov 

ovp. characterizes the xricws as érl- 
yetos, including however thereby all 

mankind. For the meaning of é, 

apud, coram,—perbaps here -with 

sing. reverting somewhat to the pri- 

mary idea of sphere of operation, 

see Winer, Gr. § 48. a. d. 

Sidkovos] a minister; see notes on 

Eph. iii. 7. The three practical de- 

ductions which Davenant draws from 
this clause are worthy of perusal. 

PErsonaL CIRCUMSTANCES 
(ver. 24—ch. ii. 5). 

24—29. The Apostle’s sufferings 

and spiritual work. 24. Niv 

xalpw] Transition, suggested by 

the preceding clauses, esp. by the 
last, to the Apostle’s own services 
in the cause of the Gospel. The 
vv is not merely transitional (comp. 
Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. p. 667), but, 

as its position shows, purely tem- 

poral and emphatic (2 Cor. vii. 

9), ‘now, with the chain round my 
wrist’ (Hadie), forming a contrast 
with the past time involved in the 
foregoing xypuxdévros and éyevduny. 

The reading és viv x.7.A. (DIFG; 
Vulg., Clarom., al.) seems either due 

to a repetition of the preceding let- 
ters, or was intended to keep up the 

supposed connexion between ver. 25 

and ver. 23. éy tots 

marjpacw] Not exclusively ‘de iis 
que patior,’ Beza, but simply ‘in 

passionibus,’ Vulg.; the ra@juara 

were not only the subject whereupon 

he rejoiced, but the sphere, the cir- 
cumstances, in which he did so; 

xalpw mdoxwv, Chrys. The brief 

and semi-adverbial év rovrw (Phil. i. 

18) is perhaps slightly different. The 

omission of the article before ump 
budv arises from rdcyew dep being 

a legitimate construction ; see notes 

on Eph. i. 15. trtp tpav] 
for you, not ‘in your place,’ Steig., 

nor, with wu causal reference, ‘on 
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I rejoice in my suffer- 
ings for you and the 
Church; I am preach- hy 
ing the mystery of sal- 
vati 

24. 

very greatly preponderating authority: 

your account,’ Hadie, ‘vestra causa,’ 
Just. (comp. Est. and Corn. a Lap.), 
but ‘vestro commodo atque fructu,’ 
Beza, ‘zum Vortheil,’ Winer, Gr. 

§ 47. 1, a8 the more usual meaning 

of the prep. in the N. T. and its 

use below both suggest. On the uses 

of the prep. comp. notes on Gal. i. 4, 

iii. 13, Phil. i. 7. 
dvravamh. K.7.d.] am filling fully up 
the lacking measures of the afflictions 

of Christ. The meaning of these 

words has formed the subject both of 

exegetical discussion and polemical 

application; comp. Cajet. de Indulg. 

Qu. 3, Bellarm. de Indulg. Cap. 3. 
Without entering into the latter, we 

will endeavour briefly to state the 
grammatical and contextual meaning 

of the words. (1) at 
Odrtpers tot Xprorod are clearly not 
‘ afflictiones propter Christum sub- 

eundez,’ Elsner (Vol. 11. p. 260), 

Schoettg., al., nor ‘calamitates quas 

Christus perferendas imposuit,’ Fritz. 

Rom. Vol. 111. p. 275,—a somewhat 

artificial gen. auctoris,—but simply 

and plainly ‘the afflictions of Christ,’ 

i.e. which appertain to Christ, not 

however, with corporeal reference, 

boa bréueve, Theod., but which are 

His (Xp. being a pure possessive 
gen.; comp. Winer, Gr. § 30. 2 

note), of which He is the mystical 

subject ; see below. But (2) 
how are the torepyuara. of these afflic- 

tions filled up by the Apostle? Not 

(a) by the endurance of afflictions 

similar (acairws, Theod.) to those 

endured (vroorarixiés) by his Master 
(comp. Heb. xiii. 13, 1 Pet. iv. 13), 

and by drinking out of the same cup 
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on and striving to present every man perfect before God. 

Twabjpacw] So Lachm., Tisch, Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on 

Rec. adds pov. 

(Matth. xx. 23), as Huth., Mey.,— 

for, independently of all other 

considerations, vicarious suffering 

(Olsh.), the distinctive feature of 

the Lord’s O\iwes, was lacking in 

those of His Apostle (ov yap tov 

Toro ovdé Suotov, ToAdoU ye Kal del, 

Cicum.),—but (b), in the deeper sense 

given to it by Chrys.,~ Theoph., 

Gicum., and recently adopted by De 

W., Hadie, Alf., al.,—by the en- 

durance of afflictions which Christ 

endures in His suffering Church 

(cxertxés), and of which the )7- 
pwua has not yet come; see Olsh. 
in loc., who has well defended this 

vital and consolatory interpretation, 

and comp. August. in Psalm. xi. 4, 

Vol. tv. p. 731 (ed. Migne). 

(3) The meaning of dvravamdnpotv 
has yet to be considered; this is 
not ‘ vicissim explere’ (Beza, comp. 

Tittm. Synon. 11. p. 230), nor ‘cum 
Christo calamitates imponente in 

malis perferendis emulare’ (Fritz.), 

—a somewhat artificial interpreta- 

tion, nor even ‘alterius tordpnua 

de suo explere’ (Winer, de Verb. 
Comp. 11. 22), but, as Meyer sug- 

gests, ‘to meet and fill up the 

vorépnua with a corresponding rd7- 

pwua;’ the dv7i contrasting not the 

actors or their acts (opp. to Xen. 

Hell. 11.4. 12, dvravérhyoay compared 

with a previous éurdfoa), but the 

defect with the supply by which it is 
met: see the exx. cited by Winer, 

esp. Dio Cass. xuiv. 8, dcov évéder 

TovTo €k THs Tapa T&Y d\Awy cuvTe- 
Aelas dvravamdnpwOy. The simpler 

dvam)dnpw [found in FG ; mss.; Orig. 

in allusion] would have expressed the 

L2 
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fal fol fol e a fol 

tov OAiNpewr Tot Xpiorov év TH capkl ov vmep TOU 

, aA z a ° Fs ? + 

25 ToMaTOS avTOv, 8 éaTiv 4 ExKAnoLa’ Hs EEvONNY EYH 

filling up, but would have left the 

idea of the defect being studiedly 

supplied by the action unexpressed. 

To assert that this interpretation 
practically deprives dy7l of any mean- 

ing (Bp Lightf.), is certainly more 

than is warranted by the facts of the 

case. There is here no such clear 

correspondence of personal agents 

(contrast, for example, such a pas- 
sage as Xenoph. Oecon. v. 12, 4 ff 

Tovs dpisTa Oeparrevovras aiTiy Thetora, 

dyabd dvrerote?) as would be needed 
to substantiate the assertion. The 

statement is slightly complex. The 

Apostle in speaking of his own suf- 

ferings passes onward in thought to 

their relation to those of his Master. 

In regard of these last-mentioned 
mabipara he puts in evidence that 

there are vorepyuwara. This word at 

once calls out the dv7f. He does not 
say, dvarAnpS Ta Wad. K.7-r., Which 

would have been a form of expression 

that would not have been understood, 

and indeed would have seemed pre- 

sumptuous,—but dvravardnpe Ta vo- 
Tepymarak.7.A., Which brings out the 

two thoughts, that there are these 

mysterious vorepjuara, and that he, 

by his own sufferings, is taking his 
part (observe the present tense) in 

filling them up. We thus, after 

full re-consideration, maintain the 

interpretation adopted in former 

edd. of this Commentary. For a 

practical sermon on this text, see 
Donne, Serm. xcvut. Vol. rv. p. 261 

sq. (ed. Alf.), and comp. Destiny of 

the Creature, p. 41 Sq. ey 

7] capk( pov clearly belongs to dyr- 

avarh., defining more closely the 

seat, and thence inferentially the 

mode, of the dvravamAjpwors (comp. 
2 Cor. iv. r1, Gal. iv. 14); the word 

cdpt, which thus involves the predi- 
cation of manner, standing, as Mey. 

acutely observes, in exquisite con- 

trast with the odua, which defines 
the object of the action. Steiger, 

Huth., al., connect this clause with 

OAlPewv Tov Xp.: this may be gramma- 
tically possible (Winer, Gr. § 20.2), but 

is exegetically untenable, as it would 

but reiterate what is necessarily in- 

volved in the use of the first person 
of the verb. & éorw a exkd.] 
As ékxd, might be thought the word 

of importance, the construction jris 

éorly 4 éxkd., 1 Tim. iii. 15, might 

have seemed more natural; comp. 
Winer, Gr. § 24. 3. The present 
construction is however perfectly 

correct, as the article and defining 

gen. associated with cwua, as well 

as the antithetical contrast in which 
it stands with odpé, point to cdua as 
the subst.on which the chief moment 

of thought really dwells. It would 
seem as ifthe appositional 7 éxx), was 

introduced to form an easy and na- 

tural transition-word to the next verse. 

25. qs éyevopny «.7.A.] of which 
I became a minister ; statement of the 

relation in which he stands to the 
éxxAnola just mentioned, the js hav- 

ing a faintly causal, or rather expla- 

natory force (see notes on ver. 18, 

and Ellendt, Lex. Soph. s. v. Vol. 1. 
p- 371), and indirectly giving the 
reason and moving principle of the 

dvravardijpwors; ‘I fill up the lacking 
measures of the sufferings of Christ 

in behalf of His body the Church, 
being an appointed minister thereof, 

and having a spiritual function in it 

committed to me by God.’ The éyw 

continues, in a slightly changed rela- 
tion, the éyw IlabXos of ver, 23: there 

the diaxovla referred to the eayy., 
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é , ‘ 4 cy , a fel 4 a? 
({QKOVOS KATA THY OLKOVOMLAY TOU Oecot THV Socio av {ot 

els Uuas TANPGTat Tov Adyov TOD Deo’, TO mvaTHpLOY 26 

here to the Church by which the 

evayy. is preached ; ‘idem plane est 
ministrum Ecclesie esse et Hvangelii,® 

Just. kara TH 
olkov. tod @.] in accordance with the 
dispensation, i.e. the spiritual stew- 

ardship, of God; ris éxxdyolas éve- 

miorevOny Thy owrnplay, Kal Thy Tod 

Knpt-yuaros evexeploOnv Sraxoviay, 

Theod. The somewhat difficult word 
olxovow. seemms here, in accordance 

with rhv do@eicay x.t.. which fol- 

lows, to refer, not to the ‘ disposition 
of God’ (Syr., ‘gubernationem,’ Goth. 

‘vagina,’ ith. ‘ ordinationem’), but, 

as Just., Mey., al., to the ‘ spiritual 

function,’ the ‘ office of an oixovdsmos ’ 
(see 1 Cor, ix. 17, compared with 
1 Cor. iv. 1), originating from, or 

assigned by God; the more remote 

gen. rod Qcod denoting either the 

origin of the commission (Hartung, 

Casus, p. 17), or, with more of a pos- 

sessive force, Him to whom it be- 

longed and in whose service it was 

borne: see Reuss, Théol. Chrét. rv. 

g, Vol. 11. p. 93, and notes on Eph. 

i. Io, where the meanings of olxovop. 

in the N.T. are briefly noticed and 

classified. TIHVv Sobcioay 
«.7.A.] which was given me for you; 

further definition of the olxov. rod 

cof, the meaning of which, owing 

to the different senses in which oixov. 
is used, might otherwise have been 

misunderstood: ‘this olxovoula was 

specially assigned to me, and you,— 
you Gentiles, were to be its objects.’ 
The connexion of els vuds with rAnp. 

(Scholef. Hints, p. 110) does not 
seem plausible: the juxtaposition of 
the pronouns (yor es vuas) suggests 

their logical connexion. 
wANpaoa Tov Ady. TOV O.] to fulfil 
the word of God; i.e. ‘to perform my 

office in preaching unrestrictedly, to 

give all its full scope to, the word of 

God:’ infin. of design (see notes on 
ver. 22) dependent either on 7js éyev. 

dudxovos (Huth.), or perhaps more na- 
turally on rhy dofeicay x.7.d., thus 
giving an amplification to the pre- 

ceding els juds. The glosses on wAn- 

poo are exceedingly numerous; the 

most probable are, (a) ‘ad plene ex- 

ponendam totam salutis doctrinam,’ 

Daven. 1, comp. Olsh., and Tholuck, 

Bergpr. p. 136; (6) ‘to spread abroad,’ 
Huth.,—who compares Acts v. 28; 

(c) ‘to give its fullest amplitude to, 
to fill up the measures of its fore- 

ordained universality,’ not perhaps 

without some allusion to the olxo- 

voula which would thus be fully dis- 
charged; comp. Rom. xv. 19, méxpe 

rou IdAvpekod memAnpwxévar 7d evary- 
yédwov Tov Xp. Of these (b) has an 
advantage over (a) inimplying a m)\7- 

pwots viewed extensively, in having, 

in fact, a quantitative rather than a 

qualitative reference, but fails to ex- 

haust the meaning and completely 
satisfy the context : (c) by carrying 

out the idea further, and pointing to 
the Adyos as something which was to 
have a universal application, and 

not be confined to a single nation 

(hence the introduction of els pas), 
seems most in accordance with the 

spirit of the passage and with the 

words that follow; comp. the some- 

what analogous expression, 6 Adyos 

Tov Qeot nitave, Acts vi. 7, xii. 24. 

It need hardly be added that the 

Adyos Tov Oeov does not imply the 
‘ promissiones Dei, partim de Christo 

in genere, partim de vocatione Gen- 
tium,’ Beza, but simply and plainly 
76 evaryyédov, as in 1 Cor. xiv. 36, 
2 Cor, ii. 17, 1 Thess, ii. 13, al, 
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~ a 9 7 ~ wn 

TO aroKexpuupmévov ATO TOV AibvwY Kal ATO TOV Yevewr, 
a Y a ) a @ nr e 

27 vov oé€ epavepsOy tois dyiors avTov, ols n0éAnoev oO. 

26. voy] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on clearly 
preponderating authority: Rec., vuvl. 

26. Td puoriypiov Td daroK.] the 
mystery which hath been hidden; ap- 

position to the preceding rdv Adyor 

Tov @eod. The pvoripiov was the 

divine purpose of salvation in Christ, 

and more especially, as the context 

seems to show, ‘de salvandis Genti- 

bus per gratiamevangelicam,’ Daven.; 

see Eph. iii. 4 sq., and comp. Eph. 

ig. On the meanings of uvorrpiov 
in the N.T., see notes on Eph. v. 
32, and Reuss, Théol. Chrét. tv. 9, 
Vol. 11. p. 88. dro 
tov aldvev K.7.A.] from the ages and 
from the generations (that have pass- 

ed); measuring from the long tem- 

poral periods (aidves) and the suc- 

cessive generations that made them 

up (yeveal; see notes on Eph. iii. 21), 
which have elapsed (observe the ar- 

ticle) since the ‘arcanum decretum ’ 

was concealed. The expression is 

not identical with mpd rav alwywr, 

1 Cor. ii. 7; the counsel was formed 

apd Tav alwvev, but concealed amd 

Twv aluvuv; comp. Rom. xvi. 25, and 

see Eph. iii. 9, where the same ex- 
pression occurs. viv 8é 
epavepd0y] but now has been made 
manifest ; transition from the parti- 

cipial to the finite construction, sug- 

gested by the importance of the pre- 

dication; see notes on Eph. i. 20, 

and Winer, Gr. § 63. z. b, where 

other examples are noticed and dis- 
cussed. The davépwors, the actual 

and historical manifestation (De W.), 
took place, as Mey. observes, in dif- 

ferent ways, partly by revelation 

(Eph. iii. 5), partly by preaching (ch, 

iv. 4, Tit. i. 3) and prophetic exposi- 
tion (Rom. xvi. 26), and partly by all 

combined. On the connexion of this 

particle with the aor., comp. notes 
on ver. 21, and for a good distinction 

between viv (éml rav rpiav xpbvev) 
and vuvl, the reading of Rec, (én 

povou éverraros), see Ammonius, Voc. 

Diff. p. 99, ed. Valck. tots 

aylois airov] To limit these words 
to the Apostles, from a comparison 

with Eph. iii. 5 (Steiger, Olsh.: FG 

actually read docréAors for dylous), 
or to the elect, ‘quos Deus in Christo 

consecrandos decrevit’ (Daven. 1), is 
highly unsatisfactory, and quite con- 

trary to St Paul’s regular and un- 
restricted use of the word; so Theod., 

who however shows that he remem- 

bered Eph. iii. 5, rots daroordAcs Kad 
Tois Oca Tovrwy memicrevkdct. On the 

meaning of dos, see notes on ver. 2, 

and on Eph. i. 1. 

27. ots rbeAnoev 6 O.] to whom 
God did will; i.e. ‘seeing that to 
them it was God’s will,’ dc., the 

relative having probably here, as in 

ver. 25, an indirectly causal or ex- 

planatory force (‘rationem adjungit,’ 
Daven.), and reiterating the subject 

in order to introduce more readily 

the specific purpose, yrwploat x.7.A., 

which was contemplated by God in 

the ¢avépwors, The most recent 
commentators, Mey., Eadie, Alf, 
rightly reject any reference of 70éd7- 

cev to the free grace of God (comp. 

Eph. i. 9, xara rhv eddoxlay atrod), 

no such idea being here involved in 
the context: what 70é\ncev here im- 
plies is, not on the one hand that 

God ‘was pleased’ (‘propensionem 
voluntatis indicat,’ Est.), nor on the 

other that He ‘was willing,’ Hamm., 

but simply and plainly that ‘it was 

God’s will’ to do so. On the dis- 
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Ocds yrwpica: Ti Td TAODTOS Tis doENs TOU wveTHploV 
, ? a ”, 0 2 Ny ? ton 

TOUVUTOU Ev ToL €Ovecty, og €OTlV Xproros ev uUMLY, 

27. 1t76] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on preponde- 

rating authority: Rec., rls 6. és éorw] So Rec., Tisch., on apparently 

preponderating authority: 8 éorw, Lachm. (with marg.), Treg., Rev., Westc. 

and Hort (with marg.). The probability that 6 is a correction of the more 

difficult reading ds is not inconsiderable. 

tinction between #é\w and BovAomat, 

see notes on 1 Tim. v. 14. 

ywoploa] to make known: practi- 

cally but little different from g¢avepd- 

ga. The latter perhaps is slightly 

more restricted, as involving the 

idea of a previous concealment (see 
above and comp. 2 Tim. i. 10), the 
former more general and unlimited: 
see Meyer in loc. wl rd 

TovTos K.T.A.] what are the riches 

of the glory of this mystery: not ex- 

actly ‘how great,’ Mey., but with 

the simple force of ris,—‘what,’ re- 

ferring alike to nature and degree; 

comp. Eph. i. 18, and see notes in 

loc. The gen. ris 5ééns is no mere 

genitive of quality which may be re- 
solved into an adjective, and ap- 

pended either to mAofros (‘der herr- 

liche Reichthum,’ Luth.) or to pu- 

orjpwv (‘gloriosi hujus mysterii,’ 

Beza), but, as always in these ac- 

cumulated genitives in St Paul’s 

Epp., specially denotes that peculiar 

attribute of the puoryproy (gen. sub- 

jecti) which more particularly evinces 

the m\odros; see notes and reff. on 

Eph. i. 6, 18. The dd£a itself is not 

to be limited to the transforming 
nature of the mystery of the Gospel 

in its effects on men (dd Prov fy- 

parev kal rlorews wdvns, Chrys.), nor 

yet, on the objective side, to the dédéa 

Tod Ocob, the grace, glory, and attri- 

butes of God which are revealed by 
it,—but, as the weight of the enun- 

ciation requires, to both (see esp. De 

W.), perhaps more particularly to 

the latter. To make its reference 
identical with that of the dd¢a below 
(Mey., Alf.), where the preceding 

words introduce a new shade of 

thought, does not seem so exegeti- 

cally satisfactory. The former dda 

gains from its collocation a more 

general and abstract force, the latter, 

from its association with éAls, has a 

more specific reference. 

év tots verry] among the Gentiles; 
semilocal clause appended to 7/ (éar) 
70 WdovTos k.T.r., defining the sphere 

in which the mdovros ris 56&. Tov 
puor. is more especially evinced; 

gpalverar 6¢ év érépots, oAN@ 5é wAEov 

év rovrous 7) WOAH TOU pvoTnplov Sdéa, 

Chrys.; see esp. Eph. i. 18, where 

the construction is exactly similar. 

és éoriy Xp.] which is Christ, the és 
(see critical note) being adopted as 

appy. the true reading. But to what 

does it refer? Three interpretations 

have been suggested ; (a) the complex 

idea of the entire clause,—Christ in 

his relation to the Gentile world, De 

W., Eadie; (b) the more remote 7d 

mhovros k.7.A., Gicum., Daven., Mey.; 

(c) the more immediately preceding 
pvornplov rodrov, Chrys., Alf., al. 

Of these (a) is defensible (comp. 

Phil. i. 28), but too vague; (b) is 
plausible (comp. Eph. iii. 8), but 

rests mainly on the assumption that 

mwhovros is the leading word (Mey., 
Winer), whereas it seems clear from 
ver. 26 that uvorjp. is the really im- 
portant word in the sentence. We 

retain then the usual reference to 
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28 4 edmls rie SdEns bv Hucis KaTayyédNomer, vovde- 
a U ” \ , , ” 

TovvTes TavTa avOpwrov kal dvacKkovres TavTa avOpw- 

puorjpiov; Christ who was preached, 

and was working by grace among 

them, was in Himself the true and 

real mystery of redemption; comp. 

notes on Eph. iii. 4. In any case the 

masc. ds results from a simple at- 

traction to the predicate; see Winer, 

Gr. § 24. 3. év spiv] 
among you; not exclusively ‘in vobis 

inhabitans per fidem,’ Zanch. (comp. 

Eph. iii. 17), but in parallelism to 
the preceding év rots é@v. As how- 
ever this parallelism is not perfectly 

exact (Alf.),—for év butv is in close 
association with the preceding sub- 
stantive, whereas év rots €6veow is 

not,—we may admit that ‘in you’ is 
also virtually and by consequence 

involved in the present use of the 

preposition; comp. Olsh., Eadie. 
The connexion adopted by Syr. (‘qui 
in vobis est spes’) involves an un- 
necessary and untenable trajection. 

q Ams tHs SdEqs] the hope of glory; 
apposition to the preceding Xpiords 

év ty; not either the ‘spei causa’ 

(Grot.), or the object of it (Vorst), 
but its very element and substance; 

see x Tim. i. 1, and notes in loc. 

The second gloss of Theoph., 4 éAmis 

qcv évdogos, is unusually incorrect; 

d6fa is a pure subst., and refers to 

the future glory and blessedness in 
heaven, see Rom. v. 2, 1 Cor. ii. 7 
(appy.), 2 Cor. iv. 17, al. For a list 

of the various words with which é)- 

ms is thus joined, see Reuss, Théol. 

Chrét. Iv. 20, Vol. 11, p. 221. 

28. dv pets katayy.] whom we 
preach; whom I and Timothy, with 
other like-minded teachers (comp. 
Steig.), do solemnly preach; the #- 

pets being emphatic, and instituting 

a contrast between the accredited 

and the non-accredited preachers of 

the Gospel. On the intensive (surely 

not local, dvwev airov épovtes, 
Chrys.) force of xarayy., see Rost u. 

Palm, Lew. s.v. Iv. 4. ; 
vovlerotvres] admonishing, warning, 

‘corripientes,’ Vulg., Aith.: partici- 

pial clause defining more nearly the 

manner or accompaniments of the 

Karayyedia. The verb vovferety has 

its proper force and meaning of ‘ad- 

monishing with blame’ (voverixol 

Adyor, Xen, Mem, 1. z 21, comp. 

notes on Eph. vi. 4), and, as Mey. 
(comp. De W.) rightly observes, 

points to the ueravoetre of the evan- 

gelical message, while dddcx. lays 

the foundation for the misrevere; so, 

inferentially, Theoph., vov@ecla pév 

él ris mpazews, Sidackadla dé én 

Soyudrwv, On the meaning of vovde- 

reiv, which primarily implies correc- 

tion by word, an appeal to the vois 

(comp. 1 Sam. iii. 13), and deriva- 
tively correction by act, comp. Judith 

viii. 27; see Plato, Legg. 1x. p. 879 D, 

and Trench, Synon. § 32. 
wavra d&vOp.] Thrice repeated and em- 
phatic; appy. not without allusion 

to the exclusiveness and Judaistic 

bias of the false teachers at Colosse, 
The message was universal, it was 

addressed to every one, whether in 

every case it might be received or 

no: rl Aéyes; wdvTa dvOpwrov; val, 

gnol, Toiro omovddgoper* ef dé pip 

yévnrat ob6év wpds Huds, Theoph. 
éy racy cola] in all, scil. in every 
form of, wisdom; see notes on Eph. 

i. 8: mode in which the diddoxew was 
carried out, werd rdons coplas, Chrys. 

(comp. ch. iii. 16), or perhaps, more 
precisely, the characteristic element 

in which the ddaxy was always to 
be, and to which it was to be cireum- 

scribed. The meaning is thus really 
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> , , ov , , La 

Tov ev Tag cogia, wa TapacTyTwWMED TavTA avOpw7 ov 
, > a 3 a x A L , 

TeAELov €v Xpicre: eis O KQ@t KOTLW aywnCopevos 29 

28. Xpicr@] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on greatly 

preponderating authority: Rec. adds "Inco. 

the same, but the manner in which 

itis expressed slightly different. The 
lines of demarcation between sphere 

of action (Eph. iv. 17), accordance 

(Eph. iv. 16), and characterizing fea- 
ture (Eph. vi. 2), all more or less in- 
volving some notion of modality, are 

not always distinctly recognizable. 
The influence of the Aramaic S in 

the various usages of év in the N.T. 
is by no means inconsiderable., 

Wa wapacriowpev] in order that we 

may present; exactly as in ver. 22, 

with implied reference, not to a 
sacrifice, but to the final appearance 

of every man before God: ‘en me- 
tam et scopum Pauli, atque adeo om- 

nium verbi ministrorum,’ Davenant, 

—whose remarks on the propriety of 

the intention,—as coming from one 

who sat at the Council of Dort,—are 

not undeserving of perusal, The 
concluding words, é&y Xp., define as 
usual the sphere in which the redew- 
Tns, ‘ensemble de toutes les qualités 

naturelles au Chrétien’ (Reuss, Théol. 
Chrét. Vol. 11. p. 182), is to consist; 

comp. notes on ch. iv. 12, and on 

Eph. iv. 13. The polemical anti- 
thesis which Chrys. here finds, ov« 

év vow ovde év ayyédas, is perhaps 
more than doubtful, owing to the 
continual recurrence of év Xpur@. 
The term ré\eos has been regarded 

as a metaphor borrowed. from the 

ancient mysteries. This is possible, 
but improbable. It is much more 
likely that the use of the term was 
suggested by the known use of the 

word by our blessed Lord ; see Matth. 

v. 48, xix. 21. The idea of full-growth 
is in some passages clearly the pre- 

dominant meaning (comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 

20, Eph. iv. 13, Heb. v. 14): with 
this the idea of completeness and 

perfectness is very naturally associ- 

ated. 
29. els 8] to which end; the prep. 

with its usual and proper force de- 

noting the object contemplated in 

the corav ; comp. notes on Gal. ii. 8. 
kal koma] I also toil ; ‘beside preach- 

ing with vov@ecla and ddax7, I also 
sustain every form of xémos (2 Cor. 
vi. 5) in the cause of the Gospel,’ the 
kal contrasting (see notes on Phil. 
iv. 12) the xomea with the previous 
katayy. k.7.A. The relapse into the 

first person has an individualizing 
force, and carries on the reader from 

the general and common labours of 

preaching the Gospel (6v muels xar- 
ayy.), to the struggles of the indi- 
vidual preacher. On the meaning 
and derivation of coms, see notes on 

1 Tim. iv. 10. dyouts- 
pevos] striving; comp. ch, iv. 12, 1 

Tim. iv. ro (Lachm.,—a doubtful 

reading), vi. 12, 2 Tim. iv. 7, and in 

a more special sense, 1 Cor. ix. 25. 

It is doubtful whether this is to be 
referred to an outward or an inward 

dywv. The former reference is a- 
dopted by Chrys., Theoph., Daven., 

al.; the latter by Steig., Olsh., and 

most modern commentators. The use 

of xomiw (see notes on 1 Tim. iv. 10) 
perhaps may seem to point to the 

older interpretation ; the immediate 

context (ch. ii. 1) however, and the 
use of dywvrifoua in this Ep. (see ch. 

iv. 12, dywrefouevos varep Yuwy év rats 

mpooevxais), seem here rather more in 

favour of modern exegesis, unless in- 
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a) AY a ’ , ’ ’ aoa 
KaTa Ti evépyetay avTov Tiy evepyouuEevyy Ev Emot ev 

Suva. 

II. Cdr\w yap Uuds eidévat HALKov ayava 1am eamestly striving 
for you, that you may 

come to the full knowledge of Christ. Let no one de- 
ceive you: I am with you in spirit. 

deed with Gcum. and De Wette we 
may with good show of reason admit 

both interpretations. 

katd, tiv évépy. «.7.A.] according to 
His working which worketh in me ; 

measure of the Apostle’s spiritual 

dros (comp. notes on Eph, i. 19); it 

was not his own évépyeca but, as the 
context seems to suggest, that of 

Christ; tov avrod xérov Kal dyava re 

Xpicr@ dvaribels, icum., who alone 

of the Greek commentators (Theod. 

silet) expressly refers the a’rod to 
Christ, the others appy. referring it 

back to 6 Oeés (ver. 27). On the 
construction of the verb évepy., see 

notes on Gal. ii. 8, v. 6, and on its 

meaning, notes on Phil. ii. 13. The 

passive interpretation ‘que agitur, 

exercetur, perficitur’ (Bull, Exam. 

Cens. 1. 3), though lexically defen- 
sible, is not in accordance with St 

Paul’s regular use of the verb; see 

on Phil. l. ¢. év Suvaper] 
in power, i.e. powerfully; modal 

adjunct to évepyounéynv. Though it 

seems arbitrary to restrict S¥vapus to 

miraculous gifts (Michael.), it still 

seems equally so (with Mey. and Alf.) 
summarily to exclude them; comp. 

Gal. iii. 5. The principal reference, 
as the singular suggests (contrast 

Rom, i. 4 and Acts ii. 22), is to in- 
ward operations; wu secondary ref. 

to outward manifestations of power 

seems however fairly admissible; 

‘quum res postulat, etiam miraculis,’ 

Calv.; comp. Olsh. in loc. 

1. 1—5. Lhe Apostle’s earnest 

labours for the Colossians. 1. yap] 
Description of the nature and objects 

of the struggle previously alluded to, 
introduced by the yap argumentative 

(not transitional, Syr. [probably not 

a different reading, see Schaaf, Lez, 

p.112], and partially even Alf.), which 

confirms and illustrates,—not mere- 

ly the foregoing word d-ywfdmevos 
(Beng.), but the whole current of the 
verse: ‘meminerat in calce superioris 

capitis suorum laborum et certami- 

num, eorum nunc causam et mate- 
riam explicat,’ Just. 

qAlkov dyava] how great a struggle ; 

not ‘solicitudinem,’ Vulg., but ‘cer- 

tamen,’ Clarom., ‘quantum colluc- 

tor,’ Ath. The struggle, as the cir- 

cumstances of the Apostle’s captivity 
suggest, was primarily inward,— 

‘intense and painful anxiety,’ Eadie 

(comp. ch. iv. 12), yet not perhaps 
wholly without reference to the out- 

ward sufferings which he was en- 

during for them (ch. i. 24), and for 

all his converts. The qualitative adj. 

qAlxos (Hesych. roramés, wéyas, dor 

os; comp. Donalds. Cratyl. § 254) 

occurs only here and James iii. 5. 

kal tov éy Aaod.] The Christians in 
the neighbouring city of Laodicea are 

mentioned with them, as possibly 

being subjected to the same evil in- 
fluences of heretical teaching. The 

rich (Rev. iii. 17) commercial (comp. 
Cicero, Epist. Fam. ut. 5. 4) city of 

Laodicea, formerly called Diospolis, 

afterwards Rhoas, and subsequently 

Laodicea, in honour of Laodice, wife 

of Antiochus II., was situated on the 

river Lycus, about eighteen English 

miles to the west of Colosse, and 
about six miles south of Hierapolis, 
which latter city is not improbably 
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wv. es A a 

exw vmep tuav cai tov év Aaodiela, kal door ovx édpa- 
A t aA 

Kav TO TpdcwTdv sou ev capKl, va TapaKkAnOacty ai kap= 2 

1. vmép] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very clearly 

preponderating authority: Rec., wept. In what follows the form édpaxap 

is adopted by Lachm., Tisch. (é6p.), Treg., Westc. and Hort (ép.), on greatly 
preponderating authority: Rec., Rev., éwpdxact. The form is decidedly 

Alexandrian (see Winer, Gr. § 13. 2. c), and certainly the true reading. 
The ‘sonstige Gebrauch Pauli’ urged against it by Mey. is imaginary, as the 

third pers. plur. perf. of this verb does not elsewhere occur in St Paul’s Epp. 

' 

hinted at in xal Sco x.7.\.3 see 
Wieseler, Chronol. p. 441 note. 
Close upon the probable date of this 
Ep. (a.D. 61 or 62), the city suffered 

severely from an earthquake, but 

was restored without any assistance 
from Rome; Tacit. Ann. xiv. 27, 

comp. Strabo, Geogr. xu. 8. 16 (ed. 

Kramer): a place bearing the name 

of Eski-hissar is supposed to mark 

the site of this once important city. 

For further notices of Laodicea see 
Winer, RWB. 3s.v. Vol. 1. p. 5, 
Pauly, Real-Encycl. Vol. Iv. 1, p. 

764, and Arundell, Seven Churches, 

p. 84 sq., ib, Asia Minor, Vol. 1. p. 

180 sq. Kal dorot K.T.A.] 
and (in a word) as many as, &e., the 
xal probably annexing the general 

to the special (comp. Matth. xxvi. 

59, notes on Eph. i. 21, Phil. iv. 12, 

and Winer, Gr. § 53. 3. c), and in- 
cluding, with perhaps a thought of 

Hierapolis (see above), all in those 

parts who had not seen the Apostle. 

The ordinary principles of grammati- 

cal perspicuity seem distinctly to im- 

ply that the tueis and the of év Aaod. 

belong to the general class xal dco 

k.7..., and consequently that the 

Colossians were not personally ac- 

quainted with the Apostle. Recent 
attempts have been made to refer the 

dco. either to a third set of persons 

distinct from the Coloss. and Laod. 
(Schulz, Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 5383 

so Theod. and a schol. in Matthai, 

p. 168), or to a portion only of those 

two Churches (Wiggers, Stud.u. Krit. 
1838, p. 176), but as all the words 

axe in fact under the vinculum of a 

common preposition, and as dco if 

dissociated from tuav xal rav év 

Aaod. (comp. Schulz) would leave 
the mention of these two former 

classes most aimless and unnatural, 

we seem justified in concluding with 
nearly all modern editors (exe. 
Wordsw.) that the Colossians and 
Laodiceans had not seen the Apostle 
in the flesh; see the good note of 

Wieseler, Chronol. p. 440 sq., and 

Neander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 171 

(Bohn). év wapkl seems 
naturally connected with the pre- 

ceding mpbowrdv pov (Vulg., Copt., 
Zith.), not with édpaxay (Syr., but 
not Syr.-Phil., where the order is 

changed), forming with it one single 

idea. Itis almost obvious that there 

is here no implied antithesis to é& 

mvetmare (Selxvucw évravda dre éwpwv 

owexus év mv, Chrys., Theoph., 
comp. ver. 5): the bodily counte- 

nance is not in opposition with ‘the 

spiritual physiognomy,’ Olsh., but 

seems a concrete touch added to en- 

hance the nature of his struggle; it 

was not for those whom he personally 
knew and who personally knew him, 

but for those for whom his interest 

was purely spiritual and ministerial. 

2. ta wapakd, «.7.A.] in order 
that their hearts may be comforted ; 
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, re , > . r, 4 ° a 
diat avrav, cumBiBacOevres ev ayamy Kat es wav 

fod A A a * s ¥ 

wAoOUTOS Tis wAnpopopias Ths TuvEetews, Els ETIYVwoLY 

2. ouppiBacbévres] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort 
(cvvB.), on greatly preponderating authority: Rec., cupBiBacdévrur. wav 

mnovros] So Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on clearly prepondera- 

ting authority, as against Rec., mdvra mdovrov. Lachm., [Treg.] insert 

76 before wdotros, but on insufficient authority. On this neuter form, see 

notes on Eph. i. 7. 

not ‘may be strengthened,’ ‘inve- 

niant robur,’ Copt. [literally, but it 

is doubtful whether the derivative 

meaning ‘consol. accipere’ is not the 

most common, e.g. Psalm cxix. 52], 

De W., Alf., al.,—but ‘ consolentur ’ 

(consolationem accipiant), Vulg.,‘con- 
sol. accipiant,’ Syr.,‘gaudeant,’ Aith., 

—the fuller meaning which in pas- 

sages of this nature rapax. appears 

to bear always in St Paul’s Epp., 

and from which there does not here 

seem sufficient reason to depart (contr. 
Bisp., Alf.): surely those exposed to 

the sad trial of erroneous teaching 

needed consolation; comp. Davenant 

in loc. For exx. of rapaxa\. comp. ch. 
iv. 8, Eph. vi. 22, and even 2 Thess. 

ii, 17, where the associated ornpléac 

is not a repetition, but an amplifi- 

cation of the preceding tapaxadéca, 
The final tva is obviously dependent 

on dyava éxw (comp. Chrys. dy. éxw" 

wa rl yévnra;), and introduces the 

aim of the struggle, —the consolation 

and spiritual union of those believers 

previously mentioned who had not 

seen the Apostle in the flesh. 

oupBiBacbévres ev ay.] they being 
knit together in love; relapse to the 

logical subject by the common par- 

ticipial anacoluthon (Eph. iv. 2; see 

notes on Eph. i. 18, and Phil. i. 30), 

the participle having its modal force, 

and defining the manner whereby, 
and circumstances under which, the 

mapdxkAnows was to take place; see 

Madvig, Synt. § 176. b. The verb 

ovvB.8. has not here its derivative 
sense, ‘instructi,’ Vulg., Copt., but 
its primary meaning of aggregation, 

‘knit together,’ Auth. (comp. Syr., 

‘accedant;’ Aith,, ‘confirmetur’), as 

in ver. 19, and Eph. iv. 16, where see 

notes. "Ey dydry, with 
the usual meaning of the prep., de- 

notes not the instrument (‘per cari- 

tatem,’ Est.), but the sphere and 

element in which they were to be 

knit together, and is associated by 

means of the copulative «ai (not 
‘etiam,’ Beng.) with els way x.7.d. 
which defines the object of the union ; 

see next note. els Tav 
mXovtos] unto all the riches ; prepo- 
sitional member defining the object 

and purpose contemplated in the oup- 

BiBacrs, and closely connected with 
the preceding definition of the ethi- 

cal sphere of the action; deep under- 

standing and insight into the mystery 

of God is the object of the union in 

love. The connexion with rapaxh6. 
(Baumg.-Crus.) mars the union of 
the prepositional members, and adds 

nothing in point of exegesis. 

THS TWANpodoplas THs cvvéc.] of the 
full assurance of the understanding; 

not ‘certo persuas# intelligentiz,’ 

Daven., a resolution of the gen. 

which is wholly unnecessary : comp. 
notes on ch.i.27. The word rAnpo¢. 
(« Thess. i. 5, Heb. vi. rr, x. 22) de- 
notes on the qualitative side (as rAofros 
does on the quantitative, De W.) the 
completeness of the persuasion which 
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TOU MuaTyplou TOU Oecou, Xpiorod, €v €l\TlvY TAVTES Ol 3 

2. Tov Qeov, Xpicrov] This passage deserves our attentive consideration. 
The reading of the text is that of B, Hil. (Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. 

and Hort), and has every appearance of being the original reading, from which 

the many perplexing variations have arisen. The principal other readings are 

(a) rot Ocod, D°P; 37. 67**. 71. 80*. 116 (Griesb., Scholz, Tisch. ed. 2, 7), fol- 

lowed by Olsh., De W., Alf., and the majority of modern commentt.: (b) Tov 

Qcot 6 éorw Xpiords, with D1; Clarom. (Aith. quod de Christo): (c) rov Qcod 
marpos Tou Xpiorouv with AC (N! omits rov before Xp., N4 reads xalaarp.); al.; 
Vv.; and lastly, (d) rot Geod kat warpés kat ro Xp. with D3KL; many mss.; 

Syr.-Harel.; Theod., Dam., al. (Rec.). The Greek text of FG is here deficient. 

Now of these (a) is undoubtedly too weakly supported; (b) seems very like a 

gloss of the assumed true reading tof Ocod Xp.; (c) and (d) still more ex- 
panded or explanatory readings. As all four may be so simply derived from 

the text, the first by omission, the rest by gloss and expansion, we adopt 

with considerable confidence that which may justly claim to be considered as 

the original reading. 

was to be associated with the cidveocs, 

—which the civeois was to have and 
to involve (gen. possess.),—and, as 
Olsh. observes, may denote that the 

cbveots was not to be merely outward, 

dependent on the intellect, but in- 
ward, resting on the testimony of 

the Spirit ; comp. Clem.-Rom. 1 Cor. 

§ 42. On the meaning of civecis, see 

notes on ch. i, g: that it is here 

Christian otveats is certain from the 
context (Mey.). els 

émlyvwow K.t..] unto the full know- 

ledge of the mystery of God, even 

Christ ; prepositional member ex- 

actly parallel’ to the preceding els 
ray 7) wr. «7... The construction 
of the last three words is somewhat 

doubtful. Three connexions present 

themselves ; (a) ‘the mystery of the 

God of Christ,’ Huth., Mey., Xpic- 
tov being the possessive gen. of rela- 

tionship, &c.; see Scheuerl. Synt. 
§ 16. 7, p. 123 sq., and comp. Eph. i. 

17, and notes in loc.; (8) ‘the mys- 
tery of God, even of Christ,’ Xp. 
being a gen. in simple apposition to, 

and more exactly defining Ocov; so 

in effect Hil., ‘Deus Christus sacra- 

mentum est;’ (y) ‘the mystery of 

God, even Christ Xp. being in ap- 
position, not to Qeov, but to pvory- 

plov, and so forming a very close pa- 
allel to ch.i. 27. Of these (a) seems 

hopelessly hard and artificial; (), 

though dogmatically true, seems here 

to be an unnecessary specification, 
and exegetically considered is much 

inferior to (y), which stands in har- 
mony with the preceding expression 

Muornplov,..ds éorw Xpiorés (ch. i. 27), 

and has the indirect support of D! 

(see crit. note); Clarom.; Aug., and 

Hith. za-baenta Chrestos [quod de 

Christo]. It seems singular that 
these words have not given rise to 

more discussion (South has a doc- 
trinal sermon on the text, Vol. 11. 

p. 174 8q., but does not notice the 
readings), for (8), though in point of 
collocation somewhat doubtful, seems 

still, considered apart from the con- 

text, not indefensible, and at any 

rate is not to be disposed of by 

Meyer’s summary ‘entbehrt aller 

Paulinischen Analogie.’ We adopt 

(y) however, on what seem to be 
well defined exegetical grounds. On 

the meaning and applications of 
bvaripiov, see notes on Eph. v. 32, 
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4 Oncavpol rie codias Kal yrdoews aroKpupot. 

IIPOZ KOAAZ2ZAEI®<. 

TOUTO 

3. -ydoews] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on clearly 

preponderating authority: Rec., and former edd. of this Commentary, 77s 

yews. 

Reuss, Théol. Chrét. rv. 9, Vol. 11. 
p. 89; and for the exact force of éri- 

yrwots (‘accurata cognitio’), here 

appy. confirmed by the juxtaposi- 

tion of the simple ywaors, ver. 3, see 

notes on Eph. i. 17, 2 Tim. ii. 25 
(Transl.), and Trench, Synon. § 75. 

3. eva] in whom, relative sentence 

explaining the predication involved 

in the preceding apposition (uvornp. = 

Xpicrov), the relative having its ew- 
planatory force; see notes on ch. i. 

25. To follow the reading of the 

text, and yet to refer év @ to puo- 

tnplov (Mey.), seems unusually per- 

plexed, unless (with Mey.) we adopt 

the unsatisfactory construction (a), 
previously discussed. De Wette and 

Mey. urge the implied antithesis 

between wvor. and dzréxp., but to this 

it may be said,—first, that what is 

applicable to wvor. is equally so to 

that to which it is equivalent (comp. 

Bisp.); secondly, that the secondary 
predicate dmdéxpupor (see below) logi- 
cally elucidates the equivalence of 

Xpicrés with the puoryprov, but 

would seem otiose if only added to 
enhance the nature of the pvarnpioy 
or the érlyrwois thereof: comp. 

Waterl. Christ’s Div. Serm. vit. Vol. 

Il. p. 156. dolly mavres 
«.7.A.] are all the treasures of wis- 
dom and knowledge, hidden; not ‘ the 

secret treasures, &c.,’ Mey., Alf., 

which obscures the secondary predi- 

eation of manner, and in fact con- 

founds it with the usual ‘attributive’ 
construction (Kriiger, Sprachl. § 50. 

8). The position of the substantive 
verb and the order of the words 
seem to show that diéxpupo: is not 
to be joined with edslv as a direct 

predication (Syr., Copt., De W., al.), 
but that it is subjoined to it (Vulg., 

Aith.) as the predication of manner, 
and is in fact equivalent to an ad- 

verb, the most distinct type of the 

secondary predicate; see esp. Donald- 

son, Cratyl. § 304, and comp. Miiller, 
Kleine Schrift. Vol. 1. p. 310 (Don- 

alds.), who has the credit of first 
introducing this necessary distinction 

between ‘adjectiva attributa, predi- 

cata, and apposita;’ see also Donalds. 

Gr. § 436—447. It will be seen that 
the translation of Mey. and Alf., and 

esp. the explanation based upon it, 

is unsatisfactory from these impor- 
tant distinctions not having been 

observed. Exegetically con- 

sidered, the expression seems to 
convey that all treasures of wisdom 

and knowledge are in Christ, and 

are hiddenly so, ‘ quo verbo innuitur, 

quod pretiosum et magnificum est in 

Christo non prominere, aut protinus 

in oculos incurrere hominum car- 

nalium, sed ita latere ut conspiciatur 

tantummodo ab illis quibus Deus 

oculos dedit aquilinos, id est spiritu- 

ales ad videndum,’ Daven.; dore 

tap’ abrod de? mavta alrety, Chrys. 
There is thus no need with Bahr and 

others to modify the simple meaning 

of the adjective. vhs 
codlas Kal yvdcews] wisdom and 
knowledge, the two words being 

closely united, as under the vincu- 

lum of a single article. They are 

found similarly in association Rom. 

xi. 33, 1 Cor, xii. 8. The exact dis- 
tinction between these words is not 

perhaps very easy to substantiate. 

We can hardly say that ‘cola res 

credendas, yvdors res agendas com- 
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, o \ a Aeyw iva pnoets duds maparoyiCnra év m@avodroyia. 
: ‘ A om my LJ ‘ ig ’ A toa € yap Kat TH GapKt amet, GAAG TH TVEIMaTL OLY LMiV 5 

4. TovTo Aéyw] So Tisch, Rev., Westc. and Hort, on preponderating 
authority: Rec., Lachm., [Treg.] and former edd. of this Commentary, Tovro 
58 ey. Tn what follows pnéels is adopted by Lachm., Tisch., Treg., 
Rev., Weste. and Hort, on greatly preponderating authority: Rec., ui Tis. 

plectitur’ (Daven.), but rather the 

contrary. It would seem, as in the 

case of codla and ¢pévynots (see notes 

on Eph. i. g), that cogla is the more 

general, ‘wisdom’ in its completest 

sense, Kowws dravrwv udOnors, Suid., 

ywaots the more restricted and spe- 
cial ‘ knowledge,’ as contrasted with 

the results and applications of it; in 

a word, copia is the higher, guiding, 
and ruling principle, while -yvdos 
implies rather apprehension of things 

falling under cognisance, and of the 

ways and means which co¢la makes 
ultimate use of: see Cremer, Bibl.- 

Theol. Worterb.p. 156, Trench, Synon. 

§ 75, Neander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 139 
(Bohn), Delitzsch, Bibl. Psychol. tv. 
7, p. 166, and on the meaning of 

‘wisdom,’ comp. H. Taylor, Notes 
from Life, p. 95. 

4. TovTo Aéyw] This I say ; reca- 
pitulatory comment on the foregoing, 

clearing the way for the warnings 

which, with some intermixture of 

exhortation and doctrinal statements, 

pervade the chapter. The roiro seems 

clearly to refer not merely to ver. 3, 

but to the whole introductory para- 
graph, ver. 1—3. Tapaho- 
ylinrat] may deceive; only here and 
James i. 22, though not uncommon 

in the LXX, e.g. Josh. ix. 22 (28), 1 
Sam. xxviii. 12, 2 Sam. xxi. 5, al. 
The verb rapadoy. is of common 

occurrence in later Greek, and pro- 

perly denotes, either simply ‘to 

reckon wrong’ (Demosth. Aphob. 1. 

p. 822), or ‘ to reason falsely ’ (Isoer. 
Ep. iv. p. 420 ¢), and thence gener- 

ally, draréy, WedcacOa (Hesych.) ; 

comp. Arrian, Epict. 1. 20, éfa7a- 

Toow duds Kat mapadroylfovra, and 
exx. in Elsner, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 261, 

Loesn. Obs. p. 335. év 
mbavodoyla] with enticing speech; 

comp. 1 Cor. ii. 4, év meBois coplas 

Abyous, the prep. év having that spe- 

cies of instrumental force in which 

the object is conceived to exist in the 
means; comp. Jelf, Gr. § 622. 3. 

The subst., an dz. dNeyéu. in the 

N.T., occurs in Plato, Theet. p. 162 5, 

and the verb in Aristot. Eth. Nic. 1.1, 

but with a more special and technical 

reference to probability as opposed 

to demonstration or mathematical 

certainty. 

5. eydp kal «7.A.] For if Iam 
absent verily in the flesh; reason for 

the foregoing warning, founded on 

the fact of his spiritual presence 

with them ; el yap xal ry capkl dre, 
GN’ Buws olda Tovs dmarewvas, Chrys, 

The «at does not belong, strictly 
speaking, to ef (comp. Raphel in 

loc.), but to capt, on which it 

throws a slight emphasis, contrast- 
ing it with the following mvevmart: 
see notes on Phil. ii. 17. The dative 
capi is the dat. ‘of reference,’ and, 

with the regular limiting power of 

that case, marks that to which the 

drovcla was restricted ; see notes on 

Gal. i. 22. adAdd] yet on 
the contrary, nevertheless ; the hy- 

pothetical protasis being followed 

by dA\a at the commencement of the 
apodosis: see exx. in Hartung, Partik. 

ad, 2. 8. Vol. 11. p. 40. In these 
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nd a Ay , ‘ s 

elul, xalpwy kat BreTov vuov THY Taki Kal TO oTe- 

pewma Tis eis Xpiorov TITTEWS ULOV. 

cases, which are not uncommon, the 

GAG preserves its primary and pro- 

per force; ‘per istam particulam 

quasi transitus ad rem novam sig- 

nificatur que ei que membro ora- 

tionis conditionalierat declarata jam 

opponatur,’ Klotz, Devar. Vol. u. 

P. 93. TO Tvevpare] 
in the spirit; dative exactly sintilar 
to rH capxt. It need scarcely be 
said that this is St Paul’s human 

spirit (Beck, Seelenl. 11. rr, p. 28 sq.), 

not any influence of the Holy Spirit, 

Pseud-Ambr. (comp. Grot.; Daven. 
unites both), which would here vio- 
late the obvious antithesis. The de- 
duction of Wiggers (Stud. u. Krit. 

1838, p. 181) from this passage and 
esp. from the use of dreyu, that there 

had been a previous rapovela with 
the Colossians on the part of St 

Paul, is rightly rejected by De Wette 

and Mey.: the verb itself simply 

implies absence without any ref. to 
w previous presence; the accessory 
thought is supplied by the context. 
Contrast the other instances in the 
N.T., 1 Cor. v. 3,2 Cor. x. 1, 11, xiii. 

2, 10, Phil. i. 27, in all of which 

madpeyue or an equivalent is distinctly 

expressed. odv tpiv] with 

you; ‘joined with you,’ in a true and 

close union ; comp. Gal. iii. 9, where 

see remarks on the difference be- 

tween avy and werd: comp. notes on 

Eph. vi. 23. xalpov K.7.A.] 
rejoicing (with you), and seeing your 
order; modal and circumstantial 

clause defining the feelings with 

which his presence in spirit was 

accompanied, and the accessory cir- 

cumstances. There is some diffi- 

culty in the union of these two 
participles. After rejecting all un- 

tenable assumptions, of an & da 

Svoty (‘ gaudeo dum video,’ Wolf),—a 

zeugmatic construction of the accus. 

with both verbs (‘mit Freuden 

sehend,’ De W.),—a trajection (‘see- 

ing...and rejoicing,’ see Winer, Gr. 

§ 54. 8, and note),—a causal use of 

kat (‘gaudens quia cerno,’ Daven., 
compare Syr.), we have three plau- 

sible interpretations, (a), ‘rejoicing, 

to wit, seeing, &e.,’ xal being used 

purely explicatively, Olsh., Winer 2, 

Lc.; (8) ‘rejoicing (thereat), i.e. at 
being with you in spirit, and seeing, 

&e.,’ the subject of the yalpew being 
deduced from the words immediately 
preceding, and the xal being simply 

copulative; so Mey., and after him 

Eadie and Alf. ; (7) ‘rejoicing (about 
you) and seeing,’ éd’ iptv being sug- 

gested by the preceding ovv iptv, 

Winer ., lc., Fritz. Rom. Vol. m1. 

p. 428 note. Of these (a) seems 

hard and artificial; (8) imports a 
somewhat alien thought, for surely 
it was the state of the Colossians 

rather than the being with them in 

spirit that made the Apostle rejoice; 

(y) preserves the practical connexion 

of yalp. with the latter part of the 

sentence, but assumes an ellipse 

which the context does not very 
readily supply. It seems best then 

(5) so far to modify (y) as to as- 

sume a continuation of ody tpiv; the 

modal xalpwy expressing the Apostle’s 
general feeling of joyful sympathy 

(suggested by the state in which he 

found them), while the circumstantial 

Prérwv «.7.X. adds u more special, 
and, in fact, explanatory accessory : 

for this use of xal (special after ge- 

neral), comp. notes on Eph. v. 18, 

and Phil. iv. 12. TH TaAEW] 
order, i.e. ‘orderly state and con- 

duct;’ rv rdéw, rhy edraglay pyol, 



II. 6. 

Walk steadfastly in Christ. Let no 
vain philosophy lead you away from 
Him who has quickened you, forgiven 
yu. and triumphed over all the 

‘owers of evil. 

Chrys.; specification of their state 
outwardly considered in reference to 

church-fellowship, and to the atten- 
tion and obedience shown by the 

good soldier of Christ: as yap émt 
mapardéews 7 edratla thy pddayya 

orepedy KaOlorynow, otrw Kal éml rijs 

éxkAyolas bray evratla 7, Tis d-ydarns 

wavrTa Kabiorwons Kal wh byTwWY oXLC- 

parwv, Tore Kal Td crepéwua ylverat, 

Theoph. The allusion may be toa 

well-organized body politic (Mey., 

Alf.; comp. Demosth. de Rhod. Lib. 

Pp. 200), or perhaps more probably, 

in accordance with the Apostle’s 

metaphors elsewhere (Eph. vi. 11 

sq.), to military service ; see Wolf in 

loc, 76 orepéopa] the 
solid front, scil. firm attitude, xabdmep 

mpos oTpariiras evraxTas éoTwras 
kal BeBalws, Chrys. ; specification of 

their state inwardly considered: not 

‘firmitas,’ Syr., Ath. [both which 
languages have another word more 

exactly answering to the concrete], 

followed by Huth., De Wette, al., 
but ‘firmamentum,’ Vulg., Copt.— 

there being no lexical ground for 

regarding the more concrete ore- 

péwua (‘effect of the verb as a con- 
cretum,’ Buttm. Gr. § 119. 7; nearly 

=part, in -yevoy) as identical in 

meaning with the purely abstract 

otepedrys. The word is an aa. \eyou. 
in the N.T. (comp. 1 Pet. v. 9, Acts 
xvi. 5), but occurs frequently in 

the LXX., and nearly always in 

its proper sense, though occasionally 

showing the tendency of later Greek 

by a partial approximation to the 

verbal in -o.s; comp. Esth. ix. 29, 
The gen, may be a gen. of apposition 

(see Winer, Gr. § 59. 8, comp. 

Scheuerl. Synt. § 12. 1, p. 82), but 
seems more naturally a gen. swbjecti 

E. 
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Xpicrov “Iycotv tov Kupiov, p p 

referable to the general category of the 

possessive genitive. On the constr. 
of rior. with els, see notes on 1 Tim. 

i, 16, and Reuss, Théol. Chrét. rv. 

14, Vol. 11. p. 129. After 
these words we have no reason for 

doubting that the Church of Colossx, 

though tried by heretical teaching, 

was substantially sound in the faith. 

EXHORTATION AND WARNINGS. (6—23.) 
6—15. FExhortation, followed by 

warning against being led away from 

Christ. 6. ‘Qs obv tapeAdBere] As 
then ye received: exhortation founded 
on the words of blended warning and 

encouragement in the two preceding 

verses, ody having its common retro- 

spective and collective force (‘ad ea 

que antea rever4 posita sunt lectorem 

revocat,’ Klotz), and thus answering 
better to ‘then’ (Peile) than ‘there- 
fore’ (Alf.): see Klotz, Devar. Vol. 

II. p. 717, comp. Donalds, Gr. § 604. 

The wapa in wapeAdBere can hardly 

be ‘from me,’ Alf. (see on ver. 1), but 

from Epaphras (ch, i. 7) and your first 

teachers in Christianity. Though 

the reference seems mainly to be to 

reception by teaching (comp. éd.dd- 

xOnre, ver. 7), the object is so em- 

phatically specified, rov Xp. Inc. rov 
Kvp., as appy. to require a more in- 

clusive meaning; they received not 

merely the dxjparov didackadlay 

(Theod.), the ‘doctrinam Christi’ 

(Daven.), but Christ Himself, in 

Himself the sum and substance of 
all teaching (Olsh., Bisp.); comp. 

Eph. iv. 20, and notes in loc, 

tov Kipvov] Tae Lorp; not with- 

out emphasis; yet not so much as 
‘for your Lord,’ Alf., after Huth. 
and Mey.,—an interpretation which, 

independently of grammatical diffi- 

culties (in 2 Cor. iv. 5 Kvpiov has no 

M 
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an 
‘ 

7 év avT@ TepiTarelre, éppiCwpevor Kal érokodopovpevot 
nn nw A i. 

év altro, Kal BeBatoduevor tH icra Kabus edt- 
ra) ? , 

daxOnre, meptaaevovTes év avTn év evxapioTia. 

4. 7 rlore] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on limited, 

but preponderating authority, the probability of an insertion of the preposi- 
tion being here very great: Ree. év rq mloret. év airq] So Rec., Lachm. 

[Weste. and Hort], with BD®KLP; great mass of mss.; Chrys., Theod., al.: 

év atr@ is the reading of D1N‘; mss.; Clarom., Aug., Vulg. (ed.), and perhaps 
some Vv., the inflexions of which often leave it uncertain whether év aér7 or 
éy a’rg was in the original. The two words are omitted by Tisch., Treg., 
Rev., with ACN!; 1g mss.; Am., Fuld., Tol. (certainly not Copt., as Tisch., 

Treg.); Archel., al. The authority, however, for their omission does not 

seem sufficient, especially when we remember that such an omission might 
so easily have been suggested by the difficulty of the construction. 

article, see Middleton, Gr. Art. 111. 

3. 4), would make vapahafety imply 
rather the recognition of a principle 

of doctrine, than the spiritual recep- 
tion of the personal Lord. The title, 

as both the position and article show, 

is plainly emphatic,—it marks Him 
as Lord of all, above all Principality 
and Power (Eph. i. 21), the Creator 

of men and angels (ch. i. 16), but 
cannot be safely regarded as form- 

ing a tertiary predication; comp. 

Donalds. Cratyl. § 305. év 
air@ mepurareire] walk in Him, as 
the sphere and element of your 
Christian course. Christ is not here 

represented as an 686s () mpoodryovoa 

els Tov Tlarépa, Chrys.), but as an en- 

sphering ‘Lebens-Element’ (Mey.), 
to which the mepurareiy, i.e. life and 

all its principles and developments, 
was to be circumscribed; comp. Gal. 

ii. 20, Phil. i. 20. For a practical 

sermon on this text, see Farindon, 

Serm. xxxu. Vol. 11. p. 165 (Tegg). 

7. epprfopévor kal érrouk. év aire] 
having been rooted and being built up 

in Him; modal definitions appended 
to the preceding mepirareiy; the first 

under the image of a root-fast tree 

(hence the perf. part.), the second 

under that of a continually uprising 
building (hence the pres. part.), mark- 

ing the stable growth and organic 

solidity of those who truly walk in 
Christ. The év atr@ is attached to 

both: Christ, as Mey. observes, is 
both the ground in which the root is 
held (comp. Eph, iii. 18), and the 
solid foundation on which (1 Cor. iii. 
11) the building is raised,—the prep. 

év (not él, Eph. ii. 20) being stu- 

diously continued to enhance the idea 

év Xpicr@ that pervades the passage; 

comp. Eph. ii. 21, 22. The acces- 
sory idea of the foundation is admi- 

rably conveyed by the émi in the 

compound verb érox.; comp. 1 Cor. 
iii. 12, Eph. ii. 20. In a passage of 

such force and perspicuity we need 
not pause on the slight mixture of 
metaphors: it would be difficult in- 

deed to imagine such fruitful and 
suggestive thoughts conveyed in so 

few words. kal BeBarodp. 
tH where] and being stablished in 
your faith; the idea (7d BéBa:ov) in- 
volved in the preceding participles 
being still more clearly brought out, 
—and, as the nature of the case re- 

quires, expressed in the present tense. 

The dat. 77 wlore: is not the instru- 

mental dat. (Mey., Lightf.), but the 
dat. ‘of reference to’ (De W.), faith 

being more naturally regarded, not as 

the cement of the building (Lightf.), 
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Brérere wy tis tmas éora 6 avrdaywyav dia Tis 8 

8. vpuds éorat] So Rec., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc, and Hort (with marg.), 
on clearly preponderating authority: Lachm. adopts the more obvious, and 
80, critically considered, the less probable order, @oras duas. 

but as the principle which needed 

BeBalwors, and to which it might 
most appropriately be restricted: 

see notes on Gal. i. 22. Kabds er- 

8dx9.] even as ye were taught; scil. to 
become firmly established in faith: 

this they might have learnt from Epa- 

phras, or some of their earlyinstructors 

(ch. i. 7, where see also notes onxads). 
mepioa. éy adry K.T.A.] abounding 

in it with thanksgiving: participial 
clause subordinate to PeBa:ovu., 

mainly reiterating with » quantita- 

tive, what had been previously ex- 

pressed with a qualitative reference. 
Of the two prepositional adjuncts, 
the first év a’ry is united closely 
with repioo., specifying the element 
and item in which the increase takes 
place (equiv. to abundare with an 

abl.; see notes on Phil. i. 9), the 

second as ‘the field of operation, or 
element, in which’ (Alf.), or perhaps 
rather the accompaniment with which 
(ctv evxap., Gcum.), the repo. ev 
miore was associated and as it were 
environed: comp. Luke xiv. 31, 1 
Cor. iv. 21, in which the gradual 
transition from the more distinct 
idea of environment to the less de- 

fined idea of accompaniment may be 

easily traced; see Green, Gr. p. 289, 

and notes on ch, iv. 2 

8. Baréwere py tis «-7.A.] Take 

heed lest there shall be any one that 
maketh you his booty,—you as well as 

the others that have been led away; 

duds, as the order suggests, being 
slightly emphatic: see critical note. 

The cautionary imper. Bdérere is 
found in at least six combinations 
in the N.T.; (a) with a dependent 
accus., Mark iv. 24, Phil. iii. 2; (6) 

with dad and a gen., Mark viii. 15, 

xii. 38; (c) with més and the indic., 
Luke viii. 18, 1 Cor. iii. 10; (d) with 
iva and the subj., 1 Cor. xvi. 10; (e) 
with wh and the subjunctive,—the 

prevailing construction, Matth. xxiv. 

4, Gal. v. 15, al.; (f) with wh and 

the future, only here and Heb. iii. 12. 
The last construction is adopted in 

the present case as implying the fear 
that the case contemplated will really 

occur, ‘ne futurus sit qui;’ see 

Winer, Gr. § 56. 2, Hartung, Partik. 

wh, 5. 6, Vol. 1. p. 140, and comp. 

Herm. Soph. Elect. 993. Numerous 
exx. of ui} in different constructions 

after dpa «.7.. will be found in 

Gayler, Partik. Neg. p. 316 sq. 

curtaywyav] bearing away as a booty ; 
an da. Neydu. in the N.T., found only 
in later Greek, both directly with an 
accus. persone, e.g. mapbévor, Heliod. 

4ith. x. 35, and, in a more derivative 

sense, with an accus. rei, e.g. olkov, 

Aristen. Ep. 1. 22. There seems no 
reason for diluting Judas (cvAaywydv 

tov voov, Theoph,) or adopting the 

weaker force of the verb (droovdGv 

Thy miorw, Theod., still worse ‘vos 
decipiat,’ Vulg.): the false teachers 

sought to lead them away captive, 

body and mind; the former by ritu- 
alistic restrictions (ver. 16), the latter 
by heretical teaching (ver. 18). On 
the use of the art. after the indef. 

rts, see notes on Gal. i. 7. 
Sid THs tdoc. K.7.A.] by means of 
philosophy and vain deceit, te. a 
philosophy that is essentially and in- 
trinsically vain and deceitful, the ab- 
sence of both prep. and article before 
xevijs draérns showing that it belongs 
to the same category as the fore- 

M 2 
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prrocodias Kat weve ararns Kara THY tapadocty TOV 

avOparav, KaTa Ta oTolxXela Too Kéomov, Kal ov Kara 

going giAogodla, and forms with it a 

joint idea; ered) Soxe? cepvdv elvac 

7d Ths pirocoglas mpocéOynke kal evs 
am., Chrys.: see Winer, Gr. § 19. 4. 

Such ¢gidocodla was but a xevh dma- 

7, an empty, puffed-out [comp. 

Benfey, Wurzellex. Vol. 1. p. 165] 

system of deceit and error; comp. 

Eph. v. 6. The term ¢udo- 

cogia in this passage has been abun- 

dantly discussed. There seems no 
sufficient reason for referring it, on 

the one hand, to Grecian philo- 

sophy, whether Epicurean (Clem. - 
Alex. Strom. 1. 11 [g0], Vol. 1. p. 
346, ed. Pott.), Stoic and Platonic 
(Tertull. Prescr. § 7), or Pythagorean 

(Grot.), or on the other, to the ‘ religio 
Judaica’ (Kypke, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 322; 
so Loesn. and Krebs),—but, as the 

associated terms and the general 

contrast seem to suggest, to that 

hybrid theosophy of Jewish birth 

and Oriental affinities (tis pidoo,,— 
the popular current philosophy of 

the day), which would be nowhere 
likely to have taken firmer root than 

among the speculative and mystery- 

loving Phrygians of the first century; 

see Neander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 321 

sq. (Bohn), and the good note of 

Wordsw. on this verse. In 

estimating the errors combated in St 

Paul’s Epp. which were allied with 

Judaism, it becomes very necessary to 

distinguish between, (a) Pharisaical 
Judaism, such as that opposed in the 

Ep. to the Galatians; (b) Christianity 
tinged with Jewish usages and specu- 

lations as condemned in the Pastoral 
Epp.,—not heresy proper, but an 

adulterated Christianity (see notes 

on 1 Tim. i. 4), which afterwards 
merged into (c) the speculative and 
heretical Judaism noticed in this 

Ep., which was perhaps of a more 

decided Cabbalistic origin, and was 
associated more intimately with the 
various forms of Oriental theosophy: 

see Neander, l.c., Rothe, Anfiinge, p 

320 8q., Burton, Lectures, 11. Vol. 1. 

p. 76 (ed. 2), Reuss, Théol. Chrét. v1. 

13, Vol. u. p. 642 8q., and the 

treatise of Bp Lightfoot on the Co- 
lossian heresy, Commentary pp. 73— 

113. katd tiv Tapas. 
t&v dv0.] according to the tradition 
of men; modal predication attached, 

not to trys pirocodlas k.7.d. (a con- 

struction in a high degree doubtful 

in respect of grammar), but to the 

part. cvrAaywyGv, defining first posi- 

tively and then negatively the charac- 
teristics of the cvAaywyla. Philosophy 

was the ‘causa medians,’ wapdad. rv 

dv6p. the‘ norma’ and ‘modus agendi.’ 

The gen. ray dvOp. is appy. that of 

the origin (Hartung, Casus, p. 23), 

the rapdédocrs took its rise from, and 

was received from men; comp. Gal. 

i. 12, 2 Thess. iii. 6. Meyer presses 

the art. rv dvOp. (‘Trav markirt die 
Kategorie, die traditio humana als 

solche der Offenbarung entgegenge- 

setzt’), but appy. unduly: the article 

is probably only introduced on the 
regular principle of correlation; see 

Middleton, Gr. Art. m1. 3. 6, p. 48 

(ed. Rose). Kata Td orotx. 
K.t.A.] according to the rudiments of 

the world ; second modal predication 

parallel to the foregoing. The anti- 

thesis od kara Xp. seems clearly to 
show that this expression here in- 
cludes all rudimental religious teach- 
ing of non-Christian character, 

whether heathen or Jewish, or a 

commixture of both,—the first ele- 

ment possibly slightly predominating 

in thought here, the second in ver. 
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Xpicrov» Sri ev avrg kato wav TO TAYPWMA THY G 

20. On the various meanings as- 
signed to this difficult expression, 

see notes on Gal. iv. 3. 

kata Xpwrrdy] according to Christ; 
clearly not, as Grot., Corn. a Lap., 

‘secundum doctrinam Christi,’ but 

‘secundum Christum,’ &s roo Xpicrod 
Xwpifovras, Theod. (comp. Chrys.): 
Christ Himself, the personal Christ, 

was the substance, end, and norma, 

of all evangelical teaching. A good 

lecture on the ‘ten points of faith’ is 

based on this text by Cyr.-Hieros, 

Catech. rv. 

g. Ore év atta] because in Him; 

reason for the implied exclusion of 

all other teaching except that card 
Xpicrév, év adr@ being prominent and 

emphatic, and standing in close con- 
nexion with the preceding Xpiorév, 

‘in Him, and in none other than 

Him.’ Mill and Griesb. by placing 

a period after Xp. would seem rather 
to imply a reference to Bdérere 
(comp. Huth.), to which however the 
emphatic év airg seems decidedly 

opposed. Katoukel] doth 

dwell,—now and evermore: observe 

both the tense and the compound 

form. The former points to the 
present, abiding, xarolxyots of the 

Godhead in the glorified Son of God 

(comp. Hofmann, Sechriftb. Vol. 11. 1, 
p- 24); the latter to the permanent 

indwelling, the katouia, not mapot- 

xla, of the wAjpwua Oedryros, comp. 

Deyling, Obs. 1v. 1, Vol. Iv. p. 591, 

and see notes on ch. i, 19 and on 

Eph. iii. 17. Tov TO 
adap. THS Ocdr.] all the fulness of the 
Godhead, all the exhaustless perfec- 

tions of the essential being of God; 

not without emphasis; év ijiv uev 

yap amapyh Kal dppaBov Oedryros 

karoixel, év Xp. d& wav 7d Trip. THS 

deérynros, Athan.; see notes on ch. i. 

19, where the meaning of mArjpwya 

in this connexion is briefly investi- 
gated. Any reference to the Church 
(Theod., but with some hesitation) 
is here wholly out of the question. 

It is only necessary to add that ded- 

Tys must not be confounded with 
Gedrns (Rom. i, 20), as Copt., Syr., 
AKth., and, what is more to be won- 

dered at, Vulg., which has certainly 

‘two distinct words: the former is 
Deitas, ‘die Gottheit,’ ‘statum [es- 

sentiam] ejus qui sit Deus’ (comp. 
August. Civ. Dei, vi. 1), and points 
to the nature of God on the side of 
its actual essentia (7d elvar Oedv); the 

latter ‘divinitas,’ ‘die Gdttlichkeit,’ 

‘conditionem ejus qui sit @efos,’ and 
points to the divine nature on the 

side of its qualitas (rd elvyar Oetor) ; 

see Fritz.. Rom. i. 20, Vol. 1. p. 62, 

Trench, Synon. § 2. The real dif- 

ficulty of the verse lies in the next 

word, TopaTiKas] in 
bodily fashion, ‘corporaliter,’ Syr., 
Vulg. The meanings assigned to 

this word are very numerous. If we 
follow the plain lexical meaning of 
the word, and the true qualitative 

force of the termination -cxos (‘like 

what?’ Donalds. Cratyl. § 254), we 

must certainly decide that it signi- 

fies neither ddyOds, sc. ob Tomas 
oxiarikws, ‘vere, non umbratice’ 
(August., comp. Hammond 2),—é- 

dos, ‘totaliter’ (Capell.),—ovciwdds se. 
ov oxeTikws, ‘essentialiter, non rela- 

tive’ (Gicum., Usteri, Lehrb. p. 308), 
—nor even vmocrarixws, ‘personali- 

ter’ (comp. Cyr.-Alex. adv, Nest. 1. 

8, p. 28), but—with reference not so 

much to that which in-dwells as to 
that which is dwelt in (Hofmann, 

Schriftb. Vol. 11. 1, p. 25)—bodily 

wise, in bodily fashion, in the once 

mortal and now glorified body of 

Christ; comp. Phil. iii. 21. 

The rAjpwua Oedrnros, which once 
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wn . , lad , 

10 OedtnTos cwMaTiKas, Kal éoTEe ev aUT@ TeTANPwUEVOL, 
’ > ~ a> a a. \ 

Il 69 eorey 4 ceparn Taons apxns Kat eEoucias: ev @ Kat 

to. $s] The reading is somewhat doubtful: Lachm. reads 6 with BDFG; 

Clarom., al., and encloses xa!—mem)np. in & parenthesis, but as the neuter 

relative would seem to have arisen from a mistaken ref. of év atrw to mAq- 

pwua, We seem justified in retaining és with ANCKL; nearly all mss.: Chrys., 

Theod., al.: so Rec., Tisch., Treg. (with marg.), Rev., Westc. and Hort. 

dwelt ob card cwpuarixdy eldos in the 

Adyos &capxos, now dwells for ever- 
more cwyarixds (Chrys. calls atten- 

tion to the precision of the language; 

uh voplons Gedy ovyKexdeicOar ws év 

owpar.) in the Ad-yos évcapxos: comp. 
Mey. in loc., and Hofm. Schriftb. 

l. c. So De W., Hadie, Alf., most 

modern commentators, and ancient- 

ly Ath. ‘in carne seu corpore homi- 

nis,’ and appy. Athan. contr, Arian, 
i. 8, de Suse. Hum. Vol. 1. p. 60, 
Damasce. Orthod. Fid, 111. 6, except 

that the reference is perhaps not 

sufficiently extended to the present 
glorified body of our Redeemer: see 
the copious reff. in Suicer, Thesawr. 

s.v, Vol. 1. p. 1216, and comp. 
Wordsw. in loc. 

Io. kal éore «&.7.A.] and (because) 
ye are in Him filled full ; not exactly 

‘ye are made full in Him’ (Eadie), 
but, as the position of éore and the 

order of the words seem to require, 

‘ye are in Him made full,’/—there 

being in fact a double predication, 
‘ ye are united with Christ (and there- 
fore need not seek help of subordinate 

power), yea and filled with all His 

plenitude (and so can want nothing 

supplementary).’ There is no ne- 
cessity to supply any definite geni- 

tive, rs GedryTos (Theoph.), 70d rAnp. 

tis Gedr. (De W.), Hs gwis (Olsh.): 
all wherewith Christ is full, all His 

gifts, and graces, and communicable 
perfections, are included in the r)7- 

pwois; compare the somewhat pa- 

yallel text Eph. iii. 19, and see notes 

in loc. Gyrotius and a few others 

regard éore as an imper. parallel to 

BAérere, but are rightly opposed by 

all modern commentators. 

65 éotw k.T.d.] who is, ie. seeing He 
is, the head of every Principality 

and Power, the és having a slight 
explanatory force (see 1 Tim. ii. 4, 

notes on ch. i. 25, and comp. Bern- 

hardy, Synt. vi. 12. a, p. 291 8q.), 

and tacitly evincing the folly of seek- 

ing a wAjpwors from any subordinate 
source, or by any ceremonial agency 

(compare ver. 11). On the use of 

the abstract terms dpx7 and éfov- 
cla to denote orders of heavenly In- 
telligences, see notes and reff. on 

Eph, i. 21, and Suicer, Thesaur. s, v. 
dyyedos, Vol. 1. p. 30—48. For dpx. 

kal éfovc. D'H! read éxxAnolas, and 

N1, by a still more curious confusion, 
apx. éxkrAnalas. 

11. év d] in whom, i.e. ‘seeing 
that in Him, not ‘per quem,’ 

Schoettg., év @ being exactly parallel 
to & avr@ (ver. Io), and the use of 

the relative similar to that of és in 
the foregoing clause: all that the 

believer can receive in spiritual bless- 
ings is already given to him in Christ 
(Olsh.). Kal meprerpyOn- 
te] ye were also circumcised, viz. 

at your conversion and baptism, 

‘quum primum facti estis Christiani,’ 

Schoettg.: not ‘in whom too ye, ée.,’ 

Eadie, which tends to separate kat 

from the verb on which it throws 

emphasis. The Colossians seem to 

have been exposed to the influence 
of two fundamental errors ; first, the 

belief that they were under the influ- 
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wepteTUnOnTE TeptTOMR AXELDOTOLNTW, Ev TH aTeKdUTEL 
a , a , ’ a a a in 

TOU TWKLATOS THS oapkos, é€v TH TEPLTOMN TOU Xpiorov, 

11. odparos] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on greatly 

preponderating authority: Rec. adds ray duapriuav. 

ence, or at any rate needed the assist- 

ance, of intermediate intelligences; 

secondly, the persuasion that cireum- 
cision, the symbol of purification 
appointed by God, must still be ne- 
cessary. Both are in fact met by 
the single clause cal écre & avrg 
mem)np. (see above); this however is 
further expanded in two explanatory 

relatival clauses, 6s éorw x.7.. being 

directed against the first error, év ¢ 
xal x.7.A. against the second; see 

Hofmann, Schriftb. Vol. 1. 2, p. 153. 

dxeporoujrw] not hand-wrought ; 
they were indeed circumcised—in a 

spiritual and anti-typical manner, as 

the two characterizing definitions 

which follow still more clearly show. 
The epithet dyep. puts the spiritual 

weptrouy [Baptism, see below], in 

obvious contrast with the legal, typi- 

cal, mepirouy xeporolyros, performed 

outwardly éy capxt, Eph. ii. 11. 

Several reff. to a spiritual circum- 

cision will be found in Schoettg. 

Hor. Hebr. Vol. 1. p. 815; comp. 

Deut. x. 16, xxx. 6 (not LXX.), al. 
The word dxepor. occurs again in 

Mark xiv. 58 (in expressed contrast 

to xepor.), and 2 Cor. v. 1. 
ey Ty dexdvoe K.T.A.] in the putting 
off of the body of the flesh ; not ‘by 

means of, dc., Mey., the prep. é 

not having any quasi-instrumental 
force, but simply specifying that in 
which the repcrou7 consisted (De W.), 

the external act in which it took 
place; comp. notes on ver. 7, and 
Winer, Gr. § 48. a. 3. In all such 

cases the real use of the preposition 

is local; but the application ethical. 

Té cua trys capxds has been some- 
what differently explained. Gram- 

matically considered, the expression 
is exactly the same as in ch, i, 22; 
capkds is the gen. of the material or 

specifying element (see notes), but 
its meaning and application are ne- 

cessarily different. There it was the 

material capt of the Redeemer with- 

out any ethical significance ; here it 

is the material capt quad the seat of 
sinful motions, ow. THs capKds being 

practically synonymous with themore 

generic c&ya ris duaprias (Rom. vi. 

6), and designedly used in this place 
to keep up the antithetical allusion 

to legal circumcision: the srepir. 
xetpor. consisted in the dméxdvors and 

meptroun of a part (Exod. iv. 25), the 

wepit. Xpiorod in the dréxducis of the 
whole capa ris capkés ; see Hofmann, 

Schriftb, Vol. u. 2, p. 154, and 

Wordsw. in loc., who: pertinently 
cites the good doctrinal comments 
of Hilary, de Trin. 1x. 7. It is 
somewhat perverse in Miiller, Doctr. 
of Sin, Vol. 1. p. 359 (Transl.), p. 455 

(Germ.), to salve his general interpr. 
of capt by here giving to cea a 

figurative meaning (‘ massa,’ Calv., 

al.), which, even if lexically admissi- 

ble, is obviously out of harmony with 
the concrete references (curragévres, 
auvnyépOrne) in the context. No 

writer has more ably vindicated the 
prevailing meaning of odpé (see notes 
on Gal. v. 16), but that there are 

some passages in the N.T. in which 

oapé has a reference to sensationalism 

generally, to weakness, fieshliness, 
and sinful motions, cannot safely be 
denied ; comp. with this expression 
darexdvodmevor Tov wadasov dvOp. K.T.r., 

ch. iii. 9, and see esp. the excellent 
article of Tholuck in Stud. u. Krit. 
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12, Barrlopar:] The reading is very doubtful, for Barricuar: Lachm., Treg. 
in marg. read Barricug with BD'IFGN4, a rare form, only found elsewhere 

in the plural (Mark vii. 4, 8 [but see Tisch. in loc.], Heb. vi. 2, ix. 10), in 

the sense of ‘washings,’ and therefore deserving of attention here where 
it would so naturally be altered to the more usual form famriopar.. 

Neither word is found in the LXX. 

for 1855, pp. 488—492. év 
TY Tepir. rod Xp.] in the circumci- 
sion of Christ, communicated by, 

andappertaining unto Christ; second 
characterizing definition, parallel to 

éy TH dex, x.7.d., Specifying more 
exactly the nature of the meprroun 

dxeporoinros. Xpicrof is not pre- 

cisely a gen. auctoris (6 Xpiorés mept- 
téuwwe. ev TH Bawrlouarr, Theoph.), 
but of the origin, or perhaps, still 
more exactly, the originating cause 

(see Hartung, Casus, p. 17, and 
notes on ch. i. 23); rodrwy alrios 6 
deomérns Xpicrés, Theod.: Christ, 

by union with Himself, brings about 

the circumcision and imparts it to 
believers. To give the gen. a strongly 
possessive ref., e.g. ‘the circumci- 

sion undergone by Christ,’ Schoetig., 

seems, exegetically considered, very 

unsatisfactory ; comp. Olsh. in loc. 

~ The reference of daex. x.7.d. and 7re- 

pit. Too Xp. to the death of Christ 

(Schneckenburger, Theol. Jahrb. for 

1848, p. 286 sq.) is convincingly re- 
futed by Meyer. Even Miiller (on 

Sin, Vol. 1. p. 359) will take no refuge 

in such an interpretation. 

12. cuvraévres adt@] having been 

buried together with Him, when you 

were, &¢., the action described in 

the participle being contemporaneous 

with that of wepier. (Mey.); comp. 

elpnvom. ch. i. 20, and see Bernhardy, 
Synt. x. 9, p. 383, Stallb. on Plato, 
Phedo, p. 62D. The temporal force 

seems however here clearly secondary 
and subordinate, the primary force 

of the part. being appy. modal, and 

serving to define themannerin which 

the mepcrouy Xp. was communicated 
to the believer : comp. esp. Rom, vi. 

4. There seems no reason to doubt, 
as Eadie does, that both here and in 

Rom. l.c. there is an allusion to the 
karddvors and dvddvors in Baptism ; 
see Suicer, Thesaur, s. v. avdé. Vol, 1. 

Pp. 259, Bingham, Antiq. x1. 11. 4,and 

comp. Jackson, Creed, v1.17.6. That 
this burial with Christ is spiritually 
real and actual (7d Bdarricpa Kowwvods 
move Too Oavdrov Xp., Theod.-Mops. 
on Rom. l. c.), not symbolical or com- 

memorative, seems certain from the 

plain unrestricted language of the 

Apostle ; comp. Waterl. Euchar, vu. 

Vol. tv. p. 577. If Barrioug (see 
crit. note) be the true reading, it 

will mean ‘the act of baptizing,’ cor- 

responding to daéxdvots ‘the act of 
putting off.’ é&y @ Kal cuvny.] 
wherein ye were also raised with Him: 

GAN’ od Tdpos mdvov earl [7rd Bdwric- 
pa], dpa yap rl pyot, Chrys. (comp. 
Theoph.),—noticed by Mey., Alf. 

and others as referring ¢ to Xpiorés, 
but appy. without sufficient reason. 

The reference of @ to Xp. (Mey., 
Eadie) is at first sight structurally 

plausible (8s...é @..é@& @), but on 
a closer consideration certainly not 
exegetically satisfactory ; the two spi- 

ritual characteristics, the ré cwra- 

fvac as shown in the xardévois, the 

70 ovveyepOjvar as shown in the dvd- 
dvers, must surely stand in close refer- 
ence and connexion with Baptism. 

The counter - arguments of Mey. 

founded on the use of the prep. (ev 
@ not ¢ v6), and the parallelism of 
the prepositional clauses (cura@. 
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yepOnre Ova TY TIT TEWS TH évepyelas TOU Ocov TOU 
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12, rev vexpav] The reading is doubtful, Tay is omitted by ANCKL; 
many mss. (Tisch., Westc. and Hort), but is rightly retained by Rec., Lachm., 

Treg., Rev., being well supported (BDFG; 17, al.) and also the less usual 

reading: indeed éx rdv ». is only found in ch. i. 18, Eph. v. 14, 1 Thess. i, 10 

(not Rec.), the article being everywhere else omitted. 

alr@ év Kr... cuvnyepO. da K.7.d,) 
are not convincing. In the first 

place no other prep. would be so 

appropriate as the semi-local é: 

and in the second place, 64 x.7.X., 

the statement of the causa medians, 

can scarcely be conceived as forming 

any logical parallelism with the fore- 
going semi-local éy rg Barr. Lastly 
the cat seems to keep both ouvr. and 
ovvny. in close correlative reference 

to each other. By comparing 
Rom. vi. 4, it would seem that the 
primary ref. of cuvyy. is clearly to a 

present and spiritual resurrection, but 

again by comparing Eph. ii. 6 (in 

which the converse seems true ; see 

notes), it would also appear that a 
secondary ref. to a future and physi- 
cal resurrection ought not to be ex- 

cluded : as Jackson well says, ‘ of 
our resurrection unto glory we re- 

ceive the pledge or earnest when we 

receive the grace of regeneration 

which enables us to walk in newness 

of life; and this is called the first 

resurrection,’ Creed, XI. 17. '7; comp, 

Waterl. Euchar. vit. Vol. Iv. p. 577, 
Reuss, Théol. Chrét. 1v. 21, Vol. 11. 

p. 235+ Sid THs wlorews] 
through your faith; subjective me- 
dium by which the objective grace is 
received : ‘faith is not the mean by 

which the grace is wrought, effected, 
or conferred ; but it may be and is 
the mean by which it is accepted or 
received, Waterl. on Justif. Vol. v1. 

p. 23: comp. Usteri, Lehrb. 1. 1. 3, 

p. 216. The image of Alf., ‘the 

hand which held on, not the plank 
that saved,’ is in more than one re- 

spect dogmatically unsatisfactory. 

Tis évepyelas tov O.] in the effectual 
working of God: not gen. of the 

agent or causa eficiens (De Wette, 

al.), but more simply and intelligibly 

thegen. objecti ; Syr. ‘ qui credidistis 

in,’ sim. Ath. ‘in fide in auxilio’ 

(Platt; Pol. inverts), érucrevoare ore 
Sivarat 6 Oeds eyetpar, kal ovrws ryép- 

Oyre, Chrys.,—as in all cases where 

miorts is thus associated with a gen. 

rei, the gen. appears to denote the 

object of faith ; comp. Acts iii. 16, 

Phil. i. 27, 2 Thess. ii. 13. The 
statement of Mey., that this is true 

in every case except where the gen. 

refers to the believer, does not seem 

perfectly certain; see notes on Gal. 
li. 16, ili. 22, and Stier on Eph. Vol. 

I. p. 477. Tov éyelpavros] 
Clause appended to give a sure and 
certain pledge (évéxupov eyovres Tod de- 

ombrov Xpiorod THv dvaoracuv, Theod.) 
of the almighty évépye of God, 

both in the present vivification to 

new life and the future vivification to 
glory (comp. Eph. i. 20 and notes in 

loc.) ;—‘ that nothing may be done or 

suffered by our Saviour in these great 

transactions but may be acted in our 

souls and represented in our spirits,’ 

Pearson, Creed, Vol.t. p. 265 (ed. Burt.). 
13. kal tpas] and you also, ‘et 

vos etiam,’ Copt.; application of the 

foregoing to the - Colossians, espe- 
cially with reference to their for- 
merly heathen state, cal being asso- 
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Tois wapamTamacw Kal +h axpoBvotia Tis capKos 
~ r 4 c} col La fon 

UMGY, TUvECWoOToInTEY KMaS TV AUTH, XapiTamevos Huiv 

13. Tots maparrdépacw] So Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on 

limited, but preponderating authority, the probability of the insertion of the 
prep. being obviously great: Rec., Lachm., and former edd. of this Com- 
mentary, év Tots rapanr. awegworolncev suas] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., 

Rev., Weste. and Hort, on very clearly preponderating authority: Rec. 
(cuvegwm.) omits duds. The omission was obviously suggested by the apparent 

syntactic difficulty. This however is very slight, as a rhetorical pleonasm of 

the pronoun for the sake of emphasis is not uncommon; see Bernhardy, Synt. 

VI. 4, P. 275. 

ciated with Suds and ascensive, not 

with ouvef. in a merely copulative 

sense; see notes on Eph. ii. 1. 

vexpovs dvtas] being dead, or when 
you were dead, ‘cum mortui essetis,’ 

Vulg. (not, ‘who were dead,’ Alf.), 
the past sense attributed to dvras 

being justified by the aorists which 
are associated with it in the sen- 

tence (Winer, Gr. § 41. 1); see also 
notes on Eph. ii. 1 (Transl.). It 
seems extremely unsatisfactory in 
Mey., both here and Eph. ii. 1, to 
give vexpovs a proleptic reference to 

physical death, scil. ‘certo morituri,’ 
Ud ri Slenv execc Oe drodaveiv, Chrys.: 

a remote inferential reference to phy- 

sical death may possibly be included 
(see Alf. on Eph. 1. c.), but any pri- 
mary ref. seems wholly irreconcile- 
able with the context. tots 
mapatr.] by your transgressions ; the 
dative being, as in Eph. ii. 1, 5 (see 
notes in loc.), instrumental: the 
mapamTrwuara bring about the state 

of death. If év be retained then the 
maparTupara would be the element 
in which the dead state prevailed 

and was experienced. There does 

not seem to be any reason for re- 

ceding from the general distinction 

between mapamrr. and dyapr. (esp. 
when they are associated) advanced 
in notes on Eph. l.c.: see Trench, 
Synon. Part 11. § 16. a] 
dxpoB. «.7.A.] the uncircumcision of 

your flesh, i.e. that appertained to, 
was the distinctive feature of—the 
gen. not being either of apposition 

(Storr), or quasi-material (B.-Crus., 
comp. Alf.), but simply possessive. 

The associated words and the fore- 

going use of odpé (ver. 11) may per- 

haps justify us in assigning some 

ethical reference to odpt here,—not 

merely your material (Eadie), but 

your sinful, unpurified, flesh, of which 
the dxpoBvaria was the visible and 
external mark ; they were heathens, 

unconverted sinful heathens, as their 

very bodies could attest: this dxpo- 
Bvoria however had now lost its 
significance; they were mepurerunuevor 

in Christ. ’AxpoSvorla is thus not 

necessarily spiritual (comp. Deut. x. 

16, Jer. iv. 4), but retains its usual 

and proper sense ; on the derivation 

(not dxpov, Bidw, but a corruption of 
axporocOla) see Fritz. Rom. ii. 25, 
Vol. 1. p. 136. ovvelwo- 
nolnoev] He together quickened, spi- 
ritually,—with ref. to the life of 

grace; a secondary and inferential 

reference to the physical resurrection 

need not however be positively ex- 
cluded: see above, and notes on 

Eph. ii. 5, where the force of the 

aor. (what is wrought in Christ is 
wrought ipso facto in all united with 

Him) is briefly noticed ; see esp. Wa- 

terland, Euchar.1x. Vol. 1v. p. 643. 
The great difficulty in this clause is 
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the subject. On the one hand, a 

comparison with Rom. viii. 11, and 

still more Eph. ii. 5, seems to point 
to the last subst. Geds, ver. 12; so 

Theod., Theoph., appy. Copt. [‘ se- 
cum,’ Wilkins, is a mistransl.], 

Beng., and nearly all modern com- 

mentators. On the other hand the 
logical difficulty of supplying a nom. 

from the subordinate gen. Geod,—the 
obvious prominence given to Christ 
throughout the preceding portion— 
the peculiar acts described in the 
participles (esp. éfad. «.7.’. com- 
pared with Eph. ii. 15, and even 

xapio. compared with ch. iii, 13),— 

the relation of Christ to dpxyal and 
éfovclae (ver. 15, comp. ver. 10, and 
ch, i, 16),—and lastly, the extreme 
difficulty of referring the acts de- 
scribed in ver. 14, 15, to God the 
Father, are arguments so prepon- 

derant, that we can scarcely hesitate 
to refer ouvef. and its associated par- 

ticiples to Christ, who, as being of 

the same essence and power with the 

Father and the Holy Ghost, did 
infallibly quicken Himself (Pearson, 

Creed, Art. v. Vol. 1. p. 302, ed. 
Burt.): so Chrys. (here e sil., but else- 
where expressly), appy. Syr. and Goth. 

(certainly in ver. 15, see below), 
perhaps Aith. (Platt), and of modern 

writers, Heinr., Baur,! Paulus, p. 

452 note, and expressly, Donalds. 
Chr. Orthod. p. 76. It is somewhat 

singular that the Greek commen- 
tators, Theod., Theoph.,and Gicum., 

silently adopt @eds as the subject of 

ver. 13, and 6 Oeds Adyos (Theod.), 

as that of ver. 14, 15; comp. also 

Wordsw. in loc., who conceives the 

propositions in this and in the fol- 
lowing verses ‘to refer to God in 
Christ, and to Christ as God.’ Such 

an interpr. is dogmatically defensible 

on the ground of the ‘communicatio 

idiomatum’ (comp. Ebrard, Chr. 
Dogm. § 385), and certainly deserves 

consideration, but viewed logically 

and grammatically seems somewhat 

artificial and unsatisfactory. We 
may observe lastly, that if the refer- 
ence to Christ here advocated is, agit 

certainly seems to be, correct, it is 

worthy of serious notice that actions 

elsewhere ascribed by the Apostle to- 

God (Eph. ii. 5, comp. Rom, viii. 11) 
are here unrestrictedly predicated of 

Christ. Meyer’s objection, that the 
above interpr. is opp. to the ‘ Lehr- 

typus’ that God raised Christ, is not 

very strong; God, it is here said, did 

raise Christ, Christ us,—yet, as God, 

also Himself. obv aire] 
with Himself. As this seems a case 

in which a reference to the subject 

is somewhat immediate, the stronger 
form of translation may, not im- 

properly, be adopted: comp. notes 

on avrod on Eph. i. 4. Xape- 

odpevos K.T.A.] having forgiven us 
all our transgressions ; modal parti- 

ciple describing the preliminary act 
which was the condition of the reali- 

zation of the curgworolnots, by remov- 

ing the true cause of the vexpérns: 
mdvra Taparr. Tota; & Thy vexporynTa 

érolec, Chrys. ; comp. ch. iii, 13, Eph. 

iv. 32, and 2 Cor. v. 19, and observe 
that in these last two passages Qeds 
is the subject, yet with the notice- 

able addition év Xpucr@. 
14. éarelpas] having blotted out ; 

modal participle contemporary with, 
surely not prior to (Mey.) xapid- 
wevos, and detailing it more fully 
and circumstantially. Christ forgave 

us our sins when he took them upon 
Himself and suffered for us; the 

mode of forgiveness was by cancel- 

ling the xecpbypagov. Surely if this 
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part. be applied to God, arguments 

might be founded on it not only in 

support of Patripassian doctrines, but 

in opposition to the vicarious satis- 

faction of Christ. If God the Father 

did all this, what was the precise 

effect of the expiatory death of 

Christ? To answer, with Eadie, 

‘What Christ did, God did by Him,’ 

only evades, but does not meet the 

difficulty. The word ééan. (Acts iii. 
19, Rev. iii. 5, vil. 17, xxi. 4; comp. 
Psalm li. 11, cix. 13), as its deriva- 
tion suggests [4=dva, and Sanscr. 

lip, ‘illinere,’ Pott, Etym. Forsch. 

Vol. 1. p. 258, Vol. 11. p. 153], pro- 

perly denotes ‘cera obductd delere’ 

(comp. Krebs, Obs. p. 337), and 
thence, ‘to expunge,’ ‘wipe out,’ 

generally, in opposition to ypapew, 

Euripid. ap. Stob. Floril. xct11. 10, 

p. 507 (ed. Gesn.), or éyypdder, 
Plato, Rep. vi. p. 501 B, comp. Xen. 

Hell, 11. 3. 51. 76 Kad” pov 
Xeip. K.T.A.] the handwriting in force 

against us by its decrees; the dative 
dbyuacw belonging closely to 7d xaé’ 

te xep. and falling under the ge- 

neral head of the dat. ‘of reference 

to’ (see notes on Gal. i. 22); the 

déyuara were that in which the 7d 
Kad? judy (the hostile aspect or di- 

rection, xara opposed to wimép, see 

Winer, Gr. § 47. k) of the xepdyp. 

was specially evinced: see Winer, 

Gr. § 31. 10. 1. The usual explana- 
tion, ‘consisting of déyuara,’ ‘ ritu- 

um chirographum,’ Beza, Auth.—in 

which the dat. would be equiv. to a 

kind of gen. materia, or involve a 

tacit ellipsis of év (comp. Eph. ii. 15) 

—seems distinctly ungrammatical, 

and that of Mey., and Eadie,—ac- 

cording to which the dat. is governed 

by the verbal element in yepsyp.,— 

more than doubtful, as yer. is a syn- 

TIPO> KOAAZ2ZAEI®. 

oN G ’ eon 
yv UTEVAVTLOVY HfALV, 

thetic compound (Donalds. Gr. § 372), 

and appy. incapable of such a decom- 
position; comp. Tobit v. 3, ix. 5, 

Polyb. Hist. xxx. 8. 4. The refer- 

ence of xe-pbypagov has been vari- 

ously explained. The context would 

seem to suggest that xepdoyp. is 

clearly not the command given to 

Adam (Theoph, 2), nor the law of 
conscience .(Luth.), nor even spe- 

cially the moral law (comp. Neand. 
Planting, Vol. 1. p. 462), nor yet 
the ceremonial law (Schoettg., Calv., 

Wordsw.; see esp. Deyling, Obs. Part 

Iv. p. 596 sq.),; but the whole law, 
‘nam beneficium chirographi ad om- 

nes spectat, tam Gentiles quam Ju- 

dxos: ergo hujusmodi chirogr. ponere 
oportet, quo ex aliqué parte tenentur 

omues,’ Daven.; comp. Andrewes, 

Serm. 1v. Vol. 1. p. 54 sq. (A.-C. 
Libr.), and Vol. 11. p. 66, where he 
curiously terms it the ‘ragman roll:’ 

so De W., Mey., and most modern 

commentators. The xeupoyp. was cad’ 
jpyov, Jews and Gentiles; immedi- 
ately against the former, mediately 

and inferentially (as being founded 

on immutable principles of justice 

and rectitude) against the latter, 

Rom. ii. 15, comp. Rom. iii. 19. It 
was in the positive commands, 

whether written on stone or in the 

heart, that the 7d xaé’ jpav was 

‘mainly evinced: comp. on the pro- 

hibitive side, Rom. vii. 7 sq. 
The law was thus appropriately de- 

signated, being a ‘ bond,’ an ‘obliga- 

tory document’ (comp. Plut. Mor. p. 
829 a, and see exx. in Wetst.), by 

which all were bound, and which 

brought penalty in case of non-fulfil- 

ment ; comp. Pearson, Creed, Art. Iv. 

Vol. 1. p. 248 (ed. Burt.), Usteri, 
Lehrb. 11. 1. 2, p. 175, Reuss, Théol. 

Chrét. 1v, 17, Vol. 11. p. 190. Itis 
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certainly somewhat singular that all 

the Greek expositors should have re- 

ferred rots 5éyuaow to the precepts of 
the Gospel by which the blotting out 

was effected: so too in Eph. ii. 18, 

where see notes. The prevailing use 
of the word in reference to doctrines 
relating to the faith probably led to 

this ancient, but untenable, inter- 

pretation. 8 qv brevay- 

tlov rp.] which was hostile to us; 
expansion of the preceding 7é xaé’ 

judy: it was hostile not merely in 

its direction and aspects, but practi- 
cally and definitely. The idea of 
secret hostility (676) is not implied 
either here, Heb. x. 27 (it is a dls 
deyéu.. in the N.T.), or indeed in the 

majority of passages where the word 

occurs: see exx. in Rost u. Palm, 

Lex. s.v. Vol. 11. p. 2064. Perhaps 
the prep. may have primarily in- 
volved an idea of locality, local oppo- 

sition (compare Hesiod, Seut. 347, 

trrot...vmevavrto. dddjroow d&ela x pé- 

pacav, and 1 Mace, xvi. 7), which in 

the metaphorical applications of the 

word necessarily became obliterated. 

This is further confirmed by the 
fundamental meaning of iré, which, 

it may observed, is not ‘ under,’ but 

appears to be that of ‘motion to the 

speaker from that which is near to 

him ;’ see Donalds. Cratyl. § 279. 
kal aité «.7.A.] and He hath taken 

it out of the way ; change from the 

participial structure to that of the 
finite verb, to add force and emphasis 

(see notes on ch. i. 6, 20), and espe- 
cially to the perfect tense [Orig., 
Theod., al., read jpev, but only on 

the authority of D!FG ; many mss.] 

to express the enduring and perma- 

nent nature of the act: see Winer, 

Gr. § 40. 4, and notes on Eph. ii. 8. 

5) ’ 
MT EKOUTAMEVOS 

A 9 a & A 

Tas apxas Kat Tag 15 

The addition é« rod pwécov expresses 

stillmore fully thecompleteness of the 

jpkev (érolnoe unde palvecOat, Theoph., 

uh adels ert xdpas, Gucum.), and per- 

haps also the obstructive character 
(Mey.) of the thing taken away; exx. of 

atpew éx wéoou will be found in Kypke, 

Obs. Vol. 11. p. 323. Tpoon- 
Adoas «.7.A.] having nailed it to the 

cross; modal participle, contempo- 

raneous with the commencement of 

the jpxer (Alf.), describing the manner 
in which Christ removed the yeipo- 

ypapov : He nailed the Mosaic law 
with all its decrees to His cross, and 
it died with Him; av’ros xodacbels 

duce kal tH duaprlay Kal Ti Kdda- 

ow, Chrys. The reference to the 

cancelling of a bond by striking a 

nail through it (Beng., Pearson, 

Creed, Art. tv. Vol. 11. p. 248; comp. 
buéppnéev, Chrys. , carécxicev, Theoph.) 

is very doubtful. All that the Apo- 
stle seems here to imply is, that in 

Christ’s crucifixion the curse of the 
law was borne, and its obligatory 

and condemnatory power, its power 

as a xeLpoypapov Kad’ judy, for ever 
extinguished and abrogated; comp. 
Rom. vii. 6 (Rec.), and see Andrewes, 

Serm. Vol. 1. pp. 55 sq. (A.-C. Libr.), 
15. amek8ue.«.7.X.] having strip- 

ped away from Himself the (hostile) 

Principalities and Powers; neither 

‘exspolians,’ Vulg., and all Eng. 

Vv., silently followed by appy. all 

modern writers except Deyling (Obs. 
Vol. 11. p. 609), Donalds, (Chr. Orth, 
p. 68), Hofmann (Schriftb. Vol. 1. p. 
305), Alf., and Wordsw., nor even, 
‘having stripped for Himself,’ ‘de- 
ponere jubens,’ Winer, de Verb, 

Comp. iv. 15,—both interpretations 

being wholly unsupported by the 

lexical usage of droddw, éxddw, and 
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éLouaias ederyparicey év tappyoia, OprayBevoas avrous 
+: e° ~*~ 

€vy auTW. 

diexd. (see Rost u. Palm, Lez. s. 
vv.), and opposed to St Paul's own 

use of the word, ch. iii. 9,—but 

‘exuens se principatibus,’ Clarom., 

Copt. [mistransl. by Wilkins], ith, 

(Platt), Chrys. 2, more distinctly 

Theoph. 2, and with a special re- 

ference, Syr., ‘per abjectionem cor- 

poris sui,’ Goth., ‘andhamonds sik 

leika,’ so perhaps Theod., followed 
by Hil. and August., who however 

may have derived it from the read- 
ing of FG; Boern.; Pac.; darexd. 

Thy dpa Tas éfovs., Where Thy odpKa 

is evidently only substituted by mis- 
take for ras dpxas xal. The rare 
binary compound azrexd. was appy. 

chosen rather than the simpler éxé. 

to express not only the act of ‘di- 
vestiture’ but that of ‘removal ;’ see 

Winer, J. c. It is singular that an 
interpr. of such antiquity, so well 

attested, and so lexically certain, 
should in modern times have been 

completely, if not contemptuously 

ignored. The meaning of the ex- 

pression is however somewhat ob- 

scure: it appears most probably to 

imply that, as hinted at by Theod. 
and appy. all the Greek commenta- 

tors, our Lord by His death stripped 
away from Himself all the opposing 
hostile Powers of Evil (observe the 

article) that sought to win for them- 

selves a victory over Him in the 

nature which He had condescended 

to assume, daexdvcaro Thy AaByv [7d 
dvOpwrros evar], dvddnrros ebpéOn rats 

dpxats kat rats éfovrlas, Theoph. z, 
comp. Theod. When He died on 
the cross, when He dissolved that 

temple into which they, both in 

earlier (Matth. iv. 1 sq., Luke iv. 2 
sq., obs. dype xarpod, ver. 13), and 

later, and perhaps redoubled efforts 

of temptation (see John xiv. 30 and 
esp. Luke xxii. 53), had vainly en- 
deavoured to make sacrilegious en- 

try, He reft them away for ever, and 

vindicated His regal power (Pearson, 

Creed, Vol. 1. p. 260, ed. Burt.); yea, 

the loud voice (Matth. xxvii. 50, Mark 
xv. 37, Luke xxiii. 46) was the shout 
of eternal triumph and victory. See 
Wordsw. in loc., who has adopted the 

same view, and well explained the 

peculiar significance of the term. 

Thus all seems clear, consistent, and 

theologically profound and signifi- 

cant; while our Saviour bore the 

curse of the law, He destroyed its 
condemnatory power for ever (zrepié- 

metpev éxel, Chrys.), while He under- 

went sufferings and death and the 
last efforts of baffled demoniacal 
malignity, He destroyed rév 7d xpd- 

tos txovra Tod Oavdrou, Tolr’ éorw Tov 

didBodrov, Heb. ii, 14; comp. 1 John 
iii, 8. tds dpxds kal tds 
é.] the Principalities and the Powers 

(that strove against Him): these ab- 

stract terms being used, as always 

in the N.T., with ref. to spiritual 

beings (avvovs) and Intelligences (see 
notes on Eph, i. 21, vi. 12), the con- 
text showing whether the reference 

is to good (ch. i. 16, see notes), or, 
as here, to evil angels and spirits; 

see Usteri, Lehrb. 1. 1. 2, p. 176, 

Reuss, Théol. Chrét. tv. 20, Vol. 1. 

p. 226 sq. The opinion of Hofmann 

(Schriftb. Vol. 1. p. 308), Alf., al., 
that good angels only are here referred 

to, and that dmexd. refers to God 

putting aside from Him the nimbus 

of the Powers which shrouded Him 
from the heathen world (Hofm.), is 
ingenious, but not satisfactory, and 

further rests on the assumption that 

the subject of this verse is Qes not 
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M7, ovv ris tuas Kpiwétw ev Bowoe 16 
ances, holding not the Head. Submit not to out- 
ward austerities that are inwardly vain and carnal. 

Xpiards. Serypdruorev ey 
Twapp.] He made a show of them with 
boldness; not ‘diffamavit,’ Syr., and 
sim, Goth.; joxnudvyce, Chrys., 

compare Aith. (Platt) and Theod., 
—buit simply, ‘fecit eos manifestos,’ 
Copt., ‘ostentui esse fecit,’ Hil.: it 

was an open manifestation, and that 

too év mappyolg, ‘with boldness,’— 

not ‘openly,’ as Syr., opp. to & 

xputrg (John vii. 4), sc. dyuoolg, 

Tavrev dpovrwv, Chrys., but, as the 

formula seems always used by St 
Paul, ‘confidenter,’ Vulg.; see notes 

on Phil. i. 20. The word decypya- 

rlfew (Matth. i. 19, Lachm., Tisch.), 
apparently confined to the N.T., 

_does not much differ in meaning 
from the compound apadevypa- 

rlyew, except that it restricts the 

idea to an open exhibition (as the 

context shows) in triumph, without 
any further idea of shame or igno- 

miny (Polyb. Hist. xvi. 1. 5, XXIX. 
7. 5). To connect é mafp. with 
OpiapB. (Hofm. Schriftb. Vol. 1. p. 
305) seems very unsatisfactory, but 

has appy. arisen from the assump- 
tion that ‘openly’ is the correct 
translation. OprapB. 
avrovs] by triumphing over them; 
contemporaneous with édevyy. (see 

notes on ver. 12), explaining more 
fully the circumstances of the action. 
The expression OpiauBevew Tid oc- 
curs again in 2 Cor. ii. 14, and appy. 

there (see Mey. in loc.), as necessarily 
here, not in a causal sense, as Auth., 

but. with an accus. of the object 

triumphed over or led in triumph; 
comp. Plut. Comp. Thes. c. Rom. § 4, 

Baorreis COpiduBeuce xal Hyeusvas, and 

exx. cited by Wetst. on 2 Cor. l. c. 
On the derivation of the word [6p:-, 
cogn. with dvp-, connected with rpets, 

and lauBos or &uBos, ‘procession,’ or 

‘close dance’), see Donalds. Cratyl. 
§ 317, 318, and comp. Benfey, Wur- 
zellex. Vol. 11. p. 260. The varied 

nature of our blessed Redeemer’s 
meek triumphs is well set forth by 

Hilary, de Trin. x. 48, and by 

Barrow, Serm. xxvi. Vol. Iv. p. 595 

(referred to by Wordsw.). év 
atiro] in it; not (a) ‘in the nailed 
up xetpoypadov,’ Mey., which would 

give a force to avrg with which its 

position and the context seem to be 

at variance; nor (b) ‘in semetipso,’ 

Vulg., Syr., Andrewes, Serm. Vol. 111. 

p. 66, which would form an almost 

unnecessary addition; but (c) ‘in it,’ 

seil. év r@ cravpe (& T@ Eddy, Orig.) 
with the Greek commentators and 

majority of modern expositors: 7d 

yap Too Kdopou dpGvTos dyw ev rH Edy 

Tov bow odhayiacOFvar, TooTs éore TO 
Oavpacroy, Chrys.; see Pearson, 
Creed, Vol. 1. p. 291, and esp. notes, 

Vol. 1. p. 217, 218 (ed. Burt.). 
16—23. Warnings against cere- 

monial observances and  austeri- 

ties, 16. My otv] Let not then, 
&c.; with reference to ver. 14, 15, ob 

having its usual collective force (see 
notes on ver. 6), and recalling the 
readers to the fact that the Mosaic 
Law is now abrogated. Upas 

Kpwv. év Bpdoea] judge you in eating, 
pass a judgment upon what may or 

may not be eaten; é referring to 

the item in which the judgment was 

passed, see Rom. ii. 1, xiv. 22. Bpé- 

ows is not here ‘cibus,’ Vulg. (comp. 
Fritz. Rom. xiv. 17, Vol. 111. p. 200), 
but, as appy. always in St Paul’s 

Epp. (Rom. xiv. 17, 1 Cor. viii. 4, 2 
Cor. ix. 10), ‘esus,’ ‘actus edendi,’ 

Copt., Tittm. Synon. 1. p. 159, the 

passive verbal being regularly used 
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év wéce, 7 ev pepe EopTis % vouunvias 4 caBBarww, 

A A A ~ lel cod 17 @ éotw cKid Tov meAACYTOY, TO OE THua TOG Xpiorod. 

16. 4 & wbce] So Rec., Lachm., Tisch., Treg. (with marg.), Rev., on very 

clearly preponderating authority: Westc. and Hort (with marg.), cal év mécee, 

17. 10 Xpicrod] In former edd. of this Commentary the article was 
omitted, as in earlier edd. of Tisch., but on insufficient authority. 

by the Apostle in ref. to the thing 

eaten; comp. 1 Cor. iii. 2, vi. 13, 

viii. 8, 13, x. 3, 1 Tim. iv. 3. The 

distinction is however not observed 

by St John (comp. iv. 32, vi. 27) nor 

indeed always by classical writers, 

comp. Hom. Od.1. 191; Plato, Legg. 

vi. p. 783 ¢, cited by Mey., does not 
seem equally certain. The rule of 

Thom. M., Bpdpara’ rryOuvrixds, od 

BpSpa, ob5€ BpSors, cannot be sub- 
stantiated; see notes collected by 

Bern. in loc., p. 174. i 

év wéce] or in drinking, the prep. 
being repeated to give a slight force 

to the enumeration. The remarks 

made in respect to Bpadcs apply 

exactly to wéccs, contrast 1 Cor. x. 4 
with Rom. xiv. 17, and comp. John 
vi. 55. As there is no command in 

the Mosaic law relative to moais ex- 
cept in the case of Nazarites (Numb. 

vi. 3) and priests before going into 
the tabernacle (Lev. x. g), and as év 

moce. Seems certainly to form a dis- 

tinct member (opp. to Alf.), we are 

driven to the conclusion that the 

Colossian heretics adopted ascetic 

practices in respect of wine and 

strong drinks, perhaps of a Rab- 

binical origin. The Essenes, we 

know, only drank water: wordy tdwp 

vapatiatoy atrots éorw, Philo, de Vit, 

Cont. § 4, Vol. 11. p. 477 (ed. Mang.). 

év pepe. Eoprijs] in the matter of 
a festival; not ‘in the partial observ- 

ance of festivals’ (ov yap 6 mdyra 
Karetxov Ta mporepa, Chrys.), ‘ob par- 
tem aliquam festi violatam,’ Dav., 

nor ‘in segregatione’ (i.e. setting 

apart one day rather than another), 

Calv., comp. Syr. ‘in divisionibus s. 
distinctionibus,’ nor specifically ‘in 
the [Talmudical] tract upon,’ Hamm. 

after Casaub. and Seal. ,—but simply 
and plainly ‘in the matter of,’ uépos 

pointing to the ‘class’ or ‘category’ 

(Mey.); see Plato, Rep. 1. p. 348 5, 
év dperfs kal coplas 7lOns péper Thy 
adiulav, Theat. p. 158 8, al., exx. in 

Loesn. Obs. p. 367, and comp. 2 Cor. 
iii. 10. The three objects in the 
matter of which judgment is for- 

bidden are enumerated in reference to 
the frequency of their occurrence; _ 

€opry referring to one of the greater 

feasts, vouwnvla to the monthly festi- 

val of the new moons (Numb, x. 10; 
see Jahn, Arche@ol. § 351, Winer, 

RWB. s.v. ‘Neumonde,’ Vol. 1. p. 

149), and od@Para to the weekly 
festival; comp. Gal. iv. ro. 

17. & éorw] which things are; 
relative clause showing the justice of 

the preceding command, the relative 

having a slight explanatory force; 

see notes on ch. i. 25, 27. That @ 
refers not merely to the last three 

items but to the whole verse, i.e, to 

all legal or traditionary ceremonies, 
seems clear from the context. The 
reading 6, with BFG; Clarom., 

Goth., al. (Lachm, with marg.), is 

not improbable, but is insufficiently 

attested. oKid] a shadow ; 
not ‘an outline,’ in ref, to a cxaypa- 
gla, ‘beneficia Christi ac doctrinam 
evangelicam obscure delineabant,’ 

Daven.,—a meaning doubtful even 

in Heb. x. 1, but, as the antithesis 

cGua obviously requires, ‘umbre,’ 
Syr., shadows opposed to substance 
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undets dmas kataBpaBeverw Oédwv ev ratevoppootvn 18 

(Joseph. Bell, Jud. 11. 2. 5, oxidv 

airnoduevos Bacthelas, Fs foracev 
éaur~ TO c@ua), and with perhaps 

some further reference to the typical 

character of such institutions, sha- 

dows flung forward (‘preenunciative 
observationes,’ Aug.) from the ra 
Héovra (seil. ra THS Kawys deadhKns, 

Theoph.), from the future blessings 

and realities of the Christian cove- 

nant; mpodauBdver bé cK TO coma 

dvisxovros Tod gwrés, Theod. The 
use of the present éc7w must not be 
unduly pressed; ‘loquitur de illis ut 

considerantur in sud natura, abs- 

tracte a circumstantiis temporis,’ 

Davenant. 76 8 cOpa Tov 

Xp.] but the body (their substance) is 
Christ’s; the odua, scil. rav wedddv- 

twv, belongs to Christ in respect of 

its origin, existence, and realization; 

‘in Christo habemus illa vera et 
solida bona que erant adumbrata et 

figurata in predictis crimoniis,’ 

Daven, The nominative might at 

first sight have been expected; the 
possessive gen. rod Xpicrod however 
is of more real force, as marking 

that the true cdua Trav weddovTwv not 

merely was Christ, but belonged to, 

was derived from Him, and so could 

only be realized by union with Him, 
A reference of this clause to ver. 18 

(comp. August. Epist. 59. [149.] 27) 
destroys the obvious antithesis, and 

is wholly untenable. The reading is 

doubtful. The assertion 
of Alf. (comp. Olsh.)—‘that if the 

ordinance of the sabbath had been, 

in any form, of lasting observation 

in the Christian Church,’ St Paul 

could not have used such language, 
—cannot be substantiated. The c4- 
Baro» of the Jews, as involving other 
than mere national reminiscences 

(with Deut. v. 15 contrast Exod. xx. 

E, 

11), was a oxida of the Lord’s day: 

that a weekly seventh part of our 
time should be specially devoted to 

God rests on considerations as old 
as the Creation; that that seventh 

portion of the week should be the 

Jirst day rests on Apostolical, and 
perhaps inferentially (as the Lord’s 

appearances on that day seem to 

show) Divine usage and appoint- 

ment; see Bramhall, Lord’s Day, 

Vol. v. p. 32 sq. (A.-C. Libr.), and 
the editor’s Huls. Essay for 1843, 
p. 69. 

18. tpas KataBpaB.] rob you of 
your reward: so distinctly Zonar. 

on Cone. Laod. Can. 35 (Suicer, The- 
saur. 8. V.), kaTaBpaBevew ort Td un 
Tov viKhoayra déoby Tob BpaBelov, ddr’ 
érépw diddvac avd, adcxoupévov Tod 
vikhoavros, the xara marking the 

hostile feeling towards the proper 

recipient, which dictated the conse- 
quent injustice and 76 rapaBpaBevery ; 
see Demosth. Mid. p. 545, émurd- 

weOa Urparava vrs Mecdtov xaraBpa- 

Bevdévra kal mapa wavTa Ta dlkawa 

driwwhévra, and Buttm. in loc. (Index, 

p. 176), who pertinently remarks, 
‘verbum in translato sensu aliter 
usurpari non potuisse quam de eo 

qui debitam alteri victoriam eripit.’ 

The many renderings, either insuffi- 

cient (karaxpwérw, Hesych.), incor- 
rect (karawadaérw, Castal. ap. Pol. 

Syn.), or perverted (e.g.xaraxupievérw, 
Corn, a Lap.), that have been as- 
signed to this word, will be found 
in Pol. Synops., and in Meyer in 

loc. The BpaBetov of which 
the false teachers sought to defraud 

the Colossians was not their Chris- 

tian freedom (Grot.),—at first sight a 
plausible interpr.—but, as the context 

and the grave nature of the error it 
reveals seem certainly to suggest, 

N 
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‘vita eterna,’ Gom., Td BpaBetov ris 
dvw «djoews (Phil. iii. 14), and with 

a more exact allusion, the d@éaprov 

orépavoy (1 Cor. ix. 25), the rov rijs 

Sixacoctvns orédavov (2 Tim. iv. 8), 

rhs gwhs (James i. 12), rhs ddéys 

(1 Pet. v. 4), which the Lord, 6 dixacos 

xpirjs (2 Tim. 1. ¢.), will give to the 

Christian victor at the last day. 

This prize the false teachers sought 

to obtain, but it was under circum- 

stances of such fatal error, viz. the 

worship of angels, the introduction 

in fact of fresh mediators, that they 

would eventually beguile and defraud 

of the BpaBetov those who were misled 
enough to join them: ‘admonet... 

nihil aliud moliri nisi ut palmam 

ipsis intercipiant, quia abducunt eos 

a rectitudine cursus sui,’ Calv.,— 

who however does not appear to have 

fully felt the correct application of 

KaraBpaBeveu. OéAwy] de- 
siring (to do it), scil. karaBpaBevew : 

Oé\wv toiro movety, Gicum.; modal 

participle defining the feelings they 
evinced, and hinting at the studied 
nature of the course of action which 

they followed, and which resulted in 

the xaraBpdBevors ; rotro rolyuy cuve- 

Bovdevov éxetvor ylyveorOa, Tamewvo- 

ppoctvy Snbev Kexpnuévor, Theod., who 

however somewhat overpresses 0é\wv, 

comp. notes on 1 Tim. v. 14. These 
feelings were not directly, but indi- 

rectly hostile to the victims of their 

karaBpaBever; the purpose was to 

secure the orépavos for themselves 

and their followers, the result that 

they lost it themselves, and de- 

frauded others of it. Two other in- 

terpretations have been proposed; 

(a) the Hebraistic construction, 6é- 
Dew év ramrew.,=32 PON (1 Sam. xviii. 

22, 2 Sam. xv. 26, 1 Kings x. 9, 

2 Chron. ix. 8, esp. Psal. cxii. 1, év 

tais évrodais avrod Oedjoe. opddpa, 

cxlvii. 10, ov ev ry Suvacrela rod 
trmov Oedjoe), adopted by Aug., 

(IPOZ KOAAZZAETS. 

al., Beng., and recently by Olsh., 

but contrary to all analogy of usage 

in the N.T.; and, perhaps more 

plausibly, (b) the connexion xaraf. 
dé\wv, appy. favoured by Syr., and, 
with varying shades of meaning as- 

signed to the part., by Beza, Zanch., 

Tittm, (Synon. 1. p. 131), al, and 
most recently Alf. The former must 

be set aside on the appy. fully suffi- 

cient grounds,—that though found 

in the LXX. there is no trace of such 
a usage of @é\ew in the N.T. The 

latter is structurally and grammati- 

cally defensible, comp. 2 Pet. iii. 5, 
but, even in the transl. of Alf., ‘of 

purpose defraud you,’ exegetically 

unsatisfactory, as it would seem to 

impute to the false teachers a fright- 

ful and indeed suicidal malice, which 

is neither justified by the context, 

nor in any way credible. They 

sought to gratify their vanity by 

gaining adherents, not their malice 

by compassing, even at their own 

hazard, their ruin, The xaraBpd- 
Bevors was perhaps recklessly risked, 

but not maliciously designed before- 

hand. The transl. of Wordsw. is 

much more plausible, ‘by the exer- 
cise of his mere will,’ but is perhaps 

scarcely so simple as that of the 

Greek commentators proposed above. 

éy tatrewodp.] in lowliness ; element 
in which he desires to do it, the 

prep. év not being so much instru- 

mental (Mey.) as modal, mus é 
Tarew.; 7 was puctovpevos ; delxvvor 

kevodoglas bv 76 way, Chrys. It seems 
clear that rarewogp. is not here true 
Christian humility (see notes on 
Phil. ii. 3), but a false and perverted 

lowliness, which deemed that God 

was so inaccessible that He could 
only be approached through the me- 

diation of inferior beings; A¢yorres 

ds déparos 6 Tdv bdwv Oeds, dvéguxros 

Te Kai dxarddymros, Kal mpoojker did 

Tar dyyéhuv Thy Belay ebudveray mpary- 
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‘ ’ a ’ t doce ? , ret 
Kal Opnoxeia TwWY ayyerwy, a eopakev euBarevwov, etka 

18. d &épaxev] So Tisch., Treg., Rev. (with marg.), Weste. and Hort, on 
authority that must be regarded as clearly preponderating: Rec. (éép.), 
[Lachm. (édp.)], and former edd. of this Commentary, d wh épaxev. It is clear 
that the latter was an early reading (see the quotations from Aug. and 
Jerome in Treg.), and it seems almost equally clear that the meaning with 

the negative is much more suitable to the actual circumstances of the case, 

still the external authority is so strong that we seem bound (though not by 
any means with confidence) to adopt it. The conjectural reading 4 éépaxev 

keveuBareduv (Bp Lightf. and others) is ingenious, but cannot be seriously 

entertained. 

pareverOa, Theod.; see also Zonaras 

on Can. 35, Conc. Laod. (a.D. 363? 
see Giesel. Kirchengesch. Vol.-1. p. 
396), where this heresy was expressly 

condemned; see ap. Bruns, Concil. 

Vol, 1. p. 37. Opnokela 
tav dyyAov] worship of the angels ; 
not gen. subjecti (James i. 26), ‘que 
angelos deceat,’ Wolf, with ref. to 

the ultra-human character of devo- 

tion which the false teachers affected 

(see Noesselt, Disput., Hale, 1789), 
but gen. odjecti (Wisdom xiv. 27, eé- 
bwrwy Opynoxela, and exx. in Krebs, 
Obs. p. 339), worship paid to angels; 
see Winer, Gr. § 30. 1, and Suicer, 

Thesaur. Vol. 1. p. 44. It may be 
observed that Opyoxela refers more 
especially to outward religion, and 
thus stands in opposition to evceBela; 
see Trench, Synon. § 48. Theodoret 
notices the prevalence of these prac- 

tices in Phrygia and Pisidia, and the 

existence of evxrjpia to Michael in his 
own time: even in modern times the 

worship of the Archangel in that dis- 

trict has not become extinct: see 
Conyb. notes in loc., and on angel- 
worship generally, the good note of 
Wordsw. on ver. 8. Whether this 
had originally any connexion with 
Essene practices, cannot satisfac- 

torily be determined, as the words of 
Joseph. Bell. Jud. u. 8. 7 are ambi- 
guous; see Whiston in loc, That it 

was practised by Gnostic sects is 

attested by Tertull. Prescr. § 33, 

Iren. Her. 1. 31. 2 (ed. Mass.), Epiph. 

Her, xx. 2: see further reff. in 

Wolf, in loc. The evasive interpr. 

of Opyex., ‘talem angelorum cultum 

qui Christum excludat,’ Corn. a Lap., 

‘impium angelorum cultum,’ Just., 

is wholly opposed to the simple 

and inclusive meaning of the word; 

comp. Bp Browne, Articles, Art. 

KXII. p. 539. G@ édpakev 

epBaredov] taking his stand on 
the things which he hath seen: scil. 

‘dwelling upon things seen, and, so 

only, believed in’ (contrast 2 Cor. v. 

7, 8a mlorews wepiraroiuey ov dtd 

eldous),—a sentiment, however, which 

must be regarded as belonging to 

the clause which follows and having 
but little relation to what precedes: 

& édpaxev could certainly not include 
angels; comp. Chrys. If the reading 

be correct, the reference can only be 

to the sort of materialistic and sen- 
suous view of things which was taken 

by these heretics, their reliance upon 

Ta oToxela TOD KOgMoU; COMP. Ver. 20 

sq. If we adopt the uj its use may 

be justified, rather than that of ov, 

by the fact that the dependence of 

the sentence on pydeis vuds xaraBp. 

leaves the objects naturally indeter- 

minate and under subjective aspects ; 

see Winer, Gr. § 55. 3; comp. Exod. 

N2 
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A lol % a a > fod A J 19 uotovmevos bro TOU voos Tig GapKos avTOV, Kat ov 
n~ ~~ QA ~ . ~ e “~ 

Kpatav Thy Keadgy, e& 08 wav TO copa dia TeV ada 

ix. 21, ds...uy mpooéoxe TH Stavola els 

7d pyue. Kuptov, where the use of the 

yy somewhat similarly results from 

the indeterminate nature of the sub- 

ject of the verb, ’EyBarevew, with 

an accus. objecti, has properly a local 

sense, e.g. modu, Hurip. Electr. 595, 

vadv, ib. Rhes. 225 (see further exx. 

in Krebs, Obs. p. 341), and thence 

by a very intelligible application an 

ethical reference, the accus. denoting 

the imaginary realm to which the 
action extended; comp. (but notice 
the dat.) éuBarevovres adrais, scil. 
émirrjpos, Philo, Plant. Noe, § 19, 

Vol. 1. p. 341 (ed. Mangey). 

exh vovotp.) vainly puffed up; 
modal clause, more fully defining 

éuBarevwv. The false teachers were 

inflated. with a sense of their su- 

perior knowledge, but it was elxj 

(Rom, xiii. 4, 1 Cor. xv. 2, Gal. iii. 
4, iv. 11), without ground or reason. 

On the derivation [from edxew, per- 

haps Sanscr. vican, ‘recedere’]comp., 

but with caution, Benfey, Wurzellex. 

Vol. 1. p. 349. De Wette, following 
Steig., joins efx? with the preceding 

clause; this is a possible, but not 

probable connexion, as it would 

throw an emphasis on the adverb 
(comp. Gal. iii. 4) which really seems 

solely confined to & édpaxer. 
im Tov vods K.7.A.] by the mind of 

his flesh, i.e. the higher spiritual 

principle in its materialized and cor- 
rupted form, the gen. probably being 

simply possessive (comp. notes on 

Eph. iv. 23), and the contradictory 
form of the combination being chosen 

to depict the abnormal condition: 

the flesh was, as it were, endued with 

a vovs (instead of vice versé), and 

this was the ruling principle; see 

Olsh. Opuse. p. 157, Delitasch, Psy- 

chol. tv. 5, p. 144, and for the normal 

meaning of vots in the N.T., notes 

on 1 Tim. vi. 5. The odpé appy. 

stands in latent antithesis to the 

avedpua (comp. Chrys., vd capxicns 
Stavolas od mvevyarixys), and seems 

here clearly to retain its ethical 

sense, ‘his world-mind’ (Miiller, 

Doetr. of Sin, Vol. 1. p. 356, Clark), 
his devotion to things phenomenal 

and material; comp. Tholuck, Stud. 

u. Krit. 1855, p. 492, Beck, Seelenl. 

Il. 18, p. 53- 

19. Kal ov Kparov K.T.A.] and not 
holding fast the Head; ov not py, 

the negation here becoming direct 

and objective, and designed to be. 

specially distinct; comp. Acts xvii. 

27, 1 Cor. ix. 26, and see Winer, Gr. 

§ 55. 5, and esp. Gayler, Part. Neg. 

p. 287 sq., where there is a good 

collection of examples. Kpare?y is 
here used with an accus, in the same 

sense as in Acts iii. 11, comp. Cant. 

iii, 4, expdryca adrdv Kal ovk apjKa 

avrév, and Polyb. Hist. vit, 20. 8, 

and denotes that individual adher- 

ence to Christ the Head which alone 

can constitute life and salvation; ri 

Tolvuy Thy Keparyv dels exy Ta 

wedGv ; Chrys.: comp. the possible 

physiological reference alluded to in 

notes on Eph. iv. 16. e& 
ov] from whom; not neut., either 
in ref. to 7d xparetv, Beng. 1, or under 

an abstract and generalized aspect 

(Jelf, Gr, § 820. 1, Kriiger, Sprachl. 

§ 61. 7. 9) to xepadryv, Mey., Eadie, 

but, as the exactly parallel passage 

Eph. iv. 16 so distinctly suggests,— 

masc. in ref. to Xpicrod, Beng. 2, 

the subject obviously referred to in 

kepadyv. The assertion of Mey. that 
the ref. is not to Christ in His per- 

sonal relations cannot be substan- 
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20. el] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very greatly 

preponderating authority: Rec. adds ody. The article r@ is inserted by 

Rec. before Xpicrg, but even on less authority than the foregoing oty. 

tiated. The following verse seems to 
imply distinctly the contrary. Nor 
again does it seem necessary, with 
the same commentator, to refer é 

ov both to the participles and the 

finite verb, as in Eph. iv. 16, as it 

seems to be naturally connected with 
avéer,—the prep. é¢& marking the 
source and ‘fons augmentationis ;’ 

see notes on Gal. ii. 16. 
Tay TO THpa] the whole body: surely 

not necessarily the body ‘in its every 

part,’ Alf.: between 7d wav oaua (a 

position of the art. very rarely found 

in the N.T.; see notes on Gal. v. 14) 

and ray rd capa no distinction can 

safely be drawn. If was had occu- 

pied the position of a secondary 

predicate (comp. Matth. x. 30, Rom. 

xii. 4) there would have been some 

grounds for the distinction; see notes 

on 1 Cor. xv. 7. Sid Tav 

dav kal ovvd.] by means of its joints 
and bands ; media of the ércxopryynots 

and cupBiBaors. The adat and otv- 
decuot, as the common article seems 

to hint, are of the same genus; 

the former referring, not to the 

‘nerves,’ Mey. (in opp. to Syr., 
Aith.-Platt, Copt., and all the best 

Vv.), but to the joints, the ‘ commis- 

sure ’ of the frame (comp. Andrewes, 

Serm. Vol. ur. p. 96, and see Bp 

Lightfoot in loc.); the latter to the 

varied ligatures of nerves and mus- 
cles and sinews by which the body 
is bound together. The distinctions 

adopted by Beng., Mey., al.,—accord- 
ing to which the agai are specially 
associated with émyop., and referred 
to Faith, the otvéd. with oupB., and 

referred to Love,—are plausible, but 

perhaps scarcely to be relied upon. 
The passage, like Eph. l.c., seems not 

so much to involve special metaphors, 

as to state forcibly and cumulatively 

a general truth; maoa 4 éxxdyola 

éws av éxy THY Kedadny aber, Chrys. 
émuxop. Kal oupB.] being supplied 
and knit together; passive and pres. ; 

the action was due to communicated 
influences, and the action was still 

going on. To give émixop. a middle 
sense (Hadie), ‘furnished with reci- 
procal aid,’ seems highly unsatisfac- 

tory: the pass. of the simple form is 

by no means uncommon; see Polyb. 
Hist. 11. 75. 3, VI. 15. 4, 3 Mace, vi. 

40. The force of ért is not intensive 

but directive, pointing to the acces- 

sion of the supply, ‘cui[corpori que 

sunt ad incrementum necessaria suffi- 

ciuntur,’ Noesselt (see notes on Gal. 
iii, 5); but it does not seem impro- 

bable that both in yopyy. and émcxop. 
some trace of the primary meaning, 

some ref. to the free and ample nature 

of the supply, is still preserved, comp. 

2 Pet. i. 5, with ver. 8, and Winer on 

Gal. iii. 5, p. 76. On the meaning of 
oupB. see notes on Eph, iv. 16. 

wiv até. rod Ocot] with the increase 
of God, i.e. the increase which God 
supplies, rod Geo being the gen. 
auctoris or originis, Hartung, Casus, 

17, 23; comp. 1 Cor. iii. 6, 7, al. 

To regard rod Ocod as equivalent to 
an adjective is wholly untenable ; 
see Winer, Gr. § 36. 3. The accus. 

aténow is that of the cognate subst. 

(not merely ‘of reference,’ Alf.), and 
serves to give force to, and develop 
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the meaning of the verb ; see Winer, 

Gr. § 32. 2, Lobeck, Paralip. p. 501 
sq., where this etymological figure 

is elaborately discussed. 

20, Hit dawed. x.7.d.] If ye died 
with Christ; warning against false 

asceticism; see notes on 1 Tim. iv. 

3, and comp. generally Rothe, Theol. 

Ethik, § 878 sq., Vol. m1. p. 120 sq. 

The Apostle grounds his gentle ex- 

postulation on the acknowledged fact 

that they were sharers (by baptism, 

ver. 12) in the death of Christ; in 
ch. iii. 1 he bases his exhortation on 

their participation in His resurrec- 

tion. dws TOV oToLX, 
tod Kdcpov] from the rudiments of 

the world, ‘from ritualistic observ- 

ances, and all non-Christian rudi- 

ments which in any way resembled 

them ;’ see notes on ver. 8. The 

Law and all its ordinances having 

been wiped out by the death of Christ 

(ver. 14), they who were united with 
Him in His death shared with Him 

all the blessings of the same im- 

munity. There is no brachylogy 

(Huth.); Christ Himself dré@avev dad 
véuou, when He fulfilled allits claims 

and bore its curse. The ‘ constructio 
pregnans’ daef. amd only occurs 
here in the N.T.; it is probably 

chosen in preference to the dat. 

(Rom. vi. 2, 10, Gal. ii. 19), as ex- 
pressing a more complete severance, 

—not only death to it, but separa- 

tion and removal from it; comp. 

Winer, Gr. § 47. ds Lavres 

év Kéopo] as if ye were living in the 

world, i.e. as if your relations to 

Christ and to the world were exactly 
reversed ; ‘ye died with Christ; why 

do ye live as in a non-Christian 

realm, from all the rudiments of 
which ye are really dead?’ 

My abn nde yevon noe 

Soypariter Oe] do ye submit to ordi- 
nances ; 80 Beng.; bréxei Oe Trois orot- 

xelows, Chrys., rv rafra didackdvrwv 

avéxecbe, Theod.: middle,—certainly 

not active, ‘decernitis,’ Vulg., ‘ ur- 

redip,’ Goth. (a meaning here not 
only inappropriate but lexically in- 

correct), and appy. not passive, ‘riti- 

bus oneramini,’ Beza (comp. Syr., 

‘judicamini;’ Copt. and Aith. para- 

phrase); as this, though lexically 

quite admissible (observe 2 Mace. x. 

8, edoyudricay...ravrl 7@ THY "Tovd. 

2ver), seems somewhat less in har- 

mony with the tone of this paragraph 

than the ‘ doceri vos sinitis’ (Grot.) 
of the middle; dpa dé cal wus jpéua 

avrovs Siaxwpwoel, Soyuarlterbe elmibv, 
Theoph.: so Winer, Gr. § 39. 4, p- 
295 (ed. 5), though appy. not in ed. 6. 

In either case the meaning is prac- 

tically the same; in the tone of ex- 

postulation only is there a slight 

shade of difference. 

at. My dby«.t.A.] Handle not, 

nor taste, nor touch ; examples of the 

Soyuaricuds to which they allowed 

themselves to submit: ‘ recitative 
hee proferuntur ab Apostolo,’ Daven. 

With regard to the grammatical as- 

sociation, the coarser dyy at the 
beginning, the interposed yeirn, and 

the more delicate Oiyys at the end 

might seem to justify the distinction 

of Meyer that the first uyéé is more 

adjunctive (see notes on Gal. i. 12 
and Eph. iv. 27), the second more 
ascensive, if such a distinction in so 

regular a sequence as 7... unde...undée 

be not somewhat precarious ; consider 

Rom. xiv. 21, and esp. Luke xiv. 12, 

where there is a similar slight dis- 
turbance of the climax. The essential 

character of such quasi-adjunctive 

enumerations is that the items are 
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not ‘apte connexa, sed potius for- 

tuito concursu accedentia,’ Klotz, 

Devar, Vol. 11. p. 707. With regard 
to the objects alluded to, the inter- 
posed yevon and the terms of ver. 23 

seem certainly to ‘suggest a reference 

of all three verbs to ceremonial dis- 

tinctions in Bpders and réats (ver. 16) ; 
see esp. Xen. Cyr. 1. 3. 5 (cited by 
Raph.), where all three verbs are 
used in reference to food, and for 

exx. of drrecOa:, see Kypke, Obs. 

P- 324, Loesn. Obs. p. 372. More 

minute distinctions, e.g. apy, women 

(Olsh.), corpses (Zanch.); @fyys, oil 
(Boehm., comp. Joseph. Bell. 11. 8. 

3), sacred vessels (Zanch.), al., seem 
very doubtful and uncertain. On the 

distinction between the stronger d7- 

recOat and the weaker Ocyydvew [OIT, 
TAT, tango, Pott, Htym. Forsch. Vol. 

I, p. 235], comp. Trench, Synon. 

§ 17. 

22. 6 éotw K.7.A.] which things, 
almost, seeing they are things which, 

are all to be destroyed in their 

consumption ; parenthetical observa- 

tion of the Apostle on the essential 

character of the meats and drinks 

which the false teachers invested 

with such ceremonial characteristics; 

‘ratio ducitur ab ips natura et con- 

ditione harum rerum,’ Daven.: they 
were ordained to be consumed and 
enter into fresh physical combina- 

tions; comp. Matth. xv. 17. To 
refer this either to the preceding 

commands, ‘quod totum genus pre- 
ceptorum,’ Aug., Sanderson (Serm. 
vit. ad Pop.), al., or to the preceding 

clause as the continued statement of 
the false teachers, Neand. (Planting, 
Vol. 1. p. 328), De W., al., seems to 

infringe on the meaning of dréxpnous 

(see Mey.) and certainly gives a less 

forcible turn to the parenthesis. The 

objection urged by De W., and appy. 
felt in some measure by Chrys. and 
Theoph.,—that St Paul would thus 
be furnishing an argument against 

restrictions generally,even those sanc- 
tioned by divine authority, may be di- 
luted by observing (a) that avery simi- 
lar form of argument occurs in 1 Tim. 

iv. 3 sq., and (b) that these restrictions 

and observances are not condemned 
per se, but in relation to the new dis- 

pensation, in which all ceremonial 

distinctions were done away, and. 

things remanded (so to say) to their 
primary conditions. els 00- 

pav] for destruction, decomposition, 

the prep. marking the destination, 
and ¢@opa having apparently a sim- 

ply physical sense; comp. Syr. ‘usus 

corruptibilis,’ and very distinctly 

Theod., els xompov yap dravra wera- 
Badrerar, and Gicum., POopg yap 
gnow vréxerar év TH dpedpove. 

vq dmroxpyoe] in their consumption, 
in their being used completely up; 

ov okoreiTe ws povisov TobTwy ovdév, 
Theod. The compound dzoxp. has 

here a somewhat similar meaning to 

duaxp. (comp. Rost u. Palm, Lez. s.v.), 
the prep. dré denoting ‘non solum 

separari aliquid ab aliquo, sed ita 

removeri ut esse prorsus desinat,’ 

Winer, de Verb. Comp. Iv. p. 53 
comp. Plutarch, Cesar, § 58, xaw7s 

[évérexrov] epwra dons dmroxexpynudvy 

TH wapovoy, and see Suicer, Thesaur. 

Vol.1. p. 489, where several pertinent 

exx. of the verb are collected from 
the eccl. writers. 

kard Td évTodp. «.7.0.] according to 
the commandments and teachings of 

men; further definition and specifi- 

cation of the preceding doypariferdte ; 
they had died with Christ, they were 

united with a divine Deliverer, and 
yet were ready to submit to the ordi- 
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nances and doctrines of conscience- 
enslaving men. The didack., as the 

exceptional omission of the article 

(Winer, Gr. § 19. 3) shows, belongs 
to the same general category as the 

évrdAp., and are added probably by 

way of amplification ; they were sub- 

mitting to a doywariouos not only in 

its preceptive, but even in its doc- 

trinal aspects; comp. Mey. in loc. 

Alford presses toy dv Op. as describing 
the authors ‘generically as human 

not divine;’ this is doubtful; as 

évrd\p. has the article, the principle 

of correlation requires that dvOp. 
should have it also; see Middleton, 

Gr. Art. 1. 3. 6. 

23. adtwa] Allwhich things, ‘a set 
of things which ;’ in ref. to the pre- 

ceding évrdAy. kai 6.d., and specifying 
the class to which they belonged. 

On this force of doris, see notes on 

Gal. iv. 24. The difference between 

és and 8ors is here very clearly 
marked; d (ver. 22) points to its 
antecedents under purely objective, 

driva, under qualitative and generic 

aspects; see Kriiger, Sprachi. § 51.8. 

gor Ady. K.7.A.] do have the repute 
of wisdom, ‘are enjoying the repute 

of wisdom,’ the verb subst. being 
joined,—not with ovk« év riuq (Conyb., 
Eadie), but, as every rule of perspi- 

cuity suggests, with éyovra, and serv- 

ing to mark the regular normal, pre- 

vailing, character of the \dy. exew ; 
see Winer, Gr. § 45. 5. The exact 
meaning of \dyov eye is somewhat 

doubtful, as Aéyos in this combina- 

tion admits of at least three differ- 
ent meanings; (a) ‘speciem,’ oxjua, 

Theod., Auth., Beng., De W. ; comp. 

Demosth. Leptin. p. 462, \o-yov Twa 
éxov opp. to eddos dy dv daveln, see 

Elsner, Obs, Vol. u. p. 265; (8) 

copias év éOcdoOpyckeia Kat 

‘rationem,’ scil. ‘grounds for being 

considered so,’ Vulg., Clarom., and 

probably Syr.; comp. Polyb. Hist. 

XVII. 14. 5, Soxodv mavoupyéraror elyat 

mony exer Adyor To’ pavddrarov vrdp- 
xev, and other exx. in Schweigh. 

Lex. Polyb. s.v.; (y) ‘famam,’ scil. 
‘reputation,’ Mey., Alf., and perhaps 
Chrys., Ad-you gdyoiv, ob Sivapuv' dpa 

otk dAjOeav, comp. Herod. v. 66, 

Borep 5h Adyor exer THY TlvGinv 

dvameioat (cited by Raph.). Of these, 

though in fact all ultimately coin- 

cide, (y) is perhaps to be preferred; 

‘ra Noy. éx. sunt res ejusmodi que 

quidem vulgo sapientize nomen ha- 

bent, sed a veri sapientié absunt 

longissime,’ Raphel, Annot. Vol. 11. 

p. 535 pv has here no correspond- 
ing 6é, but serves to prepare the 

reader for « comparison (Klotz, 

Devar. Vol. 11. p. 656) which is in- 
volved in the phrase Adyov éxew 
(Adyor od SUvayv, Chrys.), and is 

substantiated by the context; see 

Winer, Gr. § 63. 2. e, where other 

omissions of 5¢ are enumerated and 

carefully classified. év 
@eAoOpyokela] in self-imposed wor- 
ship,—eév pointing, not to the instru- 

ment by which (Mey.), but as usual, 
to the ethical domain in which the 

Aeyos coplas was acquired, or the 

substratum on which the 7d éyew 

x.7.A. takes place; see Winer, Gr. 

§ 48. a. 3. a. The word é6edoOp. 
is appy. an dm. deydu.; but from a 

comparison with similar compounds, 

éOedodourela, EOehoKdKnors, K.T.A. (See 

Rost u. Palm, Lew. Vol. 1. p. 778), 

and with the verb é6ehoOpnoxety as ex- 
plained by Suid. (lt deAjuare o€Bew 
To doxovv), may be clearly assumed to 

mean ‘an arbitrary self-imposed ser- 

vice,"—which, as the similar asso- 
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ciation of Opyox. with ramew. in ver. 

18 seems to suggest, was evinced in 

the Opyoxela ray dyyédwv. 
Tare. Kal ded. oop.) lowliness, 
and disregard, or unsparing treatment, 

of the body : the two other perverted 
elements in which the Nyos codlas 

was acquired. On razew., which here 

also obviously implies a false, per- 

verted, humility, see notes on ver. 18. 

The aged. od. marks the false spirit 

of asceticism, the unsparing way 
(comp. Diod. Sic. x11. 60, dpedeiy 

owuaros) in which they practised 

bodily austerities, the cwuariky yup- 

vacia in which Jewish Theosophy 

was ever ready to indulge; comp. 

notes on 1 Tim. iv. 8. ovK 
év tupg tivl K.7.d.] not in any (real) 
value as against repletion of the 

flesh, the preposition being used in 
its widely diversified sense of ‘ regard 

to’ or ‘relation to’ (comp. Matth. 
xix. 8, mpds Ti oxAnpokapdlay vuur), 

the context supplying the shade of 

meaning, favourable or unfavour- 

able, which the relation appears to 

involve; see esp. Kiihner, Gr. § 441. 
im. 3. d, where numerous examples 

are given of this very varied usage. 

The explanations of this very ob- 

scure clause are exceedingly numer- 

ous. With regard to the first portion, 
two only seem to deserve considera- 

tion; (a2) that of the Greek com- 
mentators, according to which riuy 
is understood to point antithetically 
to the preceding dged., and to refer 

to the same gen. (ovK év riuy TO ou- 

ware xpuvrat, Theoph.), the clause 

ovx év Tyun being regarded as a con- 

tinuance on the negative side of 
what had previously been expressed 

in the positive: é@ed. x.7.d. were the 

elements in which the ddyos codias 

was, and riuq Twi the element in 

which it was not acquired ; (b) that 
adopted by Syr. and appy. Ath. 
(Platt), according to which rimu7 ap- 

proaches to the meaning of ‘ pretium,’ 
and suggests that there was some- 

thing which might be a true sub- 
stratum for the ré éxew Ady. cod. if 
properly chosen,—‘a reputation of 

wisdom evinced in é@eX. x.7.A., not 

in any practices of true value and 

honour;’ so Beza, Beng., al., and, 

with slight variations in detail, 

Huther, Meyer, and Neand. Plant- 

ing, Vol. 1. p. 328 (Bohn). Of these, 

(a) has much to recommend it; as 
however it suggests, if not involves, 

either a very unsatisfactory meaning 

of mpds wAnou., ‘so that the natural 
wants of the body are satisfied’ 
(Chrys., al.), or a retrospective con- 

nexion of the clause with éoruy, or, 

still less likely, with doyuarlferbe 

‘(Alf.), it seems better to adopt (bd), 

to which also the use of 7x, almost 

‘no value of any kind,’ seems de- 

cidedly to lean. arpds 
awhyopovily was regarded in former 
edd. of this Commentary as added to 

define the real purposive issue and 

upshot of all these perverted austeri- 
ties,—‘the satisfying of the unspi- 

ritual element, the fleshly mind;’ 

capxos having a retrospective refer- 

ence to vods r7js capkds in ver. 18, and 

contrasting the means pursued and 

the end really in view; they were 
unsparing (dge.d.) with the odua, that 

they might satisfy (rpds rAnou..)—the 
odpé. Syr. and Aith. even insert 

in translation an adda before mpés 

winop.; a8 more clearly bringing out 

this view. According to this view 

the zpds would have its common 

meaning of favouring design or pur- 
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ta dvw Cyteite, ov 6 Xpiotds corey év with Christ: when He 

2 deka tov Ocot KxaOsuevos’ Ta avo 

pose, and the wAyopov7 (in its usual 

bad sense—‘repletion’ or ‘indul- 

gence’) would be that which it 
tended to bring about. But though 

there may be much that may be said 

for this view, it must be admitted 

that it involves a dislocation, and a 

sort of hiatus in thought which the 

simple tenor and sequence of the 

words seem in no degree to suggest. 

We therefore now take the other 

view of the mpés, and regard the 
relation it implies as unfavourable 

to the mAynopovy, and so the clause as 

indicating that the usages were really, 

after all, of no kind of value in deal- 

ing with that m\nopov7 which they 

were introduced to correct. 

EXHORTATIONS AND PRECEPTS 
(ch. iii. 1—iv. 6). 

m1. 1—4, Ezxhortation to seek 
things above. 1. Ei otv] If then, 
with retrospective reference to ei 

dme@., ch. ii, 20, ody being slightly 

inferential (resurrection with Christ 
is implied in death with Him), but 

still preserving its general meaning 

of ‘continuation and _ retrospect,’ 

Donalds. Gr. § 604. The ef is not 
problematical, but logical (Mey.), in- 

troducing in fact the first member 

of a conditional syllogism; comp. 

Rom. v. 15, and see Fritz. in loc. 
In such cases instead of diminishing, 

it really enhances the probability of 
the truth or justice of the supposi- 

tion; comp. Phil. i, 22. 

cuvyyepOnre ro Xp.] ye were raised 

with Christ, scil. in baptism; not 

merely in w moral sense (De W.), 
which would render the injunction 

that follows somewhat superfluous ; 

is manifested so shall ye 
be also. 

elrdy dre dweOdvere olv Xp., bid Tod 

Barricparos Sndady, Kal Kara Td cLw- 

mupevoy Sovs voeiv bru kal cuvyyépOnre 

(7d yap Barricpa, domep dia THs Kara- 

ddoews Odvarov, otrw dia THs dvadvcews 

Thy dvdoracw TuTot), vor elodyet K.T.D., 

Theoph.; comp. Usteri, Lehrb. 1. 1. 

3, p. 220. On the force and deep 
reality of these expressions of mysti- 

cal union with Christ, comp. Reuss, 

Théol. Chrét. 1v. 16, Vol. 11. p. 164. 
Ta dvw] the things above; all things 

pertaining to the woAlrevpa év ovpa- 

vois, Phil. iii. 20, and to the Chris- 

tian’s true home, 7 dvw ‘Iepovoadrjp, 

Gal. iv. 26; the contrast being ra 

él rns ys, ver. 2; comp. Pearson, 

Creed, Art. vi. Vol. 1. p. 322 (ed. 
Burt.). ot 6 Xp. «.7.A.] 
where Christ is, sitting at the right 

hand of God; not exactly ‘ where 
Christ sitteth,’ Auth., as there are 

really two enunciations, ‘ Christ is 

there, and that in all the glory of 

His regal and judiciary power ;’ ov« 

jpxésOn 68 T@dvw elreiv, ovde of 6 Xp. 

éatly' &dAG mpocéOynkev év def. xabhu. 

Tol Ocot, va mréov tl drocrian Tov 

votv quay drs trys yas, Theoph.; 

comp. Chrys. On the session of 

Christ at the right hand of God as 

implying indisturbance, dominion, 

and judicature, see Pearson, Creed, 

Art. vi. Vol. 1 p. 328, and on its 
real and literal significance, Jackson, 

Creed, Book x1. 1. The student will 

find a good sermon on this text by An- 

drewes, Serm. vit. Vol. 11. p. 309— 
322 (A.-C. Libr.), and another by 

Farindon, Serm. xxi. Vol. 1. p. 359 

(Tegg). 
2. Td dvw cpoveire] mind the 

things above ; expansion of the pre- 
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ceding command, ¢poveiy having a 

fuller meaning than’ {yreiv; they 
were not only querere but sapere. 

On the force of dpovety, comp. notes 

on Phil. iii. 15, Beveridge, Serm. 

oxxxvil. Vol. v1. p. 172 (A.-C. Libr.), 

and esp. the able analysis of An- 
drewes, Serm. vir. Vol. 11. p. 315. 

ta em tis ys] the things on the 

earth ; all things, conditions, and in- 

terests, that belong to the terres- 

trial; comp. Phil. iii. 19, of ra 

érlyera ppovovvres. There is here 

certainly not (a) any polemical allu- 

sion to the earthly rudiments of the 
false teachers (Theoph., Gicum.), for, 
as Meyer observes, the remaining 

portion of the Epistle is not anti- 

heretical but wholly moral and prac- 

tical,—nor (b) any specially ethical 
allusion with reference to verse 5 
(Estius), for the antithesis ra dyw 
obviously precludes all such limita- 

tion. The command is unrestrict- 

ed and comprehensive, ‘ superna 

curate non terrestria;’ see Calvin 

in loc., and the sound sermon of 

Beveridge, above referred to, page 

169 sq. 

3. aaredvere yap] For ye died, 
Alf., Wordsw., not ‘ye are dead,’ 

Auth., as the reference seems still 

to the past act, ch. ii. 20. Conyb. 

urges that the associated xéxpurra 

shows that the aor. is here used for a 
perfect. Surely this is inexact ; the 
aor. may, and apparently does, point 

to the act, the perfect to the state 
which ensued thereon and still con- 
tinues. The nature of Ovjoxw how- 

ever is such as to preclude any 

rigorous translation on either side. 

a tor tpav] your life,—which suc- 
ceeded after the dwe@dvere ; your real 

and true life,—not merely your ‘ re- 

surrection life,’ Alf. (ras tuerépas 
dvactdcews TO pvorypiov, Theod.), 
but, with the tinge of ethical mean- 

ing which the word {wy from its 

significant antithesis to @dvaros al- 
ways seems to involve (comp. Reuss, 

Théol. Chrét. tv. 22, Vol. 11. p. 252), 

‘your inward and heavenly life,’ of 
which Christ is the essence, and, so 

to speak, impersonation (ver. 4), and 

with whom it will at last receive all 

its highest developments, expansions, 

and realizations; comp. notes on 

1 Tim. iv. 8. On the meaning of 

¢wn, see the good treatise of Olshau- 

sen, Opusc. Art. vit. p. 187 sq., and 

on its distinction from Bios, Trench, 

Synon. § 27. kKékpvrrat 
oiv to Xp.] hath been (andis) hidden 
with Christ; its glory and highest 

characteristics are concealed from 

view,—not merely ‘laid up,’ Alf., 

but shrouded in the depths of inward 

experiences and the mystery, of its 

union with the life of Christ. When 

He is revealed, then the life of which 

He is the source and element will be 

revealed in all its proportions and all 

its blessed characteristics: the mani- 

festation which is now at best only 
partial and subjective will then be 
objective and complete; comp. the 
thoughtful remarks of Delitzsch, Bibl. 

Psych. v. 3, p. 298. & TO Oc] 

in God; He is the element and 

sphere in which the {wy is con- 

cealed: in Him, as das olk@v darpdacrov 

(x Tim. vi. 16), as the Father in 
whom is the Eternal Son (John i. 
18, xvii. 21), and with whom He for 
for ever reigns (ver. 1), the life of 
which the Son is the essence lies 

shrouded and concealed. Considered 

in its inherent relations our fw) is 
concealed éy Ge@; considered in its 
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4 brav 6 Xpiords pavepwHh, % Con quar, TOTE Kai Upmeis 
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cw airy pavepwOjceabe ev ddéEy. 

4. tov] The reading is somewhat doubtful. Rec. reads judy, and so 

Lachm., Rev., Westc. and Hort (but all with margin), on slightly pre- 

ponderating authority: Tisch., Treg. (with marg.), judy. The quwv is far 

less easy to account for than vuav, which might have come from ver. 3 or 

from the tyes in the present verse. 

coherent relations it is concealed otv 
Xpisr@ ; comp. Meyer in loc., whose 

interpr. of {wy (‘das ewige Leben’) 
however is narrow and unsatisfac- 

tory. 

4. havepwOf] shall be manifested ; 
scil. at His second coming, when He 

shall be seen as He is, and when His 

present concealment shall cease; otre 

yap ud? tudy dpara, kal vad rav 
amlarwv mavTehws dyvoeirat, Theod.; 

comp. 2 Pet. iii. 4. q Loy 

Hpov] our Life, almost ‘being our 

Life,’ the ‘predicatio,’ as Daven. 

acutely observes, being ‘ causalis non 

essentialis.’ Christ is here termed 4 
{wn jay, not however as being 
merely the author of it (Daven.), or 

the cause of it (Corn. a Lap.), much 

less ‘in the character of it’ (Eadie), 
but as being—our Life itself, the 

essence and the impersonation of it ; 

comp. Gal. ii. 20, Phil, i. 21. Thus 

Christ is termed 7 édmls quwy, 1 Tim, 

i. 1 (comp. ch. i. 27), 4% elpjvn judy, 

Eph. ii. 14, where see notes. 

Kal tpets] ye also; ye Colossian con- 

verts as well as all other true Chris- 

tians. The more verbally exact 

opposition would have been ‘your 
hidden life’ (comp. Fell); but this 
the Apostle perhaps designedly neg- 

lects, to prevent {w7 being applied, 

as it has been applied, merely to the 

resurrection life. It has been urged 

that this clause fixes that meaning 
to gw; but surely the avoidance of 
the regular antithesis seems to hint 

the very reverse; Jueis pavep. is the 

natural sequel of your inward and 

heavenly life ; and is its true develop- 

ment. év 86£q] in glory ; 

comp. Rom. viii. 17, elrep ovvra- 

cxopev iva Kal ovvdotacbwpev. The 

66£a will be the issue, development, 

and crown, of the hidden life, and 

will be displayed both in the ma- 
terial (1 Cor. xv. 43) and imma- 
terial portions of our composite 

nature : ‘hujus eterne vite promissa 

gloria sita est in duplici stoli; in 
stolé anime et stola corporis,’ Daven. 

The conjunction of body and soul, 

soul and spirit, will then be com- 

plete, harmonious, and indissoluble; 

fwh will become % bvyTws (wy, and will 

reflect the glories of Him who is its 

element and essence: comp. Olsh. 

Opusc. p. 195 Sq. 

5—11. Exhortation to put off all 

the evil principles of their former life. 

5. Nexpdoare ow] Make dead 
then: ‘as you died, and your true 

life is hidden with Christ, and here- 

after to be developed in glory, act 

conformably to it,—let nothing live 

inimical to such a state, kill at once 

(aor.) the organs and media of a 
mere earthly life.’ Of» is thus, as 
commonly, retrospective and collec- 

tive (‘ad ea que antea revera posita 

sunt lectorem revocat,’ Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. 11. p. 719), serving to enhance 
the pertinent reference of vexpdoare 

to the dre@dvere and 4 fw vuay 

which have preceded. To 
péAn] your members, the portions of 
your bodily organization (comp. Rom. 
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5. mwédy] So Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort on preponderating 

authority: Rec., Lachm., and former edd. of this Commentary, add ducap. 
The probability of an insertion of the pronoun combined with the important 

external testimony fully justifies this change. 

vii. 5) qué the instruments and 
media of sinfulness and lusts ; comp. 

with respect to the precept, Rom. 
viii. 13, Gal. v. 24, and with respect 
to the image and form of expression, 

Matth. v. 29, 30. These are more 
specifically defined as ra éml rijs yis 
(comp. ver. 2), as limiting the sphere 
of their activities (‘ ubi suum habent 
pabulum,’ Beng.), and as justifying 

the preceding command, 

mopvelav, dxalapolay] fornication, 
uncleanness ; specific and generic pro- 

ducts of the ra wédAn Ta emi r7s y7s on 
the side of lust and carnality ; comp. 
Eph. v. 3, and see notes on Gal. v. 

19. There is no need to supply 

mentally vexpdcare (Fritz. Rom. Vol. 
I, p. 379), or to introduce paraphrasti- 

cally a prep., ‘a scortatione,’ Ath. ; 

the four accusatives stand in an ap- 

positional relation to ra wéAy K.T.X., 

as denoting their evil products and 

operations; see Winer, Gr. § 59. 8, 
and comp. Matth. Gr. § 432. 3. 
mdQos, émOup. Kakyyv] lustfulness, 
evil desire ; further and more generic 

manifestations; comp. év wd@e. émt- 

Ouulas, 1 Thess. iv. 5. It does not 
seem proper, on the one hand, to ex- 
tend dos to ‘ motus vitiosos, quales 

sunt éxOpa, pes, (pro «.T-d.,’ 
Grot., or, on the other, to limit it 
to more frightful exhibitions of vice 

(Rom. i, 26, 27): it points rather, 
as the evolution of thought seems to 

require, to ‘the disposition toward 

lust,’ Olsh., ‘libidinem,’ Vulg., the 

‘morbum libidinis,’ Beng.,—in a 

word, not merely to lust, but to lust- 

fulness; wd@os  AVooa TOU cwuaTOS, 

Kal Womep tuperos } Tpava 7 ddd} vd- 

cos, Theoph. The last, émiBuula kang, 

is still more inclusive and generic; 

i600 yerixds 7d wav efre, Chrys. On 

both words comp. Trench, Synon. 

§ 87. THV 

teovetlav] covetousness—with the ar- 
ticle, as being the notorious form of 

sin (‘eine bekannte, hauptsichlich 
zu meidende Unsittlichkeit,’ Winer, 

Gr. § 18. 8) that ever preserves so 
frightful an alliance with the sins 

of the flesh. There seems no reason 

whatever to depart from the proper 

sense of the word ; it is neither spe- 

cially ‘base gains derived from un- 

cleanness’ (comp. Storr, Flatt, al.), 

nor generically ‘insatiabilem cupi- 

ditatem voluptatum turpium,’ Est., 

‘the fierce longing of the creature,’ 

Trench (Synon. § 24,—a very doubt- 
ful expansion), but simply ‘ covetous- 
ness,’ ‘inexplebilem appetitum animi 

querentis divitias,’ Daven. (comp. 

Theod.,Theoph. ),a sin that especially 
depends on the ra éml ris yys (‘max- 

ime affigit ad terram,’ Beng.), and 

makes, not sensational cravings per 
se, but the means of gratifying them, 

the objects of its interest ; see esp. 

Miller, Doctr. of Sin, 1.1.3.2,Vol.1. p. 

169 (Clark), and notes on Eph. iv. 19. 
firs éotiv elSwd.] the which is, seeing 
it is, idolatry ; explanatory force of 

doris, see notes on Gal, iv. 24. The 
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6 éori eidwhodar pela, ov a épxerar 7 opyy tot Qecot 
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7 €ml Tous vious THE amreOetas: €y Olg KaL ufsEelo TepleTa— 

6. érl rods vlods ras dmec0.] Tisch., Treg., Weste. and Hort omit these 

words, and Lachm. encloses them in brackets, as they are not found in B; 

Sahid., Mth. (Pol., but not Platt); Clem. (1), Iren. (e sil.). They also seem 
to have been absent from the MS. from which D was copied; see Treg. in loc. 
They are retained by Rec., Rev. (with marg.). Decision here seems very 

difficult. On the one hand, it is certainly possible that they may have been 

inserted from the parallel passage, Eph. v. 6; still, on the other, the great 

weight of external evidence, and the probability that in two Epp. where so 

much is alike even individual expressions might be repeated, seem to render 

the omission doubtful. 

fidence. 

remark of Theod. is very pertinent, 

émedn Tov Maymwra Kipioy 6 cwrhp 

mpoonydpevoe Sidackwy ws 6 TH Taber 
THs wreoveElas Sovlevwy ws Oedy TOV 

thovrov Tyudé. The very improbable 

reference of #ris to wédy (Harl. on 

Eph. v. 5), or to all that precedes 
(Heinr.), is rightly rejected by Winer, 

Gr. § 24. 3. 

6. 8v &] on account of which sins ; 
clearly not dv d, sc. wé\n (Bahr), but 
in ref. to ‘peccata precedentia aliaque 

flagitia,’ Grot.; comp. notes on Eph. 

v. 6. épxerar] doth come ; 
emphatic, both in position and tense. 

The present hints at the enduring 

principles of the moral government of 

God; see notes on Eph. v. 5. 

a] Spy1] Tod Ocov] Not only here, but 
hereafter; kal 7 uéddovea opyh Kal 7 

év 7@ viv alwys TmoddAdKis KaTradauBd- 
vovot Tovs TocovTous, Theoph. Meyer 

rejects this more inclusive reference, 

but without sufficient reason; see 

notes on Eph. v. 6. 

tots viods THs dreiO.] the sons of 
disobedience; those who reject and 

disobey the principles and practice of 
the Gospel; see notes on Eph. v. 6, 

where the same expression occurs in 

the same combination, and on the 

force of the Hebraistic circumlocu- 

tion, notes on ib. ii. 2, 

We retain then the words, but not with full con- 

7. volts] among whom, scil. viots 

Ths drecdelas,—not neuter ‘in which,’ 
in ref. to the foregoing vices: see 

Eph. ii. 3, év ofs cal nuwets mavres dy- 

eorpdg@nuev, Which, with the present 

longer reading, seems to leave no room 

for doubt. The objection of Olsh., 
that the Colossians were still walking 

among the viol rs drei. as converts, 
seems easily answered by observing 

that mepurareiv, St Paul’s favourite 

verb of moral motion (only used by 

him here and 2 Thess. iii. 11 with é 
and dat. of persons), seemsalwaysem- 

ployed by him to denote an actual 

participation in a course or manner of 
life; contrast John xi. 54. 
ere év robrous] ye were living in 
these sins, ‘these sins were the sphere 

of your existence and activities;’ the 

verb éffre referring to the preceding 

ae. (ver. 3), and its tense portraying 

the then continuing state; comp. Jelf, 

Gr. § 401. 3. Huther and others re- 
gard rovros as masc.: this does not 

seem satisfactory, as dre éf. would be 
but a weak and tautologous explana- 

tion of the preceding éy ois epier. 

more, and as {mv év (except in its 
deeper meanings, ¢.9. {fv év Xp. x.7.d., 

Rom, vi. 11, Gal. ii. 20) is always 

used by St Paul with things; comp. 

ch. ii, 20, Rom, vi. z, Gal. ii. 20, 
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kat vueis Ta TavTa, opyyv, Ouudry, Kaxiav, Bracdnpiay, 

7. tovros] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec., adrois. 

Phil. i. 22. See the exx. collected by 

Kypke (Obs. Vol. 1. p. 327), Sn ev 

*Odvoceia, ev ppovricw, év déyors, ev 

dpern, év pidooodla x.7.d., in all of 

which the non-personal substantives 

similarly define the sphere to which 

the activities of life were confined; 

see also exx. in Wetst. in loc. 

8. vuvl 8& dardQerQe] but now lay 

aside ; emphatic exhortation suggest- 

ed by their present state, the forcible 

vuvi (Hartung, Partik, Vol. m1. p. 24) 
standing in sharp opposition to the 

preceding more, dre. On the figura- 

tive drd0ec Ge, opp. to évdvcacde, comp. 

notes on Eph. iv. 22. The trans- 

lation of Eadie, ‘ye too have put off,’ 

perhaps suggested by a misunder- 

standing of Auth., can only be re- 

garded as an oversight. kal 
tpeis] ye also, ye as well as other 
Christians; the «al putting them 

here in contrast with their fellow- 

converts, a8 in ver. 7 with their 

fellow-heathens; comp. notes on 

Phil. iv. 12. Ta TavTa] them 
all; all previously (rovrois, ver. 7) 

and hereafter mentioned. Winer 

(Gr. § 18. 1) appears to refer 7a 

mdyvra, with an intensive force, only 

to what had been already adduced: 
the enumeration which follows seems 

to require from it a more compre- 
hensive and prospective reference; 

see Meyer in loc. So similarly Syr., 

Goth, (4th. omits), ‘hee omnia’ 
(comp. Theod.), except that this 

is perhaps too exclusively prospec- 

tive. épyyjv, Ovpov] On 
these two words, the former denoting 

the more settled state, the latter the 

more eruptive and temporary, see 

notes on Eph. iv. 31, and Trench, 

Synon. § 37; add also Gicum., who 

correctly remarks, gore yap Oupds... 

gals ris xal dvabvulacis dketa Tob 

mwaous, dpyh de €upovos Nin. 

kaklay] malice, ‘badness of heart,’ 

the evil habit of the mind, as con- 

trasted with wovypla, which is the 
more definite manifestation of it; 

comp. Eph. iv, 31, and Trench, Synon. 

§ 11. Pracrdyplay may be 
either against God or against men, 

according to the context (see notes on 
1 Tim. i, 13); here the associated 
vices seem to limit the reference to 
the latter ; rds Nosdopias otrw réyer, 

Theoph.; see notes on the very similar 
passage, Eph. iv. 31. 

aisxpodroylav] coarse, reproachful, 
speaking. It is somewhat doubtful 

whether we are to adopt (a) the 
morelimited meaning ‘turpiloquium,’ 

Clarom., sim. Vulg., Syr., ‘aglaiti- 

vaurdein,’ Goth., ‘turpitudo,’ Ath.; 

or (b) the more general ‘foul-mouthed 

abusiveness,’ Trench, Synon. § 34 
(comp. Copt., where however it seems 

-to be confounded with pwporoyia), 

‘schandbares Reden,’ Meyer. As ai- 

oxpor. is an dr. Aeyou. in N.T., and 

does not occur in LXX., and as both 

interpretations have good lexical au- 
thority,—the former, Xen. de Rep. 

Laced. v. 6, Poll. Onomast. 1v. 106, 

Clem.-Alex. Ped. u. 6, comp. Suicer, 
Thesaur. 8.v. Vol. 1. p. 136, Raphel, 

Annot. Vol. 11. p. 535; the latter, 

Polyb. Hist. vit. 13. 8, and xxxt. 

10. 4, where it is associated with 

Aot5opla,—the context alone must de- 
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GAAHAOUS, Gmekducdmevot TOY Tadatov avOpwrov uv 

cide. As this appy. refers mainly to 

sins against a neighbour (comp. ver. 

9), the balance seems in favour of (b) 

according to which aicxpor. will be 

an extension of B\ac@., and will imply 

all coarse and foul-mouthed language, 

whether abusive or otherwise. 

& Tod or. tpay is not to be referred 
solely to alexpor. (Ath.), but to the 

two preceding substantives, dé0ec0e 

being mentally supplied. It seems 

doubtful whether the addition marks 

specially the pollution (pumot yap 7d 
els SoEoNoylay Oeot rerounudvoy orbua, 

Cicum., comp. Chrys.), or the unswit- 

ableness (Mey.) of the actions which 
are here described: the latter is 

perhaps slightly the most probable; 

comp. James iii. to. 

9: pr WebSerQe] do not lie; pres., 
do not indulge in the practice. The 
addition els d\djAous specifies the ob- 

jects toward which the practice was 

forbidden (compare Winer, Gr. § 49. 

a. ¢. 6), and stamps it as a social 

wrong; see Eph. iv. 25, and notes 

in loc. On the frightful character 
of untruthfulness, and its evolution 

from selfishness and lust, see esp. 

Miiller, Doctr. of Sin, 1. 1. 3. 2, Vol. 

I. p. 171 sq. (Clark). 
dmekSvcdpevor] seeing that ye have 
put off, Auth., Rev.; causal parti- 
ciple, giving the reason for the 

precept, and in point of time prior 

to (Mey.), not contemporaneous with 

(‘exspoliantes,’ Vulg., Clarom.) the 
preceding presentimperative pevdecbe, 
and so not forming a part of the 

command (Lightf.). Such a refer- 
ence is not superfluous or inap- 

propriate (De W.); the part. serves 
suitably to remind them that the 

conditions into which they had now 

entered (by baptism,—to which the 

participles seem to point) rendered 

a selfish and untruthful life a self- 
contradiction. To consider dzexé. as 

beginning a new period, interrupted, 
and resumed in ver. 12, a8 Hofm. 

Schriftb. Vol. 11. 2, p. 268, seems very 

harsh and improbable. On the double 

compound dzrexd. see notes on chap. 

ii. 15. Tov madatov dvOp. ] 

the old man; not merely ri mporé- 

pay odurelav, Theod., but, with a 
more individualizing reference, our 

former unconverted self, our state 

before regeneration ; see notes on Eph. 

iv.22. Davenant (comp. Calv.) refers 
the term to the ‘insita nature nostree 

corruptio,’—a special and polemical 

reference, to which the context, which 

seems to point simply to their ante- 

Christian, as contrasted with their 

present state (aére, vuvl, ver. 7, 8), 

appears to yield no support. 

ody tats mp. aitot] with his deeds; 

slightly explanatory, marking the 

practical character of the develop- 

ments of the rahards dvOpwrros ; comp. 
Gal. v. 24. Calvin well says, ‘notan- 

dum est veterem hominem ab operibus 

suis, tanquam arborem a fructibus, 

discerni.’ 
To. Kab év8. Tov véov] and have 

put on the new man; closely connect- 

ed with the preceding clause, and 

presenting on the positive side the 

act succeeding to the diexd. on the 
negative. The term véos stands here 

in contrast with wadaids as marking 

the newly-entered and fresh state of 
spiritual conditions after conversion 

and regeneration. In Eph. iv. 24 
the term is xawdés, as marking rather 

the new state in respect of quality ; 

comp. Tittmann, Synon. 1. p. 59, 

notes on Eph. iii. 16, iv. 24, and 

Trench, Synon. § 60. It is 
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not improbable that the reference in 
the two passages is slightly different, 
in Eph., as the hortatory tone sug- 
gests, the ref. is primarily to renova- 

tion; here, as the argumentative 

allusion seems to imply, primarily to 

regeneration, yet in neither, as the 

noticeable combinations (dvaveotcba 

...Kkawdy dvOp,, Tov véov Tov dvaxac.) 
further suggest, is the reference ex- 

clusive. On the distinction, see 

Waterl. Regen. Vol. tv. p. 433 8q., 
comp. Trench, Synon. § 18. 

Tov dvakaw.] who is being renewed ; 
characteristic, not merely of dv@pwmov 

(De W.), but of the véov dvOpwiror, as 
the prominence of the epithet clearly 

requires. This process of dvaxalyw- 

ots, of which the causa instrumentalis 

and agent (Tit. iii. 5, comp. Eph. 

iv. 23) is the Holy Spirit, is re- 

presented as continually going on; 

comp. 2 Cor. iv. 16, 6 éow huav 

(dvOp.) dvaxawotra: huépa kal hudpa. 

The prep. dvd appears to mark re- 
storation to a former, not necessarily 

a primal state; see Winer, de Verb, 

Comp. III. p. 10, comp. notes on Eph. 

iv. 23. és émlyvaow] unto 

full knowledge, appy. of God, and 

the mystery of redemption (rod Ocot 

kal rav Gelwv, Theoph.) ; comp. ch. i. 

9, ii. 2, Eph. i. 17; ‘in eo ergo quod 

ait qui renov. in agnitionem, demon- 

stravit quoniam ipse ille qui igno- 

rantize erat ante homo, id est igno- 

rans Deum, per (?) eam que in eo 
est agnitionem renovatur, agnitio 

enim Dei renovat hominem,’ Iren. 

Her. v. 12. 4. On the full meaning 

of émiyy. (‘accurata cognitio’), see 

notes on Eph. l.c., and comp. on 

Col. ii. 2. This was the object 

towards which the dvaxaw. tended 
(not the sphere in which, Auth., 

E, 

Copt.),—the result which it was de- 

signed to attain; comp. Eph. iv. 

13. kar’ elkéva K.T.A.] 
after the image of Him who created 

him. After a comparison with the 

similar and suggestive passage Eph. 

iv. 24, there can scarcely be a doubt 

that this clause is to be connected with 

dvaxaw., not with émlyywow (Meyer, 
comp. Hofmann, Schriftb. Vol. 1. p. 

252),—a construction grammatically 

admissible (comp. Winer, Gr. § 20. 4), 
but not exegetically satisfactory. 

Kara will thus point to the ‘norma’ 
or model (notes on Gal. iv. 28), and 

the elkav rod xric. to the image of 

God (Theod.), not of Christ (Chrys.; 
comp. Miiller, Doctr. of Sin, Vol. 11. 

p. 392, Clark), in which the first man 

was created, which was lost by sin, 

but ‘is to be restored again by a real 

though not substantial change,’ Pear- 

son, Creed, Art. 1. Vol. 1. p. 149 

(ed. Burt.) ; ‘in eo quod dicit secun- 

dum imag. conditoris, recapitulatio- 

nem manifestavit ejusdem hominis 

qui in initio secundum imaginem 

factus est Dei,’ Iren. Her. v. 12. 4, 

comp. Delitzsch, Bibl. Psychol. 11. 2, 

p. 51, who conceives that with the 

spiritual a physical depravation of 

the image was also included. This 

reference to a restoration of the 

image of God in the first creation 

has been sometimes deemed an idea 

foreign to Scripture (comp. Miiller, 

Doctr, of Sin, rv. 3, Vol. 11. p. 393) 

Clark): this however does not seem 

to be the case; see notes on Eph. iv. 

24, and the passages collected from 

the early eccl. writers in Bull, Engl. 

Works, Dise. v. p. 478 sq., and esp. 

p. 492. On the meaning of elxdv, 

see Trench, Synon. § 15. 

avrév] Scil. rov véov dvOp.; not merely 

Oo 
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11 avrov' drov ove é1"EXAnv cat lovdatos, weprrouy Kat 
q) ~ s 

ax poBucria, BapBapos, ZxvOns, dodros, éAevOepos, adda 
A U sy lal , 

TQ WOAVTQA KL EV Tactv Xpirres. 

® 4 12 *"EvdvcacGe ovv, ws ékAexTol TOU Put on mercy, be for- 
ci 3 f f fer tis peace or ed rule Ge0b aylot Kat nyarnpévol, aTAaAYXVa 4 Bie lend, and 

in your hearts to God, and give thanks. 

11. There are several variations of reading in this verse derived from the 

similar passage Gal. iii. 28. After é. D'FG; Clarom., Aug., Boern., add 

dpoev cal Ojdrv. The addition of xat by DFG after B48. seems a clear inter- 
polation, thus rendering the testimony of the same MSS. of doubtful value 
in the next clause. Also between do0\. and édev0. Lachm. inserts xal, with 

AD'!FG : 3 mss.; Vulg., Clarom., al.: the external authority is fair, but the 

probability of a conformation to the preceding clauses is very great. Lastly, 

ra is omitted by Westc. and Hort, on good but not preponderating authority. 

av0p. (De W.), which seems opposed 

to the logical and grammatical con- 

nexion, and is not required by the 

preceding interpretation. Whether 

God be defined as 6 xricas in ref. to 

the first or to the second creation 

(avdxriots, Pearson, Creed, Vol. 1. 

p. 80, Burt.) does not alter the doc- 

trinal truth involved in the words— 

‘quod perdidimus in Adam, id est 

secundum imaginem et similitudinem 

esse Dei, hoc in Christo Jesu reci- 

pimus,’ Iren. Her. 1. 18. 1. 

11. 8mov] where; ‘qua in re’ 

(‘apud quem,’ Aith.), scil. in which 

condition of daékdvois of the old and 
éydvois of the new man; comp. Xen. 

Mem, 11. 5. 1, and Kiihner in loc., 
cited (but incorrectly) by Meyer. 
ovk éyu] there is not; see notes on 

Gal. iii. 28, where the grammatical 

character of this contraction is briefly 

discussed. “EAAny kat 
*Iov8.] Greek and Jew; antithesis 
involving national distinctions, fol- 

lowed by a second (mepir. kal dp.) 

involving ritual characteristics, and 

by a climax (@dp8., Zxv9.) in ref. to 

habits and civilization (‘Scythe bar- 

baris barbariores,’ Beng., Bpaxd rav 

Onpiwy diapépovres, Joseph. contr. Ap. 

II. 37; see exx. in Wetst. in loc.), and 

lastly by a third unconnected anti- 

thesis (do0dos, édevO. ) involving social 

relations. On the term @dpBapos see 
notes on 1 Cor. xiv. 11. The Greek 

regarded all the rest of mankind as 

BdpBapor, and the Roman, in effect, 

did the same; comp. Cicero, de Fin. 

mr. 15 (cited by Lightf.), ‘non solum 
Grecia et Italia, sed etiam omnis 

barbaria.’ On the term Zxviéys, 

and the relations into which the 

Scythians appear once to have come 

with the Jews in the reign of Josiah, 

see the note of Bp Lightfoot in loc. 

GAA Ta wavTa K.T.A.] but CHRIST 
is all, andin all; similar in meaning 

to mdvres...tpets els éore év Xp. Ino., 

Gal. iii. 28, but with asomewhat more 

comprehensive enunciation: ‘ Christ’ 

(placed with emphasis at the end, 

Jelf, Gr. § go2. 2) is the aggregation 

of all things, distinctions, preroga- 

tives, and blessings, and moreover is 

in all, dwelling in all, and so uniting 

all in the common element of Him- 

self; mdvra tuiv 6 Xpiords €orat, kal 

dilwua Kal yévos, kal dv maow spiv 

avrés, Chrys. For examples of elvyac 

Td wdvra or mdvra in ref. to an in- 

dividual, see the very large collection 
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olkTipuov, XpyeTOTHTAa, TaTevopocivyy, wpa’tyTAa, 

12, oixripuobd] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on vastly 
preponderating authority: Rec., olxripyuay. The form mpaiir. (rpgér. Rec.) is 
here supported by ABCN, and is adopted in the above-mentioned edd. 

in Wetst. on 1 Cor. xv. 28. 

12—17. Exhortations to mercy, 

love, peace, and joyfulness. 
12, *Hv8bcac0e otv] Put on then; 
exhortation naturally following from 

the fact that the véos dy@pwmos which 

involved all the above blessings had 

been put on; ‘as you have put on the 

new man, put on all its characteristic 
qualities.’ Theovy hasthus apparently 

more of its reflexive force, ‘igitur,’ not 

‘ergo’ (Vulg.), ‘it takes up what has 

been said and continues it,’ Donalds, 

Cratyl. § 192; comp. notes on Phil. 

ii. 1. Gs &kX. TOD Oeod] as 
chosen ones of God; as being men who 

enjoy and value so great and so sin- 

gular a blessing as to have been called 
out of heathen darkness to the know- 
ledge of Christ; comp. Tit. i. 1. 

Meyer acutely calls attention to the 

fact that ws éxdexrol echoes the pre- 

ceding argumentative daexdvo., and 

thus stands in logical and exegetical 

connexion with what precedes. 

Gyo. kal jyawnp.] It is doubtful 
whether these two words are to be 

regarded as used substantively (‘ut 
sancti et dilecti,’ Aith.-Pol. but not 

Platt), and as co-ordinate to, or as 

simple predicates to the preceding 

éxXexrol Tod Oeod. The pure sub- 

stantival use of the latter expres- 

sion in St Paul’s Epp. (Rom. viii. 33, 

Tit. i. 1, comp. 2 Tim. ii. 10), coupled 
with the fact that the force of the ex- 
hortation rests on their character as 
éxdexrol, not as being ayo Kal yyar., 
renders the latter connexion most 

plausible; so Beng., and after him 

Mey., and the majority of modern 

editors and expositors. Chrys. and 
Theoph. appear to have regarded 

them as three attributes; so Daven., 

Huther, al. The xal is omitted by 

B, 17, Theb. (so Westc. and Hort, in 

marg.), but the authority for its 

retention is too preponderant even 

for brackets (as in Lightf.). 
onmddyxva otktippov] tender mercies 
of compassion; ‘bowels which are 

characterized by, and are the seat 

of, mercy,’ the gen. being that of the 

‘predominating quality,’ and pro- 

bably falling under the general head 

of the gen. possessivus; see Scheuerl. 

Synt. § 16. 3, p. 118, and comp, 

Luke i. 78, omddyxva édéovs. The 

expression is probably a little more 

emphatic than the simple olxripuot 

(Heb. x. 28), or the more common 
eos: odk elmev EXeov, GAN éewpavte- 

Kwrepor dia Tov Svo, Chrys.; comp. 
Fritz. Rom. Vol. m. p. 315. For 

examples of the tropical use of 

omwhdyxva, which however is here not 

necessarily required (comp. Mey.),see 

Phil. i. 8, ii. 1, and notes in locc. 

XpyorstyTa] kindness ; ‘benevolence 
and sweetness of disposition as shown 

in intercourse with one another;’ 

joined in Tit. iii. 4 with pAavOpwrla, 
and in Rom. xi. 22 opp. to droroula; 

see notes on Gal. v. 22. 

tatevodpoc.] lowliness of mind, the 
thinking ourselves lowly because we 

are 80; dv ramewds 7s, Kal évvojoys Tis 

dy ws éowOns, apopuhy mpds dperhy 
auBdves rhv prjunv, Chrys. on Eph. 

iv. 2, here more exact than in his de- 

finitions collected in Suicer, Thesaur. 

s.v. On the true meaning of this word 

see the valuable remarks of Neander, 
Planting, Vol. 1. p. 483; Trench, 

Synon. § 42, and notes on Eph. iv. 2. 

mpatryta] meekness, in respect of 

02 
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13 Max poOupiay, avexomevot adAnAwy Kal yaptCouevor 
€ a LA , w , 4 ‘ 
E€AUTOLS, EV TIS Teos TLUa EXn moucny, Kades Kal 

14 6 Kuptos éxapicato 
toa eo 4 

UMivy ovTMsS Kal 
e - ‘J a 

upeig’ ETL 

13. KUpsos] So Lachm., Treg., Rev. (with marg.), Weste. and Hort (with 

marg.), on preponderating authority: Rec., Tisch., and former edd. of this 

Commentary, Xpiords. 

God, as well as toward one another; 

see notes on Gal. v. 23, and on Eph, 

iv. z, in which latter passage it occurs 

in exactly the same position with 

respect to ramev. and maxpobupla. 

Eadie objects to the primary reference 

to God, but appy. without sufficient 

reason: that mpavrys is frequently 

used in purely human relations is 

quite true (comp. Tit. iii. 2, rpair. 

apos mavras av@pwrous), but that its 
basis is a meek acceptance of God’s 

dealings with us seems clearly shown 

in Matth. xi. 29, where it is an attri- 

bute of the Saviour, and in Gal. vi. 1, 

and perhaps 1 Cor. iv. 21 and 2 

Tim. ii. 25, where a sense of depen- 

dence on God forms the very ground- 

work of the exhortation. In such 

passages mere gentleness seems quite 
insufficient. On paxpodupla opp. to 

dévOuula (comp. James i. 19), see 

notes on Eph. iv. 2. 

13. dvexdpevor GAX.] forbearing 
one another; exhibition of the last 

two, and perhaps more particularly 

of the last of the above-mentioned 

virtues; comp. Eph, iv. 2, pera 

paxpod., avexduevor add. év dydary. 

There does not seem any necessity 

for enclosing the whole verse (Griesb., 

Lachm., Buttm.), nor even kadws 

kal—tpets (Winer, Gr. § 64, ed. 5), 
in a parenthesis. The structure and 

sequence of thought are uninterrupt- 

ed; while the first participle expands 

the preceding substantives, the second 

is enhanced by an adverbial clause 

which in its second member carries 

with it the preceding participle xapr- 

{buevor; see Winer, Gr. § 62. 4, p. 

499, ed. 6. Xapilspevor éav- 
rots] forgiving each other; comp. 

Eph. iv. 32. The change to the 

reflexive pronoun in two members so 

perfectly similar (Eph. lc. is a little 
different) is perhaps not accidental; 

while d\A7jAwy marks an act to be 

done by one Christian to his fellow- 

Christian, éavrots may suggest the 

performance of an act faintly re- 
sembling that of Christ’s, namely, of 

each one toward all,—yea even to 

themselves included (‘vobis ipsis,’ 

Vulg.), Christians being members of 

one another; éca dv év r@ evepyereiv 

mow@pev érépous, KaAGs Talra, Kal dud 

7) TéXos Kal did Td cvoTwpovs Huds 

elvar, paddov eis tuds dvapépera, 

Origen on Eph. l.c. (Cramer, Cat. 

Vol. 1. p. 311), but perhaps more 

appropriate here than there. 

popdyy] (ground of) blame. This 

form is an dmaé. \eyédu. in the N.T., 

but, especially in combination with 

éxw, sufficiently common in classical 

Greek; see exx. in Wetst. in loc., and 

in Rost u. Palm, Lez. s.v. The glosses 

uéupw [D1] and dpytv [FG] are ob- 

viously suggested by the non-ap- 

pearance of the word elsewhere in the 

N.T. or in the LXX. 
Kabds Kal 6 Kupvos «.7.A.] even as 
the Lord also forgave you; comp. ch. 

ii. 13, where the same divine act is, as 

it would seem, similarly attributed to 

Christ: contrast Eph. iv. 32, where it 
is referred to 6 Qeds év Xp. Kadws 

(comp. notes on Gal. iii. 6), associated 
with the xal of comparison (Klotz, 
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cad be , A if , ee 3 ‘ 

Tag € TOVTOLS THY ayamryVv, O ETTLY ovvdcr mos 

14. 8] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very clearly 

preponderating authority, as against either és (N!D1) or qris (Rec.), both of 
which are, almost certainly, grammatical corrections. 

Devar, Vol. 11. p. 635) and balanced 
by the following otrws cal, here simply 

introduces an example (umeloOe Tov 

Acorérnv, Theod.): in Eph. l.c., as 

the imperatival structure suggests, it 

has more of an argumentative tinge; 

see notes in loc. Kal dpets] 
Scil. xyapufduevor, the structure re- 

maining participial: see Winer, Gr. 

§ 62. 4. The principal Vv., Syr. 

(‘condonate’), Clarom. (‘ita et vos 

facite’), Goth. (‘taujaip’), Ath. 

(‘facite’), and Theod., supply the 

imperative, which in some MSS. 
[D!FG; Clarom., Theb., Goth., al., 

moetre] is actually expressed: this 

however certainly seems to be at 

variance with the structure, and in- 

terrupts the otherwise easy sequence 

of clauses; so rightly De Wette and 
Meyer. On the double «ai in sen- 
tences composed of correlative mem- 

bers, see Klotz, Devar. Vol. 1. p. 

635, and notes on Eph. v. 23, where 

the usage is briefly investigated. 

14. éml waow 88 rodvrots] but over 
all these things; not, as in Eph. vi. 

16 (see notes in loc.), with a simple 
force of accession or superaddition, 

Syr. (‘cum his omnibus’), Ath., but, 
as the more distinct expression and 

esp. the foregoing image seem to re- 

quire, with a semi-local force (‘super,’ 

Vulg., ‘ufar,’ Goth.), the dative with 

érl as usual conveying the idea of 

closer and less separable connexion ; 

see notes on Eph. ii. 20. Love to- 

ward all (comp. notes on Phil. i. 9) 

was thus to be the garb put on over 

all the other elements in the spiritual 
évdvots. 8] which (element) ; 

neuter, the antecedent being viewed 

under an abstract and generalized 
aspect; see Jelf, Gr. § 820. 1, Kriiger, 

Sprachl. § 61. 7. 9. oiy- 
Seopos THs TeAcLoTHTOS] the bond of 
perfectness, Auth.; not ‘complete- 

ness,’ Alf., which would be a more 

suitable transl. of oAoxAnpla; comp. 

Trench, Synon. § 22. The genitival 
relation has been somewhat differently 

explained ; the abstract gen. may be 

(a) the gen. of quality, in which case 

redeor. would be little more than an 

epithet, ‘the most perfect bond,’ 

Hamm., Grot., and even Green, Gr. 

p. 247; (b) the gen. of content, ‘amor 

complectitur virtutum universitatem,’ 

Beng., comp. Bull, Exam. Cens. u, 

5,—77s TeAevdr. marking that which 

the ctvd. enclosed within it, De W., 

Olsh., comp. Usteri, Lehrb. 1. 1. 4, 

p. 242; or (c) the gen. objecti, ris 

redeét. being that which is held 

together by it, and on which it exer- 

cises its conjunctive power; mdvra 

éxeiva ality svogeyyet, Theoph.: so 

Chrys., Theod., appy. Syr. (‘cinc- 

torium’), and more recently Steig. 
and Meyer. Of these (c) has clearly 
the advantage, as not involving 

either a doubtful gen., or an unsatis- 

factory if not indemonstrable mean- 
ing of civdecpos (comp. Mey.); as 
however it assigns a questionable col- 

lective force to redecdrys, scil. ra Thy 

TedeLoTyTa Towodvra, Chrys., Theoph., 

it seems more exact to regard the gen. 

as (d) a gen. subjecti belonging to the 

general category of the gen. possess. ; 

love is the bond which belongs to, is 

the distinctive feature of perfection: 

contrast Eph. iv. z, and comp. notes 

in loc. The omission of the 
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15 Tis TedeornTOS. 
Bevérw ev rais Kkapdias 

9 U , 16 év évi odmatey Kal evxapiaToar yiverOe. 

Kal 4 epyvy tod Xpicrot Bpa- 

UV, eis qv Kat exAfOnre 

‘O Adyos 

15. Xpicrod] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on greatly 

preponderating authority: Rec., Ocob. 

article may be due to the verb sub- 
stantive; see Middleton, Gr. Art. 111. 

3+ 2, p. 43 (ed. Rose). 

15. % elpyvy Tod Xp.] the peace of 
Christ; gen. auctoris, or perhaps ra- 

ther originis (Hartung, Casus, p. 17, 

see notes on ch. i. 23), ‘the peace 
which comes from Him who is our 

peace (Eph. ii. 14), and who solemnly 
left His peace to His church’ (John 

iv. 27); éxelvyy (clphyny) jv 6 Xpicrds 

adixev atros, Chrys. The peace of 

Christ must not be restricted merely 
to éuévoa, though this is appy. the 

more immediate reference in the pre- 

sent passage, but includes that deep 

peace and tranquillity which is His 

blessed gift, and emanates from His 

atoning death on the Cross; comp. 

elpyvn Ocod, Phil. iv. 7, in which the 

idea is substantially the same, except 

that perhaps peace is there contem- 

plated in its antithesis to anxious 

worldliness (see notes in loc.), while 
here it is rather opposed to the hard, 

unloving, and unquiet spirit that mars 

the union of the é capa. 

BpaPevérw)rule, Auth., Rev.;sim.Syr., 
‘ducat,’ ‘regat;’ ‘sit gubernatrix,’ 

Beza. The verb BpaBevew [Bpa= po, 

see notes on Phil. iii. 14] has here re- 
ceived different explanations (‘exult- 

et,’ Vulg., Goth.; ‘stabiliatur,’ Copt., 

ith. ; ‘abundet,’ Clarom.), all per- 

haps endeavouring to retain some 
shade of the original meaning (aywvo- 

Oerotcdy Te kal BpaBevoucav, Theod., 

‘be umpire,’ Lightf.), but obscuring 

rather than elucidating it. The later 

and secondary meaning ‘adminis- 

trare,’ ‘ gubernare,’ Hesych. lOuvéc Ow 

(Raphel, Annot. Vol. 11. p. 533 84, 

and Schweigh. Lex. Polyd. s.v.), 
seems here the most simple and na- 

tural; ‘let the peace whichcomes from 

Christ order all things in your hearts.’ 
For confirmation of this later mean- 

ing, see also the exx. collected by 
Krebs (Obs. p. 343) and Loesn. (Obs. 

Pp. 373), one of the most pertinent 

of which is Joseph. Antig. rv. 3. 2, 
mdvTa of mpovola SioiKxeirat kal... . 

kara BovAnow BpaBevouevov Thy ohv els 

réhos épxerat, where the association 

with dovxe?cOar renders the meaning 

very distinct. On the use of xapdla 
to denote man in his inner relations, 

see Beck, Seelenl. 111. 23, p. 80, 

comp. p. 107. els tv 

kal ékd10.] unto which [almost, for 

unto it (see notes on ch. i. 25, 27)] 
ye were also called; unto the enjoy- 

ment and participation of which, the 

els marking the immediate (not ulti- 
mate) object of the cadet (1 Cor, i. 

9, 1 Tim. vi. 12), and thus differing 
but little from émi with dat., by 

which Chrys. here explains it. The 
latter perhaps involves more the idea 

of approximation (Donalds. Cratyl. § 

172), the former of direction. The 
ascensive kai marks the kAfjois as 

also having the same object as the 
Apostle’s admonition, 

éy &vl oopati] in one body, i.e. 80 
as to abide in one body; not marking 
the object contemplated, ‘ut unum 

essetis corpus’ (comp. Grot.), nor the 

manner of the calling (Steig., comp. 

1 Cor, vii. 15), but, as the more con- 
erete term seems to require, simply 

the result to which it tended; @xovd- 



Til, 15; 16. 

TOU EVOLKELTW Xpirroi 

macy copia Owdackovres Kat 

unoev 6 Xp. rods mdvras ey copa 

mojo, Hicum.; comp. Eph. ii. 16, 

and Winer, Gr. § go. 5. 
kal evxdp. ylv.] and be (become) 
thankful, ‘grati,’ Vulg., scil. to God 
(Chrys., Theoph.) as 6 caddy (see 
notes on Gal. i. 6), less probably to 

Christ, as Theod. and expressly Syr. 

(which however omits rof Xp. in the 
next clause) and Ath. The meaning 

‘amabiles,’ evxdpiror (Olsh.), though 

lexically defensible (comp. Xen. Gicon. 

v. 10), seems here wholly inappro- 

priate. Evxapicria was a duty ever 

foremost in the thoughts of the 

great Apostle, 1 Thess. v. 18; ob- 

serve his frequent use of evxapiorety 

(25 times) and edxapiorla (12 times), 
the latter of which only occurs thrice 

elsewhere (Acts xxiv. 3, Rey. iv. 9, 

vii. 12) in the whole N.T. For a 

good sermon on the whole of: the 

verse, see Frank, Serm. i. Vol. 11. 

p. 394 (A.-C. Lib.): and on the duty 
in general, Barrow, Serm. VIII. Ix. 

Vol. 1. p. 179 sq. (ed. Oxf.). 

16. ‘O Aédyos trod Xp.] The word 
of Christ, as delivered in the Gospel, 

Xpucrod being the gen. subjecti, the 
word spoken and proclaimed by Him, 

1 Thess. i. 8, iv. 15, 2 Thess. iii. 1; 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 30. 1. It is per- 

fectly unnecessary, with Lachm., to 

enclose this clause in brackets. The 

previous more general exhortations 

to love and peace, which conclude 
with evydp. yiveode, are suitably ac- 

companied by a more special one 

which shows the efficacy of the Gospel 
in such respects, and more fully ex- 

pands the last precept; rapawéoas 
evxaplorous elvat kal THY dddv Belxvvar, 
Chrys. The readings Qed (AC', 

17, Aith.; Rev. marg.), and Kv- 
plov (N!, Memph.; Rev. marg., Westc. 

> 4 ~ 

evo uphiv 
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Trovciws, ev 

vouGerouvres éauTous 

and Hort marg.), are obviously cor- 
rections : 6 Néyos Tov Xpiorov occurs 
only in this place. évoukel- 
to év duiv wA.] dwell within you 
richly; surely not ‘among you,’ 

Luth., De W., which would tend to 

obliterate the force of the compound, 

nor ‘in you as a Church,’ Mey., 

Alf., which really comes to the same 

thing,—but as usual, ‘within you’ 

(riv rot Kp. didacxarlay &v rH wuxg 

wepipépew del, Theod.), ‘in your 
hearts,’ the outcoming and manifes- 

tation of which was to be seen in the 

acts described by the participles. 

Compare Rom. viii. 11, 2 Cor. vi. 16 

(the phrase is not used in the cor- 

responding passage of the LXX.), 

2 Tim. i. 5, 14, the only other pas- 

sages in which évoxeiy éy occurs, 

and which, though the 7d évocxody is 

specified as mioris in one case and 

IIvetua in the other, go far to fix 

the meaning in the present case. 

This indwelling was to be miovolws, 

‘richly,’ ‘not with a scanty foothold, 

but with a large and liberal oecu- 

pancy,’ Eadie. ev waoy 
codpla is not to be connected with 

what precedes (Syr.,—but appy. not 

Chrys., as asserted by Mey., Alf.), 

but with diddox. cal youd. as in ch. i. 

28, Beng., al. The construction is 

then perfectly harmonious; évotkelrw 

has its single adverb wAovelws, and is 

supported and expanded by two co- 

ordinate participial clauses, each of 

which has its spiritual manner or 

element of action (év mdoy codla, év 

xapirt) more exactly defined; see 
notes on ch, i. 28. Si8dok. 
kal vovler. éaut.] teaching and ad- 
monishing one another: on the mean- 

ing and force of vovereiv, see notes 

on ch. i. 28. On the possible force 
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an a a a cy n , 

Waruois, vuvos, gdais wvevmatixais, ev TH XapiTe 
” - n = n \ a v 

17 godovres év Tais kapoiats vpav to Oe, kal way 6 Tt 

16. paduois, tuvos] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec., padpots al vuvos Kal. TH xdpere] 

So Luchm., Tisch., Treg., on slightly preponderating authority: Rec., Rev., 
Westc. and Hort, omit 77. The omission of the article may have been due 
to its having seemed to be superfluous. rais kapdlas] So Lachm., Tisch., 

Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very greatly preponderating authority: Rec., 

TH kapdla, Lastly, the above-mentioned critical edd. read r@ Oe@ instead 

of rg Kupiw (Rec.) on similar, and very greatly preponderating, authority. 

of éavrods, see notes on ver. 13: here it 

more probably stands simply for dA- 

Aprovs ; comp. Winer, Gr. § 22. 5. 

On the very intelligible participial 

anacoluthon, see Green, Gr. p. 313, 

notes on Eph. iii. 18, and Phil. i. 

30. It seems impossible to accept 

the view of Bp Lightfoot that the 

participles, either here, or in simi- 

lar hortatory passages (Rom. xii. 9 

sq., 16 sq., Eph. iv. z, 3, al.), are 

used for imperatives, or that the ab- 

solute participle can be sometimes 

indicative, sometimes imperative, 

sometimes optative. Surely in all 

cases the participle is, by its very 

nature, dependent. As Kiihner (Gr. 

§ 493. 4) rightly says, it is, in all 

such cases, dependent on a foregoing 

or succeeding verb. The utmost, 

then, that can be said is, that the 

so-called absolute participle may so 

far take its hue from the context and 

from the syntactic character of the 

finite verb with which it stands in 

connexion, as to appear to be used 
independently, but that this is in 

appearance only (‘nur scheint,’ 

Kiihner), and that it intrinsically 
remains in dependence on the finite 

verb: consider the whole section in 

Kiihner above referred to (§ 493), 
and the remarks of this grammarian 

on the participle generally, in his 

very thorough treatise on this por- 

tion of the verb ; see also Winer, Gr. 

§ 45.6, and §§ 62 sq., and comp. Her- 

mann, Viger, No. 227. 

Worpots «.7.A.] with psalms, hymns, 
spiritual songs; instrument by which 

the d.dax7 and vovdéryots were to be 
communicated. Mill connects these 

datives with the following words, but 

not with propriety, as ddovres has 

already two defining members asso- 

ciated with it. On the distinction 

between the terms, and the force of 

mvevyar. (‘such as the Holy Spirit 

inspires ’), see notes on the parallel 

passage, Eph. v. 19, and Trench, 

Synon. Part 11. § 28. Meyer remarks 

that the singing, dc., here alluded 

to, was not necessarily at divine ser- 

vice, but at the ordinary social meet- 

ings; see Clem.-Alex. Ped. 11. 4. 43, 

Vol. 1. p. 194 (ed. Pott.), where this 
passage is referred to; comp. Suicer, 

Thesaur. Vol. 11, p. 1568. On the 
hynans used by the ancient church in 

her services, see Bingham, Antig. 

XIV. 2. Le év TH XdpiTe @8.] 
in grace singing ; participial clause 

co-ordinate to the foregoing, specify- 

ing another form of singing, viz. that 

of the inward heart; see Eph. v. 19, 

and notes in loc. ’Ev rij xdp. is obvi- 

ously parallel to év racy codla, and 

serves to define the characteristic 

element to which the déew was to be 

circumscribed (see notes on ch. i, 28); 

it was to be in the element, and with 

the accompaniment of Divine grace: 
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omy a ’ , Pe)? ’ ? oF K ’ 
EGY TOLNTE EV doyo nH EV EpY®, TAVTa €V OVOMAaATL uplov 

*Incov 0 6 Oce@ warpi dt’ avtov n Xaptarovvres TH Oeg p . 

17. édv] So Lachm. (with marg.), Treg., Westc. and Hort, on slightly 

preponderating authority: Rec., Tisch., Rev., dy. Kuplov "Incoi] So 

Rec., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on apparently preponderating 

authority: Lachm., and former edd. of this Commentary, ‘Inood Xpuorod. 

This latter reading is well supported, but has probably been derived from 

Eph. v. 20. The insertion of xai (Rec.) before warp is derived from the 
same passage, and has no sufficient critical support. 

so Chrys. 2, dad ris xapiros rod 

TIvevuaros, icum., da ris mapa Tov 

aytov IIvevduaros dobetons xdptros, both 

of which however are rather clumsy 

paraphrases of the preposition. The 

interpretations ‘quod se utilitate 

commendet,’ Beza, ‘with becoming 

thankfulness,’ De W., dc., are un- 

satisfactory; and yapiévrws, Grot., 

‘in dexteritate quaédam  gratiosi,’ 

Daven. 2, untenable; as the singing 

was not aloud, but in the silence of 

the heart (Mey.). év tats 
KapSlas tpav] in your hearts; lo- 
cality of the déev. This ddev év rats 
xapd. is not an expansion of the pre- 

ceding clause, defining its proper cha- 

racteristics or accompaniments (u7 

pévoy T@ oTduart, Theod.),—in which 

case the clause would be subordinate, 

—but specifies another kind of sing- 

ing, viz. that of the inward heart to 

God, the former being éavrois: see 

notes on Eph. v. 19. 

17. wav 8 tr—Upyw] An absolute 
nom. standing out of regimen and 

placed at the beginning of the sen- 

tence with a slight emphatic force; 

see Jelf, Gr. § 477. 1. This seems 

rather more correct than to regard it 

as an accus. reflected from the fol- 

lowing mavra, as appy. Steiger and 

De Wette. awavto, is 

certainly not adverbial (Storr, comp. 

Kypke, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 329), nor even 

a resumption of the preceding ray, 

but an accus. governed by roteire, 

supplied from the preceding rocfre; 

comp. notes on Eph. v. 22. What 

had been stated individually in way 

6 7 x.7.d. is now expressed more fully 
and collectively by rdyra. It is diffi- 

cult to understand how the reverse 

can be the case (Hadie), and the plural 

‘individualizing.’ év év6- 
pare Kv. *I.] in the name of the Lord 

Jesus; not ‘invocato illius adjuto- 

rio,’ Daven. («cadet tov Tidv, Chrys.), 

but, as in Eph. v. 20, ‘in the name, 

in that holy and spiritual element 

which His name betokens;’ see notes 

on Eph. l.c., on Phil. ii. 10, and 

comp. Barrow, Serm. xxxur. 6, Vol. 

II. p. 323, where every possible mean- 
ing is stated and exhausted ; see also 

Whichcote, Disc. xii. Vol. 1. p. 

288 sq. (Aberd. 1751),—one of a 

course of 3 valuable sermons on this 
text, and comp. Beveridge, Serm. crx. 

Vol. v. p. 116 sq. (A.-C. Libr.). 

edxap. TO Oe@ «.7.d.] giving thanks 
to God the Father through Him; at- 

tendant service with which the (7o- 
ely) madvra x.7.A. is to be ever asso- 
ciated; comp. Eph. v. 20, and see 

notes on ver. 15, and on Phil. iv. 6 

add Hofmann, Schriftb. Vol. 1. 2, p. 

336, who with less probability limits 
the evap. to thankfulness for ability 
thus to do all éy dvou. k.7.2. 
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18 Ai yuvaixes, btoraccer Oe Tois 
° é v e 7 m= i f 

Ig ay Party, WS AVYHKEV Ev Kupiy, 

” é . na ‘ a s 
av PESs ayaTate Tas yuvaikas Kat 

IIPOZ KOAAZZAETS. 

Wives and husbands, children 
and parents, observe your 
duties. Servants, obe 
masters and be faithfi 
ters, be just. 

Oi your 
; Mas- 

A , ‘ oF 
My mikpatvea Oe Tpos auTas. 

18. dvdpdow] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on vastly 

preponderating authority: Rec. prefixes ldlous. 

18—ch. 1v. 1. Precepts to the 

different members of the Christian 

household. 18. Ai yuvatkes] 
This. verse and the eight following 

(iii. 18—iv. 1) contain special pre- 

cepts, nearly the same as those in 

Eph. yv. 22—vi. 9. Such a similarity, 
often extending to words and phrases, 

is noticeable and not very easy to 

account for, except on the somewhat 

obvious supposition that social pre- 

cepts of this nature, addressed in the 

first instance to the Christians of 

Colosse and Laodicea, were known 

and felt by the Apostle to be equally 

necessary and applicable to the church 

of Ephesus and the Christians of 

Lydia. A comparison of the two 

Epistles will here be found very in- 
structive; it seems to lead to the 

opinion that the shorter Epistle was 
written first; comp. notes on Eph, 

vi. 21. Alford in loc. appears to be 

of a contrary opinion, but is thus in 

some degree at issue with his Prole- 

gomena, p. 41. The exhortations in 

the Pastoral Epp. are urged under 

somewhat different aspects.  daor. 
rots dvbp.] submit yourselves to your 

husbands ; see notes on Eph. ¢. 22, 

where the same precept occurs nearly 

in the same language. os 

dvijkev] as it became fitting, as tt 
should be, as was still more your 

duty when you entered upon your 

Christian profession. The imperf. 

(not perf., Huther) is not for the 

present (comp. Thom. M.s.v., p. 

751, ed. Bern.), but, as the asso- 

ciated év Kvuplw still more clearly 

shows, has its proper force, and points 

to conditions that were simultaneous 

with their entrance into Christianity, 

but which were still not completely 

fulfilled; see Winer, Gr. § 40. 3, 

and Bernhardy, Synt. x. 3, p. 3735 
add also Herodian, s. v., p. 468 

(ed. Piers.), where in the similar 

forms rpoonke, expny, eer, the tense 

is properly recognised. The present 

use and meaning of dvjxe: is quite 

classical : the verb only occurs Eph. 
v. 4, Philem. 8; comp. 1 Mace. 

x. 40. On the frequently recurring 

év Kuply, here to be connected with 

dvnxev (comp, ver. 20), not with b7o- 

taoo. (Chrys., Theoph.), see notes on 

Eph. iv. 17, vi. 1, Phil. ii. 19, al. 

19. Ot dv8pes «.7.A.] Repeated in 
Eph. v. 25, but there enhanced by a 
comparison of the holy bond between 

Christ and His Church. The ency- 

clical letter enters into greater and 

deeper relations. Lachm. adopts yu. 

buoy with fair, but wholly insufficient, 

authority : a similar variation is found 

in Eph. v. 25. py TmuKpalveo Oe] 
be not embittered ; comp, Eph. iv. 31. 

The verb occurs in its simple sense 

in Rev. viii. 11, x. 9, 10; here in its 
metaphorical sense, as occasionally 

both in classical (e.g. Plato, Legg. v. 

Pp. 731 D, associated with axpayoneiv, 

[Demosth.] Epist. 1. p. 1464, joined 

with pynoixaxeiv) and post-classical 

writers (e.g. Exod. xvi. 20, émtxpav9y 

én’ adrots, al., comp. Joseph. Antigq. 

V. 7. 4, emixpawouevos mpds atrovs). 
The form is appy. pass. with a 

middle force (‘medial-pass.’ Kriiger); 
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‘A , a fol A ’ 

Ta TEKVA, vrakovere TOS Yyovevalty KaTa TAavTa’ 20 

a ‘ oF ng ’ , 
TOUTO 2p evapeo Tov €oTlv ev Kupiw. OF rarépes, wy 21 
’ ’ ‘ , eon o v2 A 
épeiCere Ta Téxva Uuoy, va wn aOupoc. 

20. evdperrév éorw] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on 

very clearly preponderating authority: Rec., éorw eddpeorov. The above- 

mentioned edd. all adopt év before Kuply, on vastly preponderating authority: 
Ree., r@ Kuply. 

comp. Theocr. Idyll. v. 120, and 
Schol. in loc., wixpalverac’ Avmeirat, 

and see Kriiger, Sprachil. § 52. 6. 1, 

where a large list of such verbs is 

given, with examples. On the deri- 
vation of mixpds [from a root UIK-. 
‘pierced ’], see Buttmann, Lezil.§ 56, 
comp. Donalds. Cratyl. § 266. 

20. trax. rots yov. k.7.A,] be obe- 
dient to your parents in all things ; 

comp. Eph. vi.1. There the exhorta- 

tion is accompanied with a special 

reference to the fifth commandment; 

here that ref. is implied only, and in- 

volved in the argumentative clause. 

The comprehensive 74 rdvra is ob- 

viously to be regarded as the general 

rule; exceptional cases (ro?s ye dcé- 

Beow warpdow ob Kar& wavra det bra- 
xovev, Theoph.) would be easily 
recognised; the great Apostle was 

ever more occupied with the rule 

than with the exceptions to it. On 

the exceptions in the present case, 

see Bp Taylor, Duct. Dub, 111. 5, Rule 
1,and4sq. The form vraxovew, if 

not stronger than iordoc. (De W.), 
has a more inclusive aspect as imply- 

ing ‘ dicto obtemperare,’—not merely 

submission to authority, but obedi- 

ence to a command; see Tittmann, 

Synon. 1. p. 193. TovTo yap 
«.7.A.] for this is well-pleasing in the 

Lord; obviously not ‘to the Lord’ 

(Copt., perhaps following a different 

reading), év not being a ‘nota dativi,’ 

nor even ‘coram,’ Syr., nor ‘apud,’ 

AXth,-Pol., but, as in ver. 18 and else- 

where, ‘in Domino,’ Vulg., Clarom., 

Goth., the prep. defining the sphere _ 
in which the ré eddpeorov was espe-_ 
cially felt and evinced to be so. 

21. pry épeOlLere] do ‘not irritate; 
duty of fathers, expressed on the ne- 

gative side; comp. Eph. vi. 4. The 

command there is yu) mapopytiere, 

between which and the present the 

difference is scarcely appreciable. 

The former verb perhaps marks pro- 

vocation to a deeper feeling, the 

latter (‘irritare ’) to one more partial 
and transitory. The derivation of 
épedigw and épédw is not perfectly 
certain, it is commonly referred to 

épis [Lobeck, Pathol. p. 438, Benfey, 

Wurzellex. Vol. 1. p. 102), uy ptdover- 

korépous avrovs movetre, Chrys.,— but 

comp. Pott, Htym. Forsch. Vol. 1. 

p. 162, and Benfey, Wurz. Vol. 1. 

p. 340. The reading sapopyifere 

(Lachm.) is very strongly supported, 

but must almost certainly be consi- 

dered a conformation to Eph. vi. 4. 
tva, pa} dOvp.] in order that they may 
not be disheartened; that they may 

not have their spirit broken, and sink 

into apathy and despair, by seeing 
their parents so harsh and difficult 
to please; fractus animus, pestis ju- 

ventutis, Beng.; comp. Corn. a Lap. 

in loc. The verb dOuneiy is an dx. 

Aeydu. in the N. T., but sufficiently 

common both in the LXX. (1 Sam. 
i. 7, Xv. 11), and elsewhere ; see exx. 

in Wetst., who cites a pertinent pas- 

sage from Aineas Tact. [ap. Fabric. 
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a , a 4 , 

2,2, O; dovAot, UTaKkovere KaTa TaTa Tol KaTa oapKa 
A 2 

Kuplots, 4H ev oPOaruodovreiais ws avOpwmdperkol, GAD 

23 €v admddrytt Kapdias poBovpevor tov Kuproy. Jdoo38 
oO €ayv 

Toujre, éx rpuxiis épyaCer Oe os TO Kupio Kal OUK dv- 

22. Kupiov] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec., Ocdv. 

23. 6 édv] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc.and Hort, on very greatly 

preponderating authority: Rec., cat wav 8 re édv. 

1m. 30. 10], Poliorcet. 38, épyy de 

wnOéva periévar tay TuxXdvTwY avOpw- 

Tov’ &Budrepot yap elev ay, 

22. OF S0dA01] Duties of slaves, 

here less fully detailed, yet closely 

similar, both in arguments and lan- 

guage, to the parallel passage in 

Eph. vi. 5 sq. where see notes. On 

the general drift and object of these 

frequently recurring exhortations to 

slaves, see notes on 1 Tim. vi. 1 sq. 

tois KaTd capKa Kup.] your masters 
according to the flesh; your bodily 

earthly masters; you have another 

Master in heaven: ‘ol xara odpxa 

xvp...tacite distinguuntur a Christo,’ 
Fritz. Rom. Vol. 1. p. 270. There is 
appy. no consolatory force in the ad- 
dition (rpédcxatpos 7 dovAela, Chrys., 

Theoph.; sim. Theod,, Gicum.); see 

notes on Eph. lc. On the much 

neglected distinction between kipios 

and deorérys (the latter term point- 
ing to more unrestricted power, the 

former to a power owning limita- 

tions), see Trench, Synon. § 28, 

comp. Ammon. Diff. Voc. p. 39 (ed. 

Valek.), év 

SpParpoSovrclais] in acts of eye- 
service; kat’ éd@Oadpuodovrcavy, Eph. 

vi. 6; the primary ref. to the master’s 

eye (Sanders. Serm. vir. 67, ad Pop.) 

passes into the secondary ref, to 

false-hearted and hypocritical service 

generally. For exx. of this use of 

the plural, comp. James ii. 1, &v 

mpocwrohnuylas, and the long list 

in Gal. v. 20, where see notes and 

grammatical references. Lachm.reads 

dpbarmodovrea with externally pre- 

ponderating authority, but here, as 

in verse 21, we probably have in the 

singular a conformation to Eph. vi. 

6. It may also be said that even in- 
dependently of the parallel passage, 

the singular might, not improbably, 

have been adopted, as being appy. 

more in harmony with the év dm\érnre 

xapdias in the correlative member 

which follows. év aarAdr. 

kap8las] in singleness of heart, in free- 

dom from all dishonesty, duplicity, 

and false show of industry ; see Eph. 

vi. 5, where the meaning is slightly 

more limited by the preceding clause 
Mera PbBov kal Tpouov. On the scrip- 
tural meaning and application of 

‘doubleness of heart,’ see Beck, 

Seelenl. 111. 26, p.106. Here, as Meyer 

observes, é& am)ér. in the positive 

clause answers to év é¢0aduod. in the 

negative, and the following ¢ofovp. 

Tov Kup. to ws avOpwmdpecxor. 
23. 8 édv route] More specific ex- 

planation and expansion of the pre- 

ceding positive exhortations; the 

address being still to slaves. The 

fulness of this address, as compared 

with the foregoing, has been thought 

to be due to the case of Onesimus 

which would now be fresh in the 

Apostle’s mind. ek Wuxijs 
épydt.] work from the heart (soul); 
éx wuxfs stronger than éy amor. 
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Opdaos, eiddres Sti aT Kupiou aroAnuerOe THY 24 

avraTadocw Tis KAypovoulas. To Kupiy Xpior@ dov- 

24. 7@ Kuplw] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 
greatly preponderating authority: Rec., 7@ yap Kupiy. 

kapd. above, scil. é& etvolas cal bon 

divams, Cacum., and as opposed to 

any outward constraint, Delitzsch, 

Psychol. rv. 7, p. 162: comp. notes on 

Eph. vi. 7. as tG Kup, 
K.7.A,] as to the Lord and not to men; 

dat. of ‘interest,’ Kriiger, Sprachl. 

§ 48. 4. The os serves to mark the 
mode in which, or the aspects under 

which, the service was to be viewed; 

see Bernhardy, Synt. vit. 1, p. 333, 
Fritz. Rom, Vol. 1. p. 360, and notes 
on Eph. v. 22, where this interpreta- 

tion of ws is more fully investigated. 

It is objected to by Eadie (on Col. 

p- 258), but appy. without full reason, 
being grammatically exact and appy. 

exegetically satisfactory. The nega- 

tive ovx, as usually in such oppositive 

members, is absolute and objective; 

they were to work as workers to the 
Lord and non-workers to men ; they 

were not to serve two masters (Mey.) : 
comp. Winer, Gr. § 55. 1, Green, Gr. 
p. 121 sq. ; 

24. eSdres] secing ye know: causal 

participle, giving the reason for the 

preceding command ; comp. ch. iv. 1, 

and the parallel passage, Eph. vi. 8. 

dwé Kvplov] from the Lord, not 
perfectly identical with rapa Kuptlov, 
Eph. vi. 8, but with the proper force 

of the prep., expressive of procedure 

from, as from the more remote object : 

see Winer, Gr. § 47. b, and notes on 

Gal. i. 12. The remark of Eadie 

that ard marks that the gift ‘comes 

immediately from Christ’ is thus 
wholly mistaken. In mapa (which 
is more usual in personal relations) 

the primary idea of simple motion 

from the subject passes into the more 

usual one of motion from the im- 

mediate neighbourhood of the ob- 

ject; see Winer, l.c., Donalds. Crat. 

§ 177. THY ayTatT. THS 
«Anp.] the recompense of the inherit- 

ance, i.e, the recompense which is 

the inheritance, rijs «Anpov. being 

the gen. of identity or apposition, 

Scheuerl. Synt. § 12. 1, p. 82, 83, 

Winer, Gr. § 59. 8. a. This «dnpo- 

voula is obviously the kdypov. év TH 

Baotrela rob Xp. cal Oeod (Eph. v. 5) 
which was reserved for them here- 

after; comp. 1 Pet. i, 4, and on the 

meaning of the term, Reuss, Théol. 

Chrét, Iv. 22, Vol. 1. p. 249. The 
double compound dyraréddocis is an 
dm. Neyou. in the N.T., but not un- 

common elsewhere (Isaiah Ilxi. 2, 

Hosea ix. 7, Polyb. Hist. v1. 5. 3, and 

with a local ref., Iv. 43. 5, al.): the 

verb is found several times in the 

N.T., and the passive compound avra- 
modoua twice, Luke xiv. 12, Rom. xi. 

9. Lachm. puts a full stop at avrar., 

and joins rs k\np. with 7G Kup.—a 
connection which has found no other 

advocate. T® Kup, Xp. 
Sovd.] Serve ye the Lord Christ: 

brief yet comprehensive statement of 

the duty of do0\u regarded in its true 
light ws ro Kuply kal ov dvOparas, 

ver. 23. So distinctly, imper., Vulg., 

Copt. (ari-bok), Aith, (Pol.; mistrans- 

lated); Clarom., Syr., with less pro- 

bability adopt the indicative. It is 
urged that the preceding amd Kuptov 

needs the indicative to explain it, 

and that the statement justifies the 

preceding declaration. This is plaus- 
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a A > Eg 
25 NeveTe? 6 yap GOik@v Komteirat O AOlkyoEV, Kal OUK eorLY 

IV. mwpocwmroAnurvia. 
e , \ , 4 Sis 

O: Kuptot, TO Oikasov Kal THY ITO- 

25. 6 yap] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on greatly 

preponderating authority: Rec., 6 dé. xoyuetrat] This form is adopted by 

Rec., Tisch., Treg., Rev., on preponderating authority. The form xoploerac 
is adopted by Lachm. (with marg.), Westc. and Hort, on good authority, but 

labours under the suspicion of being conformed to Eph. vi. 8, where see notes. 

ible, but not really valid; for such a 

statement as elSdres é7i x.7.A. needs 

nothing to confirm it. 

25. 6 yap dduov] for the wrong- 
doer. It is slightly doubtful whether 

6 déixGy refers to the master (Theod.), 

to the slaves (Theoph.), or, more com- 

prehensively, to both (Huther). The 

prevailing meaning of ddixety in the 

N.T. (‘injuriam facere,’ Vulg.; ex- 

cept Rev. xxii, 11, but surely not 

Philem. 18, as Eadie), and still more 
the succeeding clause ov éorw mpoc- 

wr., seem decidedly in favour of the 

former; so that the verse must be 

regarded as supplying encourage- 

ment and consolation to slaves when 

suffering oppression or injustice at 

the hands of their masters; wore, 

gnel, kav wh roxnTe dryabGy avTiddcewy 

mapa Tov SeomoTwr, eort Suxasoxplrns 

ds ovK olde SovNov kal Seomorov dua- 

popdv, AAG dixalay elopéper Thy Wigov, 

Theod. Kopuetran] shall re- 

ceive back, as it were a deposit: not 

so much a brachylogy as a pregnant 

statement, ‘he shall receive back 6 

Holknoev in the form of just retribu- 

tion,’ Winer, Gr. § 66. 1. b. The 

future refers to the day of final retri- 

bution; see on Eph, vi. 8. 

TpocwroAnppla] respect of persons ; 
see notes on Gal. ii. 6, and on the 

Alexandrian insertion of , Tisch. 

ed. 7, Prolegom. p. xuvu. In Eph, 

vi. 9 a similar clause is appended to 

the exhortation to Masters, and there 

map avrg (Rom. ii, 11, comp. ix. 14) 
is added [as FG; Vulg. (not Amiat.), 

here add rapa 7@ Oeq], in which case 

the prep. has its prevailing idea of 

closeness to (comp. notes on dré ver. 
24), and marks the ethical presence 

with the object (Lat. in) of the quality 

alluded to; comp. Matth. Gr. § 588. b. 

Cuarrer iv. 1. Ot kvpio] The 
duties of masters are here enunciated 

only on the positive side; in the 

parallel passage Eph. vi. g, the ad- 

dition dyiévres rh dared yv defines also 

the negative side. Thy 
tedryra] equity. The association of 

this word with 7d dixacoy and the un- 

doubted occurrence of it in a similar 

sense elsewhere (see Philo, de Just. 

§ 4, Vol. 11. p. 363, ed. Mang., and 

esp. § 14, tb. p. 374, Where it is termed 

the wjrpn Stxacoodvys) seem fully to 

justify the more derivative meaning 

adopted above: so Syr., Vulg., Ath.- 

Pol., appy. Copt., and distinctly 

Chrys., and the Greek commentators ; 

lodryra éxddece Thy mpoojKovoay émt- 

bédecavy, Theod.: so De W., Neand. 

(Planting, Vol. 1. p. 488), Alf., and 

the majority of modern expositors. 

Meyer, and after him Eadie (with 

modifications), contend for the more 
literal meaning ‘ equality’ (2 Cor. viii. 
13, 14, comp. Job xxxvi. 29), i.e. the 

equality of condition in spiritual mat- 

ters which Christianity brought with 

it; comp. Philem. 16: so perhaps 

Goth. ibnassu [similitudinem; cogn. 

with ‘even’]. This is ingenious and 

plausible, but, on account of the asso- 

ciation with 7d dixarov, not satisfactory. 
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- , , isd ¢ nk er 
THTA TOUS dovAots mapéexea Oe, elooTEesS OTL KAL UMELS 

cA # 4 9 ~ 

EXETE Kuproy €v ovpave. 

Pray for us and for our TT; 
success in the Gospel. 0 
Walk wisely, speak to 
the point, and be ready 
to answer each one 
that asks a reason. 

7 POTevXy 

ypnyopoivres ev atth év evxapioria, 
TpocKkapTeperTe, 2 

I. ovpdvy] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on clearly 

preponderating authority: Rec., ovpavois, probably a conformation to Eph. 

vi. 9. 

In such a case we may with some 

profit refer to the ancient Vv. and 

Greek commentators. 

mapéxer0e] supply on your side; 
middle, as Acts xix 24, Tit. ii 7; 
active elsewhere in the N.T. In this 

form of the middle voice, called the 

‘dynamic’ (Kriiger, Sprachl. § 52. 8) 
or ‘intensive’ middle, the reference 

to the powers put forth by the subject 

is more distinct than in the active, 

which simply states the action ; comp. 

Donalds. Gr. § 432. 2. bb4. Such 
delicate shades of meaning can scarce- 

ly be expressed in translation, but 

none the less exist; see esp. Kriiger, 

l.c., where this verb is particularly 

noticed, and Kuster, de Verb: Med. § 

49. The difference appears to have 

been partially appreciated by Am- 

monius, in his too narrow distinction, 

mapéxev pev éyerar Ta Sta yetpds 

Odomeva, mwapéxecOar 6é emi rev rijs 

puxs diabécewy, olov mpodupulay, ed- 

voiay [but see Acts xxviii. 2, al.], de 

Diff. Voc. p. 108 (ed. Valck.). 

elSdtes K.T.A.] seeing ye know that 
ye also; causal participle, as in ch, 

iii. 24. The ascensive «at hints that 
masters and slaves stand really in like 

conditions of dependence; womep éxei- 

vou Upas, orw Kal vuets exere Kuprov, 

Theoph. 

2—6. Precepts as to prayer, and 
as to life and conduct. 2TH 

mpocevXy mpocK.] Continue instant 
in prayer; Rom. xii. 12, Acts i, 14. 
The verb wrpooxaprepeiy occurs several 

times in the N.T., and in the ma- 

jority of cases, as here, with a dat., 

in which combination it appears to 

denote an earnest adherence and at- 

tention whether to a person (Acts 

viii. 13) or to a thing; mpockap. rq 
mpooevx], ws mepl twos émimévou, 
Chrys. It is used in the LXX. 

(Num. xiii. 21) absolutely, and in 

Polyb. (Hist. 1 55. 4,1. 59. 12, al.) 

both absolutely and with a dat. ret or 
persone, In the cognate passage Eph. 

vi. 18 the subst. mpockaprépyots is 
found. yenyopovvres év 
airy] being watchful in it; modal 

clause appended to mpooxaprepety : 
they were not to be dull and heavy 

in this great duty, but wakeful and 

active; comp. Eph. vi. 18, 1 Pet. iv. 

7. ‘Ey is here not instrumental (De 
W.), but, as usual, denotes the sphere 

in which the wakefulness and alacrity 

was to be evinced, év 
evxapirtia] with thanksgiving. This 
clause is not to be connected with 
the finite verb but with the participle, 

and, as in Eph. vi. 18 (see notes), 

specifies the particular accompaniment 
or concomitant act with which 7 mpoc. 
was to be associated; rovréore mera 

evxapiotlas Tavrny movodvres, Theoph. 
This not uncommon use of év in the 

N.T, (ev adjunctive) to denote an 

attendant act, element, or circum- 

stance, has not received from Winer 

(Gr. § 48. a) the notice it deserves ; 

see notes on ch. ii. 7, on Eph. v. 26, 
and Green, Gr. p. 289. On the duty 
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3 Tpocevyduevor Gua Kai Tepi nuav, va o Ocos avolEn 

nuaiv Ovpav Tov Aoyou, Aardjoa TO puaTyptoy TOU 
d 4 Xpicrod, ot 3 

of ebyapiorta, see notes on ch. iii. 15, 

and on Phil. iv. 6. 
3. kal aepl pov] for us also; 

scil. for the Apostle and Timothy, 

not for the Apostle alone (Chrys., 

Theoph.): the change to the singular 

in the last clause of the verse (8¢deuaz) 
would otherwise seem pointless; see 

notes on ch. i. 3. On the almost in- 
terchangeable meanings of wep! and 

bép in this and similar formula, see 
notes on Phil. i. 7, and Eph. vi. 19. 
tva «.7.4.] Subject of the prayer 

blended with the purpose of making 
it: use of tvainreference to secondary 

purpose; see notes on Phil. i. g, and 

Eph. i. 07. avolEy k.t.A.] 

may open to us w door of the word; 

i.e. may remove every obstacle to the 

preaching of the Gospel. The dvpa is 

thus not exactly etoodos kal rappnota 

(Chrys., Gicum.), but involves a figu- 

rative representation of obstructions 

and impediments that barred the way 

to preaching the Gospel, which were 

removed when the 6dpa was opened ; 

comp. Acts xiv. 27, 1 Cor. xvi. 9, 

2 Cor. ii. 12, Rev. iii. 8, Suicer, 

Thesaur, Vol. 4. p. 1415, and exx. in 
Wetst. on 1 Cor. lc. 

AaAHoat] Infin. of purpose and in- 
tention; see notes on ch. i. 22, where 

this construction is noticed. On the 
meaning and derivation of dadety, 

‘vyocem ore emittere,’ see notes on 

Tit. ii. 1, and on the distinction be- 

tween Aadely (7d TeTayudvws Tpopépe- 

cba rov Abyov) and Aéyew (7d araKrws 

éxpépew Ta brorlrrovra phuara),—a 

distinction however which cannot be 
maintained in the N.T., see Am- 

monius, Diff. Voc. p. 87 (ed. Valck.); 

comp. Trench, Synon. § 76. 

To puoryplov Tod Xp.) the mystery 

kat dédeuat, Wa cavepsow adro 

of Christ; not ‘the mystery relating 

to Christ,’ gen. objecti (De W., comp. 

Eph. i. 9), but gen. subjecti, ‘the mys- 

tery of which He is the sum and sub- 

stance;’ see notes on ch. ii. 2, and 

on Eph, iii. 4. On the meaning of 

HuoThpuov, see notes on Eph. v. 32, 

and Reuss, Théol, Chrét. 1v. 9, Vol. 

IL. p. 89. 80 6 Kal SéSepor] 
for which I have also been bound; 

brép of mpecBevw ev advo, Eph. vi. 
20, ‘which I have preached even 

méxp. Secudy,’ 2 Tim. ii. 9; the as- 

censive xal marking the extreme to 

which he had proceeded in his evan- 

gelical labours: he had endured 

privations and sufferings, and now, 

beside that, bonds. The perf. dédena 

(‘I have been and am bound’) seems 
clearly to evince that the Apostle was 

now in captivity: that this was at 

Rome, not at Cesarea (Mey. Einl. 

p. 5), is satisfactorily shown by 
Alford, Prolegom. p. 21 sq. compared 

with p. 39. 

4- Wa davepdow aird] in order 
that Imay make it manifest. Itissome- 

what doubtful whether this clause de- 
pends (a) on 6édeuar, Chrys., Beng., 

al.; comp. Phil. i. 12, 2 Tim. ii. 9; 

(b) on mpocevxduevor, De W., Baumg. - 
Crus., al.; (c) on the preceding infi- 

nitival clause of purpose, Nadjoa To 

puornpiov, ver. 3, Meyer, al., or more 

generally on the whole purpose in- 

volved in the verse, viz. unobstructed, 

unhindered, speaking. Of these (a)in- 

volves a paradoxical assertion, which 

here, without any further explanation 

or expansion, seems somewhat dzpoc- 
déxnrov and out of place: (b) impairs 
the continuity of the sentence, and 

puts a prayer which thus taken per se 

would naturally be referred to subjec- 

' 
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ws def me NaAfoa. “Ev copia repimareite mpos tous 5 
wM ‘ A > , Ld id t ~ , 

ew, Tov Katpov eEayopaCouevor. 0 Novos Uuoy Tav- 6 

tive capabilitiesin somewhatawkward 
parallelism with one which refers to 
the removal of objective hindrances : 
(c) on the contrary keeps up the con- 
tinuity, and carries out with proper 
modal additions (ws de? we Aadjoa) 

the AaAfjoat which was the object in- 

volved in the prayer; ody daws dmah- 

AayS rdv Secudv, addX brws AadAjow 

7d puornpioy Tod Xpiorod, Theoph. 
Gs Set pe AaAoar] as I ought to 
speak ; so, but with a slightly different 

reference, Eph, vi. 20. This was not 
to be mera roddfs Tis wappyotas Kal 

pndev brrocreAauevov (Chrys.) while in 
prison (which is appy. the sentiment 

mainly conveyed in Eph. l.c.), nor 

with any subjective reference to his 

inward duty (Daven., Hammond), but, 

as the previous dvoléy @vpay seems to 
suggest, simply and objectively ‘as T 

ought to do it (scil. freely and unre- 
strainedly) so as best to advance and 

further the Gospel ;’ comp. Meyer in 
loc. Eadie unites both the subjective 
and objective reference: the phrase is 

confessedly general, still the context 
seems to point, mainly and princi- 
pally, if not exclusively, to the latter. 
In Eph. I.¢. on the contrary, though 

_ the language is so very similar, the 

reference in both members seems to 
have more of a subjective character, 
and the construction in consequence 

to be slightly different. 

5. *Ev codlg] In wisdom; ele- 
ment and sphere in which they 

were to walk, Winer, Gr. § 48. a. 

3.a: pydeulav atrots mpopacw dléore 

PraBys, wévra brép rhs abray pny- 
xavacGe owrnplas, Theod. On the 
meaning of cod¢ia,—not merely ‘pru-. 
dence,’ but practical Christian wis- 
dom,—comp. notes on ch. i. 9, and 

on Eph. i. 8. mpds Tors ew] 

E. 

toward them that are without, rods 

undérw jwemicrevxoras, Theod.; the 
regular designation of all who were 

not Christians, 1 Cor. v. 12, 13, I 

Thess. iv. 12; see Kypke, Obs. Vol. 
II, p. 198, and notes on 1 Tim. iii. 7. 
The prep. mpds both here and in 
1 Thess. l.c. marks the social rela- 

tion (Mey.) in which they were to 
stand with oi ¢éw, the proper meaning 
of ‘ethical direction toward’ (Winer, 
Gr. § 49. h) being still distinctly 
apparent. For exx. of this use of 
mpds, see Bernhardy, Synt. v. 31, p. 
265, Rost u. Palm, Lew. s. v. 1. 2, 

Vol. 11. p. 1157, where this prep. is 

extremely well discussed. 
Tov Katpov éay.] buying up for your- 
selves the fitting season: see notes on 

Eph. v. 16, where this formula is in- 

vestigated at length. The exhorta- 
tion in this verse is extremely similar 

to that in Eph. v. 15, 16. The 

reason for the present clause is there 

specifically noticed, 87: al tuépa 

movnpal elow: here nothing more is 
stated than a general precept (ev 
cople mepiraretre mpds Tods tw) with 
an adjoined notice of the manner in 
which it was to be carried out: they 
were to make their own every season 

for walking in wisdom, and to avail 
themselves of every opportunity of 

obeying the command. 

6. 6 NOyos tpdv] your speech, not 
only generally, but, as the close of 

the verse shows, more especially pds 

Tods @&w. év xdpure] with 

grace; scil. écrw: xadpis was to be 
the element in which, or perhaps 
the garb with which the \dyos was to 

be invested; xdpis was to be the 

‘habitus orationis;’ comp. notes on 

1 Tim. i. 18. Gare 
aptup.] seasoned with salt; further 

P 
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, A na et Fare 

Tote ev xapiTt, date HpTuuevos, eldévar was del buds 
exer 5) ’ 
€Vl EKATTH amoxpiver Oat. 

You will learn my state 4 9 $ A , F eia 

4 Ta car cue wavra yvwpice viv ani sil matters here 
from Tychicus and One- 

Tuxixos 6 ayarnrés adedpos Kat m= simus. 

specification. Their discourse was 

not to be profitless and insipid, but, 

as food is seasoned with salt to make 
it agreeable to the palate, so was it 
to have a wholesome point and per- 

tinency which might commend itself 

to, and tend to the edification of the 

hearers; see Suicer, Thesaur. 8. v. 

Vol. 1. p. 181. An indirect caution 
and antithetical ref. to Aéyos campos 

(‘ne quid putridi subsit,’ Beng., 

comp. Chrys.) is plausible (comp. 

Eph. iv. 29), but not in accordance 
with més de? daoxplyecOa, which 

points to Aoyos under forms in which 

camporns could scarcely have been 
intruded. The later classical use of 

ds, ‘sal, sales, saline,’ seems here 

out of place. On the later form das, 

see Buttm. Gramm. Vol. 1. p. 227. 

elSévar] to know, i.e. ‘so that you 

may know;’ loosely appended infin. 

expressive of consequence; comp. 
Madvig, Gr. § 143, rem. For exx. of 

this ‘infin, epexegeticus,’ which is 

more usually found in clauses ex- 

pressive of purpose or intention (see 

notes on ch. i. 22), but is also found 

in laxer combinations (Acts xv. 10, 
Heb. v. 5), see Winer, Gr. § 44. 1. 
mas Set K.7.A.] how you ought to re- 

turn answer to every man; the més 

embracing all the various forms of 

answer which the occasion might re- 

quire. The Apostle further adds, not 

without significance, évl éxdorw; each 

individual, whether putting his ques- 

tions from malice or ignorance, sin- 

cerity or insincerity, was separately 
to receive the appropriate answer to 

hisinquiry; comp. 1 Pet.iii.15. The 

context, as Mey. observes, seems to 

limit the present reference to the in- 

tercourse of Christians with non- 

Christians, though the command has 
obviously a universal application : 
Chrys. notices the case of the Apostle 
at Athens: Meyer adds to this his 

answers before Felix, Festus, and the 

Jews at Rome. 

PERSONAL MATTERS 

(ver. 7—9). 

7—9. Tychicus and Onesimus will 
bring tidings. y. Td kar’ 
eué] My condition, my circumstances, 
‘res meas,’ Beza: on this formula 

and the force of xara in this colloca- 

tion, see notes on Phil. i. 12. 

Tuxukos] not Tuxixds, as Rec., Lachm., 
Tisch., Treg.,—an’ Aciavds, mentioned 

Acts xx. 4, Eph. vi. 21, 2 Tim. iv. 
12, Tit. iii, 12; see on Eph. le. 

His name has here three titles of 

esteem and affection, by the two 

former of which he is styled in Eph. 

l.c.; he is an dyamrnrds ddedgés in ref, 

to the Christian community, a rurrds 

Sidxovos in ref. to his missionary 
services to St Paul (not in the ministry 
generally, Alf.), and further, with a 

graceful allusion to the similarity of 

their duties, a cdvdovdos év Kuply, a 

co-operator with, and coadjutor of the 

Apostle in the service of the same 
Master; compare notes on Eph. vi. 
21. év Kvplw may be associated 
with all three designations (De W., 
comp. Eph. 1. ¢.), or with the last 

two (Mey.), or with otvdovdos (Ath.- 

Pol.). As the two former have 

defining epithets, perhaps the last 

connexion is the most probable. 

8. 8v erempa] whom I have sent, 
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oTOS OlaKovos Kat gUvdovAOS év Kupiy, ov éreunva ™pos 8 
eon 3 oN a oe A ‘ Noe oa \ 
UMaG ELS AUTO TOUTO, tva YUwTeE Ta Tept HUWVY Kat Tapa- 

, ‘ , a “9 - a 
kadeoy Tas kapdlas VUOD, Guy Ovnciuw TH TOOTH Kat 9 

LJ n 9 fol oe ? 5 , a 
ayannTy adeADS, og erry e& Uuov wavTa vuiv yvw- 

plotow Ta ee. 

8. yvGre—tyudv] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

clearly preponderating external authority, but with some probability of 
a conformation to Eph. vi. 22, with which, in other respects, this verse 

is identical: Rec., and former edd. of this Commentary, yvg—iudv. 

As, however, it is possible that the singular decision is somewhat difficult. 

The 

may have been a correction by a writer who, not having Eph. l.c. in his 

thoughts, intended to simplify the construction, we fall back on the clearly 
pronounced external testimony. 

It is of course possible that éreuya 

may be the epistolary aorist, ‘I 

send ;’ but, on the whole, the ordi- 

nary historic sense, in which the 

action belongs to the past (though 
whether it does or does not extend 
down to the present is not specified ; 
see notes on Phil. i. 29, and on 1 Cor. 

xv. 18), is appy. the most probable: 
see notes on Eph. vi. 22. 
els avrdo totTo] for this. very pur- 
pose, viz., as it is further defined and 

expanded in the following clause, 

‘that ye may know our estate, and 

that he may comfort you.’ On the 
ref. of avrd rovro to what follows, 

comp. Eph. vi. 22, Phil. i. 6, and 
notes in loc. Trapakahéoy] 
comfort ; in all particulars in which 
they may need it,—this suggestive 
English word probably here retaining 

some trace of its original meaning ; 

see notes on Eph. vi. 22. It is possi- 
ble that the reference may be to some 
particular trials which the Colossian 
church was then undergoing (comp. 

Theoph.,—who however adopts the 
other reading); but, in the absence 
of any definite knowledge of the 
subject, it seems best to leave the 

reference perfectly general: see on 

Eph. lc. 
9. oiv’Ovyclpe] with Onesimus, 

scil. éreupa, There seems no reason 
to doubt (Calv.) that the Onesimus 
here mentioned was the runaway 

slave of Philemon, whose flight from 

his master (Philem. 15), and subse- 
quent conversion by the Apostle at 
Rome, gave rise to the exquisite 

Epistle to Philemon. Whether he 
was identical with Onesimus, Bishop 

of Ephesus, mentioned by Ignatius, 

Ephes. § 1, as affirmed by Ado (ap. 
Usuard. Martyrol. p. 272, ed. Soll.), 
is very doubtful; see Pearson, Vind. 

Ign. u. 8, p. 463 (A.-C. Lib.). The 

name was not uncommon, added to 

which the tradition of the Greek 

Church (Const. Apost. vi. 46) repre- 
sents the ‘Onesimus Philemonis’ 

to have been Bishop of Bercea in Ma- 
cedonia; comp. Winer, RWB. Vol. 
Il. p. 175. There appear to have 
been two at least of this name in the 
early martyrologies, the legendary 

notices of whose lives have been 
mixed up together; see Acta Sanct. 

Feb. 16, Vol. m. p. 855 sq. The 
order of micrg@ and dyar. is reversed 
by DEFG; Vulg., probably from the 
order of the words in ver. 7. 

és éoriy e& tpav] who is of you, ‘who 
belongs to your city.’ This addition 

seems to have been made, not to 

give indirect honour and praise to 

P2 
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Aristarchus and others 
and your faithful Epa- 

phras salute you. Interchange epistles with the 
church of Laodicea, Tell Archippus to be diligent. 

the Colossians (tva kal éyxadd\w- 
mifwvrat ws Towlroy mpoevéyKovres, 

Theoph.), but to commend the ti- 
dings and the joint-bearer of them 

still more to their attention. The 
form yrwpiodew (Rec.) is retained by 

Tisch. and Treg. on what seems pre- 

ponderant authority: Lachm., Weste. 
and Hort, yrwploovew. On this Attic 

future, see Winer, Gr. § 13. 

Ta we] the things here, the matters 
here at Rome, of which 74 xar’ éué, 

ver. 7, would form the principal por- 

tion. 

SALUTATIONS AND VALEDICTION 
(ver. 1o—18). 

To—17. Salutations and mes- 

sages. 10. ’Aplorapxos] A 
native of Thessalonica (Acts xx. 4), 

who accompanied St Paul on his 

third missionary journey: he was 

seized with the Apostle in the tumult 

at Ephesus (Acts xix. 29), accom- 
panied him on his return to Asia 

(Acts xx. 4), and is again noticed as 

being with him in the voyage to 

Rome (Acts xxvii. 2). There he 
shared the Apostle’s captivity, either 

as an attendant on him (see below) 
or a fellow-sufferer. According to 

some traditions of the Greek Church 
he is said to have been Bishop of 

Apamea in Phrygia, according to 

the Roman martyrologies Bishop of 

Thessalonica; see Martyrol. Rom. p. 

343 (Antwerp, 1589), Acta Sanct. 
Aug. 4, Vol. 1. p. 313. In the Menol. 
Gree. (April 1g, Vol. 11. p. 57) he is 
said to have been one of the 70 dis- 

ciples. 6 ovvatxpdadords 
pov] my fellow-prisoner. It is cer- 
tainly singular that in the Ep. to 

Philemon, written so nearly at the 

same time as the present Ep., Arist- 

archus should be mentioned not as 
a cwatxudr. but as a cuvepyds, while 

Epaphras, who here indirectly, and 
still more clearly ch. i. 7, appears in 
the latter capacity, is there a cvvat- 
xuddwros. There seem to be only 

two probable solutions; either that 

their positions had become inter- 
changed by the results of some actual 

trial, or that their captivity was volun- 
tary, and that they took their turns 

in sharing the Apostle’s captivity, 
and in ministering to him in his 

bonds. The latter solution, which 
is that of Fritz. (Rom. Vol.t. p. xxi., 
followed by Mey.), seems the most 

natural; comp.also Wieseler,Chronol. 

p. 417 note. To regard the term as 

semi-titular, and as referring to a 

bygone captivity (Steiger, comp. 

Rom, xvi. 7), does not seem satisfac- 
tory. The term is slightly notice- 

able (‘designat hast’ superatum et 

captum,’ Daven.), as carrying out 

the metaphor of the soldier of Christ; 
comp. Mey. in loc. 
Mdpkos] Almost certainly the same 
as John Mark the son of Mary (Acts 

xii. 12), whom St Paul and St Bar- 
nabas took with them on their first 
missionary journey, who left them 
when in Pamphylia, and who was 

afterwards the cause of the conten- 
tion between the Apostle and St Bar- 

nabas (Acts xv. 39); comp. Blunt, 

Undes. Coinc. Part 1v. § 36, where 

some interesting comments will be 

found on the connexion between 
John Mark and St Barnabas, and 

esp. on the history of the latter. 
There seems no reason for doubting 

(Grot., Kienlen, Stud. wu. Krit. 1843, 

p. 423 sq.) that he was identical with 
St Mark the Evangelist; see Meyer, 

Einleit, z. Evang. d. Markus, p. 2, 
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Tuvarxuakwros pov, cat Mapkos 6 dveios BapvaBa, 
+ a > , a 

mept ov edaBere évroAas (éav €rOn mpos iuas déEarOe 
b , 4 J a € , : J fol ec» Ld 

avrév), kat “Incovs 6 Xeyduevos lotcros, of SvTes ek II 

Fritz. Proleg. in Mare. p. 24. Accord- 

ing to ecclesiastical tradition, St Mark 

was the first Bishop of Alexandria, 
and suffered martyrdom there; see 
Acta Sanct. April 23, Vol. m1. p. 

344. dvafiss] cousin, WIT}R, 
Numb. xxxvi.11; dveyrol ray ddedpav 

maides, Ammon. Voc. Diff. p. 54 (ed. 

Valck.); the proper term for what 
was sometimes designated as ééddeh- 

gos by later and non-classical writers; 

see Lobeck, Phryn. p. 306, where 
the proper meaning of dveyids is well 
discussed: see also Pollux, Onomast. 
111. 2, who adds to the general defi- 

nition (déeh@ay aides), the further 

specification, e’re éx marpadéhgwy 

elev, elre ek pntpadérpwr, etre éf 
adeApod, 7 ddeAp7s: St Mark was thus 

not the ‘nephew,’ but the ‘conso- 

brinus’ (Vulg., Syr., Clarom.), the 

‘ Geschwisterkind ’ (whence probably 
the ‘sister’s son’ of Auth.) of St 
Barnabas ; see exx, in Wetst. in loc. 

&dBere evrodds] ye received com- 
mands ; what these were cannot be 

determined. The conjectural expla- 

nations,—messages from Barnabas 

(Chrys.), letters of commendation 
(‘litere formate’), either from the 

Church of Rome (Hst.), or from 
St Paul (Daven.), &c.,—are very nu- 

merous, but do not any of them, 

except it be the last, seem to rest on 

any probable basis. To find in éay 
x.7.r. the ‘summa illorum manda- 
torum,’ Beng., and appy. Auth., is 

grammatically untenable ; the person 

of the aor. precludes the assumption 
of its use as an epistolary present. 

The parenthetical clause however so 

immediately following the éddfere 
évrohas does certainly seem to suggest 
that these évrodkai were of a com- 

mendatory nature; and, if so, then it 

does not seem otherwise than natural 

to suppose that they emanated from 
St Paul: comp. Wieseler, Chronol. p. 

482, note. Séacbe attov] 
receive him, i.e. with hospitality 
(comp. Matth. x. 14) and friendly 
feelings (Luke ix. 48, John iv. 45). 
The historical deduction, founded on 

the use of the simple détac@e (con- 

trast Acts xxi. 17), that St Mark had 
not been in the neighbourhood of 

Colosss#, and would not have been 

recognised as an assistant of St Paul 

(Wieseler, Chronol. p. 567), seems 

not only precarious but improbable, 

11. “Ingots 6 Aey. "Iotoros] Je- 
sus, who is called Justus ; comp. Acts 

i.23,where Joseph Barsabbas is men- 

tioned as having this érixAyois. The 

Christian here named is mentioned 

only in this place, being, almost cer- 

tainly, not identical with Justus of 

Corinth (Acts xviii. 7). Tradition 
represents him as having been after- 

wards bishop of Eleutheropolis, His 

name is not mentioned in the greet- 
ings sent to Philemon. ot 

Ovtes ék Tepit.] who are of the cir- 

cumcision; participial predication in 

reference to the three preceding 

nouns. Tisch., Lachm., and Meyer 
remove the stop after mep:rouijs, and 

regard this clause as in the nom. 

(‘per anacoluthon’), instead of be- 
ing in the more intelligible parti- 
tive gen. Such an anacoluthon is 

not uncommon (see Jelf, Gr. § 708. 

1), but need not be supposed here, 

as the pdvo. naturally refers the 

thought to the category last men- 

tioned; ‘these only of that class 

(‘ex circumcisione,” Beng.) are my 

helpers :’ comp. Philem. 24, where 
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12 Oeod, oftives eyeryOnoav mot Tapnyopia. 
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12. 
very clearly preponderating authority: 

though Demas and Luke are grouped 

together with them as ovvepyol, the 

same general order is still preserved. 

On the formula eva: éx with abstract 

substantives, in which é« retains its 

primary meaning of origin, comp. 

notes on Gal. iii. 7, and Fritz. Rom. 

ii. 8, Vol. 1. p. 105. The expression 

ol éx mepir. only occurs elsewhere in 

Gal, ii. 12, Tit. i. 10, els 

wiv Bactd. rod cod] unto, towards, 

the kingdom of God; ‘adjuverunt 

Paulum ad regnum Messianum qui 

ei, quum homines idoneos redderet 

qui in illud regnum aliquando recipe- 

rentur, opitulati sunt,’ Fritz. Rom. 

xiv. 17, Vol. 1. p. 201. On the term 
Bacthela Ocod, see notes on 1 Cor. v. 
20, and on Gal. v. 21; see also an 

elaborate paper by Bauer (C. G.) in 

Comment. Theol, Part 1. p. 107— 
172, and Reuss, Théol. Chrét. 1v. 22, 

Vol. 11. p. 244. ottuves 
éyev.] men who proved; the indefinite 

éoris being here used in what has 

been termed its classific sense, and 
pointing to the category to which the 

antecedents belong; see notes on Gal. 

ii. 4, iv. 24. The passive form éye- 

vnOnv, condemned by Thom. M. p. 18g 

(ed. Bern.), and rejected by Phryni- 

chus, p. 108 (ed. Lobeck), as a Doric 
inflexion, occurs not uncommonly in 

the N.T. (noticeably in 1 Thess.), 
but, as a careful comparison of pa- 
rallel passages seems to show, with- 

out any clearly pronounced passive 

meaning, or any justly apprecia- 

ble difference from éyevduny, comp. 

Buttm. Irreg. Verbs, p. 50. 

mapyyopla] a comfort; an dak Aeydu. 

aomaCerat 
~ a ~ , 

dovrAos Xprorov "Inco, wav- 

Xpicrod’Inood] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

Rec. omits Ingo. 

in the N.T. not found in the LXX., 

but not uncommon elsewhere, see 

the exx. in Kypke, Obs. Vol. i. p. 
330; add also Aisch, Agam. 95, where 
the term seems to involve a slightly 

medical allusion. The distinction of 
Beng. ‘quod rapapvOla est in meerore 

domestico, id rapyyopta est in forensi 
periculo’ does not seem to be sub- 

stantiated by lexical usage. Perhaps 
the only real distinction is that ra- 

pyyopetvy and its derivatives admit of 

physical and quasi-physical refer- 
ences which are not found with the 
more purely ethical rapauvdeio ba ; 
see the good lists of exx. in Rost u. 
Palm, Lez. 8. vv. 

12. *Haadpds] See notes on ch. i. 
7; he is specified in the same way as 

Onesimus, as a native of Colosse. 

For the probable reason of the addi- 

tion, see notes on ver. 9: 

Sotdos Xp. "Ino.] Meyer, and after 
him Alf., following Griesb. (who how- 
ever reads only Xpic7od), join these 
words with 6 ¢& yuay: this certainly 

seems unnecessary, the title dovdos 

Xp. Ino. is of quite sufficient weight 
and importance to stand alone as a 

title of honour and distinction ; so 

appy. Copt., as it inserts the def. art, 
before do$\0s. In Aith.-Pol. the po- 

sition of the pronoun of the 3rd pers. 

[appy. here for the verb subst., Lu- 
dolph, Gr. p. 135] might seem in 

favour of the other mode of punctua- 
tion. dyovetspevos] 
striving ; comp, Rom. xv. 30, where 

the compound cuvaywr. occurs in a 

similar context; comp. ch. ii. 1, and 
notes in loc. ta 
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orabire Tédeor Kal TeTAnpopopyucvor ev wavTi Oedy- 
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arabyre] So Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on authority (internal 

and external) apparently preponderating: Rec., Lachm.,and former edd. of this 

Commentary, orjre. wemdnpopopnuévot] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., 

Westc. and Hort, on greatly preponderating authority: Rec., rerdnpwuevor. 

13. woddy mévov] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 

very greatly preponderating authority : 

arabe] that ye may stand fast; 
purpose of the dywvifésuevos, the more 

emphatic dywvifou. év tats mpocevx. 

(not merely mrpocevyduevos) not re- 

quiring any dilution of the usual telic 
force of va; comp. notes on Eph. i. 
17. The strong word seems chosen 

to mark distinctly the standing jirm 

and unshaken amidst trials and 
dangers, and is more nearly defined 

by the following adjectives and their 
associated semilocal predication év 

mavTl Oehjuare. réXeLou 

kal merdnpod.] perfect and fully 
assured ; secondary predicates of 

manner (Donalds. Cratyl. § 303), the 

first referring to their maturity and 

perfectness (ch. i. 28, Eph. iv. 13), 

the second to their firm persuasion, 

and freedom from all doubtfulness 

or scrupulosity. On the distinction 

between rédevos (perfectus) and 6)d- 
KAnpos (‘ integer,’ ‘ omnibus numeris 

absolutus’), see Trench, Synon. § 22, 
and between réd. and dprios, notes on 
2 Tim. iii. 17. The pass. part. rerAy- 

pop. here marks the full conviction 

and assurance (Hesych. émorwén’ 
érelo On" érdnpopopyOy) which should 

ever be the accompaniment of the 

firm attitude of the Christian: comp. 
Rom. xiv. 5. The word is almost 
entirely confined to biblical and ecel. 

writers: it appearsto be an intensive 

form of wAnpéw, and in the passive 
has the ordinary meaning of ‘ful- 

filled’ or ‘accomplished’ (Lukei. 1: 

Rec., ¢ndov rondy. 

see Rev.), and the derivative meaning 
in which it is used in this passage : 

see Cremer, Bibl.-Theol. Worterb. 

8. V. DP. 505. év mravtl Ged. 
Tov @eod] in every (manifestation of 
the) will of God, i.e. ‘in everything 

that God wills’ (Winer, Gr. § 18. 4), 
which though not grammatically, yet 

in common usage becomes equivalent 

to ‘in all the will of God,’ Auth. 

It is doubtful whether these words 

are to be joined with the finite verb 

(Mey., Alf.; comp. Rom. v. z, 1 Cor. 

xv. 1), or with the secondary predi- 
cates rédevoe Kal werdnpod. (De W.). 
The latter is most simple, as defining 

the sphere in which the redecdr7s and 
mAnpopopia were to be evinced and 

find their realization; so Chrys., 

Theoph. (and perhaps Copt., Goth.), 

who, even with werdnpwuevor (comp. 
notes on Eph. v. 18), connect év rayti 

Ged. with the secondary predicates. 

The Vy. however in such cases can- 

not be appealed to with confidence, 
as they commonly preserve the ambi- 

guous order of the original. 

13. paptup@ ydp] Confirmatory 
(ydép) testimony to the earnestness 
and activity of Epaphras. 

modbv mévov] much labour; not such 

as that which attends a combat 

(Eadie), but, as the etymological 

affinities of wévos [connected with 
mévouat, and probably derived from 

zuA-, see Benfey, Wurzellex. Vol. 

II, p. 360] seem to suggest, such as 
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15. avrav] So Tisch., Treg., Rev., on preponderating authority: Lachm., 

Weste. and Hort, airjs,—but only on the authority of B, Syr.-Harel., 67?: 

Rec., and former edd. of this Commentary, avrod. It can hardly be doubted 

that the genitives sing. are corrections of the more difficult reading airap. 

implies a putting forth all one’s 

strength (intentio); comp. Suid. révos" 
onrovdy, émiracis, The word only 

occurs elsewhere in Rev. xvi. 10, 11, 

xxi. 4. Aaoduxelq] For a 
brief notice of this city, see notes on 
ch, ii. 1, “Tepamddet] An 
important city of Phrygia, about 

twenty English miles NNW. (surely 

not ‘éstlich,’ Winer) of Colossx, 

celebrated for its mineral springs, 

and a mephitic cavern called Pluto- 

nium, which was appy. connected 

with the worship of the ‘Magna Ma- 

ter;’ see Strabo, Geogr. x11l. 4. 14 
(ed. Kramer), Pliny, Hist. Nat. 11. 93 
(ed. Sillig). The site of Hierapolis 

appears to have been close to the 

modern Pambuk-Kulasi, round which 

extensive ruins are still to be traced; 

see Forbiger, Alt. Geograph. Vol. 11. 

p. 348, 349, Arundell, Seven Churches, 

Pp. 79 sq., ib. Asia Minor, Vol. 1. 
p. 200 sq., and a good article in Kitto’s 

Bibl. Cyclop. Vol. 1. p. 848. It is 

curious that this city should appy. 

have been left unnoticed in Pauly, 

Real-Encycl. 

14. Aovkds] The Evangelist, who 
according to ancient tradition (Ire- 

neus, Her. m1. 14. 1, ‘creditus est 

referre nobis evangelium’) has been 

identified with the larpdés dyamnrds of 
the same name here mentioned. The 

tradition that he was a painter (Nice- 
phor. Hist. Eccl. 11. 13) is late and 
untrustworthy. There seems no ety- 

mological ground whatever for iden- 

tifying him further with the Lucius 
mentioned in Rom. xvi. 21 (Orig.): 

Lucas may have been a contraction 

of Lucanus, or possibly even of Lu- 

cilius, but not of Lucius. For fur- 

ther notices see notes on 2 Tim. iv. 
II. The addition 6 larpéds 6 

dyarnrés may possibly have been 

intended to distinguish the Evangelist 

from others of the same name (Chrys.), 

but more probably is only a further 

designation similar to those given to 

Tychicus (ver. 7), Onesimus (ver. 9), 
Aristarchus, Mark (ver. 10), Jesus 
(ver. 11), and Epaphras (ver. 12). 
Anpds] Mentioned as one of the 
Apostle’s ovvepyot (Philem. 24), but 
too well remembered as having after- 

wards deserted him in the hour of 

need; see notes on 2 Tim. iv. 10. 

Whether the omission of a title of 
honour or affection is accidental, or 

owing to his having already shown 
symptoms of the defection of which 

he was afterwards guilty (Mey.), can- 

not be determined. The latter does 
not seem improbable, especially as he 

here occupies the last place in the 

enumeration; contrast Philem. 24. 
15. Kal Nupoddv] and (among 

them) Nymphas, xai being here used 
to add the special to the general (see 

notes on Eph. v. 18, vi. 19, Phil. iv. 
12), and to particularize Nymphas, 
who appy. belonged to Laodicea and, 
as the following words seem to show, 
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iva cat év 7H Aaodixéwy éxcAnoia avayvecOy, kat Thy ék 

was a person of some importance; 

8pa yotv ms Selkvvor péyay Tov dv- 

5pa, Chrys.,—who however adds too 

restrictively, ef ye 4 olxia avrod ék- 
k\yola; comp. notes on Philem. 2. 

The repetition of the more generic 
TH Aaodixéwy éxxd. in verse 16 would 

seem to show that the church in the 

house of Nymphas did not compre- 
hend all the Christians of Laodicea. 

The form Nvugdav (Lachm., Buttm.) 
is not correct; the last syllable is 

circumflexed, and marks probably 

that it is a contraction from Nympho- 
dorus (Pliny, Hist. Nat. vi. 2), as 
’Oduuras (Rom. xvi. 18) from Olym- 
piodorus, Zyvas (Tit. iii, 13) from 

Zenodorus; comp. Fritz. Rom. Vol. 

IIL. Pp. 309. TI Kat’ olkov 
avtayv ekxAr.] and the church in their 

house, scil, that of ‘Nymphas and 

his family,’ involved xara odveow in 

the preceding substantive; see Kiihner 

Gr. § 371. 5, and comp. Winer, Gr. § 

22. 3. The same expression occurs 

in Rom. xvi. 5, in reference to Prisca 

and Aquila, who had also at Ephesus 
(1 Cor. xvi. 19) devoted their house 
to a similar righteous use; comp. 

notes on Philem. z, and see esp. 

Neander, Planting, Vol. 1. p. 151, 

note (Bohn). 
16. % éruerody] the present letter ; 

comp. Rom. xvi. 22, 1 Thess, v. 27. 

Several cursive mss. add avn, but 

quite unnecessarily; see Winer, Gr. § 

18. 1. moujoare tva] cause 
that; a formula of later Greek (John 

xi. 37, comp. Rev. iii. 9), though not 

without parallel in the roeiy dirws 
(Jelf, Gr. § 666, obs, 1) of the classical 

writers. The proper force of wa, 

though weakened and somewhat ap- 

proximating to the lax use of rod with 

the inf, after moved (Acts iii. 12, Josh. 

xxii. 26, al.), is not wholly lost; 

comp. Winer, Gr. § 44. 8. 
wiv & Aao8.] that from Laodicea, 

not ‘que scripta est ex Laodiced,’ 

Syr.,—but corrected in Phil. or 

‘quam scripsi ex Laod.,’ Aith. (comp. 

Theod.), but, with the usual and 

proper force of the preposition, ‘that 
out of Laodicea,’ ‘poei ist us Laud.,’ 
Goth., ‘ebélchen Laod.,’ Copt.,—two 

prepp. being really involved in the 

clause ‘the Epistle sent to and to be 
received from or out of Laod.,’ but 

the latter, by a very intelligible and 
not uncommon attraction, alone ex- 

pressed; comp. Luke xi. 13, and see 

Winer, Gr. § 66. 6, Jelf, Gr. § 647.8. 
The real difficulty is to determine 
whatletter is here referred to. Setting 

aside attempts to identify it with the 
1st Ep, to Tim, (Theoph.; see subser. 
at end in Rec.), the 1st Ep. of St 
John (Dr Lightf.), the Ep. to Phile- 

mon—an essentially private letter 

(Wieseler, Chronol. p. 452), two 
opinions deserve consideration ;—(a) 
that it is the Epistle to the Ephe- 

sians; (b) that it is a lost Epistle. 

For (a) we have the similarity of con- 

tents, and the probability, from the 

absence of greetings and local allu- 

sions, that the Ep. to the Ephesians 

was designed for other readers than 

those to whom it was primarily ad- 

dressed. Against it, the improbability 
that the Apostle should know that his 

Ep. to the Eph. would have reached 

Laodicea at or near the time of the 
delivery of his Ep. to the Colossians. 
For (b) we may urge the probable cir- 
cumstance that Tychicus might have 

been the bearer of the two letters to 
the two neighbouring cities, leaving 

that to Laodicea first, with orders 

for the interchange, and then con- 
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tinuing his journey. Against it there 

is the @ priori improbability that a 
letter, which from the present direc- 

tion given by the Apostle stood appy. 

in some degree of parallelism to that 

to the Colossians (we have no right 
to assume that it was ‘of a merely 
temporary or local nature,’ Eadie; 

see contra Mey.), should have been 

lost to the Church of Christ. The 
fact that the orthodox early Church 

(comp. Jones, on the Canon, Part 111. 

6) does not seem to have ever ac- 

quiesced in (b) makes the decision 

very difficult; as however the Ep. to 

the Colossians does appear to have 

been written first,—as the title rots 

év ’Egéow (Eph. i. 1), if genuine (but 
see below), does seem to preclude our 

assigning to that Epistle a farther 

destination than to the churches 
dependent on Ephesus (see crit. note 

on Eph. i. 1),—as there does seem a 

trace of another lost Ep. (1 Cor. v. 
9),—as the close neighbourhood of 
Colossee and Laodicea might pre- 

pare us to admit a great similarity 

in contents, and consequently a very 

partial loss to the Church,—and 

lastly, as @ priori arguments on such 

subjects are always to be viewed with 

some suspicion, we incline to the 
opinion (b), and to the belief that an 
actual Ep. to the Laodiceans is here 

alluded to, which, possibly from its 

close similarity to its sister-Epistle, 
it has not pleased God to preserve to 

us: see Meyer, Hinl. z. Eph. p. 9 sq., 

and esp. Bp Lightfoot’s detached 

note (Comment. pp. 340—366), where 
the question is fully and accurately 

discussed. Of these two writers, 

the former decides in favour of (b), 
the latter in favour of (a). It may 

be added in conclusion that the 
above reasoning rests on the assump- 

tion that the Epistle to the Ephesians 

was written to that Church, and that 
the words éy ‘E¢éow are genuine. 
It is right however to add that the 

newly discovered N rejects them, and 

that thus an important authority has 

been added to the side of those who 

deem thata blank was left for the name 

of the Church, and that the Epistle 

was purely encyclical. Jf this view 
(which still seems doubtful) be adopt- 

ed, the balance will probably lean 

more to (a); but as, for the present, 

we incline slightly to the belief that 
the words & ’"E¢éow did form a part 

of the original text, so here, in the 

present question, we incline slightly 

to (b), and still retain the opinion 

expressed in the earlier part of this 

note and in former edd. of this com- 

mentary. The forged Ep. to the 

Laodiceans deserves no notice, being 

a mere cento out of St Paul’s Epp. ; 

see Jones, on the Canon, Part 111. 6, 

and Bp Lightfoot, Commentary, pp. 
347—306. Lastly, the words 

kal tiv ek Aaod. «.7.A. may be re- 
garded as dependent on the foregoing 

Twomoare, but, as the change of order 

in the clauses (wa «.7.\. standing 
forward in one clause and standing 

at the end in the other) seems to 
suggest, they seem more naturally to 

depend on an unexpressed Bdémere 
derived from the roujoare in the pre- 

ceding clause. 

17. ’Apx(am@] A church-officer of 
Coloss#,—not of Laodicea (Wieseler, 
Chronol. p. 452, comp. Const. Apost. 

vit. 46); possibly an instructor (Theod. 

Philem. 2), but more probably a friend 

(Chrys., Theoph. ib.) of the household 
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18. ped’ yar] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on very 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec. adds dujv. 

of Philemon,—if indeed, as we may 
suppose from the position of Arch. in 

the salutation (Philem. 2), not more 
nearly related (comp. Olsh.). What 
the dcaxovia of Archippus was, cannot 
be determined; that he was a did- 

xovos in the literal meaning (comp. 

Wordsw.) does not seem improbable. 

Tradition represents him to have 

suffered martyrdom at Chone; see 

Menolog. Grec. Nov. 23, Vol. 1. p. 

246. <A brief notice will also be 

found in the Acta Sanctorum, March 

20, Vol. 1m. p. 82. On the some- 

what unusual Ionic form eiare 

(Matth. x. 27, xxi. 5), see Winer, 

Gr. § 15. Bnére trv S10- 
xovlay] see to, take heed to, the 

ministry; somewhat too strongly 

Syr., ‘diligens esto in,’ though right- 
ly preserving the construction: for 

exx. of this meaning of Bdérev see 
Elsner, Obs. Vol. u. p. 272, and 

comp. notes on Eph. v. 15. Grot. 

and others assume here a Hebraistic 

inversion for BAére iva tAnp.,—a need- 

less violation of the order of the words 

and of the more usual meaning of tva; 

the object of the Brérew rhv daxovlay 
on the part of Archippus is to be wa 

avdriy mAnpot; comp. 2 John 8, and 

notes on Gal. iv. 11. The expression 

mAnpoty diaxovlay occurs again Acts 
xii. 25, comp. 2 Tim. iv. 5, riv 4. cou 
mdnpogopynoov. See exx. in Raphel, 

Annot. Vol. 1. p. 538, Kypke, Obs. 
Vol. 11. p. 331, and Wetst. in loc. 
mapéhaBes év Kup] thou didst re- 
ceiveinthe Lord; not ‘per Dominum,’ 

Daven., nor ‘secundum Domini pre- 
cepta,’ Grot., but as always, ‘in Do- 

mino,’ Vulg., Clarom., al. The Lord 

was, as it were, the sphere in which 

he had received his diaxovla, and out 

of which it found no place; see notes 

on Eph, iv. 17, vi. 1, Phil, ii. 19, and 
elsewhere. The addition, as Meyer 

well observes, still more enhances the 

obligation of Archippus to fulfil a 

dtakovla so received. 

18. Valediction. ‘O a- 
omacpos K.T.A.] Autograph saluta- 

tion of the Apostle, to attest the 

authenticity of the document, 2 Thess. 

iii. 17 (contrasted with ib. ii, 2), 
1 Cor. xvi. 21; see notes on Gal. vi. 

11. The gen. IlavAou is in apposition 
to the personal pronoun involved in 

éun; see exx. in Jelf, Gr. § 467. 4. 

pvynpoveveré pov tay Serpav] Rz- 
MEMBER MY BONDS: pov belonging to 

the subst., see notes on 1 Thess, i. 

3. A touching exhortation, speaking 

vividly to the hearts of his readers, 

and breathing patience, love, and en- 

couragement; peylory 6¢ mapdxAnots 

avrois els macay OAlWw 7d uynwovetew 

Tlaviov dedeuévov, Theoph., comp. 

Chrys. The remark of Eadie is just, 
that as the Apostle used his hand to 

write he felt his bonds yet more 
keenly, but he should have remem- 

bered that it was (in all probability) 

not the left but the right hand that 
was bound to the soldier that guarded 

him. q xapts] Grace, car 
éfoxny ; see notes on Eph. vi. 24, and 

on the various meanings of xdpus, 

Waterl. Euchar. x. Vol. 1v. p. 666, 

and the full and clear comments of 
Cremer, Bibl.-Theol. Worterb, s. v. 

Ppp. 576 sqq. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

HIS exquisite and interesting Epistle, alike a master-piece of 

persuasive tact and delicacy, and an enduring model of truest 

Christian courtesy, was written by St Paul to Philemon closely 

about the same time as the Epistle to the Church of Colosse, and 

not improbably stands first in the group of Epistles written during 

the first captivity at Rome; comp. Davidson, Introd. Vol. 111. 

p. 158. It would thus have been written about a.p. 61 or 62: see 

Introd. to Colossians. 

It was addressed to Philemon, most probably a member of the 

Church of Colosse (ver. 2, 10, compared with Col. iv. 17, 9), who 

had originally been converted to Christianity by the Apostle (ver. 

19), and who, from the honourable title of ‘fellow-labourer’ (ver. 1; 

compare ver. 24 and Col. iv. 11) coupled with the notice of ‘the 

Church in his house’ (ver. 2) and the general tone of the Epistle, 

appears to have been a person of distinction, worth, and Christian 

zeal and earnestness (ver. 7). The bearer of the Epistle was 

Onesimus, a slave who had run away from, and as it would seem 

robbed Philemon (ver. 18), but who now after having had the 

blessing of meeting with St Paul at Rome, and of being converted 

to Christianity by him (ver. 10), was returning to the master he 

had wronged, changed and repentant, especially commended to 

his love and forgiveness (ver. 17), and mentioned, not without 

honour (Col. iv. 9), to the Church of which both were now alike 

to be members. His fellow-traveller was Tychicus, the bearer of 

the Epistles to the Churches of Colosse and Ephesus (Col. iv. 7, 

Eph. vi. 21), to whose care and good offices he was not improbably 

further committed, and who might have been instructed by the 

Apostle to induce the Colossian Christians generally to receive 

the hitherto unprofitable servant (comp. ver. 11) with forbearance 

and favour. 
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The object of the Epistle is very clearly set before us,—an 

affectionate desire on the part of the Apostle to restore Onesimus 

to the confidence and love of his master and to ensure for him a 

reception which he might justly have been considered wholly to 

have forfeited. The exquisite tact with which his fraudulent 

conduct towards Philemon is alluded to (ver. 18),—the absence 

of everything tending to excuse or palliate the misdeed, yet the 

use of every expression and sentiment calculated to win the fullest 

measures of Philemon’s forgiveness,—has not failed to call forth 

the reverential admiration of every expositor from the earliest 
times down to our own day. 

The originality with which the Epistle is thus stamped, and 

the strong external testimonies of antiquity, which, short as this 

Epistle is, are by no means wanting (Tertull. adv. Mare. v. 42, 

Origen, Hom. xix. in Jerem., in Matth. Tract. xxxtl. xxxiv.), 

may justly be said to place its genuineness and authenticity beyond 

all doubt. It appears however to have been carped at in early 

times (see Jerome, Prowm. in Philem.), and has recently been con- 

sidered by a modern critic (Baur, Apostel Paulus, p. 475 sq.) as of 

doubtful authorship, but on grounds so utterly untenable, that we 

may with justice refuse to notice what the very author of the 

criticism seems to feel (p. 476) is open to the charge of an undue 

and unreasonable scepticism. 



TPO ®IAHMONA. 

Apostolic address and 
salutation. 

fal ’ aA ‘ 
TH ayarnTw Kal 

OPENING WoRDs (ver. 1—7). 

1—3. Address to Philemon and his 
household. 1. Séopros Xp. 
*Iyc.] a prisoner of Christ Jesus, 

‘whom Christ Jesus and His cause 

have made a prisoner;’ gen. of the 

author of the captivity; see Winer, 
Gr. § 30. 2. 8, and notes on Eph. iii. 
1, 2 Tim. i, 8. Considering the sub- 

ject of the Epistle, no title could be 

more appropriate, or more feelingly 

prepare Philemon for the request 

which the Apostle is about to make 

to him. On the titles adopted by St 
Paul in his salutations, see notes on 

Phil. i. 1, and esp. on Col. i, 1. 
kal Tupc0eos] Associated with the 
Apostle in the same way asin 2 Cor. 
i. 4, Col.i. 1, each having a separate, 

and not, asin Phil. i. 1 (comp. 1 and 

2 Thess. i. 1), a common title; see 

notes on Phil.i. 1, and on Col. i. 1. 

The Apostle perhaps thus associ- 

ated Timothy with himself in a 

letter which has the character of a 

private communication, as Chrys. 

suggests, wore Kdxelvov bd moddOy 

détodmevov maddov el~ae Kal dobvar ri 

xdpuw. Pudjpov.] Philemon 

was a member of the Church of Co- 
losse (comp. ver. 10 with Col. iv. 9), 
who owed his conversion to St Paul 

E, 

AYAOZ dséoutos Xprorot Inood 

kat Tiuobeos 6 adedqpos Prdrjuore 

TUVEPYDS nucov Kat Andia Tne 

(ver. 19), and who by his zeal in the 

Christian cause (ver. 5) showed him- 
self worthy of the consideration and 

regard which the Apostle eyinces for 
him in this Epistle. There does not 

seem to be any good ground for the 

opinion of Wieseler (Chronol. p. 452) 

that Philemon belonged to Laodicea; 

his house at Colosse was shown in 
the time of Theodoret (Argum. ad 
Phil.), and tradition (Const. Apost. 

vu. 46) represents him as having 

been bishop of that city. In the 
Menol. Gree, Nov. 23, Vol. 1. p. 246, 
he is said to have suffered martyrdom 
with Archippus at Chone. 

cvvepyo jpov] our fellow-labourer ; 
more special designation suggested 

by the zeal of Philemon for the 
Gospel. The gen. 7u6y, as the single 
article hints, belongs both to cuvepy@ 
and the verbal dyarnr@. Both titles 

are dwelt upon by Chrys, and 

Theoph.; the latter says, ef dyamn- 

tds, dwoe Thy xdpw* el cuvepyds, ov 

kadéfe. tov Sotdov dAAG mddw aTro- 

oreXel mpds brnpectay rod Knpdyuaros. 
2. ’Amdla] Most probably, as sug- 

gested by Chrys. and the Greek com- 
mentators, the wife of Philemon. If 

this be so, it is not improbable that 
Archippus may have been their son ; 

Q 
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co ~ A 4 wn 

adeAPy cai "Apxinmy TH cwoTpaTidTy HuaY Kal TH 
> @ >» ’ ’ 

3 kar oikov cou exkAnola. 
a A 

Xapis vuiv Kal eipyvy amo 

Ocod rarpos juav kat Kupiou "Iycot Xpirroi. 
I thank God for thy ’ A A A , 

4 Evyapiora TH Bea Mov, WAVTOTE progress in faith, and 
qr 

beneficial to others: the proofs of thy love to the 
ay that it may prove 
saints gladden me. 

2. ddedpj] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on greatly 

preponderating authority; Rec., dyarnr7. 

see notes on Col. iv. 17. The name 
’Amgla is commonly regarded as the 

softened form of the Latin ‘ Appia ’ 

(Grot.), but has been shown by Bp 
Lightfoot to be probably a name of 

native origin, and connected with 

some Phrygian root [ap.?] implying 

endearment: see Introd. p. 372 sq. 

*Apxlamw] Supposed by Wieseler 
(Chronol. p. 452), and Bp Lightfoot 
(Introd. p. 375), but on very slender 

evidence, to have been of the church 

of Laodicea; see notes on Col. iv. 17. 

He is here distinguished by the ho- 

nourable title of cuvorparubrys with 

the Apostle; comp. 2 Tim. ii. 3. He 
is thought by Bp Lightfoot to have 

been the son of Philemon, On the 

Alexandrian form cuvorp. see Winer, 

Gr. § 5. 4. ty Kar’ olkdy 
gov éxKA.] the church in thy house ; 

not merely the household of Phile- 

mon, ovdé dovdous mapixe évraida, 

Chrys., but, as the expression seems 

regularly to designate, the assembly 

of Christians that were accustomed 
to meet at the house of Philemon, 

and join with his household in public 

prayer; comp. notes on Col. iv. 15. 

and Pearson, Creed, Art. 1x. Vol. 1. 

P- 397- 
3. xdpis dpiv K.7.A.] Seil. et, not 

éorw (Koch); see notes on Eph. i. 2: 

the regular form of salutation in St 

Paul’s Epp. On the spiritual mean- 

ing of the blended form of address, 

see notes on Gal. i. 3, Eph. i. 2. 

kal Kuplov] Scil. «at dad Kuplov 

«.7.y., a8 expressly in Syr., ‘et a 
Dom. nostro:’ the Socinian interpre- 

tation xal (rarpds) Kuplov seems very 

improbable; see notes on Phil. i. 2. 

4—7. Thanksgiving for Philemon’s 

faith and good works. 4. W- 

Xaptord] Usual eucharistic com- 

mencement in reference to the spi- 

ritual state of his convert; see Rom. 

i. 8, 1 Cor. i. 4, and notes on Phil. 

i, 3, where this mode of address is 

briefly alluded to. For the meaning 

and uses of edyaporeiy (‘gratias 

agere’) in earlier and later Greek, 

see notes on Col. i. 12. Asin Rom. 
i, 8, 1 Cor. i, 4, Phil. i. 3, so here 

the thanks are returned 7@ Oceg pov, 

to Him ‘ whose he was and whom he 

served’ (Acts xxvii. 23), a particular- 
izing mode of address called forth 

from the warm heart of the Apostle 

by a remembrance of the great mer- 

cies vouchsafed to him in having 

thus been blessed in his labours; 

comp. notes on Phil. i. 3. 

amavrore «.7.d.] Participial sentence, 
defining more closely both when the 

edxapicria took place, and the cir- 

cumstances under which it was offered 

to God; ‘nunquam oro quin tui me- 

minerim,’ Est. The adverb is here, 

as also in Phil. i. 4, Col. i. 3, more 
naturally joined with the participle 

(Chrys., Theod.) than with the pre- 
ceding evxapic7G (Syr., Aith.), see 
notes on Phil. i. 4, where the rea- 
sons for a connexion with the par- 

ticiple are more distinct than in the 
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, N 3 ‘ 

fkvelav Gov Toltovmevos ert Tov mporevyav (Lou, akovwy 5 
\ eA \ ‘ t a wy \ ‘ 

cov THy ayamny Kat THY WiaTtvy Hv exels Tpos TOV 

present case. pvelav 

awov}] mention of thee, wvela receiv- 

ing this meaning only when in 

association with moetcda, Meyer. 
The formula is not uncommon in 
classical Greek (comp. Plato, Protag. 

p- 317 », Phedr. p. 254 4), and, as 

Koch remarks, is an expansion of 

éxew uyelav rivds (1 Thess. iii.6,2 Tim. 

i. 3), the ‘dynamic’ middle rocetoOau 

not being without its force and signi- 

ficance ; comp. Kriiger, Sprachl. § 52. 

8.1 sq., and notes on Col. iv. 1. 

él trav mpoc. pov] in my prayers, 

not merely ‘at the time of making 

them,’ but, with a tinge of local force, 

‘in orationibus,’ Vulg., Syr., Copt., 

scil, when engaged in offering them; 

see Bernhardy, Synt. v. 23. a, p. 246, 
and notes on Eph. i. 16. 

5. dkotov] as I am hearing; 
causal participle (Donalds. Gr. § 616), 

giving the reason for the edyapiora, 
or perhaps, more exactly, for the cir- 

cumstances which especially led to its 

being offered ; rdv rav bAwy Oedv érl 
Tots cols kaTopOwpacw avuuve, Theod.: 

contrast Rom. i. 8, where edxap. is 
followed by the more definite 87:, and 
the causal sentence is expressed in a 

passive form. ay exes «.7.A.] 
which (faith) thow hast toward the 
Lord Jesus, and dost evince toward 

all the saints. There is some diffi- 
culty in these words, In the first 

place the reading is doubtful; Lachm., 

Treg., Westc. and Hort (but with 
marg.), with ACD!; 17. 137, read els 

tov, but appy. not with preponder- 

ating authority; the reading pro- 

bably being a correction suggested by 

the somewhat unusual rloris pds Tov 
Kvp., and the apparently anomalous 
connexion of ricrw with els révras 
tous aylovs. Adopting the present 

text, we have two explanations; (a) 

that of Meyer, recently adopted by 

Winer in the last ed. of his grammar 

(§ 80. 2), according to which wlors is 

taken as equiv. to ‘fidelity,’ and 

justified by Rom. iii. 3, Gal. v. 22, 

and Tit. ii. 10, in the first of which 

passages the meaning occurs in a 
very different combination, while in 

the second it is more than doubtful 

(see notes in loc.), and in the third 

is associated with an adjective; (b) 

that of Grot,, al., derived from Theo- 

doret and followed by De Wette, 

Alf., and most commentators, ac- 

cording to which ri dydrny is to be 
referred by a kind of y.acyds (comp. 
Jelf, Gr. § 904. 3) to els mdvras rods 
aylovs, and ri mlorw alone to rov 

Kuptov. Of these (a) does not seem 
tenable, as it is surely very impro- 

bable that wloris, when in combina- 

tion with dydry, should revert to a 
meaning so very unusual, and in St 
Paul’s Epp. so feebly supported, as 

that of ‘fidelitas.’ The second (b), 
grammatically considered, is admis- 
sible (see Winer, @r. I. c.), but the 

distinctive jv éxes (see Mey.), and 
the repetition of the art. with both 

substt., make it very unplausible. In 

this difficulty a third view seems to 
deserve consideration, according to 

which tiorts rpés Tov Kip.=‘a faith 

directed towards the Lord’ (comp. 
1 Thess, i. 8), in a purely spiritual 
reference, while wioris els mavras K.7.A. 

=‘a faith evinced towards (erga) the 
Saints,’ with a more practical refer- 
ence, scil. as shown in contributions 

to their necessities,—u meaning sug- 

gested to the reader by the preceding 

dyamyy, and conveyed by the studied 
prepositional interchange. The prepp. 
then substantially preserve the dis- 

Q2 
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fol Ud A e. 7 ig € 6 Kupiov "Incoty cat es mavras Tous ayious, oTws 7 
~ 4 id > a if 

Kolwwvia THs TicTEws TOU EvEpryns yevnta ev emiyvore 

7 wavtos ayaboo roo év juiv es Xprordv. Xapav 

6. tyiv] So Lachm., Treg. (with marg.), Westc. and Hort (with marg.), 

on slightly preponderating authority, the iuiv being perhaps a conformation 

to ver. 3: Rec., Tisch., Rev. (with marg.), buiv. At the close of the 

verse Iycoiv is added to Xporév by Rec. and former edd. of this Commentary, 
but on authority critically inferior to that for the omission. 

7. xapdv] So Elz, Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, with 

tinction alluded to in notes on Eph. 

iv. 12, Tit. i. 1; mpds refers to a 

more remote, els to a more immediate 

application of the specified action, 

whether erga (1 Pet. iv. 9), contra 

(Rom. viii. 7), or with a more neutral 
ref, (2 Cor. x. 1, Col. iii. 9); comp. 

Winer, Gr. § 49. a. This seems also 

confirmed by etymology, for while els 

(évs) incorporates the idea of locality, 

of having reached the place (comp. 

Donalds. Cratyl. § 170), mpés pri- 

marily presents little more than the 

idea of simple motion forwards : see 

Donalds, ib. § 169, 171. On the 
various constructions of mlomis and 

mioTevw, see Reuss, Théol. Chrét. rv. 

13, Vol. 11. p. 129. 
6. &trws] in order that ; dependent 

on evxaptore, or perhaps more imme- 
diately on pvelay cov moodpevos émi 

Tay mpocevxuv, and conveying the 
object of the prayer (2 Thess. i. 12) 

slightly blended with the subject of 

it; edyoua, pyoly, va h Kowwvrla ris 

misteds cov évepyhs yévnrat, Chrys., 

and more distinctly Theod., déoua 

kal dvriBod@ Tov Kowov evepyérny Te- 

Aelay cor Sodvar TH KTHow Twv dyabav. 

To give the particle an exclusive 

reference to result or consequence 

(Estius; compare Tittmann, Synon. 
IL, pp. 55, 58), or to refer it to ver. 5 

as giving the ‘tendency’ of qv eyes 

(Beng., Meyer), is very unsatisfac- 

tory. It is singular that two such 

good commentators as Beng. and 

Mey. should agree in an interpreta- 

tion so utterly pointless ; see Winer, 

§53.6. On the essential meaning of 

érws, and its distinction from wa, 

see notes on 2 Thess. i. 12. 
qj kowevla ris wloreds cov] the com- 
munication of thy faith, scil. ‘ parti- 

cipation in thy faith enjoyed by 

others,’ mlorews being not a gen. 

subjecti, but a gen. objecti; comp. 

Phil. ii. 1, iii, ro, al. The clause 

thus serves to clear up, and indeed 

indirectly confirm the interpretation 
of the preceding qiorw...els mdvras 

rovs dylous. The meaning assigned to 

xowwvla by Gicum., 7 Kou? wloris, h 

koworoés, ‘fides tua, quam com- 

munem nobiscum habes’ (Beng.), or 
the more concrete, ‘ beneficentia ex 

fide profecta’ (Estius, comp. Beza), 

does not seem accordant with the use 

of xowwvla in St Paul’s Epp. when 

associated with a gen. rei; comp. 

notes on Phil. ii. 1. évep- 

ys yévyra] may become operative, 
scil. ‘reddens fructus in operibus,’ 
Syr.; ylverae evepyhs drav épya en, 

Chrys. The translation ‘evidens,’ 

Vulg., Augiens., ‘manifesta,’ Clarom., 

appears to have arisen from a read- 

ing évapyys, not found in any Mss. 

éy émiyvdces twavTds dy.] in the full 
knowledge of every good thing ; sphere 

and element in which the évépyea 
was to be displayed (see notes on 

Phil, i. 9), serving also indirectly to 

define the ‘ modus operandi;’ mas 5¢ 
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yap woddnv goxov Kai mapakAyow éwt tH ayamn 
o \ , a ee 3 , 3} » 

gov, OTL Ta onhayxva TwWY ayiov aAvaTETQAUTAL ta 

cou, aderpe. 

very greatly preponderating authority: Steph. 3, xdpw. This latter reading 

might seem to have some little claim on our attention on the principle 

‘ proclivi lectioni prestat ardua;’ such a principle, however, would not here 
justify the reversal of a reading supported by so complete a preponderance of 
uncial authority. ToANhy éoxov] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. 

and Hort, on greatly preponderating authority: Rec., éyouey roddHv. 

éoran évepyys; bia Tod émvyvaval ce 

kal mparrewv wav dyaddv, icum., who 

however unnecessarily introduces cal 

mparrev, and incorrectly limits it to 

Philemon, whereas the previous inter- 

pretation of cowwvia shows that the 

reference is to others, to the xowwvol 

Tis miorews cov; see Meyer in loc. 

On the meaning of éml-yywors, ‘ac- 

curata cognitio,’ see notes on Eph. i. 

17, but observe that this force of émi 
cannot always be conveyed in trans- 

lation ; comp. notes on 2 Tim. ii. 25. 
Tov év Wpiv] which is in us ; with spe- 

cial reference to them as Christians, 

and as recipients of the good gifts 

and graces of God. The reading is 

slightly doubtful. Weste. and Hort 

place rod in brackets. Lachm., Treg. 

omit the article with AC; 17, but not 
on preponderating authority. 

els Xpiordy] unto Christ, not merely 
‘in reference to Him,’ but with a 

closer adherence to the primary 

force of the preposition, ‘for the 

work of,’ ‘to the honour of,’ ‘erga 

Christum,’ Erasm. (compare notes 

on ver. 5); ‘bonum nobis exhibi- 

tum redundare debet in Christum,’ 

Beng. The words obviously belong 

to évepyns yévyrar, not to what im- 

mediately precedes (Syr., Vulg., and 

more distinctly Aith. [Platt], eds 

being assumed =éy), still less to the 
more remote ris wlarews cov, as 

Grot. 

7. yap] It is somewhat doubtful 
whether this gives the subjective rea- 

son for the etxapioria, ver. 4 (Jerome, 
Mey.), or for the prayer immediately 

preceding (De W., Alf.). The latter 

is perhaps the most natural, as the 

subject of thanksgiving seems insen- 

sibly to have passed into that of 

prayer. The Apostle prays that the 

kowwvia k.7.\. May prove évepyns, for 

(‘sane rebus ita comparatis,’ Klotz) 

it is at present so great as to cause 

him great joy; ob} po magpnolay 

édwxas éx Tuv els érépous yevoudvu, 

Chrys. érxov] I had; 

scil. when I first heard of your 

aydrnv and mlorw, ver. 5. The tod- 

Ajv, as Mey. observes, appears to 

belong to both substantives; comp. 

Jelf, Gr. § 391. obs. 

éwl rq dydry cov] in thy love; 
literally, ‘based on thy love,’ émi with 

the dat. marking as usual the basis 

and foundation upon which the yapa 

and 7apax\, rested; see notes on Phil. 

i, 3. btu tad omAdyxva] be- 
cause the hearts ; explanation of the 

preceding él rf dy. cov; moddijs yap 

éumlumdapat Oupndlas bre mavrodamiy 

Tots aylors Oepamelav mpoopépers, Theod. 

On the semi-Hebraistic orddyyva 

(ver. 12, 20, 2 Cor. vi. 12, al.), see 

notes on Phil. i. 8: there however the 
idea of ‘affection’ (rvevparixh gido- 

oropyia, Theod. in loc.) is more pre- 
dominant; here the term only serves 
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I beseech thee for One- fod , 

8 Ato TOoNAHV ev Xpisre wappnoiay simus thy once unpro- 
«  fitable servant, who left 4 . 9 A 

9 exo emiTagoeElv Tol TO ARKO, ova Tv thee a servant, to return 
brother: receive him a 

as myself. If he bea defaulter I will repay thee. 

to specify the imaginary seat of it; 
comp. Liicke on 1 John iii. 17, AS 

omhdyxva is a somewhat comprehen- 

sive term (‘proprie sunt viscera illa 

nobiliora vocata, cor, pulmones, hepar 

et lien,’ Tittmann, Synon. 1. p. 68), 

the ethical applications may obvious- 

ly be somewhat’ varied; see Suicer, 
Thesaur, 8.v. Vol. 11. p. 997. 
dvaréravtar] have been refreshed; 
so ver. 20, 1 Cor. xvi. 18, 2 Cor. vii. 
13. On the distinction between dvd- 

mavots, ‘pause or temporary cessa- 

tion from labour’ (Matth. xii. 43, 

Luke xi. 24, Rev. xiv. 11), and 

dveows, ‘relaxation of what had been 
tightly strained’ (Acts xxiv. 23, 2 
Cor. ii. 13, vii. 5, viii. 13), see Trench, 
Synon. § 41. dSeddé] Not 
‘Bruder in Wahrheit,’ De W., Koch, 

but as Aith., ‘frater mi,’—in tones of 

earnest affection: ‘hoc infinepositum 

multum habet ra6os; conf. Virg. Zin. 

vi. 836,’ Scip. Gent. ap. Poli Syn. 

REQUEST AS TO ONESIMUS (Ver. 8—20). 

8—20. Request to receive Onesimus 

back and to forgive him. 

8. Avé] On which account, ‘as I 

have so much joy and consolation in 

thee ;’ not in connexion with rafp, 
éxwy (Suvdpevos, pyol, Oappely ws Oep- 

pas memiorevxért, Lheod.), as Syr. and 

the Greek commentators, but in ref, 

to the preceding yapav éoxov...éml 77 

aydry cov, expressing more fully the 
motive of the da Thy dy. wGddov Tapax. 

which follows; so De W., Meyer, Alf. 

On St Paul’s use of 616, see notes on 

Gal. iv. 31,and for its distinction from 
of and dpa, see Klotz, Devar. Vol. 1. 

p. 173, but on the two latter particles 
contrast the more correct remarks of 

Donalds. Gr. § 604, Cratyl. § 192. 

mapp. txov] though I have boldness ; 
concessive use of thesimpleparticiple, 
see Donalds. Gr. § 621, and compare 

the remarks of Winer on the transla- 

tion of participles, Gr. § 46. 12. On 

the meaning of 7a$/.,—here in its 

derivative sense of étovala, ddaa, 
Hesych., see notes on 1 Tim. iii. 13. 

This ragsnota was é& Xp.; He was 

the element in which (not di ri 

miorw Ti els Xp., Chrys.) it was en- 
tertained, and out of which it did 

not exist: comp. notes on Eph. iv. 1. 

émirdoo. cov Td dvrKoy] to enjoin 

upon thee that which is fitting; ex- 

planatory infin. following a phrase 

expressive of ability or capability; 

comp. Madvig, Synt. § 145. 1. The 
verb érirdoo., though not uncommon 

elsewhere in the N.T., is only found ~ 
here in St Paul’s Epp.: émcray}, on 

the contrary, occurs seven times in 

his Epp., but not elsewhere in the 

N.T,. The neuter 7d dvyxov (comp. 

Eph. v. 4, Col. iii. 18),—not exactly 
7d els xpelay you édOdv, Theoph., but 

more generically ‘quod decet facere,’ 

Copt., ‘illa que justa sunt,’ Syr., rd 

apérov, Suid,,—marks the category 
(Mey.) to which the action of re- 

ceiving back Onesimus is to be re- 
ferred. 

g. Sid mv dy.] on account of love, 
for love’s sake, Auth.; partially ex- 

planatory of the preceding di, but 

with a more general reference, the 

dydrn here not being Wu Kaya éxw 
mpos ce, Theoph., or jv dyard ré ce 
kal d-yar@y.ar, Gicum., nor even ‘cha- 

ritas tua in Christum,’ Just., but, as 

the omission of all defining genitives 

seems to suggest, ‘Christian love’ in 

its widest sense (De W., Mey.). The 
article gives the abstract noun its 
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a wx a“ 

rotovtos wv, ws Llavdos 

mpeaBurys, vuvt dé cal déoutos Xpictod ‘Inco’, tapa- “10 

9. Xpicrot Incov] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on 
clearly preponderating authority: Rec.,and former edd. of this Commentary, 

Inootv Xpucrov. 

mostgeneric meaning and application, 
Middleton, Gr. Art. v. §. 1, p. 89 sq. 
To.ovTos ay] Being such an one, As 

I am such an one, scil. who would 

rather beseech for love’s sake, than 

avail myself of my ragpyolay émirdc- 
gev. There is some little difficulty 
as to the connexion of this participial 
clause. Itis usually regarded as pre- 

paratory to the ws Ilad\os which fol- 
lows, and is conceived to explain it. 
Meyer however, whose note on this 

clause is very convincing, shows that 

the undefined rooiros, though often 

more nearly explained and defined by 

olos and were, is not, and scarcely can 

beassociated with ws, which naturally 
presumes a more defined antecedent, 

and always ‘aptius conjungitur cum 
sequentibus,’ Klotz, Devar. Vol. 11. 
p. 757. This being appy. the case, 

To.ovros wy must be referred to ver. 8, 

while os Ilatios rpecBirns, enhanced 
by vuvi dé kai déopuos X.’I., belongs to 

the second rapaxadd (so Lachm., De 
W., and recently, Buttm., Alf.), and 

states the capacity in which the Apo- 
stle makes his affectionate request. 

Lachm., it may be observed, encloses 

ws Ilafdos in a parenthesis; Buttm. 
isolates it by commas (so Chrys. , dard 

THS TwovdTnTos ‘TOD Mpoowrou™ dard Tis 

qdxlas* dd rod Sixacorépou mavTwy 
bre kal Séomios «.7.A., comp. Aith, 

[Platt], Beng.); neither of these modes 

of punctuation seems satisfactory: 

Iladdos seems more naturally to stand 

in immediate union with tpeoBirns 

(Syr., Copt.) and to hint at the title 

he might have assumed, ‘Paul the 

Apostle.’ peo Pits] 

the aged, Auth., Rev. ; ‘senex,’ Vulg., 

Syr., and appy. all Vv. It is quite 
unnecessary to attempt to explain 

away the simple meaning of this 
word (‘non etatem sed officium hic 
significat,’ Calv,, ‘ein Senior der 
Christenheit,’ Koch), or to evade the 
almost obvious reference to age; see 

Wolf in loc. Even if with Wieseler 
we assume as late a year as A.D. 39 
for the martyrdom of Stephen, and 
consider the veavlas as at that time 
no more than 25 or 26 years old, the 

Apostle would now (probably 4.D. 62) 
be nearly s0, which age, broken as 
he was with labour, suffering, and 

anxieties (2 Cor. xi. 23—28), might 
well entitle him to the appellation of 
mpecBurns. If we follow the tradition 
in Pseud.-Chrys. Orat. de Petr. et 
Paulo (Vol. vir. spur. p. t0, ed. 
Bened.), that St Paul’s age was 68 
when he suffered martyrdom, there 

will remain no doubt as to the ap- 

propriateness of the term. All at- 
tempts however to fix the year of St 

Paul’s birth seem to be quite hope- 

less; comp. Winer, RWB. Vol. 11. 

p. 217. Bp Lightfoot appears to re- 

gard mpecBirys as another form, in 

the common dialect, of mpecBetrys, 
and adopts the translation ‘ambassa- 

dor:’ comp, Rev. marg. But in- 

dependently of the evidence for such 

an interchange, in the time of St 
Paul, being weak, the sentiment of 

the passage (‘old, and a prisoner 

too’) seems in favour of the ordinary 

view. Sécpios X. “I.] Not 
dia Xpicrov Sedeudvos, Chrys., but 

as in ver. 1, ‘one whom Christ and 
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cal 4 ~ cd a ‘ aA cd td Ld a 

KGA@ oe wept Tov em@ou TeKVOU, oY EYEVVHTaA EV TOS 

é a 0 , ‘ , ” ry 8 ‘ 
1I decors, YyTLLOV, TOV TWOTE TOL axpuoTor, yuvi O€ TOL 

10. depots] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg. Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec. adds ov. 

His cause have bound;’ see notes 

above, and Winer, Gr. § 30. 2. 8. 

10. TOU épod Téxvou] my own child ; 
with tender reference to Onesimus as 
having been converted by the Apo- 

stle, and owing to him his Christian 

existence; comp. 1 Cor. iv. 14, Gal. 
iv. 19, and Loesn. Obs. p. 431, who 
cites the partially parallel a&dov 
airov 7} odx ATTov Tay -yovéwy -ye- 

yérvnxa, Philo, Cai. § 8, Vol. 11. p. 

554 (ed. Mang.). The pronoun éuod 

seems here to be emphatic. Lachm. 

(ed. min.) and Mey. introduce éyw be- 

fore éyévynoa, but though on internal 

grounds not improbable, the ex- 

ternal authority [A; 37; Syr.-Harcl.; 

Chrys. (1)] does not seem nearly 

sufficient to warrant the insertion. 

év tots Seopots] With feeling allusion 

to the circumstances in which he was 
when Onesimus was converted, and 

in which he now is while urging his 

request; madw ol decpol Svowmntixol 

{exorandi vim habent], Chrys. 

’Ovijowpov] Accusative, owing to an 
inverted form of attraction; the re- 

lative which would more usually 
(comp. Winer, Gr. § 24. 1) have 
been in the same gender and case as 

réxvov here follows the common regi- 

men, passing into the gender of the 
latter substantive, and attracting it 

into its own case; see Winer, Gr. § 

24. 2, § 66. 5. 2. 

Il. tov wore cou dxp.] who was 
once unprofitable, unserviceable, to 

thee, scil. who once did not answer 

to his name (év7jouuov), but by run- 
ning away, and apparently also by 

theft (Chrys. on ver. 18), proved 

himself dxpyoros. The word axpyor. 

is an dr. Aeyou. in the N.T. (evxpno- 
ros occurring here, 2 Tim. ii. 21, iv. 

11), and is defined by Tittmann 
(Synon. 11. p. 12) a8 ‘quo uti recte 

non possumus,’ ‘qui nullum usum 

prebeat.’ The distinction between 

this and dypefos (Matth. xxv. 30, 
Luke xvii. 10) is not very palpable: 
perhaps the latter rather implies of 

ovx éoTt xpela, ‘quo non opus est’ 

(Tittm.), ‘one who could be dispensed 
with,’ and hence, inferentially,‘ worth- 

less,’ dypeiov...cal dvwpedrés, Xen. 
Mem. 1. 2. 54, while dypyoros has less 
of a negative sense (ov xpyjo mov), and 

more approximates to that of rovnpss. 

It would seem however that dxpetos 

belongs mainly to earlier, dxpnoros 
mainly to later Greek. The 

play on the name, ’Ovycipmor, Tov more 

dxpynorov (not noticed by the Greek 
commentators), has been recognised 
by the majority of modern expositors ; 

see Winer, Gr. § 68.2. Any further 

allusion, xpyords as compared with 

Xpiorcavés (Koch), seems improbable 
and even untenable, comp. Mey. 

in loc. Tol Kal enol evxp.] 
profitable, serviceable, to thee and to 

me. The evdxpnorta here alluded to 

has obviously a higher reference than 

tomereearthly service (comp. Chrys.): 
Philemon had now gained in his ser- 

vant a brother in the faith, St Paul 
one who owed him his hope of future 

salvation and was a living proof that 

he had not run in vain. In the deli- 

cately added éuol (‘Philemonem civi- 
liter preeponit sibi,’ Beng.) it is some- 

what coarse (Theoph., Corn. a Lap.) 
to find a hint that Philemon was to 

send him back to the Apostle. On 
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Kal e€p@ot evXpnoToY, OV dvéweurpa gol, avVTOV, TOUT 12 
x oy 27 8 ’ ad 7 4 ’ , Q 
€oTly Ta eua owhayyva, ov eyw eBovAouny moos 13 

zr. got 3°] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very 

clearly preponderating authority: Rec. omits col. Independently of the 
external authority which preponderates against the omission, it does not 

seem improbable that co. should have been omitted on account of the two 

preceding repetitions in the same verse. 
12. avrév] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, with differ- 

ing modes of punctuation, but on preponderating authority: Rec. and former 

edd. of this Commentary prefix od 6é. After the word orhdyxva, Rec., on 
clearly insufficient authority, adds mpocdaBov. 

the various beauties and persuasive 

touches in this exquisite Ep., see 

Marshall (Nath.), Serm. x1. Vol. 11. 

p. 327 sq. (Lond. 1731). The inser- 

tion of xai before col (Tisch., Westc. 

and Hort in marg.) has fair ex- 
ternal support, but inferior to that 

of the text, and may easily have 

been suggested by the kal which 

follows. 

12. dv dyémenbd oor] whom I 
have sent back to thee, or even ‘I 

send back, déc.,’—epistolary aor. ; 

present to the writer, but aoristic 
to the receiver of the letter; comp. 

éreuwa, Phil. ii. 28, and see exx. in 

Winer, Gr. § 40. 5. 2. auréy] 

(verily) him, ‘in his own person’ 

Rev.; the pronoun being thus em- 

phatic (comp. John ix. 21, 23), and 

designed to enhance the fact that 

the Apostle had sent the very man 

back, whom, on spiritual, as well as 

other grounds, he might naturally 

wish to keep with him. The mode 
of punctuation adopted in the text 

seems the most easy and natural. 

To place a full stop at co. (Bp Lightf.) 
. leaves the structure really dependent 

on a distant verse (ver. 17), and so 
unnecessarily dislocated. 

To cud omddyxva] mine own heart, 
‘meinos brusts,’ Goth. : olrw yap av- 

roy dyare Kal & TH puxy repipepw, 
Theoph. The meaning adopted by 

Syr. (‘sicut natum meum’), Ath. 
(Platt; Pol. paraphrases), Theod. (é« 

Tay éwov yeyevynrat omAdyxvwv), Beza, 
al., though perfectly defensible (see 
Suicer, Thesaur. s. v., and the perti- 

nent exx. in Wetst.), does not here 

seem requisite or indeed satisfactory, 

as the paternal relation of St Paul to 

Onesimus was a purely spiritual one, 

and as omAdyxva appears nearly al- 

ways in St Paul to involve some 

special idea of affection, or, as here, 

the seat of it: Meyer (after Grot.) 

quotes ‘meum corculum,’ Plaut. 

Cas. Iv. 4. 14 (16): comp. notes on 

ver. 7. 
13. éyd @BovAdpny] I (on my part) 

was purposing ; contrast 70é\noa, ver. 

14, Where not only the general dis- 

tinction between the verbs Bovdopar 
and 6é\w (see notes on 1 Cor. vii. 7, 

and on 1 Tim. v. 14), but, as Meyer 

remarks, between the tenses, is accu- 

rately preserved. The imperf. points 

to the time when the design was 

formed, and to its non-fulfilment ; 

comp. Bernhardy, Synt. x. 3, p. 373. 
The use of nixduny Rom. ix. 3, 

though analogous, is not exactly 

similar (Alf.), as this belongs to a 
use of the imperf. where there is a 

more distinct reference to a sup- 

pressed conditional clause; see notes 

on Gal, iv. 20. mpos épauTov] 
with myself ; the proper and primary 
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Q 4 a =~ 3 a éuaurov caréxev, tva imép col mor dtakovn év Tois 
14 decpois Tob edayyeNiou: xwpis dé Tis ahs yvoOuns oudey 

pe A . , A J ia 

40éAnoa Troijoat, va wy ws KaTa avayKyy TO ayaborv 

13. pot daxovg] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc.and Hort, on very 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec., diaxov, wor. 

meaning of the preposition (‘ motion 

toward,’ comp. Donalds. Cratyl.§ 169) 
is often obscured in connexion with 

persons; see notes on Gal. i. 18, and 

Winer, Gr. § 49. h. trip cov] 
in thy stead ; not simply for dyri, but 

with a tinge of the more usual mean- 

ing of the prep. ‘in thy place, and 

thereby to thy benefit ;’ comp. Eurip. 
Alcest. 700, xarOaveiv...imép ood, and. 

see Green, Gr. p. 301. This more 

derivative meaning of the prep. 

cannot be denied (see Winer, Gr. § 

47.1), but has been unduly pressed in 
doctrinal passages; comp. notes on 

Gal. iii. 13, and Usteri, Lehrb. 1. 1. 
1, p. 11g. The exquisite turn that 

St Paul gives to his intention of 

retaining Onesimus, viz. as a re- 

presentative of his master (iva 77s 
ons wot Staxovlas éxrioy TO xpéos, 

Theod.), should not be left unno- 
ticed. Staxovy] might minister ; 

present, idiomatically referring to the 

time when the éBovddunv took place, 

and giving a vividness to the past by 
representing it as present; see Winer, 

Gr. § 41. b. 1, and Klotz, Devar. 

Vol. 1. p. 618: compare also Gal. i. 

16, but observe that the use of the 

pres. is somewhat different; there an 

event is referred to which was still 

going on, here the daxovia, in its 

more direct sense, had now ceased, 

as Onesimus was all but on his way 

home to his master. tots 

Serpois tov evayy.] the bonds of 
the Gospel ; scil. ‘bonds which the 
Gospel brought with it, — which 

preaching the Gospel entailed on 

me,’ evayy.- being a gen. of the 

origin; see Winer, Gr. § 30. 2. ~. 

note, Hartung, Casus, p. 17. Again 

a delicate allusion to his sufferings 
(comp. ver. 9, to), and to a state 

which could not fail to touch the 
heart of Philemon. 

14. Xapls 5€ k.r.A.] but without 
thy own approval; comp. Raphel, 

Annot. Vol. 11. p. 642, Who very ap- 

propriately cites Polyb. Hist. p. 983 

(xv. 18. 4), xwpls THs‘ Pwpwalwy ywwuns; 

comp. ib. I. 21. 7, xwpls THs adrod 

yrapns, tb. XxI. 8. 7, dvev THs éxelvou 

ywouns (citedin Schweigh. Lex. Polyb. 

p- 89). Tvduq oceurs only g times 

in the N. T., and in slightly varied 

senses; comp. Acts xx. 3, where it 
has appy. the stronger sense of ‘ de- 

sign,’ and 1 Cor. i.10, vii. 25, 40,2 Cor. 

vill. 10, where it has its more regular 

meaning of ‘sententia’ or ‘ judicium ;’ 

comp. Meyer on t Cor. i. 10, and 

Kypke, Obs. Vol. 11. p. 205. 

WOAnoa] I was willing; aor., see 
notes on ver. 13. ds kata, dv.] 

as by necessity, ‘ compulsion-wise;’ 
the xar&é marking primarily the 

norma or manner according to which 

the action was done (see notes on 
Tit. iii. 5), and thence the prevailing 
principle to which it was to be re- 

ferred (comp. exx. in Winer, Gr. 
§ 49. d), while ws marks the aspect 
which the action would have worn; 

see Bernhardy, Synt. vir. 2, p. 333, 

and notes on Eph. v. 22, Col. iii. 23. 

Chrys., and more fully Theoph. and 
Gicum., rightly call attention to the 

insertion of this particle. 76 

dyabsv cov] thy good, thy beneficence, 
‘the good emanating from or per- 
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Taya yap dua TovTO 15 
’ , (4) ‘ 4 oe oF 2 8 ° , Led 
EX@pPio 4 Tpos WpPayv, tva QtWYvlLOv auUTOV aTEXNS, OUKETL 16 

formed by thee,’—the gen. perhaps be- 

ing notso mucha mere possessive gen. 

asa gen. auctoris or cause efficientis ; 

see notes on Col. i. 23. The exact 

meaning of the words is slightly 

doubtful; there seems certainly no 

reference to any manumission of 
Onesimus (Estius, Koch; contrast 

Maurice, Unity of N.T. p. 659), nor 
merely to the kind reception which 

Philemon was to give him on his 
arrival (Hofmann, Schriftb. Vol. 1. 

p. 387), nor even to the ‘ beneficium ’ 
which in this particular instance 

Philemon was to confer on the Apo- 

stle, but, as the more abstract term 
suggests, ‘ beneficentia’ (Calv.), whe- 

ther as shown in this or in other 
good and merciful acts generally. If 

the Apostle had retained Onesimus, 
Philemon would have doubtless con- 

sented, but the 76 dya@év in the par- 

ticular case would have worn the 
appearance (ws) of a kind of con- 

straint; St Paul however wished, as 

in this so in all other matters, that 

Philemon’s 70 dyafdv should be uh 

ws KaTd dvdyknv addNa Kard éxov- 

oLov, On the doubtful dis- 

tinction in the N.T. between 70 

dyadcv and 76 xaddév, see notes on 

Gal. vi. 10. kaTd 

éxotovoy] voluntarily, da. eydu. in 

the N.T. The more usual periphra- 
sis for the adverb appears in earlier 

Greek to have been xaé’ éxovciav, 
Thucyd. viii. 27, or é& éxovolas, Soph. 

Trach. 724, by an ellipse of youn. 

In the present case there may have 

been originally an ellipse of rpéov 
(Porphyr. de Abs. 1. 9, Kad? éxov- 
cov tpérov); the expression however 

would soon become purely adverbial: 

comp. Lobeck, Phryn. p. 4. 

15. Taxa yap] For perhaps ; rea- 

\ apds Katpoy apas, 

son that influenced the Apostle in 

sending back Onesimus. The inser- 

tion of taxa (Rom. v. 7; more usually 

tax’ dv in classical Greek) gives a 
softening and suasive turn to the 

admission of his convert’s fault, no 
less sound in principle (‘occulta sunt 

judicia Dei, et temerarium est quasi 

de certo pronunciare quod dubium 
est,’ Hieron.) than judicious in its 
present use; xah@s 7d taxa, tva elEq 

6 Seorérys, Chrys.; taxa yap Kara 

Oelav oixovoulay Epvyev, Theoph. Both 

Chrys. and Jerome admirably illus- 

trate from the history of Joseph the 

great feature of the providential go- 

vernment of God which these verses 

disclose, —‘ prestabilius ducere Deum 

de malis bona facere, quam mala 

nulla facere,’ Justin. in loc., see 

August. Enchir. § 3. [x1.], Vol. vi. p. 

349 (ed. Ben. 1837). ex wplor On] 
he departed; he does not say épvyev, 
lest he should rouse up any angry 

remembrances in the mind of Phile- 

mon; so Chrys., icum.,and Theoph., 

all of whom have admirably illus- 

trated the delicate touches of this 
beautiful Epistle. For exx. of this 

sort of ‘medial-passive,’ in which 

however not only the passive form, 

but passive meaning, is clearly to be 

recognised, see Kriiger, Sprachl. § «2. 

6.4. tpds Spay] for 
a season; 2 Cor. vii. 8, Gal. ii. 5, 

and more definitely, 1 Thess. ii, 17, 
In the present ex- 

pression the duration of the time is 

not expressly stated, but it may be 
inferred from the antithesis not 

to have been very long; comp. 
Theoph. in loc. The proper force of 

the prep. (‘motion towards’) may 
be easily recognised in the formula, 

especially when compared with its 
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ws dobdov, GAN daép Soddov, AdeApov ayarnT ov, mant- 
2 , 4 4 ‘ ’ ‘ » LJ 

oTa éuol, Tosw dé madAov gol Kal €v GapKi Kat ev 

more appreciable force in such ex- 
pressions as mpos éorépay (Luke xxiv. 
29), al.; comp. Bernhardy, Syn. v. 
31, p. 564. The derivation of dpa 

is uncertain; it has been connected 

with the Sanser. véra, ‘ time’ (Ben- 
fey, Wurzellex. Vol. 11. p. 328), but 

perhaps more probably with the 
Zend jare, Germ, ‘Jahr,’ as appy. 

evinced in the Lat. ‘ horno;’ comp. 

Pott, Etym. Forsch, Vol. 1. p. 8, 

123. aldéviov adtov at.) 

thou mightest possess him eternally, 

everlastingly, not merely ‘ perpetu- 

um,’ Beza (Grot. compares Hor. 

Epist. 1. 10. 41, ‘serviet sternum’), 

nor with any allusion to ‘ perpetua 

mancipia,’ Exod. xxi. 6, Deut. xv. 17 

(Gent.), but ‘in azternum,’ Clarom., 

‘aiveinana,’ Goth. ; ovx év r@ wapéyre 
Mévov Kaippe GANG Kal év TO wéhrovTe, 
wa divaravrds éxys abrdv, odxére Soddov 

GANG TywTepoy Soddov, Chrys. : so per- 

tinently Estius, ‘servitus omnis hac 
vita finitur, at fraternitas Christiana 

manet in eternum.’ The tertiary pre- 
dicate of time aiwyiov is not an adverb 
(Mey.), but, as its position suggests, 
an adverbial adjective involving a 

proleptical statement of the result ; 

comp. Donalds. Gr. § 489 sq., and 

see exx. in Winer, Gr. § 54. 2. 

On the compound dréxew, in which, 
as in drodauBdvey x.7.r., the prep. 

does not appy. so much mark the 

‘receiving back,’ as the ‘ having for 

one’s own’ (‘tibi haberes,’ Bengel, 
‘hinweghaben,’ Mey.), see notes on 

Phil. iv. 18, comp. Winer, Verb. 

Comp. Iv. p. 8. 

16. ovKére ws SotAov] Changed 
spiritual relation in which he now 

would stand to his master; wore cat 

Te xpovw Kexepdaxas Kal TH modTyTe, 

Chrys. The particle ws almost con- 

vincingly shows that there is here no 
reference to manumission (comp. on 

ver, 14): though actually a slave, he 
is not to be regarded in the ordinary 

aspect of one (see ver. 14) ; the inward 

relation was changed, the outward 
remained thesame; comp. Hofmann, 

Schriftb, Vol. u. 1, p. 318. 
trép SotAov] above a slave, more than 
aslave, ‘ufar skalk,’ Goth., ‘ preestan- 

tior quam,’ Syr.; sim. Atth. (Platt), 

Copt., ‘plus servo,’ Vulg. (Amit.); 

not ‘pro servo,’ Vulg. (ed.), Clarom., 

which obscures the force of the pre- 

position; comp. Matth, x. 24, 37, 

Acts xxvi. 13, in which the force of 
brép is somewhat similar, and see 

Winer, Gr. § 49 e. The expression 

is explained by the following ddedgov 

ayaryrov, Onesimus was not now to 

be regarded in the light of a slave, 

but in a higher light, viz. as a beloved 

brother; dvti SovAou dxpyorou, xpno- 

Tov adedpov dreldngdas, cum. 

padre enol] especially, above all 
others, to me ; not directly dependent 

on dyamnrov (Mey.), but, as dyam yrds 

in the N.T. has to a great degree lost 

its verbal character, a dative ‘of in- 

terest’ (Kriiger, Sprachl. § 48. 4) 

attached to dde\¢. dyar.; comp. Syr., 

Beng. He stood in the light of an 

ddedp. dyar. to St Paul, whom he 

had now left, but much more so to 

Philemon, who had formerly known 

him as a mere dod\ov, but who was 

now to have him as his own in a 

higher and closer relation than be- 

fore. On the meaning and derivation 

of uddiora, comp. notes on 1 Tim. iv. 

Io. Kal év oapké «.7.A.] 
both in the flesh and inthe Lord ; the 

two spheres in which Onesimus was 

to be moaw maddov an ddedpos dyamrn- 
7és to Philemon than to the Apostle, 
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c) a wv. , a 2 AN e 
€l oUv me EXELS KOLYwVOY, 7m pocAaBov auvTov ws 17 

A t a 

éué. ef O€ Te Holknaév oe i} deider, TOUTO euol éAdAOYya. 18 

17. pe] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Weste. and Hort, on vastly pre- 

ponderating authority: Rec., éué. 

18 é\Abya] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on greatly 
preponderating authority: Rec., éddoyer. 

—tin the flesh,’ i.e. in earthly and 

personal relations (Mey.), as having 
intercourse and communication with 

him on a footing necessarily some- 

what altered ;—‘ in the Lord,’ as en- 

joying spiritual communion with him 

which he had never enjoyed before, 
—nearly kcal év rats cwmarikats barn- 

peolas kal év rais rvevparixais, Schol., 

except that the idea must not be 

limited to tanpecia ; comp. Theod., 

Gicum. To define év capx! more nearly 
(comp. Grot., al.) is neither here ne- 

cessary, nor in harmony with the 

general use of the word in St Paul’s 

Epp.; see notes on Gal. v. 16, and 

the elaborate notes of Koch, p. 99 
sq., ‘die Gegensitze, als Mensch 

und als Christ, sind in ihrer ganzen 

Weite zu belassen,’ Meyer. On 

the force of xal...xat (‘as well the 
one as the other’), see notes on 
1 Tim.iv. 10. | 

17. € odv] If then; summing up 

what has been urged, and resuming 

the request imperfectly expressed in 

verse 12. On the ‘vis collectiva’ of 

oby (Gal. iv. 15, Phil. ii. 29, see notes) 
and its resumptive force (Gal. iii. 5, 

see notes), both here united, see Klotz, 

Devar. Vol. 11. p. 717, 718. 

kowovov] a partner, scil. in faith 
and love and Christian principles 

generally,—not merely in sentiments 

(el Ta atra por povels, érl rots adrots 

tpéxes, el pldov *yn, Chrys., Just.), 
or, still less likely, in community of 

property (‘ut tua sint mea, et mea 

tua,’ Beng., comp. Beza, Pagn.), in- 
terpretations which here improperly 

limit what seems purposely left unre- 

stricted. tpochaBot airoy 
ds épé] receive him to thee as myself ; 
‘as you would me;’ in my spiritual 

affection towards him he is a part of 
my very self, comp. ver. 12. The form 

mpoghau8. occurs in a very similar 

sense, Rom. xiv. 1, 3, Xv. 7, the idea 

not being so much of a mere kindness 

of reception (comp. Acts xxviii. 2) as 

of an admission to Christian love and 

fellowship; see Meyer on Rom. xiv. 1, 

and Fritz. in loc., who however in his 

translation ‘in suum contubernium 

recipere,’ somewhat puts out of sight 

the Christian character of the recep- 

tion which the context seems to imply. 

18. e« 8€] But if; contrasted 

thought (comp. Alf.), suggested by the 

remembrance of what might militate 

against the warmth of the reception. 

Thus the 6¢ is not weraBarexdy (Mey.), 
but preserves its usual oppositive 

force; ‘qui loquitur, etiam si nihil 

positum est in oratione, tamen ali- 

quid in mente habet, ad quod respi- 

ciens illam oppositionem infert,’ 
Klotz, Devar, Vol. 11. p. 365. 
WSlknoév oe] he wronged thee, more 
specifically explained by the ‘mitius 

synonymon’ (Beng.) 7 édelke. The 
Greek commentators draw attention 

to the tender way in which St Paul 

notices that misdeed of the repentant 

Onesimus which must have tended 

most to keep up the irritation of 

Philemon (ov« elrev &xdewev, GAN ev- 
gnudsrepov Holkynoer t dpether, Theoph.), 

and further, the kind and wise way 
in which he keeps it to the end of 
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19 éyw Ilabdos eypaa th éun Xelpt, eyw amoricw iva 
t 

20 my Aéyw cot OT Kal ceavTOV mot TpocodeiAcs. 

his letter; 8pa rod ré0ecxe kal wore 76 

ddlknua toTepoy mera TO Toda Urep 

rovTov mpoereiv, Chrys. 

TovTo uot éd\Adya] this set down to 
my account, scil. 6 re Adlknoév oe 7 

ég¢elkee; ‘id meis rationibus imputa,’ 

Grot. Though there is no certain 

lexical authority for é\Aoydw (it does 

not appear in the new ed. of Steph. 

Thesaur.), and though its existence 

has been somewhat peremptorily 
denied (Fritz. Rom. v. 13, Vol. r. 
p. 311), yet still as the desiderative 
oydw (Lucian, Lewiph. § 15) is an 

acknowledged form, and as pecu- 

liarities of orthography or errors of 

transcription cannot be made satisfac- 

torily to account for the assumed per- 

mutation of e and a[Bastius ap. Greg. 

Cor. p. 706 (ed. Scheef.) cited by Fritz. 
is not in point, as referring to cursive 

mss.; see exx. and plates referred to], 

we seem bound to follow the greatly 

preponderant uncial authority. 

19. éya'Tlatdos ¢yp.] I Paul have 
written, or, I write (epistolary aor.), 

but with reference to the words just 

traced (in which the éyw amorlow is 
mentally included), as this epistolary 

aorist in the N.T. does not appear to 

be used simply in reference to what 
follows, but always more or less 

retrospectively, whether in reference 

to a former letter (2 Cor. ii. 3), to pre- 
ceding passages in an all but con- 

cluded letter (Rom. xv. 15, see Meyer 

in loc.), or to an immediately fore- 

going portion of one in progress 

(1 Cor. ix. 15): when the ref. is to 

what is definitely present, the simple 

ypagpw is used in preference to the 
idiomatic aorist; see Winer, Gr. § 

40. §. 2, and notes on Gal, vi, 11. 

This would lead us to conclude that 

St Paul wrote with his own hand 

, 

val, 

certainly the preceding verse, and 

not improbably (Theod., Jer.) the 

whole Epistle. It does not then 
seem desirable, with Lachm. and 

Buttm., to make this verse the com- 

mencement of a new paragraph. 

éyd drotlew] I will repay, obvious- 
ly not with any serious meaning, as if 
the Apostle expected that Philemon 

would demand it, but, as the Greek 

commentators all observe, yapsévTws 

(Theoph.), yet perhaps, as the next 

words convey, with a gracefully im- 

plied exhortation, kal émirperrixds 

dua Kal xaptévrws (Chrys.); compare 
Theod., dvrt ypappartov rHvde Kdrexe 

Tip émicrodjy' wicay airhy éyw yé- 

ypagba. Wo pu Aéyo wou] that 

I may not say to thee; « rhetorical 
turn,—oyxfjua rapaciwricews, Grot., 

or mapadelews, Gent., ‘rhetorica pre- 

teritio,’ Est,,—in which what might 

be said is partially suppressed, or only 

delicately brought to the remem- 

brance of the person addressed. The 

wa does not seem strictly dependent 

on éypaya, on drorlcw (Mey.), nor 
yet on a suppressed imper. ‘yield me 

this request’ (Alf.),—which would 

impair the graceful flow of thought, 

but rather, as Chrys., Theoph., and 
Ccum, seem to suggest, on a thought 

called up by the dorlow, —‘repay : 

yes I say this, not doubting thee, 

but not wishing to press on thee the 

claim I might justly urge:’ all was 

to be od kara dvdyKnvy adda Kara 

éxovovov, Ver. 14. pou Tpowo- 

gelrhers] thou owest to me besides: 
Philemon was not only an actual 
debtor to the Apostle of any trifle 
that he thus (werd xdperos THs mvevma- 
vis, Chrys.) offers to make good, 

but in addition to it (mpoc-), even 
(xai ascensive) of his own self, his 
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ader pe, eyo cov ovaiuny ev Kupi: dvaTauaoyv jou 
a ¥ ~ 

Ta oTrayyva ev Xpiore. 
Iam confident that thou 
wilt fully comply with 
my request. Prepare me a lodging. 

TleroOos 7H traxox cov eypapa 21 

20. év Xpictg] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg,, Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very 

greatly preponderating authority : Rec., év Kupty. 

own Christian existence. Raphel 
adduces somewhat similar uses of 

mpocogelAew in Xen, Cyr. m1. p. 59 
(Im. 2. 16), icon. p. 684 (20. 1); 
the meaning however is sufficiently 

obvious. A curious metaphorical 

use of mposod. (‘longe inferiorem 

esse’) will be found in Polyb. Hist. 
XxxIx, 2. 6. Where Philemon first 

came in contact with the Apostle 

cannot be ascertained. They may 

have met at Ephesus during the 

Apostle’s three years’ stay in that 
city (Acts xix. 1, 10, XX, 31). 

20. val, ddedpé] yea, brother; 
certainly not ‘precantis’ (Grot.), nor 
‘vehementer obsecrantis ’ (Gent.), but 

with the usual force of the particle 

in the N.T., ‘serio affirmantis’ 

(comp. Erasm.), in reference to the 
request embodied in ver. 12 sq.: 
dgels Tov xapteyTicuov Taku exerat 

Tov tporépwv Tav orovialwy, Chrys., 

comp. Theoph. and @cum. On 

the use of val in the N.T., see 
notes on Phil, iv. 3. 

éyd vou évalpnv] may I reap profit 
from thee ;—I, not without emphasis; 

the Apostle again (comp. ver. 12, 17) 
makes it a matter between himself 

and Philemon, putting Onesimus for 

the time almost out of sight; it was 

a favour to himself. The somewhat 
unusual dvalunvy [2 aor. opt., see 

Buttm. Irreg. Verbs, p. 189 Transl.], 

coupled with the significant éyd (I not 
merely Ones.), seems to confirm the 

yiew of most modern commentt. ex- 

cept De W., that there is again u 
play on the name of Onesimus; see 

Winer, Gr. § 68. 2. The form 

évaiuny is similarly used by Ignatius 

(Polyc. 1, 6, Magn. 12, al.),—once 

(Eph. 2) curiously enough, but appy. 

by mere accident, after the mention of 

an Onesimus. év Kuplo 
denotes, as usual, the sphere of the 

bvnots (see on Eph. iv. 17, Phil. ii. 19, 

al.), just as éy Xpier@ which follows 
specifies that of the dvdmravois; both 

were to be characterized by being in 

Him, they were to be such as implied 

His hallowing influences. 

dvdtwaveov] refresh; see notes on 

ver. 7. pov Ta omAdyxva] 

my heart; not Onesimus, as in ver. 

12 (Jer.), which would here be wholly 
out of place, nor ri repl ce dyaanv 
(Theoph., Gicum.), but simply the 

othéyxva of the Apostle, —the seat of 
his love and affections; see notes on 

ver. 7. 
MEssaGEs AND BENEDICTION 

(ver. 21—25). 
21,22. Hope of coming. 

a1. Tlerow8ds tH trax. cov] Con- 
cluding allusion to his Apostolic au- 
thority, but how delicately introduced, 
how tenderly deferred, and how en- 

couragingly echoing the commenda- 

tions with which he commenced; dep 
kal dpyduevos elrre rappnalav éxwr, Tod- 
To Kal évratda Aéyer els 7d ériagpayl- 

oa Thy émioroAnv, Chrys. 

eypaya] I have written, or I write, 

with reference to the foregoing por- 
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9QA A 
22 Got, edws ort Kat Umép a Aéyw Toncecs. 

IIPOZ ®IAHMONA. 

v4 4 ‘ 
ama oe Kat 

éroimaCe mor Eeviav' edwiCw yap Ste dia rev Tpocev- 
XOv Wmov xapicOycomat Upiv. 

23 ‘AcraCerai oe "Erappas 6 cuvatx- Salutations. 

a1. a] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on clearly pre- 

ponderating authority : Rec., 8. 

23. damdgera] So Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Rev., Westc. and Hort, on very 

greatly preponderating authority: Rec., dowdfovra. 

tion of the letter; see above on ver. 

19. trip d héyw] beyond 
what I am saying; comp. Eph. iii. 

20. It is very doubtful whether this 

alludes, however faintly, to the manu- 

mission of Onesimus (Alf.), The 
tenor of the Epistle would seem to 

imply nothing more than encourag- 

ing confidence on the part of the 

Apostle (dua kal dijyerpev ela TobT0, 

Chrys.) that Philemon would show 
to the fugitive even greater kindness 

and a more affectionate reception 

than he had pleaded for; compare 

notes on ver. 14 and 16. 

22. dpa St «al «.7.A.] Moreover 
at the same time provide me also a 

lodging ; a commission appended to 

his request: in addition to complying 
with the subject of the letter, Phi- 

lemon was also to make this provision 

for the expected Apostle. Chrys. and 

Theod. (comp. Alf.) find in this mes- 
sage a last thought of Onesimus, and 

a direction tending to secure him a 

kind reception; tva mpoodoxav adbrod 
Thy tapovolay aidecOn [Pir.] Kal ra 
ypéppara, Theod. It may be doubt- 

ed however whether the first view of 

Theoph. and Gucum. is not more pro- 

bable, and more worthy both of Phi- 

lemon and of the Apostle, —viz. that 

Philemon was not to consider the 
Epistle merely a petition for Onesi- 

mus (ef wh dd ’Ovjciuor obdé Aéyou 

we Hélov, Theoph.), but as containing 

special messages on other matters to 
himself. The word fevia (Hesych. 
brodoxy, KardAvua) only occurs here 

and, also in ref. to St Paul, Acts 

xxviii, 23. Sid Trav tpoo- 
evxdv tpav] through your prayers ; 

in ref.to Philemon, Appia, Archippus, 

and the others mentioned in ver. «. 

The same expectation of recovering 

his liberty appears in Phil. i. 26, ii. 

243 there however the journey con- 

templated is to the Philippians, and 
the date when the idea is entertained, 

according to the general view, a year 

or two later; comp. Wieseler Chronol. 

Pp. 456. 
23,24. Salutations. 23. °Ao- 

materoar] Greetings from the same 

persons as those mentioned in Col. 

iv. 1o—14, with the exception of 
Justus. The order observed is sub- 

stantially the same, Mark and Aris- 

tarchus (oi dvres éx meptropijs, Col. iv. 

11) preceding Luke and Demas, ex- 

cept that Epaphras is here placed 

first, ’*Eradpds] Respecting 
this person, see notes on Col. i. 7. 

6 cvvaixpad. pov] my fellow pri- 
soner; more specifically defined as év 

Xpior@ "Inood; see notes on Eph. iv. 
1. The title here given to Epaphras 
is in Col. iv. 10 given to Aristarchus, 

while the latter is here named as one 

of the cuvepyol: for the probable rea- 
son for this interchange see notes on 

Col, Lc, 
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Madwtos pov év Xpicre "Inco, Mapxos, "Apiorapyos, 24 

Anuas, Aoukas, of cuvepyol mov. 

Benediction. 

~ s Cae cal 

OTOU META TOU TVEVMATOS ULOY. 

‘H Xapes Tou Kupiou jucv “Inoot Xpr- 25 

[’Anmiv. | 

25. tuav] So Rec., Lachm., Treg., Rev. (with marg.), on preponderating 

authority: Tisch., Westc. and Hort (with marg.), omit. The last word 

’Auhy is very doubtful. Rec., Rev., retain: Lachm., Tisch., Treg., Weste. and 

Hort, omit. The external evidence for the insertion is certainly strong, but 

apparently not sufficiently so to warrant us at present going beyond an 

insertion in brackets. 

24. Mdpkos] probably John Mark 
the Evangelist. For a brief notice of 

him, and those mentioned in this 

verse, see notes on Col. iv. 10, 14. 
25. Benediction. ‘oH 

xdpts «.7.A.] Precisely the same 
form of parting benediction as in 

Gal. vi. 18, with the exception of 
the significant conclusion déed¢ol. 
As there, so here (comp. also 2 Tim. 

iv. 22), the Apostle prays that the 

grace of the Lord may be pera rou 
mvevparos, ‘with the spirit,’ of those 

whom he is addressing, with the 

third and highest portion of our 

composite nature; see notes on Gal. 

le., Destiny of the Creature, p. 118 

sq., and comp. Olshaus. Opuse. vr. 

p. 145 sq. 





TRANSLATION. 



NOTICE. 

HE following translation is based on the same principles as 

those adopted in the portions of this Commentary that have 

already appeared. My endeavour has been to avoid everything 

that might seem arbitrary and capricious, and to cling with all 

possible tenacity to fixed principles of correction ; still there both 

are and must be many passages in which the context and general 

tone of the original render one of two apparently synonymous 

translations not only more appropriate, but even more faithful 

and correct than the other. 

Of the older English Vv., the attention of the student may be 

especially directed to the Version of Coverdale, which, considering 

the time and circumstances under which it was executed, appears 

to be remarkably vigorous and faithful. The translation in his 

Testament of 1538 is often suggestive, but is taken from the 

Latin, and not so carefully executed as that in his Bible of 1535. 

Some interesting remarks on these Versions, and on the subject 

of Revision generally, will be found in a tract by ‘ Philalethes,’ 

entitled The English Bible, 8vo, Dublin, 1857. The editions 

used are specified in the Notice to the Translation of the Pas- 

toral Epistles. It may however here again be observed that the 

Genevan Version is quoted from the Bible of 1560, not from 

the Testament of 1557 which is reprinted in the English Heaapla. 

[In this edition references are given to the Revised Version of 

1881.] 



THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. 

AUL and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus, to all I. 

the saints in Christ Jesus which are at Philippi, 
with the bishops and deacons. Grace be to you, and 2 
peace, from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. 

I thank my God upon all my remembrance of you, 
always, in every supplication of mine for you all, making 

my supplication with joy, for your fellowship shewn to- 
ward the Gospel from the first day until now; being An pw 

confident of this very thing, that He which began in you 
a good work, will perfect it until the day of Jesus Christ: 

CuarterRI. 1. Timothy] Timotheus, 

AutsH., see notes on Col. i. t (Transl.). 
Servants] 80 Wicu., Rev.: the ser- 

vants, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

Christ Jesus (1)] *Jesus Christ, AuTH. 

z. And the Lord] So Cov. Test., 
Raem. (our L.), Rev.: and from the 
Lord, Aury. and the other Vv. except 

Wicu. (of). It is more exact to omit 

the prep. in the second member, as 

in the Greek : here it is unimportant, 

but in some cases the sense and con- 
struction are impaired by the repeti- 

tion ; comp. Blunt, Parish Priest, p. 

55) 56. 
3. All my remembrance] So Rev.; 

every rem., AUTH. 

4. Supplication] So Rev.: prayer, 

Auta. and sim. all other Vv. Itis per- 

haps better to retain the more special 
meaning, as evincing the earnest na- 

ture of the Apostle’s prayer; comp. 

notes on 1 Tim. ii. 1, and notice below 

Wict., Cov. Test., in the translation of 

the second déyots. It is curious that 

all the Vv. except AurH., BisH., Rrv., 

change to the plural, ‘all my prayers;’ 

this certainly preserves the raphx7- 

ots, but at the expense of accuracy. 

My supplication] So Rev.: request, 

AvutH.; a bisechynge, Wicu.; in- 

staunte prayer, Cov. Test.; prayer, 

Bisx.; petition, Ruzm.; the remain- 

ing Vv. adopt the simple verb and 

praye (Txnp., Cov., Cran.), or pray- 
ing (GEN,). 

5. Shewn toward] In, Aura.; in 

furtherance of, Rev. 

6. Began] So Wicu., Txnp., Rev.: 

hath begun, AuTH, In you 

wu good work] So Wicu., Cov. Test, 

(that g.), Ruzm.: a good work in 

you, AUTH., and as to order all the 

other Vv. Perfect] So Rurm., 
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7 even as it is meet for me to be thus minded con- 
cerning you all, because I have you in my heart; inas- 
much as both in my bonds, and in my defence and 

confirmation of the Gospel, ye all are partakers with me . 
8 of my grace. 
g you all in the tender mercies of Christ Jesus. 

For God is my witness, how I do long after 
And this 

I pray, that your love may yet more and more abound in 
10 knowledge and in all discernment, to the intent that ye 

prove the things that are excellent, that ye may be pure 

Rev.: go forthe with, Tynp,, Cov. 

(both); perform, Aura, and remain- 

ing Vv. 

7. To be thus minded] So Rev.: 

to think this, AutH.; so to iudge, 

Tynp., Gmy., and sim. Cov., Cran., 

BIsH, Concerning] Of, 

Auta.; on behalf of, Rrv. 

My defence] So Gun.: the d., AUTH., 

Bisu., Ruem., Reuv.; defendynge, 

Wict., Cov. (the d., Cov. Test., 
Cran.), Partakers, &c.] 
So, omitting my, Aur. (Mayrg.), 

Cov., Rev., and sim. Tynp., Cran., 

companions of grace with me: par- 

takers of my grace, AutTu., Grn., 

Bisu.; felowis of my toye, Wict.; 

partakers of my ioye, Cov. Test., 

Raerm. 

8. Is my witness] So Ruem., Rry., 

and sim. Wicu.: is my record, AUTH. 
and remaining Vv. except Tynp., 

beareth me recorde. 

I do long] So Cov. Test., and (omit- 

ting do) Cov., Gmn., Rrv.: greatly I 

long, AutH., Tynp., Cran., Buisu. 

The insertion of the auxiliary seems 

to throw a slight emphasis on the 

action expressed by the verb, which 

is not inappropriate after the solemn 

adjuration. Tender mercies] 
So Rev.: bowels, AurH., Wict., 

Bisu., Ruzm. The transl. of Tynp, 

and remaining Vv. is curious, from 

the very (om. Cov. Test.) herte rote 
in Jes. Chr. Christ Jesus] 

the other Vv. 

*Jesus Christ, AUTH, 

9g. Yet more and more abound] So, 

omitting yet, Rumm.: abound yet more 

and more, AutH., Gun., Bisu., Rev., 

and, as to position of the adverbs, 

The inversion seems 

a little more closely to preserve the 

Greek order and the connexion of 

mepiooevew With the particulars in 
which the increase takes place. 

All] More literally ‘all manner of,’ 

éc., a translation actually adopted 

by Cov., but marred by the untena- 

ble attraction, in all manner of kn. 

and in all experience. Dis- 

cernment] So Rry.: judgment, AuTEH., 

Gen. ; witte, Wicu.; fealinge, Tynp.; 

experience, Cov.; understandinge, Cov. 

Test., Cran, Bisu., Rurm. 

10. To the intent that] Sim. Rev., 

so that: that, AurH, and all other 

Vv. It seems desirable to make 

some difference in translation be- 

tween the more immediate els rd 

«7X. and the further and final 

ta Are K.T.A. Ye] 
So Wict.: ye may, AutH. and re- 

maining Vv. (myght, Tynp.). 

Prove] So Wicu., Cov.: approve, 

Avuru., Rurm., Rev.; accepte, Tynp., 

Cran.; alowe, Cov. Test.; discerne, 

Gen., Bisu. The things] 

So Cran., Ruv.: things, AuTH. 

Pure] So Tynp, and all Vv. ex- 

cept Aurn., Rurm., Rev., sincere; 

Wict., clene, Stumbling] 
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and without stumbling, against the day of Christ; being 11 

filled with the fruit of righteousness, which is by Jesus 
Christ, unto the glory and praise of God. 

Now I would have you know, brethren, that my cir- 12 
cumstances have fallen out rather unto the furtherance 
of the Gospel; so that my bonds have become manifest 13 
in Christ in the whole Pretorium, and to all the rest; 

and that the greater part of the brethren, having in the 14 
Lord confidence in my bonds, are more abundantly bold to 
speak the word of God without fear. Some indeed preach 15 

Christ even from envy and strife ; and some too from good 

will: they that are of love so preach, as they know that I 16 

Offence, AutH., Wicu., Cov. Test., 

Gen., Bisu., Rusm., Rev. The al- 

teration is made to avoid an active 

sense being given to offence, e. g. 

soche as shuld hurte no mannes con- 

science, Tynp., Cov. (om. shuld). 
Against] So Coy. Test.: till, AUTH., 

Bisu., and sim. Tynp., Cran., GEN., 

vntyll; in, Wicu.; vnto, Cov., Rurm., 

Rey. 

ur. Fruit] Fruits, Avrs., Rev. 

Is] Are, AutH., Rev. 

12. Now] So Rav.: but, Aurs., 

Cov. Test., Bisu.; fforsothe, Wicu.; 

and, Ruem.; the rest omit. 

Have you know] So Cov. Test. (to k.), 
Ruem., Rev.: ye should understand, 

Autu., Cran., Bisu.; ye understode, 

Tywp., Cov., Gen. My 

circumstances] The things which hap- 

pened unto me, AutTH., CRAN., GEN. 

(haue come), BisH. (came), Rev.; my 

busynes, Tynp., Cov. (both); the 
thingis that ben aboute me, Wic.; the 

things about me, RHEM. 

13. Have become] Sim. WICct., 
Coy. Test., RuEm., weren mude; be- 

came, Rev.; are, AUTH. and remain- 

ing Vv. The perfect is 
adopted as perhaps better continuing 
the tense of the preceding member. 

Manifest in Christ] So Cov. Test., 
Ruem., Rev., and sim. Wicu. (know- 

en): AutTH. and all other Vv. connect 
in Christ with bonds. The 

whole Pretorium] All the palace, 

AutH.; eche moothalle, WicL.; euery 

iudgement house, Cov. Test.; al the 

court, Runm.; all the iudgement hall, 

Tynp., Cov.; the whole pretorian 

guard, Rev. To all 

the rest] So Rey., and sim. Ruem., 

in al the rest; Auto. Marg., to all 

others : in all other places, AUTH. and 

remaining Vv. 

14. And that] And, Auta., Bisa. 

All the other Vv. add that. 
The greater part] Many, AutH. and 

all Vv. except Wicu., mo, Rev., 

most. Having in the Lord, 

&e.] Brethren in the Lord, waxing 

confident by my bonds, AuTH. and, 
with some variations, the other Vv. 

except Cov. Test., which connects év 

Kuply with meroddras. 

More abundantly] So Ruem,, Rev.: 
much more, AUTH. Word of 

God] So Rev.: *word, AuTH. 

15. From...from] For...for, Wict., 
Cov. Test., Razm.; through... of, 

Gan.; of...of, AUTH. and remaining 

Vv. Too] Also, AuTH., Gun., RoEm., 
Rev.; forsothe, Wicu.; the rest omit, 

16. They that are, &c.] But the 

other of love, Auru., with a transpo- 

sition of ver. 16 and 17; the one do 
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17 am set for the defence of the Gospel; but they that are of 

contentiousness proclaim Christ not sincerely, thinking 

18 thus to raise up affliction to my bonds. What then ? 

only that, in every way, whether in pretence or in 
truth, Christ is proclaimed, and therein I rejoice; yea, 

1g and I shall rejoice; for I know that this shall issue to 
me unto salvation, through your supplication and the 

20 supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ, according to my 
steadfast expectation and hope that in nothing I shall be 
put to shame, but that with all boldness, as always, so now 

it of love, Rev. 
As they know] Because they knowe, 

Cran.; because they se, Tynv.; for 

they knowe, Cov.; witynge, Wict.; 

knowing, AuTH. and remaining Vv. 

17. But they that are, &c.] The 

one preach Christ of contention, not 

sincerely, supposing to add affliction 

to my bonds, AutH., but transposing 

ver. 16 and 17: conversely, Rey. 
Contentiousness] There is some little 

difficulty in finding a suitable trans- 

lation for ép:@ela. On the one hand, 
the older translation, stryfe, Tynp., 

Cov., Cran., Bisz., is certainly open 
to the objection of confounding éps 
and épHela, from which that of Aurs., 
Cov. Test,, Gen., Ruem., viz. conten- 

tion, is scarcely free: on the other 

hand, the more lexically exact, ‘a spirit 

of intrigue’ (faction, Rrv.), seems to 

present an inadequate antithesis to 

dyamrn. In this difficulty perhaps the 

term chosen in the text sufficiently 

maintains the antithesis, while in its 

etymological formation it approaches 

lexical accuracy by keeping in view 

the spirit, the spirit of faction and 

dissension, that actuated the op- 

ponents. Proclaim] So 
Rev.: preach, Aur. and remain- 

ing Vv. except Wicu., Cov. Test., 

schewen. Thinking thus] Sup- 
posing, AuTH. ; thinking, Rev. 

To raise up] So Rrv.: *to add, Autu. 

18. Only that] So Rev.: *notwith- 
standing, AUTH. In every way] So 

Rev.: every way, AUTH. ; on al maner, 

Wicu.; all maner wayes, Tynp., Cov. 

(of w.), GEN.; anie maner of waye, 
Cov. Test., Cran., Brsu.; by al 

meanes, RHEM. Proclaimed] 

So Rev.: preached, Aura. and all 

other Vv. except Wict., schewide. 

Therein I] So Rev.: I therein, AuTH.: 

changed to avoid any false emphasis 

on the pronoun. Rejoice] So 

Rev.: do rej., AUTH. 

And I] And, Auru., Rev. 

Shall] So Wicu.: will, Auto. and 

remaining Vv. 

19. Issue to me unto salv.] Sim. 
Ruem., fall owt to me vnto salv.: turn 

to my salv., AuTH., Cov. Test., GEN., 

Bisu., Rev.; come to me in to helthe, 

WIcu.; chaunce to my salv., Tyyp., 

Cov., Cran. Supplication] 

So Rev.: prayer, AurH. and all the 

other Vv. (preyers, Wict.). 

20. Steadfast expectation] Ear- 

nest expect., Auru., Ruv.; expecta- 

cion, Cov. Test., Cran., Biso., Roem. ; 

abydynge, Wicu. Hope] So 

Wicu., Cov. Test., Cran., Ruem., 

Rev.: my hope, Aurs., Bisu. Put 

to shame] So Rey.: confoundide or 
schamyde, Wicu.; confounded, Rqem. ; 
ashamed, AutH. and remaining Vv.: 

it seems desirable to preserve and 

express the passive alcxuvOjooma. 
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also, Christ shall be magnified in my body, whether 7¢ 
be by life, or by death. For To ME to live is Christ, and 21 
to die is gain. But if to live in the flesh_if THIS is to 22 
me the fruit of my labour, then what I should choose I 
wot not. Yea I am held in a strait by the two, having 23 
my desire toward departing and being with Christ, for it 
is very far better: yet to abide in the flesh 7s more need- 24 
ful. for your sakes. 

22. Butifto live, &.] Sim. Rev.: 
but if I live in the flesh, this is the 

Fruit of my labour, AurH., Bisu., and 

similarly as to construction, Cov. 

Test. and also Tynp., Cran.: Cov. 

gives but in as moch as to lyue in 

y? flesh is frutefull to me for the 

worke, in which though the roiro 

is overlooked, that division between 

protasis and apodosis is preserved 
which seems, on the whole, most 

probable: similarly, in this respect, 
Wicut., Ruzm.’ In Gen. the clause 

is rightly divided but altogether 

wrongly translated, and whether to 

liue in the flesh were profitable for 

me. Then what] So Rev. : 
yet what, AutH.; and what, Wict., 

Tynp., Cran., Gen., Bisn.; what... 

also, Cov. Test. I should 

choose] I shall c., AutH. and re- 

maining Vv. except Tynp., Grn., to 

chose,—an idiomatic translation, but 

tending to obscure the deliberative 
future. Wot not] 

So Auts., Tynp., Cov., Cran., Brsu., 

Rev.: scarcely exact, yet forcible 

and firm in cadence. The transl. of 

Cov. Test., can not tel, is idiomatic, 

and preferable to knowe not, WICcL., 

Gen., RHEM. 

23. Yea] But, Rev. ; *for, AuTH. 
I am held in wu strait] I am ina 

strait, AurH., Bisu., Rev.; I am 

kepte in u strayte, Cov. Test.; I am 

constreynyde, Wicu., Tyxp., CRAN. ; 

I am straitened, Rozm. Two trans- 

And being persuaded of this, I 25 

lations are noteworthy, both these 

thinges lye harde vpon me, Cov.; I 
am greatly in doute on bothe sides, 

GEN. By] Betwixt, Autu., 

Bisz., Rev.; of, Wicu., Tynp., Cran., 

Ruem.; wyth, Cov. Test. The 
two] So Raem., Rev.: two, AursH., 

Bisu.; two thingis, Wicu., Txnp., 

Cov. Test.; both these thinges, Cov.; 

these two thinges, Cran.; bothe sides, 

Grn. Having my desire] 

H, a desire, Autu., Cov. Test., Brsx. ; 

h, desire, Wicu., Ruem.; I desyre, 

Tynp., Cov., Cran.; desiring, Gzn.; 

h. the desire, Rrv. Toward 

departing] To depart, Auru., Rey. 

Being] To be, AutH., Rev. For 

it is, &c.] SoRuv.: which is far better, 

AurH.; itis myche more better to me, 

Wict.; which thinge is best of all, 
Tynp., GEN. (om. thinge) ; which thinge 

were moch better (for me), Cov.; the 

whych were moch more better, Cov. 

Test.; which is moche and far better, 

Cran., Bis. (om.and); a thing much 
more better, RoEM. 

24. Yet] SoRnv.; forsothe, Wict. ; 

but, Coy. (both), Ruzm.; nevertheless, 
AvurH. and remaining Vv. For 

your sakes] So Cov. Test., Rev. (sake): 
for you, AurH, and remaining Vv. 

25. Being persuaded of this] Hav- 

ing this confidence, AutH., ReEv.; 

tristynge this thing, Wicu., and Cov. 

Test., Rucm., omitting thing; the 

transl. this am I sure of, Txnp., Cov., 

Cran., Gren., Bise., is due to joining 
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know that I shall abide and shall continue here with you 
26 all for your furtherance in and joy of Faith, in order that 

your ground of boasting may abound in Christ Jesus in 
me through my presence with you again. 

27 Only let your conversation be worthy of the Gospel 

of Christ; that whether I come and see you, or remain 
absent, I may hear of your affairs, that ye are standing in 
one spirit, with one soul striving together for the faith 

28 of the Gospel, and not terrified in any thing by your ad- 
versaries ; the which is to them an evidence of perdition, 

29 but of your salvation, and this from God: because to 

merrodws with oida. Shall con- 
tinue here with] Continue with, AUTH., 

with a difference of reading, which 

however does not affect the transla- 

tion. The Vv. are all nearly identical 

with AuTH., except Wict., parfitely 

dwelle to alle you; Cov. Test., continue 

with you all unto the ende; Rexv., 

abide. Your furtherance in, &¢.] 

Your furtherance and joy of f., AUTH., 

Bisa., Rago. (the f.), and Cran., 

Gen., giving youre f.; your profite 

and ioye of f., Wicu.; the furth. and 

ioye of youre f., Tynp., Cov.; your 

profite and reioysyng of f., Cov. Test. ; 

your progress and joy in the faith, 

Rev. 

26. In order that] That, AurH. 

and all Vv. Ground of boasting] 

Rejoicing, AurH., Cov. Test., Cran., 

Bisu.; thankynge, Wicw.; gratula- 

tion, Rurm.; glorying, Rev. 

Abound] So Wictu., Ruzm., Rev., and 

sim. Cov. Test., be plenteous : be more 

abundant, AuTH., and Cray., Brsu., 

yom. Trnp., Cov., Grn., translate 

the clause, that ye maye moare (om. 

Coy.) aboundantly reioyce. 
Christ Jesus] Jes. Chr., AUTH. In 

me] So Wicu., Cran. (but giving 
thorowe J. C.), RuEm., Rev.: for me, 

AurH., Gen., Bisu.; thorowe me, 

Tynp., Cov. (both). Through 

my presence with you] So Rry.: by 

my coming to you, AuTH. and all Vv. 

(vnto, Cov. Test.)—but perhaps less 

exact than in the text. 

24. Worthy of] So Ruem., Rrv., 
and sim. Wicx., worthily to: as it 

becometh, AuTH. and remaining Vv. 

Remain] Else be, Auru. and the 
other Vv. (om. else, Cov. Test., REv.), 

except Wicx., which omits. 

Are standing] Sim. Wicu., Raem., 

stonden: stand fast, AuTH., REV.; con- 

tynue, TynD. and remaining Vv. 

Soul] So Trnp., Cov., Cran., Bisz., 

Rey.: mind, AutH., Grn., RHEM. ; 

wille, WIcL. 

28. Not terrified, &c.] In nothing 

terrified by, AutH.; in no thing be 

aferde of, Wict., Cov. Test. (ye be) ; 
in nothynge fearinge, Tynp., Cov., 

Cran., Bise.; in nothing feare, GEN.; 

in nothing be ye terrified of, RHEM. ; 

in nothing affrighted by, Rrv. 

The which] So Wicu., Cov. Test.: 
which, AurH. and remaining Vv. 

Evidence] Evident token, AvtH., 

Rey. ; cause, Wicu., Cran., Reem. ; 

token, Tynp,, Cov. (both), Gen., 

BisH. Of your] * To you of, 

Aura. This from] This thing 

of, Wicu., Rum. (om. thing); that 

from, Rev.; that of, Aur. and re- 
maining Vv. 

29. Because] So Rey.: for, AurH. 
and all other Vv. Was granted] 
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you was granted, in the behalf of Christ, not only to 
believe in Him, but also in behalf of Him—to suffer; 

ye having the same conflict as ye saw in me, and now 30 
hear of in me. 

If then there be any exhortation in Christ, if any com- II. 
fort of love, if any fellowship of the Spirit, if any tender 

mercies and compassions, make ye full my joy, that ye 2 
mind the same thing, having the same love, with united 

souls minding the one thing; minding nothing in the 3 
way of contentiousness, nor 

Sim. Rev., it hath been gr.: it is 

given, AutH. and all Vv. In 

Him] So Wict. (into), Cov. Test., 
Gun., Ruoem.: on him, Auta. and 

remaining Vv. (on Chr., Tynp., Cov.). 
It seems very desirable, on account 

of the etymological affinity of els (évs) 

and é& (Donalds. Cratyl. § 170), to 
translate mcrevew eis, ‘believe in’ 

(where a more literal translation is 
not possible), and to reserve ‘on’ 

for moretew éri: for the construc- 

tion of this verb in the N.T., see 

notes on 1 Tim. i. 16, Reuss, Théol. 

Chrét. tv. 14, Vol. 1. p. 129, and 

Transl. of St John by Five Clergy- 

men, p. X. In behalf of 

Him, &c.] Sim. Rev., in his behalf: 

suffer for his sake, AutH, and the 
other Vv. except Wici., Cov. Test., 
Ruem., s. for hym. The reasons for 

this change may be gathered from 

notes in loc. 

30. Ye having] Having, Avru., 

Rev. As] So Cov. Test., 
Cran., Ruem. (like as); which, AuTH. 

and remaining Vv. exc. Wicu. (what 
maner &). Hear of] Hear to 

be, AutH., Gen., Rev.; hane herde, 

Wictu., Ruem.; hear, Tynp. and re- 

maining Vv. 
Cuarter II. 1. If then there be] If 

there be therefore, AutH., Cov. Test., 
Cran., Gen., Bisu., Rev. (there is); 

therfore yif, Wicu.; if therfore there 

in the way of vain-glory, 

be, Ruzm.; Tynp. and Cov. omit ody, 

but insert amonge you. Ea- 

hortation] Consolation, AUTH. and 

the other Vv. except Wicz., Rev., 

coumfort. Tender mercies 

and compassions] So Rev.: bowels, 

and mercies, Autu.; entraylis of 

mercy doinge, Wich.; inwarde mo- 

cton of pytie, Cov. Test.; bovvels 

of commiseration, RHEM.; compassion 

and mercy, Tynv. (or), and remain- 

ing Vv. 

z. Make ye full] Fuifil ye, Avru., 

Rev. Mind the same thing] 

Sim. Wicu., vundirstonde the same 

thing: be like minded, AutTH., CRAN., 

Gen., Bisu.; drawe one waye, Tynv., 

Cov.; do mynde one thynge, Cov. 

Test.; be of one meaning, Rum. ; 

be of the same mind, Rev. 

With united souls, &c.] Being of one 

accord, of one mind, AvuTu., Bisu., 

Rev., and (giving and of) Tynp., 

Cov., Cran.; of one wille, felynge 

the same thing, Wicu.; beyng of one 

accorde, meanynge one thynge, Cov. 

Test.; being of one accorde and of 

one iudgmente, GEN.; of one minde, 

agreing in one, RuEm. 

3. Minding, &e.] Let nothing be 

done through, AurH., BisH.; no thing 

by, Wicu., RuEm.; that nothinge be 

done thorow, TynpD.; that there be n. 

done thorow, Coy.; doing n. through, 

Rev. Contentiousness] Con- 
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but with due lowliness esteeming each other superior to 
4 yourselves; not looking each of you to your own things, 

5 but each of you to the things of others also. Have 

this mind in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: 
6 who, though existing in the form of God, esteemed not 

His being on an equality with God a prize to be seized 
7 on, but emptied HimseExr, taking upon Him the form of 

tention, Gun., Ruem.; faction, Rev.: 

strife, AuTH. and remaining Vv.; 

see notes on ch. i. 17 (Transl.). 
Nor in the way of] *Or, Autu.: or 

through, Rev. With due lowli- 

ness] In lowliness of mind, AutH., 

Rev.; in mekenesse, Wicu.; in meke- 

nes of mynde, Txnv., Cov. (thorow), 

Cran., Gen., BisH.; in humblynesse, 

Cov. Test.; in humilitie, Ramm. As 

the art. does not appear merely used 

to give razew. its more abstract force, 

but to mark the ‘due, befitting’ lowli- 

ness by which the Philippians were to 

be influenced, the insertion of such a 

word would seem justifiable. 

Eisteeming each] Let each esteem, 

Auto. No Vv. except Wict., Cov. 

Test., Ruem., Rev. (counting other), re- 
tain the participial construction. 

Superior to] Better than, AuTH. and 

all Vv. except Wicn. (which appy. 

gives higer to, but the clause is con- 

fused). Yourselves] Them- 

selves, AutH., Wicu., Ruem.; him 

selfe, Tynp. and remaining Vv. 

4. Not looking, &c.] So Rev.: 

*look not *every man on, AuTH., CRAN. 

(not ye), GEeN., BisH.; not eche by 

hem selfe biholdynge, Wicu.; and 

that no man consyder, Tynp.; and let 

euery man loke not for, Cov.; euery 

one consyderynge not, Cov. Test., 

RueEm. (not cons.). Your] His, 
Aurtu., Rev. Each of you, &c.] 

Sim. Rey. (each of you also, &c.): 
*every man also on, AUTH., GEN., 

Bisu., the only other Vv. that notice 

in translation the ascensive xal. 

5. Have this mind] So Rav.: let 

this mind be in you, AvtH., and 

(giving the same m.) Tynp., Cov. 

(both), Cran., Gen., Brsu.; feele yee 

this thing in you, Wicu.; this thinke 

in your selues, Roem. The particle 
yap is retained in Rec., but is omitted 

in translation in Aura. and the other 

.Vy., except Wicu., forsothe; RaEm., 

for. 

6. Though existing] Being, AutH., 

Tynp., Cov., Gen., Bisu., Rev.; whan 

he was, Wicu. and remaining Vv. 

Esteemed not, &e.] Thought it not 

robbery to be equal with God, AuTH., 

Txnp., Cov., BrsH., and (no 7.) Cov. 
Test., Cran., GEn.; thought it no 

robberie, him self to be equal to God, 

Raem., ; demyde not raueyne hym self 
for to be euen to god, Wicu.; counted 

it not a prize to be on an equality 

with God, Rrv. 

4. Emptied Hiusetr] So Rev.: 
made himself of no reputation, AUTH. 

and the other Vv. except Wrct., 

mekide hym self; Ruem., exinanited 

him self. Taking] So Wict., 

Cov. Test., Cran., Bisu., Raem., 

Rev.: and took, AurH. and remain- 

ing Vv. There is some little diffi- 

culty in the translation of the modal 

aorist participle, when, as in the 

present case, the action of the parti- 

ciple is synchronous with that of 

the finite verb. On the whole, the 

pres. part. in English seems the best 

and most idiomatic equivalent, espe- 

cially as in practice the tense of the 

finite verb seems so far reflected on 
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a servant, being made in the likeness of men: and being 
found in fashion as a man, He humbled Himself, becom- 
ing obedient, even unto death, yea death on the cross. 

Wherefore God did also highly exalt Him, and granted 
Him the name which is above every name, that in the 

name of Jesus every knee should bend, of things in hea- 
ven, and things on earth, and things under the earth; 
and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ 
is LORD, unto the glory of God the Father. 

So then, my beloved, even as ye were always obedi- 
ent, not as in my presence only but now much more in 

my absence work out your own salvation with fear and 
trembling. For it is God which worketh in you, both to 
will and to work, of His good pleasure. Do all things 
without murmurings and doubtings; that ye may be 
blameless and simple, children of God without blemish, 
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the participle, that though really pre- 

sent in form, it becomes almost aoris- 

tic in sense. Being made] 

So Rev.: made, Wict., Ruzm.; and 

made, Bisu.; and was made, AUTH., 

Gen.; and became, Tynp., Cov. (om. 

and), Cov. Test., Cran. 
8. Becoming] So Rev.: made, 

Wicu., Biso., Ruem.; and became, 
Auta. and remaining Vv. Even 

unto] So Rev.: unto, AutH. and all 
Vv. Yea death] Sim. Rev., 
yea the death: forsothe to the deth, 

Wict.; euen vnto the d., Cov.; even 

the d., AUTH, and remaining Vv. 

On the cross] Of the cross, AuTH. and 
all Vv. (om. the, Wrct.): the slight 
change seems to add somewhat to 

perspicuity, and is compatible with 

the present use of the gen., which is 

one of ‘more remote relation.’ 

9. God did also, &¢.] So Cov. 

Test.: God also hath...exalted, AUTH., 

Cran., Bisa., Ruem., Rev. (omits 

hath) ; hath God also e., Cov.; God 

hathe also,..e., Gen. The change 
seems to have theadvantage of placing 
the contrasting «al in more distinct 

connexion with vrepipwoer. 

Granted] Sim. Wicu., Cov. Test., 

Rev., gave: given, AutH. and re- 

maining Vv. except Rurm., hath 

giuen. The name] So Rev.: a 

name, AutH. and all other Vv. 

10. In the name] So all Vv. ex- 

cept AuTH., GEN., at the Name. 

Bend) Bow, AutH. and all Vv. (be 

bowide, Wrct.). Things on earth] 

So Rev., Cov. (vpon): th. in earth, 
AvuTH. and remaining Vv. except 

Wict., erthely; Ruem. terrestrials. 

12. So then] So Rev.: and so, Wicu.; 

therfore, Cov. Test., Ruzm.; where- 

fore, AurH. and the other Vv. 
Even as] So Rey.: as, Auru. and all 

other Vv. Ye were always ob.] 
Euermore yee hane obeschide, Wict. ; 
ye have always obeyed, AuTH. and 

the other Vv. (you, Rurm.). 
13. To work] So Rrv.: to do, 

Avrs., Bisu.; to parfourme, Wict., 

Cov. Test.; to accomplish, Ruzm. 
14. Doubtings] So Wict., Cov. 

Test., and sim. RxHEm., staggerings : 

disputings, AuTH., Cov., Rev., and, 

in the sing., Tynp., Cran., Bisu.; 
reasonings, GEN. 

15. Simple] So Wict., RueEm.: 
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amidst a crooked and perverse generation, among whom 
16 ye appear as heavenly lights in the world, holding forth 

the word of life; that I may have whereof to boast against 
the day of Christ, that I did not run in vain nor yet 

17 labour in vain. Howbeit if I be even poured out, in ad- 
dition to the sacrifice and service of your faith, I joy, 

18 and rejoice with you all. And for the same cause do ye 
also joy, and rejoice with me. 

19 Yet I hope in the Lord Jesus shortly to send to you 

harmless, AutH. (Marg., sincere), 

Rev. ; pure, Tynp., Cov., Gzn., Brsu.; 

innocent, Cov. Test.; vunfayned, 

Cran. Children] So Cov. 

(both), Rurm., Rv. : the sons, AurH. 

and remaining Vv. (Cran. omits 

the). Blemish] So Rev.: 

reproue, WicL. ; reprehension, RHEM. ; 

*rebuke, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

Amidst] *In the midst of, AuTH. 

Generation] So Cov. Test., Rumm.: 

nation, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

Appear] Shine, AutH. and all the 

Vv. except Rev., are seen. Heavenly 

lights] Lights, Aur. and all the Vv. 

except WICcL., gyuers of ligt. 

16. That I may have, &c.] Sim. 

Rev.: that I may rejoice, AUTH., 

Cran., GEn.; to my glorie, Wicu., 

Ruem.; unio my reioysynge, TYND., 

Cov. (both), Brsx. (to). 
Against] So Cov. Test.: in, AuTH. 

and all other Vv. Did not 

run] So Rrv.: have not run, Autn. 

and all Vv. The change to the 
aoristic form seems in this case 

clearly proper and necessary: the 

form with the auxiliary is here 

chosen for the sake of preserving the 

rhythm of AutH., which can rarely 

be neglected without some loss to 

the general cadence of the verse. 

Nor yet] Neither, Aura. and all Vv. 
except Ruum., nor. The change is 

here made in accordance with the 

rule generally followed in this re- 

vision—to adopt the weaker transla- 

tion (‘nor,’ or ‘neither’) of the dis- 
junctive ovdé, where the meanings of 

the words it disjoins are more similar 

and accordant, the stronger and 

more emphatic (‘nor yet’), where 

they are less so; see notes on 1 Tim. 

i. 4 (Transl.). Labour] 

So Rezv.: laboured, AutH. 

17. Howbeit if] Yea, and if, 

AutH., Krv.; but although, Cov. 

Test.; but and if, Wicu., Rurem. (an 

archaic, but not otherwise unsatis- 

factory translation); yee and though, 

Tynp. and remaining Vv. Be 

even poured out] Sim. Aura. Marg., 

be powred foorth: be offered, AUTH. ; 

am offered, Rrv.; be offered vp, Txnp., 

Cov., Cran., Gen., Bisa.; am off. 

vp, Cov. Test.; be immolated, Ruem. 

In addition to the] Upon the, Aura. 

and all the Vy.; it seems however 

desirable to mark in translation that 

émt has here probably not a local but 

an ethical reference ; see notes in loc. 

18. And for, &e.] For the same 

cause also do ye joy, AUTH., and sim. 

Tynp., Cran., Gen., Bisu.: the same 

thing forsothe & yee hane ioye, WIct. ; 

be ye glad aso of the same, Cov. 

Test. ; and the self same thing doe you 

also reioyce, RueM.; in the same 

manner, Rev. 

19. Yet I hope] But I trust, Aurz. 

(Marg., moreouer), Bisu.; I trust, 

Tynp., Cov. (both), Cran.; and I tr., 

Grn.; and I hope, Ruem.; but I 

hope, Rev. Shortly to, &c.] 
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Timothy, that I also may be of good comfort, when I 

know your state. For I have no man likeminded, who 20 
will have a true care for your state, 

their own things, not the things of Jesus Christ. 
For they all seek 21 

But 22 
ye know the proof of him, that, as a child serveth a father, 

he served with me in furthering the Gospel. Him then 23 
I hope to send forthwith, so soon as I shall see how it 
will go with me. 
also shall come shortly. 

But I trust in the Lord that I myself 24 

Yet I supposed it necessary to send unto you Epa- 25 

To send Timotheus shortly unto you, 

Aura, and the other Vv. except 
Wicu., for to sende tymothe soone to 

you; Ruarm., to send T. vnto you 
quickly. The change is made to 
endeavour to show that syuivy is the 

transmissive dative, and not the same 

as mpos buds, ver. 25, where see notes. 

20. Will have a true, &c.] Will 

naturally care for your state, AUTH., 

Bisu.; is bisie for you with clene 

effeccioun (or desire), Wicu.; with so 

pure afeccion careth for youre matters, 

Tynp., Cov, (both) [you], Cran. (wyll 

care); wil faithfully care for your m., 

GuEn.; vvith sincere affection is care- 

ful for you, Rurm.; will care truly 

for your state, Rev. 

a1. They all] So Cov. Test., Rev., 

and somewhat sim. Tynp., Cov., 

Cran., all other: all, AutH., GEN., 

Bisu., RoEm.; alle men, Wicu. 

Own things] Own, AutH. and the 
other Vv. except Wict., Cov. Test., 

Raem., tho thingis that ben here 

owne. Of Jesus Christ] So Rrv.: 

which are Jesus Christ’s, AUTH., CRAN., 

Bisu., and sim. all the other Vv. 

The change in the text seems to 

leave the translation equally uncir- 

cumscribed with the Greek: the pos- 

sessive gen. in English seems to be 

more limited. 

22. The proof] So Aurx. and all 

the Vv. except WicL., the asaye; 

RuEM., an experiment: the meaning 

really amounts to ‘proved character’ 

(see notes), but as so many of the Vv. 

retain the literal meaning of doxiuy, a 

change may be deemed unnecessary. 

A child serveth a father] 8o Rev.: wu 

childe vnto the father, Cov. (both); ason 
with the father, AutH. and the other 
Vv. except Wicu., @ sone to the f.; 

RaeEm., a sonne the f. Served] So 

Wicu., Rev.: hath served, AUTH., 

Gen., Bisu., Roem. In further- 

ing the Gospel] Sim. Rev.: in the 

Gospel, AuTH. and all Vv. except 

Tynp. who translates the clause be- 

stowed he his labour apon the g. 

23. Then] Forsothe, Wicu.; there- 

fore, AutTH. and the other Vv. except 

Tynp., Cov., which omit otv in trans- 

lation. Forthwith] 80 Revy.: pre- 
sently, AUTH. How it will, &e.] 
This expression is due to Tynp., and 

has been retained by succeeding Vv. 

except Cov. Test., my busynes; Bisu., 

my state; Ruxm., the things that con- 

cerne me. 
24. I myself also] So Cov. Test., 

Raem, (omitting I), Rev.: I also my- 

self, AUTH. and remaining Vv. ex- 

cept WIcL. 

25. Unto you] To you, AurH., Rev. 

The distinction preserved throughout 

between the transmissive dative and 

the cases where a prep. is used is 

noticed here on account of the di- 
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phroditus, my brother and fellow-worker and fellow- 

soldier, but your messenger and minister to my need, 

26 since he was longing after you all, and was full of heavi- 

27 ness, because that ye heard that he had been sick. For 

indeed he was sick like to death: howbeit God had 

mercy on him; and not on him only, but on me also, 

28 that I should not have sorrow upon sorrow. I have been 

therefore the more zealous in sending him, that when ye 
see him ye may rejoice again, and I too may be the less 

rect contrast in ver. 19, where see 

notes, Fellow-worker] So Rev. : 

companion in labour, AUTH. 

And minister, &c.] So Rev., and 

sim. Bisu., and the minister of my 

neede; and the seruaunt of my nede, 

Wict.; and my minister at my nedes, 

Tynp., Cov. (both) [need]; and he 

that ministered to my wants, AUTH. ; 

which also ministreth unto me at nede, 

Cran.; and he that ministered unto 

me suche things as I wanted, GEn. 

26. Since] So Rev.: for sothely, 

Wicu.; for so moch as, Cov. (an 

archaic, but not inexact transla- 

tion); because in deede, Ruum.; for, 

Auru. and remaining Vv. 

Was longing after] Longed after, 

Avra. and the other Vv. (J. for, Cov. 

Test.) except Wict., desiride; RuEm., 

had a desire tovvard. Heard] 

So Wicu. : had heard, AutH. and the 

remaining Vv. (had h. saye, TYnp., 

Cran.). In the next member the 
English idiom seems clearly to re- 

quire the pluperfect in translation; 

in this member it may apparently be 

dispensed with. 

27. Like to death] To the deth, 

Wict.; vntyll death, Cov. Test.; ewen 

to death, Ruem.; nigh unto d., AUTH., 

Bisu., Rev.; and that nye vnto d., 

Tynp., Cov.; in somoch that he was 

nye unto d., Cran. ; verie nere vnto 

d., GEN. Howbeit] But, 

AvtH. and all Vy. That I 

should not have] Sim. Rev. (might): 

lest I should have, AutH. and the 

other Vv. except Wict., leste I hadde ; 

Tywp., Cov., lest I shuld have had, 

28. I have been therefore, &e.] I 

sent him therefore the more care- 

fully, AutH., Rev. (have...diligently). 

The inverted translation of the 

text seems necessary, to show, more 

clearly than Auru., that the Apostle 

displayed oovd) in sending Epa- 

phroditus. The change of tense 
from the aorist (AuTH.) to perfect 

seems to be necessary, as éreupa is 

in all probability the epistolary aorist 

(see notes on Philem. 12), Epaphro- 

ditus being appy. the bearer of this 

Epistle. It may be doubted whether 

the present ought not to be adopted : 

English idiom however seems to be 

in favour of the perfect; comp. notes 
on Col. iv. 8 (Transl.). There- 
fore] So AurH. and all Vv.; and 

appy. rightly, as this seems to be 

one of the cases in which of has a 

slightly inferential force, which is 

inadequately expressed by ‘then;’ 

see notes on 1 Tim. ii. 1 (Transl). 
Rejoice again] So Tynp., Cov., CRraN., 

Raem., and similarly Wict., and 

Cov. Test.: again is joined with see 

him by AvutH., Gren., Bisx., Rev. 

Perhaps the insertion of the adverb 

between the auxiliary and the verb 

might seem more consonant with the 

order of the Greek (d\w xapire), 
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Receive him then in the Lord with all joy, 29 
and hold such men in honour; because for the work of 30 
Christ he went nigh even unto death, having hazarded 
his life, to supply that which you lacked in your service 
unto me. 

and also with our present mode of 
expression: as however it has a tend- 
ency to suggest an undue emphasis 

on ‘again,’ and is perhaps a modern 

collocation, we retain the order of 

the older Vv. And} So 
Wict., Tynp., Gen., Ruem.: and 

that, AUTH. and remaining Vv. , 

I too] Sim., I also, Cov.: I, Aura. 
and remaining Vv. The insertion of 

éy (=‘I on my side’) suggests this 
slight addition. 

29. Then] Therefore, AvtH. and 

all Vv. except Wict., and so: see 

notes in loc. Joy] So Wicu., 
Ruem., Rev.: gladness, AvuTH. and 

the remaining Vv. It certainly seems 
undesirable to depart from the usual 

and almost semi-theological ren- 

dering of xapd. ‘Such men] 

Sim. Wict., suche maner men: such, 

Aur#. and remaining Vv. 
Honour] So Wicu., RuaEem., Rev.: 
reputation, AutH. The clause is 
translated by Tynp. and remaining 

Vv., make moche of soche. 

30. He went nigh, &c.] So Cov. 
Test. (ewen nye): he was nigh unto 

death, Avutu., Gun. (nere), Brsx.; 
onto the deth he wente, Wicu.; he 

went so farre, that he was nye unto 

d., TYnD., Cov. (came nye), CRAN.; he 

came to the point of death, RueEm.; 

came nigh unto, Rev. Having 

hazarded] *Not regarding, AUTH., 

Bisa.; gyuynge, Wicu.; and regard- 
ed not, Tynp., Cov., Cran., GEN.; 

and put...in ieopardy, Cov. Test.; 
yelding, Ruem.; hazarding, Rev. 
The translation of the aor. part., 

when associated with the finite verb, 

E, 

needs attention. Besides the usual 
periphrastic translations by means 

of temporal or causal particles, we 

have three forms of translation,— 

(a) the present participle; (b) the 
past participle with the auxiliary 
‘having ;’ (c) the idiomatic conver- 

sion into the finite verb with ‘and.’ 
Of these, (a) is especially admissible 
when the part. defines more closely 
the manner of the action expressed 

by the finite verb, or the circum- 

stances under which it took place 

(see notes on ver. 7, Transl.); (b) is 
often useful when it is necessary to 
mark the priority of the action of the 
part. to that of the finite verb; (c) 
sometimes serves to mark their con- 
temporaneity. In the present case 

the choice seems to be between (b) 

and (c), as the wapaBodX. may be 

regarded partly as having preceded, 
and partly as accompanying the 

qyyev. As, logically considered, 
the former idea seems here distinctly 
more prominent, we adopt the second 

form of translation. That 
which, &c.] So somewhat similarly 
Tyrnp., Cov., Cran. (omitting service), 

Gen., that service which was lackynge 
on youre parte towarde me: your 

lack of service toward me, AUTE., 

Biso.; that that faylide to you 

anentis my seruyce, Wicu.—not an 
incorrect. view of the gen. (see notes) ; 

it that was wantyng on your behalfe 

towarde my wyllynge seruice, Cov. 
Test.; that vvhich on your part vvant- 

ed tovvard my seruice, Runm.; that 

which was lacking in your service 

toward me, REV. 
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Finally, my brethren, rejoice in the Lord. To write 

the saine things to you to me indeed is not irksome, 
2 while for you it is safe. Look to the dogs, look to the 
3 evil workers, look to the CONCISION. For we are the crR- 

CUMCISION, which by the Spirit of God do serve Him, 
and make our boast in Christ Jesus, and put no confi- 

4 dence in the flesh; though myself possessed of confidence 
also in the flesh. If any other man deemeth that he can 

Cuapter III. 1. Irksome] So 

Rev.: grievous, AuTH.; slowe, WICL.3 

grefe, Cov. Test.; tedious, Rum. ; 

Tynp, and remaining Vv. translate 

the clause, it greveth me not. 

While] But, Autu., Cov. Test., Rev.; 

forsothe, Wicu.; and, Coy., Grn., 

Ruem.; for, Tynp., Cran., Bisn. It 

would at first sight seem desirable 

to suppress the wév in translation; 

as however the opposition pév...6é is 

sparingly used in the N.T., and only 

when a somewhat decided contrast is 
intended, it is best to retain indeed, 
as AUTH. 

z. Look to (3 times)] Sim. Wict., 
se yee; RuEM., see: beware of, AUTH. 

and remaining Vv. 

The dogs] So Ruem., Rev.: the ar- 

ticle is omitted by AuTH. and the 

remaining Vv. The presence of the 
article with the two following sub- 

stantives seems to show that here 

the article is not merely generic, but 

distinctive and definitive ; ‘indicat 

eum de certis quibusdam loqui, quos 

illi noverint,’ Erasm, in loc. 

The evil] So Ruem., Rev.: the ar- 

ticle is omitted by AurH. and remain- 

ing Vv. 

3. By the Spirit of, &e.] Worship 
*God in the spirit, AuTH.; worship 

by the Spirit of God, Rev. It seems 

permissible to add Him to the abso- 
lute Narpevovres in accordance with 

Aura. in Luke ii. 37, Acts xxvi. 7. 
Make our boast) Glorien, Wrict., 

Ruem., Rev. : rejoice, AUTH. and re- 

maining Vv. Put) Have, 
Aurs., Rev. On account of the next 

clause, it seems desirable here to 

avoid the use of ‘have.’ 

4. Myself possessed of conf. also] 
I might also have conf., AutH., Gzn., 

Bisu., Roem. (om, might); I myself 

might have confidence even, Rrv.; I 

haue triste &, Wicu.; I have wher of 
I myght reioyce, Tynp., Cov., Cov. 
Test. (I also h.); I myght also re- 
ioyce, Cran. The change to ‘pos- 

sessed of’ is an endeavour to mark 

the ‘ habens non utens’ implied here 

by ¢xwv, and to draw a distinction in 
translation between reroiddas and éxwv 
merolOyow, It will be observed that 

Wict., Rey. alone insert the transl. 

of «at in the proper place, and that 
Tynp., Cov., omit it. 

Deemeth] Is seen, Wicu.; seme, Cov. 

Test., Ruem.; thinketh, Aura. and 

remaining Vv. (thynke, Cov.). The 
slightly stronger ‘deemeth’ appears 

best to coincide with the view of 
doxe? adopted in the notes. 
That he can put conf.] For to triste, 

Wict.; that he hath whereof he 
mighte reioyce, Cov.; to haue wherof 

to reioyse, Cov. Test.; to haue con- 
fidence, Ruum., Rev.; that he hath 

whereof he might trust, Aura. and 
remaining Vv. 

5. Race] Stock, Auts., Ruew., 

Rev. Hebrews] So Rev.: the 

Hebrews, AutH. As regards] As 
touching, AurH., Rrv.; aftir, Wicu., 

Cov, Test., Brsx.; as concernynge, 
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put confidence in the flesh, I more: circumcised the 5 
eighth day, of the race of Israel, of the tribe of Ben- 
jamin, an Hebrew of Hebrews; as regards the law, a 

Pharisee; as regards zeal, persecuting the church; as 6 
regards the righteousness which is in the law, having 
lived blameless. Howbeit what things were gain to me, 7 
these for Christ’s sake I have counted loss. Nay more, I 8 
do also count them all to be loss for the excellency of 
the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord; for whose sake 

Tynp., Cov., Cran.; by, GEN.; ac- 

cording to, Ruzm. It will be seen 

from next verse that Wicu., RaEem, 

and Rev. are the only Vv. which 

preserve the same translation of xara 
in the three clauses: this certainly 
seems desirable, as more clearly di- 

recting the reader’s attention to the 
three theological characteristics of 
the Apostle, which are not improba- 

bly climactic in arrangement. 
6. As regards (1)] Concerning, 

AvutH., Gen., Bisx.; aftir, Wict. ; 
as concernynge, Tynv., Cov. (both), 
Cran. ; according to, RuEM.; as touch- 

ing, Rv. As regards (2)] 

Touching, AvtH., Gmn., Bisu.; aftir, 

Wict.; as touchynge, Tynp., Cov. 

(both), Cran., Rev.; according to, 

RuEM. Having lived blame- 

less] Lyuynge with outen playnte, 

Wict.; my conuersacion was without 

- blame, Cov. Test.; conuersing vvithout 

blame, Ruem.: blameless, AUTH. ; 

found blameless, Rev.; I was blame- 

lesse, Bisu.; I was vnrebukable, 

Tynp., Cov., Cran.,Gen. The three 

Vv. which follow the Vulg. (‘ con- 
versatus’) mark, though not quite 

adequately, the yevduevos which AUTH. 

leaves unnoticed. 

4. Howbdeit] So Rev.; but, AurH. 

and all Vv. The adversative adhd 

seems here to require a stronger 

translation than the merely opposi- 
tive ‘ but,’ These] So Wict., 

Rey.: those, Auru., Cran., Brsx., 

RaeEm.; the same, Cov. Test., Grn. ; 

omitted by Tynp., Cov. For 

Christ’s sake] So Tynp., Cov. (both),: 
Cran., BrsH.: for Christ, AvTH., 

Wicu., Ruem., Rev. All Vv. place 

these words at the end of the sen- 
tence, except Ruzm. which preserves 

precisely the order of the Greek: 
the change perhaps keeps up the an- 
tithesis between xépéos and ¢yula with 
a little more emphasis. 

I have counted] So Cov, (both), Rev. 

[haue I]; I haue demyde, Wrct.; 

haue I esteemed, Rum. : I counted, 

Aura. and remaining Vv. 
8. Nay more] *Yea doubtless, 

Avrn,, Gen.; netheles, WicL.; ye, 

Tynp., Cov. (both), Cran., Bisz.; 

yea but, Ruem.; *yea verily, Rev. 
I do also count them all] And I count 

all things, Autu., Cov. Test. (om. 
and), Rev.; I gesse alle thingis, WIcL.; 

I esteeme al things, Ruzm.; I thinke 

all thynges, Txnp. and remaining 
Vv. The insertion of ‘them,’ and 

the change to ‘do also count,’ seem 
required to show that the real em- 
phasis does not rest on révra, but 
on #yoduacas contrasted with jynuae, 
while mdvra refers back to the pre- 
ceding drwa x.7..; comp. Meyer in 

loc. To be loss] So REv.; 

for to be peyrement, Wicu.; to be 
detriment, Ruem.: but loss, Aura. 

and remaining Vv. For 

$2 
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I suffered the loss of all things, and do count them to be 

9 dung, that I may win Christ, and be found in Hin, not 

having mine own righteousness, which is of the law, but 

that which is through Faith in Christ, even the righteous- 

1o ness which cometh of God by Faith: that I may know 

Him, and the power of His resurrection, and fellow- 

ship of His sufferings, being fashioned to the likeness of 

11 His death, if by any means I may attain unto the resur- 

12 rection from the dead. 

whose sake] For whom, Auta. .and 

all Vv.: change for the sake of 
accordance with the transl. of dd 
roy Xp.,. ver. 7. Suffered] 

So Rev.: have suffered, Autu., and 
similarly all other Vv. except Wicu. 
insert the auxiliary have. To be 

(2)] So Gun.: as, Wicu., Cov. Test., 

Raem.; but, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

9. Faith in] So Rev. ; sim. Tynp., 

the fayth which is in: the faith of, 

AurH. and remaining Vv. 

Even] So Cran., GEn.: that is, WIcL., 

Raem. (vvhich); I meane, Tynp.; 

(namely), Cov.; AurH., Bisx., Rev. 
omit, and Cov. Test. alters the con- 

struction. The insertion, thus sanc- 
tioned by six of the Vv., seems to 
add both to perspicuity and empha- 
sis. Cometh] So Tynp., Cov., 
Cran., Bisu.: is, AutH., Cov. Test., 

Gey., Rev. The concluding words, 

by Faith, Avutu., Rev. [in feith, 
Wicu., Cov. (both), Ruzm.; thorowe 

fayth, Tynp., Cran., Gen., Bisu.], 

are scarcely an exact translation of 

éml ry wlore (see notes), but are per- 
haps a sufficiently close approxima- 

tion to it to be preferable to any 

periphrasis (‘grounded on faith,’ 

‘resting on faith’) which an adhe- 

sion to the literal meaning of the 

prep. would render necessary. 

1o. Fellowship] The fellowship, 

Autu,, Rev. Being fashioned 

to, &¢.] Conjiguride.(or made liik), to, 

Not that I have already 

Wictu.; that I maye be lyke fashioned 
onto, Cov. Test.; configured to, 

Ruemu.; * being made conformable 

unto, AuTH. and sim. remaining 
Vv. The expression in the original 
(cuppopdlfecOar Oavarw), though per- 

fectly intelligible, is so far unusual 
as to require some slight periphrasis 
in English, The shorter transla- 

tion, ‘ being conformed to’ (becoming 
conf, unto, Rrv.), is perhaps open to 
objection as involving a use of ‘ con- 

form,’ which, though sanctioned by 

Hooker, is now of rare occurrence. 

11. May] So Cov. Test., Rarm., 
Rey.: might, Aura. and remaining 
Vv. except Wict., schal. 
From the dead] So Cov., Rev.: from 

deeth, Tynp.; *of the dead, AvTH., 
Cran., GEN., BisH. The three Vv. 

which follow the Vulg. all translate 

rhy (‘que est ex m.,’ Vulg.),—that is 

of deade (men), Wreu.; that is from 
the deed, Cov. Test., Roem. (vvhich); 
the insertion of the article is cer- 

tainly intended emphatically to spe- 
cify what follows, but appy. falls 

short of the very distinctive force 

conveyed by the parallel insertion of 
the relative in English. 

12. Not that I have] So Wict., 
Cov. (both), Cran., Ruem., Rev.: -not 
as though I had, Autu., Tynp., GEN., 

Bisa. On the use of the auxiliary 

‘have’ in the translation of the aor. 

with 75, see notes on Eph. iii, 
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attained, or am already made perfect; but I am pressing 
onward if that I may even lay hold on that for which 
also I was laid hold on by Christ. Brethren, I count 13 
not MYSELF to have gotten hold: but one thing I do, 

forgetting the things that are behind, and stretching 
forth after the things that are before, I press on toward 14 

the mark unto the prize of the heavenly calling of God 

in Christ Jesus. Let so many of us then as are perfect 15 
be of this mind: and if in any thing ye are differently 

5 (Transl.), and on 1 Tim. i. 20 

(Transl.). Or am already, 

&c.] So Rev.: or nowe am parfite, 
Wicu., Ruem.; or that I am allready 
p., Cov., Cov. Test. (now), Cran.; 

either were already perfect, AUTH., 

Tynp., Gen., Brsn, On the transla- 

tion of the perfect, see notes on Col. 

i. 16 (Transl.). Am pressing 

onward] Sim. Rev. (press on): follow 
after, AUTH.; sue, WICL.; pursue, 
RueEm.; folowe, Tynp. and remaining 

Vv. May even] May, Avrz., 
Rey. Lay hold on ..was laid 
hold on] Apprehend...am apprehend- 

ed, Autu., Rev. (was); comprehende... 
am comprehendide, Wicu, and re- 

maining Vv. By] So Rev.: of, 
Aura. and all other Vv. Christ] 
*Christ Jesus, AUTH., Rev. 

13. Gotten hold] Sim. Txnp., Cov. 

(both), Cran., gotten it: apprehended, 

Aurtu., Rev.; comprehendide, WIct., 

Ruem.; atteined to it, GmN.; at- 

tained, Bisu. One thing] 

So all Vv. except AuTH.,CRaN., BIsH., 

this one thing. I do] So 

Autn., Gen., Rzv.: I saye, TYNp. 

and all the other Vv. except Wict., 
Ruem., which omit. The things 
(bis)] So Cov. Test., Ruv.; the th... 
those, Ruzs.: those things, AUTH., 

Wicu., Cran., Brsu.; that, TYnp., 

Cov., GEN. That (bis)] So 

Wicu., Cov. Test., Ruzm.: which, 

Auru, and the remaining Vv. If the 

distinction alluded to on Eph, i. 23 
(Transl.) be correct, ‘that’ would 
seem here slightly more exact than 
‘which.’ Stretching forth after] 

Sim. Wicu., Tynp., Cov. (both), 

Ruem,, Rev. (forward to): reach- 

ing forth unto, AuTH.; endeuoure my 

selfe unto, Cran., GEN., Bisu., with 
a different construction. 

14. Press on] So Rev.: pursue, 
Wicu., Rueu.; followe hard, Gun.; 

press, AUTH. and remaining Vv. In 

this verse the simple English present 

is more suitable than the auxiliary 
with the part., as in ver. 12. There 

the adverb 767 and the past tenses 

@daBov and reredelwua suggest a 

contrast in point of time; here the 

iterative force involved in the English 
present (Latham, Engl. Lang. § 573) 

is more appropriate. 

Unto] So Rev.: for, AUTH. 
Heavenly] High, Avru. and the 

other Vv. except Ruem., supernal. 
15. Let somany, &c.] Let us there- 

fore as many, AurH, and all Vv. ex- 
cept Wicu., which translates the 
clause, therfore who euer we ben par- 

fite. As are] So Cov. Test. 
(om. as), RoEM.: as be, AvTH. and re- 
maining Vv. except WICcL. (see above). 
Be of this mind] Feele we this thing, 

Wict. (see above) ; be thus wyse mind- 

ed, Tynp., Cov., Cran.; be thus 

minded, AuTH. and remaining Vv. 
In any thing] So Avra, Rev.: 
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16 minded, even this will God reveal to you. Nevertheless, 
whereto we have attained —in the same direction walk - 

ye onward. 
17 Brethren, be followers together of me, and mark them 

18 which are walking so as ye have us for an ensample. For 
many walk, of whom many times I used to tell you, and 
now tell you even weeping, that they are the enemies of 

19 the cross of Christ: whose end is perdition, whose God 
is their belly, and whose glory is in their shame, who are 

20 minding earthly things. For OUR commonwealth is in 
heaven; from whence we also tarry for, as a Saviour, the 

21 Lord Jesus Christ: who shall transform the body of our 
humiliation so that tt be fashioned like to the body of His 
glory, according to the working whereby He is able even 

Perdition] So Rev. : destruc- 

Wicu., Rurm,, for which see below. 

Are differently minded] Be otherwise 

m., AutH., Rev, (are), and all Vv. 
except Rurm. (any othervvise), and 

Wicu. which gives vndirstonden other 

maner any thing. Even this 

will God, &c.] Sim. Rev. (shall): God 

shall reveal even this unto you, AUTH. 

16. Attained] Already attained, 
Aurtu., Rev, ; attayned unto, Cran., 

Bis. ; comen, Wicu. and remaining 
Vv. In the same direction, &c.] 

*Let us walk by the same rule, let us 

mind the same thing, AuTH.; by that 

same rule let us walk, Rev. 

17, Are walking] Walk, AutH. 

and all Vv. It seems desirable to 
make some slight distinction between 
the pres. participle in this verse and 

the pres. indic. in ver. 18, where 

Cov. Test. alone gives do walke. 

18. Many times I used, &.] I 

haue ofte tolde you, Cov. Test.; often 
I told you, Ruem.; I have told you 

often, AuTH., Rev. (omits have), and 

remaining Vv. (seyde to you ofte, 

Wicu.). The change is made to pre- 
serve the true force of ¢\eyov, and 

the wapyxnots, TodAa...7ohAGKis. 

tion, AurH., Ruem.; deth (or peris- 

chynge), Wicu.; death, Cov. Test.; 

dampnacion, Tynp. and remaining 
Vv, Compare notes on 1 Tim. vi. 9. 
Areminding, &c.] Mind earthly things, 

Aura., Cov. Test. (do m.), Gzn., Bisx., 

Rugm. (vvorldly), Rev.; saueren e. th., 
Wict.; are worldely mynded,.Trnp., 

Cran.; are earthly mynded, Cov. 
20. Commonwealth] Conversation, 

AutH. and all Vv. except WIctL., 

lyuynge; Rev., citizenship. 

We also tarry for, &¢.] Also we look 

for the Saviour, AutTH., GEN., BisH.; 

we abiden the saueour, Wicu.; we 

loke for a saveour, Tynv., Cov. (the), 

Cran. (the); we do wayte for the s., 
Cov. Test.; vve expect the Sauiour, 

RaeEm.; also we wait for a S., Rev. 

21. Transform) Conferme, WIcu.; 

reforme, RHEM,; change, AuTH. and 

remaining Vv. except Rev., fashion 

anew. The body of our 

humiliation]So Rev., and sim. RuEm., 

the body of our humilitie; Wrict., 

the body of oure mekenesse: our vile 

body, AurH. and remaining Vv. 
(bodies, Txnp.). So that it be] 

*That it may be, AuTH. The body 
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to subdue all things to Himself. 

brethren dearly beloved and longed for, my joy and 

crown, so stand fast in the Lord, dearly beloved. 

I exhort Euodia, and I exhort Syntyche, to be of the 
same mind in the Lord. Yea I entreat thee also, true 

yoke-fellow, give them aid, since they laboured with me in 
the Gospel, in company with Clement also, and the rest of 
my fellow-labourers whose names are in the book of life. 

Rejoice in the Lord alway: again I will say, Re- 

joice. Let your forbearance be known to all men. The 

Lord is at hand. Be anxious about nothing; but in 

every thing by your prayer and your supplication with 
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Wherefore, my IV. 

4 

5 
6 

of His glory] So Ruem., and sim. 

Wicu., the body of clerenes: his 

glorious b., AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

To Himself] Unto h., Autu., Rev. 

Cuapter IV. 1. Wherefore] So 

Cov. (both), Rev.: therefore, AUTH, 
and remaining Vv. (herfore, Txnp.) 

except Wicu., and so. The more 

exact translation ‘so then’ is here 

somewhat awkward, on account of 

the following ‘so.’ Dearly 
beloved (2)] My d. b., AutH., Rev. 

(omits dearly); my deerest, Ruz. ; 
most dere bretheren, Wicu. ; ye beloved, 

Tynp. and remaining Vv. (moost b., 
Cov, Test.). 

2. Exhort (bis)] So Ruv.: beseech 
(bis), AurH.; desire... beseeche, RaEm.; 
preye...biseche, Wicu. and remaining 
Vv. As mapaxada is a word of very 
frequent occurrence in St Paul’s 

Epp. (comp. notes on 1 Tim. i. 3), 
the translation must vary with the 

context: here perhaps the slightly 

stronger ‘exhort’ is more suitable 

than the now weaker ‘beseech.’ 
To be] So Rev.: that they be, AvTH. 

3. Yea] *And, Auru. Give 

them, &c.] Sim. Rey. (help these 
women, for they): helpe thou the ilke 

(wymmen) that, Wicu.; helpe the wemen 

which, Tynp., Cov., Cran.; help those 

women which, AuTH. and remaining 

Vv. (that, Ruem.). In com- 
pany with] With, Auru. and all the 
other Vv. The rest of my] So 

Raem. (om. of), Rev.: other myn, 

Wicu.; my other, Cov., Cov. Test. 
(mine); other my, AuTH. and re- 
maining Vv. 

4. Again] So Cov. Test., Gzn., 
RaeEm., Rev., and sim. Wict., efte: 

and again, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 
Iwill say] So Rev.: I say, AutH, and 
allother Vv. To] Unto, Autu., Rev, 

5. Forbearance] So Rev.: mo- 
deration, AUTH.; temperaunce (or 

pacience), Wicu.; softenes, TYND., 

Cov. (both), Cran.; patient minde, 
Gen., BisH. ; modestie, Roem. 

6. Anxious about nothing] Sim, 
Rev. (in nothing be anxious): careful 

for n., AuTH., Cran., Bisu. ; no thing 

bisie, Wicu.; not carfull, Tyrnp., 

Cov.; nothynge carefull, Cov. Test., 

Gen., Roem. Your (bis)] 
Omitted by Aut. and all Vv. The 
Vv. which erroneously connect rav7t 

with ri mpocevyyj are Wicu., Cov. 
Test., and, what is singular, Cran., 
as this Version was not made from 

the Vulgate, and was preceded by 
the correct translations of Tynp. and 
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thanksgiving let your requests be made known before 

God. And the peace of God, which passeth every under- 

standing, shall keep your hearts and your thoughts in 

Christ Jesus. Finally, brethren, whatsoever things 

are true, whatsoever things are seemly, whatsoever things 

are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things 
are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report, what- 

ever virtue there is, and whatever praise there is, think 

on these things. The things also which ye learned and 
received, and heard and saw in me, these do: and the 

God of peace shall be with you. 

10 Now I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at 
length ye flourished again in respect of your care for me, 

wherein ye were also careful, but ye lacked opportunity. 
11 Not that I speak in consequence of want: for I have 

Cov. Before] So Cov.: unto, 
AvtH. and remaining Vv. except 
Wicu., at; Raem., vvith. Though 

not perfectly exact, the above trans- 

lation of mpés is slightly preferable 
to ‘unto,’ as not seeming to imply to 

the English reader that a dat. is 

used in the original. 

4. Every understanding] All under- 

standing, AutH. and all Vv. except 

Wict., Cov. Test., al witte. 

Your thoughts] So Rrv.: minds, AutH. 

and all Vv. except Wicu., Cov. Test. 

(your vnd.), undirstondyngis; RHEM., 

intelligences. In] So all Vv. 
except Autu., Cran., BisH., through. 

8. Seemly] Honest, Auru. and all 
Vv. except Wicu., chaste; Reyv., 
honourable: Auru. Marg, gives vener- 

able. Whatever virtue, &c.] 

If there be any virtue, and if there be 

any praise, AurH., Bisu., Rev., and 

sim. all other Vv. 

g- The things] So Cov. Test., Rev.: 
those things, AutH.; the remaining 

Vv. omit. Also which ye 
learned] The whiche & yee hane L, 

Wicu.; which ye have both 1, AvTu., 

Rev. (omits have), and remaining 

Vv. (y', Cov. Test.; you, RuEm.). 

Saw] So Rev.: seen, Aux. and all 

Vv. These do] Do yee thes 
thingis, Wicu.; th. th. doe ye, Ruem.: 

do, Autu.; do the same, Cov. Test. ; 

those thynges do, Tynp., Rev. (these), 
and remaining Vv. 

10. Now] Sim, GEn., now...also: 

but, AutH., BisH., Rrv.; forsothe, 

Wicu.; and, Ruem.; the rest omit. 

At length] So Rev., and sim, Ruem., 

at the length: at the last, AvTH. and 

the other Vv. except Wicu., summe 

tyme aftirwarde (but omitting now, 
as also does Cov. Test.). Ye 
flourished again, &e.] Your care of 

me hath flourished again, AUTH.; yee 

agen floureden for to feel for me, 

Wict. ; ye are revived agayne to care 

for me, Tynp., Cov. (both), GEn., 

Bis. (you); youre care is reuyued 

agayne for me, CRAN.; you haue re- 

Jlorished to care for me, RHEM.; ye 

have revived your thought for me, 

Rev. 

11. In consequence of | In respect 

of, AutH., Rrv.; as for, Wicu.; as it 

vvere for, RuEem.; because of, TYND. 

and remaining Vv. The translation 
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learned, in what state I am, therein to be content. 
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I 12 
know also how to be abased, I know too how to abound: 
in every thing and in all things I have been fully taught 
both to be full and to be hungry, both to abound and to 
suffer want. I can do all things in Him that strength- 
eneth me. Notwithstanding ye did well that ye had fel- 
lowship with my affliction. Moreover, Philippians, your- 
selves also know that in the beginning of the Gospel 

13 
14 
15 

2 

when I departed from Macedonia, no church communi- 
cated with me as touching any account of giving and 

in the text is probably a modern 
form of expression, but is apparently 

exact; that of Aurs., though not in- 
correct, is somewhat ambiguous. 

What] So Cov. Test.: whiche, Wict. ; 

whatsoever, AuTH. and the remaining 

Vv. except Ruem. which translates 

the clause, I hawe learned, to be con- 

tent vvith the things that I haue. 

Therein] So Rev.: therewith, AuTH. 

and the other Vv. except Rurm. (see 

above), and Wicu., Cov. Test., which 

omit. 

12. I know also how to] *I know 

both how to, AuTH., RuEM. (om. how) ; 

Ican both, Tynp., Cov. Test.; I can, 

Cov.; andIcan, Gun.; I knowe howe 

to, Cran., Biso. It may here be re- 

marked in passing that the position 
of xal in Greek, and that of ‘also,’ 

‘even,’ or ‘too,’ in English, will not 

always exactly correspond. Here 

for instance xat belongs to razrewotc- 

Oat (see notes), whereas in English 

the ‘also’ seems idiomatically to 

take an earlier place in the sentence, 

I know too how to] And I know how to, 

AurH., Cran., Bisu., Rev. (know 

also); I can also, Tynv.; and I can, 

Coy. (both), Gen.; I knovv also to, 
Raem. In every thing, &c.] 

So Rev.: every where, and in all 
things, Auto, and all Vv. (Cov. 
Test., Gen., omit and). Have 
been fully taught] Sim. Cov. Test., 

am taught: am ordeynyde, Wicu. ; am 

mete, Cov.; have I learned the secret, 

Reyv.; am instructed, Aura. and re- 
maining Vv. Want] So Grn., 
Rev.: nyseyste, Wicu.; penurie, 
Ruem.; need, AuTH. and remaining 

Vv. The change is made to preserve 
the rapyynois, borépnow (ver. 11)... 
borepetoOat. : 

13. In Him that] So Wrct., 
Ruew., Rev. : thorow him that, Cov. 

Test.; *through Christ which, Auru., 

Cov., Cran,, Bisu.; thorow the helpe 
of Christ which, Tynp., GEN. 

Strengtheneth] So AutH. and all Vy. 
except Wicu., Cov. Test., comfortith. 
The force of évdur. (see notes) cannot 
be expressed without weakening the 
emphasis of the verse, and impairing 

the rhythm, 
14. Did well] So Rev.: have well 

done, AuTu. and the other Vv. except 

Wict., Cov. (both), Ruru., hane done 

wel. Had fellowship] 

So Rev., and Aura. in Eph. v.11; 

did communicate, AuTH. 

15. Moreover] Now, Auru.; ffor- 
sothe, Wicu.; but, Cov. (both); and, 

Gen., Ruem., Rev.; omitted by Tynp., 

Cran., Bisu. Philippians, 

&e.] Ye P. know also, AutH., Cov. 

Test., Gen., Bisu.; and yee philipen- 

ses witen, Wicu.; ye of Philippos 
knowe, Tynp., Cov., Cran. (adding 

also); you also knovuv 6 P., Ruem. 
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16 receiving, but ye only: since even in Thessalonica ye 
17 sent to me both once and again unto my need. Not 

that I seek after your gift; but I seek after the fruit that 
18 multiplieth unto your account. But I possess all things 

and abound: I am full, now that I have received from 

Epaphroditus the things which came from you, a savour 
of sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable, well-pleasing, to 

tg God. But my God shall 

ye yourselves also know, ye P., Rev. 

As touching any, &c.] As concerning, 

AvutH., Tynp., Cov. (omitting as), 

Cran., Bisu.; in resoune of, WIcL.; 

in the waye of, Cov. Test. ; concern- 

ing the matter of, GEN., Rev. (in 

the m.); in the account of, Ruzm. 
Perhaps the insertion of the indefi- 
nite ‘any’ may be considered per- 

missible as serving slightly to clear 

up the meaning. 

16. Since] For, Autu., and all 
Vv. To me] So Wict. (but 
translating the clause, into vse to 

me): AutH. and all the other Vv. 
omit. Both once] Once, 

Aut, and all Vv. Unto] 

So Auts. and all Vv. (WIct3., into; 

Cov. Test., Ruzm., to) except Grn., 

for. Need] So Tynp. 
(nedes), Rev.: necessity, AuTH.: TYND., 

Gen., alone keep the same transl. of 

xpela here and in ver. 19, GEN. gives 
necessitie.. necessities. 

17, That] Soall Vv. except Avru., 
because ; Wict., for. Seck after 
(bis)] Sim. Rev. (seek for); seek... 
agen seek, WIcL.; seke...requyre, Cov. 

Test., both following the Vulg. ‘que- 

ro...requiro;’ seke...seke, Cov., RHEM.: 

desire...desire, AUTH, and remaining 

Vv. Your gift] A gift, 

AutH., Gen., Bise.; gifte, Wicx.; 

gyftes, Tyrnp., Cov., Cran.; anye 

gyfte, Cov. Test.; the gift, Rurm., 

Rev. Seek after] Sim. Rev. (for): 

desire, AUTH, The fruit] So Cov., 
Gun., Ruemu., Rey.: fruit, AUTH. 

fill up every need of yours 

That multiplieth unto] That may 
abound to, AurH.; that increaseth to, 

Rev. The change is made to preserve 

in the translation the different words 

used in the original here and in ver. 

18, wAeovdfew and mepioceverv. 
18. Possess] Receaved, Trnp., 

Cran., and, giving haue r., AUTH. 

Marg., Gen., BrsH.; have, AUTH. and 

remaining Vv. The transl. in the 

text is perhaps the nearest approach 

that can be made to the meaning of 

dméxw, see Philem. 15. 
All things] So Wicu., Ruem., Rev.: 

all, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

Now that I have] After that I 

had, Tynp., Gen., Bise.: having, 

AutH., Rev.; whan I, Cov. (both); 

after that I, Cran., RaEmM, (om. 
that). From (1)]So Rev.: of, AUTH. 
and all other Vv. Which came 

from you] So Tyrnp., Cov., Gen., 

and sim. Rey. (that): which were 
sent from you, AuTH., CRaN., BISH.; 

the whiche yee senten, Wicu., and 
sim. Cov. Test., Roem. 

Savour of sweet smell] Sim. Cov. 
Test., sauoure of swetnesse: odour of 

@ sweet smell, Autu., Cran,, Bisx., 

Rev.; odoure of swetnesse, WIct., 

Cov., Ruem.; odour that smelleth 

swete, Tynp., GEN. 

19. Shall fill up] Fulfilde, Wicu.; 

fulfill, Tynp., Cov.; shal fulfil, Gun., 
Rey.; shall supply, Auru., Cran., 

Biso., Ruem. (om. shall); accom- 
plysh, Cov. Test, Every... 

of yours] So Rey,: all your, AutH. 
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according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus. Now 20 
to God and our Father be glory for ever and ever. Amen. 

Salute every saint in Christ Jesus. The brethren 21 
which are with me salute you. All the saints salute you, 22 

but especially they that are of Czsar’s household. 
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with your 23 

spirit. 

and all other Vv. Need] See 
notes on ver. 16 (Transl.). In (2)] 

So all Vv. except Auru., Cran., by. 

20. To] Unto, Autu., Rev. This 

slight change is made, as in ch. iii. 

21 and elsewhere, to distinguish be- 
tween the simple dat. and the acc. 

with a preposition. 
21. Salute...salute] So Cov. (both), 

Raem., Rev.: grete...greten, Wict.; 

salute...greet, AUTH. and remaining 

Vv. Acchange of translation in the 

same verse does not seem desirable. 
22. But especially] So Cov. (both), 

Ruem., Rey. (omits but): chiefly, 

AuTH.; moste sothely, Wict.; and 

most of all, Tynp., Gun.; most of 

all, Cran., Bisu. 

23. The Lord] *Our Lord, Auta. 
Your spirit] So Rrv.: *you all, AuTH. 

Aura. and all Vv. except 

Rev. add * Amen. 



THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS. 

I yO ice an apostle of Christ Jesus by the will of God, 
% and Timothy our brother, to the saints in Colossze 

and faithful brethren in Christ. Grace be to you, and 
peace, from God our Father. 

3 We give thanks to God the Father of our Lord Jesus 
4 Christ, praying always for you, having heard of your 

faith in Christ Jesus, and of the love which ye have to- 
5 ward all the saints, because of the hope which is laid up 

for you in heaven, whereof ye heard before in the word of 

CuapTer I, 1. Christ Jesus] So 
Rev.: *Jesus Christ, AUTH. ; 

Timothy] So Wrcu., Cov. Test., 
Ruem., Rev.: Timotheus, AutH, and 

remaining Vy. The principle put 
forward in the Translators’ Preface 
to AurH., though appy. not always 

followed, seems sound and reason- 

able, viz. to adopt, in the case of 

proper names, those forms which 

are most current, and by which the 

bearers of the names are most popu- 

larly known. 

z. Saints in Colosse, &c.] Sim. 
Tynp., Cov., Cran., sayntes which 

are at C., &e.: Saints and faithful 

brethren in Christ, which are at C., 

Autg., Rrv., sim. Cov. Test.; them 

that ben at colocence, holy and feith- 
ful br. in crist Ihu, Wict., and sim. 
Gen., Bisu., Roem. Grace 

be to you] Grace be unto you, AUTH. ; 
Grace to you, Rev. Our 

Father] Autu. adds *and the Lord 

Jesus Christ. 

3. God the Father] So Rrv.: 
*God, and the Father, AutH. 

4. Having heard] So Rev.: he- 

rynge, Wicu., Cov. Test., Ruzm.; 

for we haue hearde, Cran.; since we 

heard, Auto. and remaining Vv. 

The transl. of Aurs., al., is perhaps 

somewhat ambiguous, ‘ since’ having 
as much a causal as a temporal re- 

ference. As the latter seems to be 
the most probable reference in the 
present case (see notes in loc.), it 
will perhaps be best to adopt what 
seems a more definitely temporal 

translation ; see notes on Phil. ii. 30 

(Transl). Toward] So Cov. 
Test., Gun., Roem., Rev. : to, AUTH. 

and remaining Vv. (into, WIct.). 

5. Because of the hope] So Cov. 
Test., Rev.: for the h., AUTH., WICL., 

Ruem.; for the hopes sake, Tyno. 

and remaining Vv. Word 

of Truth, &c.] So Cov.; and sim. 

Wict., Cov. Test., Bisx., giving of 

the g.: word of the truth of the G., 
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Truth in the Gospel; which is come unto you, as also in 6 

all the world it is bringing forth fruit and increasing, as 
it doth also in you, since the day ye heard of zt, and came 

to know the grace of God in truth: even as ye learned 7 
of Epaphras our beloved fellow-servant, who is on our 
behalf a faithful minister of Christ; who also declared to 8 

us your love in the Spirit. 

For this cause we also, since the day we heard it, do 9 
not cease to pray for you, and to make our petition that 
ye may be filled with the knowledge of His will in all 

spiritual wisdom and understanding; that ye may walk ro 
worthily of the Lord unto all pleasing, bringing forth 

AutH., Rarm., Rev.; true worde of 

the g., Tynv., Cran.; worde of trueth, 
which is the G., Grn. Thus the 

true relation of the genitives seems 

fairly expressed by four of the older 
Vv.; see notes. The article preceding 

aAnbelas appears only to mark that 
446. is used in its most abstract 
sense. This use of the article in the 
case of abstract nouns is commonly 
marked in this Revision by a capital 
letter. 

6. As also in, &.] *As it is in all 

the world, and, AUTH.; even as it is 

also in all the world, Rev. 

Is bringing forth fruit] Bringeth forth 

fruit, Aura., Cov. Test. (omitting 
forth); makith fruyte, Wicu.; fructi- 

fieth, Ruem.; bearing fruit, Rev.; is 

frutefull, Tynp., Cran., GEN., BisH. 

And increasing] Auta. *omits. 
Came to know] Knew, Aura. and all 
Vv. (haue...knowen, Cov. Test.) ex- 
cept Tynp., Cran., had experience 
in,—a translation which similarly 
with the text endeavours to express 

the force of éréywwre (see notes on 
ver. g), and deserves consideration. 

7. Even as ye] So Ruy.: as ye 

*also, Auto. The translation of 

xaOdés, whether ‘as’ or ‘even as,’ 

must depend on the general tone of 

the passage: here the latter seems 

to connect the present verse a little 

more closely with the concluding 

words of ver. 6. Beloved] 
So Rev.. moste derworth, Wicw.; 
moost dearly beloued, Cov. Test. ; 

deerest, Roem. ; dear, AUTH. and re- 

maining Vv.: see notes on 2 Tim. i. 

2 (Transl.). On our behalf] 

So Rev.:; *for you, Aura. and all 

other Vv. To] Unto, Autu., Rev. 

9: Make our petition] Sim, Rev. 
(make. request); desire, Aura. and 
four other Vv. and sim. Tywp., 

Ruem., employing the participle; so 
also Wicu., Cov. Test., which give 

axinge. May] So Cov. Test., 
Raem., Rev.: might, Auta. and the 

remaining Vv. except Wicu., which 
omits. Spiritual wisdom and 

und.] So Cov. Test., Rev.: wisdom 

and spiritual wnd., Aura, and re- 

maining Vv. (gostly vnd., Wict.). 
10. May] Might, Auru.: see note 

on the previous verse. Rev. adopts 
the simple infin., to walk, &c. 

Worthily] So Wrct., Cov. Test., 
Rev.: worthy, Aur. and remaining 

Vv. Bringing forth fruit] 

So Cov. Test.: being fruitful, AuTH. 
All Vv. except AurH. preserve the 

same translation as in ver. 6. 
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fruit in every good work, and increasing by the know- 

11 ledge of God; being strengthened with all strength, ac- 

cording to the might of His glory, unto all patience 

12 and long-suffering; with joy giving thanks to the Father, 

who made us meet for the portion of the inheritance 

13 of the saints in light: who delivered us out of the 
power of darkness, and translated us into the kingdom 

14 of the Son of His love; in whom we have Redemption, 

15 even the forgiveness of our sins. Who is the image 
of the invisible God, the firstborn before every creature: 

By the] *In the, Auta. 
11. Being strengthened] So Cov. 

Test.: comfortyde, Wict.; and to be 

strengthed, Cov. ; strengthened, AUTH. 

and remaining Vv. Strength] 

Vertue, Wicu.: power, Cov. (both), 

Raem., Rev.; might, AutH. and re- 

maining Vv. It is perhaps desirable 

to keep the rapjxnots of the original, 

and reserve ‘might’ for xpdaros, see 
next note. The might of 

His glory] So Cov. (both), RueEm., 
Rev., and sim. Wicu. (clerenesse): 

his glorious power, AuTH, and the re- 
maining Vv. Joy] So 

Wict., Cov. Test., RoEm., Rev.: joy- 
fulness, AvTH. and the remaining 

Vv.: comp. notes on Phil. ii. 29 

(Transl.). This is connected with 

what follows, as in the text, by Cov. 

Test., and appy. Tynv., RuHEm. ; 

Aur, and remaining Vv. join it to 

what precedes: see notes in loc. 
12, To the F.] Unto the F., AUTH., 

Rev. Who] So Rev.: which, Avrs. 

Made] So Wicu., Ruv.: hath made, 

Aura. and remaining Vv. 

For the portion, &¢.] Into the parte 

of sorte, Wicu.; for the enheritaunce, 

Cov.; unto the part of the lot, RuEm.; 

to be partakers of the inheritance, 

Auru. and remaining Vv. It will be 

observed that Wicu. and Rurm. alone 
preserve a strictly literal meaning of 

KAHpos. , 

13. Delivered] So Wicu., Rev.: 
hath delivered, AuTH. and remaining 

Vv. Out of] So Cov. 
Test., Rev.: from, AuTH, and re- 

maining Vv. Translated] 

So Wict., Rev.: hath translated, 
Aurs. and the remaining Vv. (Cov. 
omits hath here, but gives it with 
delyuered). The Son of 
His love] So Rarm., Rev., Auta. 
Marg., Wicu. (louynge): his dear Son, 
AutH. and the remaining Vv. (be- 

loued, Cov. Test.). 
14. Redemption] AvtTH. adds 

*through his blood. Our sins] So 
Rev.: sins, AuTH, and all other Vv. 

15. firstborn] So Avru., Cov. 

Test., Gen., Bisu., Raem., Rev. ; 

firste bigoten, Wict., Tynp., Cov., 

Cran. It is appy. not of much mo- 

ment which of these expressions is 

adopted, as the meaning is substan- 

tially the same. In Rom. viii. 29 
Avr. adopts the former, in Rev. i. 

5 the latter: in expressions of this 

peculiar and mystical nature it seems 

desirable to preserve a uniform trans- 

lation: see ver. 18. Before] 

So Cov.: of, AuTH. and remaining 
Vv. This latter translation was re- 
tained in ed. 1, as most inclusive ; 

the arguments however for the transl. 
in the text (see notes) seem suffi- 

ciently strong to justify the altera- 
tion, 
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because in Him were all things created, in the heavens 

and on the earth, the things visible and the things in- 

visible, whether they be Thrones or Dominions or Princi- 
palities or Powers,—all things have been created by Him 

and for Him; and He is before all things, and in Him all 

things subsist. And He is the head of the body, the 
church; who is the beginning, the firstborn from among 

the dead, in order that in all things He Himself might 
have the pre-eminence: because in Him it pleased all 
the fulness of the Godhead to dwell, and through Him to 

reconcile all things unto Himself, having made peace 
through the blood of His cross; through Him, J say, 
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16 

17 
18 

19 
20 

16. Because] So Ruem.: for, 
AvutTH. and remaining Vv. In 

(1)] So Wicu., Ruem., Rev.: by, 
AutH. and remaining Vv. In the 

heavens and on the earth] So Rev. 
(upon): *that are in heaven, and that 

are in earth, AUTH. The 

things, &c.] Sim. Rev. (omits the): 
visible and invisible, AUTH. 

Have been created] So Rev.: ben 
made of nougt, Wicu.; are creatyd, 

Tyrwnp., Cov. (both); were cr,, AUTH. 

and remaining Vv. As the Greek per- 
fect expresses both ‘have been’ and 

‘are,’ there is sometimes a difficulty 
in knowing which of the two to se- 

lect: perhaps as a general rule 

(where idiom will permit, and there 
is no danger of misconception) it is 
best to adopt the former when past 

time seems to come more in promi- 

nence, the latter when present effects 

are more immediately the subject of 

consideration. 
17. In] Soall Vv. except Aurz., 

Cran., by. Subsist] Ben, Wict.; 

have their beynge, TyND., Cov., CRAN.; 
consist, AvTH, and remaining Vv. 

18. Who] So Aurs., Ruem., Rev.: 
the whiche, Wicu.; he, Tynp. and re- 

maining Vv, The relative translation 

is scarcely sufficient, as it does not 
fully convey the explanatory force in 

the relative ‘being as He is.’ As 

however the translation in the com- 

mentary ‘seeing He is,’ though per 

se expressing clearly this force of 4s, 

is perhaps somewhat too strong when 

placed in connexion with what pre- 
cedes and follows, it seems better 

to leave AurH. unchanged. 

From among) From, AvtH., Cov. 

(both), Rev.; of, Wicu. and remain- 
ing Vv. In order that] That, 

AutH. and all Vv. The occasional 

insertion of ‘in order’ seems useful 

where it is required to exhibit clearly 

the purpose involved in the ante- 

cedents. He Himself] He, 

Avra. and all Vv. 
19. Because] So Ruem.: for, AvTH. 

and remaining Vv. In Him, 
&c.] It pleased the Father that in 
him should all fullness dwell, Avtu., 

Tynp., Cran., Grn., Bisu., and sim. 

Cov. (both), Rev. The two remain- 
ing Vv. alone do not supply any word 

in translation, Wicu. giving in hym 
it pleside to gedir al plente to in- 

habite, and Ruem., in him it hath 

vvel pleased, al f. to inhabite. 

20. Through him (bis)] So Rrv.: by 
h., AUTH. Having made...cross] 
Autu. places this clause in the first 

part of the verse immediately after 
‘and.’ All the other Vv. retain the 
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whether they be the things on the earth, or the things in 

21 the heavens. And you also, though ye were in 

times past alienated and enemies in your understanding 

22 in wicked works, yet now hath He reconciled in the body 
of His flesh through His death, to present you holy and 

23 blameless and without charge in His sight: if at least ye 

continue in the faith, grounded and stable, and not moved 

away from the hope of the Gospel, which ye heard, and 
which was preached in the hearing of every creature which 

is under heaven; whereof I Paul became a minister. 

24 Now I rejoice in my sufferings for you, and am filling 
fully up the lacking measures of the afflictions of Christ 

order of the Greek. The 
things on the earth] Things in e., 

Autu.; things upon the earth, Rrv. 
The things in the heavens] Things in 

h., Avutu.; things in the heavens, 

Rev. 

21. And you also] And you, AuTH., 

Rev. On this translation of cal, see 
notes on Eph. ii. 1. Though 

ye were] Sim., where as ye were, Cov. 

Test., RHEM. (you); whan yee weren, 

Wict.: that were, AUTH.; which were, 

Tynp. and remaining Vv. except REv., 

being. In times past] So 

Tynp., Cov., Gren. and sim. Rev. 

(time): sometimes, AvuTH. and re- 

maining Vv. (-me). Under- 
standing] So AutH. in Eph. iv. 18: 

wit, WicL.; cogitation, BisH.; sense, 
Raem.; mind, AutH., Cov. Test., 

Rev. ; myndes, Tynp., Cov., GEN. 

In (2)] So Wieu., Bise., Ruem., 
Rev.: by, Aura. The remaining Vv. 

give a paraphrastic and not altogether 

correct interpretation of the clause, 

because youre myndes were set in 

evyll workes, Tynp., Oov., Cran., 

GEN.; youre minde beynge set in e. 

w., Cov. Test. 

22, His death] Death, AuTH. and 

all Vv. Blameless and with- 
out charge) Unblameable, and unre- 

proveable, AuTu.; unwemmyde and 

with outen reproue, WicL.; vnspotted 

and vnblameable, Cov. Test.; imma- 

culate, and blameles, RHEM.; without 

blemish and unreproveable, Rev.; vn- 

blameable, and with out faut, Tynp. 

and remaining Vv. 

23. If at least] Yif netheles, Wict.; 

so that, Cov. Test.; if yet, RuEm.; if 

so be that, Ruv.; if, Aura. and re- 

maining Vv. Stable] So 

Wict., Ruem.: stedfast, Cov. Test., 

Rev.; settled, Aura.; stablysshed, 

Tynp. and remaining Vv. 

Not moved away] So Rev.: wun- 

mouable, Wicu., Cov. Test., Raem. ; 

be not moved away, AuTH. and re- 

maining Vv. Heard] So 

Rev.: have heard, AutH. and all 

Vv. In the hearing of, &¢.] 

To every creature, AUTH., GEN., BIsH.; 

in al creature, Wicu.; in all creation, 

Rev.; amonge all creatures, Tynp. 

and remaining Vv. Became] 
Am, Gen.; was made, Ruv.; am 

made, AuTH. and remaining Vy. 

24. Now I] * Who now, AutH. 

Am filling fully up] Fill up, Aurs.; 

fill up on my part, Rev.; do accom- 

plish, Ruem.; fuljfille, Wicu. and 

remaining Vv. The 

lacking measures] Tho thingis that 

faylen, Wicu.; the thynges that are 
lackyng, Cov. Test.; those th, that 
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in my flesh for His body’s sake, which is the church: 
whereof I became a minister, according to the dispensa~ 
tion of God which was given to me for you, to fulfil the 
word of God; even the mystery which hath lain hid from 
the ages and from the generations, but now hath been 
made manifest to His saints: to whom God willed to 
make known what are the riches of the glory of this 

mystery among the Gentiles, which is Christ among you, 
the hope of Glory: whom wE proclaim, admonishing 
every man and teaching every man in all wisdom, that 
we may present every man perfect in Christ: to which 
end I also labour, striving according to His working, 
which worketh in me with power. 

For I would have you know what great conflict I have 

for you, and them in Laodicea, and as many as have not 
seen my face in the flesh; that their hearts may be com- 

forted, they being knit together in love and unto all 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

IL. 

veant, RuEM.; the rest, GENn.; that 

which is lacking, Rev.; that which is 

behind, Auru. and remaining Vv. 

25. Became] Am, GEn.; was made, 

Rev.; am made, AUTH. and remain- 
ing Vv., as in ver. 23. Was 

given] So Tynp., Cran., Rev.: is 

given, AuTH. and remaining Vv. 

26. Lain] Been, Autu., Rev. Per- 

haps the slight change may better 

convey the force of the perf. par- 

ticiple. From the ages and 

from the gen.] From ages, and from 

gen., AuTH.; from all ages and gen., 

Rev. Hath been] Sim. Rev. : 

is, AUTH. and all other Vv. 

27. Willed to] Was pleased to, 

Rev.; would, Aut. and all other Vv. 

Are] Is, AutH., Rev. Among (2)] So 

Cov. Test., AuTH. Marg.: in, AUTH., 

Rev. and remaining Vv. 

28. Proclaim] So Rev.: preach, 

AvrH, and all other Vv, except Wict., 

schewen. Admonishing] 

So Gern., Ruemu., Rev.: reprouynge, 

WIict.; rebukynge, Cov. Test.; warn- 

KE. 

ing, AurH. and remaining Vv. (and 
warne, Cov.). Christ] 

*Christ Jesus, AUTH, 
29. To which end] Whereunto, 

AvtH., Gen., Bisu., Rev.; in whiche 

thing, Wicu.; wherin, Tynp. and 

remaining Vv, With power] 

Similarly Raem. (in p.), and Wict. 
(in vertue): mightily, AutH. and re- 

maining Vv. 

CHapter IT. 1. Would have you 

know] So Rev., and similarly Rano. 

(vvil h.): would that ye knew, AvTE., 

Cran., Bisu.; wole you for to wite, 
Wicu.; wolde ye knewe, Tynv., Cov. 

(both), Grn. And them] 

And for them, AutH, and all Vv. 

In] Of, Tynp., Cov., GEn.; at, AUTH. 

and remaining Vv. (all except AUTH., 
Rev, pretixing that are). And as 
many] And for as many, AUTE., 
Rev, 

2 May]So Ruem., Rev.: might, 

AurH. and remaining Vv. except 

Wicu, which omits. They 

T 
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riches of the full assurance of the understanding, unto 

the full knowledge of the mystery of God, even Christ ; 
in whom are, hidden, all the treasures of wisdom and 
knowledge. This I say, that no one may beguile you 
with enticing speech. For if I am absent verily in the 
flesh, yet still I am with you in the spirit, joying with 
you and beholding your order, and the firm foundation of 
your faith in Christ. 

As then ye received Christ Jesus THE LORD, so walk 
7 ye im Him: rooted and being built up in Him, and being 
stablished in your faith, even as ye were taught, abound- 

new 

being] * Being, AuTH, The 

understanding] Understanding, AuTH. 

and all Vv., omitting the art. The 

clause however is translated ryches 

of full understondynge by Tynp., Cov. 

(both), Cran. Full know- 

ledge]Acknowledgement, AUTH. ; know- 

ynge, Wict.; knowledge, Cov. (both); 

that they may know, Rev. The jux- 
taposition of érlyywors and yvaois 

seems here to justify this translation; 
comp. notes. Of God, even Christ] 

Of God, *and of the Father, and of 

Christ, AuTH. 

3. Hidden] Sim. Reyv., but placing 

hidden at end of sentence: hid, AUTH. 

and all other Vv. 

4. This] So Rev.: *and this, 
AvTH. That no one] So Rev.: 

lest *any man, AUTH. May) 

So Rev.: omitted by Wicu., Cov. 

Test., Rurm.; should, AurH, and 

remaining Vv. Enticing 

speech] Heygthe of wordis, Wicu.; 

hye wordes, Cov. Test.; perswasion 

of wordes, Bisu.; loftines of vvordes, 

Ruem. ; persuasiveness of speech, Rev.; 

enticing words, AUTH. and remaining 

Vv. 
5. If I am absent verily] Whi 

and I be abs., Wicu.; though I am 

abs., Cov. Test., Ruv.; though I 

be abs., AuTH, and remaining Vv. 

(although, Rurm.). Yet still 

I am] But...I am, Wict.; yet...I am, 

Ruem.; yet am I, AvTH. and re- 

maining Vv. Joying with 

you] No Version inserts with you. 
Firm foundation] Stedfastness, AUTH., 

Coy. (both), Rev.; sadnes, Wict.; 
constancie, RHEM. 

6. As then ye] As ye have there- 
fore, AutH, and all Vv. (therfor as 
yee hane, Wicu., Rum.) except Rev., 

as therefore ye rec. 

4. Being built up] Beynge rooted 

and buylded, Cov. Test.; and be r. 

and b., Cov.; so that ye be r. and 6. 

Cran.: AuTH. and remaining Vv. 

omit being. The insertion is an 

attempt to mark the difference of 

tense in the two participles. The 

true force of the tense in each case 

(as is suggested in notes in loc.) is 

very discernible; they had already 

been rooted and were now remaining 

so (perf.), they were being built up 
(pres.)—the process was going on 

from day to day. What was under- 
neath was firm and was remaining 
so, what was above was receiving 

continual increase and accession. 

Being stablished] No Version inserts 

being, but Cov., Cran., change the 
construction: see previous note. 

Your] So Rev.: the, AuTH. and the other 
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ing therein, with thanksgiving. 
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Beware lest there 8 
shall be any one that maketh you his booty through 
philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, 
after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ, 
Because iv Him doth dwell in bodily fashion all the 9 
fulness of the Godhead, and because ye are in Him made 10 
full; who is the head of every Principality and Power: in 11 
whom ye were also circumcised with a circumcision not 
wrought by hand, in the putting off of the body of the 
flesh, in the circumcision of Christ; having been buried 12 

Vv, except Cov. (both), Cran., which 

omit. Even as ye were] So 
Rev.: as ye have been, AvtTH., GEN., 

Bisz. 

8. Lest there shall be any one that, 
&e.] Lest any man spoil you, AuTE., 

Coy., Cran., Brsa.; that no man de- 

ceyue you, WicL.; lest eny man come 
and spoyle you, Tyyp.; lest any man 

deceaue you, Cov. Test., Ruzm.: lest 
there be anie man that spoile you, 

Gen., and sim. Rev., any one that 
maketh spoil of you. 

9. Because] For, Avtu. and all 
Vv. The introduction of the auxili- 

ary appears to add a slight force to 

the important verb xarowxei. The 
principal emphasis falls on év atrg; 
the verb however, both from meaning 

and position, is not without promi- 

nence. In bodily fashion] 
Bodily, Auta. and all Vv. except 

Raem., corporally. Also Wicu. alone 
places the adverb in the position it 
has in the text; the remaining Vv. 

put it at the end of the verse. 

10, And because] And, AutH., REv.: 

see notes in loc. In Him made 

full] So Rev. (in him ye are éc.), 

and sim. RHEm., in him replenished: 

complete in him, AvuTH. and re- 
maining Vv. except Wricx. (fulfilde 
in h.). Who] So Rev.: 

which, Auta. This change, other- 

wise unnecessary, adds here to per- 

spicuity. Every) All, Aura. 

and all Vv. 

11, Ye were also circumcised] So 

Rey.: also ye are cire,, AUTH. and 
all Vv. (& yee ben, Wicu.) except 
Raem., al you are c. [an error]. 

A circumcision] So Cov. Test., Rrv., 

-and similarly all the other Vv. (ex- 
cept AuTH.), circumcision: the circ., 

AUTH.. Not wrought by 
hand] Made without hands, Avura., 

Tynp., GEN., BisH.; without handes, 

Cov.; not made with handes, Wicu., 

Cov. Test., Rev.; which is done with 

out handes, Cran.; not made by hand, 

ReEM. In the putting off 

of ] So Rev.: in putting off, AuTH. ; 

by puttinge of, Txnp., Cov., Grn., 

Bisu.; in spoyling of, Cov. Test., 

Raem.; for asmoche as ye haue put 

of, Cran. The transl. of Wict. is 
very curious, in nakidnesse of. The 

insertion of the article is required, 
as showing that év 77 darexd. is not 
to be regarded as modal, much less 

causal, as CRAN. Of the 

Jlesh] * Of the sins of the fl., AUTH. 

In (ult.)] So Wicu., Bisn., Ruem., 
Rev.: by, Avta.; thorow, Tyno., 
Cran., GEN.; with, Cov. (both), 

12. Having been buried] So Rev.: 

buried, AutH., Bisu., RuEm.; beynge 

buryed, Cov. Test.; in that ye are 

buryed, Txynp., Cov., Cran., GEN, ; 

comp, notes on Phil. ii. 30 (Transl.). 

T2 
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with Him in your baptism, wherein ye were also raised 

with Him through your faith in the operation of God, 

13 who raised Him from the dead. And you also, being 

dead by your trespasses and the uncircumcision of your 

flesh— He quickened you together with Himself, having 

14 forgiven us all our trespasses, blotting out the hand- 

writing in force against us by its decrees, which was 

contrary to us; and He hath taken it out of the way, 

Your baptism] Baptism, Autu, and 

all Vv. Ye were also raised] 

So Rev.: also you are risen, AuTH. 

The xat is rightly joined in transla- 

tion with ovvyyépé. by Tynp., Cov., 

Cran., Grn., Bisw. Your 

faith in] Feith of, Wicu.; fayth, 

that is wrought by, Tynp., Cov., 
Cran.; faith in, Rev.; the faith of, 

AvtTH, and remaining Vv. The per- 

sonal address seems here to render 
the transl. of the article by the pos- 

sessive pronoun correct and appro- 

priate. Operation] So all 
Vv. except Wict., Cov. Test., Ruv., 

worchynge. On the translation of 

this word, see notes on 1 Thess. ii. 

13: the rendering here adopted by 
AvuTH. may perhaps be allowed to 
stand; the term ‘operation,’ though 

not usually a good translation, here 

not unsuitably representing the ‘ po- 

tentia in actum se exserens’ (Calv. 

on Phil. iii. 21) alluded to and exem- 

plified in the clause which follows. 

Raised] So all Vv. (r....vp, Cov., 

Ruem.) except AutH., BisH., hath 

raised. 

13. You also] No Version inserts 

also except Cov. Test., which omits 

and, See however notes on Eph. ii. 

I. By your] *In your, 
AUTH, Trespasses] So Rev., 

and AvtH. in Eph. ii. 1, and later in 

the present verse: sins, AUTH., Cov. 

(both), Gry.; giltis, Wicu.; synne, 

Tynp., Cran., Bisu.; the offenses, 

Ruem. He quickened] So 

Wictu., Cov., and sim. Ruzm., Rev., 

did he quicken: hath he quickened, 

AurH. and remaining Vv. You 

(2)] AurH, 7 omits. Him- 
self] Him, Auts. and all Vv. 

Us] * You, AuTH. Our tres- 

passes] So Tynp., CRrAN., GEN. (your), 

Bisa. (your), Rev.: trespasses, AUTH. ; 

giltis, Wicu.; synnes, Cov. (both); 

offenses, RHEM. 

14. Blotting out] So AuTH.: hav- 

ing blotted out, Rev. As this par- 

ticiple seems contemporary with the 

preceding, and to mark the circum- 

stances under which the preceding 

act took place, the present participle 

in English may here be retained; 
comp. notes on Phil. ii. 30 (Transl). 
In force against us, &c.] Of ordi- 

nances, that was against us, AUTEH., 

Gen., BisH.; of decree (or doom) 

that was agens you, WicL.; that was 

agaynst vs, contayned in the lawe 

written, Tynp., Cov., Cran.; of the 

obligacion that was ayaynst vs, Cov. 

Test.; of decree that vvas against vs, 

Ruem.; the bond written in ordinan- 

ces that was against us, Rev. 

Hath taken] So Tynp. and all Vv. 

except Auru., Wicu., GEN., took. 

Avrs. also is the only Version that 

omits the personal pronoun; the in- 

sertion_of it, coupled with the slight 

change in punctuation, seems to clear 

up the construction, and render the 

connexion of clauses somewhat more 

perspicuous. 

15. Stripping, &e.] Having spoil- 
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nailing it to His cross; and stripping away from Himself 15 

the Principalities and the Powers, He made a show of 

them with boldness, triumphing over them in it. 

Let not any man then judge you in eating or in 16 
drinking, or in the matter of an holy day, or of a new 
moon, or of a sabbath; which are a shadow of the things 17 
to come, but the body ts Christ’s. Let no man rob you 18 
of your reward, desiring to do tt in false lowliness and 
worshipping of the angels, taking his stand upon the 
things which he hath seen, vainly puffed up by the mind 

ed, AUTH.; spouylyng, Wicu., Cov. 
Test., Bisu., Raem.; having put off 

from himself, Rev.; hath spoyled... 
and, Typ. and remaining Vv. 

The Princ. and the Powers] So Rrv.: 

Prine, and Powers, AUTH. 

With boldness] Tristily, Wicu.; bolde- 

ly, Cov. Test.; confidently, Rurm. 
(all three following the Vulg., ‘con- 

fidenter’): openly, AuTH. and re- 
maining Vv. 

16. Let not, &c.] Let no man 

therefore, AuTH. and all Vv. except 
Wicu. (therfore no man). 
Eating or in drinking] Meat, or in 

drink, Auts., Biso., Ruem., Rev.; 

mete or dr., Wicu., Coy. (both); 

meate and dr., Tynp., Cran., GEN. 

In the matter of ] In respect of, AUTH., 

Gen., Rev.; in party of, Wict., 
Bisu., RuEm. ; for a pece of, TYnp., 

Cov., Cran. ; in a parte of, Cov. Test. : 

see notes in loc. A new moon] 

So Rev.: the New m., AurH. and all 
other Vv. except WICL. (noemenye). 

A sabbath] Sabotis, Wicu., Cov. Test. 
(the s.), Ruam.; a sabbath day, Rev. ; 

the Sabbath days, AvTH. and remain- 
ing Vv. As odBara is used with 
the force of a singular in Matth, xii. 

1, Luke iv. 16, al., and as the pre- 

ceding terms are in the singular, it 
seems better to revert to that form 

in translation. 
17. Lhe things] So Cov., Ruv.: 

things, AuTH. and remaining Vv. 

Christ's] So Cov. Test., Ruzm., Rev. : 
of Christ, Auru., Wicu., BisH.; in 

Christ, Tynp., Cov., Cran., GEN. 

18. Rob] So Rev.:  beguile, 

AUTH. Desiring to do it, 

&c.] In a voluntary humility, and 

worshipping of Angels, AuTH.; by a 

vol. hum. and worsh. of the angels, 

Rev. No help in translating this 

difficult verse can be derived from the 
other Vv.: the translation of Tynp. 
is given as a specimen: Let no man 

make you shote at a wronge (marke), 

which after his awne ymaginacion 

walketh in the humblenes and holynes 
of angels, thinges which he never sawe. 

The epithet false is only inserted 

as an exegetical gloss to assist the 

general reader. The angels] 

So Rev.; angels, AuTH. and all other 

Vv. The insertion of the article 

is perhaps not a certain correction, 

as it may be used in the Greek only 
to specify the genus. It seems how- 
ever plausible to consider it as re- 
ferring to the special class to whom 
this unbecoming adoration was 

habitually offered. Taking his 
stand upon] Intruding into, Auru.; 

walking, Wict., RuEm., sim. Tynp.; 

Cran. omits; avancing himself, GEn.; 

dwelling in, Rv. The things] 
So Cran., Ruzu., Rev.. those things, 
Aut., Gurn., Bisu. Hath 
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19 of his flesh, and not holding fast the Head, from 

whom the whole body by means of its joints and 
bands being supplied and knit together, increaseth 

20 with the increase of God. If ye died with Christ 
from the rudiments of the world, why, as if ye were 

21 living in the world, do ye submit to ordinances, Handle 
22 not, nor taste, nor touch,—which things are all to be 

destroyed in their consumption,—after the command- 
23 ments and doctrines of men? All which things have 

indeed a reputation of wisdom in voluntary worship, and 

seen] * Hath not seen, AUTH. The 

mind of his flesh] Witte of his fl., 

Wict.; the sense of his fl., Ruem.; 

his fleshly mind, AutH. and remain- 

ing Vv. [his owne, Cov. (both)]. 

19. Holding fast] So Rev.: hold- 

ing, AutH., Wicu., Rurm. 

Whom] So Rev.: which, Autu. 

The whole body] So Cov. (both), 
Rurm.. all the body, AvuTH. and 
remaining Vv. By means of 
its] By, AurH. and all Vv. exc. Rev., 

through. Being supplied] So 

Rev.: having nourishment ministered, 

AutH.; undir mynystrid, Wick. ; re- 

ceaveth norisshment, Tynp., Cran.; 

furnished, Gzn.; being served, Rurm. 

20. If]* Wherefore if, AutH. 

Died] So Rev.: be dead, AuTH. and 

remaining Vv. As if ye were 

living] As though living, AvrvH., 

Bisu., Rev.; as men lyuynge, Wicu. 

(with great exactness), Rum. (om. 
men); as though ye yet lived, TyND., 
Cran., and Cov., Gzn., omitting yet; 

as they that be lyuynge, Cov. Test. 
Do ye submit, &c.] Are ye subject to 

ordinances, AuTH.; are ye ledde with 

tradicions, Tynp,, Gran., Bisx.; are 

ye holden then with soch trad., Cov.; 
are ye burdened with trad., GEn.; 

do ye subject yourselves to ord., Rev. 

The change in the text is intended 

to express that doyuariferbe is here 

taken as in the middle voice, 

21. Handle not, &¢c.] So Rev.: 

touch not, taste not, handle not, 

Auto. and the other Vv. (Tynp. 

prefixes of them that saye, and GEn., 

as) except WicL., nether yee schulen 

touche nether taste, nether trete with 

handis tho thingis (continuing, the 

whiche al ben, &c.); Cov., as whan 

they saye: Touch not this, taist not 

that, handle not that. 

22. Which things] So Cov. Test., 

Ruem.: which, Auts., Tynp., Cran., 

Gen., Bisu.; all which things are, 

Rev. Are all, &¢.] All are to 

perish with the using, AuTH. (sim. 

Rev.); al ben into deth by the ilke vse, 
Wicu.; all perysshe with the vsinge of 

them, Tynp., GEn. (om. of them); all... 

do hurte unto men, because of the abuse 

of them, Cov.; all do hurte wyth the 

very vse, Cov. Test.; all perisshe 

thorowe y? very abuse, CRAN.; all be 

in corruption, in abusyng, BisH.; are 
al unto destruction by the very vse, 

Ruem. A remarkable variety of 

translations. Those of Cov. (both) 
are unusually incorrect, especially 

that of Cov., which goes on, which ab- 

use commeth onely of the commaunde- 

mentes, &¢. The change from which 

all are to which things are all is 

made to preserve not only the order, 

but a distinction between the definite 

and indef. relative: see next verse. 
23. All which things] Which things, 
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lowliness, and unsparing treatment of the body; not of 
any real value as against repletion of the flesh. 

If then ye were raised with Christ, seek the things III. 
that are above, where Christ is, sitting on the right hand 
of God. Set your minds on the things that are above, not 2 
on the things that are on the earth. For ye died, and 3 

Avra. and all Vv. except Wict. (the 
wh.), Cov. Test., Rumm., whiche. 

A reputation] A show, Autx., Bisu., 

Gzn., Rurm., Rey.; resoune, WUct. ; 

the similitude, Tynp., CRAN.; a shyne, 

Cov.; an aperance, Cov. Test. 
Voluntary worship] Similarly Gen., v. 

religion: will-worship, AurH., Rrv.; 

chosen holynes, Txnv. ; chosen spiritu- 
altie, Cov.; superstucion (or veyne reli- 

gion or honoure), Wicu.; supersticion, 

Cov., Test., Bisu., RoEm. Lowli- 
ness] Humility, AutH., Rev. Possibly 
here the epithet ‘false’ might be in- 

serted as in ver. 18. Unsparing 

treatment of] Neglecting of, AuTH.; 

not for to spare, Wicu., RuEm. (om. 

for); in that they spare not, Tynp., 

Cov. (both); in not sparing, Gun.; 

in hurtyng of, BisH.; severity to, 

Rev. Not of any real value, &c.] 

Not in any honour to the satisfying 

of the flesh, AuTu., BisH., sim, RaEm. 

(filling) ; in any honoure to the ful- 

nesse of fl., Wicu. (not omitted appy. 
by error); and do the flesshe no wor- 

shype vnto his nede, Tynp., Cov., 

sim. CRAN. (in that they do...unto the 
n. therof); ner do it any honoure, 

to the sufficiency of the fi., Cov. 

Test.; nether haue they it in anie 
estimation to satisfie the fl., GEN.; 

not of any value against the indul- 

gence of the flesh, Rev. 

Cuaprer II. 1. If thenye] So Rev.: 

af ye then, AuTH. Were raised] 

SoRev.: be risen, AUTH., GEN., RHEM.; 

hane risen to gedir, Wict., Cov. 

Test. (be...7.); be...rysen agayne, 

Tynp., Cran., BisH.; be rysen now, 

Cov. The things that are] So 

Cov. Test., Rum., Rev.; those things 

which are, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

(that ben, Wicu.). The lighter re- 
lative ‘that’ seems here more suit- 
able, and accords with the transla- 

tion in ver. z. On the supposed dis- 

tinction between ‘that’ and ‘which,’ 

comp. notes on Eph. i. 23 (Transl.), 
and Brown, Gramm. of Grammars, 

Il. 5, p. 293 (ed. 1). Perhaps, as 
a very rough rule, it may be: said 
that ‘which’ is a little more ap- 
propriately used when the clause in- 

troduced by the relative tends to form 

a distinct and separable predication 
in reference to the antecedent ; ‘that’ 

when the relative so coalesces with its 

concomitants as either to form with 

them a species of epithet, or to ex- 

press a predominant and prevailing, 
rather than an accidental charac- 

teristic. Christ is, sitting] So 

Wict., Cov. (both), RaEm., sim. 

Rav., is, seated: Chr. sitteth, AuTH. 

and remaining Vv. 

2. Set your minds on] So Cov. 
Test., and Cov., Rev. (mynde): 
sauer yee, Wicu.; minde, Rugm. ; set 

your affection on, AUTH. and remain- 
ing Vv. (affections, GEn.). 

The things that are (bis)] So Cov. 
(but giving which in the first clause), 

Ruem., Rey.: things (bis), Auruz., 

Bisu. ; tho thingis that ben...tho that 

ben, Wicu., Cov. Test. ; thynges that 

are...thynges which are, Tynp., GEN. 

(which bis). 
3. Died] So Rev. : are dead, AutH. 
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4 your life hath been hidden with Christ in God. When 
Christ our Life shall be manifested, then shall ye also be 

manifested with Him in glory. 

5 Make dead then your members which are upon the 

earth; fornication, uncleanness, lustfulness, evil concu- 

6 piscence, and covetousness, the which is. idolatry: for 
which things’ sake the wrath of God doth come on the 

cent 

sons of disobedience; among whom ye also once walked, 
when ye were living in these sins. But Now do ye also 

lay aside all of them; anger, wrath, malice, railing, coarse 

and all other Vv.; see notes. 

Hath been] Is, AutH, and all Vv. 
Hidden] Hid, Aura. and all Vv. 

4. Our Life] So Cov., and sim. 

Wicu., Cov. Test., Rurm., reading 

youre: who is our l., AurH., REv.; 

which is oure l., Tynp., CraNn., GEN., 

Bisu. Be manifested (bis)] So 
Rev. : shewe him silfe...appere, Tynp., 

Cov., Cran. ; appear (bis), AurH. and 
remaining Vv. The change seems 

necessary to keep up the antithesis 

between xéxpuyrrat and pavepwA7. 
5. Make dead then] Mortify there- 

fore, AuTH. and all Vv. except WIcL., 

therfore slee yee. Which] So 
AvutH, and the other Vv. (the wh., 
Wicu.) except Cov. Test, RuaEm., 
that; and Cran., which gives youre 

erthy membres. Here ‘that’ seems 
inexact; the original is 7a wédn vuav 

Ta éml rq yijs. Lustfulness] 
Similarly Ruem., lust: inordinate af- 

fection, AutH., Grn, (the in.), Bisu.; 

leccherie, Wicu.; vunnaturall lust, 

Tynp., Cov. (both), Cran.; passion, 

Rey. The which] So Wrct., 

Rev.: which, AutH., and all remain- 

ing Vv. 

6. Doth come] So Cov. Test., and 

somewhat similarly Cran., vseth to 

come: cometh, AUTH. and remaining 

Vv. (come, WIctL.). Sons] So 

Wict,, Rey.: children, AurH. and 

remaining Vv. 

7. Among whom] So Cnran.: in 

the which, Aut., Wict., Bisu., Rev. ; 

in the which thinges, Cov. (both); in 

vvhich, Ruem.; in which thynges, 

Tynp.; wherein, Gey. A singular 

variety of translation. Once] 

So Tynp., Gen,: walked aforetime, 

Rey. ; sometime, Auto. and remain- 

ing Vv. Avr. places sometime after 

walked. Were living] Lived, 

Auts#. and all Vv. except Cov. Test., 

dyd lyue. These sins] *Them, Aut. 
8. Do ye also] You also, Aura.: 

the other Vv. (exc. Rev., put ye also 

away) adopt the simple imperative, 

but thereby somewhat obscure the 
connexion of cal with tyes. 

Lay aside] Laye awaye, Cov. Test., 

Raem. : put off, AUTH., Bisu. ; putte... 

awey, Wicu., GEN.; put...awaye from 

you, Tynp., Cov., Cran. It is desir- 

able to preserve a distinction between 

drddecGe and drexdvcdpevor, ver. 9. 
All of them] All these, Auru., Rev. 

The text represents 7a rdvra more 

correctly. Railing] So Rev., and 

Aur. in 1 Tim. vi. 4: cursed speak- 
ynge, Txynp., Cov., Oran., Gen. ; 

blasphemy, AUTH. and remaining 

Vv. Coarse speaking] Filthy 

communication, AurH., Cov. Test., 

Cran., Bisu.; foule wordis, Wict.; 

Jilthy speakynge, Tynv., Gun, ; fylthie 

wordes, Cov.; filthie talke, Ruem. ; 

shameful speaking, Rrv. 
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speaking, out of your mouth: do not lie one to another, g 
seeing that ye have put off from you the old man with 
his deeds, and have put on the new man, which is being 10 
renewed unto knowledge after the image of Him that 

created him: where there is no Greek and Jew, circum- 11 

cision and uncircumcision, Barbarian, Scythian, bond- 
man, free-man; but CHRIST 7s all, and in all. 

Put ye on then, as elect of God, holy and beloved, a 12 
heart of mercy, kindness, lowliness, meekness, longsuffer- 

ing ; forbearing one another, and forgiving each other, if 13 
any man have a complaint against any ; as the Lord for- 
gave you, even so doing also yourselves. 

g. Do not lie] Lie not, AurH. and 

all Vv. except Wict. (nyl yee). 
Of from you] Auru., Rev. omit from 
you, but it seems required to express 
the double compound. 

10. Being renewed] So Rey. No 

other Version inserts being. 

Unto] So Ruem., Rev., and similarly 

Wict., Cov. Test., Cran., Bisu., into: 

in, AUTH, and remaining Vv. 

11, There is no] There is neither, 

Autu.; there cannot be, Rev. 

And (bis)] So Wicu., Reem., Rev. : 
nor, AUTH. and remaining Vv. except 

Cov., which omits both. 

Bond-man, free-man] So Rev.: as to 

the omission of any copula, so Cov., 

Gen., Bisu.; nor, Auto. As to the 

terms, seruaunt...freman, WIcL. ; bond 

.. free, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

12, Ye] So Coy. Test., Rum. : 

AurH. and remaining Vv. omit. The 
insertion of the pronoun is perhaps 
desirable at the beginning of a new 
paragraph. Then] Therefore, 

Avra., Rev. Elect] So Trnp., 

Cran., Rev.: the elect, AUTH. and 

remaining Vv. (the chosun, WICL.). 
A heart] So Rrv.: bowels, AuTH. 

Mercy] *Mercies, AuTH. Low- 
liness] So Cov. Test. (and AurH, in 

Eph, iv. 2): mekenes, Wicu. (giving 

temperaunce for rpairyra) ; humilitie, 

But over all 14 

Ruem., Rev.; humbleness of mind, 

AurH, and remaining Vv. (myndes, 
Tywp.). 

13. Each other] So Rrv.; one 
another, AuTH. and remaining Vv. 
except Wict. which preserves a dis- 
tinction between dAdjAwy and éav- 

tots, to gedir,..youre self (‘invicem.., 

vobismetipsis,’ Vulg.). Com- 

plaint] So Cov. Test., Aura. Marg., 

Reyv.: quarrel, AurH. and remaining 

Vv. Wicu. however gives querel (or 

pleynte). As] So Cran. : as &, 
Wict.; like as, Cov.; as also, Ruem.; 

even as, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

In the attempt to express the true 

participial structure, idiom seems to 
require the union of ‘even’ with the 

latter member ; see next note. 

The Lord] 80 Rev.: * Christ, AurH. 
Even so, &e,] So also do ye, AuTE., 
Bisu., Rev.; so & yee, Wich.; even 

so do ye, TynpD., Cran., GEN.; cuen 

so do ye also, Cov.; so do ye also, 

Coy. Test.; so you also, Ruzm. 
14. But] So Cov., Ruzm.. and, 

Auts., Cov, Test., Gzn., Bisu., REv.; 

omitted by Tynp., Cran, Over] 

Vpon, Wicu.; above, AurH. and all 

remaining Vv., some of which (Cov., 

Bisu., give aboue all thinges) pro- 

bably here gave to émi a decided 
ethical reference. These] AutH. 
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15 these put on Love, which is the bond of perfectness. And 

let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, to the which 
ye were also called in one body; and be ye thankful. 

16 Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, teaching and 
admonishing one another in all wisdom, with psalms, 

hymns, and spiritual songs, in Grace singing in your 
17 hearts to God. And every thing, whatsoever ye do in 

word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving 
thanks to God the Father through Him. 

18 Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands, as it is 
1g becoming in the Lord. Husbands, love your wives, and 

be not bitter towards them. 

20 Children, obey your parents in all things; for this is 
21 well-pleasing in the Lord. Fathers, provoke not your 

children, lest they be disheartened. 

and all Vv. add things. Perhaps the 
indeterminate ‘these,’ i.c. ‘qualities, 

principles, virtues,’ is more exact. 

Love] So all Vv. except Auru., Wict., 

Ruem., charity. See notes on 1 Tim. 
i. 5 (Transi.). 

15. Christ] *God, AutTH. 

Were] So Rev.: are, AutH. and all 

other Vv. Also called] Sim. 

Coy., called also: also is placed be- 

fore ye by Autu., Cov. Test., Bisu., 

Ruem., Rev.; it is omitted by Tynp., 

Cray., Grn, 

16. In all wisdom] Avtu. and all 
Vv. place these words after the adverb, 

and connect them with it. With] 
So Cov., Rurm., Rev.: in, AuTH. and 

remaining Vv. Hymns] Autu. 
prefixes *and not in italics; so also 

before spiritual songs. In Grace 

singing] So Wicu., RHEM.: syngynge 

thankfully, Cov. Test.; singing with 

grace, AuTH., Cran., Gren. (a gr.), 

Bisu., Ruy. The change from with 

to in is made to obviate such mis- 

understandings as Tynp., Cov., spre- 
tuall songes which have favour with 

them (an entirely wrong connexion), 

andalso the adverbial rendering given 

by Cov. Test. It is also especially 
desirable here to preserve the order 
of the Greek, as @dew év rats xapd. 
stands in distinct contrast to another 

and audible kind of singing. 
God] *The Lord, AutH. 

17. And every thing, whatsoever] 

And whatsoever, AuTH.,REv. Itseems 

right to preserve the slight irregularity 

of the original as setting forth the 

studied inclusiveness of the command. 
God the Father] God *and the E., 

AUTH. Through] So Rev.: by, 

AutH. and all other Vv. 

18. Your] Your *own, Auru. 

It is becoming] It is fit, AUTH. : it 

bihoueth, Wicu., Ruzm.; it is due, 

Cov. Test.; as is fitting, Rev.; it is 
comly, Tynp. and remaining Vv.—a 
translation not dissimilar to the text. 

19. Towards]So Cov. Test., RHEM.: 

against, Autu., Bisu., Rev.; to, WICL.; 

unto, Tynp. and remaining Vv. 

20. In the Lord] * Unto the Lord, 

AUTH. 

21. Provoke] Autu., Cov. Test., 

Cran., Gun., Bis. add to anger after 

children, and sim. Ruem., to indigna- 

tion. This seems unnecessary; as in 
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Bond-servants, obey in all things your masters accord- 22 
ing to the flesh; not with acts of eye service, as men- 
pleasers, but in singleness of heart, fearing the Lord. 
Whatever ye do, do it from the soul, as to he Lord and 23 

not to men ; seeing ye know that from the Lord ye shall 24 

receive the recompense of the inheritance. Serve ye the 
Lord Christ: for the wrong-doer shall receive back that 25 
which he did wrongfully ; and there is no respect of 
persons. Masters, deal out to your servants justice and IV. 
equity ; seeing ye know that ye also have a Master in 
heaven. 

Persevere in prayer, being watchful therein with 2 

its present use ‘provoke,’ when placed 
absolutely, nearly always involves the 

notion of ‘anger’ or ‘indignation :’ 

see Eph. vi. 4. Be disheartened] 
Be discouraged, Auru., Grn., Bisz., 

sim. Ruem., Rev. ; be...made of litil 
inwitte (or resown), Wicu.; be of a 

desperate mynde, Tynp., Cov., CRAN.; 

waxe.. feble mynded, Cov. Test. 

22. Bond-servants] Servants, AUTH. 
and all Vv. Acts of eye service] 
Eye service, Autu., Rev.: the change 
is made to express the force of the 

plural épOadrpodourelass. The Lord] 

*God, AuTH. 

23. Whatever] *And whatsoever, 
AUTH. From the soul] Of 

inwitte, Wicu.; from the hart, REM. ; 

heartily, Auru. and remaining Vv. 

24. Seeing ye know] Similarly 

Tywp., for as moche as ye knowe: and 
be sure, Cov.; knowing, AuTH. and 

remaining Vv. (witynge, Wict.). 
From] So Rev.: of, AurH. and re- 
maining Vv. Recompense] So 

Rev,: reward, Aur. and all other Vv. 

except Wicu., retribucon (or agen 

yildynge); Ruem., retribution. 
Serve ye] * For ye serve, ATH. placing 

a colon after inheritance and a full 

stop after Christ. 

25. For] *But, Auru. 

The wrong-doer] He that doith iniurie, 

Wicu. [adding (07 wronge)], Ruem.; 
he y* doth synne, Cran. 3 he that doeth 
wrong, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

(who so d., Cov. Test.). Receive 
back] Sim. Rev., receive again: re- 

ceyue, Wicu., RuEem.; receive for, 

AvutH. and remaining Vv. That 

which he did wrongfully] Sim. Ruem., 

that vvhich he hath done vniustly: 

that that he dide euyl, Wicu.; hys 

synne, Cran.; for the wrong, Rev.; 

the wrong which he hath done, AutH. 

and remaining Vv. (giving that except 
BisH. which omits). 

Cuartern IV. 1. Deal out] Give, 

Avuts., Wicu., Cov. Test.; render, 

Rev.; do, Tynp. and remaining Vv. 

Justice and equity] That which is 

just and equal, AutH. and all Vv. 
except WICcL., thatisiuste and cuen. 

Seeing ye know] So Tryp. : and knowe, 

Cov.; beynge sure, Cov. Test.; know- 

ing, AUTH. and remaining Vv. (wityng, 

Wict.). 

2. Persevere] Continue, AutH. and 

the other Vv. except Wicz., be yee 

bisie; Runm., be instant; Rrv., con- 

tinue stedfastly. Being watch- 

ful] Sim. Wicx., wakynge; Cov. Test., 

Raem., Rev., watchynge: and watch, 

AurH. and remaining Vv. 
Therein] So Cov. Test., Ruv.: in it, 
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3 thanksgiving ; withal praying also for us, that God would 
open to us a door of the word, to speak the mystery of 

4 Christ, for the sake of which I am also in bonds, in order 
5 that I may make it manifest, as I ought to speak. Walk 

in wisdom toward them that are without, buying up for 
6 yourselves the opportunity. Jet your speech be alway 

with grace, seasoned with salt, so that ye may know how 
ye ought to answer every man. 

q All my state shall Tychicus declare to you, our be- 
loved brother, and faithful minister, and fellow-servant 

8 in the Lord: whom I have sent unto you for this very 
purpose, that ye may know our estate, and that he may 

g comfort your hearts; with Onesimus our faithful and 
beloved brother, who is one of you. They shall make 
known to you all things that are done here. 

10 Aristarchus my fellow-prisoner saluteth you, and 

Wicu., Ruem.; in the same, AvutTH. 

and remaining Vv. 

3. Of the word] So Cov, (both), 

and sim. Wicu. (om. the): of speache, 

RueEm.; for the word, Rrv.; of utter- 

ance, AuTH, and remaining Vv. 

For the sake of which] For which, 

AutH., Wicu., Rev.; for the whych 

thynge, Cov. Test., Ruem. (om. 
thynge); wherfore, Tynp. and re- 
maining Vv. 

4. In order that] That, AvrH. 

and all Vv. 

5. Buying up, &c.] Redeeming the 

time, Autu., Cov. Test., Bisu., RHEm., 

Rev.; agen byinge t., Wict.; and 

redeme the t., Tynp., Cov., GEN. ; and 

lose no oportunite, CRaN.: gee notes on 

Eph. v. 16. 

6. So that] That, Auta, The 

slight change is made to express dis- 
tinctly the infin. of consequence, and 

to prevent ‘that’ being regarded as in- 

dicative of purpose, and as a transla- 

tion of tva with the subjunctive. 
Ye may] You may, Autu. ed, 1611. 

7. Our beloved] So Grn., and sim, 
Ruem.; our deerest: who is a beloved, 

AvrH., Bisa.; my moste dere, WICL.; 

the deare, Tynp., Cov.; the moste 

deare, Cov. Test.; the beloued, Cran., 

Rey.: see notes on Phil. iv. 1 
(Transl.). Faithful] So Rev.: 

a faithful, AUTH. 

8. Have sent] So Auts. and all 

Vv. except Wicz., sente. As Tychi- 

cus appears certainly to have been the 

bearer of this letter (comp. notes on 
Phil. ii. 28, Transl., and Philem. 12, 

Transl.), the pres. ‘send’ was adopted 

ined... Our English perfect how- 

ever seems to be used idiomatically 

with a similar epistolary reference to 

present time, and may thus be left un- 

changed. This very] So 
Rev.: the same, Auru. and the other 

Vv. except Wict., Ruem., this same; 

and Coy. Test., which translates eis 

avrd Totro therfore. Ye may 

know our estate, and that he may 

comfort] So Rev.: *he might know 
your estate, and comfort, AutH. The 

change of might to may preserves the 

proper succession of tenses. 
9: Our] So Cov. Test.: the, RHEM., 

Rev.; a, Aura. and remaining Vv. 
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Mark the cousin of Barnabas, touching whom ye received 

commandments (if he come unto you, receive him), and 

Jesus which is called Justus, who are of the circumcision: 

these only are my fellow-labourers unto the kingdom of 

God, men who have proved a comfort to me. Epaphras, 

who is one of you, a servant of Christ Jesus, saluteth you, 

always striving for you in his prayers, that ye may stand 

fast, perfect and fully assured in all the will of God. 
For I bear him witness, that he hath much labour for 

you, and for them in Laodicea, and for them in Hierapolis. 

Luke the beloved physician saluteth you, and Demas. 
Salute the brethren that are in Laodicea, and Nymphas, 

285 

II 

12 

i 

14 
15 

and the church which is in their house. 

except Wicu., which omits. 
That are done) So Rev.: which are 

done, AutH.; which are adoynge, 

Tynp., Cov., Cran. 

1o. Mark] So Wict., Cov. Test., 
Ruem., Rey.: Marcus, AutH. and re- 

maining Vv.; see notes on ch. i. 1 

(Transl.). The cousin of B.] So 

Wict., Rev., and sim. Rurm., the 

cosin-german of B.: sisters son to B., 

AutH.; Barnabassis systers sonne, 

Tynp, and remaining Vv. It seems 

very doubtful whether this is to be 

considered a mistake: it is not im- 

probably an archaic mode of expres- 

sion, equivalent to the ‘Geschwister- 

kind’ of the German. 

11. Fellow-labourers] So AutH. in 

Phil. iv. 3, Philem. 1, 24: fellow 
workers, AutH., Rrv. Men 

who have proved] Sim. Rev., men 

that have been: which have been, 

Aurs., Cran,, Gen., Bis. (hath, an 
error), Ruem.; that. weren, WICL. ; 

which were, TynD., Cov. 

12. Christ Jesus] *Christ, AUTH. 

Striving] So Avra, Marg., Rev.; 
and,..striueth, Gun.: labouring fer- 

vently, AurH., Brsu, ; and...laboreth 

fervently, Txynp., Cov., CRAN. ; bisie 
for you, Wic.; beyng...carefull, Cov. 
Test., RoEm. (om. beyng). His 

And when this 16 

prayers] So Rev.: prayers, AUTH. and 
all other Vv. Stand fast] Stand, 
Aura. and all Vv. The addition of 
the epithet is useful as implying what 
really seems involved in the crayre, 
and as also leaving the secondary 

predicates réNevor and mremAnpodopy- 
pévot more independent and em- 
phatic. Fully assured] 

So Rev.: *complete, AUTH. 
13. Witness] So Rev., and sim. 

WIct., witnessynge: testimonie, RaEM.; 

record, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

Much labour] So Rev.: *a great zeal, 

AUTH. For them...for them] 
So Rev.: them that are...them, AUTH., 

Cov. Test. [om. them (2)]: them that 

ben.,.that ben, Wicu., Rue. [giv- 

ing are for ben (2)]; them.,.them, 
Tywp., Cov. [om. them (2)], GEN.; 

them that are...them that are, CraN., 

Bisu. 

14. Saluteth you] So Cov. (both), 
Ruem., and, in the same order, Tywp., 

Cran., Gen., Brs., greteth you: 

greet you (at the end of the verse), 
Aura., Wich. (adding wel); salute 

you, REv. 

15. That are] So Wrict., Cov. 
Test., Ruzm., Rev.: which are, AUTH. 

and remaining Vv. Their] So 

Rev,: *his, AUTH, 
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epistle shall have been read among you, cause that it be 
read also in the church of the Laodiceans; and see that 

17 ye also read the epistle from Laodicea. And say to 
Archippus, Take heed to the ministry which thou re- 
ceivedst in the Lord, that thou fulfil it. 

18 The salutation with mine own hand of me Paul. 
REMEMBER MY BONDS. GRACE BE WITH YOU. 

16. Shall have been] Schal be, and all Vv. except WIcL., hast take. 

Wicu., Ruem.; is, Aura. and re- 18. With mine own hand of me 

maining Vv. except Rrv., hath been. Paul] Sim. Rev., of me Paul with 

See that] That, Autu., Rev. mine own hand: by the hand of me 

Also] So Rev.: likewise, AuTH. Paul, AvtH. With you] AutH. 

17. Receivedst] Hastreceived,AutH. adds * Amen. 



THE EPISTLE TO PHILEMON. 

Po a prisoner of Christ Jesus, and Timothy our 
brother, to Philemon our dearly beloved and fellow- 

labourer, and to Apphia our sister, and to Archippus our 
fellow-soldier, and to the church in thy house. Grace 
be to you, and peace, from God our Father and the Lord 
Jesus Christ. 

I thank my God, always making mention of thee in 
my prayers, hearing, as I do, of thy love, and of the faith 

which thou hast toward the Lord Jesus, and dost show 
toward all the saints; that the communication of thy 

faith may become effectual in the knowledge of every 

2 

3 

np 

1. Christ Jesus] Jes. Chr., AUTH. 

Beloved and] The comma placed 
between these two words by AUTH. 
should be removed, as 7ucv appy. be- 
longs both to dyamnrg and cuvepy@. 

2. Apphia our sister] *Our beloved 

Apphia, Avr. To Arch.] So 
all Vv. except Aurs., which omits to. 

3. Grace be] Grace, AutH., REv. 

The insertion of ‘be’ with ‘to’ or 
‘unto’ is the form adopted by Aura. 
elsewhere in St Paul’s Epistles except 

Rom. and 2 Thess. ‘ 
4. Always making mention] So, in 

point of order, Ruzm. The other Vv. 

differ in their mode of placing the 

adverb: AurH. places it after of 

thee; Wicu., Rev. connect it with the 

foregoing clause; Cov. Test. places 

it after makynge; Tynp, and re- 
maining Vv. insert it directly after 
mencion, It seems best to follow 
the order of the Greek, and so to re- 

tain the slight emphasis which the 

position implies. 
5. Hearing, as I do] When I 

heave, Tynp., Cran., Gen.; for so 

moch as I heare, Cov.; hearing, AuTH. 

and remaining Vv. The participle 

explains the circumstances which led 

to the prayer being offered. 
Of the faith] So Rev. : faith, AuTH. 

and remaining Vv. except Cov. Test., 

the faith. 

Dost shew toward] Toward, AutH. 
and all Vv. except Wict., into; Cov. 

Test., unto. The saints] So 

Raem., Rev.: no other Version in- 
serts the article. 

6. In (1)] So Wier, Cov. Test., 

Cran.; Biso., Raem., Rey.: by, 

AutH.; thorow, Tynp., Cov. 

The knowledge] So Cov. Test., 

Cran., Bisu., Rev.: kn., Tynp., Cov.; 

the acknowledging, AuTH.; the agni- 

tion, RaEM.; knowynge, Wict. The 
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7 good thing which is in us, unto Christ. For I had much 

joy and consolation in thy love, because the hearts of the 

saints have been refreshed by thee, brother. 

8 Wherefore, though I have much boldness in Christ to 
g enjoin thee that which is becoming, for love’s sake I 

rather beseech thee. Being such an one, as Paul the 
10 aged, and now also a prisoner of Christ Jesus, I beseech 

thee for my own child Onesimus, whom I begat in my 
11 bonds; which in time past was to thee unprofitable, but 
12 now profitable to thee and to me; whom I have sent 

back to thee,—verily him, that is, mine own heart; 
13 whom I was purposing to retain with myself, that in 

thy stead he might minister to me in the bonds of the 

clause is paraphrased by Grn., that 

whatsoeuer good thing is in you 

through Christ Iesus, may be knowen. 

Us] *You, AuTH. Unto Christ] 

So Rev.: *in Christ Jesus, AUTH. 

7. Ihad] *We have, Autry. 

Much] So Rev.: great, Aurs. and all 

other Vv. Hearts] So Trnp., 
Cov. Test., Cran., GEN,, Rev.; bowels, 

Avti., Bisx., RoEm.; entrayles, Wicu. 

Have been] So Rev.: are, AuTH. and 

the other Vv. except Wicu., Ruem., 
which follow the Vulg. ‘requieverunt.’ 

8. Though I have, &c.] I hauynge 

myche triste, Wich.; hauing great con- 

fidence, RuEm.; though I might be 

much bold, Autu., Bisu.; though I 

be b., Tynp., Cov. Test. (maye be), 
Cran. (myght be); thogh I be verie b., 

Gun.; though I haue great boldnes, 

Cov., Rev. (all b.). Is 

becoming] Sim. Tynp., Cov., becom- 

meth the: is convenient, AuTH., GEN., 

Bisu, ; belongeth unto the, Cov. Test.; 

was thy dewtye to do, Cran.; per- 

taineth to the purpose, Ruem.; is be- 
fitting, Rev. 

g. For] Aura. and all Vv. ex- 
cept Wicu., Ruzm., insert yet at the 

beginning of the verse. Thee] 

Avr. places a comma after thee, 

and a full stop at the end of the 

verse; so all the other Vv. except 
Wict., Reem., which following the 
Vulg., ‘cum sis talis,’ refer rovotros 

dy to Philemon; and Rev., which 

closes the verse with a colon. 
Christ Jesus] *Jesus Christ, AUTH. 

10. Own child] Son, AvrH. and 

all Vv. except Rev., child. 

Begat] So Wicu., Tynp.; have be- 

gotten, AuTH. and remaining Vv. 

12, Have sent] So Aurtu. and all 

Vv. except WicL., sente: see notes 

on Col. iv. 8 (Transl.). Back 
to thee] So Ruzm., Rev.: again, 

AutH., omitting *to thee. 

Verily him] *Thou therefore receive 

him, AuTH. Heart] So Cov. 
(both), Rzv.: entraylis, Wicu.; bowels, 

AurH. and remaining Vv, 

* 13. Was purposing to retain] 

Would have retained, AutH., GEN,, 
Biss., RoEM.; wolde withhold, Wicu.; 

wolde fayne have retayned, TYND., 

Cran., Rev. (kept); wolde haue kepte, 
Cov. (both) [Cov. adds sty/2]. 
Myself] Me, Avra, and all Vv. 
Might minister] So Ruem., Rev. : 

might have ministered, AuTH. and 

remaining Vv. except Wicu., schulde 

seruc. 
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Gospel: but without thine approval would I do nothing, 14 

that the good thou doest should not be done as it were 
of necessity, but willingly. For perhaps he therefore 15 

departed for a season, that thou mightest possess him 
eternally; no longer as a servant, but above a servant, a 16 

brother beloved, specially to me, but how much more to 

thee, both in the flesh, and in the Lord ? If then thou 17 

countest me a partner, receive him as myself. But if he 18 

wronged thee, or oweth thee aught, this set down to my 

account; I Paul have written with mine own hand, I 19 

will repay it: that I may not say to thee how thou 

owest to me even thine own self besides. 

14. Approval] Mind, AutH. and 

all Vv. except Wicu., Cov. Test., 

RaeEm., counseyl, The good thou 

doest] So Cov. (which thou), Cov. 
Test. (that thou), CRAN. (whych thou): 
that good which springeth of the, 

Tynp.; thy benefit, AuTH., GEN., 

Bisu.; thi good, Wicu., RuEM.; thy 

goodness, REv. Be done] Be, 

AutH. and all Vv. 
15. Therefore] So Auras. and all 

Vv.; and appy. with good reason, 

for the more usual translation ‘for 

this cause’ seems to fail in connect- 

ing the first and second members 
with sufficient closeness, unless em- 

phasis is laid on ‘ this.’ 
Mightest] So Cov. Test., Ruem.: 

shouldest, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 
Possess] Receive, Aut. and all Vv. 
except Ruxm., take...againe; ReEv., 

have: see notes on Phil. iv. 18 

(Transl.). Eternally] 
For ever, AutH. and all Vv. except 

Wict., into with outen ende. 
16. No longer] So Rev.: not now, 

AvrH. and all Vv. except Wict., 

RHEM., now not. 

17. If then] So Rev.; therefore 
yif, Wicu.; if therefore, Gen., RuEm.: 
therefore is placed after me by AUTH., 

Cov. Test., Cran., Bisu., and omitted 

by Tynp. Countest] So 

E, 

Yea, brother, 20 

Rev., and similarly as to mood, 

Wict., haste; Cov. Test., holdest... 

for: holde... for, Cov.; take... for, 

Ruem.; count, AuTH. and remaining 

Vv. On the proper use of the indi- 

cative and subjunctive with ‘if,’ see 

Latham, Engl. Lang. § 614 (ed. 3), 
and notes on 2 Thess. iii. 14 (Transt.). 

18. But if] So Cov. (both), Rev.: 
forsothe yif, Wicu.; and if, Ruem.; 
if, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 
Wronged] Hath wronged, AvTH., and, 

in respect of the insertion of the 

auxiliary, all Vv. This 

set down, &¢.] Put that on mine ac- 

count, AuTH., GEN. (that put,..ac- 

countes), Rev. (to mine); rette thow 

this thing to me, Wicu.: that laye to 

my charge, TynD., Cov., Cov. Test. 

(laye that), Cran., Bisu.; that im- 

pute to me, Rusu. It will be observed 
that six out of thé ten Vv. retain the 
emphatic position of roiro. 

19. Have written] So Raem. ; 

sim. Wicu. (wrote): write, Rev. 
Auts., Rev. and remaining Vv. 

supply ‘it,’ except Gen. which gives 

‘ this.’ That I may not 

say] Albeit I do not say] AvrE., 

Gzn., Bisu.; I seye not, Wicu.; so 

that I do not saye, Tynpv., Cov. 

(both), Cran.; not to say, REM. ; 

that I say not, Rev. 

U 
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may I reap profit from thee in the Lord: refresh my 
heart in Christ. 

Qt Having confidence in thy obedience I have written 
to thee, knowing that thou wilt do even above what I 

22, say. Moreover at the same time prepare me also a 
lodging: for I hope that through your prayers I shall 

be granted to you. 

243 
24 thee, 

labourers. 

25 
spirit. [Amen.] 

20. May I reap profit from] Let 

me have joy of, AutH., Rev.; I schal 

vse, Wicu.; let me enioye, TYND., 

Cov. (both), Cran.; let me obteine 

this pleasure of, GEN., Bisu. (entoy); 
God graunt I may enjoy, RaErm. 

Heart] 80 Cov. (both), Rzv.: en- 

trayles, Wicu.; bowels, AurH. and 
remaining Vv. Christ] * The 

Lord, AutH. 

21. Have written] So Cov. (both), 

Raem.; write, Rev.: wrote, AUTH. 

and remaining Vv. Do even] 
So Gen., Rev.: also do, AuTH., Cran., 

Bisu.: Tynp., Cov. (both), omit xai 

in translation; and RueEm. gives 

aboue that also vuhich. Above 

what] Sim. Cov. Test. (it that), . 

Rauem. (that... vvhich): more than, 
Aura. and remaining Vv. except 

Wicu. (ouer that that), Rev. (beyond 
what). 

THE 

Epaphras my fellow-prisoner in Christ Jesus saluteth = 

Mark, Aristarchus, Demas, Luke, my fellow- 

The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with your 

22. Moreover at the same time] 

But withal, AutH., Rev., RHEM. (and); 

also forsothe, Wicu. (continuing...¢ 

make reedy); and, Cov. Test; more- 
over, Tynp. and remaining Vv. 

Hope] So Wict., Cov., RuEm., Rev.: 
trust, AUTH. and remaining Vv. 

Granted) So Rev.: given, AvTH. 

and all other Vv. except Cov. Test., 

restored. 
23. Saluteth thee] So Rev., and 

sim. as to number and position, 

Wicu. gretith thee wel: Cov. gives 
There saluteth the at the beginning 

of ver. 23; Cov. Test. gives salute 
the at the end of ver. 24; AuTH. and 
remaining Vv. give There salute thee 

in the same position as Cov. 

24. Mark...Luke] So Rrv.: Mar- 

cus...Lucas, AuTH.; see notes on Col. 

i. 1 (Transl). 

END. 
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tions, 4to. 6¢, sewed, 1s. cloth. 

THREE VovaGes IN THE ‘ SUNBEAM.’ 
Popular Edition, With 346 Illustrations, 
gto, 25. 6d. 

Browne.—Aw Exrosirion oF THE 
39 ARTICLES, Historical and Doctrinal. 
By E. H. Brownz, D,.D., Bishop of 
Winchester. 8vo, 165, 

Bryant.—Zoocariowat Ewnps ; or, 
the Ideal of Personal Development. By 
Sopwiz Bryant, D.Sc.Lond. Crown 
8vo. 6s. 

Buckle.— Works sy Henry THOMAS 
BOcCKLE. 

fltstory or CrvizisaTion in E-nc- 
LAND AND FRANCE, SPAIN AND SCOT- 
LAND. 3 vols. crown 8vo. 245. 

MiscettAneéous AND PosTHUMOUS 
Worxs. A New and Abridged Edition. 
Edited by GRANT ALLEN. 2 vols, crown 
8vo, 215, 

Buckton.— Worcs av Mrs. C. M. 
BUCKTON. 

foop-Aanp Home CooKery. 
11 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 25. 6d. 

HfeaqrtTu iw THE House. With 41 
Woodcuts and Diagrams. Crown 8vo, 2s, 

Ovr Dwettiwncs. With 39 Illustra- 
tions. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d. 

With 

Bull.— Worrs sy Txomas Bort, 
MD. 

Altnrs ro Moruwers on THE Mayn- 
AGEMENT OF THEIR HEALTH during the 
Period of Pregnancy and in the Lying-in 
Room. Fep. 8vo. Is, 6d. 

THE Marernat MANAGEMENT OF 
CHILDREN IN HEALTH AND DISEASE. 
Fep. 8vo. 15. 6d, 

Bullinger.—4 Cariricaz Lexicon 
AND CONCORDANCE TO THE ENGLISH 
AND GREEK NEW TESTAMENT. To- 
gether with an Index of Greek Words 
and several Appendices. By the Rev. 
E, W. BULLINGER, D.D. Royal 8vo, 155, 

Burrows.—7Zvz Famizy or Brocas 
OF BEAUREPAIRE AND ROCHE COURT, 
Hereditary Masters of the Royal Buck- 
hounds. With some account of the English 
Rule in Aquitaine. By MontTacu 
Burrows, M.A. F.S.A. With 26 
Illustrations of Monuments, Brasses, 
Seals, &c. Royal 8vo. 42s. 

Cabinet Lawyer, The; a Popular 
Digest of the Laws of England, Civil, 
Criminal,and Constitutional. Fep.8vo.gs. 

Canning.— Some Orricrat Corres- 
PONDENCE OF GEORGE CANNING. Edi- 
ted, with Notes, by Epwarp J. 
STAPLETON, 2 vols, 8vo, 285, 

Carlyle. — Zxomas 
WextsH CARLYLE. 

Tuomas CARLYLE, a History of the 
first Forty Years of his Life, 1795-1835. 
By J. A. Froupre, M.A. With 2 Por- 
traits and 4 Illustrations, 2 vols. 8vo. 32s. 

TxHomaAsS CARLYLE, a History of his 
Life in London: from 1834 to his death 
in 1881. By J. A. Froupg, M.A. 2 vols. 
8vo, 325. 

LETTERS AWD MEMORIALS OF JANE 
WeLsH CARLYLE. Prepared for pub- 
lication by THoMAs CARLYLE, and edited 
by J. A. Froupe, M.A. 3 vols. 8vo. 36s. 

Cates. — A Diucriowary oF 
GENERAL BrocRaPHy. Fourth Edition, 
with Supplement brought down to the 
end of 1884. By W. L. R.CaTEs. 8vo,. 
28s. cloth; 35s. half-bound russia, 

Clerk.—Z#z Gas Ewciwe. By 
DuGALD CLERK, With ror Illustrations 
and Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 75. 6d. 

AND JANE 

Clodd.—Zvz Srory or Creation: 
a Plain Account ,of Evolution. By 
EDWarD CLopD, Author of * The Child- 
hood of the World’ &c. With 77 Ilus- 
trations. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Coats.—A Mawvar or Paruoocy. 
By JosrrH Coats, M.D. Pathologist 
to the Western Infirmary and the Sick 
Children’s Hospital, Glasgow. With 339 
Illustrations engraved on Wood, 8vo, 
315. 6d, 

wiier sr olimacance’ oe 
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Colenso.—Z#z PewrarzEUCcH AND 
Book oF FosHua CRITICALLY Ex- 
AMINED. By J. W. CoLenso, D.D. 
late Bishop of Natal. Crown 8vo. 6s, 

Comyn.—Arvzersrove Priory: a 
Tale. By L. N. Comyn. Crown 8vo. 
25, 6d. 

Conder. — 4A Haypz00K To THE 
BIBLz, or Guide to the Study of the Holy 
Scriptures derived from Ancient Monu- 
ments and Modern Exploration. By F, 
R. ConpeER, and Lieut. C. R. CONDER, 
R.E. Post 8vo. 75. 6d. 

Conington. — Worxs sy Joxw 
ConrweTon, AA. 

THE Atnerp oF Vireiz.  Trans- 
lated into English Verse: Crown 8vo. 9s. 

Translated 
Crown 8vo. 9s. 

Tue PoEms oF VIRGIL. 
into English Prose. 

Conybeare & Howson. — 7xz 
Lire AnD Epistces oF St. PAUL. 
By the Rev. W. J. ConyBEARE, M.A. 
and the Very Rev. J. S. Howson, D.D. 

Library Edition, with Maps, Plates, and 
Woodcuts. 2 vols. square crown 8vo. 
2is, 

Student’s Edition, revised and condensed, 
with 46 Illustrations and Maps. 1 vol. 
crown 8vo. 75. 6¢, 

Cooke. — Z4szers or AwarTomy. 
By THomas Cooke, F.R.C.S. Eng. 
B.A. B.Sc. M.D. Paris. Fourth Edition, 
being a selection of the Tablets believed 
to be most useful to Students generally. 
Post 4to. 75. 6d. 

Cox. — Zve First Cenrory oF 
CHRISTIANITY. By HOMERSHAM Cox, 

M.A. 8vo, 125. 

Cox.—A Gewerat Hisrory oF 

GREECE: from. the Earliest Period to the |, 

Death of Alexander the Great; with a 

Sketch of the History to the Present 

Time. By the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, 

Bart., M.A. With 11 Maps and Plans, 

Crown 8vo. 75. 64. 

*,* For other Works by Sir G. Cox, 
1 > 

see *Epochs of History,’ p. 24. 

Creighton. — Hisrory oF THE 
Papacy DURING THE REFORMATION. 

By the Rev, M. CreicHTon, M.A. 

8vo. Vols. I. and II, 1378-1464, 325. 

Vols. III. and IV. 1464-1518, 245. 

Crookes. — Szezecr Merruops IN 
CHEMICAL ANaLysrIs (chiefly Inorganic). 
By WILLIAM Crookes, F.R.S. V.P.C.S. 
With 37 Illustrations. 8vo. 245. 

Crozier.—Civizizarion anp PRo- 
GRESS. By JOHN BEATTIE CROZIER. 
New and Cheaper Edition. 8vo. 55. 

Crump.—A4 Sworr Ewyouiry riNTo 
THE FORMATION OF POLITICAL OPINION, 
from the Reign of the Great Families to 
the Advent of Democracy. By ARTHUR 
Crump. 8vo. 75. 6d. 

Culley.—Hanps00x oF PRACTICAL 
TELEGRAPHY. By R, 5S, CULLEY, 
M. Inst. C.E, Plates and Woodcuts, 
8vo. 16s. 

Dante.—Zxe Divine Comepy oF 
DANTE ALIGHIER!. Translated verse for 
verse from the Original into Terza Rima. 
By James INNES MINCHIN. Crown 
8vo. 155. 

Davidson.—4w JwrropucTion TO 
THE STUDY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT, 
Critical, Exegetical, and Theological. 
By the Rev. S. Davipson, D.D. LL.D. 
Revised Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. 

Davidson.— Worxs sy Writtiau 
L. Davipson, M.A. 

THe Locic oF Derinirion Ex- 
PLAINED AND APPLIED. Crown 8vo. 65. 

LEADING AND ImporTANT ENGLISH 
WorbDs EXPLAINED AND EXEMPLIFIED. 
Fep. 8vo. 35. 6d. 

Decaisne & Le Maout. — 4 
GENERAL SYSTEM OF BOTANY. Trans- 
lated from the French of E, Lz Maourt, 
M.D., and J. Decaisng, by Mrs. 
HOooKER ; with Additions by Sir J. D. 
Hooker, C.B, F.R.S. Imp, 8vo. with 
5,500 Woodcuts, 31s. 6d. 

De Salis. — Worres sy Mrs. Dz 
SALIS. 

SAvouRIES A LA Move. Fep. 8vo. 
Is. boards. 

Entrées A tA Move. Fep. 8vo. 
Is. 6d. boards, 

Sours AND Dressep FisH A LA 
Move, Fep, 8vo. 1s, 6d. boards. 

OvsTERS A LA Mops. Fep. 8vo. 
1s. 6d. boards, 

SWEETS AND SUPPER DISHES A LA 
Move, Fep. 8vo, ts. 6d. boards, 
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De Tocqueville.—Dzmuocracy iv 
AMERICA, By ALEXIS DE TOCQUE- 
VILLE, Translated by HENRY REEVE, 
C.B. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 16s. 

Dickinson. — Ov Rewac awd 
URINARY AFFECTIONS. By W. HOWsHIP 
Dickinson, M.D. Cantab. F.R.C.P. &c. 
With 12 Plates and 122 Woodcuts. 3 
vols. 8vo, £3. 4s. 6d. 

Dixon.—Aoraz Birp Lire; Essays 
on Ornithology, with Instructions for 
Preserving Objects relating to that 
Science. By Cuartes Dixon. With 
45 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

Dove.—Domespay Srupizes: being 
the Papers read at the Meetings of the 
Domesday Commemoration 1886. With 
a Bibliography of Domesday Book and 
Accounts of the MSS. and Printed Books 
exhibited at the Public Record Office and 
at the British Museum. Edited by P. 
Epwarpv Dove, of Lincoln’s Inn, Bar- 
rister-at-Law, Honorary Secretary of the 
Domesday Commemoration Committee. 
Vol. I. 4to. 185.3 Vol. II. 4to. 185. 

Dowell.—A History or Taxarion 
AND TAXES IN ENGLAND FROM THE 
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE YEAR 1885. 
By STEPHEN DOWELL, Assistant Solici- 
tor of Inland Revenue. Second Edition, 
Revised and Altered. (4 vols. 8vo.) 
Vols, I, and II, The History of Taxation, 
21s, Vols, III. and IV. The History of 
Taxes, 215. 

Doyle.—Z#e Orriciat BARONAGE 
oF ENGLAND. By JAMES E, DOYLE. 
Showing the Succession, Dignities, and 
Offices of every Peer from 1066 to 1885. 
Vols. I. to III. With 1,600 Portraits, 
Shields of Arms, Autographs, &c. 3 vols. 
4to. £5. 55. 

Large-paper Edition, 3 vols, £15. 155. 

Doyle.—Worxs sy J. A. Dovze, 
Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford. 

THe EycrisH in America: Vir- 
GINIA, MARYLAND, AND THE CAROLINAS. 
8vo. 185, 

Tye Enerisy in America: Tue 
PURITAN COLONIES. 2 vols. 8vo. 36s. 

Dublin University Press Series 
(The) : a Series of Works undertaken 
by the Provost and Senior Fellows of 
Trinity College, Dublin, 

Abbott’s (T. K.) Codex Rescriptus Dublin- 
ensis of St. Matthew. 4to. 21s, 

= Evangeliorum Versio Ante- 
hieronymiana ex CodiceUsseriano(Dublin- 
ensi). 2 vols. crown 8vo, 21s. 

Burnside (W. S.) and Panton’s (A. W.) 
Theory of Equations. 8vo. 125. 6d. 

Casey’s (John) Sequel to Euclid’s Elements, 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d, 

Analytical Geometry of the 
Conic Sections. Crown 8vo. 75. 6d. 

Davies’s (J. F.) Eumenides of Aischylus. 
With Metrical English Translation. 8vo. 
7S. 

Dublin Translations into Greek and Latin 
Verse. Edited by R. Y. Tyrrell. 8vo. 
12s. 6d. ; 

Graves’s (R. P.) Life of Sir William 
Hamilton. (3 vols.) Vols, I. and II. 
8vo. each 155. 

Griffin (R. W.) on Parabola, Ellipse, and 
Hyperbola, treated Geometrically. Crown 
8vo. 65. 

Haughton’s (Dr. S.) Lectures on Physical 
Geography. 8vo. 155. 

Hobart’s (W. K.) Medical Language of St. 
Luke. 8vo. 16s. 

Leslie’s (T. E. Cliffe) Essays in Political 
and Moral Philosophy. 8vo. Ios. 6d. 

Macalister’s (A.) Zoology and Morphology 
of Vertebrata. 8vo. tos. 6d. 

MacCullagh’s (James) Mathematical and 
other Tracts. 8vo. 155. 

Maguire’s (T.) Parmenides of Plato, Greek 
Text with English Introduction, Analysis, 
and Notes. 8vo. 75. 6d. ‘ 

Monck’s (W. H. S.) Introduction to Logic. 
Crown 8vo. 55. 

tee (J. M.) Manual of Histology, Fep. 
VO. 5S. 

Roberts’s (R, A.) Examples in the Analytic 
Geometry of Plane Curves. Fcp. 8vo. 55. 

Southey’s (R.) Correspondence with Caroline 
Bowles. Edited by E. Dowden. 8vo, 145. 

Thornhill’s (W. J.) The Aneid of Virgil, 
freely translated into English Blank 
Verse. Crown 8vo. 75, 6d. 

Tyrrell’s (R. Y.) Cicero’s Correspondence, 
Vols. I. and II, 8vo. each 125, | 

The Acharnians of Aristo- 
phanes, translated into English Verse, 
Crown 8vo, 25, 6d, 

Webb’s (T. E.) Goethe’s Faust, Transla- 
tion and Notes, 8vo. 125. 6d, 

The Veil of Isis: a Series 
of Essays on Idealism. 8vo. tos. 6d. 

Wilkins’s (G.) The Growth of the Homeric 
Poems, 8vo. 6s. 
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Edersheim.— Worxs ay rue Rev. 
Arrrep Eversuem, D.D. 

THe Lire awn Times or Jesus 
THE MESSIAH. 2 vols, 8vo. 245. 

PROPHECY anv HISTORY IN RELA 
TION TO THE MesstaH: the Warburton 
Lectures, delivered at Lincoln’s Inn 
Chapel, 1880-1884, 8vo. 125. 

Ellicott. — Worcs sy C.F. 
£tz1corr, D.D. Bishop of Gloucester 
and Bristol. ° 

A CriricaL Aanp GRAMMATICAL 
ae ON ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES. 
vO. 

I, CORINTHIANS. 16s, 
GALATIANs. 8s. 6d. 
EPHESIANS. 8s. 6d. 
PasTORAL EPISTLES. 10s. 6d. 
PHILIPPIANS, COLOSSIANS, and PHILEMON. 

Ios. 6d. 
THESSALONIANS, 75. 6. 

AlistoricaL LECTURES ON THE LIFE 
oF OUR LorD FESUS CHRIST. 8vo. 125. 

English Worthies. Edited by An- 
DREW LanG, M.A. Fep. 8vo. 25. 6d. 
each, 

Darwin, By Grant ALLEN. 
Marczsoroucy. By G. SaIntsBuRY. 
SHArrEsBURY (The First Earl). By 

H. D. TRAILL, 

By Apmirat BLAKE. Davip 
HAnNNay. 

Racezicu. By EDMUND GOSSsE. 
STEELE. By Austin Dosson. 
Ben Jowson. By J. A. Symonps. 
Cavuinc.. By FRan«k H, HILL, 
CLAVERHOUSE. By Mowsray 

Morris. 

Epochs of Ancient History. 
Io vols, fep. 8vo. 25. 6d. each. See p. 24. 

Epochs of Church History. 8 vols. 
fop. 8vo. 25. 6d. each. See p. 24. 

Epochs of Modern History. 
18 vols. fep. 8vo. 25. 6d. each. See p. 24. 

Erichsen.— Worxs ay Jouv Eric 
Ericusen, £.R.S. 

THe SCIENCE AWD ART OF SuR- 
GERY: Being a Treatise on Surgical In- 
juries, Diseases, and Operations. With 
984 Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo. 42s, 

Ow Concussion oF THE SPINE, NER- 
vous SHOCKS, and other Obscure Injuries 
of the Nervous System, Cr. 8vo. 10s. 64, 

Ewald.— Worxs sy ProFEssor 
Hericu Ewaxp, of Gottingen. 

THe ANTIQUITIES OF _IsRAEL, 
- Translated from the’German by H. 8S, 

Sotty, M.A, 8vo. 125. 6d, 

Tue History or IsraeEx, Trans- 
lated from the German. 8 vols, 8vo. 
Vols. I, and II. 24s, Vols. III. and 
IV. 215. Vol. V. 185. Vol, VI. 165. 
Vol. VII. 21s. Vol. VIII. with Index 
to the Complete Work. 185. 

Fairbairn.— Worcs sy Sir W. 
FrarrBArrRN, Bart. CL. 

A Treatise ow Mitts awd Mitt- 
WORK, with 18 Plates and 333 Woodcuts, 
1 vol, 8vo. 255. 

Userot Inrormarion FoR Ewe!- 

NEERS. With many Plates and Wood- 
cuts. 3 vols, crown 8vo. 3Is. 6d, 

Farrar. — Zawcosce avp Law- 
GuaGEs. A Revised Edition of Chapters 
on Language and Families of Speech. By 
F, W. Farrar, D.D. Crown 8vo, 6s. 

Firbank.—7vz Lire avp Work oF 
FosEPH FirBANK, 7.P. D.L, Rail- 
way Contractor. By FREDERICK 
McDERmoTT, Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. 55. 

Fitzwygram. — Horszs ano 
STABLES. By Major-General Sir F. 
Fitzwycram, Bart. With 19 pages of 
Illustrations. 8vo. 55. 

Forbes.— 4 Covrsz or Lecroris 
oN ELECTRICITY, delivered before the 
Society of Arts. By GEORGE FORBES, 
M.A, FVR.S. (L. & E.) With 17 Illus- 
trations. Crown 8vo, 5s. 

Ford.—Zwe Txzorv anD PRACTICE 
oF ARCHERY. By the late Horace 
Forp. New Edition, thoroughly Revised 
and Re-written by W. BuTT, M.A. With 
a Preface by C. J. Loncman, M.A. 
F.S.A. 8vo. 145. 

Fox.—Zve Earzcvy History oF 
CHARLES FamES Fox. By the Right 
Hon, Sir G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart. 

Library Edition, 8vo. 185, 
Cabinet Edition, cr. 8vo. 6s. 

Francis.—4 Boor on Awnczrine; 
or, Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every 
branch ; including full Illustrated Lists 
of Salmon Flies. By FRANCIS FRANCIS, 
Post 8vo. Portrait and Plates, 155, 
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Freeman.—Zxz Historica GE£o- 
GRAPHY OF EUROPE, By E, A. FREE- 
MAN, D.C.L. With 65 Maps, 2 vols. 
8vo. 315. 6d. ‘ 

Froude.—Worxs sy James A. 
Froouvé, M.A. 

THe History or Encrawnp, from 
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the 
Spanish Armada, , 
Cabinet Edition, 12 vols. cr. 8vo. £3. 125. 
Popular Edition, 12 vols. cr. 8vo. £2. 25. 

SHORT STupiES on GREAT SuB- 
$¥ECTS. 4,vols, crown 8vo. 245, 

C#sar: a Sketch. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

THe EweocisH 1n IRELAND IN THE 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 3 vols. crown 
8vo. 185. 

OCEANA ; oR, EwGtanp Ano HER 
COLONIES. With g Illustrations. Crown 
8vo. 25. boards, 2s. 6d, cloth. 

THE E-nGeisH in THE West Iwvies; 
OR, THE Bow or Uxysses. With 9 
Illustrations. 8vo, 18s. 

THomas CARLYLE, a History of the 
first Forty Years of his Life, 1795 to 
1835. 2 vols, 8vo. 325. 

THomaAS CARLYLE, a History of His 
Life in London from 1834 to his death in 
1881. With Portrait engraved on steel. 
2 vols. 8vo. 325. 

Galloway.— Zvz SuNDAMENTAL 
PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY PRACTICALLY 
TaucHT By Aa New METHOD. By 
RosBert GALLoway, M.R.IA. F.C.S. 
Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d. 

Ganot.— Worrs sy PROFESSOR 
GANOT. Translated by E, ATKINSON, 
Ph.D. F.CS. 

EcementTary TreEATisE on Puy- 
sics. With 5 Coloured Plates and 923 
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 155. 

NatTorAL PHILOSOPHY FOR GENE- 
RAL READERS AND YOUNG PERSONS. 
With 2 Plates, 518 Woodcuts, and an 
Appendix of Questions, Cr. 8vo. 75. 6d. 

Gardiner.— Worxs sy Samvet 
Rawson GarDInER, LL.D. 

History or Ewcrawp, from the 
Accession of James I. to the Outbreak of 
the Civil War, 1603-1642. Cabinet 
Edition, thoroughly revised. 10 vols. 
crown 8vo. price 6s. each, 

A History oF THE GREAT CIVIL 
War, 1642-1649. (3 vols.) Vol. I. 
1642-1644. With 24 Maps. 8vo, 21s. 

[Continued above. 

Gardiner.— Worxs ay S. R. Gar- 
OINER, LL.D.—continued. 

OortiweE oF EnetisH HrsTorY, 
B.C, 55-A.D. 1886. With 96 Woodcuts, 
fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

*,* For other Works, see ‘Epochs of 
Modern History,’ p. 24. 

Garrod.— Worxs sv Sir ALFRED 
BarinG GARRoD, M.D. F-R.S. 

A TREATISE ON GovUT AND RHEU- 
MATIC GOUT (RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS). 
With 6 Plates, comprising 21 Figures 
(14 Coloured), and 27 Illustrations en- 
graved on Wood. 8vo, 21s. : 

THe Essewrtats oF MATERIA 
MepicaA AND THERAPEUTICS. New 
Edition, revised and adapted to the New 
Edition of the British Pharmacopeeia, 
by Nestor TrrarD, M.D. Crown 8vo. 
125. 6d. 

Gilkes.—Bovs awp Masrers:aStory 
of School Life. By A. H. GirKEs, M.A. 
Head Master of Dulwich College. Crown 
8vo. 35. 6a. 

Goethe.—Z47sr7. A New Translation, 
chiefly in Blank Verse; with Introduc- 
tion and Notes. By JAMEs ADEY Birps, 
B.A. F.G.S. Crown 8vo. 125. 6d, 

fFavosr. The German Text, with an 
English Introduction and Notes for Stu- 
dents. By ALBERT M. SELss, M.A. 
Ph.D. Crown 8vo. 55. 

Goodeve.— Worxs sy T. M. Goop- 
EVE, ALA. . 

Priwcipres of Mecuawnics. With 
253 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

THE ELEMENTS oF MECHANISM. 
With 342 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

A Mawvat or Mecuanics: an 
Elementary Text-Book for Students of 
Applied Mechanics, With 138 Illustra- 
tions and Diagrams, and 141 Examples. 
Fep. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

Grant.—Zwe Eruaics oF ARISTOTLE. 
The Greek Text illustrated by Essays 
and Notes. By Sir ALEXANDER GRANT, 
Bart LL.D. D.C.L. &c. 2 vols. 
8vo. 325. 

Gray. — Awaromy, Descriprive 
AND SurRcicaL. By HENRY GRAY, 
F.R.S. late Lecturer on Anatomy at 
St. George’s Hospital. With 569 Wood- 
cut Illustrations, a large number of 
which are coloured. Re-edited by T. 
PICKERING PICK, Surgeon to St. George’s 
Hospital. Royal 8vo, 36s, 
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Green.— Zvz Worxs or Tuomas 
flirt GREEN, late Fellow of Balliol 
College, and Whyte’s Professor of Moral 
Philosophy in the University of Oxford. 
Edited by R. L, NETTLEsHIP, Fellow 
of Balliol College, Oxford (3 vols.) 
Vols. I. and II.—Philosophical Works. 
8vo. 16s, each. 

Greville.— A /Journat oF THE 
Reiens or Kine Georce IV. KING 
Wittram IV. AND QUEEN VICTORIA. 
By the late CHartes C. F, GREVILLE, 
Esq. Clerk of the Council to those Sove- 
reigns. Edited by HENry REEVE, C.B. 
D.C.L. Corresponding Member of the 
Institute of France. 8 vols. Crown 8vo. 
6s. each. (ln course of Publication in 
Monthly Volumes.) 

Grove.— Zxz CoRRELATION OF 
PHYSICAL Forces. By the Hon. Sir 
W. R. Grove, F.R.S, &c. 8vo. 155, 

Gwilt.—Av Eweyctop#pia oF 
ARCHITECTURE. By JosEPH GWILT, 
F.S.A. Illustrated with more than 1,100 
Engravings on Wood. Revised, with 
Alterations and Considerable Additions, 
by Wyatt PapworTH. 8vo, 525. 6d. 

Haggard.—Worxs sy H. RIDER 
LLAGGARD. 

SHE: A Historv OF ADVENTURE. 
Crown 8vo., 6s. 

ALLAN QuaTeRmarNn. With 31 Ilus- 
trations by C. H. M, Kerr, Crown 
8vo. 6s, 

Halliwell-Phillipps.— Oo7z:vzs or 
THE LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. By J.O. 
HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS, F.R.S, 2 vols. 
Royal 8vo, ros. 6d, 

Harte.—Novers sy Breer Harre. 
in rue Carouinez Woops. Fcp. 

8vo.“1s. boards; 1s. 6d. cloth. 

On rue Frontier. Three Stories. 
16mo. Is. 

By Suore And SeEpce, Three 
Stories. 16mo. Is. 

Hartwig.— Worcs sy Dr G. 
HARTWIG. 

ZHE Sea AND iTS Living WONDERS. 
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts. 8vo. 
Ios. 6d. i 

Tue TropicAL Worzv. With8 Plates, 
and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

THe Porar Worzp. With 3 Maps, 
8 Plates, and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo. Ios. 6d, 

[Continued above, 

Hartwig. — Worxs sy Dr G. 
EAR TWIG.—continued. 

Tie SUBTERRANEAN Worcp. With 
3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts, 8vo, 10s. 6d. 

Tue AerraAL Worztp. With Map, 
8 Plates, and 60 Woodcuts, 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

The following books are extracted from the 
foregoing works by Dr. HARTWIG :— 

HEROES OF THE ARcTIC REGIONS. 
With 19 Illustrations, Crown 8vo, 2s. 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

WonDERS OF THE TROPICAL FORESTS. 
With 4o Illustrations, Crown 8vo. 2s, 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

Workers UNDER THE GRovUND ; 
or, Mines and Mining, With 29 Illus- 
trations. Crown 8vo. 2s, cloth extra, gilt 
edges, 

Marvets Over Our Heaps. With 
29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2s, cloth 
extra, gilt edges. 

Marvecs Unver Our Feer. With 
22 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2s, cloth 
extra, gilt edges. 

DWELLERS IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS. 
With 29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2s, 6d, 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

Wincepo Lir—E in THE TRopics. 
With 55 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

VOLCANOES AND EARTHQUAKES. 
With 30 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d, 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

Witp Animals oF THE Tropics. 
With 66 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

SEA Monsters AWD SEA BIirRvs, 
With 75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

Dewizews or THE DeEP. With 
117 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. cloth 
extra, gilt edges. 

Hassall.— Ze JvHararion TREAT. 
MENT OF DISEASES OF THE ORGANS OF 
RESPIRATION, including Consumption. 
By ARTHUR HiILt HaAssar1, M.D, 
With 19 Illustrations of Apparatus, Cr. 
8vo. 125, 6d. 

Havelock. — Memoirs or ‘SiR 
Henry Havetock, K.C.B. By Joun 
CLARK MARSHMAN. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. 

Hearn.—7vz Government oF Enc- 
LAND ; its Structure and its Development. 
By WILLIAM Epwarp Hearn, Q.C. 
8vo, 165, 
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Helmholtz. —Worxs 
’ FESSOR HELMHOLTZ. 

On THE Sensations oF TONE AS A 
PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR THE THEORY 
or Music. Royal 8vo. 285, . 

PopoLar LEcTURES on SCIENTIFIC 
SUBYECTS. With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 
Crown 8vo, 15s. or separately, 75. 6d, each, 

Herschel.—Ovrziwzs or Asrro- 
Nomy. By Sir J. F. W, HERSCHEL, 
Bart. M.A, With Plates and Diagrams, 
Square crown 8vo, 12s, 

Hester’s Venture: a Novel. By 
the Author of ‘The Atelier du Lys.’ 
Crown 8vo. 25. 6d. 

Hewitt. — Zwz Dzracwosis awp 
TREATMENT OF DISEASES OF WOMEN, 
INCLUDING THE DIAGNOSIS OF PREG- 
wancy, By GRAILY Hewitt, M.D. 
With 211 Engravings. 8vo. 245. 

Historic Towns, Edited by E. A. 
FREEMAN, D.C.L. and Rev. WILLIAM 
Hunt, M.A. With Maps and Plans, 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6¢. each. 

Lowpow. By W. E. Lorrie. 
ExeTer, By E. A. FREEMAN. 
BristoL. By W. Hunt. 
Oxrorp. By C. W. Boase. 
*,* Other Volumes are in preparation. 

Hobart.—Sxzercuves rrom Mv Lire. 
By Admiral Hopart Pasua, With 
Portrait. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Holmes.—4 Svsrzm or SourRGERY, 
Theoretical and Practical, in Treatises by 
various Authors, Edited by TiMoTHY 
Hoimes, M.A. and J. W. HUuLKE, 
F.R.S. 3 vols, royal 8vo. £4. 45. 

Homer.—Zwe Jziap or Homer, 
Homometrically translated by C, B. Cay- 
LEY. 8vo, 125. 6d. 

THE Iviap or Homer. The Greek 
Text, with a Verse Translation, by W. C. 
GREEN, M.A. Vol. I. Books I.-XIIL 
Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Hopkins.—Cvarist rz CoNsOLeEr ; 
a Book of Comfort for the Sick. By 
ELLIcE Hopkins. Fep. 8vo. 25, 6d. 

Howitt.—Visrrs ro REMARKABLE 
PLACES, Old Halls, Battle-Fields, Scenes 
illustrative of Striking Passages in English 
History and Poetry. By WILLIAM 
Howitt. With 80 Illustrations engraved 
on Wood, Crown 8vo, 5s. 

BY FPRo-. Hudson & Gosse.— Zz Rorirera 
OR ‘WHEEL-ANIMALCULES.’ By C. T. 
Hupson, LL.D. and P. H. Gossz, 
F.R.S. With 30 Coloured Plates. In 6 
Parts. 4to. tos. 6d. each, Complete in 
2 vols. 4to. £3. 105. 

Hullah.— Worxs sy Joun Hot- 
LAH, LL.D. 

Course oF LECTURES ON THE His- 
TORY OF MODERN Music. 8vo. 8s. 6d, 

Course oF LECTURES ON THE TRAN- 
SITION PERIOD OF MusIcAL HISTORY, 
8vo. 105. 6a, 

Hume.— 7vePuitosopHicaL WorKs 
or Davip Hume. Edited by. T. H. 
GREEN, M.A, and the Rev, T. H. 
Grosz, M.A. 4 vols. 8vo, 56s, Or 
separately, Essays, 2 vols. 28s. Treatise 
of Human Nature, 2 vols, 285. 

Huth.—Zvz Marriacz or NEAR 
Xin, considered with respect to the Law 
of Nations, the Result of Experience, 
and the Teachings of Biology. By 
ALFRED H, Hutu. Royal 8vo. 215. 

In the Olden Time: a Tale of 
the Peasant War in Germany. By the 
Author of ‘Mademoiselle Mori.’ Crown 
8vo, 25. 6d. 

Ingelow.— Worxs sy Jean Ince- 
LOW. 

PoeTicAL Works. Vols. 1 and 2 
Fep. 8vo. 125, 

LVRICAL AND OTHER PorEms, Se- 
lected from the Writings of JEAN 
InGELOW. Fep. 8vo. 2s. 6d@. cloth plain ; 
3s. cloth gilt. 

Jackson.—4zp 7ro LEwcineEerine 
Sotution. By Lowis D’A, Jackson, 
C.E. With 111 Diagrams and 5 Wood- 
cut Illustrations. 8vo. 21s, 

James.—Zve Lowe Wuitze Moun- 
TAIN; or, a Journey in Manchuria, with 
an Account of the History, Administra- 
tion, and Religion of that Province. By 
H. E. JAmzs, of Her Majesty’s Bombay 
Civil Service. With Illustrations and a 
Map. 1 vol. 8vo. 245. 

Jameson.— Worxs sv Mrs Jame- 
SON. 

LEGENDS OF THE SaInTs AND Mar- 
Tyrs. With 19 Etchings and 187 Wood- 
cuts. 2 vols, 31s. 6d. 

LEGENDS oF THE Maponwa, the 
Virgin Mary as represented in Sacred 
and Legendary Art. With 27 Etchings 
and 165 Woodcuts. 1 vol. 21s. 

[Continued on next page, 
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Jameson.— Works sy Mrs. Jaue- 
SON—continued. 

LEGENDS oF THE Mowastic ORDERS. 
With 11 Etchings and 88 Woodcuts. 
1 vol. 215. 

fiistoryY oF THE Saviour, His Types 
and Precursors. Completed by Lady 
EASTLAKE. With 13 Etchings and 281 
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 42s, : 

Jeans.— Works By J. S. JEANS. 

Eweiawn’s Supremacy: its Sources, 
Economics, and Dangers. 8vo. 85. 6d. 

RatLwAv ProsrEems: An Inquiry 
into the Economic Conditions of Rail- 
way Working in Different Countries. 
8vo. 125. 6a, 

Jenkin. — Parers, Lirerary, 
SCIENTIFIC, &c. By the late FLEEMING 
JENKIN, F.R.S.S. L. & E. Professor of 
Engineering in the University of Edin- 
burgh. Edited by SIpNEy CoLvin, M.A. 
“and J. A. Ewinc, F.R.S. With Memoir 
“by Ropert Lovis STEVENSON, and 
Facsimiles of Drawings by Fleeming 
‘Jenkin. 2vols. 8vo. 32s, 

Johnson.—Zvz Parewres’s Man- 
UAL ; a Treatise on the Law and Practice 
of Letters Patent. By J. JoHNson and 
J. H. JoHnson, 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Johnston.—4 Gewerar Dicrion- 
ARY OF GEOGRAPHY, Descriptive, Physi- 
cal, Statistical, and Historical’; a com- 
plete Gazetteer of the World. By KEITH 
JOHNSTON. Medium 8vo. 42s. 

Johnstone.—4 Sxorr Lwrropuc- 
TION TO THE Stupy oF Locic. By 
LAURENCE JOHNSTONE. Crown 8vo. 
2s. 6d. 

Jordan. — Worrs sy Wrettam | 
Leicuton Jorvan, L.R.G.S. 

THE Ocean: a Treatise on Ocean 
Currents and Tides and their Causes. , 
8vo. 21s. 

Tee New Principles oF NATURAL ' 

PHILosoPHy. With 13 plates. 8vo. 215. 

THE Winps : an Essay in Illustration 
of the New Principles of Natural Philo- 

‘sophy. Crown 8vo, 25. t 

| Dae STANDARD OF VALUE, Crown: 
“BVO. 5S. 4 

Jukes.— Worxs ay Avprew JOKES. 
Tart New Man anp THE ETERNAL 

L1Fe, Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Toe Tvres oF GENESIS. 
8vo. 75. 6d. 

Tue Seconp DEATH AND THE RE- 
STITUTION OF ALL THINGS. Crown 8vo, 
35. 6d. 

THe MysTery oF THE KINGDOM. 
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6a. 

Justinian.— Zvz Jwsrirvrzs oF 
FUSTINIAN ; Latin Text, chiefly that of 
Huschke, with English Introduction, 
Translation, Notes, and Summary. By 
THOMAS C, SANDARS, M.A, 8vo. 185, 

Kalisch. — Worcs) sy M M. 
Katiscu, M.A. 

Brace Sropies. PartI. The Pro- 
phecies of Balaam. 8vo. Ios. 6d. Part 
II. The Book of Jonah. 8vo. Ios. 6d. 

COMMENTARY ON THE OLD TESTA- 
MENT ; witha New Translation. Vol. I. 
Genesis, 8vo. 18s. or adapted. for the 
General Reader, 12s. Vol. II. Exedus, 
15s. or adapted for the General Reader, 
12s, Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. 15s. or 
adapted for the General Reader, 8s. 
Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 155. or 
adapted for the General Reader, 8s. 

Hesrew Graumar. With Exer- 
cises. Part I. 8vo. 125, 6d, Key, 55. 
Part II. 125, 6d. 

Kant.— WorxssvEmumanvec Kant. 
CrivTiove OF PRACTICAL REASON. 

Translated by Thomas Kingsmill Abbott, 
B.D. 8vo. 125. 6d, 

Inrropuction To LoGic, AND HIS 
Essay ON THE MISTAKEN SUBTILTY 
OF THE FouR FicuRES. Translated by 
Thomas Kingsmill Abbott, B.D. With 
a few Notes by S. T. Coleridge. 8vo. 65, 

Kendall.—Worxs spy May Ken- 
DALL. 

From A Garrer. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Crown 

._ Dreams To SeExL; Poems. Fep. 
8vo. 65. 

Killick.— Hawpz00cK ro Mitr’s 
SYSTEM OF Locic. By the Rev. A. H. 
Kitiick, M.A. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d, 

Kirkup.—Aw Jwourry mro Socrat- 
zsm, By THoMas Kirxkup, Author of 
the Article on ‘ Socialism * in the ‘ Ency- 
clopzdia Britannica.’ . Crown 8vo, 5s. 

Knowledge Library. (See PRocror’s 
Works, p. 17.) 
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Kolbe.—A Sxorr Zexr-s00K oF 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. By Dr. HeER- 
MANN KOLBe. Translated from the 
German by T. S. Humpripcr, Ph.D. 
With a Coloured Table of Spectra and 
66 Illustrations, Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Ladd. — Zzzmewrs or PHYSIOLO- 
GICAL PsycHoLocy: a Treatise of the 
Activities and Nature of the Mind from ° 
the Physical and Experimental Point of 
View. By Gzorce T. Lapp. With 113 
Illustrations and Diagrams. 8vo. 215. 

Lang.— Works sv Avprew Lane. 
Myru, RirvaL, Awd RELIGION. 2 

vols. crown 8vo. 2Is, 

Costom anv Myvru ; Studies of Early 
Usage and Belief. With 15 Illustrations, 
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. 

Lerrers To DEAD Acruors. Fep. 
8vo. 65. 64, 

Booxs ano SBooxmen. With 2 
Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations. Cr. 
8vo. 65, 6d. 

Jouwny Nur AND THE GOLDEN 
Goose. Done into English by ANDREW 
Lance, from the French of CHARLES 
DeEvLin. Illustrated by Am, Lynen. 
Royal 8vo, 10s. 6d. gilt edges, 

Bartiavs or Booxs. Edited by 
ANDREW Lane. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 

Larden.—£Zvacreiciry ror Posric 
SCHOOLS AND CoLLeces. With nu- 
merous Questions and Examples with 
Answers, and 214 Illustrations and Dia- 
grams. By W. LarpEN, M.A. Crown 
8vo. 6s. 

Laughton.—Sropizs iw _ NavaL 
History ; Biographies. By J. K. 
LAUGHTON, M.A, Professor of Modern 
History at King’s College, London. 
8vo, 10s. 6d. 

Lecky.— Worxs sy W.E. H. Lecxy. 
HstoR¥Y oF ENGLAND IN THE 

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 8vo, Vols. 
I. & II. 1700-1760, 36s. Vols. III. 
& IV. 1760-1784. 36s, Vols, V. & VI. 
1784-1793. 365. 

THE HistoRvor EvroPeAN MORALS 
FROM AUGUSTUS TO CHARLEMAGNE. 
2 vols. crown 8vo, 16s, 

HstTory¥ oF THE RisE AnD INFLO- 
ENCE OF THE SPIRIT OF RATIONALISM 
IN EUROPE. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 16s. 

Lewes.—Zwe History or PHiLo- 
SOPHY, from Thales to Comte. By 
GrorcE Henry LEWES, 2vols, 8vo, 325. 

Lindt.—ficrorzsove New GUINEA. 
By J. W. Linot, F.R.G.S. With 50 
Full-page Photographic Illustrations re- 
produced by the Autotype Company. 
Crown 4to. 42s. 

Liveing.— Worxs sy Rozert Live- 
inc, M.A. and M.D. Cantab. 

Hlanpsook on DISEASES OF THE 
SKIN. With especial reference to Diag- 
nosis and Treatment. Fecp 8vo. 55, 

NVores on THE TREATMENT OF SKIN 
DISEASES. 18mo. 35. 

Lloyd.—A Trzarise on Macwer- 
zsM, General and Terrestrial. By H. 
Lioyp, D.D. D.C.L. 8vo. 105, 6d, 

Lloyd.—TZwe Screwce or Acricut- 
TuRE. By F.J. Luoyp. 8vo, 12s, 

Longman.—Aisrory or THE LiFe 
AND Times oF Epwarp III, By 
WiLit1am Loneman, F.S.A. With 
9 Maps, 8 Plates, and 16 Woodcuts, 2 
vols. 8vo. 285, 

Longman.— Worxs sy FREDERICK 
W. Lowcmuan, Balliol College, Oxon. 

Cuzss Opewincs. Fep. 8vo. 25. 6d. 
FREDERICK THE GREAT AND THE 

SEVEN Years’ War, With 2 Coloured 
Maps. 8vo. 25. 6d. 

A New Pocxer Dicrionwary oF 
THE GERMAN AND ENGLISH LAN: 
GUAGES. Square 18mo. 2s. 6d. 

Longman’s Magazine. Published 
Monthly. Price Sixpence. 
Vols. 1-10, 8vo. price 5s, each, 

Longmore.— Gowsxor Iwnyurizs ; 
Their History, Characteristic Features, 
Complications, and General Treatment. 
By Surgeon-General Sir T, LoncmorE, 
C.B., F.R.C.S. With 58 Illustrations, 
8vo. 315. 6a. 

Loudon.— Worxs ay J. C. Louvpon, 
F.LS, 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GARDENING ; 
the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, 
Floriculture, Arboriculture, and Land- 
scape Gardening, With 1,000 Woodcuts, 
8vo. 215, 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE; 
the Laying-out, Improvement, and 
Management of Landed Property; the 
Cultivation and Economy of the Produc: 
tions of Agriculture. With 1,100 Wood- 
cuts. 8vo, 215. 

EwevcLopz£DiA oF Pranrs; the 
Specific Character, Description, Culture, 
History, &c. of all Plants found in Great 
Britain, With 12,000 Woodcuts. 8vo,. 42s. 
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Lubbock.—Zwvz Oricrn oF Crviti- 
ZATION AND THE PRIMITIVE CONDITION 

or Man. By Sir J. Luszocx, Bart. 
oe F.R.S. With Illustrations. 8vo. 
18s. 

Lyall.—Zxe AvrosiocraPHY oF A 
SLANDER. By Epna Lyatt, Author 
of ‘Donovan,’ ‘We Two,’ &c. Fep. 
8vo. Is. sewed, 

Lyra Germanica ; Hymns Trans- 
lated from the German by Miss C. 
WINKWORTH. Fep. 8vo. 55. 

Macaulay.— Worcs awp Lire oF 
Lorp MACAULAY. 

History oF ENGLAND FROM THE 
ACCESSION OF FAMES THE SECOND: 

Student’s Edition, 2 vols. crown 8vo. 125, 
People’s Edition, 4 vols. crown 8vo. 16s, 
-Cabinet Edition, 8 vols. post 8vo. 485. 
Library ‘Edition, 5 vols. 8vo. £4. 

CriTICAL AND HisTorRicAL ESSAYS, 
with Lays of ANCIENT ROME, in 1 
volume : 

Authorised Edition, crown 8vo, 25, 6d. or 
3s. 6d. gilt edges. 

Popular Edition, crown 8vo. 2s, 6d. 

CriTicAL AND HisTORICAL ESSAYS: 

Student’s Edition, 1 vol. crown 8vo. 6s. 
People’s Edition, 2 vols. crown 8vo. 85. 
Cabinet Edition, 4 vols. post 8vo. 245, 
Library Edition, 3 vols. 8vo. 36s. 

£ssays which may be had separ- 
ately price 6d. each sewed, Is, each cloth: 

Addison and Walpole. 
Frederick the Great. 
Croker’s Boswell’s Johnson, 
Hallam’s Constitutional History. 
Warren Hastings. (3d. sewed, 6d. cloth.) 
The Earl of Chatham (Two Essays). 
Ranke and Gladstone. 
Milton and Machiavelli. 
Lord Bacon. 
Lord Clive. 
Lord Byron, and The Comic Dramatists of 

the Restoration. 

The Essay on Warren Hastings annotated 
by S. HALEs, Is. 6d, 

.The Essay on Lord Clive annotated by 
H, CourTHOPE Bowen, M.A. 25. 62. 

SPEECHES ¢ 
People’s Edition, crown 8vo. 35. 6d, 

MisceL,LANEOUS WRiTiNnGs : 
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 215. 
People’s Edition, 1 vol. crown 8vo. 45. 6a 

[Continued above. 

Macaulay—Worxs ano LIFE oF 
LorD MacAuLay—continued, 

Lays oF AnciENT Rome, &¢. 
Illustrated by G. Scharf, fep. 4to. 10s. 6d. 

Popular Edition, 
fcp. 4to. 6d. sewed, 15. cloth. 

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin, crown 8vo. 
3s. 6d, cloth extra, gilt edges. 

Cabinet Edition, post 8vo. 35. 6d. 
Annotated Edition, fcp. 8vo. Is. sewed I5.6d. 

cloth, or 2s, 6d, cloth extra, gilt edges. 
SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS 

oF Lorp Macautay. Edited, with Oc- 
casional Notes, by the Right Hon. Sit 
G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Miscettanzous Weritincs AND 
SPEECHES : 

Student’s Edition, in ONE VOLUME, crown 
8vo. 6s. 

Cabinet Edition, including Indian Penal 
Code, Lays of Ancient Rome, and Mis- 
cellaneous Poems, 4 vols. post 8vo. 245. 

THE CompLeTE Worrs or LorD ' 
Macavutay, Edited by his Sister, Lady 
TREVELYAN, 

Library Edition, with Portrait, 8 vols. 
demy 8vo. £5. 55. 

Cabinet Edition, 16 vols, post 8vo. £4. 165 

THe Lire and LeTrerRS of LorD 
Macavutay. By the Right Hon. Sir 
G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart. 

Popular Edition, 1 vol. crown 8vo. 
Cabinet Edition, 2 vols. post 8vo. 
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 36s. 

Macdonald.—Worxs sv GEORGE 
Macvonarp, LL.D. 

Unspoken SERmMows. First Series. 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

Owsroxen SERmows. Second Series. 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 64. 

THe Mrracres or Our Loro. 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d, 

A Book oF STRIFE, IN THE FORM 
oF THE DIARY OF AN OLD Sout? 
Poems. 12mo, 65. 

Macfarren.— Worxs sy Sir G. A 
MACFARREN. 

Lectures on Harmony. 8vo. 125, 
ADDRESSES AND Lecrures. Crown 

8vo, 6s. 6a. 

Macleod.— Worxs sv Henry D. 
Macreop, M.A. 

THe Evemenrs or Economics, tn 
2 vols, Vol. I. crown 8vo. 75. 6d; Volk 
II, PART 1, crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. | 

THe ExLements or BANKING, 
Crown 8vo. 55. 

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF 
BANKING. Vol, I, 8vo, 125, Vol, II, 148. 
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McCulloch,— Zx#z Dicriowary 
OF COMMERCE AND COMMERCIAL NAVI- 
GATION of the late J? R..McCuLtocH, 
of H.M. Stationery Office. Latest Edi- 

‘tion, containing the most recent Statistical 
Information by A. J. Witson. 1 vol. 
medium 8vo. with 11 Maps and 30 Charts, 
price 63s. cloth, or 7os. strongly half- 
bound in russia, . 

Mademoiselle Mori: a Tale of 
Modern Rome. © By the Author of ‘ The 
Atelier du Lys.’ Crown 8vo. 25. 62. 

Mahaffy.—A History or Czas- 
SICAL GREEK LITERATURE, By the Rev. 

“J. P. Mauarry, M.A. Crown 8vo. 
Vol. I. Poets, 75. 6d. Vol. If. Prose 
Writers, 75. 6d. 

Malmesbury. — J/zmorrs or aw | 
£X-MINISTER: an Autobiography. By 
the Earl.of MaLMEsBurY, G.C.B. Crown 
8vo. 75. 6d. 

Manning.—Z7#z Temporar Mrs- 
SION OF THE HOLY GHOST ; or, Reason 
and Revelation. By H. E, MANNING, 
D.D. Cardinal-Archbishop. Crown 8vo, 
8s, 6d. 

Martin.—Wavicarion anp Navri- 
CAL AsTRoNoMYy. Compiled by Staff- 
Commander W. R. MartTIn, R.N, In- 
structor in Surveying, Navigation, and 
Compass Adjustment; Lecturer on 
Meteorology at the Royal Naval College, 
Greenwich. Sanctioned for use in the 
-Royal Navy by the Lords Commissioners 
of the Admiralty. Royal 8vo, 185. 

Martineau—Worxs sy James 
Marrineav, DD. 

flours or TuoucuTr on SAcRED 
THINGS. Two Volumes of Sermons, 
2 vols, crown 8vo. 75. 6d. each. 

ENDEAVOURS AFTER THE CHRISTIAN 

Lire, Discourses. Crown 8vo. 7s, 6a. 

Maunder’s Treasuries. 
BioGRAPHIcAL Treasury. Recon- 

structed, revised, and brought down to 
the year 1882, by W. L. R. Cates. 
Fep. 8vo. 65. 

Treasory or NatoraL History; 
or, Popular Dictionary of Zoology. Fep. 
8vo. with 900 Woodcuts, 6s. 

TREASURY OF GEOGRAPHY, Physical, 
Historical, Descriptive, and Political. 
With 7 Mapsand 16 Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 

Historical Treasury: Outlines of 
Universal History, Separate Histories of 
all Nations. Revised bythe Rev. Sir G. 
W. Cox, Bart. M.A. Fep. 8vo. 65. 

[Continued above, 

Maunder’s Treasuries—continued. 
TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE AND 

LIBRARY OF REFERENCE. Comprising 
an English Dictionary and Grammar, 
Universal Gazetteer, Classical Dictionary, 
Chronology, Law Dictionary, &c. Fep. 
vo. 65, 

Scrznriric AND LITERARY TREA- 

SURY: a Popular Encyclopedia of Science, 
Literature, and Art. Fcp. 8vo. 6s. 

Lue Treasory or Briere Kwow- 
LEDGE ; being a Dictionary of the Books, 
Persons, Places, Events, and other matters 
of which mention is made in Holy Scrip- 
ture. By the Rev. J. AyRE, M.A. With 
5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts, 

__ Fep. 8vo. 6s. 
Tue Treasory or Borawy, or 

Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable 
Kingdom. Edited by J. Linp.ey, F.R.S. 
and T, Moors, F,L.S. With 274 Wood: 
cuts and 20 Steel Plates. Two Parts, 
fcp, 8vo. 125, 

Max Miller.— Works sy F Max 
Méirer, M.A. 

BrocraruicaL Essays. Crown 8vo. 
7s. 6d, 

SELECTED Essays on LANGUvAcs, 
MYTHOLOGY AND RELIGION. 2 vols. 
crown 8vo. 16s, 

LECTURES ON THE Science or LAN- 
GUAGE, 2 vols. crown 8vo. 16s, 

Inpia, Waar Caw ir Teacu Us? 
A Course of Lectures delivered before the 
University of Cambridge. 8vo. 125. 6d. 

HrezerT LECTURES ON THE ORIGIN 
AND GROWTH OF RELIGION, as illus- 
trated by the Religions of India. Crown 
8vo. 75. 6d. ‘ 

INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF 
RELIGION : Four Lectures delivered at the 
Royal Institution, Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Tue Science or THoOvuGHT. 8vo: 215. 
BiocGRAPHIES oF Worps, AND THE 

HIOME OF THE ARYAS, Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 
A Sawsxrir Grammar ror Be- 

GINNERS. New and Abridged Edition, 
accented and transliterated throughout, 
with a chapter on Syntax and an Ap- 
pendix on Classical Metres. By A. A, 
MacDonELt, M.A. Ph.D. Crown 8vo. 6s, 

May.— Worxs ay rue Ricur ‘Hon. 
SiR THomASErsxine Ma KCB. 

LHe Consrirvrionat History oF 
ENGLAND SINCE THE ACCESSION OF 
GEORGE LIZ, 1760-1870, 3 vols, crown 
8vo. 185, 

Democracy rw Evropz ; a History, 
2vols. 8 325, 
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Meath.— Worxs av rue Eart oF 
Mzéarn (Lord Brabazon). 

SociaL Arrows: Reprinted Articles 
on various Social Subjects. Crown 8vo, 
1s, boards, 5s. cloth. 

PROSPERITY on Pavperism? Phy- 
sical, Industrial, and Technical Training. 
(Edited bythe EarL oF MEATH). 8vo. 55. 

Melville.—Wovezs sy G. J. Wuvre 
| MeLvittz, Crown 8vo, ts, each, boards ; 

1s. 6d, each, cloth, 
The Gladiators. 
The Interpreter. 
Good for Nothing. Digby Grand. 
‘The Queen’s Maries, | General Bounce, 

Mendelssohn.—7vz Zerrzrs oF 
FELIX MENDELSSOHN, Translated by 
Lady WALLACE, 2 vols. crown 8vo. Ios. 

Merivale— Worrs sy roe Very 
Rev. CHarLes Merivace, D.D. 
Dean of Ely. 

HisTtoRY oF THE ROMANS UNDER 
- THE Empire. 8 vols. post 8vo. 485. 
Tue Fart or THE Roman REPvs- 

LIC: aShort History of the Last Century: 
tury of the Commonwealth. 12mo, 7s. 6d. 

GeEwWERAL History or RoME FRoM 
_ B.C. 753 70 4.D. 476. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. ; 

Fue Roman Trromvirares. With 
Maps. Fep, 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

Meyer.—Mopvzerwn TuHeEor1zS oF 
'. CHEMISTRY. By Professor LorHar 

MEYER. Translated, from the Fifth 
‘Edition of the German, by P. PHILLIPS 
Bepson, D.Sc. (Lond.) B.Sc. (Vict.) 
F.C.S. ; and W. CARLETON WILLIAMS, 
B.Sc. (Vict.) F.C.S.  8vo. 18s. 

Mill.—Awazysis or THE PHENO- 
MENA OF THE Human Minp. By. 
James Miti., With Notes, Tllustra- 

~ tive and Critical. 2 vols. 8vo..285. 

Mill._—Worxs sy Joxun Sruarr 
Mitt. 

*Prinwcipces oF PoriTicaL Economy. 
Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. 30s. 
‘People’s Edition, 1 vol. crown 8vo. 55. 

A Sysrem or Loic, Ratiocinative 
and Inductive. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

On Lizerty. Crown 8vo. 1s. 47. 
_On REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT. 

Crown 8vo. 25. , 
UriLiTARIANISM. 8VO. 5S. 
Examination oF Sir’ WitLtiam 

HAMILTON'S PHILOSOPHY. 8vo. 16s. 
NATURE, THE UTILITY OF RELIGION, 

AND TuHEISM, Three Essays, 8vo. 55, 

Holmby House. 
Kate Coventry. 

Miller.— Works sy W. ALLEN 
Mizrer, M.D. LL.D. 

Tae ELEMENTS oF CHEMISTRY, 
Theoretical and Practical. Re-edited, 
with Additions, by H, Maceop, F.C.S, 
3 vols, 8vo, : 

Vol. I. CHEMICAL PHysics, 165, 
Vol. II, INORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 245. 
Vol. III. OrGanic CHEMISTRY, 315. 6d, 
Aw IntTropucrion To THE STupy 

oF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. With 71 
Woodcuts. Fep, 8vo. 3s. 62, 

Mitchell_—A Mawoar or Prac- 
TICAL ASSAYING, By JOHN MITCHELL, 
F.C.S. Revised, with the Recent Dis- 
coveries incorporated, By W. CROOKES, 
F.R.S. 8vo, Woodcuts, 315. 62, 

Molesworth. — JJarrviwe wp 
GivinG IN MARRIAGE: a Novel. ‘By 
Mrs, MOLESWoRTH. Fcp. 8vo. 2s, 6d. 

Monsell.— Worres sy rue Rev, 
JS. B. Monsex., LL.D. 

SPIRITUAL SONGS FOR THE SUN- 
DAYS AND HOLYDAYS THROUGHOUT THE 

Year. Fep. 8vo. 5s. 18mo, 2s. 
Fae Beatiroves. Eight Sermons. 
_Crown 8vo. 35. 6d. ; 

lis Presewce not Hits Memory. 
Verses. 16mo, Is, 

Mulhall.—Asrory or Prices since 
THE YEAR 1850. By MICHAEL G, 
MULHALL. Crown 8vo. 6s, 

Munk.—Zorvawasra ; or, Medical 
Treatment in Aid-of an Easy Death. 
ByWILLIAMMunk, M.D. F.S.A, Fellow 
and late Senior Censor of the Royal 
College of Physicians, &c. Crown 8vo. 
4s. 6a. 

Murchison.— Worxs. sy ‘CHarres 
Morcuison, M.D. LL.D: &e. 

A TREATISE ON THE CONTINUED 
FEVERS OF GREAT BRITAIN. «: Revised 
by W. Caytey, M.D. Physician. to the 
Middlesex Hospital. 8yo, with numerous 
Illustrations, 255. : 

CrinicaL LecrurzeES on DISEASES 
OF THE LIVER, FAUNDICE, AND ABDOM- 
inAL Dropsy. Revised by T. LauDER 
BRunToN, M.D. and SirJosEPH FAvRER, 
M.D. 8vo, with 43 Illustrations,'245. 

Napier.—Zwz Lire or Siz JOSEPH 
NAPIER, Bart. Ex-LORD-CHANCELLOR 
oF JRELAND, From his Private Corre- 
spondence. By ALEX. CHARLES EWALD, 
¥.S.A. With Portrait on Steel, engraved 
by G. J. Stodart, from a Photograph. 
8vo. 155. 
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Nelson.—Zzrrers awn DESPATCHES 
OF HORATIO, Viscount NELSON. Selected 
and arranged by JOHN Knox LauGHTON, 
M.A. 8vo. 165, 

Nesbit.—Zavs avn Lecenps, By 
E. NEsBiT. Crown 8vo. 55. 

Newman.— Worxs sy Carviwar 
NEWMAN. 

Apotocia pro Viré SoA. Crown 
8vo. 6s, 

THE IDEA OF A UNIVERSITY DEFINED 
AND ILLUSTRATED. Crown 8vo. 75, 

HisToRIcAL SKETCHES. 3 vols. 
crown 8vo. 6s, each. 

THE Artans oF THE FourrH CeEn- 
TURY. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

DISCUSSIONS AND ARGUMENTS ON 
Various SuB¥ECTS. Crown 8vo., 6s. 

An Essay on THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
CHRISTIAN DocTRINE, Crown 8vo. 6s, 

CERTAIN DIFFICULTIES FELT BY 
ANGLICANS IN CATHOLIC TEACHING 
CONSIDERED. Vol. 1, crown 8vo, 7s. 6a. ; 
Vol, 2, crown 8vo. 55. 6a. 

Fue Via Mepia of THE ANGLICAN 
CHURCH, ILLUSTRATED IN’ LECTURES 
&c. 2 -vols, crown 8vo, 6s. each. 

ESSAYS, CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL. 
2 vols. crown 8vo. 12s. 

Essays on BIBLICAL AND OW ECCLE- 
SIASTICAL MIRACLES, Crown 8vo. 6s. 

An Essay in AiD OF A GRAMMAR 
OF ASSENT. 7s. 6d. 

THE DREAM OF GERONTIUS. 
6d. sewed, 

Noble.— ours wirn a Turez-INncH 
TELESCOPE. By Captain W. NoBte, 
F.R.A.S. &c, With a Map of the Moon, 
Crown 8vo, 45. 6d. 

Northcott.— Zarzzs awn Turn- 
ING, Simple, Mechanical, and Ornamen- 
tal. By W.H.Norrucotr. With 338 
Tllustrations. 8vo. 185. 

O’Hagan,— Szzecrzp SPEECHES 

16mo. 

AND ARGUMENTS OF THE RIGHT’ 

HONOURABLE THOMASBARON O’ HAGAN. 
Edited by GEORGE TEELING. With a 
Portrait. 8vo, 16s. 

Oliphant.—WVovezs sy Mrs. O11- 
PHANT, 

Mapam. Crown 8vo. 1s. boards; 
1s. 6d. cloth. 

Iw Trosr.—Crown 8yo. 1s. boards ; 
Is, 6d, cloth, 

Oliver. — Asrrowvomy ror Ama- 
TEURS : a Practical Manual of Telescopic 
Research adapted to Moderate Instru- 
ments, Edited by J. A. WrEsTwoon 
OLIVER, with the assistance of E. W. 
MaunvER, H. Gruss, J. E. Gore, 
W. F. DENNING, W. S. Franks, T. G. 
ELGER, S. W. BuURNHAM, J. R. Capron, 
T. W. BackHousE, and others. With 
several Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Overton.—Zirz mw THE ENGLISH 
CHURCH (1660-1714). By J. H. OvER- 
TON, M.A. Rector of Epworth. 8vo. 145. 

Owen. — Zxez Comparative Awa- 
TOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE 
VERTEBRATE ANIMALS, By Sir 
RicHARD OwENn, K.C.B. &c. With 1,472 
Woodcuts, 3 vols. 8vo. £3. 135. 6a. 

Paget.— Worxs sy Sir James 
PAGET, BART. F.RS. DCL, & 0. 

Crinicat LecTrures AND ESSAYS, 
Edited by F. Howarp Mars, Assistant- 
Surgeon to St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 
8vo. 155. 

LecTurzeS on SwurcicaLt PArTHo- 

LoGy. Re-edited by the AUTHOR and 
W. Turner, M.B. 8vo, with 131 
Woodcuts, 215. 

Pasteur.—Zours Pasrevr, his Life 
and Labours. By his Son-1n-Law. 
Translated from the French by Lady 
CLAUD HAMILTON. Crown 8vo. 7s, 6d, 

Payen.—Jwpusrriat CHEMISTRY ; 
a Manual for Manufacturers and for Col- 
leges or Technical Schools; a Translation 
of Payen’s ‘Précis de Chimie Indus- 
trielle.’ Edited by B. H. Paut. ‘With 
698 Woodcuts. Medium 8vo. 42s. 

Payn.—Wovers sy James Pavn, 
THELvcK OFTHE DARRELLS. Crown 

8vo, Is. boards; 15. 6d. cloth. 

THICKER THAN Warer. Crown 8vo, 
Is. boards ; 15. 6d. cloth. 

Pears.—Zwe Fazx or Consranti- 
NOPLE: being the Story of the Fourth 
Crusade. By Epwin Pears, LL.B. 
Barrister-at-Law, late President of the . 
European Bar at Constantinople, and 
Knight of the Greek Order of the 
Saviour, 8vo. 165. 

Pennell.— Ove Sewrrmenraz Jour- 
NEY THROUGH FRANCE AND ITALY. 
By Josepu and ELizaABeTH RosINs 
PENNELL. With a Map and 120 IIlus- 
trations by Joseph Pennell. _ Crown 8vo. 
6s. cloth or vegetable vellum. 

Perring.— Warp Kwors iv SHAKE- 
SPEARE, By Sir PHILIP PERRING, Bart, 
8vo. 75, 6d, 
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Piesse.—Zve Arr or PERFUMERY, 
and the Methods of Obtaining the Odours 
of Plants; with Instructions for the 
Manufacture of Perfumes, &c. By G. 
W. S. PigessE, Ph.D. F.C.S. With 
96 Woodcuts, square crown 8vo. 215. 

Pole.—Zwe Tuzorv or rHe Mo- 
DERN SCIENTIFIC GAME OF WHIST. 
By W. Po.z, F.R.S. Fep. 8vo. 25. 6d. 

Prendergast.—/rzzayp, from the 
Restoration to the Revolution, 1660- 
1690..By JOHN P. PRENDERGAST. 8vo. 5s. 

Proctor.— Worxs ay R.A, PRocror. 
THE OrBS ARounD Us ; a Series of 

Essays on the Moon and Planets, Meteors 
and Comets. With Chart and Diagrams, 
crown 8vo, 55. 

OrxHeR Worips THAan Oors ; The 
Plurality of Worlds Studied under the 
Light of Recent Scientific Researches. 
With 14 Illustrations, crown 8vo. 5s. 

Tue Moon; her Motions, Aspects, 
Scenery, and Physical Condition. With 
Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and Lunar 
Photographs, crown 8vo, 6s. 

Universe or Srars; Presenting 
Researches into and New Views respect- 
ing the Constitution of the Heavens. 
With 22 Charts and 22 Diagrams, 8vo. 
los, 62. 

LarcerR Srar ATLAs for the Library, 
in 12 Circular Maps, with Introduction 
and 2 Index Pages. Folio, 15s. or Maps 
only, 125. 6d. : 

New Srar Arcas for the Library, 
the School, and the Observatory, in 12 
Circular Maps (with 2 Index Plates). 
Crown 8vo. 55. 

Licut Sciewce For LEISURE Hours; 
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects, 

Natural Phenomena, &c. 3 vols. crown 
8vo. 55. each. : 

Cyawce Awp Luck ; a Discussion of 

the Laws of Luck, Coincidences, Wagers, 

Lotteries, and the Fallacies of Gambling 
&c, Crown 8vo. 55. — 

Sropies oF Venwus-TRANSITS ; an 

Investigation of the Circumstances of the 

Transits of Venus in 1874 and 1882. 

With 7 Diagrams and 10 Plates. 8vo. 5s. 

Oxpv snp New AsTRonomy. 
*,* In course of publication, in twelve 

monthly parts and a supplementary sec- 

tion. In each there will be 64 pages, 

imp. 8vo. many cuts, and 2 plates, or one 

large folding plate. The price of each 

part will be 2s. 6d. ; that of the supple- 

mentary section, containing tables, index, 
-and preface, 1s. The price of the com- 
plete work, in cloth, 36s. 

The ‘KNOWLEDGE’ LIBRARY. Edi- 
ted by RicHarp A, PROCTOR. 

How to Pray WuistT: WITH THE 
Laws AND ETIQUETTE OF WHIST. 
By R. A. Proctor. Crown 8vo. 55. 

Home Wuisr: an Easy Guide to 
Correct Play. By R.A. PROCTOR. 16mo. Is. 

Tue Poetry or Astrowomy. A 
Series of Familiar Essays. By R. A. 
Proctor. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Narore STuvies. By GRANT ALLEN, 
A. Witson, T. Foster, E. CLopp, and 
R. A. Proctor. Crown 8vo. 65. 

Leisure Reavincs. By E. CLopp, 
A. WILSON, T. Foster, A. C. RUNYARD, 
and R. A. Proctor. Crown 8vo, 6s. 

THe STARS IN THEIR SEASONS. 
An Easy Guide to a Knowledge of the 
Star Groups, in 12 Large Maps. By R. 
A, Proctor. Imperial 8vo. 55. 

Srar Primer. Showing the Starry 
Sky Week by Week, in 24 Hourly Maps. 
By R. A. Procror. Crown 4to. 25. 6d. 

THE SEASONS PICTURED IN 48 SUN- 
Views oF THE EARTH, and 24 Zodiacal 
Maps, &c. By R. A. Proctor. Demy 
4to. 55. 

STRENGTH AND HAPPINESS. 
R. A. Procror. Crown 8vo. 55. 

Roucu Ways Mave Smooru. Fami- 
liar Essays on Scientific Subjects. By 
R, A. Proctor. Crown 8vo. 55. 

Our Piace Amowe Iwriwirigs. A 
Series of Essays contrasting our Little 
Abode in Space and Time with the Infi- 
nities Around us. By R. A, PRocTOR. 
Crown 8vo. 55. : 

Tue Expanse oF Heaven. Essays 
on the Wonders of the Firmament. By 
R, A. Proctor. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

THe GREAT PYRAMID, OBSERVA- 
Tory Toms, AND TEMPLE. With 
Illustrations, Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Pieasant Ways iw Science. By 
R, A. Proctor. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Myrus anp Marvets oF ASTRO» 
womy. By R.A. Proctor. Cr, 8vo, 6s. 

By 

Prothero.— Zz PiongzERS .AND 
Procress or EnGiisu FARMING. By 
RowLanpD E. PRoTHERO. Crown 8vo, 
5s. 

Pryce.— Zwz Awcrenr Britis 
CHuRcH : an Historical Essay. By JOHN 
Pryce, M.A, Canon of Bangor. Crown 
8vo. 65. 
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Quain’s Elements of Anatomy. 
The Ninth Edition, Re-edited by ALLEN 
TuHomson, M.D. LL.D. F.R.S.S. L. & E. 
EDWARD ALBERT SCHAFER, F.R.S. and 
GeorGE DANCER THANE, With up- 
wards of 1,000 Illustrations engraved on 
Wood, of which many are Coloured. 
2 vols. 8vo, 185. each. 

Quain.—A Dicrionary or Mept- 
CINE. By Various Writers. Edited by R. 
Quain, M.D. F.R.S. &c. With 138 
Woodcuts. Medium 8vo, 315. 6d. cloth, 
or 40s, half-russia; to be had also in 
2 vols, 345. cloth. 

Reader.—Worxs sv LEmizty EL. 
READER. 

Fue Guost of BRANKINSHAW and 
other Tales. With 9 Full-page [lustra- 
tions. Fep. 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth extra, gilt 
edges. 

Vorces From fFrowerR-Lawp, in 
Original Couplets. A Birthday-Book and 
Language of Flowers. 16mo. Is. 6d. limp 
cloth ; 25. 6d, roan, gilt edges, or in vege- 
table vellum, gilt top. 

Farry Prince Fottow-my-LeEab ; 
or, the Macic BRACELET. Illustrated 
by Wm. READER. Crown 8vo. 2s, 6d. 
gilt edges; or 35. 6d. vegetable vellum, 
gilt edges. 

THe THree Giants &e. 
16mo. 1s. cloth. 

THE Mover Bor &¢. Royal 16mo. 
1s. cloth, 

Be Vr Hvs woo Fynps Yr. Royal 
16mo. Is. cloth. 

Reeve. — Cooxery awp Hovse- 
KEEPING. By Mrs. HENRY REEVE. With 
8 Coloured Plates and 37 Woodcuts. 
Crown 8vo. 5s. . 

Royal 

Rich.—A Dicriovary or Roman 
AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES. With 2,000 
Woodcuts. By A. Ricu, B.A. Cr. 8vo. 
95. Od. 

Richardson.— Worxs sy BenyAmMin 
Warp RicHarpson, M.D. 

Tue Heartu or NaTions : a Review 
of the Works—Economical, Educational, 
Sanitary, and Administrative—of EDWIN 
CHADWICK, C.B. With a Biographical 
Dissertation by BENJAMIN WaRD RICH- 
ARDSON, M.D. F.R.S. 2 vols. 8vo. 285. 

Tue ComMMONHEALTH: a Series of 
Essays on Health and Felicity for Every- 
Day Readers. Crown 8vo, 6s. 

Richey.—A Svorr History of THE 
IrisH PEOPLE, down to the Date of the 
Plantation of Ulster. By the late A. G. 
RicHEy, Q.C. LL.D. M.R.1.A. Edited, 
with Notes, by ROBERT ROMNEY KANE, 
LL.D. M.R.LA. 8vo. 145. 

Riley.—Arzos; or, the Mountain of 
the Monks,- By ATHELSTAN RILEY, 
M.A. F.R.G.S. With Map and 29 
Illustrations, 8vo. 215, 

Rivers. — Worxs savy FTHomas 
RIVERS. 

THe OrcHaArv-HOvss. 
Woodcuts, Crown 8vo. 5s. 

THe Mintarore Fruir GARDEN; 
or, the Culture of Pyramidal and Bush 
Fruit Trees, with Instructions for Root 
Pruning. With 32 Illustrations. . Fep. 
8v0. 45, / 

Roberts.— Grzex tHe LANGUAGE 
oF CHRIST AND His APOSTLES. By 
ALEXANDER ROBERTS, D.D. 8vo. 18s, 

Robinson. — Zzz New Arcaptia, 
and other Poems. By A. Mary F. 
Rosinson. Crown 8vo, 6s, 

Roget.— Zxesacrvs or ENGLISH 
Worps AND PHRASES, Classified and 
Arranged so as to facilitate the Expression 
of Ideas and assist in Literary Com- 
position. By PETER M. RoGetT. Crown 
8vo. 108, 6d, 

Ronalds. — Zee Fry-Fisuer’s 
EnrTomoLocy. By ALFRED RONALDS. 
With 20 Coloured Plates. 8vo. 145, 

Saintsbury.—M/awcuzesrer : a Short 
History. By GEORGE SAINTsBURY. With 
2 Maps. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d. : 

With 25 

s 

Schafer. — Zwz ZssewrrALs oF 
HTISTOLOGY, DESCRIPTIVE AND PRACTI- 
cAL. For the use of Students. By E, 
A. ScCHAFER, F.R.S. With 281 I[llus- 
trations. 8vo. 6s. or Interleaved with 
Drawing Paper, 85. 6d. 

Schellen. — Srzcrrom Awaxysis 
IN ITS APPLICATION TO TERRESTRIAL 
SUBSTANCES, and the Physical Constitu- 
tion of the Heavenly Bodies, By Dr. 
H. ScHELLEN. Translated by JANE and 
CAROLINE LASSELL, Edited by Capt. 
W. De W. ABNEY. With 14 Plates 
(including Angstrém’s and Cornu’s Maps) 
and 291 Woodcuts. 8vo, 315. 6a, © 

Scott.— Wearner CHARTS AND 
STORM Warwnincs. By Rosert H. 
Scott, M.A, F.R.S. With numerous 
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 65; 
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Seebohm.—Worxs sy FREDERIC 
SEEBOHM. 

Tue Oxrorp Rerormers —JouNn 
Corer, Erasmus, AND THOMAS MORE; - 
a History of their Fellow-Work. 8vo, 145. 

THE Encrisy Vitrace Community 
Examined in its Relations to the Manorial 
and Tribal Systems, &c, 13 Maps and 
Plates, 8vo. 165, 

THE ERA OF THE PROTESTANT REVO- 
LuTion. With Map. Fep. 8vo. 2s. 6d. 

Sennett.— Zz Marine Sream 
ENGINE ; a Treatise for the use of Engi- 
neering Students and Officers of the 
Royal Navy. By RICHARD SENNETT, 
Engineer-in-Chief. of the Royal Navy. 
With 244 Illustrations. 8vo, 215, 

Sewell. — Svogizs awp TALES. 
By EvizapeTHM. SEWELL. Crown 8vo. 
Is. each, boards ; 1s. 6d, each, cloth plain ; 
2s. 6d. each, cloth extra, gilt edges :— 

Amy Herbert. Margaret Percival. 
The Earl’s Daughter, Laneton Parsonage. 
The Experience of Life. | Ursula. : 
A Glimpse of the World. | Gertrude. 
Cleve Hall. Ivors, . 
Katharine Ashton. « .* 

Shakespeare. — Bowoprer’s. Fa- 
MILY SHAKESPEARE. Genuine Edition, 
in I vol. medium 8vo. large type, with 
36 Woodcuts, 14s. or in 6 vols. fep. 8vo. 
2s. 

Ourziwes of THE Lire OF SHAKE- 
SPEARE, By J. O. HALLIWELL-PHIL- 
Lipps, F.R.S. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. 
Tos, 6d. 

Shilling Standard Novels. 

By rue EARL oF BEACONSFIELD. 
Vivian Grey. The Young Duke, &c. 

Venetia. : Contarini Fleming, &c. 
Tancred. ~<%' | Henrietta Temple. 
Sybil. “* | Lothair. 
Coningsby. Endymion. 
Alroy, Ixion, &c. 

Price 15. each, boards; 15. 6d. each, cloth. 

By G. J. Wavre-MELvILLe, 
The Gladiators. {Holmby House. 

The Interpreter. | Kate Coventry. 

Good for Nothing. | Digby Grand. 

Queen’s Maries. |General Bounce. 

Price 1s. each, boards; 1s. 6d. each, cloth. 

By Roserr Louis STEVENSON. 
The Dynamiter. 
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 

- Price rs. each, sewed ; 15. 6d, each, cloth. 

: [Continued above. 

Shilling Standard Novels—2. 
By Exvizasetu M. SEWELL. 

Amy Herbert. AGlimpseoftheWorld. 
Gertrude. Ivors. 
Earl’s Daughter. | Katharine Ashton. 
The Experience | Margaret Percival. 

of Life. Laneton Parsonage. 
Cleve Hall. Ursula. , 

Price 15. each, boards; 1s. 6d. each, cloth, 
plain; 2s, 6d. each, cloth extra, gilt edges. 

By Anruony TROLLOPE. 
The Warden. | Barchester Towers, 

Price 1s. each, boards; 1s. 6d. each, cloth. 

By Bret Hare. 
In the Carquinez Woods, 

ts. 6d.-cloth. 
Onthe Frontier (Three Stories). 1s. sewed. 
By Shore and Sedge (Three Stories). 15. 

Is. boards 3 

sewed, 

By Mrs. OLIPHANT. 
In Trust. | Madam. 

By James Pavn. 
Thicker than Water. 
The Luck of the Darrells. 

Price Is, each, boards ; 15. 6d, each, cloth. 

Short.—Sxercu or THE HisTory 
OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND TO THB 
REVOLUTION OF 1688, By T. V. SHORT, 
D.D. Crown 8vo. 75. 6a, 

Smith.—Zzserrv sawp LIBERALISM ; 
a Protest against the Growing Tendency 
toward Undue Interference by the State 
with Individual Liberty, Private Enter- 
prise, and the Rights of Property. By 
Bruce SmirTH, of the Inner Temple, 
Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Smith, H. F.—Z#z Hawps00x For 
Mipwives. By Henry FLy SMITH,. 
M.B. Oxon. M.R.C.S. late Assistant- 
Surgeon at the Hospital for Sick Women, 
Soho Square. With 41 Woodcuts. 
Crown 8vo. 55. 

Smith, R. Bosworth. — Car- 
THAGE AND THE CARTHAGINIANS, By 
R. BoswortH SMITH, M.A. Maps, 
Plans, &c. Crown 8vo. Ios, 6d, 

Smith, Rev. Sydney.— Zxz Wir 
AND Wispom OF THE Rev. SYDNEY 

SmirH, Crown 8vo, ts. boards; 15. 6¢. 
cloth, 

Smith, T.—A Mawoar or OPERA- 
TIVE SURGERY ON THE DEAD Bopy. 
By THomAs SMITH, Surgeon to St. 
Bartholomew’s Hospital. A “New. Edi- 
tion, re-edited by W. J. WALSHAM. 
With 46 Illustrations. $8vo, 125. 
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Southey.—Zve Pozricar Worxs 
OF ROBERT SOUTHEY, with the Author’s 
last Corrections and Additions. Medium 
8vo. with Portrait, 145. : 

Stanley. — 4 Famizrar History 
or S1rrps. By E. Staniey, D.D. 
Revised and enlarged, with 160 Wood- 
cuts, Crown 8vo. 65. , 

Steel.— Wores sv J. HA. Sreet, 
ALR.CLV.S. 

A TREATISE OM THE DISEASES OF 
THE Doc ; being a Manual of Canine 
Pathology. Especially ‘adapted for the 
Use of Veterinary Practitioners and 
Students. With 88 Illustrations. 8vo. 
los. 6d. ; 

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES 
OF THE OX; being a Manual of Bovine 
Pathology specially adapted for the use 
of Veterinary Practitioners and Students. 
With 2 Plates and 117 Woodcuts. 8vo. 
15s. : 

Stephen. — Zssavs mw EccLesras- 
TICAL BioGRAPHY. By the Right Hon. 
Sir J. STepHEN, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 
7s. Od, 

Stevenson.— Worxs sy Roserr 
Loouts STEVENSON. 

A Cuitp’s GARDEN OF VERSES. 
Small fep. 8vo. 55. 

Tue Dywamirer. ¥cp. 8vo. 15. swd. 
1s. 6d. cloth. — 

STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND 
Mr. Hype. Fcp. 8vo. 1s. sewed; 15. 6d, 
cloth. 

‘Stonehenge.’ — Zvz Doc iv 
HEALTH AND DISEASE. By ‘STONE- 
HENGE,’ With 84 Wood Engravings. 
Square crown 8vo. 7s. 6d, 

THe GREYHOUND. By ‘STONEHENGE,’ 
With 25 Portraits of Greyhounds, &c. 
Square crown 8vo. 15s, 

Stoney. — Zvz ZuzoRY oF THE 
STRESSES ON GIRDERS AND SIMILAR 
STRUCTURES. With Practical Observa- 
tions on the Strength and other Properties 
of Materials. By BInDON B. STONEY, 
LL.D. F.R.S. M.I.C.E. With 5 Plates, 
and 143 Illustrations in the Text, Royal 
8vo. 365. 

Sully.—Worxs sv James Sotcy. 

Ovritives oF SPsycHoLocy, with 
Special Reference to the Theory of Edu- 
cation, 8vo, 125. 6d, : 

Tue Teacner’s HanpsooK oF 
PSYCHOLOGY, on the Basis of ‘ Outlines 
of Psychology.’ Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d. 

Supernatural Religion ; an In- 
quiry into the Reality of Divine Reve- 
lation. Complete Edition, thoroughly 
revised. 3 vols. 8vo. 365. 

Swinburne. — 2rcrore Locic; an 
Attempt to Popularise the Science of 
Reasoning. By A. J. SWINBURNE, B.A. 
Post 8vo. 55. 

Taylor. — Sruvewr’s Mawnvat or 
THE AsToryY oF Inv14, from the Earliest 
Period to the Present Time. By Colonel 
MeEapows TAYLOR, C.S,I. Crown 8vo. 
7s. 6d. 

Taylor.—Aw AcricutroraL Nore- 
Book: to Assist Candidates in Pre- 
paring for the Science and Art and other 
Examinations in Agriculture. By W. C. 
TAYLOR. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. 

Thompson.— Worxs av D. Grzen- 
LEAF THOMPSON. 

THe ProsLrEm or £Evic: an Intro- 
duction to the Practical Sciences. 8vo. 
10s. 64, ° 

A Svsrem or PsycroLocy. 2 vols. 
8vo. 365, ‘ 

Thomson’s Conspectus.—Adapted 
to the British Pharmacopceia of 1885. 
Edited by NEsToR TIRARD, M.D. Lond. 
F.R.C.P. New Edition, with an Ap- 
pendix containing notices of some of the 
more important non-official medicines 
and preparations. 18mo. 65. 

Thomson.—Aw OvrrivE OF THE 
Necessary LAws oF THOUGHT; a 
Treatise on Pure and Applied Logic. By 
W. Tuomson, D.D. Archbishop of 
York, Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Three in Norway. By Two of 
THEM. With a Map and 59 IIlustra- 
tions on Wood from Sketches by the 
os Crown 8vo, 2s, boards; 25, 6a 
cloth. : 
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Todd. — Ov Partiamenrary Go- 
VERNMENT IN ENGLAND: its Origin, 
Development, and Practical Operation. 
By ALPHEUs Topp, LL.D. C.M.G. 
Librarian of Parliament for the Dominion 
of Canada. Second Edition, by his Son. 
In Two Volumes—VoL, I. 8vo. 245. 

Trevelyan.— Worxs ay rHe Ricur 
Hon. Sir G. O. Trevexvan, Barr. 

Tue Lire anp LeETrers or Lorv 
MACAULAY, 
LIBRARY EDITION, 2 vols. 8vo. 36s. 
CABINET EDITION, 2 vols. crown 8vo, 

125. 

aes EDITION, I vol, crown 8vo, 
Se 

Tue Earty History or CHARLES 
FAMES Fox. Library Edition, 8vo. 185, 
Cabinet Edition, crown 8vo, 6s. 

Trollope.—Wovers sy Awruony 
TROLLOPE. 

Tae Warven. Crown 8vo. 1s. 
boards ; Is. 6d. cloth. 

BARCHESTER TOWERS. 
Is. boards ; 1s. 6d. cloth. 

Crown 8vo. 

Twiss.— Worres py Sir TRAVERS 
TwIss. 

THe RicguTs And Duties oF Na- 
TIONS, considered as Independent Com- 
munities in Time of War. 8vo. 21s, 

THe RicuTs AnD DUTIES OF 
Nations in Time oF PEACE. 8vo. 
155. 

Tyndall. — Works sy Jonw Trw- 
DALL, FERS. &e. 

FRAGMENTS OF SCIENCE. 
crown 8vo. 16s. _ 

Heat a Move or Morion. Crown 
8vo. 125. 

Sounp. With 
Crown 8vo. Ios. 6d. 

Essays on THE FLOATING-MATTER 
OF THE AiR in relation to Putrefaction 
and Infection, With 24 Woodcuts. 
Crown 8vo. 75. 6d. : : 

Lecrures on Licut, delivered in 
America in 1872 and 1873. With 57 
Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

Lessons in ELECTRICITY AT THE 
Rovat InsTiruTion, 1875-76. With 

_ §8 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 2s. 62, 

Nores oF A Course oF SEVEN 
LECTURES ON ELECTRICAL PHENO- 

MENA AND THEORIES, delivered at the 
Royal Institution, Crown 8vo. 1s. sewed, 
Is. 6d, cloth, 

2 vols. 

204 Woodcuts. 

[Continued above. 

Tyndall— Worxs ay Joun FPrn- 
DALL, F.R.S. & ¢.—continued, 

Nores or 4 Coursr oF Nineé LEc- 
TURES ON LIGHT, delivered at the Rayal 
Institution. Crown 8vo. Is, sewed, Is, 6d. 
cloth, 

FARADAY AS A DIscoveRER. Fep., 
8vo. 35. 6a, 

Ville—Ow Arriricrar Manorzs, 
their Chemical Selection and Scientific 
Application to Agriculture. By GEORGES 
VILLE. Translated and edited by W. 
Crooxgs, F.R.S. With 31 Plates, 
8vo, 21s. 

Virgil—Poez: Vererr Maronis 
BUCOLICA, GEORGICA, AZNEIS; the 
Works of VirGIL, Latin Text, with 
English Commentary and Index. By 
B. H. Kenngepy, D.D. Crown 8vo. 
Ios. 6d, 

THe A-werp or Virert. Translated 
into English Verse. By JoHN CoNING- 
TON, M.A, Crown 8vo. 9s. 

Tae Porms or Vireiz. Translated 
into English Prose. By JOHN CONING- 
TON, M.A. Crown 8vo. gs. 

Vitzthum.—Sz7. PererssorG awp 
LONDON IN THE YEARS 1852-1864: 
Reminiscences of Count CHARLES FRED- 
ERICK VITZTHUM VON ECKSTOEDT, late 
Saxon Minister at the Court of St. James’. 
Edited, with a Preface, by HENRY REEVE, 
C.B. D.C.L. 2 vols. 8vo. 305: 

Walker. — Tye Correcr Carp; 
or, How to Play at Whist; a Whist 
Catechism. By Major A. CAMPBELL- 
WALKER, F.R.G.5. Fep. 8vo. 25. 6a, 

Walpole.—Aisrory or LEweranwp 
FROM THE CONCLUSION OF THE GREAT 
War In 1815. By SPENCER WALPOLE, 
5 vols. 8vo, Vols. I. and II, 1815-1832, 
36s. ; Vol. III. 1832-1841, 185.; Vols. IV, 
and V. 1841-1858, 36s. 

Waters. — Paris Recisrers in 
ENGLAND: their History and Contents. 
With Suggestions for Securing their better 
Custody and Preservation. By RoBERT 
E, CHESTER WATERS, B,A. 8vo, 55, 

Watson.—J4ranuna: a Romance. 
By H. B. MarriotT Watson. Crown 
8vo. 65, 

Watts.—4 Dicriovarv or CHEmIs- 
TRY AND THE ALLIED BRANCHES OF 
OTHER SciENcES. Edited by HENRY 
Warts, F.R.S. 9 vols. medium 8vo, 
S15. 25. 6d, 
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Webb.—Cezrzsriacr OByecTs FOR 
Common TeuEscoris. By the Rev. 

_T. W. Wezs, Map, Plate, Woodcuts. 
Crown 8vo. 9s. 

Wellington.—Zire or roe DoKe 
OF WELLINGTON, By the Rev. G. R. 
cunts) M.A. Crown 8vo, Portrait, 
Sa 

West.— Works ev Cxarces West, 
M.D. &c. Founder of, and formerly 
Physician to, the Hospital for Sick 
Children. 

LECTORES ON THE DISEASES OF In- 
FANCY AND CHILDHOOD, 8vo. 18s. 

Fue MorHer’s MANUAL oF CHIL- 
DREN’S DISEASES, Crown 8vo. 25, 6a, 

Whately. — Zwezise Sywowyms. 
By E. JANE WHATELY. Edited by her 
Father, R. WHATELY, D.D. Fcp. 8vo, 
38. 

Whately.— Worxs ay R. Waarety, 

Exements or Locic. Crown 8vo. 
45. 6d, 

Exements or RueToRIc. Crown 
8vo. 45. 6d. 

Lessons ow Reasoninc. Fep. 8vo. 
Is, 6d. 

Bacon’s Essays, with Annotations, 
8vo. Ios, 6d. 

Whiteand Riddle.—4 Za7m-Eyc- 
“LisH DicTionary, By J. T. WHITE, 
D.D. Oxon, and J. J. E. RrppDLE, M.A. 
Oxon, Founded on the larger Dictionary 
of Freund. Royal 8vo. 215, 

White.—A Cowcrse Larin-Enc- 
zis DIcTIonaRy, for the Use of Ad- 
vanced Scholars and University Students 
By the Rev, J. T. Wurtz, D.D. Royal 
8vo. 125, i 

Whiteing.— 7vz Jszawp: an Adven- 
ture of a Person of Quality; a Novel. 
By RICHARD WHITEING, Crown 8vo, 6s. 

Wilcocks.—7vz Sea FISHERMAN. 
Comprising the Chief Methods of Hook 
and Line Fishing in the British and other 
Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and 
Boating. - By J.C. Wicocxs. Pro- 
fusely Illustrated. Crown 8vo. 65. 

Wilkinson.—Zvz Frrenpzty So- 
ciety Movemenr : Its Origin, Rise, and 
Growth; its Social, Moral, and Educational 
Influences, —7HE AFFILIATED ORDERS. 
—By the Rev. JOHN FROME WILKINSON, 

M.A. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d, 

Williams.—2ozmonary ConsumpP- 
TION ; .its Etiology, Pathology, and 
Treatment. With an Analysis of 1,000 
Cases to Exemplify its Duration and 
Modes of Arrest. By C. J. B. WILLIAMs, 
M.D. LL.D. F.R.S. F.R.C.P. and 
CHARLES THEODORE WILLIAMS, M.A, 
M.D.Oxon, F.R.C.P. With 4 Coloured 
Plates and 10 Woodcuts.,. 8vo. 16s. 

Williams. — M/awoat or Fexe- 
GRAPHY, By W. WILLIAMS, Superin- 
tendent of Indian Government Telegraphs, 
eit il by 93 Wood Engravings, 8vo, 
Ios. 6a, 

Willich. — Popozar TFaszres for 
giving Information for ascertaining the 
value of Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church 
Property, the Public Funds, &c. By 
CuHarLes M. WILticu. Edited by 
H. BENcE JONEs. Crown 8vo. Ios. 6d, 

Wilson.—A Mawoart or Hearru- 
ScizNcE, Adapted for Use in Schools 
and Colleges, and suited to the Require- 
ments of Students preparing for the Ex- 
aminations in Hygiene of the Science 
and Art Department, &c. By ANDREW 
Witson, F.R.S.E. F.L.S. &c. With 
74 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6a. 

Witt.—Worxs sy Pror. Wirt. 
Translated from the German by FRANCES 
YOUNGHUSBAND. 

Tue Troyan War. With a Preface 
by the Rev. W. G. RUTHERFORD, M.A. 
Head-Master of ‘Westminster School, 
Crown 8vo. 2s. 

Myvrus or Herras; or, Greek Tales. 
Crown 8vo. 35. 6d. 

rae 

Fur Wanvderincs oF ULYSSES. 
Crown 8vo. 35. 6. 

Wood.—Worrs sv Rev. J. G. 
Woop. 

Homes Wirnoor Hawps; a De- 
scription of the Habitations of Animals, 
classed according to the Principle of Con- 
struction, With 140 Illustrations. 8vo. 
10s. 6a. 

Insects ar Home; a Popular 
Account of British Insects, their Struc- 
ture, Habits, and Transformations. With 
700 Illustrations. 8vo. Ios, 6a. 

Insecrs ABpRoaD; a Popular Account 
of Foreign Insects, their Structure, 
Habits, and Transformations. With 
600 Illustrations. 8vo. Ios. 6d. 

[Continued on next page. 
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Wood.— Works ay Rev. Jf. G. 
Woop—continued. 

BisreE Animas ; a Description of 
every Living Creature mentioned in the 
Scriptures, With 112 Illustrations, 8vo, 
Tos. 6a, 

STRANGE Dwyetzincs ; a Description 
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged 
from ‘Homes without Hands.’ With 
60 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5s. Popular 
Edition, 4to. 6d. 

HforsE anp Man: 
Dependence and Duties, 
trations. 8vo. 145, 

ILLUSTRATED STABLE Maximus. To 
be hung in Stables for the use of Grooms, 
Stablemen, and others who are in charge 
of Horses. On Sheet, 4s. 

Ovor or Doors; a Selection of 
Original Articles on Practical Natural 
History. With 11 Illustrations. Crown 
8vo. 55. 

PercanD RevisireD, With 33 
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 75. 6d. 

their Mutual 
With 49 Illus- 

The following books are extracted from the 
foregoing works. by the Rev. J. G. Woop: 

SoctaL HABITATIONS AND PARASITIC 
Nests. With 18 Illustrations, Crown 
8vo. 2s. cloth extra, gilt edges, °~_ 

THe Brawcu BoiLtdeERs. With 28 
Illustrations.’ 
extra, gilt edges. ; 

Witp Awimars. or THE Bisecer. 
With 29 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

Domesric ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE. 
With 23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. 
cloth extra, gilt edges. 

Birv-Lire or THE BiseE, With 32 
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d, cloth 
extra, gilt edges. 

Wownverrur Nests. With 30 Mlus- 
trations, Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. cloth extra, 
gilt edges. © 

Homes Unver tHE Grouwp. With 
28 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. cloth 
extra, gilt edges. 

Wood-Martin. — Zxz Lake 
DWELLINGS OF IRELAND: or Ancient 
Lacustrine Habitations of Erin, common- 
ly called Crannogs. 
MarTIN, M.R.I.A. Lieut.-Colonel 8th 
Brigade North Irish Division, R.A. 
With 50 Plates. Royal 8vo, 255... 

a ooat 
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. cloth 

By W. G. -Woon.- | 

Wright.—e Diszase in Cuizp- 
HOOD, with Special Reference to its Treat- 
ment by Excision. By G. A. WRIGHT, 
B.A. M.B.Oxon. F.R.C.S.Eng. With 
48 Original Woodcuts, 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Wylie. — Aisrory or Ewnctawp 
UNDER HENRY THE FouRTH. By JAMES 
HAMILTON WYLIE, M.A. one of Her 
Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools, (2 vols, ) 
Vol. 1, crown 8vo. tos, 6d, 

Wrylie.— Zasovr, Lersorz, anv 
Luxury; a Contribution to Present 
Practical Political Economy, By 
ALEXANDER WYLIE, of Glasgow. Crown 
8vo. 15, 

Youatt.— Worxs sy Wrierian 
Yovarr,. 

Lue Horse, Revised and enlarged 
by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. 
Woodcuts, 7s. 6d, 

Zaz Doc. Revised and enlarged. 
8vo. Woodcuts. 6s, 

Younghusband.—7wz Szvoryv or 
Our LorD, TOLD In SIMPLE LANGUAGE 
FOR CHILDREN. By FRANCES YouNG- 
HUSBAND, With 25 Illustrations on Wood 
from Pictures by the Old Masters, and 
numerous Ornamental Borders, Initial 
Letters, &c. from Longmans?’ Illustrated 
New Testament, Crown 8vo. 2s, 6d, cloth 
plain ; 3s. 6d. cloth extra, gilt edges, 

Zeller. — Worxs sy Drp.- E. 
ZELLER, 

History or Eccecricism in GREEK 
PHILOSOPHY, ‘Translated by. SARAH 
F, ALLEYNE. Crown 8vo. tos, 6d, 

THe Sroics, EPIcvuREANS, AND 
Sceprics. Translated by the.Rev. O. 
J. REICHEL, M.A. Crown 8vo. 15s, 

SOCRATES AND THE SOCRATIC 
ScHooxs. Translated by the Rev, O. J. 
REICHEL, M.A, Crown 8vo. 105, 6d. 

PLATO AND THE OLDER ACADEMY. 
Translated by SARAH F, ALLEYNE and 
aa Goopwin, B.A.: Crown 8vo. 
185, 

THE PRE-Socratic ScuOoLs : a His- 
tory. of Greek Philosophy from the Earliest 
Perjod to the time of Socrates, Trans- 
lated by Sanaw F, ALLEYNE, 2 vols, 
crown 8vo. 30s. 

Ourriwes or THE HISTORY OF 
Greek PHILOSOPHY. ‘Translated by 
SARAH F, ALLEYNE and EvELYN 
ABBOTT, Crown 8vo, 10s, 6% 

8vo. 
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EPOCHS OF ANCIENT HISTORY. 
Edited by the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart. M.A. and by C, Sankey, M.A, 10 volumes, 

fep. 8vo. with Maps, price 2s. 6d. each. 

THe Graccul, Marius, AND SULLA, By 
A, H. Bregsty, M.A. With 2 Maps. 

THe Earty Roman Empire, From the 
Assassination of Julius Czsar to the Assassination 
of Domitian. By the Rev. W. WoLFE Carzs, M.A. 
With 2 Maps. 

THR RomMAN EMPIRE OF THE SECOND CEN- 
tury, or the Age of the Antonines. By the Rev. 
W. Wocre Capes, M.A. With 2 Maps. 

THE ATHENIAN EMPIRE FROM THE FLIGHT 
of Xerxes to the Fall of Athens. By the Rev. 
Sir G. W. Cox, Bart. M.A. With 5 Maps. 

THE RISE OF THE MACEDONIAN EMPIRE. 
By ARTHUR M. CurteIs, M.A. With 8 Maps. 

THE GREEKS AND THE PERSIANS. By the 
Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart. M.A. With 4 Maps. 

Rome To iTS CAPTURE BY THE GAULS. 
By WitHeEiM Inne. With a Map. 

THE Roman TriumviraTes. By the Very 
Rev. CHARLES MerIvatz, D.D. Dean of Ely. 
With a Map. 

THE SPARTAN AND THEBAN SUPREMACIES. 
By Cuaries SANKEY, M.A. With 5 Maps. 

ROME AND CARTHAGE, THE Punic WARs. 
By R. Boswortu SmiTH, M.A. With 9 Maps 
and Plans. 

EPOCHS OF MODERN HISTORY. 
Edited by C. CoLBecK, M.A. 

THE BEGINNING OF THE MIDDLE AGES. 
By the Very Rev. RicHarp WILLIAM CHURCH, 
M.A. &c. Dean of St. Paul’s. With 3 Maps. 

THE Normans IN Europe. By Rev. A, 
H. Jounson, M.A. With 3 Maps. 

Tue CrusapDEs. By the Rev. Sir G. W. 
Cox, Bart. M.A. With a Map. 

THe Earty PLANTAGENETS. By the 
Right Rev. W. Stusgs, D.D. Bishop of Chester. 
With 2 Maps. 

EDWARD THE THIRD. 
Warsurton, M.A. 
logical Tables. 

By the Rev. W. 
With 3 Maps and 3 Genea- 

THE Houses OF LANCASTER AND YORK; 
with the Conquest and Loss of France. By 
James GAIRDNER. With 5 Maps. 

THE EARLY TUDORS. By the Rev. C. E. 
Moberty, M.A. 

Tue ERA OF THE’ PROTESTANT REVOLU- 
tion. By F. SEEBOHM. 0 With 4 Maps and 12 
Diagrams, 

18 volumes, fep. 8vo. with Maps, price 2s. 6d. each. 

THE AGE OF ELIZABETH. 
CreicHTon, M.A. LL.D. 
4 Genealogical Tables. 

Tue First Two STUARTS AND THE PURI- 
tan Revolution, 1603-1660. By SAMUEL RAWSON 
GARDINER. With 4 Maps. 

THE FALL OF THE STUARTS ; AND WESTERN 
Europe from 1678 to 1697. By the Rev. Epwarp 
Have, M.A. With 1: Maps and Plans. 

THe AGE oF ANNE. By E, E. Morris, 
M.A. With 7 Maps and Plans. 

THE THIRTY VEaARS’ War, 1618-1648. By 
SamuEL Rawson GARDINER. Witha Map. 

THE EarLty Hanoverrans. By E, E, 
Morris, M.A. With 9 Maps and Plans. 

FREDERICK THE GREAT AND THE SEVEN 
Years War. By F.W. Loneman, With 2 Maps. 

THE WaR OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE, 
1775-1783. By J. M. LvpLow. With 4 Maps. 

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION, 1789-1795. By 
Mrs. S. R. GARDINER. With 7 Maps. 

THE Epocu oF REFORM, 1830-1850. By 
Justin McCartuy, M.P. 

By the Rev. M. 
With 5 Maps and 

EPOCHS OF CHURCH HISTORY. 
Edited by the Rev. MANDELL CREIGHTON. 

THe ENGLISH CHURCH IN OTHER LANDS. 
By the Rev. H. W. Tucker, M.A. 

THe HIsTORY OF THE REFORMATION IN 
England, By the Rev. Georce G. Perry, M.A. 

THe CHURCH OF THE EARLY FATHERS. 
By ALFRED Piumme_r, D.D. 

THE EVANGELICAL REVIVAL 
Eighteenth Century. 
TON, 

IN THE 

By the Rev. J. H. Over- 

Fep. 8vo. price 2s. 6d, each. 

Tue History OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
Oxford. By the Hon. G. C. Broprick, D.C.L. 

THE CHURCH AND THE ROMAN EMPIRE. 
By the Rev. A. Carr. 

THE CHURCH AND THE PURITANS, 1570- 
1660. By Henry OrFLEY WaKEMAN, M.A. 

THE CHURCH AND THE EASTERN EMPIRE. 
By the Rev. H. F. Tozer, M.A. 

HILDEBRAND AND HIs TIMES, By the 
Rey. W. R. W. STEPHENS, M.A, 

*" Other Volumes are in preparation. 

Spottiswoode & Co. Printers) New-street Square, London. 
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